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PREFACE

The Critique of Pure Reason is more obscure and difficult

than even a metaphysical treatise has any right to be The
difficulties are not merely due to defects of exposition

,
they

multiply rather than diminish upon detailed study
,
and, as I

shall endeavour to show in this Coninicntaiy aie traceable to

two main causes, the composite nature ot the text, written at

various dates thioughout the period 1772-1780, and the con-

flicting tendencies of Kant’s own thinking

The Commentary is both expository and ciitical
,
and in

exposition no less than in criticism I have sought to subordinate

the treatment of textual questions and of minor issues to the

systematic discussion of the central problems Full use is

made of the various selections from Kant’s private papeis

that have appeared, at intervals, since the publication of his

Lectures on Metaphysics in 1821 Their significance has not

hitherto been generally recognised in English books upon

Kant They seem to me to be of capital impoitance foi the

right understanding of the Critique

Some apology is perhaps required for publishing a work

of this character at the present moment It was completed,

and arrangements made for its publication, shortly before the

outbreak of war The printers have, I understand, found in

it a useful stop gap to occupy them in the intervals of more
pressing work

,
and now that the type must bd released, I

trust that m spite of, or even because of, the overwhelming

preoccupations of the wai
,
there may be some few readers to

whom the volume may be not unwelcome That even amidst

the distractions of actual campaigning metaphysical specula

tion can serve as a refuge«ahd a solace is shown by the

memorable example of General Smuts He has himself told

\U
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us that on his raid into Cape Colony in the South African

War iie earned with him foj evening reading the Crtttque of
Pure Reason Is it surprising that our Bntish generals, pitted

against so unconventional an opponent, should have been

worsted in the battle of wits ?

The Critique of Put e Reason is a philosophical classic that

marks a turning-point in the history of philosophy, and no

interpretation, even though now attempted after the lapse of

a hundred years, can hope to be adequate or final Some
things are clearer to us than thqy were to Kant’s con

temporaries
,

in other essential ways pw point of view has

receded from his, and the historical lecord, that should

determine our judgments, is far from complete But there is

a fuither difficulty of an even more serious charactci The
Critique deals with issues that are still controversial, and

their interpretation is possible only from a definite stand-

point The limitations of this standpoint and of the philo

sophicdl milieu in which it has been acquired unavoidably

intervene to distort or obscure our apprehension of the text

Arbitrary and merely personal judgments I have, however,

endeavoured to avoid My sole aim has been to reach, as

far as may prove feasible, an unbiassed understanding of

Kant s great work

Among German commentators I owe most to Vaihinger,

Adickes, B Erdmann, Cohen, and Riehl, especially to the first

named The chief English writers upon Kant are Green,

Caiid, and Adamson In so far as Green and Caird treat the

' Critical philosophy as a half way stage to the Hegelian stand

point I find myself frequently in disagreement with them

,

but my indebtedness to their writings is much greater than

my occasional criticisms of their views may seem to imply

With Robert Adamson I enjoyed the privilege of personal

discussions at a time when his earlier view of Kant’s teaching

was undergoing revision in a more radical manner than is

apparent even in his posthumously published University

lectures To the stimulus of his suggestions the writmg of

this Commentary is largely due

My first study of the Critique was under the genial and

inspiring guidance of Sir Henry Jones With characteristic!

kindliness he has read through my manuscript and has
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disclosed to me many defects of exposition and argument

The same service has been lendered me by Professoi

G Dawes Hicks, whose criticisms have been very valuable,

particularly since they come from a student of Kant who on

many fundamental points takes an opposite view from my own
I have also to thank my colleague, Piofessor Oswald

Veblen, foi much helpful discussion of Kant’s doctrines of

space and time, and of mathematical reasoning

Mr H H Joachim has read the entire proofs, and 1 have

made frequent modifications to meet his very searching

criticisms I have also gratefully adopted his revisions of my
translations from the Crtttque Similar acknowledgments

are due to my colleague, Piofessor A A Bowman, and to my
friend Di C W Hendel

I have in prepaiation a translation of the Critique of Pure

Reason^ and am responsible for the translations of all passages

given in the present woik In quoting from Kant’s other

wiitings, I have made use of the renderings of Abbott,

Bernard, and Mahaffy
,
but have occasionally allowed myself

the liberty of introducing alterations

Should leadeis who are already well acquainted with the

Crtttque desire to use my Commentary for its systematic

discussions of Kant’s teaching, rather than as an accompani-

ment to their study of the text, I may refer them to those

sections which receive italicised headings in the table of

contents

NORMAN KEMP SMITH

London, /««««>; 1918
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INTRODUCTION

I TEXTUAL

KANTS METHOD OF COMPOSTING THE ‘CRIIlQOB OF
PURE REASON'

Seldom, in the history of literature, has a work been more
conscientiously and deliberately thought out, oi more hastily
thrown together, than the Critique of Pure Reason The
following IS the account which Kant in a letter to Moses
Mendelssohn (August i6, 1783) has given of its composition

‘[Ihongh the Critique is] the outcome of reflection vihich had
occupied^me for a period of at least twelve years, I brought it to
completion in the greatest haste within some four to five months,
giving the closest attention to the content, but with little thought of
the exposition or of rendering it easy of comprehension by the
reader—a dedision which I have never regretted, smee otherwise, had
I any longer delayed, and sought to give it a more popular form,
the work would probably never have been completed at all This
defect can, however, be gradually removed, now that the work exists
in a rough form ” ^

These statements must be allowed the greater weight as
Kant, jn another letter (to Garve, August 7, 1783), has given
Ithem in almost the same words

“I freely admit that I haye not expected that my book should
meet with an immediate favourable reception The exposition of
the materials which fear moffe than twelve successive years I had
been carefully maturing^ was not composed in a sufficiently smtable
mannerw geqejW comprehension For the perfecting of its eX
position seversd Vears would have been required, whereas I brought
It to complption m some four to five months, m the W ihtA, on
longer delay, so prolonged a labour might finally become burden
some, and that my mcrea^hg years (I am already irl nfy sixtieth

year) would perhaps mcapacitate me, while I am stjll the sole pos
sessor of my complete system ” * «

— — A..

‘ IT x p 3*3

XIX

* IF” X p 316.
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llte twelve jwialrs here referred to ere 1769-1780, the

idirase “ at least twelve years ” indicates Kant’s apprectatlq^

of the continuity of bis mental development Hume's fir^

influence iqion Kant is probably to be dated prior to 1760
The choice, however, of the year 1769 is not arbitrary , it

IS the year of Kant’s adoption of the semi Critical position

f recorded in the Inaugural DtsserkUton (1770)^ The “four

to five months" may be dated in the latter half of 1780
The pnntidg of the Crtttque was ptbbably commenced m
December or January 1780-1781

But the Crtttque is not merely defective in clearness or

popularity of exposition That is a common failing of meta<
physical treatises, especially when they are m the German
language, and might pass Without special remark What is

much mwc serious, is that Kant flatly contradkts himself m
almost evety chapter, and that there is hardly a technical

term which is not employed by him iti a variety of different

and conflicting senses As a writer, he is the least exact of
all the great thinkers

So obvious are these inconsistencies that everycommentator
has felt constiained to offer some explanation of their occur

rence Thus Caird has asserted that Kant opens his exposi-

tion from the non Critical standpoint of ordinary consciousness,

and that he discloses the final position, towards which he has^

all along bees working, only through repeated modifications

of his prehminaiy statements Such a view, however, cspinot

account either for the specific manner of occurrence or for the
actual character of the contradictions of which the Cttttqife

affords so many examples These are by no means limitfld

to the opening sections of its main divisions, and cSrf||il

examination of the text shows that they have no such merely
expository origin The publication of Kant’s Refiextonen

and Lose Blatter^ and the devoted labours of Benno^
Erdmann, Vaihinger, Adickes, Reicke and others, have;

indeed, placed the issue upon an entirely new plane It

can now be proved that the Crtttque is not a unitaty wmrk,
and that in the five months in which, as Kant tells us^ it

was brought to completion" {zu Stands gedraeAt), it was
not actually wntteu, but was pieced together by the eombip*
tng of manuscripts written at various dates thtoughout the

period i77»-«78o ^
^ Kant’s c^nM^pondened In these y ears contains the repeated

assertion.'th^ he expired to be« able to complete the

work wd^ fOlde three or six mbnths This imphes that

It was atread}^, atieast aa early as 1777, m great part com
> or Kant s laUei to SepU»1ii|lr1a 93^
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mitted to wnting In 178P Kant Jn^s|t therefora have had
aolarge body of maniiscnpt at hts diSfiQsal The recently

pubUsyhed Lose Blatter are, indeed, part of it And ae we
$hall have constant occasion* to, observe, the Crtftgue affords

alnple evidence of having been more or less mechanically

Constructed through the piecing together of older manuscript,

supplemented, no doubt, by the insertion of conpeoting links,

and modified by occasional alterations to suit the new context

Kant, It would almost seem, objected to nothing so much as
the sacnfice of an argument once conseers^ted by eommlttal
to paper If It could be inserted, no matter at what cost of

repetition, or even confusion, he insisted upon its insertion

Thus the Subjective and Objective Deductions of the first

edition can, as we. shall find, be broken up into at least ftair

distinct layers, which, like geological strata, remain to the
bewilderment of the reader who naturally expects a unified

system, but to the enlightenment of the student, once the

clues that s»ve to identify and to date them have been
detected To cite another example in the Second Analogy,

as given in the first edition, the main thesis is demonstrated
in no less than five distinct proofs, some of which are

repetitions, and when Kant restated the argument in the

'Second «editton, he allowed the five proofs to remain, but
''uperimposed still another upon them Kant do^, indeed,
m the second edition omit some few passages from various

pafts of the Critique

,

but this is in the main owing to his

desire to protect himself against serious misunderstanding to

which, as he found, he had very unguardedly laid himself

open The alterations of the second edition are chiefly of

th^ nature of additions
* Adickes* theory ^ that Kant in the “ four to five months ”

composed a brief outline of his entire argument, and that it

was upon the framcwoik of this outline that the Critique

was elaborated out of the older manuscript, may possibly be
correct It has certainly enabled Adickes to cast much light

upon many textual problems But his own supplementary
hypothesis in regard to the section on the Anttnonites, namely,
that It formed an older and separate treatise, may very profit-

ably be further'extended Surely it is unlikely that with the

expectation, continued over many years, of completion withm
a few months, Kant did not possess, at least for Ute AestJketic,

Diakcth^, \nd Methodology, a general outline, that dated
further back than 1780 And dcjpbtless tine outline was
Itself altered, patched, and r^ast. in proportion #s insight

into the problems of the Anodic, tM piobletnei thai la to say.
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which ottised publication to be $o long deferred^ deepened
ai|d took dpal i^m

The cothpoeite character of the Cntt^e is largely0heealed
by the highly elaborate, and extremely artificial, aQ*ai^ment
of its parts To the general plan, based upon pro&sedly
logdcat principles, Kant has himself given the title, Scrdntec-

tOnic , and he carries it out with a thoroughness to which all

other considerations, and even at times those of sound reason

ing, are made to give way IndeeiJ, he clings to it with the

uiu'easoning affection which not infrequently attaches to a

favourite hobby He lovingly elaborates even its minor
detail, and is rewarded by a framework so extremely com
plicated that the most heterogeneous contents can be tidily

arranged, side by side, in its many compartments By its

uniformity and rigour it gives the appearance qf systematic

order even when such order is wholly absent

But we have still to consider the chief reason foi the

contradictory character of the contents of the Cnttque It is

inseparably bound up with what may perhaps be regarded as

Kant’s supreme merit as a philosophical thinker, especially as

shown in the first namely, his open-minded recogni

tion of the complexity of his problems, and of the many
difficulties which lie in the way of any solution which he
IS himself able to propound Kant’s method of working
seems to have consisted in alternating between the various

possible solutions, developing each in turn, in the hope that

some midway position, which would share in the merits

of all, might finally disclose itself When, as frequently

happened, such a midway solution could not be found, he
developed his thought along the parallel lines of the alterna-

tive views
,

f

“You know that I do not approach reasonable objections with

the intention merely of refuting them, but that in thinking then)

ovei ! aliivays weave them into my judgments, and afford ttem the
opportunity of overturning all my most dierished beliefs 1 entertain

the hope that by thus viewing my judgments ampartially from the
standpoint of others some third view that still improve upon my
previous insight may be obtamable Long expenence has
taught methat insight mto a subject which J. am seeking to master
IS not to be forced or even hastened, by sheer effort^ but demani^
a fairly prolonged period durulg which I return again and again to
the same concepts, viewing them in all their aspects and in their

Widellt possible ewemeetions, while m the inter^ahi th^ sceptical spint
awakens, and maltes tnal wilether my conclusions*' tlsui withstand a
seaxchmg etiticiStn ^ “In i&ental labour of so delicate a character

* Fromittteir to Mateos Haw, June *?77 HJ, % pp. liis 17
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nothing IS mote h&rmful than p^Ocupation with Extraneous matters

The mind, though not constantly On the stretch, must still, alike m
Its K^e ana m its favourable moments, he uninterruptEdly open to

any chaaci; suggestion which may present itself Relaxations and
diversions must maintain its powers m freedom and mobility, so

that It may be enabled to view the object afresh from every side,

and so to enlarge its point of view from a microscopic to a universal

outlook that It adopts in turn every conceivable standpoint, verifymg

the observations of each by meins of all the others " * “I am not
of the opmion of the well meaning wnter who has recommended us

never to allow doubts in regard to a matter upon which we have
once made up our minds In pure philosophy that is not feasible

Indeed the understanding has m itself a natural objection to any
such procedure We must consider propositions in all their various

applications , even when they may not seem to require a special

proof, we must make trial of their opposites, and in this way fight

tor delay, until the truth becomes in all respects ident ” ®

That these are no mere pious expressions of good intention,

but represent Kant’s actual method of working, is amply-

proved by the contents of the Cnttque We find Kant con
stantly alternating between opposed standpoints, to no one
of which he quite definitely commits himself, and constantly

restating^ his principles in the effort to remove the objections

to which as he recogni-ics, they continue to he open The
Cttttque, as already stated, is not the exposition of a single

unified system, but is the record of Kant’s manifold attempts

to formulate and to solve his many sided problems Even
those portions of the Critique which embody his latest views

show that Kant is still unwilling to sacrifice insight to

consistency When he is guilty of special pleading«--for he
cannot be altogether absolved even from that charge—it is

in the interests of his logical architectonic, for which, as I

have said, he cherishes a quite unreasoning affbction, and not

of his central principles So far from concealing difficulties,

or unduly dwelling upon the favouring considerations, Kant
himself emphasises the outstanding objections to which his

conclusions remain subject If his teaching is on certain

points very definite, it is in other hardly less important
respects largely tentative

,

The value of Kant’s Cnttque as an introduction to modem
philosophy IS greatly enhanced by this method of procedure

The student who has steeped himselfin the atmospheieof the

Cnttque, however dissatisfied he may perhaps be with many of

Its docti^nes, Ms become familiar wiln the main requirements

^ l^roiD 4etter to Marcus Her£ February 1773 ^ p
^ JSijllexwHen u 5

^
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which a really adequate metaphysics must fulfil, or at least

will have acquired a due sense of the complexity of the

problems with which it deals

Recognition of the composite nature of the text will safe-

guard us in two ways In the first place, citation of single

passages is quite inconclusive Not only must all the relevant

passages be collated
,
they must be interpreted in the light of

an historical understanding of the various stages in Kant’s

development We must also be prepared to find that on
certain mam questions Kant hesitates between opposed posi

tions, and that he nowhere definitively commits himself to

any quite final expression of view

Secondly, we cannot proceed on the assumption that

Kant’s maturest teaching comes where, liad the Critique been

a unitary work, composed upon a dolpite and previously

thought out plan, we should naturally expect to find it,

namely, in its concluding portions The teaching of much
of the Dialectic^ especially in its account of the nature of the

phenomenal world and of its relation to the knowing mind,

is only semi Critical This is also true of Kant’s Introduction

to the Critique Introductions are usually wiitten last, and
probably Kant’s Introduction was written after the comple
tion of the Aesthetic, of the Dialectic, and of the Analytic in its

earlier forms But It bears all the signs of having been

composed prior to the working out of several of his most
chaiacteristic doctrines in the central parts of the Analytic

Thus both Kant’s introductory statements of the aims
and purposes of the Critique, and his application of his

results m the solution of metaphysical problems, fail to repre-

sent in any adequate fashion the new and revolutionary

principles to which he very gradually but successfully worked
nis way The key to the Critique is given m the central portions

of the Analytic, especially in the Deduction of the Categories

The other parts of the Critique reveal the Cntieal doctrines

only as gradually emerging from the entaqgliirg influence of
pre Cntical assumptions Their teaching has to be radically

remodelled before they can be made to harmonise with what,
in view both of their intrinsic character and of the corre-

sponding alterations in the second edition, must be regarded
as Kant’s maturest utterances

This was a task which Kant never himself attempted
For no sooner had he attained to comparative clearness in

regard to his new Critical principles and briefly expounded
them in the Analytic of the first edition, than he hastened
to apply them in the spheres of morality, aesthetics, and
teleology When the Cnttque appearrd in 1781 he was fifty-
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seven years of age
,
and he seems to have feared that if he

allowed these purely theoretical problems, which had already

occupied his main attention for “at least twelve years,” to

detain him longer, he would be debarred from developing

and placing on permanent record the new metaphysics of

ethics which, as the references in the first Critique show,
had already begun to shape itself in his mind To have
expended further energy upon the perfecting of his theoretical

philosophy would have endangered its own best fruits Even
the opportunity in 1787 of a second edition of the Critique

he used very sparingly, altering or adding only where occa
sional current criticism—his puzzled contemporaries having
still for the most part maintained a discreet silence—had
clearly shown that modes of exposition were incom*
plete or misleading ^

II HISTORICAL

KANT’S RELATION TO HUME AND TO LEIBNI7

Kant^ manner of foimulating his fundamental problem

—

How are synthetic a priori judgments possible?—may well

seem to the modern reader to imply an unduly scholastic

and extremely lationalistic method of appioach Kant’s

reasons for adopting it have, unfortunately, been largely

obscured, owing to the mistaken interpretation which has

usually been given to certain of hia personal utterances

They have been supposed to prove that the immediate occa

sion of the above formula was Hume’s discussion of the

problem of causality in the Enquiry into the Human Under-
standing Kant, it IS argued, could not have been acquainted

with Hume’s earlier and more elaborate Treatise on Human
Nature, of which there was then no translation

,
and his

references to Hume must therefore concern only the later

Work
Vaihinger has done valuable service in disputing this read*

ing of Kant’s autobiographical statements Kant does not

himselfmake direct mention of the Enquiry, and the passages in

the Critique and in the Prolegomena ^ in which Hume’s teach*

mg IS under consideration seem rather to point to the wider

atgument of the Treatise This is a matter of no small

uhliortance ,
for if Vaihmger’s view can be established, it will

* These passages are by no means unambiguous, and are commented upon
ItelMr, p 61 ff
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enable us to appreciate, m a manner otherwise imposisible,

how Kant should have come to legard the problem of a prton
spttkesti as being the most pressing question in the entire

field of speculative philosophy

The essential difference between the Treatise and the
'

\
Enquiry, from the standpoint of their bearing upon Critical

issues, lies m the wider scope and moie radical character of the

earlier woik The Enquiry discusses the problem of cajisality

only in the form in which it emerges in particular causal judg
ments, le as to our grounds for asset ting that this or that effect

IS due to this or that cause In the Treatise, Hume raises the
' broader question as to our right to postulate that events must
always be causally detei mined In other words, he there

1 questions the validity of the universal causal principle, that

whatever begins to exist must have a cause of existence
,
and

he does so on the explicit ground that it demands as necessary

the connecting of two concepts, that of an event and that of an
antecedent cause, between which no connection ofany kind can

' be detected by the mind The principle, that is to say, is not
1 self-evident

,
it is synthetic The concept of an event and

the concept of a cause are quite separate and distinct ideas

Events can be conceived without our requiring to think ante

cedent events upon which they are dependent N#r is the

principle capable of demonstration For if it be objected

that in questioning its validity we are committing ourselves

to the impossible assertion that events arise out of nothing,

such argument is only applicable if the principle be previously

granted If events do not require a cause, it is as little

necessary to seek their source in a generation out of nothing
as in anything positive Similarly, when it is argued ‘^at

as all the parts of time and space are uniform, there must
be a cause determining an event to happen at one moment
and in one place rather than at some other time or place,

the principle is again assumed Theie is nq greater diffi

culty in supposing the time and place to be fixed without a
cause than m supposing the existence to be so determined
The principle, Hume concludes, is non rational in ebaractei
It IS an instrument useful for the organisation o( experience f
and for that reason nature has determined us to its formatidd
and acceptance Properly viewed, it efKpresseS a mfei^Sly

instinctive belief, and is explicable only'nj-^e natufMlSlfc
manner of our other propensities a^mnacessa^ to tjfie fue-
ling of some practical ne^ “ Naturq|Jba&, determin^
judge as well as to breathe and feel *’

<
»*•

From this naturalistic position Hume makes a no less
vigorous attack upon the empirical phdos^hies which
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to estiibljsh general principles by inductive inference from the

facts^of experience If the principles which he at the basis

of our experience are ndn rational in character, the same
must be true of our empirical judgments. They may cor

ifectly describe the uniformities that have hitherto occurred

in the sequences of our sensations, and may express the

natural expectations to which they spontaneously give rise

,

but they must never be regarded as capable of serving as a

basis for inference In eliminating a priori principles, and
appealing exclusively to sense experience, the empiricist

removes all grounds of distinction between inductive inference

and custom bred expectation And since from this stand

point the possibility of universal or abstract concepts— so

Hume argues—must also be denied, deductive inference must
likewise be eliminated from among the possible instruments

at the disposal of the mind So called inference is never the

source of our beliefs
,

it is our fundamental natural beliefs,

as determined by the constitution of our nature in its reaction

upon external influences, that generate those expectations

wnich, however they may masquerade in logical costume,

have as purely natural a source as our sensations and feelings

Such, briefly and dogmatically stated, is the sum and sub

stance »f Hume's teaching ^

Now it Was these considerations that, as it would seem,

awakened Kant to the problem of a priori synthesis He was,

and to the very last remained, in entire agreement with

Hume’s contention that thb principle of causality is neither

self evideqj^ nor capable of logical demonstration, and he at

pqce realised that what is true of this principle must also

hold of all the other pnnciples fundamental to science and

philosophy Kant further agreed that inductive inference

from the data of experience is only possible upon the prior

acceptance of rational principles independently established

,

afld that we may not, therefore, look to expenence for proof

of thew validity Thus with the rejection of self evidence

as a feature of the a priori^ and with the consequent admis>

jnOn of its synthetic character, Kant is compelled td
m;quiesce the inevitableness of the dilemma which Hume
bropoundsi Either Hume’s sceptical conclusions must be

|i.oa€llted, or Wd must be able to point to some criterion

"Vweh IS not shbjMt to the defects of the lationalist and
dtemial methods of prooft and which is adequate to deter

^Ipoe^-uie validity or^ invalidity of general principles Is

any such altemattjai? Such is Kant’s problem as

HO For |QStification of this intqoretation of Hume I must refer the reader to my
fmf^^NnMl*''Tbe Natnr«lisi|iofmme ’ m Mind^ toI uv N S pp 149 73, 335 47
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expressed in the formula How are i|ynthetic a pnort judg-

ments posable ?

It IS a very remarkable historical fact that notwithstanding

the clearness and cogency of Hume’s argument, and the

appearance of such competent thinkers as Thomas Reid m
Scotland, Lambert and Crusius in Germany, no less than

thu'ty years should have elapsed before Hume found a single

reader capable of appieciating the teaching of the Treatise at

Its true value ^ Even Kant himself was not able from his

reading of the Enquiry in 1756-1762 to realise the import

ance and bearing of the main problem ‘ Though in the

Enquiry the wider issue regarding the general principle of

causality 1$ not raised, the bearing of Hume's discussion,

when interpreted in the light of Kant’s own*- teaching, is

sufficiently clear, and accordingly we cannot be absolutely

certain that it was not a re reading of the Enquiry pr

a recalling of its argument ‘ that suggested to Kmnt the

central problem of his Critical philosophy The probability,

however, is rather that this awakening took place only in-

directly through his becoming acquainted with the wider

argument of the Treatise as revealed in James Beattie’s ex
tremely crude and unsympathetic criticism of Hume’s phtlo

sophy* Beattie had great natural ability, and considerable

literary power His prose writings have a luadity, a crisp

ness, and a felicity of illustration which go far to explain

their widespread popularity in the latter half of the eighteenth
century Their literary quality is, however, more thsth

counterbalanced by the absence of any genuine appellation

attention ‘ But (tie Mtpetiiat llard fati $f
to be understood We cannot without a

^ To this fact Kant himself draws
metaphysics would not allow Hume
dtertain sense of pain consider how utterly his opponents, Reid Oswald
and even Pnestley, missed the point of the problem For while they wer« ever

assuming as conc^ed what he doubted, and demonstrating with eagerness and
often with arrogance what he nevei thought of disputing they so ovMocd^edJus
inclination towards a better state of things that everything remained^ utidi6turnod
in Its old condition ^---•Prolegomena p 6 Mahaffy and Bernard s trana p

* Sulrer’s translation of Hume s Essays (including the Enquires) appealred in

1754
• The word which Kant uses is Ennnerung(ci below, p xxix, n 4) There ar<5

two nutip reasons for believing that Kant had not himself read the T^taitse lie
was unp^rfectly acquainted with the English language and ^here waO no ems'^
German translation (Jakob s translation did not appear ttl] 1790-91 On Kant s

knowledge of English cf Erdmann Arcktv fur Gesekum dor Phthse^u^
Bd 1 (x8S8) pp 6a if, 216 ft , and K Groos Eant Studim^ Bd v <1900}

p 177 ft ai^d below, P )
And, secondly Kant’s staietpents reveal his

entire ignorance of Hume s view of mathematical science as given in the Tnatm
^ Cf Vaihinger, Commmtarvy r p 344 ff Beattie does, indeed, refer t9

Hxmdp View of mathematical science as given m 4he Treatise, but in so IfMirabC
ai^ casual a maxmer that Kant could not possibly ^ther from the reference^
MSwin of whatmt treatment was Cf Beattie s fiwty cn the Nature andfnh
W^ahtld) df Truth (sixth edition), pp 138, 14^ ^ ^ ^
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of the deeper, speculative implications and consequences

of the problems discussed And this being so, he is

naturally at his worst in criticising Hume In insisting,

as he does, upon the absurd practical results^ that would
follow from the adoption of Hume’s sceptical conclusions,

he is merely exploiting popular prejudice in the philosophical

arena That, however, may be forgiven him, if, as would
seem to be the case, the quotations which he gives verbatim

from Hume’s Treattse really first revealed to Kant the scope

and innermost meaning of Hume’s analysis of the causal

problem
The evidence in support of this contention is entirely

circumstantial The German translation of Beattie’s Essay on

the l^ure (fnS Immutabdtty of Truth was published at Easter

1772, * / in the year in which Kant, in the process of his own
independent development, came, as is shown by his famous
letter to Herz,® to realise the mysterious, problematic character

of a priori knowledge of the independently real He was then,

however, still entirely unconscious of the deeper problem which

at once emerges upon recognition that ajfnori principles, quite

apart from all question of their objective validity, are synthetic

m form We know that Kant was acquainted with Beattie's

work, fbr he twice refers to Beattie’s criticism of Hume*
What more probable than that he read the translation in the

year of its publication, or at least at some time not very long

Subseauent to the date of the letter to Herz ? The passages

ii^ca Beattie quotes from tlK Treatise are exactly those that

were necessary to rqveal the full scope of Hume’s revolutionary

teaching in respect to the general principle of causality

There seems„ indeed, little doubt that this must have been
the ehscnnel through which Hume’s influence chiefly acted

Thus at kst, 1>y a circuitous path, through the quotations of an

adVersarytk Hume awakened philosophy from its dogmatic
slulnlaer,* and won for his argument that appreciation which
'desp^e^ts jcpgency it had for thirty years so vainly demanded

*
’tiiglic Hunw had himself pointed out both in the Treattse ud in the

Ettatdry , and because of them he rejects scepticism as a feasible philoso^v qf life

KnrI’s statmneAt above quoted that Hume s critics (among whom Beatne n cited)
' were ever assuming what Hume doubted, and demonstrating with eagerness and
efUM wethemrogaMte what he never thought of disputmg,” undoubted^ refer in a

qmte especili degree to Beattie
* lverie,K p i33£ It u dated February 21, 1772 Cf below, pp 319 ao
* JnfieelufemtMa p 6 (above quoted, p xxviii, m t), andp 8 (brans p 6) 1

Aooldi^mk Hume mint ^rly have laid as much claim to sound sense as l^tUe,
and besides to aioiticiu understanding (such as Uie latter did not possess),”

It PreiegmaHOft p 8 1 '*^1 ho^tly confess that my recollection o!&David
HumtFS teaching (dte Fnnnermg ms Damd Hume) was the vear thing wfaiqh
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Let us now turn our attention to the rationalist phUoso|^
in which Kant was educated Humes contention that eitocMr

ence cannot by itself justify any inductive inference form^
the natural bridge over which we can best pass td the

contrasting standpoint of Leibniz Hume and Leibniz find

common ground in denouncing empiricism Both agree in

regarding it as the mongrel offspring of conflicting principles

If rationalism cannot hold its own, the alternative is not the

finding of firm foothold in concrete experience, but only such,

consolation -is a sceptical philosophy may affoid ^ The over

throw of rationalism means the destruction of metaphysics in

every torm Even mathematics and the natural sciences will

have to be viewed as fulfilling a practical end, not as satisf)>

ing a theoretical need But though Leibniz’s cnticis n of

empiricism is, in its mam contention, identical with that of

Hume, It is profoundly different both in its orientation and ih

the conclusions to which it leads While Hume maintains

that induction must be regarded as a non rational process

of meiely instinctive anticipation, Leibniz argues to the

self legislative chaiacter of pure thought Sense experience

reveals reality only in propoition as it embodies principles

derived from the inherent character of thought itself Ex-
perience conforms to a prton principles, and so can afford

an adequate basis for scientific induction

There is a passage in Hume’s Enquiry which ms^y be

employed to illustrate the boldly speculative diaractei of

Leibniz s interpretation of the nature and function Of hiunai

thought “ Nothing [seems] more unbounded than the,

thought of man, which not only escapes all hufnan power and
authority, but is not even restrained within the limits e

nature and reality While the body is confined to one
planet, along which it cieeps with pain and difficulty, the

thought can in an instant transport us into the m9;et distant

regions of the universe What never was seen, or heard
of, may yet be conceived

,
nor is anything beyond the power

of thought, except what implies an absolute contradictiou
”

This passage in which Hume means to depict a false beiicf,

already sufficiently condemned by the absurdity of its clai^ns,

expresses for Leibniz the wonderful but literal tiuth 1 n lUght
IS the revealer of an eternal unchanging reality, and its validity—

r*. %
and gave my investigations m the field of speculative philosophy quite a new
direction Kants employment of the term Ermntrung may pevhjsps he
intCitpeted m view of the indirect source of his knowledge of Hume*s maul

g
«itK>n He would bring to his reading of Beattie^s quotations the memory of
ume^s ( ther sceptical doctrines as expounded m the Enqmry

V * kant, It i9ic^d be noted classifies philOsophiea as either dogmatic (« rational

«
^uc) or bceptical bmpmcism he regards as a lotm of sceptiasm
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IS in no way dependent upon its verification through sense

When Voltaire m his Ignorant Philosopher remarks that ‘ it

would be very singular that all nature, all the planets, should

obey eternal laws, and that there should be a little animal,

five feet high, who, in contempt of these laws, could act as

he pleased, solely according to his caprice,” ^ he is forgetting

that this same animal of five feet can contain the stellar

univeise in thought within himself, and has therefore a dignitj

which IS not expressible in any such terms as his size may
seem, for vulgar estimation, to imply Man, though dependent
upon the body and confined to one planet, has the sun and
stars as the playthings of his mind Though finite in his

mortal conditions, he is divinely infinite in his powers
Leibniz thus boldly challenges the sceptical view of the

function of reason Instead of limiting thought to the trans-

lating of sense data into conceptual forms, he claims for it a

creative power which enables it out of its own resources to dis

cover for itself, not only the actual constitution of the material

world, but also the immensely wider realm of possible entities

The real he maintains, is only one of the many kingdoms
which thought discovers for itself in the universe of truth It

IS the most comprehensive and the most perfect, but still only

one out of innumerable others which unfold themselves to the

mind in puie thought Truth is not the abstracting of the

universal aspects in things, not a copy of reality, dependent
upon It for meaning and significance Truth is wider than
reality is logically prior to it, and instead of being dependent
upon the actual, legislates for it Leibniz thus starts fiom
the possible, as discovered by pure thought, to determine in

an a prtort manner the nature of the real

This Leibnizian view of thought may seem, at first sight,

to be merely the re emergence of the romantic, rationalistic

ideal of Descartes and Malebranche So to regard it would,

however, be a serious injustice It was held with full con
sciousness of its grounds and implications, and reality was
metaphysically reinterpreted so as to afford it a genuine
basis There was nothing merely mystical and nothing
undefined in its main tenets Leibniz differs from Male-
branche in being himself a profound mathematician, the co-

discoverer with Newton of the differential calculus He also

differs from Descartes in possessing an absorbing interest in

the purely logical aspects of the problem of method
,
and

was therefore equipped in a supreme degree foi determining

^ Quoted by Beattie (op ett sixth edition p 295) i^ho however incapable
of appreciating the force of Hume s arguments was at least awake to certain of
their ultimate consequences
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in, genuinely scientific fashion the philosophical significance

and value of the mathematical disciplines

Hume and Leibniz are thus the two protagonists that

dwarf all others They realised as neither Malebranche,

Locke, nor Berkeley, neither Reid, Lambeft, Crusius, nor

Mendelssohn ever did, the really crucial issues which must
ultimately decide between the competing possibilities Each
maintained in the manner prescribed by his general philo

Sophy, one of what then appealed to be the only two possible

views of the function of thought The alternatives were these

(a) Thought s merely a practical instrument for the con
venient interpretation of our human experience

,
it has no

objective or metaphysical validity of any kind
, (^) Thought

legislates universally
,

it reveals the wider universe of the

eternally possible
,
and prior to all experience can deter

mine the fundamental conditions to which that experifnce
must conform Or to interpret this opposition in logical

terms (a) The fundamental principles of experience are

synthetic judgments in which no relation is discoverable

between subject and predicate, and which for that reason

can be justified neither a pnort nor by experience, {b) all

principles are analytic, and can theiefore be justified by pure
thought *

The problem of Kants Crttique^ broadly stated, consists

in the examination and critical estimate of these two opposed
views There is no problem, scientific, moral, or religious, which
is not vitally affected by the decision which of these altei natives

we are to adopt or what reconciliation of their conflicting

claims we hope to achieve Since Kant’s day, largely owing
to the establishment of the evolution theory, this problem
has become only the more pressing The naturalistic, instru

mental view of thought seems to be immensely reinforced

by biological authority Thought would seem to be reduced

to the level of sense - affection, and to be an instrument

developed through natural processes for the practical purposes

of adaptation Yet the counter view has been no less power
fully strengthened by the victorious march of the mathe
matical sciences They have advanced beyond the limits of

Euclidean space, defining possibilities such as no experience

reveals to us The Leibnizian view has also been reinforced

by the successes of physical science in determining what
would seem to be the actual, objective character of the

independently real Kant was a rationalist by education,

temperament, and conviction Consequently his problem
was to reconcile Leibniz’s view of the function of thought
with Hume’s proof of the synthetic character of the causal
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principle He strives to determine how much of Leibniz’s

belief in the legislative power of pure reason can be retained

after full justice has been done to Hume s damaging criticisms

The fundamental principles upon which all experience and
all knowledge ultimately rest are synthetic in nature how is

it possible that they should also be a priori ? Such is the

problem that was Kants troublous inheritance from his

philosophical progenitors, Hume and Leibniz ^

III GENERAL

In indicating some of the main features of Kant s general

teaching, I shall limit myself to those points which seem
most€ie'pful in preliminary orientation, or which aie necessary

for guarding against the misunderstandings likely to result

from the very radical changes m terminology and in outlook

that have occurred in the hundred and thirty years since the

publication of the Critique Statements which thus attempt to

present in outline, and in modern terms, the more general

features of Kant’s philosophical teaching will doubtless seem
to many oT my readers dogmatic in form and highly question

able nji content They must stand or fall by the results

obtained through detailed examination of Kant’s ipsisnma
verba Such justification as I can give for them will be found
in the body of the Commentary

I

I THE NATURE OF THE A PRIORI

The fundamental presupposition upon which Kant’s

argument rests—a presupposition never itself investigated

but always assumed— is that universality and necessity

cannot be reached by any process that is empu'ical in char

acter By way of this initial assumption Kant arrives at the

conclusion that the a prion, the distinguishing charactenstics

of which are universality and necessity, is not given in sense

but is imposed by the mmd
,
or m other less ambiguous terms,

IS not part of the matter of experience but constitutes its form

The matter of experience is here taken as equivalent to

sensation
,
while sensation, in turn, is regarded as being the

non relational

The explanation of Kant’s failure either to investigate or

to prove this assumption has already been indicated Leibniz

^ For a more detailed statement of Kant s relation to his philosophical pre

decessors, cf below Appendix B» p 583 if
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proceeds upon the assumption of its truth no less confidently

than Hume, and as Kant s mam task consisted in reconciling

what he regarded as being the elements of truth in then

opposed philosophies, he very naturally felt secure in rearing

his system upon the one fundamental presupposition on
which they were able to agree It lay outside the field of

controversy, and possessed for Kant, as it had possessed for

Hume and for Leibniz, that authoritative and axiomatic

character which an unchallenged preconception tends always

to acquire ^

The general thesis, that the universal and necessary

elements in experience constitute its form, Kant specifies in

the following determinate manner The form is fixed for all

experience, that is to say, it is one and the same in each and
every experience, however simple or however complex It

IS to be detected in consciousness of duration no less tllln in

consciousness of objects or in consciousness of self For, as

Kant argues, consciousness of duration involves the capacity

to distinguish between subjective and objective succession,

and likewise involves recognition ^ with its necessary com
ponent self consciousness Or to state the same point of

view in another way, human experience is a temporal process

and yet is always a consciousness of meaning temporal.

Its states are ordered successively, that is, externally to one
another

,
but the consciousness which they constitute is at

each and every moment the awareness of some single unitary

meaning by icference to which the contents of the successive

experiences are organised The problem of knowledge may
therefore be described as being the analysis of the conscious-

ness of duration, of objectivity, and of self consciousness, or

alternatively as the analysis of our awareness of meaning
Kant arrives at the conclusion that the conditions of all

four are one and the same”
Kant thus teaches that experience in all its embodiments

and in each of its momentary states can be analysed into

an endlessly variable material and a fixed set of relational

elements Aqd as no one of the relational factors can be
absent without at once nullifying all the others, they together
constitute what must be regarded as the determining form and

* The term ‘ recognition ’ i employed by Kant m its widest sense, as
covering for instance recognition of the past as past, or of an object as bemg a
certain kind of object

Cnnsueusness of time consriousness of objects in space conscibnsness of
self arc the three modes of expenence which Kant seeks to analyse They are
found to be inseparable from one another apd in their union to constitute a form
of conscious experience that is equivalent to an act of judgment—< « to be a form
of auarenevs that involves relational categones and universal concepts
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structure of every mental process that is cognitive in character

Awareness, that is to say, is identical with the act of judg-
ment, and therefore involves everything that a judgment, in

Its distinction from any mere association of ideas, demands
for its possibility

Kant’s position, when thus stated, differs from that of
Leibniz only in its clearer grasp of the issues and difficulties

involved, and consequently in the more subtle, pertinacious,

and thoroughgoing character of the argument by which it is

established Its revolutionary character first appears when
Kant further argues, m extension of the teaching of Hume,
that the formal, relational elements are of a synthetic nature
The significance and scope of this conclusion can hardly be
exaggerated No other Kantian tenet is of more fundamental
importance ^ With it the main consequences of Kant’s Critical

teaclyng are indissolubly bound up As the principles which
he at the basis of our knowledge are synthetic, tluy have no
intrinsic necessity, and cannot possess the absolute authority

ascribed to them by the rationalists They are prescribed to

human reason, but cannot be shown to be inherently rational

in any usual sense of that highly ambiguous term They
can be established only as brute conditions verifiable in fact

though net demonstrable in pure theory (if there be any such
thing), of our actual experience They are conditions of

sense experience, and that means of our knowledge of appear-

ances, never legitimately applicable in the deciphering of
ultimate reality They are valid within the realm of experi

ence, useless for the construction of a metaphysical theory of

things in themselves This conclusion is reinforced when we
recognise that human experience, even in its fundamental
features {eg the temporal and the spatial), might conceivably

be altogether different from what it actually is, and that its

presuppositions are always, therefore, of the same contingent

character Even the universality and necessity which Kant
claims to have established for his a prion principles are

of this nature Their necessity is always for us extrinsic

,

they can be postulated only if, and so long as, we are assum
ing the occurrence of human sense experience

Thus Kant is a rationalist of a new and unique type He
believes in, and emphasises the importance of, the a pnon
With It alone, he contends, is the Critique competent to deal

But It IS an a prion which cannot be shown to be more than

relative It does, indeed, enable us to conceive the known as

^ As we have noted (above pp xxvi xxvii) it was Hume s insistence upon
the i^nthetic non self evident character of the causal axiom that awakened Kant
from his dogmatic slumber Cf below, pp 6l ff 593 ff
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relative, and to entertain in thought the possibility of an
Absolute

,
but this it can do without itself possessing inde

pendent validity For though the proof of the a priori is

not empirical in the sense of being inductive, neither is it

logical in the sense of being deduced from necessities of

thought Its “transcendental’ proof can be executed only

so long as experience is granted as actual
, and so long as the

fundamental characteristics ot this experience are kept in

view
Lastly, the a prion factors aie purely relational They

have no inherent content from which clues bearing on the

supersensible can be ob^'ained Their sole function is to

serve in the interpretation of contents otherwise supplied

The a pnon, then, is merely relational without inherent

content
,

it is synthetic, and therefore incapable of independent

or metaphysical proof, it is relative to an experience which is

only capable of yielding appearances The a pi ton is as

merely factual as the experience which it conditions

Even in the field of morality Kant held fist to this con
viction Morality, no less than knowledge, presupposes

a pnon principles These, however, are never self evident,

and cannot be established by any mere appeal to intuition

They have authority only to the extent to which, they can
be shown to be the indispensable presuppositions of a moral
consciousness that is undeniably actual ^

That the a prton is of this character must be clearly

understood Otherwise the reader will be pursued by a feeling

of the unreality, of the merely historical or antiquarian sigmfi

cance, of the entire discussion He may, if he pleases, sub-

stitute the term formal or relational for a priori And if he
bears in mind that by the relational Kant is heie intending
those elements in knowledge which render possible the re

lations constitutive of meaning he will recognise that the

Critical discussion is by no means antiquated, but still remains
one of the most important issues in the entire field of philo

sophical enquiry

2 KANT’S CONTRIBUTION TO THE SCIENCE OF LOGIC

The above conclusions have an important bearing upon
logical doctrine Just as modern geometry originates in a
sceptical treatment of the axiom of parallels, so modern,
idealist logic rests upon Kant’s demonstration of the revolu
tionary consequences of Hume’s sceptical teaching If

* Cf below pp Ivi ff , j iff
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principles are never self evident, and yet are not arrived at by
induction from experience, by what alternative method can
they be established? In answer to this question, Kant
outlines the position which is now usually entitled the Coherence

theory of truth ^ That theoiy, though frequently iscribed to

Hegel, has its real sources in the Critique of Pure Reason It

expresses that modification in the Leibnizian rationalism

which is demanded by Humes discovery of the sjnthetic

character of the causal axiom Neither the deductive

methods of the Cartesian systems nor the inductive methods
of the English philosophies can any longer be legarded as

correctly describing the actual processes of scientific proof

General principles are either presuppositions or postulates

If a priori they aie presupposed in all conscious awareness
,

as above indicated, they have a de fcu:to validity within the

experience which they thus make possible If moie special

in nature they are the postulates to which we find ourselves

committed in the process of solving specific problems, and they
are therefore discovered by the method of trial and failure ^

They aie valid in proportion as they enable us to haimonise
appearances, and to adjudicate to each a kind of reality con
sistent with that assigned to every other

Proof of fact is similar in general character The term
fact is eulogistic, not merely descriptive

,
it marks the

possession of cognitive significance in regard to some body
of knowledge, actual or possible It can be applied to

particular appearances only in so far as we can determine
then conditions, and can show that as thus conditioned

the mode of their existence is relevant to the enquiry

that IS being pursued The convergence of parallel lines is

fact from the standpoint of psychological investigation from
the point of view of their physical existence it is merely
appearance Ultimately, of course, everything is real, includ

ing what we entitle appearance
,
^ but in the articulation of

human experience such distinctions are indispensable, and the

criteria that define them are prescribed by the context in

which they are being employed
Thus facts cannot be established apart from principles

nor principles apart from facts The proof of a principle is

Its adequacy to the interpretation of all those appearances

that can be shown to be in any respect relevant to it, while

the test of an asserted f^ct, * ^ of our description of a given

appearance, is its conformity to the principles that make
insight possible

Though the method employed in the Critique is entitled

^ Cf below, pp 36 7
® Cf below p 543 ff * Cf below pp liu iv
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by Kant the “ transcendental method, ’ it is really identical

in general character with the hypothetical method of the
natural sciences It proceeds by enquiring what conditions
must be postulated in order that the admittedly given may
be explained and accounted for * Starting from the given ii

also submits its conclusions to confirmation by the given
Considered as a method, there is nothing metaphysical or

high flying about it save the name None the less, Kant is

in some degree justified in adopting the special title In view
of the unique character of the problem to be dealt with
the method calls for very careful statement, and has to

be defended against the charge of inapplicability in the
philosophical field

The fundamental thesis of the Coherence theory finds

explicit formulation in Kant’s doctrine of the judgment the
doctrine, that awareness is identical with the act of judging,
and that judgment is always complex, involving both factual

and interpretative elements Synthetic, relational factors are
present in aU knowledge, even in knowledge that may seem
on superficial study, to be purely analytic or to consist merely
of sense -impressions Not contents alone, but contents
interpreted in terms of some specific setting, are the sole

possible objects of human thought Even when, by forced
abstraction, particulars and universals are held mentally apart,
they are still being apprehended through judgments, and
therefore through mental processes that involve both They
stand in relations of mutual implication within a t/e facto
system

,
and together they constitute it

This IS the reason why in modern logic, as in Kant’s
Critique, the theory of the judgment receives so much more
attention than the theory of reasoning For once the above
view of the judgment has been established, all the main points
in the doctrine of reasoning follow of themselves as so many
corollaries Knowledge starts neither from sense data nor from
general principles, but from the complex situation in which
the human race finds itself at the dawn of self consciousness
That situation is organised in terms of our mental equipment,
and this already existing, rudimentary system is what has
made practicable further advance, to create a system ab
initio is altogether impossible The starting point does not,
however, by itself alone determine our conclusions Owing
to the creative activities of the irind, regulative principles
are active in all consciousness

,
and under their guidance

the experienced order, largely practical m satisfaction of
the instinctive desires, is transformed into a comprehended

^ Cf below pp 4S 238
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order, controlled in view of Ideal ends Logic is the science

of the processes whereby this transformation is brought about
An essentially metaphysical discipline, it cannot be isolated

from the general body of philosophical teaching
,

it is not

formal, but transcendental , in defining the factors and
processes that constitute knowledge, its chief preoccupation is

with ultimate issues

In calling his new logic “ transcendental ” Kant, it is true,

also intends to signify that it is supplementary to, not a
substitute for the older logic, which he professes to accept *

Moreover his intuitional theory of mathematical science, his

doctrine of the “ pure concept, ’ his attributive view of the

judgment—all of them survivals from his pre Critical period ®

—frequently set him at cross purposes with himself His
preoccupation too, with the problem of the a prtort leads

him to underestimate the part played in knowledge by the

merel} empirical But despite all inconsistencies, and not
withstanding his perverse preference for outlandish modes of

expression, he succeeds in enforcing with sufficient clearness

the really fundamental tenets of the Coherence view

3. THE NATURE OF CONSCIOUSNESS

I shall now approach Kant’s central position from another

direction, namely, as an answer to the problem of the nature

of consciousness We arc justified, I think, in saying that

Kant was the first in modern times to taise the problem of the

nature of awareness, and of the conditions of its possibility

Though Descartes is constantly speaking of consciousness, he
defines it in merely negative terms, through its opposition to

matter, and when he propounds the question how material

bodies can be known by the immaterial mind, his mode of

dealing with it shows that his real interest lies not in the

nature of consciousness but in the character of the existences

which It reveals His answer, formulated in terms of the

doctrine of representative perception, and based on the sup
posed teaching of physics and physiology, is that material

bodies through their action on the sense-organs and brain

generate images or duplicates of themselves These images,

existing not in outer space but only in consciousness, are, he
asserts, mental in nature, and being mental they are, he
would seem to conclude, immediately and necessarily appre

hended by the mind Thus Descartes gives us, not an analysis

* Cf below pp 33 6 181 183 6 * Cf below, pp 33 42 394 S> 39^
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of the knowing process, but only a subjectivist interpretation
of the nature of the objects upon which it is directed

Quite apart, then, from the question as to whether
Descartes’ doctrine of representative perception rests on a

correct interpretation of the teaching of the natural sciences—Kant was ultimately led to reject the doctrine—it is obvious
that the main epistemological problem, t e the problem how
awareness is possible, and in what il consists, has so far not so
much as even been raised Descartes and his successors virtu
allyassume that conaciousness is an ultimate, unanalysableform
of awareness, and that all that can reasonably be demanded
of the philosopher is that be explain what objects are actually
presented to it, and under what conditions their presentation
can occur On Descartes view they are conditioned by
antecedent physical and physiological processes

,
according

to Berkeley they are due to the creative activity of a Divine
Being

,
according to Hume nothing whatsoever can be deter

mined as to their originating causes But all three fail to
recognise that even granting the objects to be of the character
asserted namely, mental, the further problem still remains for

consideration, how they come to be consciously apprehended,
and in what such awareness consists

Certain interpretations of the nature of the knowing
process are, of course to be found in the writings of Descartes
and his successors But they are so much a matter of un
examined presupposition that they never receive exact
formulation, and alternate with one another m quite a
haphazard fashion We may consider three typical views

1 There is, Descartes frequently seems to imply— the
same assumption is evident throughout Locke s Es%ay—a self
that stands behind all mental states, observing and appre
hending them Consciousness is the power which this self
has of contemplating both itself and its ideas Obviously
this IS a mere ignoring of the issue If we assume an obseiver,
we tpso facto postulate a process of observation, but we have
not explained or even defined it

2 There is also in Descartes a second, very different, view
of consciousness, namely, as a diaphanous medium analogous
to light Just as light is popularly conceived as revealing the
objects upon which it falls, so consciousness is regarded as
revealing to us our inner states This view of consciousness,
for reasons which I shall indicate shortly, is entirely in
adequate to the facts for .vhich we have to account It is

no more tenable than the corresponding view of light

3 In Hume we find this latter theory propounded in what
qiay at first sight seem a more satisfactory form, but is even
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less satisfactory Sensations, images, feelings, he argues, are

states of consciousness one might almost say pieces of con
sciousness, i e they are conceived as carrying their own
consciousness with them Red, for instance, is spoken of as a
sensation, and is consequently viewed both as being a sense

content, t e something sensed or apprehended, and also at the

same time as the sensing or awareness of it This view is

unable to withstand criticism There is really no more ground
for asserting that red colour carries with it consciousness of

itself than for saying that a table does The illegitimacy

of the assertion is concealed from us by the fact that tables

appear to exist when there is no consciousness present,

whereas redness cannot be proved to exist independently of
consciousness—it may or may not do so Many present day
thinkeis, continuing the tradition of the English associa

tionists, hold to this pre Kantian view Sensations, feelings,

etc are, it is implied, pieces of consciousness, forms of aware
ness

,
through their varying combinations they constitute the

complex experiences of the animal and human mind
Kant’s teaching is developed in direct opposition to all

such views If we discard his antiquated terminology, and
state his position in current terms, we find that it amounts
to the assertion that consnousness is in all cases awareness of
meaning There is no awareness, however rudimentary or

primitive, that does not involve the apprehension of meaning
Meaning and awareness are correlative teims each must
be studied in its relation to the other And inasmuch
as meaning is a highly complex object of apprehension,

awareness cannot be regarded as ultimate or as unanalysable

It can be shown to rest upon a complexity of generative

conditions and to involve a variety of distinct factors

There are thus, from the Kantian standpoint, two all

sufficient reasons why the diaphanous view of consciousness,

{

e

any view which treats consciousness merely as a medium
whereby the existent gets itself reported, must be regarded

as untenable In the first place, as already remarked, it is

based on the false assumption that consciousness is an
ultimate, and that we are therefore dispensed from all further

investigation of its nature Kant claims to have distinguished

successfully the many components which go to constitute it

,

and he also professes to have shown that until such analysis

has been made, there can be no sufficient basis for a
philosophical treatment either of the problems of sense

perception or of the logical problems of judgment and
inference The diaphanous view, with its mirror-like mode
of representation, might allow of the side by -sideness of
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associated contents
,

it can never account for the processes

whereby the associated contents come to be apprehended
Secondly, the diaphanous view ignores the fundamental

distinction between meaning and existence Existences rest,

so to speak, on their own bottom ,
they are self centred even

at the vei*!^ moment of their reaction to external influences

Meaning, on the other hand, always involves the interpretation

of what IS given m the light of wider considerations that lend

it Significance In the awareness of meaning the given, the

actuallv presented, is in some way transcended and this

transcendence <s what has chiefly to be reckoned with in any
attempt to explain the conscious process Kant is giving

expression to this thesis when he contends that all awareness
no matter how rudimentary oi apparently simple, is an act of

judgment, and therefore involves the relational categories

Not passive contemplation but active judgment, not mere con-

ception but inferential interpretation, is the fundamental form,
and the only form, in which our consciousness exists This,

of course, commits Kant to the assertion that there is no
mode of cognition that can be described as immediate or un
reflective There is an immediate element in all knowledge,

but our consciousness of it is always conditioned and accom
panied by interpretative processes, and in their absence there

can be no awareness of any kind
By way of this primary distinction between existence

and meaning Kant advances to all those other distinctions

which characterise our human experience, between appear
ance and reality, between the real and the Ideal, between
that which is judged and the criteria which control and
direct the judging process Just because all awareness is

awareness of meaning, our human experience becomes in-

telligible as a purposn e activity that directs itself according

to Ideal standards

The contrast between the Kantian and the Cartesian

views of consciousness can be defined in reference to another
important issue The diaphanous view commits its adherents
to a very definite interpretation of the nature of relations

Since they regard consciousness as passive and receptive,

they have to maintain that relations can be known only in so
far as they are apprehended in a manner analogous to the
contents themselves I do not, of course, wish to imply that
this view of relational knowledge is in all cases and in all

respects illegitimate Kant, as we shall find, has earned the
opposite view to an impossible extreme, assuming without
furtiier argument that what has been shown to be true of
certain types of relation (for instance, of the causal and
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substance attribute relations) must be true of all relations,

even of those that constitute space and time It cannot be
denied that, as William James and others have very rightly

insisted, such relations as the space relations are tn some degree

or manner presentational This does not, however, justify

James in concluding, as he at times seems inclined to do, that

all relations are directly experienced Such proceduie lays

him open to the same charge of illegitimate reasoning But
even if we could grant James’s thesis in its widest form, the

all important Critical question would still remain in what
does awareness, whether of presented contents or of presented

relations, consist, and how is it possible ? In answering this

question Kant is led to the conclusion that consciousness must
be legarded as an activity, and as supplying certain of the con
ditions of Its own possibility Its contribution is of a uniform
and constant nature

,
it consists, as already noted, of certain

relational factors whose presence can be detected in each and
every act of awareness

There is one other respect in which Kant’s view of

consciousness differs from that of his Cartesian predecessors ^

Consciousness, he maintains, does not reveal itself, but only
its objects In other words, there is no awareness of aware
ness So far as our mental states and processes can be known
at all, they are known in the same objective manner in which
we apprehend existences in space ^ Now if that be so, a

very important consequence follows If there is no awareness
of awareness, but only of meanings all of which are objective,

there can be no consciousness of the generative, synthetic

processes that constitute consciousness on tti subjective side

For consciousness, being an act of awareness in which meaning
IS apprehended, has a twofold nature, and must be very
differently described according to the aspect which at any
one time we may have in view When we regard it on
Its objective side as awareness of meaning, we are chiefly

concerned with the various factors that are necessary to

meaning and that enter into its constitution That is to
,

say, our analysis is essentially logical When, on the other
hand, we consider consciousness as a.n act of awareness, our
problem is ontological or as it may be entitled (though the

term is in this reference somewhat misleading, since the

enquiry as deflned by Kant is essentially metaphysical)

psychological m character Between these two aspects

there is this very important diflerence The logical factors'

^ With the sole exception of Malebranche, who on this point anticipated Kant
^ This is the position that Kant endeavours to expound in the very unsatis

factory form of a doctrine of inner sense Cf below^ pp 1 it, 991 if
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constitutive of meaning can be exhaustively known
,
they

are elements in the meanings which consciousness reveals

,

whereas the synthetic processes are postulated solely m view
of these constituent factors, and in order to account for them
The processes, that is to say, are known only through that

which they condition, and on Kant’s teaching we are entirely

ruled out from attempting to comprehend even their possi

bility ^ They must be though* as occurring but they cannot
be known, t e their nature cannot be definitely specified

The postulating of them marks a gap in our knowledge, and
extends our insight only in the degree that it discloses our
Ignorance As consciousness rests upon, and is made possible

by, these processes, it can never be explained in terms of the

objective world to which our sense experience, and therefore,

as Kant argues, our specific knowledge, is exclusively limited

The mind can unfold its contents in the sunshine of conscious

ness, only because its roots strike deep into a soil that the

light does not penetrate These processes, thus postulated,

Kant regards as the source of the a priori elements, and as

the agency through which the synthetic connections necessary

to all consciousness are brought about
According to Kant s Critical teaching, therefore, conscious

ness, though analysable, is not such as can ever be rendered

completely comprehensible When all is said, it remains for

us a merely de facto form of existence, and has to be taken

just for what it presents itself as being It is actually such
as to make possible the logical processes of judgment and
inference It is actually such as to render possible a satis

factory proof of the scientific validity, within the field of

sense experience, of the principle of causality, and of such

other principles as are required in the development of the

positive sciences It is also such as to render comprehensible

the controlling influence of Ideal standards But when we
come to the question how is consciousness of this type and
form possible, that is, to the question of its metaphysical

significance and of the generative conditions upon which it

rests, we find, Kant maintains, that we have no data sufficient

to justify any decisive answer

^ This was Kint s chief reason for omitting the so called ‘ subjective deduction
of the categories from the second edition The teaching of the subjective

dedu tion is^ however preserved in almost unmodified form throughout the
Crtii]m as a whole and its transcendental psychology ’ forms as I shall try to

l»how an essential part of Kant s central teaching In this matter I find myself
m agreement with Vaihinger and in complete disagreement with Riehl and
the majority of the neo Kantians The neo Kantian attempt to treat '•pis

temolo^ in independence of all psychological considerations is bound to lead
to very different conclusions from those which Kant hnrself reached Cf below,

pp 237 ff , 263 70
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The ontological, cieative, or dynamical aspect of con
sciousness I may fuither insist, must be constantly borne

in mind if the Critical standpoint is to be properly viewed

The logical analysis is, indeed, for the purposes of the central

portions of the Critique much the more important, and alone

allows of detailed, exhaustive development but the other is no
less essential for an appreciation of Kants attitude towards

the more strictly metaphysical problems of the Dialectic

Hegel and his di^cipies have been the chief culprits in

subordinating, or rather in entirely eliminating, this aspect

of Kant s teaching Many of the inconsistencies of which
they accuse Kant exist only if Kant s teaching be first reduced
to a part of itself To eliminate the ontological implications

of his theory of consciousness is, by anticipation, to render

many of his main conclusions entirely untenable, and in

particular to destroy the force of his fundamental distinction

between appeal ance and reality If consciousness knows
itself in Its ultimate nature—and such is Hegel s contention

—one half of reality is taken out of the obscurity in which, on
Kant s reading of the situation, it is condemned to lie hidden
Man IS more knowable than nature, and is the key to nature

,

such IS Hegel s position, crudely stated Contrast therewith

the teaching of Kant We can know nature more completely
(though still very incompletely) than we can ever hope to

comprehend the conditions that make possible and actual

man’s spiritual life The moral consciousness is an auto
nomously acting source of independent values, and though a
standing miracle, must be taken for aP that on independent
and separate enquiry it is found to be Hegel, in his

endeavour to establish an intellectual monism, does violence

to some of the highest interests which he professes to be
safeguarding Kant, while outlining in Idea a Kingdom of
Ends, remains satisfied with a pluralistic distinction between
the intellectual and the moral categories The antithesis of
the two philosophies is in some degree the ancient opposition

between Aristotle and Plato, restated in modern terms

4 PHENOMENALISM, KANT’S SUBSTITUTE FOR
SUBJECTIVISM

The revolutionary character of the above conclusions is

shown by the difficulty which Kant himself found in breaking
away from many of the presuppositions that underlie the
views which he was renouncing, and this is nowhere more
evident than in his constant alternation throughout the
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Critique between a subjectivism ^ that is thoroughly Cartesian— we might almost, allowing for his rationalism, say
Berkeleian—in character, and a radically different position

which may be entitled phenomencUtsm The latter is aloni

genuinely Critical, and presents Kant’s teaching in it«

maturest form For though first formulated only in those

portions of the Analytic that are late in date of writing, and
in those passages of the second edition which supplement
them, it would seem to be the only logical outcome of Kant’s

other main doctrines

1 have especially in mind Kant s fundamental distinction

between appearance and reality, it has an all-important

beanng upon the Cartesian opposition between the mental
and the material, and especially upon the question as to what
view ought to be taken of our so called subjective experiences

The objective is for the Cartesians the independently real

,

the subjective is asserted to have an altogether diffeient kind

of existence in what is named the field of consciousness

Kant's phenomenalist restatement of this distinction is too

complex and subtle to be made intelligible in the brief space

available in this Introduction—it is expounded in the body of

the Commentaiy*—but its general character I may indicate

in a few sentences All subjectivist modes of stating the

problem of knowledge, such as we find in Hume and in

Leibnir no less than in Descartes, Locke, and Berkeley, are,

Kant finally concluded, illegitimate and question-begging

Our so called subjective states, whether they be sensations,

feelings, or desires are objective in the sense that they are

objects for consciousness^ Our mental states do not run
parallel with the system of natural existences , nor are they
additional to it They do not constitute our consciousness

of nature, they are themselves part of the natural order

which consciousness reveals They compose the empirical

self which IS an objective existence, integrally connected with

the material environment in terms of which alone it can be
understood The subjective is not opposite in nature to the

objective, but a sub species within it While, however, the
psychical is thus to be regarded as a class of known appear-
ances, and as forming together with the physical a single

* Ihis subjectivism finds expression in Kant s doctrine of the “ transcendental

object ’ which as I shall trjr to prove is a doctrine of early date and only semi
Critical That doctrine is especwlly promment in the section on the Antinomies
See below p 204 ff

• Cf pi> 270 ff 298 ff 308 21, 373 4 4J4 17
That this statement holds of feelings and desires and therefore of all the

emotions u well as of our sense contents, is emphasise4 hy Kant in the Crthque
ofPractical aeuson Cf below, pp 276, 279 80 312 3S4 5
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system of nature, this entire order is, in Kant’s view con
ditioned by an underlying realm of noumenal existence

,
and

when the question of the possibility of the knowing, that is,

of the experiencing of such a comprehensive natural system,
15 raised it is to this noumenal sphere that we are referred

Everything experienced, even a sensation or feeling, is an
event, but the experiencing of it is an act of awareness, and
calls fbi an explanation of an altogether different kind

Thus the problem of knowledge, stated in adequate Critical

terms, is not how we can advance from the merely subjective

to knowledge of the independently reaV but how, if everything
known forms part of a comprehensive natural system, con
sciousness and the complex factors which contribute to its

possibility are to be interpreted On this latter question, as

already indicated Kant, though debarring both subjectivism

and materialism, otherwise adopts a non committal attitude

So long as we continue within the purely theoretical domain,
there are a number of alternatives between which there are no
sufficient data for deciding To debar subjectivism is not to

maintain the illusory or phenomenal character ot the individual

self, and to rule out materialism is not to assert that the
unconscious may not generate and account for the conscious

In other words they are ruled out not for any ulterior reasons
derived from their supposed metaphysical consequences, but
solely because they are based on palpable misinterpretations

of the cognitive situation that generates those very problems
to which they profess to be an answer

5 THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN HUMAN AND
ANIMAL INTELLIGENCE

The inwardness of Kant’s Critical standpoint may per
haps be made clearer by a brief consideration of his view
of animal intelligence We are accustomed nowadays to

test a psychology of human consciousness by its capacity
to render conceivable an evolution from lower forms How
does Kant’s teaching emerge from such a test ?

It may at once be admitted that Kant has made no special

study of animal behaviour, and was by no means competent
to speak with authority in regard to its conditions Indeed it

IS evident that anything which he may have to say upon this

^ The connection of this teaching with Kant s theory of consciousness may be
noted If consciousness in all Its forms however primitive is a/; awareness
of meaning its only possible task is to define m(^ify reconstruct and develop

such meaning never to obtain for bare contents or existences objective or other

significance Cf above pp xh ii, xliv

d
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question is entirely of the nature of a deduction from le ults

obtained in the human sphere But when this has been
admitted, and we are therefore prepared to find the problems
appioachcd from the point of view of the difference rather

than of the kinship between man and the animals, we can
recognise that, so far as the independent study of human
consciousness is concerned, there is a certain compensating
advantage in Kants pit Darwinian standpoint For it leaves

him free from that desire which exercises so constant and
frequently so deleterious an influence, upon many workers in

the field of psychology, namely, to maintain at all costs, in

anticipation of conclusions not yet by any means established,

the fundamental identity of animal and human intelligence

This besetting desiie all too easily tends to the minimising of

differences that may perhaps with fuller insight be found to

involve no breach of continuity but which in the present state

of our knowledge cannot profitably be interpreted save in

terms of their differentiating peculiarities

The current controversy between mechanism and vitalism

enforces the point which I desire to make Biological

problems, as many biologists are now urging can be most
profitably discussed in compaiative independence of ultimate

issues, entirely in view of their own domestic circumstances

For only when the actual constitution of organic compounds
has been moie completely determined than has hitherto been
possible can the broader questions be adequately dealt with

In other words, the differences must be known before the

exact nature and degree of the continuity can be defined

They cannot be anticipated by any mere deduction from
general principles

The value of Kants analysis of human consciousness is

thus closely bound up with his frank recognition of its inherent

complexity Not simplification, but specification, down to

the bedrock of an irreducible minimum of correlated factors, is

the governing motive of his Ciitical enquiries His results

have therefore the great advantage of being inspired by no
considerations save such as are prescribed by the actual

subject matter under investigation As already noted, Kant
maintains that human consciousness is always an awareness of

meaning, and that consequently it can find expression only in

judgments which involve together with their other factors the

element of recognition or self consciousness

This decides for,Kant the character of the distinction to be
drawn between animal and human intelligence As animals,

in his view, cannot be regarded as possessing a capacity of

self consciousness, they must also be denied all awareness of
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meaning However complicated the associative organisation

of their ideas may be it never rises to the higher level of

logical judgment For the same reason, though their ideas

may be schematic in outline, and in their bearing on behaviour

may therefore have the same efficiency as general concepts,

they cannot become universal in the logical sense “ Animals
have apprehensions but not apperceptions, and cannot, there

fore, make their representations universal ”
^ In support of

this position Kant might have pointed to the significant fact

that animals are so teachable up to a certain point, and so

unteachable beyond it They can be carried as far as

associative suggestion will allow but not a step further

To this day it remains true—at least I venture the assertion

—

that no animal has ever been conclusively shown to be capable

of apprehending a sign as a sign Animals may seem to do
so owing to the influence of associated ideas, but are, as

It would appear, debarred from crossing the boundary line

which so sharply distinguishes associative suggestion from
reflective knowledge

But Kant is committed to a further assertion If animals
are devoid of all awareness of meaning, they must also be

denied anything analogous to what we must signify by the

term consciousness Then experience must fall apart into

events, that may peihaps, be described as mental, but cannot
be taken as equivalent to an act of awaieness '' Apprehensto

bruta without consciousness, ' such is Kant’s view of the

animal mind Its mental states, like all other natuial exist

ences, are events in time, explicable in the same naturalistic

fashion as the bodily processes by which they are conditioned

,

they can not be equated with that human consciousness

which enables us to reflect upon them, and to determine
the conditions of their temporal happening

The distinction which Kant desires to draw is ultimately

that between events and consciousness of events Even if

events are psychical in character, consisting of sensations and
feelings, there will still remain as fundamental the distinction

betw'*en what is simply a member of the causal series of

natural events and the consciousness through which the series

IS apprehended Kants most explicit statements occur in a

letter to Herz '* He is referring to data of the senses which
cannot be self consciously apprehended

“ I should not be able to know that 1 have them, and they would
therefore be for me, as a cognitive being, absolutely nothing

^ Keflexiontf ur Anthropologte 207

In sketch of a letter (summer 1792) to l^urst von Beloselsky ( ir xi p 331 j

** Ma) 26 1789 XI p 52)
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They might still (if I conceive myself as an animal) exist in me
(a being unconscious of my own existence) as representations ,

connected according to an empirical law of association, exercising

influence upon feeling and desire, and so always disporting them

selves with regularity, without my thereby acquiring the least cogm
tion of anything, not even of these my own states ’ ^

As to whether Kant is justified in maintaining that the

distinction between animal and human consciousness coincides

with the distinction between associative and logical or

reflective thinking, I am not concerned to maintain This

digression has been introduced solely for the purpose of

defining more precisely the central tenets of Kant s Critical

teaching

6 THE NATURE AND CONDITIONS OF SEI F CONSCIOUSNESS

We have still to consider what is perhaps the most serious

of all the misunderstandings to which Kant has laid himself

open, and which is in laige part responsible for the widespread

belief that his Critical principles, when consistently developed,

must finally eventuate in some such metaphysics as that of

Fichte and Hegel I refer to the view that Kant in pibstulating

synthetic processes as conditioning consciousness is postulat

ing a noumenal self as exercising these activities, and is

therefore propounding a metaphysical explatiation of the

synthetic, a prion factors in human experience ^

Kant s language is frequently ambiguous The Leibnizian

spiritualism, to which in his pre Critical period he had un
questioningly held, continued to influence his terminology,

and so to prevent his Critical principles from obtaining con
sistent expression This much can be said in support of the

above interpretation of Kant’s position But m all other
respects such a reading of his philosophy is little better than
a parody of his actual teaching For Kant is very well aware
that the problem of knowledge is not to be solved in any such
easy and high handed fashion In the Critique he teaches
quite explicitly that to profess to explain the presence of

' That Kant has not developed a temunology really adequate to the statement
of his meaning is shown by a parenthesis which I have omitted from the above
quotation

* This interpretation of Kant appears in a very crude form in James s references
to Kant ir his Pnnaples of PsyctuHogy It appears m a more subtle form in Lotze
and Green Caird and Watson on the other hand have carefuUy guarded them
selves against this view of Kant s teaching and as I have maintained (pp xliii v)
be open to criticism only m so far as they tend to ignore those aspects of Kant s
teachmg which cannot be stated in terms of logical implication
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a pnori factors in human experience by means of a self

assumed for that very purpose would be a flagrant violation,

not only of Critical principles, but even of the elementary
maxims of scientific reasoning In the first place, explanation
by reference to the activities of such a self would be explana
tion by faculties by the unknown

,
it is a cause that will

explain anything and everything equally well or badly *

Self consciousness has, indeed, to be admitted as a fact
,

®

and from its occurrence Kant draws impor^^ant conclusions in

regard to the conditions which make experience possible

But, in so doing, Kant never intends to maintain that we
are justified in postulating as part of those conditions or as

condition of those conditions, a noumenal self The conditions
which make experience possible whatever they may be, are

also the conditions which make self consciousness possible

Since the self is known only as appearance, it cannot be
asserted to be the conditioning ground of appearance

This first objection is not explicitly stated by Kant, but
It is implied in a second argument which finds expression
both in the Deduction of tJu Categories and in the chapter on
the Paralogisms The only self that we know to exist is the

consaous self Now, as Kant claims to have proved, the
self can be thus conscious even of itself, only in so far as it

IS conscious of objects Consequently we have no light to

assume that the self can precede such consciousness as its

generating cause That would be to regard the self as existing

prior to its own conditions, working in darkness to create

itself as a source of light

But there is also a third reason why Kant’s Critical solution

of the problem of knowledge must not be stated in spiritualist

terms Self consciousness, as he shows, is itself relational in

character It is a fundamental factor m human experience,

^ It may be objected that this is virtually what Kant is doing when he
postulates synthetic activities as the source of the categories Kant would
probably have replied that he has not attempted to define these activities save to

the extent that is absolutely demanded by the known character of their products

and that he is willing to admit that many different explanations of their nature

arc possible They may be due to some kind of personal or spiritual agency but
also they may not On the whole question of the legitimacy of Kant s general

method of procedure cf below pp 235 9, 263 ff 273 4 277 ff 461 2 473 7
* Cf Concerning the Advances made by Metaphysics stme Leibm and Wol^

(Werke (Hartenstein) vm 530 i) I am conscious to myselt of myself—this
is a thought which contains a twofold I the 1 as subject and the I as object

How It should be possible that I the I that thinks should be an object to

myself and so should be able to distinguish myself from myself it is altogether

beyond our powers to explain It is however an undoubted fact and has
as a consequence the complete distinguishing of us off from the whole animal
kingdom since we have no ground for ascribing to animals the power to say I to

themselves
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not because the self can be shown to be the agency to which

relations are due, but solely because, itself a case of recognition,

it is at the same time a necessary condition of recognition,

and recognition is indispensably presupposed in all conscious

ness of meaning ^ Awareness of meaning is the fundamental

mystery, and retains its profoundly mysterious character even

when self consciousness has been thus detected as an essential

constituent Tor self consciousness does not explain the

possibility of meaning
,

it is itself as I have just remarked,

only one case of recognition, and so is itself only an instance,

though indeed the supieme and most important instance, of

what we must intend by the term meaning All awareness,

not excepting that of the knowing self rests upon noumenal
conditions whose specific nature it does not itself leveal

Only on moral grounds, never through any purely theoretical

analysis of cognitive experience can it be pioved that the self

IS an abiding jiersonality and that in conscious, personal

form it belongs to the oider of noumenal reality

7 kANTS THRELFOLD DISTINCTION BETWEEN SENSIBILITY,

UNDlRSlANDINt
,
AND REASON

Even so summary a statement of Critical teaching as I

am attempting in this Introduction would be very incomplete

without some reference to Kant’s threefold distinction between
the forms of sensibility, the categories of the understanding,

and the Ideas of Reason
On investigating space and time Kant discovers that the

cannot be classed either with the data of the bodily senses or

with the concepts of the ujiderstanding The> are sensuous

(i e are not abstract but concrete not ways of thinking but

modes of existence) yet at the same time are a pnot i They
thus stand apart Dy themselves Each is unique in its

kind, IS single, and is an infinite existence To describe

them IS to combine predicates seemingly contiadictory In

Kant’s own phrase, they are monstrosities {Undinge) none
the less incomprehensible that they are undeniably actual

1 o them, primarily, are due those problems which have been
a standing challenge to philosophy since the time of Zeno
the Eleatic, and which Kant has entitled “antinomies of

Reason ”

In contrast of sensibility Kant sets the intellectual faculties,

understa iding and Reason In the understanding originate

certain pure concepts or as ne more usually names them,
\

^ Cf abo\c p xxxiv below, pp 25^ 3 2bo j 285 6
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categories The chief of these are the categories of “rela
tion ”—substance, causality and reciprocity They combine
with the forms of sensibility and the manifold of sense to

yield the consciousness of an empirical order, interpretable

in accordance with universal laws
To the faculty of Reason Kant ascribes what he entitles

Ideas The Ideas differ from space, time, and the categories

in being not “ constitutive ' but “ regulative ” They demand
an uncondtttonedness of existence and a completenea of ex
planation which can never be found in actual expeiience
Their function is threefold In the first place, they render
the mind dissatisfied with the haphazard collocations of
oidmary experience, and define the goal for its scientific

endeavours Secondly they determine for us the criteria

that distinguish between truth and falsitv ^ And thii dly ih

so doing, they likewise make possible the distinction between
appearance and reality revealing to us an irreconcilable

conflict between the ultimate aims of science and the human
conditions especially the spatial and temporal conditions

under which these aims are realised The Ideas of Reason
are the second mam factor in the ‘ antinomies

The problem of the Critique, the analysis of our awareness
of meaning is a single problem, and each of the above elements

involves all the others Kant, however, for reasons into

which I need not here enter, has assigned part of the problem
to whit he entitles the Transcendental Aesthetic, and another
part to the Transcendental Dialectic Only what remains
IS dealt with in what is really the most important of the thiee

divisions, the Transcendental Analytic But as the problem
IS one and indivisible, the discussions in all three sections are

condemned to incompleteness save in so far as Kant, by
happy inconsistency, transgresses the limits imposed by his

method of treatment The Aesthetic really does no more
than prepare the ground for the more adequate analysis of

space and time given in the Analytic and Dialectic, while the

problem of the Analytic is itself incompletely stated until the

more comprehensive argument of the Dialectic is taken into

account ^ Thus the statement in the Aesthetic that space

and time are given to the mind by the sensuous faculty of

^ Cf A 6i;i =B 679 The law of Reason which requires us to seek for this

unity is a necessary law as without it we should have no Reason at all and
without Reason no coherent employment of the understanding and in the absence
of this no sufficient criterion of empirical truth Cf also below, pp 390 i

414 17 42931 519 21 55861
^ Regarding a further complication due to the fact that the Dialectic was

written before the teaching of the Analytic was properly matured cf above

P XXIV
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receptivity is modified in the Analytic through recognition of

the part which the syntheses and concepts of the understand

ing must play in the construction of these forms
,
and in the

Dialectic their apprehension is further found to involve an

Idea of Reason Similarly in the concluding chapter of the

Analytic in discussing the grounds for distinguishing between

appearance and reality Kant omits all reference to certain

important consideiations which first emerge into view in the

couise of the Dialectic Vet though no question is more
\ital to Critical teaching the reader is left under the im
pression that the treatment given in the Analytic is complete

and final

Partl> as a consequence of this, partly owing to Kaht’s

inconsistent retention of earlier modes of thinking, there are

traceable throughout the Critique two opposed views of the

nature of the distinction between appearance and reality

On the one view this distinction is mediated by the relational

categories of the understanding, especially by that of causality

,

on the other view, it is grounded in the Idras of Reason
The foi mer sets ippearance in opposition to reality

,
the

latter regards the distinction in a more tenable fashion, as

being between realities less and more comprehensively con
ceived ^

A similar defect is caused by Kant s isolation of immanent
from transcendent metaphysics ^ The former is dealt with

only in the Analytic^ the latter only in the Dialectic The
former, Kant asserts, is made possible by the forms of

sensibility and the categories of the understanding
,
the latter

he traces to an illegitimate employment of the Ideas of

Reason Such a mode of statement itself reveals the im-
possibility of any sharp distinction between the immanent
and the transcendent If science is conditioned by Ideals

which aiouse the mind to further acquisitions, and at the

same time reveal the limitations to which our knowledge is

for evei condemned to remain subject, if, in other words,
everything known, in being correctly known, must be appre-
hended as appearance (r ^ as a subordinate existence within
a more comprehensive reality), the distinction between the
immanent and the transcendent falls within and not beyond
the domain of our total experience The meaning which our
consciousness discloses in each of its judgments is an essentially

metaphysical one It involves the thought, though not the
knowledge, of something more than what the experienced
can ever itself be found to be The metaphysical is imma
nent in our knowledge

,
the transcendent is merely a '^ame

* Cf btbw, pp 331 390 1 414 17 Cf b low pp 22 33, 56 66 ff
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for this immanent factor when it is falsely viewed as capable

of isolation and of independent treatment By Kant s own
showing the task of the Dialectic is not meiely to refute the

pretensions of tianscendent metaphysics, but to develop the

above general thesis m confirmation of the positive conclu

sions established in the Analytic The Critique will then

supply the remedy for certain evils to which the human mind
has hitherto been subject

“ 2he Critique of Pure Reason is a preservative against a malady
which has its source in our rational nature This malady is the

opposite of the love of home (the home sickness) which binds us to

our fatherland It is a longing to pass out beyond our immediate
confines and to relate ourselves to other worlds ” *

8 THE PLACE OF THE CRITIQUE OF PURE REASON IN

KANTS PHILOSOPHICAL SYSTEM

The positive character of Kant’s conclusions cannot be
properly appreciated save in the wider perspectives that open
to view m the Critique of Practical Reason and m the Critique

of fudgment Though in the Critique of Pure Reason a

distinction is drawn between theoretical and moral belief, it is

introduced in a somewhat casual manner, and there is no
clear indication of the far reaching consequences that follow

in Its tram Unfortunately also, even in his later writings,

Kant IS very unfair to himself in his methods of formulating
the distinction His real intention is to show that scientific

knowledge is not coextensive with human insight
,
but he

employs a misleading terminology, contrasting knowledge
with faith, scientific demonstration with practical belief

As already indicated, the term knowledge has, in the

Critical philosophy, a much narrower connotation than in

current speech It is limited to sense experience, ind to such
inferences therefrom as can be obtained by the only methods
that Kant is willing to recognise, namely, the mathematico
physical Aesthetic, moral and religious experience, and
even organic phenomena, are excluded from the field of

possible knowledge
In holding to this position, Kant is, of course, the child of

his time The absolute sufficiency of the Newtonian physics

IS a presupposition of all his utterances on this theme
Newton, he believes, has determined m a quite final manner
the principles, methods and limits of scientific investigation

For though Kant himself imposes upon science a further

^ Reflexiomn (B Erdmaim s edition) ii 204
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limitation, namely, to appearances he conceives himself, in so
doing not as weakening Newton's natural philosophy, but as
securing it against all possible objections And to balance
the narrow connotation thus assigned to the term knowledge

,

he has to give a correspondingly wide meaning to the terms
faith, moral belief subjective principles of interpretation If
this be not kept constantly in mind, the reader is certain to
misconstrue the character and tendencies of Kant’s actual
teaching

But though the advances made by the sciences since Kant s

time have rendered this mode of delimiting the field of
knowledge aitogethci untenable, his method of defining the
sources of phtloiophtcal tmight has proved very fruitful and
has many adherents at the present day What Kant does

—

stated in broad outline—is to distinguish between the problems
of existence and the problems of v^ue^ assigning the foimer to
science and the latter to philosophy ^ Theoretical philosophy,
represented in his system by the Critique of Pure Reason,
takes as its province the logical values, that is, the distinction
of truth and falsity and defining their criteria determines the
natuie and limits of our theoretical insight Kant finds that
these criteria enable us to distinguish between truth and falsity

only on the empirical plane Beyond making possible a
distinction between appearance and reality, they have no
applicability in the metaphysical sphere

The Critique of Practical Reason deals with values of a
very different character The faculty of Reason, which, as
already noted, lenders our consciousness a purposive agency
controlled by Ideal standards is also, Kant maintains, the
source of the motal sanctions But whereas m the theoretical
field It subdues our minds to the discipline of experience, and
restrains our intellectual ambitions within the limits of the
empiiicdl Older, it here summons us to sacrifice every natural
impulse and every secular advantage to the furtherance of an
end that has absolute value In imposing duties, it raises our
life from the ‘ pragmatic ” ® level of a calculating expediency
to the higher plane of a categorical imperative

The categorical imperative at once humbles and exalts
,

it

discloses our limitations, but does so through the greatness of
the vocation to which it calls us

‘ This principle of moralitj, just on account of the universality
of the legislation which makes it the formal supreme determinmg
pnnciple of our will, without regard to any subjective differences, is

' For an iltemative and perhaps more idt-quaK. method of desi.nhmp knn ^c;

gencril position cf below p $71 ff

\bovL pp xxxvui i \lu xhv J Cf below p 577
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declared by the Reason to be a law for all rational btings

It IS, therefore not limited to men only, but applies to all finite

beings that possess Reason and Will, nay, it even includes the

Infinite Being as the Supreme Intelligence ^

Consequently, in employing moral ends in the interpreta

tion of the Universe, we are not picturing the Divine under
human limitations, but are discounting these limitations in the

light of the one form of value that is known to us as absolute

“ I Whit origin is worthy of thee and where is to

be found the root of thy noble descent a root to be derived

from which is the indispensable condition of the only worth that

men can give themselves ”

In his earlier years Kant had accepted the current,

Leibnizian view that human excellence consists in intellectual

enlightenment, and that it is therefore reseived for m e/tfe

privileged with the leisure and endowed with the special

abilities required for its enjoyment from this and in

tellectualism he was delivered through the influence of

Rousseau

“ I am by disposition an enquirer I feel the consuming thirst

for knowledge the eager unrest to advance ever further and the

delights of discovery There was a time when I believed that this

IS what confers real dignity upon human life and I despised the

common people who know nothing Rousseau has set me right

I his imagined advantage vanishes I learn to honour men, and
should regard myself as of much less use than the eommon labourer,

if I did not believe that my philosophy will restore to all men the

common nghts of humanity ®

These common rights Kant formulates in a puiely
individualist manner For here also, in his lack of historic

sense and in his distrust alike of priests and ot statesmen, he
IS the child of his time In the education and discipline of
the soul he looks to nothing so artificial and humanly limited

—Kant so regards them—as religious tradition and social

^ Critique of Practical Eeason v p 32 Abbott s trans pp 1201
^ Op cit p 86 Abbott s trans p 180
3 Frai^ente aus dent Nachlasse ( Werke (Hartenstem) viii p 024) Cf below

PP 577 ^ Kant claims for all men equality of political rights and in his treatise

on Pcipetual Peace maintains that wars are not likely to cease until the republican

form of government is universally adopted He distinguishes however between
republicanism and democracy By the former he means a genuinely representative

syste m the latter he interprets as being the (in principle) unlimited despotism of

majority rule Kant accordingly contends that the smaller the staff of the executive

and the more effective the representation of minorities the more complete will be
the approximation to the ideal constitution In other words the less government
we can get along with the better
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institutions Human rights, he believes, do not vary with

time and place
,
and for their enjoyment man requires no

initiation and no equipment beyond what is supplied by
Nature herself It is fiom this standpoint that Kant adduces,

as the twofold and sufficient inspiration to the rigours and
sublimities of the spiritual life the starry heavens above us

and the moral law within They are ever present influences

on the life nf man The naked eye reveals the former
,
of

the latter all men are immediately aware In their universal

appeal they are of the very substance of human existence

Philosophy may avail to counteiact certain of the hindrances

which prevent them from exercising their native influence

,

It cannot be a substitute for the inspiration which they alone

can yield

Thus the categorical imperative, in endowing the human
soul with an intrinsic value singles it out from all other natural

existences, and strengthens it to face, with equanimity, the cold

immensities of the cosmic system For though the heavens

arouse in us a painful feeling of our insigniflcanv,e as animal

existences, they intensify our consciousness of a sublime

destiny as bearers of a rival, and indeed a superior, dignity

In one fundamental respect Kant broke with the teaching

of Rousseau, namely, in questioning his doctrine of the

natural goodness and indefinite perfectibility of human nature ^

Nothing, Kant maintains, is good without qualification except
the good will

,
and even that, perhaps, is never completely

attained m any single instance The exercise of duty demands
a perpetual vigilance, under the ever present consciousness of

continuing demerit

“ I am willing to admit out of love of humanity that most of our
actions are mdeed correcc, but if we examine them more closely we
everywhere come upon *he dear self which is always prominent ” ’

“ Nothing but moral fanatiasm and exaggerated self conceit is infused

into the mind by exhortation to actions as noble, sublime and
magnanimous I hereby men are led into the delusion that it is

not duty, that is, respect for the law, whose yoke they must
bear, whether they like it or not, that constitutes the determining
principle of then actions, and which always humbles them while

1 On the Radical Evil in Human Nature Pf' vi p 20 Abbott s trans

p 326 This opinion [that the world is constantly advancing from worse to
better] is certainly not founded on experience if what is meant is moral good or
evil (not imlisation) for the history of all times speaks too powerfully against it

Probably it is merely a good natured hypo hesis designed to encourage us m
the unwearied 1 nltivation of the germ of good that perhaps lies in us ^

* Foundations of the Metaphysics of Morals fF iv p 407 , Abbott s trans

P 24
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they obey it They then fancy that those actions are expected from
them, not from duty, but as pure merit In this way they

engender a vain high flying fantastic way of thinking, flattering

themselves with a spontaneous goodness of heart that needs neither

spur nor bridle, nor any command ’ *

In asserting the goodness and self-sufficiency of our
natural impulses Rousseau is the spokesman of a philosophy
which has dominated social and political theory since his day,

and which is still prevalent This philosophy, in Kant s view,

IS disastrous in its consequences As a reading of human
nature and of our moral vocation, it is hardly less false

than the Epicurean teaching, which finds in the pursuit of
pleasure the motive of all our actions A naturalistic ethics,

in either form is incapacitated by the very nature of its

controlling assumptions, from appreciating the distinguishing

features of the moral consciousness Neither the successes

nor the failures of man’s spiritual endeavour can be rightly

understood from any such standpoint The human race, in

its endurance and tenacity, in its dauntless courage and in its

soaring spirit, reveals the presence of a prevement influence,

non natural in character
,
and only if human nature be taken

as including this higher, directive power, can it assume to

itself the eulogy which Rousseau so mistakenly passes upon
the natural and undisciplined tendencies of the human heart

For as history demonstrates, while men are weak, humanity is

marvellous

“There is one thing in our soul which, when we take a right

view of It, we cannot cease to regard with the highest astonishment

and m regard to which admiration is right and indeed elevating, and
that IS our origmal moral capacity in general Even the incom
prehensibility of this capacity,^ a capacity which proclaims a Divine
origin, must rouse man’s spirit to enthusiasm and strengthen it for

any sacrifices which respect for his duty may impose on him ’ ®

We are not here concerned with the detail of Kant’s
ethical teaching, or with the manner in which he establishes

the freedom of the will, and justifies belief in the existence

of God and the immortality of the soul In many respects

his argument lies open to criticism There is an unhappy

^ Critique ofPractical Reason W \ pp 84 5 Abbott s trans pp 178 9
^ Cf Foundations of the Metaphysics of Moralsy W iv p 463 Abbott s trans

p 84 While we do not comprehend the practical unconditional necessity of

the moral imperative we yet comprehend its incomprehensibility and this is all

that can be fairly demanded of a philosophy which strives to carry Us principles

up to the very limit of human reason
’ On the Radical Evil in Human Nature W vi pp 49 50 Abbott s

trans pp 357 8
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contrast between the largeness of his fundamental thesis and
the formal, doctrinaire manner in which it is developed
Indeed, in the Critique of Practical Reason the' individualist,

deistic, rationalistic modes of thinking of his time are much
more in evidence than in any other of his chief writings

,
and

incidentally he also displays a curious insensibility—again

characteristic of his period—to all that is specific in the

religious altitude Rut w hep due allowances ha /e been made,
we can still maintain that in resting his constructive views

upon the supreme value of the moral personality Kant has
influenced subsequent philosophy in hardly less degiee than
by his teaching in the Critique of Pure Reason ^

The two Critiques^ in method of exposition and argument,
in general outcome, and indeed in the total impression they
leave upon the mind, are extraoidinanly diffcient In the

Critique of Pure Reason Kant is meticulously scrupulous in

testing the validity of each link in his argument Constantly

he retraces his steps
,
and in many of his chief problems he

halts between competing solutions Kants sceptical spirit

IS awake, and it refuses to cease from its questionings In

the Ctitique of Practical Reason, on the other hand, there is

an austere simplicity of argument, which advances, without
looking to right or left, from a few simple principles direct to

their ultimate consequences The impressiveness of the first

Critique consists in its appreciation of the complexity of the

problems, and in the care with which their various, conflicting

aspects are separately dealt with The second Critique derives

Its force from the fundamental conviction upon which it is

based
Such, then, stated in the most general terms, is the manner

in whieh Kant conceives the Critique of Pm e Reason as con
tribdting to the establishment, of a humanistic philosophy

It clears the ground for the practical Reason, and secures

it in the autonomous control of its own domain While
preserving to the intellect and to science certain definitely

prescribed rights, Kant places in the forefront of his system
the moral values

,
and he docs so under the convnction that

in living up to the opportunities, in whatever rank of life, of
our common heritage, we obtain a truer and deeper insight

into ultimate issues than can be acquired through the abstruse
subtleties of metaphysical speculation

I may again draw attention to the consequences which
follow from Kant’s habitual method of isolating his problems
Truth IS a value of universal juiisdiction, and from its criteria

^ Cf Irin^le Pattison The idea of God in the ^ i^ht of Recent Philosophy

p 2Sff
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the judgments of moral and other values can claim no
exemption Existences and values do not constitute m
dependent orders They interpenetrate, and neither can be
adequately dealt with apart from the considerations appio
priate to the other In failing to co ordinate his problems,
Kant has over emphasised the negative aspects of his logical

enquiries and has formulated his ethical doctrines in a
needlessly dogmatic form

These defects arc however in some degree remedied in

the last of his chief woiks the Critique ^ Judgment In
certain respects it is the most interesting of all Kant’s writings

The qualities of both the earlier Critiques here appear in

happy combination while in addition his concrete interests

are more m evidence to the great enrichment of his abstract

argument Many of the doctrines of the Ctitique of Pure
Reason, especially those that bear on the problems of teleology
are restated in a less negative manner, and in their connection
with the kindred problems of natural beauty and the fine arts

For though the final decision in all metaphysical questions is

still reserved to moral considerations Kant now takes a more
catholic view of the field of philosophy He allows, though
with characteristic reservations, thaf the empiiical evidence
obtainable through examination of the broader features of
our total experience is of genuinely philosophical value, and
that It can safely be employed to amplify and confirm the

independent convictions of the moral consciousness Ihe
embargo which in the Critique of Pure Reason, in matters
metaphysical, is placed upon all tentative and probable
reasoning is thus tacitly removed

,
and the term knowledge

again acquires the wider meaning very properly ascribed to

It in ordinary speech





A COMMENTARY TO KANT’S

“CRITIQUE OF PURE REASON”

TITLE KRITIK DER REINEN VERNUNFT
The term critique or criticism, as employed by Kant, is of
English origin It appears in seventeenth and eighteenth
century English, chiefly in adjectival form, as a literary and
artistic term—for instance, in the works of Pope, who was
Kant’s favourite English poet Kant was the first to employ
It m German, extending it from the field of aesthetics to that

of general philosophy A reference in Kant’s Logic"^ to

Homes Elements of Cnttctsm^ would seem to indicate that

it was Home s use of the term which suggested to him its wider
employment “Cntique of pure reason,” in its primary
meaning, signifies the passing of critical judgments upon
pure reason In this sense Kant speaks of his time as “ the
age of criticism {Zeitalter der Knttk) ” Frequently, however,
he takes the term more specifically as meaning a critical

investigation leading to positive as well as to negative results

Occasionally, especially in the Dtalecttc, it also signifies a
discipline applied to pure reason, limiting it within due
bounds Tne first appearance of the word in Kant’s writings

is in 1765 in the Nackrtcht^ of his lectures for the winter

term 1765-1766 Kant seldom employs the corresponding
adjective, critical {krtttscK) His usual substitute for it is the

term transcendental

Pure {retn) has here a very definite meaning It is the

absolutely a prtort Negatively it signifies that which is

^ EtnUuung 1

* Htiniy Home Lord Karnes, published his EUnunts of Cnttewn in 1762
* ^ n p 311 In referring to his course in logic, Kant states that he will

consider the traimng of the power of sound judgment in ordinary hfe, and adds
that *' in the Kr%t%k der Vermmft the close kindup of subject matter gives occasion
for casting some glances upon the Krtttk tbs GesehtMtks, 1

1

upon Aesthetus '

Thu passage serves to confirm the conjecture that the term Erttik was borrowed
from the title of Home’s work

B



2 TITLE

independent of experience Positively it signifies that which

originates from reason itself, and which is characterised by
universality and necessity * By “ pure reason ” Kant there-

fore means reason in so far as it supplies out of itself, inde

pendently of experience, a priori elements that as such are

characterised by universality and necessity

Reason ( Vemunft) is used in the Critique in three different

meanings In the above title it is employed in its widest

sense, as the source of all apriori elements It includes what is

a prion in sensibility as well as in understani^ng ( Verstand)

In Its narrowest sense it is distinct even from understanding,

and signifies that faculty which renders the mind dissatisfied

with its ordinary and scientific knowledge, and which leads it

to demand a completeness and unconditionedness which can

never be found in the empirical sphere Understanding con-

ditions science
,
reason generates metaphysic Understanding

has categories
,
reason has its Ideas Thirdly Kant fre-

quently employs understanding and reason as synonymous
terms, dividing the mind only into the two faculties, sensibility

and spontaneity Thus in A i 2, understanding and reason

are used promiscuously, and in place of retne Vernunft we
find reiner Verstand As already stated, the term reason,

as employed in Kant s title, ought properly to be* taken in

Its widest sense Sensibility falls within reason in virtue of

the apnon forms which it contains Kant does not himself,

however, always interpret the title in this strict sense The
triple use of the term is an excellent example of the loose-

ness and carelessness with which he employs even the most
important and fundamental of his teenmeal terms Only
the context can reveal the particular meaning to be assigned

in each case

The phrase “ of pure reason ” {der reinen Vemunft) has,

as Vaihinger points out,* a threefold ambiguity (i) Some-
times It IS a genitive objective The critical enquiry is

directed upon pure reason as its object This corresponds to

the view of the Cntique as merely a treatise on method
(2) Sometimes it is a genitive subjective The critical enimiry
IS undertaken by and executed through pure reason This
expresses the view of the Critique as itself a system of pure
rational knowledge (3) At other times it has a reflexive

meaning Pure reason is subject and object at once It is

both subject matter and method or instrument Through
the Critique it attains to self-knowledge The Critique is the
critical examination of pure reason by itself The first view

* For Kont’s other uses of the termpurf, bdow, p. $5
* CrufmeMiar tu jEhe/r 4er rvMWn VtTmmft, 1 pp 117 ao
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would seem to be the original and primary meaning of the
title The second view very early took its place alongside it,

and appears in many passages The third view must be
taken as representing Kant’s nnal interpretation of the title

,

It IS on the whole the most adequate to the actual content
and scope of the Critique For the Critique is not merely a
treatise on method

,
it is also a system of pure rational

knowledge It professes to establish, in an exhaustive and
final manner, the a pnon principles which determine the
possibility, conditions, and limits of pure rational knowledge *

^ For a definition less exclusively titular and more adequate to the actual

scope of the Critique cf below p 56 Reason when disting^uished from under
standing I shall hereafter print with a capital letter to mark the very special

sense m which it is being employed



MOTTO

De nobis ipsis silemus De re autem, quae agitur, petimus

ut homines earn non opinionem, sed opus esse cogitent ,
ac

pro certo habeant, non sectae nos alicuius, aut placiti, !feed

utilitatis et amplitudmis humanae fundamenta moliri D^nde
ut suis commodis aequi in commune consulant et ipsi

in partem veniant Praeterea ut bene sperent, neque instaura-

tionem nostram ut quiddam infinitum et ultra mortale fingant,

et ammo concipiant
,
quum reveia sit infiniti erroris finis et

terminus legitimus

This motto, which was added in the second edition, is

taken from the preface to Bacon’s Instauratio J\^agna, of

which the Novum Organum is the second part As the

first part of the Instauratto is represented only by the later,

separately published, De Augmenits Saenttarum, this preface

originally appeared, and is still usually given, as introductory

to the Novum Organum
The complete passage (in which I have indicated KaitPs

omissions) is rendered as follows in the translation of Ellis

and Spedding ^

“ Of myself I say noi'hing
,
but in behalf of the busmess which is

in hand I entreat men to believe that it is not an opinion to be held,

but a work to be done , and to be well assured that I am labouring
to lay the foundation, not of any sect or doctrine, but of human utility

and power Next, I ask them to deal fairly by their own interests

(and laymg aside all emulations and prejudices in favour of this or
that opinion], to join in consultation for the common goodj and
[being now freed and guarded by the securities and helps which 1
ofier from the errors and impediments of the way] to come forward
themselves and take part [m that which remams to be done]
Moreover, to be of good hope, nor to imagme that this Instauration
of mme is a thmg infimte and beyond the power of man, when it is

in fact the true end and terrnmation of infinite errmr
’’

Phtlotofhxti WbfjSr of fToncts Bacon (edited by J M Robertson, 1903),

4
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The opening sentence of Bacon’s preface might also have
served as a fitting motto to the Cnttque

“It seems to me that men do not rightly understand either their

store or their strength, but overrate the one and underrate the other
’

Or again the following

“ I have not sought nor do I seek either to enforce or to ensnare

men’s judgments, but I lead them to thmgs themselves and the

concordances of things, that they may see for themselves what they

have, what they can dispute, what they can add and contribute to

the common stock And hy these means I suppose that I have
established for ever a true and lawful mamage between the empmcal
and the rational faculty, the unkind and ill starred divorce and
separation of which has thrown mto confusion all the affairs of the

human family
”



DEDICATION

TO

FREIHERR VON ZEDLIIZ

Karl Abraham, Freiherr von Zedlitz had been en-
trusted, as Minister (1771-1788) to Frederick the Great, with
the oversight and direction of the Prussian system of educa
tion He held Kant in the highest esteem In February
1778 we find him writing to thank Kant for the pleasure he
had found in perusing notes of his lectures on physical
geography, and requesting the favour of a complete copy*
A week later he invited Kant to accept a professorship of
philosophy in Halle,* which was then much the most im-
portant university centre in Germany Upon Kant’s refusal
he repeated the offer, with added inducements, including the
title of Hofrat ‘ Again, in August of the same year, he writes
that he is attending, upon Mendelssohn’s recommerfdation
(and doubtless also m the hope of receiving from this indirect
source further light upon Kant’s own teaching in a favourite
field), the lectures on anthropology of Kant’s disciple and
friend, Marcus Herz The letter concludes with a passage
which may perhaps have suggested to Kant the appropriate-
ness of dedicating his Cnttque to so wise and discerning a
patron of true philosophy

“Should your mventive power extend so far, suggest to me the
means of holding back the students m the universities fititn the
bread and butter studies, and of making them understand that their
modicum of law, even their theology and me^cme, will be immensely
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more easily acquired and safely applied, if they are m possession of

more philosoptucal knowledge Tliey can be judges, advocates,

preachers and physicians only for a few hours each day, but in

these and all the remamder of the day they are men, and have need

of other sciences In short, you must instruct me how this is to be

brought home to students Printed mjunctions, laws, regulations—

these are even worse than bread and butter study itself”^

A Minister of Education who thus ranks philosophy above

professional studies, and both as more important than all

academic machinery, holds his office by divine right

' Op ett 219



PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

Detailed discussion of the Prefaces is not advisable The
problems which they raise can best be treated in the order in

which they come up in the Crtttque itself I shall dwell only

on the minor incidental difficulties of the text, and on those

features in Kant s exposition which are peculiar to the Prefaces,

or which seem helpful m the way of preliminary orientation

I shall first briefly restate tbe argument of the Preface to

the first edition, and then add the necessary comment
Human reason is ineradicably metaphysical It is haunted

by questions which, though springing from its very nature,

none the less transcend its powers Such a principle, for

instance, as that of causality, m carrying us to more and more
remote conditions, forces us to realise that by such regress

our questions can never be answered However far we recede

in time, and however far we proceed in space, we are still no
nearer to a final answer to our initial problems, and are there-

fore compelled to take refuge in postulates of a different kind,

such, for instance, as that there must be a first unconditioned
cause from which the empirical series of causes and effects

starts, or that space is capable of existing as a completed whole
But these assumptions plunge reason in darkness and involve

it in contradictions They are the sources of all the troubles

of the warring schools Error lies somewhere concealed in

them—the more thoroughly concealed that they surpass the
limits of possible experience Until such error has been
detected and laid bare, metaphysical speculation must remam
the idlest of all tasks

In the latter part of the eighteenth century metaphysics
had fallen, as Kant here states, into disrepute The
wonderful success with which the mathematical and natural
sciences w^ipe bemg developed served only to emphasise by
contrast the ineffectiveness of the metaphysical disciplines

Indifference to philosophy was the inevitable outcome, and
was due, not to levity, but to the matured judgment of the
age, which refUsed to be any longer putoff with such pretended

«
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knowledge But since the philosophical sciences aim at

that knowledge which, if attainable, we should be least willing

to dispense with, the failure of philosophy is really a summons
to reason to take up anew the most difficult of all its tasks

It must once and for all determine either the possibility or

the impossibility of metaphysics It must establish

" a tribunal which will assure to reason its lawful claims and which
will also be able to dismiss all groundless pretension^ not by despotic

decrees, but in accordance with its own eternal and unalterable

laws This tribunal is no other than the Cnttqut of Pure Reason ” ^

“ Our age is, in especial degree, the age of criticism {Kntik), and to

such criticism everything must submit Religion, through its sanctity,

and law givmg, through its majesty, may seek to exempt themselves

from It But they then awaken just suspicion, and cannot claim the

smcere respect which reason accords only to that which has been
able to sustain the test of free and open exammation ” ^

As has already been emphasised in the preceding historical

sketch, Kant had learnt to trust the use of reason, and was a
rationalist by education, temperament, and conviction He
here classifies philosophies as dogmatic and sceptical

,
and

under the latter rubric he includes all empirical systems
‘Empirigsm* and ‘scepticism’ he interprets as practically

synonymous terms The defect of the dogmatists is that

they have not critically examined their methods of procedure,

and in the absence of an adequate distinction between appear-

ance and reality have interpreted the latter in terms of the
former The defect of the empiricists and sceptics is that

they have misrepresented the nature of the faculty of reason,

ignoring its claims and misreading its functions, and accord
ingly have gone even further astray than their dogmatic
opponents All knowledge worthy of the name is a prtort

knowledge It possesses universality and necessity, and as

such must rest on pure reason Wherever there is saence,
there is an element of pure reason Whether or not pure
reason can also extend to the unconditioned is the question
which decides the possibility of constructive metaphysics
This IS what Kant means when he declares that the Crtttque

IS a criticism of the power of reason, in respect of all knowledge
after which it may strive independently of experience Pure
reason is the subject matter of the enquiry ,

it is also the

instrument through which the enquiry is made*^ Nothing
etupincal or mei^y hypothetical has any place in it, either

as subject-matter or as method of argument
Frtxn this position Kant draws several important conse-

^Avvi •Av« Cf above oa pp a 3
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quences First, since pure reason means that fapulty whereby
we gam knowledge independently of all experience, it ran

be isolated and its whole nature exhaustively determined
Indeed pure reason (Kant seeks to prove) is so perfect a unity

that if “ Its principle ” should be found insufficient to the solu-

tion of a single one of all the questions which are presented

to it by its own nature, we should be justified in forthwith

rejecting it as also incompetent to answer with complete
certainty any one of the other questions In metaphysics it

must be either all or nothing,^ either final and complete
certainty or else absolute failure

“ While I am saying this I can fancy that I detect m the face of

the reader an expression of indignation mingled with contempt at

pretensions seemingly so arrogant and vainglorious ,
and yet they are

incomparably more moderate than the claims of all those writers who
on the lines of the usual programme profess to prove the simple

nature of the soul or the necessity of a first begmning of the world ”

'

In so doing they pretend to define realities which he
beyond the limits of possible experience , the Critique seeks

only to deal with that faculty of reason which manifests

itself to us within our own minds Formal logic shows how
completely and systematically the simple acts of reason can

be enumerated Aristotle created this science of logic

complete at a stroke Kant professes to have established

an equally final metaphysics
,
and as logic is not a science

proper, but rather a propaedeutic to all science, metaphysics,

thus interpreted, is the only one of all the sciences which can
immediately attain to such completeness

“ For It IS nothing but the inventory of all our possessions through

pure reason, systematically arranged In this field nothuig can
escape us What reason produces entirely out of itself cannot be
concealed, but is brought to light by reason itself immediately the

common prmciple has been discovered ” *

tr

Secondly, the Critique also claims certainty With the re-

moval of everything empirical, and the reduction of its subject-

matter to pure reason, all mere opinion or hypothesis is like-

wise eliminated Probabilities or hypotheses can have no place
in a Critique of Pure Reason * Everything must be derived

according to a prtort principles from pure conceptions in which
there is no intermixture of experiencew any Sj^ial intuition

This Prtfate to the first edition, considered as introductory

i
a below, PP 543. S?« 7

• A»v
* Abb vui

Ct bdaw, PP 543#



COMMENT ON PREFACE II

to the Crtttgue, is misleading for two reasons First, because
in It Kant is preoccupied almost exclusively with the problems
of metaphysics in the strict ontological sense, that is to say,

With the problems of the DtcUecttc The problems of the

Analytic, which is the very heart of the Critique, are almost
entirely igpiored They are, it is true, referred to m A x xi,

but the citation is quite externally intercalated
,

it receives

no support or extension from the other parts of the Pteface
This results in a second defect, namely, that Kant fails to

indicate the more empirical features of his new Critical stand

point Since ultimate reality is supersensuous, metaphysics,

as above conceived, can have no instrument save pure reason

The subjects of its enquiry, God, freedom, and immortality,

if they are to be known at all, can be determined only through
aprion speculation This fact, fundamental and all important
for Kant, was completely ignored in the popular eclectic

philosophies of the time They professed to derive meta
physical conclusions from empirical evidence They sub
stituted, as Kant has pointed out,^ "a physiology of the

human understanding ” for the Critical investigation of the

claims of reason, and anthropology for ethics They were
blind to the dogmatism of which they are thereby guilty

They assumed those very points which most call for proof,

namely, that reason is adequate to the solution of metaphysical

problems, and that all existence is so fundamentally of one
type that we can argue from the sensuous to the super-

sensuous, from appearance to reality When they fell into

difficulties, they pleaded the insufficiency of human reason,

and yet were all the while unquestioningly relying upon it

in the drawmg of the most tremendous inferences Such,
for mstance, are the assumptions which underlie Moses
Mendelssohn’s contention that since animals as well as men
agree in the apprehension of space, it must be believed to be
absolutely real ‘ These assumptions also determine Friestley’s

assertion that though every event has its cause, there is one
causeless happening, namely, the creative act to which the

existence of the world is due * On such terms, metaphysics

IS too patently easy to be even plausible ” Indifference,

doubt, and, in final issue, severe criticism, are truer signs of

a profound habit of thought”* The matter of experience

anords no data for metaphysical inference In the a
p*v>n forms of expenence, and there alone, can meta-

» Cf A86=B 11819
* Morgenatunden , GgsammeiU 1863 edition^ 11 pp 3461 ^8 Cf

160 X

* Cit^ R A Sigsbee, Milaso^tsckes
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physics hope to find a basis, if any basis is really dis*

covefable

This IS Kant’s reason for so emphatically insisting that the

problem of the Critique is to determine “ how much we can

hope to achieve by reason, when all the material and assistance

of expeiience is taken away But in keeping only this one

point in view Kant greatly misrepiesents the problems and
scope of the Critique Throughout the Preface he speaks the

language of the Aufklarung Even in the very act of limiting

the scope of reason, he overstresses its powers, and omits

reference to its empirical renditions It is well to contrast

this teaching with such a passage as the following

“ The position of all genuine idealists from the Eleatics to Berkeley

IS contained in this formula * All cognition through the senses and
experience is nothing but mere illusion, and only in the ideas of

pure understanding and Reason is there truth ’ The fundamental

principle nding all my idealism, on the contrary, is this ‘ All cogni

tion of things solely from pure understanding or pure Reason is

nothmg but mere illusion, and only in experience is there truth
’ ” ‘

But that passage is equally inadequate as a complete expression

of Kant’s Critical philosophy The truth lies midwajj between
It and the teaching of the Preface to the first edition Pure
reason is as defective an instrument of knowledge as is factual

experience Though the primary aim of metaphysics is to

determine our relation to the absolutely real, and though that

can only be done by first determining the nature and possible

scope of a priori principles, such principles are found on
investigation to possess only empirical validity The central

question of the Critique thus becomes the problem of the

validity of their empirical employment The interrelation of
these two problems, tnat of the a prion and that of expert

ence, and Kant s attitude towards them, cannot be considered
till later The defects of the Preface to the first edition are

in part corrected by the extremely valuable Preface substituted
in the second edition But some further points in this first

Preface must be considered
Prescribed by the very nature of reason itself*—Metaphysics

exists as a “natural disposition,” and its questions are not
therefore merely artificial

"“As natural disposition {ffaturank^ metaphysics is real

For human reason, without being moved merely by the idle desire for
extent and variety of knovledgei proceeds impetuously, driven on by

* A viii ^ AniattA TnuM of Mahafl^ aad Betnaird, p 147
A 1
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an inward need, to questions such as cannot be answered by any
empirical employment of reason, or by principles thence derived

Thus m all men, as soon as their reason has become npe for

speculation, there has always existed and will always contmue to

exist some kind of metaphysics " ^

Hence results what Kant entitles transcendental tlluston

“The cause of this transcendental illusion is that there are

fundamental rules and maxims for the employment of Reason,

subjectively regarded as a faculty of human knowledge, and that

these rules and maxims have all the appearance of being objective

pnnciples We take the subjective necessity of a connection of

our concepts, 1 e a connection necessitated for the advantage of the

understanding, for an objective necessity in the determination of

things in themselves This is an illusion which can no more be
prevented than we can prevent the sea from appearing higher at the

horizon than at the shore, since we see it through higher light rays
,

or to ate a still better example, than the astronomer can prevent the

moon from appearing larger at its nsing, although he is not deceived

by this illusion There exists, then, a natural and unavoidable

dialectic of pure Reason, not one in which a bungler might entangle

himself through lack of knowledge, or one which some sophist has

artihaally mvented to confuse thinking people, but one which is

inseparable from human Reason, and which, even after its deceiving

power has been exposed, will not cease to play tricks with it and
contmually to entrap it into momentary aberrations that will ever

and agam call for correction ” ^

Dogmatism ”—According to Kant there are three possible**

standpoints in philosophy—the dogmatic, the sceptical, and
the critical All preceding thinkers come under the first two
heads A dogmatist is one who assumes that human reason

can comprehend ultimate reality, and who proceeds upon this

assumption He does not, before pioceeding to construct a

metaphysics, enquire whether it is possible Dogmatism
expresses itself (to borrow Vaihinger’s convenient mode of

definition^) through three factors

—

rattoncUtsm, realism, and
transcendence Descartes and Leibniz are typical dogmatists

As rationalists they hold that it is possible to determine from
pure a pnon pnnciples the ultimate nature of God, of the

soul, and of the material universe They are realists in

that they assert that by human thought the complete nature

of objective reality can be determined They also adopt the

attitude of transcendence Through pure thought they go
<|Ut beyond the sensible and determine the supersensuous

^
^ B 31 Of Prdegmttta, § 60 ff, and below, pp 437 9, $53

« A 397 8*B 353 5 Cf below, pp 437 9. * A ai * 1 p 50
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Scepticism (Kant, as above stated,^ regards it as being in

effect equivalent to empiricism) may similarly be defined

through the three terms, emptrtctsm, subjecttvtsfn, immanence
A sceptic can never be a rationalist He must reduce know-
ledge to sense-experience For this reason also his knowledge

IS infected by subjective conditions, through sensation we
cannot hope to determine the nature of the objectively real

This attitude is also that of immanence , knowledge is limited

to the sphere of sense experience Criticism has similarly

Its three constitutive factors, rattonalism, subjectivism, im-

manence It agrees with dogmatism in maintaining that

only through a priori principles can true knowledge be
obtained Such knowledge is, however, subjective® in its

origin, and for that reason it is also only of immanent
application, knowledge is possible only in the sphere of

sense experience Dogmatism claims that knowledge arises

independently of experience and extends beyond it Em-
piricism holds that knowledge arises out of sense experience

and IS valid only within it Criticism teaches that knowledge
arises independently of particular experience but is valid only

for experience

The following passages in the Methodology give Kant's

view of the historical and relative values of the jtwo false

methods «

“The sceptic is the taskmaster who constrams the dogmatic
reasoner to develop a sound cntique of the understanding and
reason When the latter has been made to advance thus far, he
need fear no further challenge, since he has learned to distinguish

his real possessions from that which lies entuely beyond them, and
to which he can therefore lajr no claim Thus the sceptical

procedure cannot of itself yield any satisfying answer to the questions

of reason, but none the less it prepares the way by awakening its

circumspection, and by indicating the radical measures which are

adequate to secure it m its l^tunate possessions”* “The first

step m matters of pure reason, markmg its infancy, is dogmatic The
second step is scephcal, and indicates that experience has rendered
our judgment wiser and more circumspect But a diud step^ such
as can be taken only by fully matured judgment, is now necessary

This IS not the censorship but die critique of reasoiL

whereby not its present bounds but its determinate [and necessary]

hmits, not its ignorance on this or that point, but m regard to

> P 9
Thu statement, as ws shall find, calls fi» modification Kant's Cniical

Aontion is mmre eoitectly deactibsd as phenomenalism than as subjectmana
Cf abovB, ppt, sdv vfi b«ow, p 070 ff

» A 797
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all posable questions of a certain kind, are demonstrated from
principles, and not merely arrived at by way of conjecture Seep

tiasm IS thus a lestmg place for human reason, where it can reflect

upon Its dogmatic wandenngs and make survey of the region in

which It finds itself, so that for the future it may be able to choose

its path with more certainty But it is no dwellmg place for per

manent settlement That can be obtamed only through perfect

certainty in our knowledge, alike of the objects themselves and of

the limits within which all our knowledge of objects is enclosed ” ^

Locke *—Cf A 86 = B 1 19 ,
A 270 = B 327 ,

B 127
On the nn&vourahle contrast between mathematics and meta-

phjrsics^—Cf Ueber dte Deutltchketi der Grundsatse (1764),
ersU Betrachtung, and below, pp 40, 563 ff

The age of criticism*—Kant considered himself as con
tributing to the further advance of the eighteenth century

Enlightenment •' In view, however, of the contrast between
eighteenth and nineteenth century thought, and of the real

affiliations and ultimate consequences of Kant’s teaching, it

seems truer to regard the Critical philosophy as at once
completing and transcending the Aufklarung Kant breaks

with many of its most fundaihental assumptions
The (Mtique of Pure Reason*— Kant here defines the

Critique cas directed upon pure reason ^ Further, it is a
criticism of knowledge which is "independent of all ex
perience,” or, as Kant adds " free from all experience ” Such
phrases, in this context, really mean transcendent The
Critique is here taken as being a Critical investigation of tran-

scendent metaphysics, of its sources, scope, and limits *

Opiaion or hypothesis not permissible *—Cf below, p 543 if

I know no enquiries, etc —The important questions raised

by this paragraph are discussed below, p 235 n
Jean Terrasson (1670-1750) —The quotation is from his

work posthumously published (1754), and translated from the

French by Frau Gottsched under the title Philosophie nach
tkrem cdlgemeinen Einfiusse auf alle GegenstSnde des Geistes

und afer Sitten (1762) Terrasson is also referred to by Kant
in his Anthropologies §§ 44 and 77 Terrasson would seem to be
the author of the Traiti di tinfini crli which has been falsely

ascribed to Malebranche I have translated this latter

treatise in the Philosophical Review (July 1905)

Bui^ a system of pure speculative reason —The relation in

* A 76ia:B 789 90 Cf SectioDS 1 III laihit Mttkedolegy

•a III *Av« *Av«
* Cf Kant’s Ametmortmg dtr Was hna Aufklanmgt 1784
* V ^ Cf PP ^ 3
* Cf above, W xhv v below, pp 19, 66 ff

•a» "Axxi “Ami Mil ** A XV
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Mrhich this system would stand to the Crtttque is discussed

below, pp 71-2 Speculative does not with Kant mean
transcendent, but merely theoretical as opposed to practical

Cf B 25, A 1 5 = B 29, A 845 = B 873
Under the title Ifetaph^cs of Nature ^—No such work, at

least under this title, was ever completed by Kant In the
Kantian terminology “ nature ” signifies “ all that is " Cf
below, p 580

^ A XV Cf below pp 66 7



PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

I SHALL again give a brief explanatory paraphrase, before

proceeding to detailed comment The mam points of the

preface of the first edition are repeated “ Metaphysics soars

above all teaching ofexperience, and rests on concepts only In
It reason has to be her own pupil ’ ^ But Kant immediately
proceeds to a further point That logic should have attained

the secure method of science is due to its limitation to the
mere a prtort form of knowledge For metaphysics this is far

more difficult, since it “ has to ^al not with itselfalone, but also

with objects ” ®

The words which I have italicised form a very necessary
correction* of the first edition preface, according to which the
Critique would seem to “treat only of reason and its pure
thinking ” A further difference follows The second edition

preface, m thus emphasising the objective aspect of the
problem, is led to characterise m a more complete manner
the method to be followed m the Critical enquiry How can
the Critique, if it is concerned, as both editions agree m

( insisting, only with the a prion which originates m human
reason, solve the specifically metaphysical problem, viz that
of determining the independently real ? How can an idea

in us refer to, and constitufie knowledge of, an object ? The
larger part of the preface to the second edition is devoted to
the Critical solution of this problem The argument of the
DiaUiAtc IS no longer emphasised at the expense of the
Analytic

Kant points out that as a matter of historical fact each
of the two rational sciences, mathematics and physics, first

entered upon the assured path of knowledge by a sudden
revolution, and by the adoption of a method which in its

general characteristics is common to both This method
Oonsists, not in being led by nature as in leading-strings,

but in mterrogating nature in accordance with what reason

$XIV

*7

•Bi*.
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produces on its own plan The method of the geometrician

does not consist m me study of figures presented to the

senses That would be an empirical (m Kant’s view, sceptical)

method Geometrical propositions could not then re

garded as possessing universality and necessity Nor does the

geometrician employ a dogmatic method, diat of studying

the mere conception of a figure By that means no new
knowledge could ever be attained The actual method con-

sists in interpreting the sensible figures through conceptions

that have been rigorously defined, and in accordance with

which the figures have been constructively generated The
first discovery of this method, by Thales or some other Greek,

was “ far more important than the discovery of the passage
round the celebrated Cape of Good Hope ” ^

Some two thousand years elapsed before Galileo formu-

lated a corresponding method for physical science He relied

neither on mere observation nor on his own conceptions He
determined the principles according to which alone concordant

phenomena can be admitted as laws of nature and then by
experiment compelled nature to answer the questions which
these principles suggest Here again the method is neither

meiely empirical nor purely dogmatic It possesses the

advantages of both •

Metaphysics is ripe for a similar advance It must be
promoted to the rank of positive science by the transform-

ing power of an analogous method The fundamental and
distinguishing characteristic of mathematical and physical

procedure is the legislative power to which reason lays claim
Such procedure, if generalised and extended, will supply the
required method of the new philosophy Reason must be
regarded as self legislative in all the domains of our possible

knowledge Objects must be viewed as conforming to human
thought, not human thought to the independently real This
IS the “ hypothesis ” to which Kant has given the somewhat
misleading title, “ Copernican ” * The method of procedure
which It prescribes is, he declares, analogous to that which
was followed by Copernicus, and will be found to be as
revolutionary in its consequences In terms of this hypothesis
a complete and absolutely certain metaphysics, valid now and
for all time, can be created at a stroke The earliest and
oldest enterprise of the human mind will achieve a new
beginning Metaphysics, the mother of all the sciences* will

renew her youtii, and will equal in assurance, as she surpasses
in dignity, the offspring of her womb

From this new standpoint Kant develops [^enomenaHsm
1 B xi * below, pp ss 5. ,
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on rationalist lines He professes to prove that though our
knowledge is only of appearances, it is conditioned by a pnort
principles His “ Copemican hypothesis,” so far from destroy

mg positive science, is, he claims, merely a philosophical

extension of the method which it has long been practising

Since all science worthy of the name involves a pnort
elements, it can be accounted for only in tenns of the new
hypothesis Only if objects are regarded as conforming to our
forms of intuition, and to our modes of conception, can they
be anticipated by a prton reasoning Science can be a pnon
just because, properly understood, it is not a rival of meta*
physics, and does not attempt to define the absolutely real

But such a statement at once suggests what may at first

seem a most fatal objection Though the new standpoint may
account for the a pnon in experience and science, it can be
of no avail in metaphysics If the a pnon concepts have
a mental origin, they can have no validity for the independ
ently real If we can know only what we ourselves originate,

things in themselves must be unknown, and metaphysics
must be impossible But in this very consequence the new
hypothesis first reveals its full advantages It leads to

an interpretation of metaphysics which is as new and as

revolutionary^ as that which it gives to natural science

Transcendent metaphysics is indeed impossible, but in

harmony with man’s practical and moral vocation, its place

IS more efficiently taken by an immanent metaphysics on the

one hand, and by a metaphysics of ethics on the other

Together these constitute the new and final philosophy which
Kant claims to have established by his Critical method Its

chief task is to continue ” that noblest enterprise of antiquity,” *

the distinguishing of appearances from things in themselves

The unconditioned is that which alone will satisfy speculative

reason
,

its determination is the ultimate presupposition of

metaphysical enquiry But so long as the empirical world is

regarded as true reality, totality or unconditionedness cannot
possibly be conceived—is, indeed, inherently self contradictory

On the new hypothesis there is no such difficulty By the proof
that things in themselves are unknowable, a sphere is left open
within which the unconditioned can be sought For though
this sphere is closed to speculative reason, the unconditioned
can be determined from data yielded by reason in its practical

activity The hypothesis which at first seem*s to destroy

metaphysics proves on examination to be its necessary pre-

supposition The “ Copenucan hypothesis ” which conditions

Sciencd will also account for metaphysics properly conceived

f / C/t ftbov«, p. Iv>, bdow, p 571 ff * i 7
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Upon this important point Kant dwells at some length

Even the negative results of the Critique are, he emphasises,

truly positive in their ultimate consequences The dogmatic
extension of speculative reason really leads to the narrowing

of Its employment, for the principles of which it then makes
use involve the subjecting of things in themselves to the

limiting conditions of sensibility All attempts to construe

the unconditioned in terms that will satisfy reason are by
such procedure ruled out from the very start To demonstrate
this IS the fundamental purpose and chief aim of the Critique

Space and time are merely forms of sensuous intuition
,
the

concepts of understanding can yield knowledge only in their

connection with them Though the concepts in their purity

possess a quite general meaning, this is not sufficient to con
stitute knowledge The conception of causality, for instance,

necessarily involves the notion of time-sequence
,
apart from

time It IS the bare, empty, and entirely unspecified con-

ception of a sufficient ground Similarly, the category of sub-

stance signifies the permanent in time and space
,
as a form

of pure reason it has a quite indefinite meaning signifying

merely that which is always a subject and never a predicate

In the absence of further specification, it remains entirely

problematic in its reference The fact, however that the
categories of the understanding possess, in independence of
sensibility, even this quite general significance is all-important

Originating in pure reason they have a wider scope than the
forms of sense, and enable us to conceive, though not to gam
knowledge of, things in themselves ^ Our dual nature, aS
being at once sensuous and supersensuous, opens out to us
the apprehension of both

Kant illustrates his position by reference to the problem
of the freedom of the will As thought is wider than sense^

and reveals to us the existence of a noumenal realm, we
are enabled to reconcile belief in the freedom of the will

with the mechanism of nature We can recognise that within
the phenomenal sphere everything without exception is

causally determined, and yet at the same time maintam that
the whole order of nature is grounded in noumenal conditions
We can assert of one and the same being that its will is

subject to the necessity of nature and that it is Iree—

-

mechanically determined in its visible actions, free m its real

supersensible existence We have, indeed, no knowledge of
the soul, and therefore cannot assert on theoretical grounds
that It possesses any such freedom The very possibihbyii
freedom transcends our powers of cqp^ehension.

1 All tiiett aMertioi|P cell lataf tttodiScatKm and regtatonent
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proof that it can at least be conceived without contradiction

IS, however, all important For otherwise no arguments from
the nature of the moral consciousness could be of the least

avail, before a palpable contradiction every argument is

bound to give way Now, for the first time, the doctrine of
morals and the doctrine of nature can be independently
developed, without conflict, each in accordance with its own
laws The same is true in regard to the existence of God
and the immortality of the soul By means of the Critical

distinction between the empirical and the supersensible worlds,

tkes$ conceptions are nowfor the first time renderedpossible of
belief “ I had to remove knowledge, in order to make room
for belief”'^ “This loss affects only the monopoly oftlu schools,

m no respect the interests of humanity " ®

Lastly, Kant emphasises the fact that the method of the

Critique must be akin to that of dogmatism It must be
rational a prion To adopt any other method of procedure

IS “to shake off the fetters of science altogether, and thus

to change work into play, certainty into opinion, philosophy
into philodoxy ” ® And Kant repeats the claims of the preface

of the first edition as to the completeness and finality of his

system “ This system will, as I hope, maintain through the

future thi^ same unchangeableness ’ *

Logic *—For Kant’s view of the logic of Aristotle as com
plete and perfect, cf below, pp 184 5 Kant compares meta-
physics to mathematics and physics on the one hand, and to

formal logic on the other The former show the possibility of

attaining to the secure path of science by a sudden and single

revolution
, the latter demonstrates the possibility of creating

a science complete and entire at a stroke Thanks to the

new Critical method, metaphysics may be enabled, Kant
claims, to parallel both achievements at once

Thaoretical and pvaetical reason *—Such comment as is

necessary upon this distinction is given below Cf p 569 ff

Sltlisrto it lu^ been supposed that all knowledge must conform

t6 the ohlects ^—This statement is historically correct That
assumption did actually underlie one and all of the pre

Kantian phibsophies At the same time, it is true that Kant's

phenQmenalist standpoint is partially anticipated by Hume,
hy Malebranche and by Leibniz, especially by the first named
Hume that to condemn knowledge on the ground that

it can never eopy or truly reveal any external reality is to

jmunderstand its true function Our sense perceptions

our general principles are so determined by natute

^ & XXX * B xxxii * B xxxvu * B xxxviu

^

i B vii • B vjii ^
^
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as to render feasible only a practical organisation of life

When we attempt to derive from them a consistent boay of

knowledge, failure is the inevitable result^ Malebranche,

while retaining the absolutist view of conceptual knowledge,

propounds a similar theory of sense perception * Our per

ceptions are, as he shows, permeated through and through,

from end to end, with illusion Such illusions justify them
selves by their practical usefulness, but they likewise prove

that theoretical insight is not the purpose of our sense-

experience Kant’s Copernican hypothesis consists in great

part of an extension of this view to our conceptual, scientific

knowledge But he differs both from Malebranche and from
Hume in that he develops his phenomenalism on rationalist

lines He professes to show that though our knowledge is

only of the phenomenal, it is conditioned by a prtort

principles The resulting view of the distinction between
appearance and reality has kinship with that of Leibniz’

The phenomena of science, though only appearances, are

none the less bene fundata Our scientific knowledge,
though not equivalent to metaphysical apprehension of the

ultimately real, can be progressively developed by scientific

methods
The two “parts of metaphysics *—Kant is here dfawing the

important distinction, which is one result of his new standpoint,

between immanent and transcendent metaphysics It is un
fortunate that he does not do so in a more explicit manner,
with full recognition of its novelty and of its far reaching
significance Many ambiguities in his exposition here and
elsewhere would then have been obviated ®

The nnconditioiied which Beason postulates in all thiiig* hy
themselves, by necessity and by right ’—Points are here raisqd

the discussion of which must be deferred Cf below^

pp 429 31, 433 4, 558 61
The Ontigne is a treatise on method, not a system of the

science itself^—Cf A xv , B xxxvi
,
and especially All*

B 24, below pp 71-2

The Oopemican hypothesis ’—Kant’s comparison of his new
hypothesis to that of Copernicus has generally been mis-
understood The reader very naturally concern^

^
the

Copernican revolution in terms of its main ultimate Conse-
quence, the reduction of the earth from its prmM

j^ition of
central pre-eminence. But that does not beaTwc least

^ Cf above, pp xxvi vit , below, pp
“ Cf Mtiebraoche s Theory of

m Bntukjotimat efBnthehgy (i

* Cf below, 143 ff,^
• B** ^ Bjodi

^ow, pp 594 5
f of toe Perception of Distance and Magnituda^t

X ^Cf below, pp 33,56,^
B xn . B xan «
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amlogy to the intended consequences of the Critical philo-

sophy The direct opposite is indeed true Kant’s hypo
thesis IS inspired by the avowed purpose of neutralising the

naturalistic implications of the Copernican astronomy His
aim IS nothing less than the hrm establishment of what
may perhaps be described as a Ptolemaic, anthropocentric

metaphysics Such naturalistic philosophy as that of Hume
may perhaps be described as Copernican, but the Critical

philosophy, as humanistic, has genuine kinship with the Greek
standpoint

Even some of Kant’s best commentators have interpreted

the analogy in the above manner^ It is so interpreted by
T H Green® and by J Hutchison Stirling® Caird in his

Crtitcal Philosophy ofKant makes not the least mention of the

analogy, probably for the reason that while reading it in the

same fashion as Green, he recognised the inappropriateness

of the comparison as thus taken The analogy is stated in

typically ambiguous fashion by Lange* and by Hoffding®
S Alexander, while very forcibly insisting upon the Ptolemaic
character of the Kantian philosophy, also endorses this

interpretation in the following terms

“ It is*very ironical that Kant himself signahsed the revolution

which he believed himself to be effecting as a Copernican revolution

But there is nothing Copernican in it except that he believed it to be
a revolution If every change is Copernican which reverses the

order of the terms with which it deals, which declares A to depend
on B when B had before been declared to depend on A, then Kant
—who believed that he had reversed the order of dependence of mind
and things—was right m saying that he effected a Copernican revolu

tion But he was not right in any other sense For his revolution,

so far as it was one, was accurately anti Copernican ” ®

As the second edition preface is not covered by the

published volumes of Vaihinger’s Commentary^ the point has
not been taken up by him

Now Kant’s own statements are entirely unambiguous and
do not justify any such interpretation as that of Green and
Alexander As it seems to me, they have missed the real

S
4nt of the analogy The misunderstanding would never

Ve'' been possible save for our neglect of the saentific

* PktUttophy of JSutt Exptmnei (p 37) is the only work in

which I BVwnwnd correct and unambiguous indication of the true mterpretation

of Kant’s analogy
* PnUgimetu to Mthus bk 1 ch 1 | tl
* ITaet Boot to Eani (list), p 29

JStntory of Maforialtm, Eng traiul,_u pp 156, 15$, 237
* dor muorm Pfulotophto (1896), u p 64
® PMttrtfottnud, October 1910, p 49
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classics Kant must have had first hand acquaintance with
Copernicus' J?e Revoluttontbus, and the comparison which he
draws assumes similar knowledge on the part of his readers

Copernicus by his proof of the “ hypothesis ” (his own term)

of the earth’s motion sought only to achieve a more harmonious
ordering of the Ptolemaic universe And as thus merely a

simplification of the traditional cosmology, his treatise could

fittingly be dedicated to the reigning Pope The sun upon
which our terrestrial life depends was still regarded as uniquely
distinct from the fixed stars ,

and our earth was still located

in the central region of a universe that was conceived in the
traditional manner as being single and spherical Giordano
Bruno was the first, a generation later, to realise the revolu-

tionary consequences to which the new teaching, consistently

developed, must inevitably lead It was he who first taught

what we have now come to regard as an integral part of

Copernicus’ revolution, the doctrine of innumerable planetary

systems side by side with one another in infinite space

Copernicus’ argument starts from the Aristotelian principle

of relative motion To quote Copernicus’ exact words

"All apprehended change of place is due to movement either of

the observed object or of the observer, or to differences in movements
that are occumng simultaneously in both For if the observed

object and the observer are moving in the same direction with equal

velocity, no motion can be detected Now it is from the earth that

we visually apprehend the revolution of the heavens If, then, any
movement is ascribed to the earth, that motion will generate the

appearance of itself in all things which are external to it, though as
occurnng m the opposite direction, as if everythmg were passitm
across the earth This will be especially true of the daily revolut!!^

For It seems to seize upon the whole world, and mdeed upon evt^
thmg that is around the earth, though not upon the earth itself

As the heavens, which contam and cover everjrthing, are the common
locus of things, it IS not at all evident why it should be to the contain*'

mg rather than to the contained, to the located rather than to tho
locating, that a motion is to be ascribed ”

^ ,

The apparently objective movements of the fixed stars and of
the sun are mere appearances, due to the projection of oi|r;

own motion into the heavens ^

'

" The first wd highest of all the spheres is that of tha star^

self containing and all contaming, and consequently mifiiobtlei^ m
short the locus of the universe, by relation to which me motion and
position (ff aU the other heavenly bodies have to be reckoned ” *

^ J3t 1 v * 1 X.
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Now It IS this doctnne, and this doctrine alone, to which
Kant IS referring in the passages before us, namely, Copernicus’

hypothesis of a subjective explanation of apparently objective

motions And further, in thus comparing his Critical pro-

cedure to that of Copernicus, he is concerned more with the

positive than with the negative consequences of their common
hypothesis For it is chiefly from the point of view of the

amstructvve parts of the Aesthetic^ Analytic^ and Dialectic that

the comparison is formulated By means of the Critical

hypothesis Kant professes on the one hand to account for our
scientific knowledge, and on the other to safeguard our
legitimate metaphysical aspirations The spectator projects

his own motion into the heavens
,
human reason legislates for

the domain of natural science The sphere of the fixed stars

IS proved to be motionless
,
things in themselves are freed

from the limitations of space and time “ Copernicus dared,

in a manner contradictory of the senses but yet true, to seek

the observed movements, not in the heavenly bodies, but in

the spectator ” ^

In view of Kant’s explicit elimination of all hypotheses

from the Critique * the employment of that term would seem
to be illegitimate He accordingly here states that though in

the Preface his Critical theory is foimulated as an hypothesis
only, in the Critique itself its truth is demonstrated a pnon

Dutinctioii between knowing and thinking ‘—Since according
to Critical teaching the limits of sense experience are the

limits of knowledge, the term knowledge has for Kant a very
limited denotation, and leaves open a proportionately wide
|M^d for what he entitles thought Though things in them
mves are unknowable, their existence may still be recognised

in thought

^ B xxu n * Cf below p 543 ff

• B XXVI Cf above, pp Iv vi 20, below pp 290 i, 331, 342 404 ff



INTRODUCTION

I SHALL first ^ give a restatement, partly historical and partly

explanatory, of Kant’s mam argument as contained in the

enlarged Introduction of the second edition

There were two stages in the process by which Kant came
to full realisation of the Critical problem There is first the

problem as formulated in his letter of 1772 to Herz how
the a priori can yield knowledge of the independently real ®

This, as he there states it, is an essentially metaphysical

problem It is the problem of the possibility of transcendent

metaphysics He became aware of it when reflecting upon
the ninction which he had ascribed to intellect, in the

Dissertation Then, secondly, this problem was immeasur-
ably deepened, and at the same time the proper line for its

treatment was discovered, through the renewed influence

which Hume at some date subsequent to February 1772
exercised upon Kant’s thought ‘ Hume awakened Kant to

what may be called the immanent problem involved in the
very conception of a prion knowledge as such The primary
problem to be solved is not how we advance by means of a
pnon ideas to the independently real, but how we are able to

advance beyond a subject term to a predicate which it does not
appear to contain The problem is indeed capable of solution*

just because it takes this logical form Here as elsewhere*
ontological questions are viewed by Kant as soluble only
to the extent to which they can be restated in logical terms
Now also the enquiry becomes twofold how and in what
degree are a pnon synthetic judgments possible, first m their
employment within the empirical sphere (the problem df
immanent metaphysics) and secondly in their application to
things in themselves (the problem of transcendent meta-
physics) The outcome of tne Critical enquiry is to establish

* Tills restatement Mnli co&titmevp to p 33 In pp 33 43 X slull dien give
geiie^ comtneiaii on the IntreAiaum as a vmile Iiljp 43 I add the neeeMwty
detuM treatment of specud pomts. * Cf luelow, p sio ff

• Of above, p xxv ff , b&ow, pp ft, 593 ff
'
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the l^ibmacy of immanent metaphysics and the impossibility

of all transcendent speculation

The argument of Kant’s Introduction follows the above
sequence It starts by defining the problem of metaphysical

knowledge a priori, and through it leads up to the logical

problem of the a priori synthetic judgment In respect of

time all knowledge begins with experience But it does not

therefore follow that it all arises from experience Our ex-

perience may be a compound of that which we receive through
impressions, and of that which pure reason supplies from
Itself* The question as to whether or not any such a prion
actually exists, is one that can be answered only after further

enquiry The two inseparable criteria of the a prion are

necessity and universality That neither can be imparted to

a proposition by experience was Kant’s confirmed and un
questioned belief He inherited this view both from Leibniz
and from Hume It is one of the presuppositions of his

argument Experience can reveal only co existence or

sequence It enables us only to assert that so far as we have
hitherto observed, there is no exception to this or that rule

A generalisation, based on observation, can never possess a

wider universality than the limited experience for which it

stands * If, therefore, necessary add universal judgments can
anywhere be found in our knowledge, the existence of an
a prion that originates independently of experience is ipso

facto demonstrated *

The contrast between empirical and a prion judgments,
as formulated from the dogmatic standpoint, is the most
significant and striking fact in the whole range of human
knowledge A prion judgments claim absolute necessity

They allow of no possible exception They are valid not
only for us, but also for all conceivable beings, however
different the specific conditions of their existence, whether
they live on the planet Mars or in some infinitely remote
region of stellar space, and no matter how diversely their

bodily senses may be organised Through these judgments
a creature five feet high, and correspondingly limited by
temporal conditions, legislates for all existence and for all

time Empirical judgments, on the other hand, possess only
a hypothetical certainty We recognise that they may be

* Thu statement u first made in the IntroductwH to the second editicm It u
leally out of keeping with the argument of the Intnduetum m either e^tion QF
bdowt jpp 394CS 57, 8s, 168, Z2», 24$ ff (especially pp 278, affi)

* Tbu u the a^ument of the Ifarodmttwn to the second ^ition la the first

edition Kant assumes without question the existence ol t(^ « pnon He
(uguaes only whether it u also wid la its metaphysical employiaat beyond the
IddofiioMibleexpeneiwe

r
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overturned through some addition to our present experience,

and that they may not hold for beings on other planets or for

beings with senses differently constituted Whereas the

opposite of a rational judgment is not even conceivable, the

opposite of an empirical judgment is always possible The
one depends upon the inherent and inalienable nature of

our thinking, the other is bound up with the contingent

material of sense The one claims absolute or meta
physical truth the other is a merely tentative fisumi of a
limited experience

The possibility of such a priori judgments had hitherto

been questioned only by those who sought to deny to them
all possible objective validity Kant, as a rationalist, has no
doubt as to their actual existence In the Introduction to the

second edition he bluntly asserts their de facto existence,

citing as instances the propositions of mathematics and the

fundamental principles of physical science Their possibility

can be accounted for through the assumption of a prion forms
and principles ^ But with equal emphasis he questions the

validity of their metaphysical employment For that is an
entirely different matter We then completely transcend the

world of the senses and pass into a sphere where experience

can neither guide nor correct us In this sphere the a prion
IS illegitimately taken as being at once the source of our
professed knowledge and also the sole criterion of its own
claims

This is the problem, semi Critical, semi-dogmatic, which is

formulated in the letter of 1772 to Herz ® What right have we
to regard ideas, which as a pnon originate from within, as
being valid of things in themselves? In so doing we are

assuming a pre established harmony between our human
faculties and the ultimately real

,
and that is an assumption

which by its very nature is incapable of demonstration The
proofs offered by Malebranche and by Leibniz are themselves
speculative, and consequently presuppose the conclusion which
they profess to establish ^ As above stated, Kant obtained
his answer to this problem by way of the logical enquiry into
the natuie and conditions of a pnon judgment

One of the chief causes, Kant declares, why hitherto meta-
physical speculation has passed unchallenged among those
who practise it, is the confusion of two very different kinds
of judgment, the analjrtic and the synthetic Much the
greater portion of what reason finds to do consists in the
analysis of our concepts of objects

1 The wga^ietil of the fins edition, thous^ briefer, t$ tabetantnlly the tame
* below, pp aigtKtt > CV bdow, pp. 114, spev
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“As this procedure yields real knowledge apnort, which progresses

in secure and useful fashion, reason is so far misled as surreptitiously

to introduce, without itself bemg aware of so doing, assertions of an
entirely different order, in which reason attaches to given concepts

others completely foreign to them—and moreover attaches them
a pnort And yet one does not know how reason comes to do this

This is a question which is never as much as thought of ” ^

The concepts which are analytically treated may’^be either

empirical or a pnort When they are empirical, the judg
ments which they involve can have no wider application

than the experience to which they give expression
,
and in

any case can only reveal what has all along been thought,
though confusedly, in the term which serves as subject of the

proposition They can never reveal anything different in

kind from the contents actually experienced This limitation,

to which the analysis of empirical concepts is subject, was
admitted by both empiricists and rationalists The latter

sought, however, to escape its consequences by basing their

metaphysics upon concepts which are purely a prton, and
which by their a pnort content may carry us beyond the

experienced But here also Kant asserts a non posstbtle A
prton concepts, he seeks to show, are in all cases purely
logical functions without content, and accordingly are as

little capable as are empirical concepts of carrying us over
to the supersensible This is an objection which holds
quite independently of that already noted, namely, that
their objective validity would involve a pre-established
harmony

What, then, is the nature and what are the generating
conditions of synthetic judgments that are also a prton!
In all judgments there is a relation between subject and
predicate, and that can be of two kinds Either the predicate

B belongs to the subject A, or B lies outside the sphere of
the concept A though somehow connected with it In the
former case the judgment is analytic, in the latter it is

synthetic The one simply unfolds what has all along been
conceived in the subject concept, the other ascribes to the
concept of the subject a predicate which cannot be found in it

by any process of analysis Thus the judgment ‘ all bodies
are extended’ is analytic The concept of body already
contains that of extension, and is impossible save through it

On the other hand, the judgment ' all bodies are heavy * is

synthetic For not body as sych, but only bodies which are
in mteraction with other bodies, are found to develop this

' A 10. I here follow the wording of the second edfttoa
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property Bodies can very well be conceived as not influencing

one another in any such manner
There is no difficulty in accounting for analytic judgments

They can all be justified by the principle of contradiction

Being analytic, they can be established a prtort Nor,

Kant here claims, is there any difficulty in regard to synthetic

judgments that are empirical Though the predicate is not

containect in the subject concept, they belong to each other

(though accidentally) as parts of a given empirical whole,

Experience is the x which lies beyond the concept A, and
on which rests the possibility of the synthesis of B with A
In regard, however, lo synthetic judgments which are likewise

a prtort, the matter is very different Hitherto, both by the

sensationalists and by the rationalists, all synthetic judgments
have been regarded as empirical, and all a prtort judgments as

analytic The only difference between the opposed schools

lies in the relative value which they ascribe to the two types

of judgment For Hume the only really fruitful judgments
are the synthetic judgments a posteriori

,
analytic judgments

are of quite secondary value
,

they can never extend our
knowledge, but only clarify its existing content For Leibniz,

on the other hand, true knowledge consists only in the analysis

of our a prtort concepts, which he regards as possessing an
intrinsic and fruitful content

,
synthetic judgments are always

empirical, and as such are purely contingent ^

(
Thus for pre Kantian philosophy analytic is interchange

able with a priori, and synthetic with a posteriori Kant's
Critical problem arose from the startling discovery that the

« priori and the synthetic do not exclude one another A
judgment may be synthetic and yet also a priori^ He appears
to have made this discovery under the influence of Hume,
through study of the general principle of causality—every
event must have a cause ^ In that judgment there seems to

be no connection of any kind discoverable between the subject

(the conception of an event as something happening in time)
and the predicate (the conception of another event preceding
It as an originating cause), and yet we not merely ascnbe the
one to the other but assert that they are necessanly connected
We can conceive an event as sequent upon a oreceding
empty time, none the less, in physical enquiry, causal

principle is accepted as an established truth Here, then, is

a new and altogether unique type of judgment, of thoroughly

* Kant’s view of the a differs from that of Leibms m tm respects. For
Kimt A/nen eooce^ ate merely h^gical functions, 1

1

empty , and secmidly, we
a^nihetic Cf above, m mni vi, l86, 195 6, 257 8 290 I, 404 ff

* Cf abovi^ pp XXV vu, bdow, pp 61 ff, 593 ff
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paradoxical nature. So entirely is it without apparent basis,

that Hume, who first deciphered its strange character, felt

constrained to ascribe our telief in it to an unreasoning and
merely instinctive, ‘ natural ' habit or custom

Kant found, however, that the paradoxical characteristics

of the causal principle also belong, to mathematical and
physical judgments This fact makes it impossible to accept
Hume’s sceptical conclusion If even the assertion 7 + 5=12
IS both synthetic and a priori, it is obviously impossible to

question the validity of judgments that possess these

characteristics But they do not for that reason any the

less urgently press for explanation Such an enquiry might
not, indeed, be necessary were we concerned only with
scientific knowledge For the natural sciences justify them
selves by their practical successes and by their steady
unbroken development But metaphysical judgments are

also of this type, and until the conditions which make a
priori synthetic judgment possible have been discovered, the
question as to the legitimacy of metaphysical speculation

cannot be decided Such judgments are plainly mysterious,

and urgently call for further enquiry
The problem to be solved concerns the ground of our

ascription to the subject concept, as necessarily belonging to

It, a predicate which seems to have no discoverable relation to

It What IS the unknown x on which the understanding
rests in asserting the connection? It cannot be repeated
experience, for the judgments in question claim necessity

Nor can such judgments be proved by means of a logical test,

such as the inconceivability of the opposite The absence
of all apparent connection between subject and predicate

removes that possibility These, however, are the only two
methods of proof hitherto recognised in science and philo-

sophy The problem demands for its solution nothing less

than the discovery and formulation ofan entirely novel method
of proof

The three mam classes of apnon synthetic judgments are,

Kant proceeds, the mathematical, the physical, and the meta-
physical The synthetic character of mathematical judgments
has hitherto escaped observation owing to their being proved
(as IS required of all apodictic certainty) according to the

principle of contradiction It is therefrom inferred that

^y rest on the authority of that principle, and are there-

fore analytic That, however, is an illegitimate inferpce,
for Chough the truth of a synthetic proposition can be* thus
demonstrated, that can only be if another synthetic pnnciple
1$ first presupposed It can never be provi^I that its truth, as
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a aef|Lrate judgment, is demanded by the principle of con-
That 7 + 5 must equal I2 does not follow analytic-

ally Iroffl the conception of the sum of seven and five This
conception contains nothing beyond the union of both numbers
iilto one , Lt <1qcs not t;ell us what is the single number that

coml^ines both That five should be added to seven is no
doubt implied in the conception, but not that the sum
should be twelve To discover that, we must, Kant mam
tains, go beyond the concepts and appeal to intuition This
IS more easily lecognised when we take large numbers We
then clearly perceive that, turn and twist our concepts as we
may, we can never, by means of mere analysis of them,
and without the help of intuition, arrive at the sum that is

wanted The fundamental propositions of geometry, the

so called axioms, are similarly synthetic, e£- that the

straight line between two points is the shortest The con
cept ‘ straight’ only defines direction

, it says nothing as

to quantity

As an instance of a synthetic a prtort judgment in

physical science Kant cites the principle the quantity of
matter remains constant throughout all changes In the
conception of matter we do not conceive its permanency, but
only Its presence in the space which it fills The opposite of
the principle is thoroughly conceivable

Metaphysics is meant to contain a prion knowledge For
it seeks to determine that of which we can have no ex
perience, as that the world must have a first beginning
And if, as will be proved, our a pion concepts have no
content, which through analysis might yield such judgments,
these judgments also must be synthetic

Here, then, we find the essential problem of pure reason
Expressed in a single formula, it runs How are synthetic
a prion judgments possible? To ask this question is to
enquire, first, how pure mathematics is possible, secondly,
how pure natural science is possible

,
and thirdly, how meta-

physics is possible That philosophy has hitherto remained
in so vacillating a state of ignorance and contradiction is

entirely due to the neglect of this problem of apnon sjmthesis
Its solution is the question of life and death to metaphysics ”

Hume came nearest to realising the problem, but he discovered
It in too narrow a form to appreciate its full significance and
Its revolutionary consequences

“ Greater firmness will be required if we are not to be deterred by
inward difficulties and outward {^position firom endeavourmg, through
application of a method entuely different from any hitherto employed,
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tp further the growth and fruitfulnesa of a science indispensable to

human reason—a science whose every branch may be cut away but

whose root cannot be destroyed ” ^

These statements are decidedly ambiguous, owing to

Kant's failure to distinguish in any uniform and definite

manner between immanent and transcendent metaphysics*
The term metaphysics is used to cover both Sometimes it

signifies the one, sometimes the other ,
while in still other

passages its meaning is neutral But if we draw the distinc

tion, Kant’s answer is that a genuine and valid immanent
metaphysics is for the first time rendered possible by his

Critique Its piositive content is expounded in the Analytic

Transcendent metaphysics, on the other hand, is criticised in

the Dialectic

,

it is never possible The existing speculative

sciences transgress the limits of experience and yield only a
pretence of knowledge This determination of the limits of

our possible a prion knowledge is the second great achieve

ment of the Critique Thus the Critique serves a twofold

purpose It establishes a new a pnori system of meta
physics, and also determines on principles equally a prion
the ultimate limits beyond which metaphysics can never

advance • The two results, positive and negative, aie in-

separable and complementary Neither should be emphasised
to the neglect of the other

Comment on the Argument of Kant’s
Introduction

This Introduction, though a document of great historical

importance as being the first definite formulation of the
generating problem of Kant’s new philosophy, is extremely
unsatisfactory as a statement of Critical teaching The
argument is developed in terms of distinctions which are
borrowed from the traditional logic, and which are not in

accordance with the transcendental principles that Kant is

professing to establish This is, indeed, a criticism which
may be passed upon the Cntique as a whole Though
Kant was conscious of opening a new era in the history of
philosophy, and compares his task with that of Thales,
Copernicus, Bacon and Galileo, it may still be said that he
never fully appreciated the greatness of his own achievement
He inyanably assumes that the revolutionary consequences
of his teaching will not extend to the sphere of pure logic

They concern, as he believed, only our metaphysical theories

* h #4. * Cf above, pp xliv xlv, 32 below pp 52 3, 5$ 6, 66 ff

' D
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regai^ding the nature of reality and the determining condi-

tions of our human experience As formal logic prescribes

the axiomatic principles according to which all thinking must
proceed, its validity is not affected by the other philosophical

disciplines, and is superior to the considerations that deter-

mine their truth or falsity Its distinctions may be securely

relied upon in the pioneer labours of Critical investigation

This was, of course, a very natural assumption for Kant to

make
,
and many present day thinkers will maintain that it

is entiiely justified Should that be our attitude, we may
approve of Kant s general method of procedure, but shall be
compelled to dissent from much in his argument and from
many of his chief conclusions If, on the other hand, we
regard formal logic as in any degree adequate only as a

theory of the thought processes involved in the formation

and application of the generic or class concept,^ we shall be

prepared to find that the equating of this highly specialised

logic with logic in general has resulted in the adoption of

distinctions which may be fairly adequate for the purposes

m view of which they have been formulated, but which must
break down when tested over a wider field So far from
condemning Kant for departing in his later teaching from
these hard and fast distinctions, we shall welcome every sign

of his increasing independence
Kant was not, of course, so blind to the real bearing of his

principles as to fail to recognise that the> have logical implica-

tions ^ He speaks of the new metaphysics which he has created

as being a transcendental logic It is very clear, however,
that even while so doing he does not regard it as in any way
alternative to the older logic, but as moving upon a different

plane, and as yielding results which in no way conflict with any-
thing that formal logic may teach Indeed Kant ascribes to

the traditional logic an almost sacrosanct validity Both the

general framework of the Cnttque and the arrangement of
the minor subdivisions are deiived from it It is supposed to
afford an adequate account of discursive thinking, and sudh
supplement as it may receive is regarded as simply an ex
tension of its carefully delimited field There are two logics,

that of discursive or analytic reasoning, and that of synthetic

interpretation The one is formal
, the other is transcendental

The one was created by Aristotle, complete at a stroke
,
Kant

professes to have formulated the other in an equally complete
and final manner

’ Needless to say, this *' Anstotehan * logic, in the traditional form in which
alone Kant was acquainted with it, diverges very widely iioin Aristotle's actqal
teaching * Cf above, pp xxxvi ix below, pp 36, 181, 184 $
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This latter claim, which is expressed in the rtiost un-
qualified terms in the Prefaces to the first and second editions,

18 somewhat startling to a modern reader, and would seem to

imply the adoption of an ultra rationalistic attitude, closely

akin to that of Wolff

“ In this work I have made completeness my chief aim, and I

venture to assert thit there is not a single metaphysical problem
which has not been solved, or for the solution of which the key at

least has not been supphed Reason is, indeed, so perfect a unity

that if its principle v ert insullicicnt for the solution of even a single

one of all the questions to which it itself gives birth, we should be
justified in forthwith rejecting it as incompetent to answer, with

perfect certainty, any one of the other questions “ Metaphysics has

this singular advantage, such as falls to the lot of no other science

which deals with objects (for los;ic is concerned only with the form of

thought in general), that should it, through this Critique, be set

upon the secure path of science, it is capable of acquiring exhaustive

knowledge of its entire field It can finish its work and bequeath it

to postenty as a capital that can never be added to For metaphysics

has to deed only with principles, and with the limits of their employ
ment as determined by these prmciples themselves Since it is a
fundamental science, it is under obligation to achieve this complete
ness W? must be able to say of it nil actum reputans, si quid
superesset agendum ” *

These sanguine expectations—by no means supported by
the after history of Kant’s system—aie not really due to

Kant’s immodest over estimate of the importance of his work
They would rather seem to be traceable, on the one hand to

his continuing acceptance of rationalistic assumptions proper
only to the philosophy which he is displacing, and on the

other to his failure to appreciate the full extent of the revolu

tionary consequences which his teaching was destined to

produce in the then existing philosophical disciplines Kant,
like all the greatest reformers, left his work in the making
Both his results and his methods call for modification and
extension in the light of the insight which they have them-
selves rendered possible Indeed, Kant was himselfconstantly
occupied in criticising and correcting his own acquired views

,

and this is nowhere more evident than in the contrast

between the teaching of this Introductum and that of the
Central portions of Qie Analyttc But even the later ex-
pressions of his maturer views reveal the persisting conflict

They betray the need for further reconstruction, even in the
Very act of disavowing it Not an additional logic, but the

^ B xxni IV‘ Avn
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demonstration of the imperative need for a complete revisal

of the whole body of logical science, is the first, and in many
respects the chie^ outcome of his Critical enquiries

The broader bearings of the situation may perhaps be

indicated as follows If our account of Kant’s awakening

from his dogmatic slumber* be correct, it consisted in his

recognition that self evidence will not suffice to guarantee any
general principle The fundamental principles of our ex-

perience are synthetic That is to say, their opposite is in

all cases conceivable Combining this conclusion with his

previous conviction that they can never be proved by indue

tion from observed facts, he was faced with the task of estab

lishing rationalism upon a new and altogether novel basis

If neither empirical facts nor intuitive self evidence may be
appealed to in what manner can proof proceed ? And how
can we make even a beginning of demonstration, if our very

principles have themselves to be established ? Principles are

never self evident, and yet (irinciples are indispensable Such
was Kant’s unwavering conviction as regards the fundamental

postulates alike of knowledge and of conduct

This IS only another way of stating that Kant is the real

founder of the Coherence theory of truth ® He never, himself

employs the term Coherence, and he constantly adopts

positions which are more m harmony with a Carrespondenu
view of the nature and conditions of knowledge But all

that is most vital in his teaching, and has proved really

fruitful in Its after history, would seem to be m line with the

positions which have since been more explicitly developed by
such writers as Lotze, Sigwart, Green, Bradley, Bosanquet,

Jones and Dewey, and which in their tenets all derive from
Hegel’s restatement of Kants logical doctrines From this

point of view principles and facts mutually establish one
another, the former oroving themselves by their capacity to

account for the relevant phenomena, and the latter dis

tmguishing themselves from irrelevant accompaniments by
their conformity to the principles which make insight possible.

In other words, all proof conforms m general type to the
hypothetical method of the natural sciences Kant’s so-

called transcendental method, the method by which he
establishes the validity of the categories, is itself, as we have
already observed,* of this character Secondly, the distinction

between the empincal and the a prtort must not be taken (as

Kant himself takes it in his earlier, and occasionally even in
his later utterances) as marking a distinction between two

» Abwe, pp XOT vu a6 bdow, p 393 ff * Cf aboV«, p. xjom ff
• Cf above, pp xxxvu rm bdow, pp 238 4s
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kinds of knowledge They are elements inseparably involved

in all knowledge And lastly, the contrast between analysis

and synthesis becomes a difference not of kind but of degree
Nothing can exist or be conceived save as fitted into a system
which gives it meaning and decides as to its truth In the

degree to which it can be studied in relative independence
of the supporting system analysis will suffice ,

in the degree
to which It refers us to this system it calls for synthetic

interpretation But ultimately the needs of adequate under-

standing must constrain us to the employment of both
methods of enquiry Nothing can be known save in terms
of the wider whole to which it belongs

There is however, one important respect in which Kant
diverges in very radical fashion from the position of Hegel
The final whole to which all things must be referred is

represented to us only through an “ Idea,” for which no
corresponding reality can ever be found The system which
decides what is to be regarded as empirically real is the

mechanical system of natural science We have no sufficient

theoretical criterion of absolute reality

These somewhat general considerations may be made
more definite if we now endeavour to determine in what
specific*respects the distinctions employed in the Introduction

fail to harmonise with the central doctrines of the Analytic

In the first place, Kant states his problem in reference

only to the attributive judgment The other types of rela

tional judgment are entirely ignored For even when he cites

judgments of other relational types, such as the propositions

of arithmetic and geometry, or that which gives expression

to the causal axiom, he interprets them on the lines of the
traditional theory of the categorical proposition As we
shall find,’^ it is with the relational categories, and consequently
with the various types of relational judgment to which they
give rise, that the Critique is alone directly concerned Even
the attributive judgment is found on examination to be of
this nature What it expresses is not the inclusion of an
attribute within a given group of attributes, but the organisa-

tion of a complex manifold m terms of the dual category of
substance and attribute

Secondly, this exclusively attributive interpretation of the
judgment leads Kant to draw, in his Introduction, a hard and
fast distinction between the analytic and the synthetic pro-
position—a distinction which, when stated in such extreme
fashion, obscures the real implications of the argument of the
Anedptu For Kant here propounds ^ as an exhaustive

> Cf bdow, pp 176 ff, 181, 191, 257 * A 6wB lo
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division the two alternatives (a) inclusion of the predicate

concept within the subject concept, and (Jb) the falling of

the predicate concept entirely outside it He adds, indeed,

that in the latter case the two concepts may still be in some
way connected with one another

,
but this is a concession of

which he takes no account in his subsequent argument He
leaves unconsidercd the third possibility, that every judgment
IS both analytic and synthetic If concepts are not inde

pendent entities,^ as Kant, in agreement with Leibniz, still

continues to maintain, but can function only as members of

an articulated system, concepts will be distinguishable from
one another, and yet will none the less involve one another

In so far as the distinguishable elements in a judgment are

directly related, the judgment may seem purely analytic
,
in

so far as they are related only in an indirect manner through
a number of intermediaries, they may seem to be purely syn
thetic But in every case there is an internal articulation

which IS describable as synthesis, and an underlying unity

that in subordinating all diifeiences realises more adequately
than any mere identity the demand for connection between
subject and predicate In other words, all judgments will, on
this view be of the relational type Even the attributive

judgment, as above noted, is no mere assertion of identity

It is always expiessed in terms of the dual category of sub
stance and attribute connecting by a relation contents that as
contents may be extiemely diverse

This would seem to be the view to which Kant's Critical

teaching, when consistently developed, is bound to lead For
in insisting that the synthetic character of a judgment need
not render it invalid, and that all the fundamental principles

and most of the derivative judgments of the positive sciences

are of this nature, Kant is really maintaining that the justifica

tion of a judgment i«! alwa> s to be looked for beyond its own
boundaries in some implied context of coherent experience
But though the value of his argument lies in clear sighted
recognition of the synthetic factor in all genuine knowledge,
Its cogency is greatly obscured by his continued acceptance
of the possibility of judgments that are purely analytic
Thus there is little difficulty in detecting the synthetic
character of the proposition all bodies are heavy Yet the

* Leibniz’s interp-etation of the judgment seems to result in <in ntomism
which IB the conceptual counterpart of his metaphysical monadism (cf Adamson,
OtmUtpmau ofModem Pkiiosofihj i p 77 flf j and my Stttdui im the CarttsUm
Pktlosophy p 160 ff also below, p 603) Each concept is regarded as havii^
ettchiBive junsdicbon, so to speak, over^m content wholly intcrml to itself The
WUSOUS concepts are hke sovereign states with no mediating tribunals oapable of
phtKrlhing to them thor mutual d^almgs Cf below, pp 394 400, 418 if
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reader has first been required to admit the analytic character

of the proposition all bodies are extended The two pro

positions are really identical in logical character Neither

can be recognised as true save in terms of a comprehensive
theory of physical existence If matter must exist in a state

of distribution in order that its parts may acquire through

mutual attraction the property of weight, the size of a body, or

even its possessing any extension whatsoever, may similarly

depend upon specific conditions such as may conceivably not

be universally realised We find the same difficulty when we
are called upon to decide whether the judgment 7 + 5 = 12 is

analytic or purely synthetic Kant speaks as if the concepts

of 7, 5, and 12 were independent entities, each with its own
quite separate connotation But obviously they can only be
formed in the light of the various connected concepts which go
to constitute our system of numeration The proposition has

meaning only when interpreted in the light of this conceptual

system It is not, indeed, a self evident identical proposition

but neither is the connection asserted so entirely synthetic

that intuition will alone account for its possibility That,

however, brings us to the third main defect in Kant’s

argument
When Kant states^ that in synthetic judgments we re-

quire, besides the concept of the subject, something else on
which the understanding can rely in knowing that a predicate,

not contained in the concept, nevertheless belongs to it, he
entitles this something x In the case of empirical judgments,
this X is brute experience Such judgments, Kant implies,

are merely empirical No element of necessity is involved,

not even in an indirect manner, in reference to empirical

judgments there is no problem of a priori synthesis Now in

formulating the issue in this way, Kant is obscuring the

essential purpose of his whole enquiry He may, without
essential detriment to his central position, still continue to

preserve a hard-and fast distinction between analytic and
synthetic judgments In so doing he is only failing to per
ceive the ultimate consequences of his final results But in

viewing empirical judgments as lacking in every element of
necessity, he is destroying the very ground upon which he
professes to base the a priori validity of general principles

All judgments involve relational factors of an a priori

character The appeal to experience is the appeal to an
implied system of nature Only when fitted into die context
yielded by such a system can an empirical proposition have
meamng, and only in the l^ht of suen a presupposed system

* A 9»B 13
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can its truth be determined It can be true at all, only if it

can be regarded as necessarily holding, under the same
conditions, for all minds constituted like our own Assertto'h

of a contingent relation—as in the proposition this horse

jb white— IS not equivalent to contingency of assertion

Colour IS a variable quality of the genus horse, but in the

individual horse is necessarily determined in some particular

mode If a horse is natmally white, it is necessarily white

Though, therefore, in the above proposition, necessity receives

no explicit verbal expression, it is none the less implied

In other words, the distinction between the empirical and
the a priori is not, as Kant inconsistently assumes in this

Introduction^ a distinction between two kinds of synthesis or

judgment, but between two elements inseparably involved in

every judgment Experience is transcendentally conditioned

Judgment is in all cases the expression of a relation which
implies an organised system of supporting propositions

,
and

for the articulation of this s> stem a prion factors are indis

pensably necessary

But the most flagrant example of Kant’s failure to live up

tp his own Critical principles is to be found in his doctrine of

pure intuition It represents a position which he adopted in

the pre Critical period It is prefigured in Ueber (he Deut
lichkeit der Grundsatse (1764),^ and in Von dent ersten G^unde
dei Unterschiedes der Gegenden im Raume (1768),* and is

defini^’ely expounded in the Dissertation (1770)* That Kant
continued to hold this doctrine, and that he himself regarded
it as an integral part of his system, does not, of course,

suffice to render it genuinely Critical As a matter of fact,

it is really as completely inconsistent with his Critical stand-

point as IS the view of the empirical proposition which we
have just been considering An appeal to oui fingers or to

points * is as little capable, in and by itself, of justifying any
a prion judgment aa are the sense contents of grounding an
empirical judgment Even when Kant is allowed the benefit

of ins own more careful statements,® and is taken as asserting
that arithmetical propositions are based on a pure a pnoH
intuition which can find only approximate expression m
sensuous terms, his statements run counter to the mam
tendencies of his Critical teaching, as well as to the recognised
methods of the mathematical sciences Intmtion may, as
PoincarS and others have maintained, be an indispensable

’ element m all mathematical concepts
,

it cannot afford proof

^ste BOraeUmg, §§ 2, 3 « BUrtsMmgt |»S

P i6a * 1 12, 13 C < Cf B is 16
Iwiw p 128 ff , on Knot’s vi^ws anthlrrttwsl sci«n««
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of any general theorem The conceptual system which directs

our methods of decimal counting is what gives meaning to

thfr judgment 7 + 5 = 12, it is also what determines that

juagment as true The appeal to intuition in numerical

judgments must be regarded only as a means of imaginatively

realising in a concrete form the abstract relations of some
such governing system, or else as a means of detecting

relations not previously known The last thing in the world
which such a method can yield is universal demonstration

This IS equally evident in regard to geometrical propositions

That a straight line is the shortest distance tetween two
points, cannot be proved by any mere appeal to intuition

The judgment will hold if it can be assumed that space

is Euclidean in character
,
and to justify that assumption

It must be shown that Euclidean concepts are adequate to

the interpretation of our intuitional data Should space

possess a curvature, the above proposition might cease to

be universally valid Space is not a simple, unanalysable

datum Though mtuitionally apprehended, it demands for its

precise determination the whole body of geometrical science ^

The comparative simplicity of Kant’s intuitional theory

of mathematical science, supported as it is by the seemingly
fundarndfital distinction between abstract concepts of re

ilective thinking and the construction of concepts ’ in

geometry and arithmetic, has made it intelligible even
to those to whom the very complicated argument of the*

Analytic makes no appeal It would also seem to be in-

separably bound up with what from the popular point of

view IS the most striking of all Kant’s theoretical doctrines,

namely, his view that space and time are given subjective

forms, and that the assertion of their independent reality

must result in those contradictions to which Kant has given
the title antinomy For these reasons his intuitional theory

of mathematical science has recened attention out of all

proportion to its importance Its pre Critical character has
been more or less overlooked, and instead of being interpreted

in the light of Critical principles, it has been allowed to

obscure the sounder teaching of the Analytic In this matter
Schopenhauer is a chief culprit He not only takes the

views of mathematical science expounded in the Introduction

and Aesthetic as being in line with Kant’s mam teaching, but
expounds them in an even more unqualified fashion than does
Kant himself

* Cf below, p 117 ilF, bn Kent xni|«id4em geometiy, and p isS f > jM
Kant’s Views xegwdlng anatssetieal scienee *

* below, ppi 131 3, 338 9, 41$ £
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There are thus four mam defects m the argument of this

Introduction, regarded as representative of Critical teaching

(l) Its problems are formulated exclusively in terms of the

attributive judgment
,
the other forms of relational judgment

are ignored (2) It maintains that judgments are either

merely analytic or completely synthetic (3) It proceeds in

terms of a further division of judgments into those that are

purely empirical and those that aie « priori (4) It seems to

assert that the justification for mathematical judgments is in

tuitional All these four positions are in some degree retained

throughout the Ci itique, but not in the unqualified manner of

this Intioduction In the Analytic, judgment in all its possible

forms IS shown to be a synthetic combination of a given

manifold in terms oi relational categories This leads to a
fourfold conclusion In the first place, judgment must be
regarded as essentially relational Secondly, the a priori and
the empirical must not be taken as two separate kinds of

knowledge, but as two elements involved in all knowledge
Thirdly, analysis and synthesis must not be viewed as

CO ordinate processes
,
synthesis is the more fundamental

,

It conditions all analysis And lastly, it must be recog

nised that nothing is merely given
,
intuitional experience,

whether sensuous or a priori, is conditioned by "processes

of conceptual interpretation Though the consequences
which follow from these conclusions, if fully developed,

would carry us far beyond any point which Kant himself
leached in the progressive maturing of his views, the next
immediate steps would still be on the strict lines of the
Critical principles, and would involve the sacrifice only of
such pre Critical doctrines as that of the intuitive character of
mathematical proof Such correction of Kant s earlier posi

tions IS the necessary complement of his own final discovery
that sense-intuition is incapable of grounding even the so-

called empirical judgment

The Introduction to the first edition bears all the signs of
having been written previous to the central portions of the
Analytic ^ That it was not, however

, written prior to the
Aesthetic seems probable The opening sections of the
Aestketu represent what is virtually an independent intro-

duction which takes no account of the preceding argument,
and which redefines terms and distinctions that have already

* That certain parts of the Intioductton were written at different dates is
shown bdow pp 713 That other parts may be of similarly composite onein
IS always possible There is however, no sufficient evidence to establish tms
condttSion Adiokes’ attempt to do so (AT pp 3$ 7 w ) is not conviiiang
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been dwelt upon The extensive additions which Kant made
in recasting the Introduction for the second edition are in

many respects a great improvement In the first edition

Kant had not, except when speaking of the possibility of con
structing the concepts of mathematical science, referred to the

synthetic character of mathematical judgments This is now
dwelt upon in adequate detail Kant’s reason for not making
the revision more radical was doubtless his unwillingness to

undertake the still more extensive alterations which this would
have involved Had he expanded the opening statement of the

second edition Introduction, that even our empirical knowledge
is a compound of the sensuous and the a prion, an entirely

new Introduction would have become necessary The additions

made are therefore only such as will not markedly conflict

with the main tenor of the argument of the first edition

How ARE Synthetic a priori Judgments possible?

Treatment of detailed points will be simplified if we now
consider in systematic fashion the many difficulties that

present themselves in connection with Kant s mode of

formulating his central problem How are syntJietic a prion
judgment^ possible ? This formula is less definite and precise

than would at first sight appear The central phrase ' syn
thetic a pnori' is sufficiently exact (the meaning to be
attached to the a pnoi i has already been considered ^), but
ambiguities of the most various kinds lurk m the seemingly
innocent and simple terms with which the formula begins
and ends

A ‘ How ’ has two very different meanings

(a) How possible = in wkat manner possible = wie

\p) How possible = in how far possible i e whether
possible = ob

In connection with these two meanings of the term ‘ how,’
we shall have to consider the distinction between the synthetic
method employed in the Critique and the analytic method
employed in the Prolegomena

B ' Possible ’ has a still wider range of application

Vaihinger* distinguishes within it no less than three pairs

of alternative meanings

((t) Psychological and logical possibility

(d) Possibility of explanation and possibility of existence

(4 Real and ideal possibility

^ Cf Ktxnre, pp xxxui if ,
i 2, a6 ff *

1 pp 317 and 450 ff
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A Kant personally believed that the possibility of valid

a pnort synthetic judgment is proved by the existing sciences

of mathematics and physics And that being so, there were

for Kant two very different methods which could be employed
in accounting for their possibility, the synthetic or progressive,

and the analytic or regressive The synthetic method would
start from given, ordinary experience (in its simplest form, as

consciousness of time), to discover its conditions, and from
them to prove the validity of knowledge that is aprion The
analytic method would stait “from the sought as if it were
given,” that is, from the existence of a prion synthetic judg-

ments, and, assuming them as valid, would determine the con
ditions under which alone such validity can be possible The
precise formulation of these two methods, the determination of

their interrelations, of their value and comparative scope, is a

matter of great importance, and must therefore be considered

at some length

The synthetic method may easily be confounded with the

analytic method For in the process of its argument it makes
use of analysis By analysing ordinary experience m the

form in which it is given, it determines (in the Aestfutic and
in the Analytic of Concepts) the fundamental elements of

which knowledge is composed, and the generating Conditions

from which it results From these the validity of the a prion
principles that underlie mathematics and physics can (in the

Analytic of Pnnaples) be directly deduced The funda
mental differentiating feature, therefore, of the so called

synthetic method is not its synthetic procedure, since in great
'part, in the solution of the most difficult portion of its task,

it employs an analytic method, but only its attitude towards
the one question of the validity of a prion synthetic know-
ledge It does not postulate this validity as a premiss, but
proves it as a consequence of conditions which are inde-

pendently established By a preliminary regress upon the
conditions of our de facto consciousness it acquires data from
which it IS enabled to advance by a synthetic, progressive
or deductive procedure to the establishment of the validity

of synthetic a prion judgments The analytic method, on
the other hand, makes no attempt to prove the validity of
a pnon knowledge It seeks only to discover the condi
tions under which such knowledge, if granted to exist, can
possess validity, and in the light of which its paradoxical
and apparently contradictory features can be viewed as complp^
mentary to one another The conditions, thus revealed, wifi

render the validity of knowledge conceivable, will account
for It once it has been assumed

,
but tlu^ do not prove it
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Th« validity is a premiss
, the whole argument rests upon the

assumption of its truth The conditions are only postulated

as conditions, and their reality becomes uncertain, if the
validity which presupposes them, is itself called in question
Immediately we attempt to reverse the procedure, and to prove
validity from these conditions, our argument must necessarily

adopt the synthetic form
,
and that, as has been indicated,

involves the prior application of a very different and much
more thorough process of analysis The distinction between
the two methods may therefore be stated as follows In
the synthetic method the grounds which are employed to

explain a priori know ledge are such as also at the same time
suffice to prove its validity In the analytic method they are

grounds of explanation, but not of proof They are them
selves proved only in so far as the assumption of validity is

previously granted
The analytic procedure which is involved in the complete

synthetic method ought, however, for the sake of clearness,

to be classed as a separate, third, method And as such 1

shall henceforth regard it It establishes by an independent line

of argument the existence of a prion factors, and also their

objective validity as conditions necessary to the very possi

bility of experience So viewed, it is the most important and
the most fundamental of the three methods The argument
which It embodies constitutes the very heart of the Cntigue
It is, indeed, Kant’s new transcendental method

,
and in the

future, in order to avoid confusion with the analytic method
of the Prolegomena, I shall refer to it always by this title It

IS because the transcendental method is an integral part of the

complete, synthetic method, but cannot be consistently made
a part of the analytic method, that the synthetic method alone

serves as an adequate expression of the Kantian standpoint

This new transcendental method is proof by reference to the

possibility of experience Experience is given as psycho-

^ical fact The conditions which can alone account for it,

as psychological fact, also suffice to prove its objective validity

,

but at the same time they limit that validity to the phenomenal
realm

We have next to enquire to what extent these methods
are consistently employed m the Critique This is a

problem over which there has been much controversy, but

which seems to have been answered in a quite final manner
V^mger It is universally recognised that the Critique

wofesses to follow the synthetic method, and that the

Prolegomena, for the sake of a simpler and more popular

fam of exposition, adopts thq analytic method How far
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these two works live up to their professions, especially the

Crtttque in its two editions, is the only point really in question

Vaihtnger found two diametncally opposed views dividing

the field Paulsen, Riehl, and Windelband maintain the view
that Kant starts from the fact that mathematics, pure naturol

science, and metaphysics contain synthetic a prtort judgments
claiming to be valid Kant’s problem is to test these claims

,

and his answer is that they are valid in mathematics and pure
natural science, but not in metaphysics Paulsen, and those

who follow him, further contend that in the first edition

this method is in the mam consistently held to, but that

in the second edition, owing to the occasional employment
(especially in the Introduction) of the analytic method of the

Prolegomena, the argument is perverted and confused Kant
assumes what he ought first to have proved Fischer, on
the other hand, and in a kindred manner also B Erdmann,
maintain that Kant never actually doubted the validity of
synthetic a priori judgments

,
starting fiom their validity,

m order to explain it, Kant discovers the conditions upon
which It rests, and m so doing is able to show that these

conditions aie not of such a charactei as to justify the

professed judgments of metaphysics
Vaihmger ^ combines portions of both views, wfiile com

pletely accepting neither Hume’s profound influence upon
the development and formulation of Kant’s Critical problem
can hardly be exaggerated, but it ought not to prevent us

from realising that this problem, in its firstform, was quite in-

dependently discovered As the letter of 1772 to Herz clearly

shows,^ Kant was brought to the problem, how an idea m us
can relate to an object, by the inner development of his own
views, through leflection upon the view of thought which he
had developed m the Dissertation of 1770 The conformity
between thought and things is m that letter presented, not as

a sceptical objection, out as an actual fact calling for explana-
tion He does not ask whether there is such conformity, but
only how it should be possible Even after the further
complication, that thought is synthetic as well as a prtort,

came into view through the influence of Hume, the problem
still continued to present itself to Kant in this non sceptical

light And this largely determines the wording of his exposi-
tion, even m passages m which the demands of the synthetic
method are being quite amply fulfilled Kant, as it would
seem, never himself doubted the validity of the mathematical
sciences But since their validity is not beyond possible
impeachment, and since metaphysical knowledge, which is

* I p 412 , d p 388 ff • Cf ^elow pp 219 20
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decidedly questionable, would appear to be of somewhat
similar type, Kant was constrained to recognise that, from
the point of view of strict proof, such assumption of validity

IS not really legitimate Though, therefore, the analytic

method would have resolved Kant’s own oiiginal difficulty,

only the synthetic method is fully adequate to the situation

Kant accordingly sets himself to prove that whether or not
we are ready (as he himself is) to recognise the validity of
scient^c judgments, the correctness of this assumption can be
firmly established And being thus able to prove its correct
ness, he for that very reason does not hesitate to employ it

in his introductory statement The problem, he says, is that
of ‘ understanding ’ how synthetic a priori judgments can be
valid A ‘difficulty,’ a ‘mystery’ a ‘secret,’ lies concealed
in them How can a predicate be ascribed to a subject
term which does not contain it ? And even more strangely

(if that be possible), how can a priori judgments legislate

for objects which are independent existences? Such judg
ments, even if valid beyond all disputing, would still call for

explanation This is, indeed, Kant’s original and ground
problem As already indicated, no one, save only Hume, had
hitherto perceived its significance Plato, Malebranche, and
Crusius may have dwelt upon it, but only to suggest explana-
tions still stranger and more mystical than the mysterious
fact Itself^

Paulsen is justified in maintaining thatKant,m both editions
of the Cfitigue, recognises the validity of mathematics and
pure natural science The fact of their validity is less explicitly

dwelt upon in the first edition, but is none the less taken for

granted The sections transferred from the Prolegomena to

the Introduction of the second edition make no essential change,
except merely in the emphasis with which Kant's belief in the
existence of valid a priori synthetic judgments is insisted

upon As has already been stated, only by virtue of this initial

assumption is Kant in position to maintain that there is an
alternative to the strict synthetic method The problem from
which he starts is common to both methods, and for that reason
the formulation used in the Piolegomena can also be employed
in the Introduction to the Critique Only in their manner of
solving the problem need they differ * Kant s Critical problem
^rst begins with this presupposition of validity, and does not
exist save through it* He does not first seek to discover

> Cf Vtubinger > p 394 Cf above, p 38
* Cf VaUnngei, i pp 415 17
* PattUen objects that if synthetic a pnert judgments are valid without

expianation, they do not need it For two reasons the objection does not hold
((tj Without this explanation it would be imposuble to rq)el the i^ensions of
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whether such judgments ve valid, and then to explafti them

He accepts them as valid, but develops a method of argument

which suffices for proof as well as for explanation The
argument being directed to both points simultaneously, and

establishing both with equal cogency, it may legitimately be

interpreted in either way, merely as explanation, or also as

proof Kant does not profess or attempt to keep exclusively

to any one line of statement Against the dogmatists he

insists upon the necessitv of explatmng the validity of a^ton
synthetic judgments, against the sceptics upon the possibility

ofproving their validity And constantly he uses ambiguous
terms, such as ‘ justification {Rechtfertigung), * possibility,’

that may indifferently be read in either sense But though

the fundamental demand which characterises the synthetic

method in its distinction from the analytic thus falls into the

background, and is only occasionally insisted upon, it is none

the less fulfilled So far as regards the mam argument of the

Critique in either edition, the validity of synthetic a priori

judgments is not required as a premiss It is itself inde-

pendently proved
The manner in which Kant thus depaits from the strict

application of the synthetic method may be illustrated by
an analysis of his argument in the Aesthetic^ Only in the

arguments of the first edition in regard to space and time is

the synthetic method employed in its ideal and rigorous form

For the most part, even in the first edition, instead of

showing how the a priori character of pure and applied

mathematics follows from conclusions independently estab

lished, he assumes both pure and applied mathematics to be
g[iven as valid, and seeks only to show how the independently

established results of the Aesthetic enable him to explain and
render comprehensible their recognised characteristics This
IS not, indeed, any very essential modification of the synthetic

method , for his independently established results suffice for

deducing all that they are used to explain The validity of
mathematics is not employed as a premiss Kant’s argu-

ment IS, however, made less clear by the above procedure.

Further difficulty is caused by Kant’s occasional employ-
ment, even in the first edition, of the analytic method He
several times cites as an argument in support of his view

1

^
transcendent metai^ysics (cf A 209«B 254 5 A 283 asB 285) (^) Thts solution

of the theoretical problem has also as above stated its own intrinsic interest and
value Without such eapplanation the validity of these judgments might be
grantedi but could not be understood (Cf Frci^gmenai 8§ 4 5 oi^d § la at the

eud Cf VaihtXjgerti p 394)
^ Cf Vaihiuger, u p 336 The argument of the Andyiu^ wbch is still more

eoAkj^cated wiU be considered later
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of space the fact that it alone will account for the existing

science of geometry That is to say, he employs geometry,
viewed as valid, to profve the correctness of his view of
space ^ Starting from that science as given, he enquires what
are thfe conditions which can alone render it possible These
conditions are found to coincide with those independently
established

,,
Now this is a valid argument when employed

in due subordination to the main synthetic method It

offers welcome confirmatton of the results of that method It

amounts in fact to this, that having proved (by application

of the transcendental method) the mathematical sciences to

be valid, everything which their validity necessarily implies

must be granted Kants reasoning here becomes circular,

but It IS none the less valid on that account This further

complication of the argument is, however, dangerously apt
to mislead the reader It is in great part the cause of the
above division among Kant’s commentators The method
employed in the Prolegomena is simply this form of argument
systematised and cut free from all dependence upon the
transcendental method of proof®

The whole matter is, however, still further complicated by
the distinction, which we have already noted, between real and
ideal possibility Are the given synthetic a fnort judgments
valid? That is one question Can the Critical philosophy
discover, completely enumerate, and prove in a manner never
before done, all the possible synthetic a priori principles?

That IS a very different problem, and when raised brings us to

the further discussion of Kant’s transcendental method The
question at issue is no longer merely whether or not certain

given judgments are valid, and how, if valid, they are to

be accounted for The question is now that of discovering

and of proving principles which have not been established

by any of the special sciences This shifting of the problem
IS concealed from Kant himself by his omission to distinguish

between the undemonstrated axioms of the mathematical
sciences and their derivative theorems, between the principles

employed by the physicist without enquiry into their validity

and the special laws based upon empirical evidence

* Cf A 46 9=B 64 6 The cotiesponding sections of the ProUgomena,
Vaihinget contends were developed from this first edition passage and the

transcendental exposition of space in the second edition from the argument of

tile ProUgomtHa
® The synthetic method of argument is as we shall See later farther extended

in the Anaiyttc being connected with the problem of the vahdity of ordinary

expenmice But as the mathematical sciences are proved to have the same con
ditions as—neither more nor less than—the consciousness of tune this also allows

of a correspondnm extension of the analytic method The mathematical sciences

can be Substitiitea £» the facto premiss by which these conditions are proved

E
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As regards the mathematical axioms, the problem is fairly

simple As we shall see later, in the Aesthettc, they do not

require a deduction in the strict transcendental sense They
really fall outside the application of the transcendental

method They requiie only an “exposition ” But in Itegard

to the fundamental principles of natural science we are pre-

sented with the problem of discovery as well as of prool

Unlike the axioms of the mathematician, they are frequently

left unformulated And many postulates, such as that there

IS a lex contmut ttt natura, are current in general thought, and
claim equal validity with the causal principle Kant has thus

to face the question whether in addition to those principles

employed more or less explicitly by the scientist, others, such

as might go to form an immanent metaphysics of nature, may
not also be possible

B (a) ^ Psychological and logical possibility—Both have to

be recognised and accounted for Let us consider each in

order

(i) Psychological possibihty—What are the subjective

conditions of a priori synthetic judgments? Through what
mentalfaculties are they rendered possible ? Kant replies by
developing what may be called a transcendental psychology
They depend upon space and time as forms of sqpsibihty,

upon the a pnori concepts of understanding, and upon the

synthetic activities by which the imagination schematises

these concepts and reduces the given manifold to the unity

of apperception (This transcendental psychology is the

necessary complement of the more purely epistemological

analysis J But on this point Kant’s utterances are extremely
misleading His Critical enquiry has, he declares, nothing in

common with psychology In the Preface to the first edition

we find the following passage “ This enquiry [into] the
pure understanding itself, its possibility and the cognitive

faculties upon which it rests
,
although of great importance

for my chief purpose, does not form an essential part of it
” ®

The question, he adds, “how is the faculty of thought itself

possible? IS as it were a search for the cause of a given
effect, and therefore is of the nature of an hypothesis [or
* mere opinion ’], though, as I shall show elsewhere, this is not
really so ” The concluding words of this passage very fairly

express Kant’s hesitating and inconsistent procedure Though
he has so explicitly eliminated from the central enquiry of

* Cf above p 43
* What follows should be read along with p 235 flf below in which this dis

tinction between the ‘ subjective ” and ** objective^ deductions is discussed m
greater detail

* A a XI
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the Critique all psychological determination of the mental
powers, statements as to their constitution are none the less

implied, and are involved in his epistemolc^ical justification

alike pf apnort knowledge and of ordinary experience If we
bear in mind that Kant is here attempting to outline the

possible causes of given effects, and that his conclusions

are therefore necessarily of a more hypothetical character

than those obtained by logical analysis, we shall be pre

g
ared to allow him considerable liberty in their formulation

lut in certain respects his statements are precise and definite

—the view, for instance, of sensations as non spatial, of time
as a form of inner sense, of the productive imagination as

pre conditioning our consciousness, of spontaneity as radically

distinct from receptivity, of the pure forms of thought as

not acquired through sense, etc No interpretation which
Ignores or under estimates this psychological or subjective

aspect of his teaching can be admitted as adequate ^

(2) Logical or epistemological possibility—How can synthetic

a priori judgments be valid ? This question itself involves a

twofold problem How, despite their synthetic character, can
they possess truth, t e how can we pass from theu" subject

terms to their predicates? And secondly, how, in view of

their origin m our human reason, can they be objectively

valid, * e legislate for the independently real ? How can we
pass beyond the subject predicate relation to real things? This

lattei IS the Critical problem in the form in which it appears

in Kants letter of 1772 to Herz ^ The former is the problem
of synthesis which was later discovered

(^) (1) Possibility of explanatioii and (2) possibility of exist

once -^i) How can synthetic a priori judgments be accounted

fort How, despite their seemingly inconsistent and apparently

paradoxical aspects, can their validity (their validity as well as

their actuality being taken for granted) be rendered cotnpre

henstbU ? (2) The validity of such judgments has been called

in question by the empiricists, and is likewise inexplicable

even from the dogmatic standpoint of the rationalists How,
then, can these judgments be possible at odll These two
meanings of the term ‘possible’ connect with the ambiguity,

above noted, in the term ‘ how ’ The former problem can be

solved by an analytic method , the latter demands the applica

tion of the more radical method of synthetic reconstruction

(r) Beal and ideal possibility^—We have to distinguish

betweM the possible validity of those propositions which the

mathematical and physical sciences profess to have established

^ Tbls » a cnticism to which Cohen, 0»rd, and Riehl lay theinselvet open
* Cf below, pp 219-20 * Cf above, pp 49 $0
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and the possible validity of those principles such as that of

causality, which are postulated by the sciences, but which the

Sciences do not attempt to prove, and which in certain cases

they do not even formulate The former constitute an
actually existent body of scientific knowledge, demonstrated
m accordance with the demands of scientific method The
latter are employed by the scientist, but are not investigated
by him The science into which they can be fitted has still to
be created

,
and though some of the principles composing it

ma> be known, others remain to be discovered All of them
demand such proof and demonstration as they have never
yet received ^ This new and ideal science is the scientific

metaphysics which Kant professes to inaugurate by means of
the Critique In reference to the special sciences, possibility
means the conditions of the actually given In reference to
the new and ideal metaphysics, possibility signifies the con*
ditions of the realisation of that which is sought In view of
this distinction, the formula—How are synthetic a prion judg
ments possible?—will thus acquire two very different meanings
(i) How are the existing a prion synthetic judgments to be
accounted for? (2) How may all the really fundamental judg
ments of that type be exhaustively discovered and proved ?

Even in regard to immanent metaphysics Kant interprets the
formula in both ways This is due to his frequent confusion of
immanent metaphysics with the principles of natural science
Its propositions are then regarded as given, and only their
general validity calls for proof It is, howcvei, in the problem
of ideal possibility that the essential problem of the Critique
lies

,
and that is a further reason why it cannot be adequately

dealt with, save by means of the synthetic method

Experience —Thioughout the Introduction the term ex
penence^ has (even at times in one and the same sentence)
two quite distinct meanings, (i) as product of sense and under-
standing acting co-operatively, and (2) as the raw material
(the impressions) of sense Considerable confusion is thereby
caused

TTndentMidiiiff and reason^ are here, as often elsewhere in
the Cntique, used as equivalent terms Throughout the entire
two first sections of the Introduction to the second edition the
term reason does not occur even once As first mentioned,*
It IS taken as the source of metaphysical judgments

i
Vsihinger i p 405 The existing sciences csn, asVaihinger says, be

treats en diocj whereas each of the principles of the new philosoimy must be
separately established

• A t * A I a * B 6»Aa
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Oenexal (a pnori) truths have aa Inner necessity and must be

clear and certain by themselves ^—These statements are not in

accordance with Kant’s new Critical teaching * They have
remained uncorrected from a previous way of thinking This
must be one reason for the recasting of this paragraph in the

second edition

Even with (onter) our ezpenences there is nungled knowledge
which must be of a pnon ongm ‘—Kant is here distinguishing

the immanent a priori, such as that involved in any causal

judgment, from the transcendent a prion dwelt upon in the
next paragraph The latter is expressed through metaphysical
judgments, such as ' God exists,’ * the soul is immortal ’

Original concepts and judgments denved firom them ^—Cf B
56

Pure—In the title of the section the term pure ® {rein) is, as

the subsequent argument shows, taken as exactly equivalent

to a prion As Vaihinger notes, the adjective apriorisch

had not yet been invented The opposite of pure is here

empirical {empirisch) ®

All our knowledge begins with experience ^—This is a stronger

statement than any in the corresponding paragraphs of the first

edition Had Kant proceeded to develop its consequences,

he would have had to recast the entire Introduction, setting

the problem of empirical knowledge alongside that of the a
prion ® As it is, he is forced ® to subdivide the absolutely a
prion into the pure and the mixed

By objects which affect (ruhren) our senses The raw material

of sensuous impressions —These incidental statements call for

discussion Cf below, pp 80-8, 120-1, 274 ff

A knowledge of objects which we call experience^®—Kant
does not keep to this definition The term experience is still

used in its other and narrower sense, as in the very next
paragraph, when Kant states that knowledge does not,

perhaps, arise solely from experience (
= sense impressions)

In resiiect of time —This statement, taken as an account of
Kant’s teaching in the Critique, is subject to two reset vations

In the Aesthetic^* Kant sometimes claims a temporal ante-

cedence for the a pnon And secondly, the a pnon is not for

Kant merely logical It also possesses a dynamical priority

Even experience itself u a compound —The “ even ” seems
to refer to the distinction drawn in A 2 between the immanent
and the transcendent a pnon

* A*
* A a
« a below,
» Bi

® Cf above pp xxxv, 36 ff below pp 56$ 7 * A 3
‘ B 1 • Cf bebw p. 55 ® B i

• B 2 3 “ Cf below, p. <5 1^ B 1

Cf below, p 88 ff “ Cf below, p 237 ff

Cf below, pp, 55 6
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It is tbeiefore a ausstion whether there eziste each knowledge

independent of ezpenence >—This question was not raised in the

first edition * The alternative methods, analytic and synthetic,

are discussed above, p 44 fi*

Such knowledge is called a pnon and is distinguished from

empincal knowledge^—Throughout the Introduction, in both
editions equally Kant fails to state the problems of the

Critique in a sufficiently comprehensive manner He speaks
as if the Critique dealt onl> with the absolutely a priori,

in Its two forms, as immanent scientific knowledge and as

transcendent speculation It also deals with the equally

important and still more fundamental problem ofaccounting for

the possibility of experience * Our empirical knowledge involves

an a priori element, and may not therefore be opposed to a
prion knowledge in the manner of the passage before us

This term a prion is not yet deflmte enough ‘—It is frequently

employed in a merely relative sense Thus we can say of a

person who undermines the foundations of his house that he
might have known a priori that it would collapse, that is,

that he need not wait for the experience of its actual fall But
still he could not know this entirely a prion

,

he had first to
learn from experience that bodies are heavy, and will fall when
their supports are taken away But as dealt witli in the

Cntique the term a prion is used m an absolute sense, to

signify that knowledge which is independent, not of this or

that experience only, but of all impressions of the senses

Thus far Kant’s position is comparatively clear, but he proceeds
to distinguish two forms within the absolutely aprion, namely,
mixed and pure The absolutely apnon is mixed when it con
tains an empirical element, pure when it does not (“ Pure ” is

no longer taken in the meaning which it has in the title of the
section ® It signifies not the a priori as such, but only one
subdivision of it) Thus after defining absolutely a pnon
knowledge as independent of all experience, Kant takes it

in one of its forms as involving empirical elements The
example which he gives of an absolutely a priori judgment,
which yet is not pure, is the principle every change has its

cause “Change” is an empirical concept, but the synthetic
relation asserted is absolutely a pnon In the next section

’’

this same proposition is cited as a pure judgment a pnon—
“pure” being agam used in its moie general meanmg as synony
mous with a pnon This confusion results from Kant's
exclusive preoccupation with the a pnon, and consequent

* B 2 • Cf aljove, p » * B 2
* Cf above pp 39 ff

, 53 below, pp 57 8, 222 if , 241, 286 9* B a 3 •a above, p S3 ’A 9-ioa=B 1$
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failure to give due recc^nition to the correlative problem
of the empirical judgment The omitted factor retaliates

by thus forcing its way into Kant's otherwise clean cut

divisions Also, it is not true that the relative a prtort falls

outside the sphere of the Critical enquiry Such judgment
expresses necessity or objectivity, and for that reason demands
a transcendental justification no less urgently than the abso
lutely a prtort 1 he finding of such justification is, indeed,

the central problem of the Analytic'^

The subdivisions of the a prtort may be tabulated thus

rRelative, eg every unsupported house must
fall

A priori knowledge
-j

f Mixed, eg every change has its cause
Absolutes Pure, eg 2, straight line is the shortest

distance between two points

The term pure {retn) thus acquires a second meaning dis-

tinct from that defined above ^ It is no longer employed as

identical with a prtort^ but as a subdivision of it, meaning
unmtxed Its opposite is no longer the empirical, but the im
pure or mixed Owing, however, to the fact that “pure’ (in its

first meaning) is identical with the a prtort, it shares in all the

different connotations of the latter, and accordingly is also

employed to denote that which is not relattve But “pure” has

yet another meaning peculiar to itself The phrase “inde
pendent of experience” has in reference to “pure" an
ambiguity from whicli it does not suffer in its connection with
“ a prtort ” (since mathematical knowledge, whether pure or

applied, is always regarded by Kant as a prtort) It may
signify either independence as regards content and vabdtty, or

independence as regards scope The latter meaning is

narrower than the former By the former meaning it denotes

that which originates, and can possess truth, independently of

experience By the latter it signifies that which is not only
independent of sense but also applies to the non sensuous

In this latter meaning pure knowledge therefore signifies

transcendent knowledge Its opposite is the immanent The
various meanings of “ pure” (four in number) may be tabulated

as follows

(a) (i) ^ pnon independent of expenence as regards ongin
and vahdity (Its opposite— empmeal

)

’

(2) Absolutely inde^dent of experience (Its

opposite relative

)

'

(3) Unmixedfwith expenence (Its opposite

»

,
impure or mixed

)

* C£ above, p 39 ff , and below, pp. • P S3 , cf also pp 1 a
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{b) (4) Independent of expenence as regards scope s^tran

scendent (Its opposite immanent

)

All these varied meanings contribute to the ambiguity of

the title of the Cnttque Kant himself employs the title in c»ll

of the following senses

1 Critique of absolutely pure a prtort knowledge, deter-

mination of Its sources, conditions, scope and limits

2 Critique of all a prtort knowledge, relative as well as

absolute, in so far as it depends upon a prtort principles,

determination, etc

3 Critique of all knowledge, whether a prtort or empirical,

determination, etc

4 Critique of transcendent knowledge, its sources and
limits

Further meanings could also be enumerated but can be
fornlulated by the reader for himself in the light of the ambi
guities just noted ^ The special context in each case can alone

decide how the title is to be understood II a really adequate
definition of the purpose and scope of the Crtitque is sought

by the reader, he must construct it for himself The following

may perhaps serve The Critique ts an enquiry into the sources^

conditions, scope and limits of our knowledge, both a prion and
empirical, lesulting in the construction of a new system of
immanent metaphysics , in the light of the conclusions thus

f cached, it also yields an analysts and explanation of the tran

scendental illusion to which transcendent metaphysics, both as
a natural disposition and as a professed science, ts due

Kant further complicates matters by offering a second
division of the absolutely a priori^ viz into the oiiginal and
the derivative Also, by implication, he classes relative aprtort
judgments among the propositions to be reckoned with by
the Critique

,

and yet in B 4 he speaks of the proposition, all

bodies are heavy, as merely empirical *

A cntenon *—Necessity and universality are valid criteria

of the a priori (
= the non empirical) This follows ftom

Kant’s view ® of the empirical as synonymous with the con-
tingent (sufalltg) Experience gives only the actual

,
the a

priori alone yields that which cannot be otherwise

“ Necessity and stnct universality are thus safe criteria of a priori

knowledge, and are inseparable from one another But since in the

employment of these cntena the empirical limitation of judgments

^ Cf also above, Pp 2 3 * “ B 3
* Cf Anjmgsgrundk^ HauptstUck u Lehrs. 8 Zus 2, in which

elasbcity and gravity are spoken of os the only universal properties of matter which
can be apprehended a ptiort

* B 3 4* «
® Cf above, p 27 fit
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IS sometimes more easily shown than their contingency, or since as

frequently happens, their unlimited universality can be more con
vincingly proved than their necessity, it is advisable to use the two
criteria separately, each being by itself infallible

” ^

Now Kant is here, of course, assuming the mam point

to be established, namely, that experience is incapable of

accounting for such universality and necessity as are lequired

for our knowledge, both ordinary and scientific We have
already considered this assumption,^ and have also anticipated

misunderstanding b} noting the important qualifications to

which, from Kant’s new Critical standpoint, the terms
‘necessity’ and ‘universality’ become subject® The very
specific meaning in which Kant employs the term a prtoft

must likewise be borne in mind Though negatively the a
priori IS independent of experience, positively it originates in

our human reason The necessity and universality which
differentiate the a prion distinguish it only from the humanly
accidental The a prion has no absolute validity From a
metaphysical standpoint, it is itself contingent As already

stated,* all truth is for Kant merely de facto The necessary
is not that which cannot be conceived to be otherwise, nor
is It the unconditioned Our reason legislates only for the

world of appearance But as yet Kant gives no hint of this

revolutionary leinterpretation of the rationalist criteria One
of the chief unfortunate consequences of the employment
in this Introduction of the analytic method of the Prolegomena
is that It tends to mislead the reader by seeming to commit
Kant to a logical a pnon of the Leibnizian type

To show that, if expenence is to he possible, [pure a pnon
propositions] are udispensaUe, and so to prove their existence a

pnon ®— At first sight Kant would seem to be here referring

to the alternative synthetic method of procedure, ; ^ to the
transcendental proof of the a pnon The next sentence shows,
however, that neither in intention nor in fact is that really so

He argues only that a prion principles, such as the principle

of causality, are necessary in order to give “ certainty ” to our
expenence

,
such a principle must be postulated if inductive

inference is to be valid Experience could have no [scientific]

certainty, “if all rules according to which it proceeds were them
selves in turn empirical, and therefore contingent They could
hardly be r^arded as first principles " There is no attempt
here to prove that empirical knowledge as suck necessarily

involves the a pnon Also the method of argument, though

* P 4. j
® Cf above, pp xxm »v, 27 599 ff

* Cf above pp xxxv vi, 30 , below, pp 185 o 257 9
* Loe at * P S
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it seeks to establish the necessity of the a prton, is not tran

scendental or Critical m character It is merely a repetition of

the kind of argument which both Hume and Leibniz bad
already directed against the sensationalist position ^ Very
strangely, considering' that these sentences have been added
in the second edition, and therefore subsequent to the writing of

the objective deduction, Kant gives no indication of the deeper
problem to which he finally penetrated The explanation is,

probably, that to do so vvould have involved the recasting of

the entire Introduction Even on the briefest reference, the

hard and fast distinction between aprion and the empirical,

as two distinct and separate classes of judgment, would have
been undermined, and the reader would have been made to feel

the insufficiency of the analysis upon which it is based * The
existence of the deeper view is betrayed only through careless

employment of the familiar phrase “ possibility of experience
”

For, as here used, it is not really meant “ Certainty of ex
perience ”—a very different matter—is the meaning that alone

will properly fit the context
Beason and understanding*—They are here distinguished,

having been hitherto, in A i 2, employed as synonymous The
former carries us beyond the field of all possible experience

,

the latter is limited to the world of sense Thus both Reason
and understanding are here used in their narrowest meaning

These inevitable problems ofpore Beason itself are Ck>d, freedom,

and immortahty The science which, with all its methods, is

m Its final intention directed solely to the solution of these prob-

lems, M called metaphysics*—These sentences are character

istic of the second edition with its increased emphasis upon
the positive results of the Cntique on the one hand, and with

its attitude of increased favour towards transcendent meta
physics on the other The one change would seem to be
occasioned by the nature of the criticisms passed upon the

first edition, as, for instance, by Moses Mendelssohn who
describes Kant as “ the all destroyer ” {der cUles sermaJmende)
The other is due to Kant’s preoccupation with the problems
of ethics and of teleology The above statements are repeated

with even greater emphasis in B 395 n ® The definition here

given of metaphysics is not strictly kept to by Kant As
above noted,* Kant really distinguishes within it two form^,

immanent and transcendent In so doing, however, he stiU ^

regards transcendent metaphysics as the more important

* CL Above iqp xxx, 599 ff Cf above, 39, 54
* Aa«B6 *37
* Cf Arttti der UrlhetltlMjp, I 9!, i’F' v P 415 FeHukntte^ Wetie

(Hartenstein) vm pp 572 3 * Cf above, pp 22, 49*50 52
^ Cf /VvAjpwwfMt, 1 40 , Frrtuknae, ppw 577 8 ^
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Immanent metaphysics is chiefly of value as contributing to

the solution of the “ inevitable problems ot pure Reason ”

A 3-4»B 78—The reasons, here cited by Kant, for the

failure of philosophical thinking to recognise the difference

between immanent and transcendent judgments are (i) the

misunderstood character, and consequent misleading influence,

of a prtort mathematical judgments
, (2) the fact that once we

are beyond the sensible sphere, experience can never contradict

us
, (3) natuial delight in the apparent enlargement of our

knowledge, (4) the ease with which logical contradictions

can be avoided
, (5) neglect of the distinction between analytic

and synthetic a priort judgments Vaihinger points out ^ tl»t

in the Fortschrttte ® Kant adds a sixth reason—confusion of tne

concepts of understanding with the Ideas of Reason Upon
the first of the above reasons the best comment is that of the

Methodology * But the reader must likewise bear in mind that

in B XVI Kant develops his new philosophical method on the

analogy of the mathematical method The latter is, he claims,

mutatis mutandis^ the true method of legitimate speculation,

te oi immanent metaphysics The one essential difference

(as noted by Kant*), which has been overlooked by the dog
matists, IS that philosophy gains its knowledge from concepts,

mathematics from the construction of concepts

Bemam investigations only‘—Cf Prolegomena^ ^35
The analysis of our concepts of objects*—Vaihinger s inter

pretation, that the concepts here referred to are those which
we “ form a pnort of things,”’^ seems correct ® The rationalists

sought to deduce the whole body of rational psychology from
the a prion conception of the soul as a simple substance, and
of rational theology from the a priori conception of God as the

all perfect Being

Analytic and synthetic Judgments*—“All analytic judgments
depend wholly on the law of contradiction, and are in their nature

a pnort cognitions, whether the concepts that supply them with

matter be empmcal or not For the predicate of an affirmative

analytic ju^ment is already contained in the concept of the subject,

of which It cannot be denied without contradiction In the same
way Its opposite is necessanly denied of the subject m an analytic,

but negative, judgment by the same law of contradiction For
this very reason all analytic judgments are a pnon even when the

concepts are empirical, as, for mcample, gold is a yellow metal
,
for to

know this 1 require no experience beyond my concept of gold as a

*
1 p *38

* Ayia ff 3«B 740 ff 4
* A 4»B 8 , cf below,
t Cf B18

* P 579
cf alM PhriuirMt, p

• A iJb
above, p 29

8 • A 5**B 9
• A6ff sB loff
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fellow metal it is, in fact, the very concept, and I need only analyse

It, without looking beyond it elsewhere [Synthetic judgments,

a fostenon and a prtori\ agree in this, that they cannot possibly

spring solely h'om the principle of analysis, the law of contradiction

They require a quite different principle From whatever they may be

deduced, the deduction must, it is true, always be m accordance

with the principle of contradiction For that principle must never

be violated But at the same time everything cannot be deduced
from It”*

In A 594 * B 622 analytic judgments are also spoken of

as identical, but in the Fottschntte^ this use of terms is

criticised
¥i

“Judgments are analytic if their predicate only represents clearly

{expltate) what was thought obscurely (ttnphate) in the concept of

the subject, eg all bodies are extended Were we to call such
judgments identical only confusion would result For identical

judgments contribute nothing to the clearness of the concept, and
that must be the purpose of all judging Identical judgments are

therefore empty, e f all bodies are bodily (or to use another term

material) beings Analytic judgments do, indeed, ground themselves

upon identity and can be resolved into it, but they ire not
identical For they demand analysis and serve for the explanation

of the concept In identical judgments, on the other hind, tdem
IS definedper tdem, and nothing at all is explained ”

Vaihinger’ cites the following contrasted examples of
analytic and synthetic judgments

Analytic—{a) Substance is that which exists only as
subject in which qualities inhere* {V) Every effect has a
cause ® (c) Everything conditioned presupposes a condition

Syntnetic—{a) Substance is permanent (^) Every event
has a caused {c) Everything conditioned presupposes an
unconditioned

B 11 12—The first half of this paragraph is transcribed

practically woid for word from the Prolegomena * The second
half IS a close restatement of an omitted paragraph of the first

edition The chief addition lies in the concluding statement,
that “experience is itself a synthetic connection of intmtions**
This IS in keeping with statements made in the deduction
of the categories in the second edition,’^ and in the paragraph
inserted in the proof of the second analogy in the second
edition * The x has strangely been omitted in the second

* Pngtgamem, % 2,b e Eng trm pp 15 16 On the connection of mathe
inatical reasoning with the uiiMnple of contradiction cf below, pp 64 S

* P 582 , <rf lJ>gtk, 8 37 » u p asr
* PreUgmma 84 *CfBzao •ia.c
^ B t6i • l»<
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edition in reference to empirical judgments, though retained

in reference to synthetic a pnon judgments
The propoaition everything which happens has its cause ^

—

As we have already observed,® Hume influenced Kant at two
distinct periods in his philosophical development—in 1756-
1763, and ^ain at some tune (not quite definitely datable) after

February 1772 The first influence concerned the character
of concrete causal judgments

,
the second related to the

causal axiom Though there are few distinctions which are

more important for understanding the Cttttque than that of
the difference between these two questions, it has nowhere
been properly emphasised by Kant, and in several of the

references to Hume, which occur in the Critique and in the
Prolegomena^ the two problems are confounded m a most un
fortunate manner The passages in the Introduction * are clear

and unambiguous
,

the influence exercised by Hume subse
quent to February 1772 is quite adequately stated The causal

axiom claims to be prion, and is, as Hume asserts, likewise

synthetic Consequently there are only two alternatives, each
decisive and far-reaching Either valid a prion synthesis must,
contrary to all previous philosophical belief, be possible, or
“everything which we call metaphysics must turn out to be
a mere delusion of reason ” The solution of this problem is

“ a question of life and death to metaphysics ” To this

appreciation of Hume, Kant adds criticism Hume did not
sufficiently universalise his problem Had he done so, he
would have recognised that pure mathematics involves a
pnon synthesis no less necessarily than do the metaphysical
disciplines From denying the possibility of mathematical
science “ his good sense would probably have saved him ”

Hume’s problem, thus viewed, finds its final and complete
expression in the formula How are synthetic a pnon
judgments possible ?

In A 760 = B 788 the account differs in two respects

first. It discusses the metaphysical validity of the causal axiom
as well as its intrinsic possibility as a judgment

,
and

secondly, reference is made to the conception of causality as

well as to the axiom The implied criticism of Hume is

correspondingly modified Otherwise, it entirely harmonises
with the passages in the Introduction

“Hume dwelt espeaally upon the pruiaple of causality, and
quite rightly observed that its truth, and even the objective validity

of the Concept of efficient cause m general, is based on no insight,

iA9=Bi3
* Cf above, pp jkv ff , a6 , below p 593 ff • cf Vailunger, 1 p* 340 ft

* A psB 13, B It, B 19.
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te on no o pnort knowledge, and that its authority cannot therefore

be ascribed to its necessity, but merely to its general utihty m the

course of experience and to a certam subjective necessity which
it thereby acquires, and which he entitles custom From the

incapacity of our reason to make use of this pnnaple in any
manner that transcends experience he inferred the nullity of all

pretensions of reason to advance beyond the empirical ”

Now so far, in these references to Hume, Kant has had
in view only the problems of mathematical and physical

science and of metaphysics The problems involved in the
possibility of empirical knowledge are left entirely aside

His accouiit of Hume’s position and of his relation to Hume
suffers change immediately these latter problems are raised

And unfortunately it is a change for the worse The various

problems treated by Hume are then confounded together,

and the issues are somewhat blurred Let us take the chief

passages in which this occurs In A 764 = B 792 ff Kant gives

the following account of Hume’s argument Hume, recognis-

ing the impossibility of predicting an effect by analysis of

the concept of the cause, or of discovering a cause from the
concept of the effect, viewed all concrete causal judgments
as merely contingent, and therefrom inferred the contingency
of the causal axiom In so doing Hume, Kant argues,

confuses the legitimate and purely a pnort inference from a
given event to some antecedent with the very different infer-

ence, possible only through special experience, to a speafic
cause Now this is an entire misrepresentation of Hume’s
real achievement, and may perhaps be explained, at least in

part, as being due to the fact that Kant was acquainted with
Hume’s Treatise only through the indirect medium of Beattie’s

quotations Hume committed no such blunder He clearly

recognised the distinction between the problem of the validity

of the causal axiom and the problem of the validity of concrete
causal judgments He does not argue from the contingency
of concrete causal laws to the contingency of the universal
principle, but shows, as Kant himself recognises,^ that the
principle is neither self evident nor demonstrable a prmi
And as necessity cannot be revealed by experience, neither

IS the principle derivable from that source Consequently,
Hume concludes, it cannot be regarded as objectively valid

It must be due to a subjective instinct or natural belief

(The two problems are similarly confounded by Kant in

A 217 -B 264)
In the Introducttm to the Prolegomtm theft; is no such

^ In A 9«B 13, B II, B 19.
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confusion of the two problems, but matters are made even

worse by the omission of all reference to Hume’s analysis of

the causal axiom Only Hume’s treatment of the concept of

causality is dwelt upon This is the more unfortunate, and
has proved the more misleading, in that it is here that Kant
makes his most explicit acknowledgment of his indebtedness to

Hume In ^ 27 ff of the Prolegomena both problems reappear,

but are again confounded The section is preceded by
sentences in which the problem of experience is emphasised

,

and in keeping with these prefatory remarks, Kant represents
“ Hume’s cruxmetaphysuorum ” as concerning only the concept
of causality (viewed as a synthetic, and professedly a prton,

connection between concrete existences) Yet in § 30 the
causal axiom is also referred to, and together they are taken
as constituting “ Hume s problem ”

Now if we bear in mind that Hume awakened Kant to

both problems—how a priori knowledge is possible, and how
experience is possible—this confusion can easily be under
stood Kant had already in the early sixties studied Hume
with profound admiration and respect^ In the period sub
sequent to 1772 this admiration had only deepened

,
and

constantly, as we may believe, Kant had returned with fresh

relish tp Hume’s masterly analyses of causality and of in-

ductive inference It is not, therefore, surprising that as the

years passed, and as the other elements in Hume’s teaching

revealed to him, through the inner growth of his own views,

their full worth and significance, he should allow the con
tribution that had more specifically awakened him to fall into

the background, and should, in vague fashion, ascribe to

Hume’s teaching as a whole the specific influence which was
really due to one particular part By 1783, the date of the

Prolegomena^ Kants first enthusiasm over the discovery of
the fundamental problem of a prion synthesis had somewhat
abated, and the problem of expenence had more or less taken
Its place This would seem to be the reason why in the Pro
legomena he thus deals with both aspects of Hume’s problem,
and why in so doing he gives a subordinate place to Hume’s
treatment of the causal axiom But though the misunder
standing may be thus accounted for, it must none the less be
deplored For the reader is seriously misled, and much that

is central to the Critical philosophy is rendered obscure The
influence which Kant in the Prolegomena thus ascribes to

^ Qt Borowski’s DarsUllung des Lebens und Charakim Im JCanis

(HoStaaan s edition, 190a), p 252 The German tnmalauon of Hume’s Enquiry
tmcmimgtU Human Understanding m 17 $5, and Kant probably made
bis ^acquaintance with Hume through it Cf above, p xxvui

, below, p 156
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Hume was not that which really awakened him from his

dogmatic slumber, but is in part that which he had assimilated

at least as early as 1763, and in part that which acted upon
him with renewed force when he was struggling (probably
between 1778 and 1780) with the problems involved in the

deduction of the categories It was Hume’s treatment of the

causal axiom, and that alone, which, at some time subsequent
to February 1772, was the really effective influence in pro
ducing the Copernican change ^

Purely a pnon and out of mere concepts^—Vaihinger’s

comment seems correct Kant means only that neither

actual experience nor pure intuition can be resorted to This
does not contradict the complementary assertion,’ that the

principle, everything which happens has its cause, can be
known a priori, not immediately from the concepts involved

in It, but only indirectly* through the relation of these

concepts to possible experience “ Possible experience,’ even
though It stands for “ something purely contingent,” is itself

a concept Vaihinger® quotes Apelt upon this “ mysterious ”

type of judgment

“Metaphysics is synthetic knowledge from mere concepts, not

like mathematics from their constiuction in mtmtion, and yet these

synthetic propositions cannot bt known from bare concepts, i e

not analytically Ihc necessity of the connection in those proposi

tions IS to be apprehended through thought alone, and yet is not

to rest upon the form of thought, the principle of contradiction

The conception of a kind of knowledge which arises from bare

concepts, and yet is synthetic, eludes our grasp The problem is

How can one concept be necessarily connected with another,

without also at the same time being contained in it ?
’

The paragraphs in B 14 to B 17 are almost verbal tran
scripts from Prolegomena, % 2 c, 2

Mathematical Judgments are one and all (inagesammt) syn
thetic’—This assertion is carelessly made, and does not
represent Kant’s real view In B 16 he himself recognises the
existence of analytic mathematical judgments, but unduly
minimises their number and importance

All mathematical condusions proceed according to the principle

of contradiction^—To the objection made by Paulsen that

Kant, in admitting that mathematical judgments can be
deduced from others by means of the principle of contra

* Cf helow Appendix B, p $93 ff * A Q-nB 13
»A733»B7* * a 737=3764
•

1 p 291 • B 14.
^ B 14 Cf above, pp 59 60
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diction, ought consistently to have recognised as synthetic

only axioms and principles, Vaihinger replies as follows ^

“ The proposition —the angles of a triangle are together equal to

two right angles—Kant regards as synthetic It is indeed deduced
from the axiom of parallels (with the aid of auxiliary lines), and to

that extent is understood in accordance with the principle of contra

diction The angles in the triangle constitute a special case of

the angles in the puallel lines which are intersected by other lines

The principle of contradiction thus serves as vehicle in the deduction,

because once the identity of A and A is recognised, the predicate

6, which belongs to A, must also be asenbed to A But the pro

position IS not for that reason itself analytic in the Kantian sense

In the analytic proposition the predicate is dt-rned from the analysis

of the subject concept But that does not happen in this case

The synthetic proposition can never be derived m and by ttselfhoxd

the principle of contradiction
, but only with the aid of that

principlefrom otherpropontwns Besides, in this deduction intuition

must always be resorted to
, and that makes an essential difference

Without it the identity ofA and A cannot become known ”

Pure mathematicB *—“ Pure,” as thus currently used, is

opposed only to applied, not to empirical Kint here
arbitrarily reads the latter opposition into it Undei this

guise he begs the point in dispute

7 + 6 = 12®—Though 7 + S = i2 expresses an identity or
equality, it is an equality of the objects or magnitudes, 7 + 5

and 12, not of the qpneepts through which we think them*
Analysis of the concepts can never reveal this equality Only
by constructing the concepts in intuition can it be recognised

by the mind This example has been already cited in the
first edition ® It is further elaborated in the Prolegomena, § 2

and IS here transcribed Kant’s mode of stating his position

IS somewhat uncertain He alternates between “the repre

sehtation of 7 and 5,” “ the representation of the combination
of 7 and 5,”* and “the concepts 7 and 5 His view would
seem to be that there are three concepts involved Por the
concept of 7 we must substitute the intuition of 7 points, for

the concept of $ the intuition of 5 points, and for the concept
of their sum the intuitive operation of addition

Call In the assistance of intuition, for instance our five fingers ®

—This statement, repeated from the Prolegomena^ does not
represent Kant’s real position The views which he has
expressed upon the nature of arithmetical science are of the

1 I p S94 B 1$ * B 1$ Cf above p 41
* Cf Vaihinger 1 p 296 * A 164 * A 164
In Prok^ymena and in aecond edition ® B 1$ * S a

F
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most contradictory character/ but to one point he definitely

commits himself, namely, that, like geometrical science, it

rests, not (as here asserted) upon empirical, but upon pure

intuition® Except indirectly, by the reference to larger

numbers, Kant here ignores his own important distinction

between image and schema® The above statement would
also make aiithmetic dependent upon space

Segner Anfangsgrunde der Anthmetik,^ translated from the

Latin, second edition, Halle, 1773
Natural science (physical contains synthetic a pnori Jndg

ments *—There is here a complication to which Vaihinger ® has
been the first to draw attention In the Prolegomena'^ Kant
emphasises the distinction between physics and pure or

universal science of nature® The latter treats only the a
priori form of nature {le its necessary conformity to law),

and IS therefore a propaedeutic to physics which involves

further empirical factors Foi two reasons, however, this

universal natural science falls short of its ideal First, it

contains empirical elements, such as the concepts of motion,

impenetrability, inertia, etc Secondly, it refers only to the

objects of external sense, and not, as we should expect in a

universal science, to natural existences without exception, * e

to the objects of psychology as well as of physios But
among its principles there are, Kant adds, a few which are

purely a priori and possess the universality required eg such

propositions as that substance is permanent, and that every

event hai a cause Now these are the examples which ought
to have been cited in the passage before us Those actually

given fall entirely outside the scope of the Critique They
are treated only in the Metaphysische Anfangsgrunde They
belong to the relatively, not to the absolutely, pure science of

nature The source of the confusion Vaihinger again traces

to Kant’s failure to hold fast to the important distinction

between immanent and transcendent metaphysics His so

called pure or universal natural science (nature, as above
noted, signifying for Kant “ all that is ”) is really immanent
metaphysics, and the propositions in regard to substance and
causality ought therefore to be classed as metaphysical This,

indeed, is how they are viewed in the earlier sections of the
Prolegomena The distinction later drawn in § 1 5 is ignored
Pure natural science is identified with mathematical physics,

’ Cf below p I2$ff • Cf A 713=8 741
' A 140- B Cf below, p 337 ff * B 15
*Bi7 ‘ip^ff ’'iiS
® Tluf lettu Kant dttveloMd m his MttaphysiKhe Anfiutgrgrunde (1786)
* Cf \ 840=8 869 “ffatnre” means, in the Kantian terminology, **aU

that IS J®
C{| above, pp xliv v, 19, 32 33, 52 3 55 «
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and the propositions which in § 1 5 are spoken of as belonging
to pure universal natural science are now regarded as meta-
physical “Genuinely metaphysical judgments are one and
all synthetic For instance, the proposition—everything

which in things is substance is permanent—is a synthetic,

and properly metaphysical judgment ” ^ In § 5 the principle

of causality is also cited as an example of a synthetic a prtort

judgment in metaphysics But Kant still omits to draw
a distinction between immanent and transcendent meta-
physics

,
and as a consequence his classification of synthetic

a prtort judgments remains thoroughly confused They are

taken as belonging to thiee spheres, mathematics, physics (in

the relative sense), and metaphysics The implication is that

this threefold distinction corresponds to the threefold division

of the Doctrine of Elements into Aesthetic, Analytic, and
Dialectic Yet, as a matter of fact, the propositions of

mathematical physics, in so far as they are examples of
applied mathematics, aie dealt with in the Aesthetic, and in

so far as they involve concepts of motion and the like fall

entirely outside the scope of the Critique, while the Analytic

deals with those metaphysical judgments (such as the principle

of causality) which are of immanent employment ®

As fhe new paragraphs in the Introduction to the second
edition are transferred without essential modification from the

Prolegomena, they are open to the same criticism To
harmonise B 17 with the real teaching of the Critique, it must
be entirely recast Instead of “natural science" (physica)

we must read “ pure universal natural science [
= immanent

metaphysics],” and for the examples given we must substi

tute those principles of substance and causality which are

dealt with in the Analytic The next paragraph deals with
metaphysics in its transcendent form, and accordingly states

the problem peculiar to the Dialectic

Metaphysics^—This paiagraph deals explicUly only with
transcendent judgments, but as the terms used are ambiguous.
It IS possible that those of immanent metaphysics are also

referred to The paragraph is not taken from the Prolego-

mena The corresponding passage* in the Prolegomena deals

only with the judgments of immanent metaphysics

1 §4
’ The propositions of pure natural science are not separately treated in g 4 of

the Prolegomena, though the subsequent argument imphes that this has been done
Vguhinger’s inference (1 p 310) that a paramph, present in Kant's mannscnpt,
hts been dropped out in the process of pnnting the fourth section (the section
which contains the paragrai^ transposed liom the end of 1 2) seems unavoidable
The miBSiiq; paragraph was very probably that idnch tsheise given in B 17

* B 1$ '* In § 4 (at end of paragraphs transposed from g 3)
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Tbe real iiroUem of pure reason is contained u tbs auestion

How are synthetic a prion judgments possible 7 ^—Cf above,

PP 26 ff, 33 ff
, 43 ff

David Hume^—Cf above, pp 61 ff

A theoretical knowledge ^

—

t e Kant explicitly leaves aside

the further problem, whether such judgments may not also be
possible in the practical (moral) and other spheres

How IS pure natural science possible?^—The note which
Kant appends shows thnt he is here taking natural science in

the relative sense ^ The ‘ame irrelevant instances are again

cited

As these sciences really exist °—Cf below, p 44 ff

The poor progress which metaphysics has hitherto made ^—Cf
Pteface to the second edition

,
Prolegomena, § 4, and A 175 ff

How IS metaphysics as a science possible 7 —We may now
consider how this and the three preceding questions are

related to one another and to the various divisions of the

Cftitque^ The four subordinate questions within the mam
problem—How are synthetic a priori judgments possible ?

—

are here stated by Kant as

1 How is pure mathematics possible 7

2 How IS pure natural science possible 7

3 How IS metaphysics as natural disposition possible 7

4 How is metaphysics as science possible 7

There is little difficulty as regards i and 2 The first is

dealt with in the Aesthetic, and the second*® in the Analytic,

though, owing to the complexity of the problems, the Aestfutic

and Analytic are wider than either queiy, and cannot be com
pletely separated Applied mathematics is dealt with in the
Analytic well as in the Aesthetic, and in both the determina
tion of the limits of scientific knowledge is equally important
with that of accounting for its positive acquisitions The
third and fourth questions raise all manner of difficulties

Notwithstanding the identical mode of formulation, they do
not run on all fours with the two preceding The first two
are taken as referring to actually existing and valid saences
It IS the ground of their objective validity that is sought But
what IS investigated in the third question falsely lays claim to
the title of science

,
we can enquire only as to the ground of

Its subjective possibility In the fourth question, the problem
takes still another form Kant now seeks to determine whet^r
a new, not yet existing, science of metaphysics is possible, and

’B19 *Bio »Bao *Bao
‘CfBiT •Bw ’Bai «Baa
* Vathmger i. analysis (1 p 57 1 If ) is invaluable. I follow it throughout
w 1\hen correct^ «s above, pp SI a 66 7
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tft what manner it can be vaUdly constructed The mam
foldness of the problems is thus concealed by the fixity of the
common formula ^ Now with what divisions of the Critique

are the two last questions connected ? It has been suggested ^

that the third question is dealt with in the Dialectic and the

fourth in the Methodology

^

the four questions thus coriespond
ing to the four mam divisions of the Critique But this

view IS untenable, especially in its view of the fourth question
The division of the Critique is by dichotomy into doctrine ef
elements and doctrine of methods^ the foimer including the
Aesthetic and Logic^ and the Logic being again divided into

Analytic and Dialectic Its problems stand in an equally

complex subordination, they cannot be isolated from one
another, and set merely side by side Secondly, it has been
maintained ^ that the third question is dealt with in the intro

duction to the Dialectic (in its doctrine of Ideas), and the
fourth in the Dialectic proper This view is fairly satisfactory

as regards the third question, but would involve the conclusion

that the fourth question refers only to transcendent meta
physics, and that it therefore receives a negative answei But
that IS not Kant’s view of metaphysics as a science The
Critique is intended to issue in a new and genuine body of

metaphysical teaching

The key to the whole problem of the four questions is not
to be found in the Critique This section is transcribed from

§§ 4 5 of the Prolegomena^ and is consequently influenced by
the general arrangement of the latter work This fourfold

division was indeed devised for the purposes of the argument of
the Prolegomena^ which is developed on the analytic method,
and for that reason it cannot be reconciled with the very
different structure of the Critique Yet even the Prolegomena
suffers from confusion, due * to Kant’s failure to distinguish

between universal and relative natural science on the o^e
hand, and between immanent and transcendent metaphysics
on the other The four questions do not coincide with those

of the Critique Instead of the third—how is metaphysics as

natural disposition possible ?—we And how is metaphysics in

general possible ? In ^ 4, 5, Kant's argument is clear and
straightforward Pure mathematical science and mathematical
physics are actually existing sciences The synthetic a priori

judgments which they contain must be recognised as valid

Metaphysics makes similar claims But, as is sufficiently

1 Cf above p 38 If

* ByJ Erdmann (cited Iw Vaihinger, 1 p 371}
* By B Erdmann Krittamutf p ^3

* As above noted, pp 66 7
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proved by the absence of agreement among philosophers,

Its professions are without ground It transgresses the

limits of possible experience, and contains only pretended

knowledge This false transcendent metaphysics is refuted

in the Dialectic Kant was, however, equally convinced that

an immanent metaphysics is possible, and that its grounds
and justification had been successfully given in the Analytic

His problem as formulated in the Ptolegomena is accordingly

threefold (i) how are the existing rational sciences, mathe
matical and physical, possible ? (2) in the light of the insight

acquired by this investigation^ what is the origin and explana-
tion of the existing pretended sciences of transcendent

metaphysics? and (3) in what manner can we establish

a positive metaphysics that will harmonise with reason’s

true vocation ? So far all is clear and definite But the un
resolved difficulty, as to the relation in which natural science

and immanent metaphysics stand to one another, brings

confusion in its train As already noted,^ in ^ 15 natural

science is displaced by immanent metaphysics (though not

under that name)
,
and as a result the fourth question reduces

to the second, and the above threefold problem has to be
completely restated The Prolegomena has, however, already

been divided into four parts ,
and in the last division Kant

still continues to treat the fourth question as distinct from
that which has been dealt with in the second division, though,

as his answer shows, they are essentially the same The
answer given is that metaphysics as a science is possible only
in and through the Critique^ and that though the whole
Critique is required for this purpose, the content of the new
science is embodied in the Analytic

In the second edition of the Critique the confusion

between natural science and immanent metaphysics still

persists, and a new source of ambiguity is added through the

reformulation of the third question It is now limited to the

problem of the subjective origin of metaphysics as a natural

disposition The fourth question has therefore to be widened,
so as to include transcendent as well as immanent, the old

as well as the new, metaphysics But save for this one
alteration the entire section is inspired by considerations

foreign to the Critique
y

this section, like B 17, must be
recast before it will harmonise with the subsequent argument

Every kmd ofknowledge is called pure, etc ‘—These sentences

are omitted in the second edition They have been rendered

unnecessary by the further and more adequate definition of
"pure" given in B 3 ff

' Aliove, p 66 * A 11
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Beason u the faculty which eaptiliea the prmciples of know
ledge a prion ^—This statement should, as Vaihinger points

out, be interpreted in the light of A 299= B 355

“ Reason, like understanding, can be employed in a merely formal,

t e logical manner, wherein it abstracts from all content of know
ledge But it is also capable of a real use,'^ since it contams within

Itself the source of certain concepts and pnnciples, which it does not

borrow either from the stnses or from the understandmg ”

Reason is taken in the first of the above meanings
Reason in its real use, when extended so as to include

pure sensibility and understanding,* is the pure reason

referred to in the next sentence of the Critique A pi tort

IS here used to signify the relatively a pi tort
,

in the next
sentence it denotes the absolutely a priori

An Organon of pore reason *—What follows, from this point

to the middle of the next section, is a good example of Kant’s

patchwork method of piecing together old manuscript in the

composition of the Critique There seems to be no way of

explaining its bewildering contradictions save by accepting

Vaihinger’s® conclusion that it consists of three separate

accounts, written at different times, and representing different

phases in the development of Kant’s views

I The first account, beginning with the above words and
ending with “ already a considerable gam ” {schon seht viel

gewonnen ist), is evidently the oldest It reveals the influence

of the Dissertation It distinguishes

1 Cntiaue of pure reason (
= Propaedeutic)

2 Organon of pure reason

3 System of pure reason

1 Ontique is a critical examination (JBeurtheilung) of pure
reason, its sources and limits The implication (obscured by
the direct relating of Critique to System) is that it prepares

the way for the Organon
2 Organon comprehends all the principles by which pure

knowledge can be acquired and actually established

3 System is the complete application of such an Organon
This classification is, as Paulsen * was the first to remark,

an adaptation of the Dissertation standpoint

II The second account begins “ I entitle all knowledge
transcendental,” but is broken by the third account—from
Suc^ a Critique ” to the end of the paragraph—which has

' A lt=B 24
• Cf Dusertatum, § 23 usm loguus—ttsus tiohs * Cf above, p 2

* A xi-B 24 * I P 4S9ff
^ BntwukduHgsgesckichie 4kr hantischen Erkmntnt5th90r%0 p 113
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been inserted into the middle of it It is then continued in

the next section It distinguishes

J OntiQue of pure leason

2 Transcendental philosophy

1 Ontiftue contains the principles of all a priori synthetical

knowledge, tracing an architectonic plan which guarantees

the completeness and certainty of all the parts

2 Transcendental idulosophy contains their complete analytic

development, and is therefore the system of such know
ledge

III The third account (“Such a Critique" to end of

paragraph) in its mam divisions follows the first account r

Cl ittque, 2 Oiganon or Canon, 3 System But they are now
defined in a different manner Critique is a propaedeutic

for the Organon But Organon, which signifies the totality of

the principles through which pure knowledge is attained and
extended,^ may not be possible In that case the Critique is

a preparation only for a Canon, i e the totality of the

principles of the proper employment of reason ® The Organon
or Canon, in turn, will render possible a Si stem of the

philosophy of pure leason, the former yielding a system m
extension of a prion knowledge, the latter a system which
defines the limits of a pnon knowledge

It is impossible to reduce these divergencies to a single

consistent view They illustrate the varying sense m which
Kant uses the term “ metaphysics

"
In the first account,

even though that account is based on a distinction drawn
m the Dissertation, the system of metaphysics is immanent

,

m the second it is also transcendent
,
m the third it is

neutral *

Propaedeutic *—That the Critique is only propaedeutic to

a System pf pure reason was later denied by Kant m the

following emphatic terms

“I must here observe that I cannot understand the attempt to

asenbe to me tht view that I have sought to supply only a Fropae
deutic to transcendental philosophy, not the System of this philosophy
Such a view could never have entered my thoughts, for 1

myself praised the systematic completeness {das vottendete Gan^m
the pure philosophy m the Critique of Pure Reason as the best mark
of Its truth"*

''

* Cf A 70^ a B 823 Cf below pp 170 174 * Cf A 796sxfi8^
* Cf VaihiDLcr 1 pp 461 2 for the very varied meanings M which

"capnaonsly” mploys the terms Orgatwn, Comm, Dectnne, and Xhseifltm
* A11-B2S
5 D..

(f below pp 170 174 » Cf A 796aB J

• m auf FuiUes Wmmschaftskhre (1799), Werh
viH p 600

^
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Kant thus finally, after much vacillation m his use of the

terms, came to the conclusion that Cnttque, Transcendental

Philosophy, and System all coincide Meantime he has
forgotten his own previous and conflicting utterances on
this point

As regards speculation negative only ^—“ Speculation ’ here

signifies the theoretical, as opposed to the practical ^ The
qualifying phrase is in line with other passages of the second
edition, in which it is emphasised that the conclusions of
the Critique are positive in their practical (moral) bearing ®

Transcendental— transcendent*— Kant was the first to

distinguish between these two terms In the scholastic period,

in which they first appear, they were exactly synonymous,
the term transcendent being the moie usual The verb, to

transcend, appears in Augustine in its widest metaphysical
sense “Transcende et te ipsum ” “ Cuncta corpora tran

scenderunt [Flatonici] quaeicntes Deum
,
omnem animam

mutabilesquc omnes spiritus transcenderunt quaerentes sum
mum Deum ”

•’ The first employment of the term in a more
specific oi technical sense occurs in a treatise, De naturageneris,
falsely ascribed to Thomas Aquinas In this treatise ens,

res, aliqutd, unum, bonum, verum are entitled transcendentia

To understand the meaning in which the word is here used,

we have, it would seem ° to take account of the influence

exercised upon Aquinas by a mystical work of Arabian origin,

entitled De causis It contained reference to the Neo
Platonic distinction between the Aristotelian categories which
the Neo Platonists regarded as being derivative, and the more
universal concepts, ens, unum, verum, bonum To these latter

concepts Aquinas gave a theological application Ens per

tains to essence, unum to the person of the Father, verum
to the person of the Son, bonum to the person of the Holy
Ghost In the De natura generis the number of these

supreme concepts is increased to six by the addition of res

and edtquid, and as just stated the title transcendentia is also

now applied for the first time In this meaning the term
trf^iscendent and its synonym transcendental are of frequent

qocurrence in Scholastic writings The transcendentia or

mtmcendentalia are those concepts which so transcend the

cAtejgfIgmes as to be themselves predicable of the categories

They are the “ termtm vel proprietates rebus omnibus cuiusque

^ener$s eonvementei
” Thus Duns Scotus speaks of ens as the

1 B2S JCfAxy
•CfBxm ^AiissBas
* De vtra rthgune, 72 De etvttafe De*, vin 6 Cited bv Eisler, fverte*

h>tei,p lui -s
*!•

* Cf Pnmtl, Gesthukii der Loph tm Ahendlande, in pp 114, 244 5 t
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highest of the ''transcendental" concepts The term also occurs

in a more or less similar sense m the writings of Campanella,
Giordano Bruno, Francis Bacon, and Spinoza The last

named gives a psychological explanation of the “termini
Transcendentales ut Ens, Res, Aliquid ” as standing for

ideas that are in the highest degree confused owing to the

multiplicity of the images which have neutralised out another
in the piocess of their generation ^ Berkeley also speaks of
the “transcendental maxims" which he outside the field of

mathematical enquiry, but which influence all the particular

sciences ’ Evidently the term has become generalised beyond
Its stricter scholastic meaning Lambert employs transcendent

m an even looser sense to signify concepts which represent

what IS common to both the corporeal and the intellectual

world ® Wc may, indeed, assert that in Kant’s time the

terms transcendent and transcendental, while still remaining
synonymous, and though used on the lines of their oi iginal

Scholastic connotation, had lost all definiteness of meaning
and all usefulness of application Kant took advantage of
this situation to distinguish sharply between them, and to

impose upon each a meaning suitable to his new Critical

teaching

“Transcendental ’ is primarily employed by Kant as a
name for a certain kind of knowledge Transcendental
knowledge is knowledge not of objects, but of the nature

and conditions of our a prtort cognition of them In other

words, a prtort knowledge must not be asserted, simply because
It IS a prtort, to be transcendental

,
this title applies only to

such knowledge as constitutes a theory or science of the

a prtort^ Transcendental knowledge and transcendental

philosophy must therefore be taken as coinciding, and as

thus coincident, they signify the science of the possibility,

nature, and limits of a prtott knowledge The term similarly

applies to the subdivisions of the Crtttque The Aesthettc is

transcendental in that it establishes the a prtort character of
the forms of sensibility

, the Analytic in that it determines
the a prtott principles of understanding, and the part which
they play in the constitution of knowledge

,
the DtalecHc m

that It defines and limits the a prtott Ideas of Reason, to the

‘ Ethca (Vlotcn and I and), n prop xl schol i

’ PntmpUs ef Human Knowledge cxvui The above citations are from
Eisler, he eit pp 1524 5 I have also myself come upon the term in bwlft s

Gtuhvet’s Ttreevds (Dent, 1897, p 166) ‘ And as to ideas, entities, abstrac
tions, and transcendentab, I could never drive the least conception into their

heads "

* Orgunm 1 484 cited by kucken in Gexkeehte derfhthsophtseker Termme
hpe.v aos *

* A iiauB 25, A 56)^80
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pel verting power of which all false metaphysics is due That
this IS the primary and fundamental meaning common to the

Various uses of the term is constantly overlooked by Max
Muller Thus in A 1 5 = B 30 he translates tranuendentaU
Stnnenlehre doctrine of transcendental sense ” instead of as
" transcendental doctrine of sense ” In transforming tran

scendentale hlementarlehre into “elements of transcendent
alism" he avoids the above error, but only by inventing a
word which has no place in Kant’s own terminology

But later in the Critique Kant employs the term tran-

scendental in a second sense, namely, to denote the a ptton
factors in knowledge All representations which are a priori

and yet are applicable to objects are transcendental Ihe
term is then defined through its distinction from the empirical

on the one hand, and from the transcendent on the other

An intuition or conception is transcendental when it originates

in pure reason, and yet at the same time goes to constitute

an a priori knowledge of objects The contrast between the
transcendental and the transcendent, as similarly determined
upon by Kant, is equally fundamental, but is of quite different

character That is transcendent which lies entirely beyond
experience

,
whereas the transcendental signifies those aprion

elements which underlie expeiience as its necessary condi
tions The transcendent is always unknowable The tran

scendental is that which by conditioning experience renders

all knowledge, whether a priori or empirical, possible The
direct opposite of the transcendent is the immanent, which
as such includes both the transcendental and the empirical

Thus while Kant employs the term transcendental in a very
special sense which he has himself arbitrarily determined, he
returns to the original etymological meaning of the term
transcendent It gams a specifically Critical meaning only
through being used to expound the doctrine that all know
ledge IS limited to sense expeiience The attempt to find

some similar etymological justification for Kant’s use of the
term transcendental has led Schopenhauer and Kuno Fischer
to assert that Kant entitles his philosophy transcendental

because it transcends both the dogmatism and the scepticism

of all previous systems ! ^ Another attempt has been made
by Stirling* and Watson,® who assert, at least by implication,

t^t the transcendental is a speaes of the transcendent, in

that while the latter transcends the scope of experience, the

former transcends its sense-content Kant himself, however,

^ Cited by Vaihinger, i p 468
® Cf Text Book to ^ i3
* Cf hant Explained^ p 89
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nowhere attempts to justify his use of the term by any such
argument

A third meaning of the term transcendental arises through
its extension from the a prtott intuitions and concepts to the

processes and faculties to which they are supposed to be due
Thus Kant speaks of the transcendental syntheses of appre
hension, reproduction, and recognition, and of the transcend

ental faculties of imagination and understanding In this

sense the transcendental becomes a title for the conditions

which render experience possible And inasmuch as processes

and faculties can hardly be entitled a pftortt Kant has in this

third application of the term departed still further from his

first defimtion of it
^

The distinction between the transcendental and the tran

scendent may be illustrated by reference to the Ideas of reason

Regarded as regulative only, i e merely as ideals which inspire

the understanding m the pursuit of knowledge, they are tran

scendental Interpreted as constitutive, ; ^ as representing

absolute realities, they are transcendent Yet, despite the

fundamental character of this distinction, so caieless is Kant
in the use of his technical terms that he also employs tran

scendental as exactly equivalent in meaning to transcendent

This IS of constant occurience, but only two instances need
here be cited In the important phrase “transcendental
ideality of space and time " the term transcendental is used in

place of the term transcendent For what Kant is asserting

IS that judged from a transcendent point of view, t e from the
point of view of the thing in itself, space is only subjectively

real* The phrase is indeed easily capable of the oithodox
interpretation, but, as the context clearly shows, that is not
the way in which it is actually being used by Kant Another
equally surprising example is to be found in the title “ tran

scendental dialectic ” Though it is defined in A 63 4 s®

B 88 in correct fashion, in A 297 = B 354 and A 308-9*
B 365-6 It IS interpreted as treating of the illusion involved
in transcendent judgments, and so virtually as meaning tran
scendent dialectic ®

Not a Ontiane of books and systems *—Kant here inserts a
statement from the omitted Preface to the first edition*

He now adds that the Crtttque will supply a criterion for the

valuation of all other systems

* Cf below, p 238 » Cf below, pp ti6 17, 30a
* Aditkesbos taken the liberty in his edition of the C!ne$f$cf of substitutiog in

A 2973®B 354 transcendental for transcendent The Berlin edition very ni^tly
retains the onsinal reading

* B 27 • A yi
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4 13 n B 27—Kant’s reason for omitting the title of Section

II in the second edition was no doubt its inconsistency with
the assertion of its opening s^tence, viz that the Crtttque is

not transcendental philosophy, but only a preparation for it

Instead of it, Kant has introduced the more appropriate

heading placed over the preceding paragraph
The lughest pnnciples of morak do not belong to transcend

ental philosophy ^—Cf A 801 = B 829 The alteration made
m this passage in the second edition^ indicates a transition

towards the opposite view which Kant developed m the
Crtttque 0/ Pi actual Reason ’’

The division of this science ^—Kant in this paragraph alter

nates in the most bewildering fashion between the Ciittque

and Transcendental Philosophy In this first sentence the

Crtttque seems to be referred to Later it is Transcendental

Philosophy that is spoken of

Doctnne of Elements and Doctnne of Methods —Cf A 707 if

= B 735 if, and below, pp 438, 563
Two stems, sensibihty and understanding, which may perhaps

spring from a common root ^—Kant sometimes seems to suggest ’’

that imagination is this common root It belongs both to

sensibility and to understanding, and is passive as well as

spontaneous But when so viewed, imagination is virtually

regarded as an unknown supersensuous power, “concealed
in the depths of the soul

’’
‘ The supfersensuous is the point of

union of our disparate human faculties, as well as of nature and
freedom, mechanism and teleology

The transcenedutal doctnne of sense would necessarily const!

tute the first part of the Science of Elements °— ‘ Necessarily

constitute the first part” translates eum ersten Thetle gehoren
mussen This Vaihinger explains as an archaic mode of

expression, equivalent to ausmachen The point is im
portant because, if translated quite literally, it might seem to

conflict with the division actually followed, and to support the

alternative division given in the Crtttque of Practiced Reason
The first Critique is divided thus

> A 14 15— B 28 Cf below, p 5701*
* This alteration is not given in Max MilUer s translation

* Cf the corresponding alteration made in the second edition at end of note to

AsiaBss *Ai5sB29
* Loc at * Lot at Cf A 835=B 863
Cf A 124, B 151 2, and below pp 225, 265

* Cf A I4I=B 180 I Cf CnttqutofJudgmtrU, S S7 Thus here [in the

Crittqm ttf Aathottc Judgment], as also in the Cnttque of Praettetd Xeason, the

autipomies ipree us against our will to look beyond the sensible and to seek in the

Mpersendble the point of union for all our 0 pnart faculties , because no other
expedient is left to make our Reason harmonious with itself ’ Cf also below

P 473 ^ I ut comment on A 649^6 677 * A i6<sB 30.
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I Doctrine of Elements
1 Aesthetic
2 I ogic

(dj) Analytic

(^) Dialectic

II Doctrine of Methods

In the Critique of Practical Reason^ a much more satis

fictory division is suggested

I Doctrine of Elements
1 Analytic

(«) Aesthetic (Sense)

(^) Logic (Understanding)
2 Dialectic

II Doctrine of Methods

1 he first division rests on somewhat irielevant distinctions

derived from the traditional logic
, the other is more directly

inspired by the distinctions which naturally belong to Kant’s
own philosophical system

^ Ifitfoaucttoft {I'F V p i6) Cf below p 438



THE IRANSCENDENTAL DOCTRINE OI

ELEMENTS

PART I

THE TRANSCENDtNrAL AESTHFIIC

The Aesthetic opens with a senes of definitions flntmtion

{Anschiiuung) is knowledge {Erkenntms) which is in im
mediate relation to objects {stch auf Gegenstande unmtttelbar

besteht) J Each term in this definition calls for comment
Anschauung etymologically applies only to visual sensation

Kant extends it to cover sensations of all the senses The
current term was Empfindung Kant s reason for introducing

the term intuition in place of sensation was evidently the fact

that the latter could not be made to cover space and time

We can speak of pure intuitions, but not of pure sensations

Knowledge is used in a very wide sense, not strictly consistent

with A 50 1 = B 74 S
^ The phrase stch bezieht is quite

indefinite and ambiguous Its meaning will depend upon the

interpretation of its context Object is used in its widest and
most indefinite meaning It may be taken as signifying

content {Inhalt, a term which does not occur in this passage,

but which Kant elsewhere employs *) That, at least, is the

meaning which best fits the context For when Kant adds
that intuition relates itself to objects immediately, it becomes
clear that he has in mind its distinction from conception

{Begrtff) which as expressing the universal is related to

objects only indirectly, representing some one or more attri-

butes of the given objects Ultimately the whole content of
conception must be given* The phrase “relates itself to

objects ” may, therefore, be paraphrased “ has some content,

such as red or cold, as its immediate object ” Through the

conteivt of intuition the whole material of thought is supplied

^ Cf also above, p 25 ® Cf A 5i = B 75
* That thought finds in intuition its sole possible content is of course, a con

elusion first established in the Analytic Kant is here defining his terms in the
light of bis later results

n
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Intuttion m itself is blind, but not empty Thoughts without

content are empty
,
intuitions without concepts are blind ” ^

But the phrase "is in relation to objects” has also for

Kant a second meaning, implied in the above, but supple-

mentary to it As he states in the very next sentence,

intuition can have an object, meaning thereby a content, only
in so far as that content is ^^tven The material of thought
must be supplied

,
it cannot be invented ® The only mode,

however, in which it can be supplied, at least to the human
mind, is through the affecting of the mind by “ the object

”

This is an excellent instance of Kant's careless mode of
expressing himself In the fiist part of the sentence object

means odjeci of mtutHon In the latter part it signifies the

cause of uUuttton And on Kant's view the two cannot
coincide The object which affects the mind is independently

real
,
the immediate object of the intuition is a sense content,

which Kant, following the universally accepted view of his

time, regards as purely subjective The term object is thus

used in two quite distinct meanings within one and the same
sentence

Kant’s definition of intuition, when stated quite explicitly,

and cleared of all ambiguity, is therefore as follows ( IniutUon

ts the immedtate apprehension of a content which as given is

due to the action of an independently real object upon the

mind )
This definition is obviously not meant to be a descrip-

tion of intuition as it presents itself to introspection, but

to be a reflective statement of its indispensable conditions

Also it has in view only empirical intuitions It does not

cover the pure intuitions space and time® Though space

and time are given, and though each possesses an intrinsic

content, these contents are not due to the action of objects

upon the sensibility

"An intuition is such a representation as immediately depends

upon the presence of the object Hence it seems impossible

originally to intuit a pnon because mtuition would m that event

take place without either a former or a present object to refer to,

and by consequence could not be intuition ” *

This interpretation is borne out by Kant’s answer to Beck
when the latter objected that only through subsumption

under the categories can a representation become objective

Kant replies in a marginal note, the meaning of which, though
difficult to decipher, admits of a fairly definite int^pretation

A SI -s6 75 ® Cf JMegbt»ma, 1 12, Remark u at the beguuune,
belgw, p S8 ff } B 146 7 JPmltgomtna, 9 8 (Eng tians p gj)
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The determining of a concept through intuition so as Co yield

knowledge of the object falls within the province of the faculty of

judgment, but not the relation of the intuition to an object in general

[f e the view of it as having a content which is given and which is

therefore due to some object], for that is merely the logical use of the

representation, whereby it is thought as falling within the province

of knowledge On the other hand, if this single representation is

related only to the subject, the use is aesthetic (feeling) and the

representation cannot be an act of knowledge ” ’

Mind {Getnitt) is a neutral term without metaphysical
implications ‘ It is practically equivalent to the term which
IS substituted for it in the next paragraph, power of repre

sentation ( Vorstellungsfahigkett') Bepresentation ( Vorstellun^)

Kant employs in the widest possible meaning It covers any
2n3r every cognitive state The definition here given of
sensibility—“the capacity (receptivity) to obtain representa

tions through the mode in which we are affected by objects
”

—IS taken directly over from the Dtssertatton ’ In this defini

tion, as in that of intuition, Kant, without argument or

question, postulates the existence of independently existing

objects The existence of given sensations presupposes the

existence of things in themselves Sensibility is spoken of

as the source both of objects and of intuitions This is

legitimate since object and intuition mutually imply one
another

,
the latter is the apprehension of the former By

“ objects ” IS obviously meant what in the third paragraph is

called the matter of appearances, i e sensations in their

objective aspect, as qualities or contents The term “ object
”

IS similarly employed in the last line of this first paragraph
Understanding (^Verstand) is defined only in its logical

or discursive employment Kant wisely defers all reference

to Its more fundamental synthetic activities In us {bet uns)

is an indirect reference to the possibility of intellectual (non

sensuous) intuition which is further developed in other parts

of the Aesthetic * Sensuous intuition is due to affection by
an object In intellectual intuition the mind must ptoduce
the object in the act of apprehending it

®

(Kant’s definition of intuition applies, as already noted,

only to empirical intuition He proceeds® to define the

relation in which sensation {Empfindung') stands to empirical

intuition What he here says amounts to the assertion that

through sensation intuition acquires its object, t e that sensa-

* Quoted by Vaihmger n p 4
• Cf Udntr das Organ der (1796) and Anthropology § 22
* 8 3 ^ A 27*B 43. A 34=B Jt, A 4*=B 59 A 5i?»B 75
• Cl B 72 ‘In the second paragraph, A 203B 34

G
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tton fj the content of tntmtton And that being so, it is also

through sensation that empirical intuition acquires its relation

to the object ( - tlung in itself) which causes it (That would
seem to be the meaning of the ambiguous second sentence

,

but it still remains uncertain whether the opposition intended
IS to pure or to intellectual intuition If this interpretation

of the paragraph be correct, sensation is counted as belonging
exclusively to the content side of subjective apprehension
But Kant views sensation in an even more definite manner
than he here indicates Though sensation is given, it likewise

involves a reaction of the mind

“ Whatever is sensuous in knowledge depends upon the subject’s

peculiar nature, ui so far as it is capable of this,pr that modification

upon the presence of the object
” *

Thus for Kant sensation is a modification or state of
the subject, produced by affection through an object The
affection produces a modification or state of the subject, and
this subjective modification is the sensation

“ Sensation is a jierception \rerception\ which relates itself solely

to the subject as the modification of its state
” *

This view of sensation, as subjective, was universally held

in Kant’s day He accepts it without argument or question

That It could possibly be challenged never seems to have
occurred to him He is equally convinced that it establishes

the existence of an actually present object

“ Sensation argues the presence of something, but depends as to

its quality upon the nature of the subject ’ * “ Sensation presupposes
the actual presence of the object ” *

Kant’s view of sensation, as developed in the Aesthettc^

thus involves three points (i) It must be counted as belonging
to the content side of mental apprehension (2) Though a
quality or content, it is purely subjective, depending upon the
nature of our sensibility (3) It is due to the action of some
object upon the sensibility

Kant distinguishes between sensatioii (JEmpfndung) and
feeling (jGefukl)^ It had been usual to employ them as
synonyms

^ DmertcUwn $4 ^ A 320s B 376
* £>t5sertattan^ g 4 * A sos=B 74
^ This view, as I shall endeavour to show, is only semi Critical, and is pro

foondly modified the more revolutionary conclusions to which Kant finely
worked his way Cf below p 274 ff %

^ In this be was anticipated by Tetens, Ph%h50phmh$ Fsrsuci^ tAsr in
msmchluh0 i (1777), VersuchX v Cf below, p 294
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“We understand by the wotd sensation an objective repfesenta

tton of the senses , and in order to preclude the danger of being mis
understood, we shall denote that which must always remain merely
subjective and can constitute absolutely no representation of an
object by the ordinary {sonst ubhehen) term feeling ” *

Appearance {Ersclmnung) is here defined as the undeter
mined object of an intuition By undetermined object is

meant, as we have seen, the object in so far as it consists of

the given sense contents When these contents are inter

preted through the categories they become pfienomena

“ Appearances so far as they are thought as objects according to

the umty of the categories are called phenomena ” *

But this distinction between appearance and phenomenon
is not held to by Kant He more usually speaks of the

categorised objects as appearances The term phenomenon
IS of comparatively rare occurrence in the Critique This
has been concealed from English readers, as both Meiklejohn
and Max Muller almost invariably translate Erscheinung
phenomenon The statement that appearance is the object

of an empirical intuition raises a very fundamental and
difiScult question, namely, as to the relation in which repie

sentation stands to the represented ® Frequently Kant’s
argument implies this distinction, yet constantly he speaks
and argues as if it were non existent We have to recognise

two tendencies in Kant, subjectivist and phenomenalist *

When the former tendency is in the ascendent, he regards all

appearances, all phenomena, all empirical objects, as repre

sentations, modifications of the sensibility, merely subjective

When, on the other hand, his thinking is dominated by the

latter tendency, appearances gam an existence independent
of the individual mind They are known through subjective

representations, but must not be directly equated with them
They have a genuine objectivity To this distinction, and
Its consequences, we shall have frequent occasion to return

The phenomenalist standpoint is dominant in these first

two paragraphs of the Aesthetic^ and it finds still more pro-

^ Crtttqut ofJvdgmetU § 3 (Eng tians p 49) Kant was the first to adopt

the threefold division of mental powers— the faculty of knowledge the feeling of

pleasure and pain and the faculty of desire ’ This threefold division is first given

m his Vober Pk^sophte uherhaupt (Hartenstem vi
p 379), which was written

some tune between 1780 and 1790, bemg originally designed as an Introduction to

the CnttfUe ofJudgment
* A (occurs m a lengthy section omitted in B)
* Thu distmctiQii between intuition end appearance practically coinades with

that above not^ between intnitkm and its object
* Bor statement of the precise meaning in which these terms are here

employed, c£ above, pp xlv vu , below, pp ayoff , 31a ff
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nounced expression in the opening of the third paragraph
“ That in the appearances which corresponds {correspondtri) to

sensation, I call its matter ” This sentence, through the use

of the term corresponds clearly implies a distinction between
sensation and the real object apprehended in and through it

That, in turn, involves a threefold distinction between senst

tion as subjective content ( = appearance in the strict sense),

the real enduring object in space
( = phenomenon, the cate

gorised object, appearance in its wider and more usual sense),

and the thing in itself^ Yet in the immediately follow

ing sentence Kant says that " the matter of all appearance is

given a posteriori

'

By “ mattei of appearance ” Kant must
there me in sensations, for they alone are given a posteriori

“

On this view the phenomena or empirical objects reduce to,

and consist of, sensations The intermediate teim of the

above threefold distinction is eliminated The matter of

appearance does not correspond to, but itself is, sensation

Thus in these successive sentences the two conflicting

tendencies of Kant’s teaching find verbal expression 1 hey
intervene even in the preliminary definition of his terms
This fundamental conflict cannot, however, be profitably

discussed at this stage

The manifold of appearance (das Mannichfaltige aer

hrscheinung) The meaning to be assigned to this phiase

must depend upon the settlement of the above question *

But in this passage it allows only of a subjectivist inter

pretation, whereby sensations are appearance The given
sensations as such constitute a manifold

,
as objects in space

they are already ordered Kant’s more usual phrase is “ the

manifold of intuition ” His adoption of the term “manifold”
(the vana of the Dissertation) expresses his conviction

that synthesis is indispensable for all knowledge, and also

his correlative view that nothing absolutely simple can be
apprehended in sense experience By the manitold Kant
does not mean, however, as some of his commentators would
seem to imply, the chaotic or disordered The emphasis is

on manifoldness or plurality, as calling for reduction to unity
and system The unity has to befound in it, not introduced
into it forcibly from the outside The manifold has to be
interpreted, even though the principles of interpretation may
originate independently of it Though, for instance, the

^ This would hannonise with the new developed in A i66 (in its formulation
of the principle of the ttUtetpalims) k 374 ff B 374 if , A 7333s B 751

* Cf A 50s B 74 “We may name sensation the matter of sensuous
knowledge” Similarly in A 433:6 59, ProUgomena, § ii FwttckntU
(Hartenstein, vui p 537)

• Cf below p 374#
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manifold as given is not in space and time, the specific space

and time relations assigned by us are determined for us by
th^nherent nature of the manifold itself ^

^he form of appearance is defined—if the definition given in

the first edition be tianslated literally—as “ that which causes

(dasjentge, welches macht dass) the manifold of appearance to

be intuited as ordeied in certain relations This phrase is

employed by Kint in other connections, and, as Vaihinger
points out, need not necessarily indicate activity “ Sensa
tion IS that in our knowledge which causes it to be called

dpostertort knowledge ’Jl In the second edition Kant altered

the text fiom ‘ geordntt angeschaut wtrd" to **geordnet wetden
kann ” The leason probably was that the first edition’s

wording might seem to imply that the form is (as the

Dtssertahon taught) capable in and by itself of ordciing

the manifold Thioughout the second edition Kant makes
more piominent the part which understanding plays in the

apprehension of space *

This distinction between matter and form is central in

Kant’s system ® As he himself says

“ These are two conceptions which underlie all other reflection,

so inseparably arc they bound up with all employment of the

understanding The one [matter] signifies the determinable m
general the other [form] its determination ” ®

On the side of matter falls the manifold, given, empirical,

contingent material of sense
,
on the side of form fall the

undying, agriort, synthetic relational instruments of sensibility

and thought For Kant these lattei are no mere abstractions,

capable of being distinguished by the mind
,
they differ from

the matter of experience in nature, in function, and in origin

Upon this dualistic mode of conceiving the two factors depends
the strength as well as the weakness of his position To
its perverting influence most of the unsatisfactory features

of his doctrine of space and time can be directly traced But
to It IS also due his appreciation of the new Critical problems,

with their revolutionary consequences, as developed m the

Analytic

Kant proceeds to argue (a) that the distinction is between

two elements of fundamentally different nature and origin

The matter is given a posteriori in sensation , the form, as

distinct from all sensation, must he ready aprion in the mind

(^) Kant also argues that form, because of its separate origin, is

I Cf below, pp 366 7 370 2 377 * » P 59
* A 4*-® 60

* Cf RtJUxtontn ii note to 469 al&o note to 357
• Of above p xxxui ff •A 266 =<B 322
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capable of being contemplated apart from all sensation The
above statements rest upon the unexpressed assumption that

sensations have no spatial attributes of any kind ^ In them"
selves they have only intensive, not extensive, magnitude*
Kant assumes this without question, and without the lea*t

attempt at proof ® The assumption appears in Kant's writings

as early as 1768 as a self evident principle ,* and throughout
the Critique is treated as a premiss for argument, never as a
statement calling for proof The only kind of supporting argu
ment which is even indirectly suggested by Kant is that space
cannot by itself act upon the senses ® This would seem to be
his meaning when he declares ® that it is no object, but only
an ens imagtnarium “ Space is no object of the senses " ^

Such argument, however, presupposes that space can be con
ceived apart from objects It is no proof that an extended
object may not yield extended sensations Kant completely
Ignores the possibility that formal relations may be given in

and with the sensations If our sensibility, in consequence of
the action of objects upon it, is able to generate qualitative

^ In discus«smg a and b we may for the present identify form with space
The problem has specnl complications in reference to time

2 Cf B 207
^ Ilerbart s doctrine of space Lotze s local sign theory, also the empiricist

theories of the Mills and Bain all rest upon this same assumption It was first

effectively called in question by William James Cf Bergson Les Donnies
tmmidteUes pp 70 71 Eng trans pp 92 3 *The solution given by Kant does
not seem to have been seriously disputed since his time indeed, it has forced

itself sometimes without their knowledge on the majority of those who have
approached the problem anew whether nativists or empiricists Psychologists

agree in Tssigning a Kantian ongin to the nativistic explanation of Johann
Muller but Lotres l^pothesis of local signs Bams theory and the more
comprehensive explanation suggested by Wundt may seem at first sight quite

independent of the Transcendental Aesthettc The authors of these theories seem
indeed to have put aside the problem of the nature of space in order to investigate

simply by what process our sensations come to be situated m space and to be set,

so to speak alongside one another but this very question shows that they

regard sensations as inextensive and make a radical distmction, just as Kant did,

between the matter of representation and its form The conclusion to be drawn
from the theories of Lotze and Bam and from Wundt s attempt to reconcile them,
IS that the sensations by means of which we come to form the notion of space are
themselves unextended and simply qualitative extensity is supposed to result

from their synthesis as water from the combination of two gases The cmpincal
or genetic explanations have thus taken up the problem of space at the very point

where Kant left it KTnt separated space from its contents the empiricists ask
how these contents which are taken out of space by our thought, manage to get

back again ’ Bergson proceeds to argue that the analogy of chemical combina
tion 1$ quite inappicable and that some ** unique act very like what Kant calls

an aprton form ^ must still be appealed to With the Kantian standpoint in this

matter Bergson does not of course, agree He is merely pomting out what the

consequences must be of this initial a^umption of inextensive sensations
^ Cf FoH4em ersten Orunde des Untmehi^ der Gegtnden tm Xaume^ m its

penultimate paragraph
^ Cf Dt\sertaiion^ last sentence of S 4^ Quoted bdow p 87
< A api »B 347 , A 457 ’ Hfifiextonen^ u 334,
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sensations, why, as Vaihinger very pertinently enquires,^

should It be denied the power of also producing, in conse
quence of these same causes, impressions of quantitative

formal nature ? Sensations, on Kant s view, are the product
of mind much more than of objects Why, then, may not
space itself be sensational?® From the point of view of

empirical science there is no such radical difference between
cause and effect in the latter case as exists in the former As
Herbert Spencer has remarked,® Kant makes the enormous
assumption

“ that no differences among our sensations are determined by
any differences m the non ego (for to say that they are so determined
IS to say that the form under which the non ego exists produces an
effect upon the ego')

,
and as it similarly follows that the order of

coexistence and sequence among these sensations is not determined
by any order m the non ego

,
we are compelled to conclude that all

these differences and changes in the ego are self determined ’

Kants argument in the Dissertation is exactly of this

nature

“Objects do not strike the senses by their form In order,

therefore, that the various impressions from the object acting on the

sense may coalesce into some whole of representation, there is

required an inner principle of the mind through which in accordance
with stable and innate laws that manifold may take on some form ” *

In the paragraph before us Kant may, at first sight, seem
to offer an argument He is really only restating his

piemiss “That wherein alone sensations can be arianged
{sick ordnen *) and placed in a certain form cannot itself again

be sensation ’ Now, of course, if the term sensation is to be
limited to the sense qualities, le \.o content or matter, con
ceived as existing apart from all formal relations, the formal

elements cannot possibly be sensational The legitimacy of

* u p 73
* Cf Stoat Manual of Psychology ^ 4656 *We find that

the defimte apprehension of an order of coexistence, as such, arises and develops

only in connection with that peculiar aspect of 5en«se experience which we have
called extmsiiy^ and more especially the extensity of sight and touch Two
sounds or a sound and a smell may be presented as coexistent m the sense of

being simultaneous but taken by themselves apart from association with

experiences of touch and sight they are not apprehended as spatially juxtaposed

or separated by a perceived spatial interval or as having perceived spatial

direction and distance relatively to each other Such relations can only be
perceived or imagined, except perhaps in a very rudimentary way when the

external object is determined for us as an extensive whole by the extensity of

the same presentation through which we apprehend it
^

1 * FHnctfks of Psychology § 399 ated by Vaihmger ^ § 4

^
c^rdnen has here, in hne with common German usage the force of a
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that limitation li, however, the question at issue It cannot
be thus decided by an arbitrary verbal distinction

“Were the contention that the relations of sensations are not

themselvts sensed correct, the inference to the pure apnonty of the

form of our perception would be inevitable For sensation is the

sole form of interaction between consaousness and reality But
that contenUon is false The relations of sensations, their deter

mined coexistence and sequence, impress consciousness, just as do
the sensations We feel this impression in the compulsion which
the determinateness of the empirical manifolds lays upon the per

ceivmg consciousness The mere afftction of consciousness by these

relations dor's not, indeed, by itself suffice for their apprehension

,

but neithei does it suffice for the apprehension of the sensation

itsdf Thus there is in these respects no difference between the

matter and the form of appearance ” ^

In this way, then, by means of his definition of sensation,

Kant surreptitiously introduces his fundamental assumption
That assumption reappears as the conclusion that since the

form of appearance cannot be sensation, it does not arise

through the action of the object, and consequently must be
a prton Though the paragraph seems to offer an argu
ment in support of the apriority of space and time, it is

found on examination merely to unfold a position adopted
without the slightest attempt at proof

The form of appearance must lie ready m the mmd^

—

Comment upon this, in order to be adequate, had best take
the form of a systematic discussion of Kant’s views, here and
elsewhere, of space as an apriori foim of intuition As already

stated, the definition which Kant gives of intuition—as know-
ledge which stands in immediate relation to objects—applies

only to empirical intuition Though by the term object Kant,
in so far as he is defin te, means content, that content is such
as can arise only through the action of some independent
object upon the sensibility In other words, the content
apprehended must be sensuous Now such a view of intuition

obviously does not apply to pure intuition As the conclud-
ing line of the paragraph before us states, pure intuition “ can
be contemplated in separation from all sensation ,

” and as the

next paragraph adds, it exists in the mind “without any
actual object of the senses” Yet Kant does not mean to

imply that it is without content of any kind “This pure

^ Riehl Xhitetmm (1876-1879) u Ersttr Thetl p 104 As already noted
Kant tacitly admits this in regard to tune relations of coexistence and st^uence
He continues, however to deny it in regard to space relations

* Cf below, pp toi 2, 105 * A 30szB 34
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form of sensibility may also itself be called pure intuition ” ^

“ It can be known before all actual perception, and for that

reason is called pure intuition " ® Though, therefore, pure
intuition has an intrinsic content, and is the immediate
apprehension of that content, it stands in no relation to any
actual independent object The content as well as the form
IS a priori That, however, raises widei questions, and these

we must now discuss

Here, as in most of his fundamental positions, Kant enter

tains divergent and mutually contiadictory doctrines Only
in his later utterances does he in any degree commit himself

to one consistent view The position to which he finally

inclines must not, however be allowed to dominate the in

terpietation of his earlier statements The Aesthetic calls

for its own sepaiate exegesis, quite as if it formed by itself

an independent work Its problems arc discussed from a
standpoint more or less peculiar to itself The commentator
has the twofold task of stating its argumentation both in

Its conflict with, and in its relation to, the other parts of the

Critique

One essential difference between Kants earliei and later

treatments of space is that in his earlier utterances it is

viewed almost exclusively as a psychological a priori The
logical aspect of the problem first receives anything like

adequate recognition in the Analytic If we keep this im
portant fact in mind, two distinct and contradictory views
of the psychological nature of space intuition can be tiaced

throughout the Aesthetic On one view, it antedates ex
perience as an actual, completed, conscious intuition On
the other view, it precedes experience only as a potential dis

position We rule ourselves out from understanding Kant’s
most explicit utterances if we refuse to recognise the

existence of both views Kant’s commentators have too

frequently shut their eyes to the first view, and have then

blamed Kant for using misleading expressions It is always
safer to take Kant quite literally He nearly always means
exactly what he says at the time when he says it Frequently

he holds views which run completely counter to present day
psychology, and on several occasions he flatly contradicts

what he has with equal emphasis maintained m other con*

texts The aspects of Kant’s problems are so complex and
various, and he is so preoccupied in doing complete justice

* A 2o=B 34
* A42SB60 Cf Dissertation § is [‘ Space and tune the objects of pure

nmlhonatics,] are not only formal principles of all intuition but themselvcii

original intuitions
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to each in turn, that the question of the mutual consistency

of his results is much less considered than is ideally desirable

The two views can be more explicitly formulated The
first view alone is straightforward and unambiguous Space
lies ready (^begt berett) in the mind, te it does not arise

Prior even to sense experience it exists as a conscious intuition

For this reason it can be contemplated apart from all sensa-

tion It still remains when all sense content is thought away,
and yet is nut a mere form In independence of the sensuous
manifold it possesses a pure manifold of its own The ground
thesis ofthe second view—that space, prior to sense experience,

exists only as a permanent endowment of the mind—is like

wise unambiguous But in its development Kant throws
consistency to the winds The possible ways in which, on
the second view, consciousness of space may be gained, can

be tabulated as follows

(fl) By reflection upon the activity of the mind in the

construction of experience, yielding the intuition of a

pure manifold
,

or (^) by reflection upon the space

endowed products of experience ^ The latter mode of

reflection may leveal

(a) A pure manifold distinct from the manifold of

sense, or

(/}) Space as a form of the sensuous manifold

There are thus thiee different ways (a, a, P) in which the

second view can be developed (a) represents the view of

the Dtssertatton (1770), of the reply to Eberhard (1790), and
of those parts of the first edition’s deduction of the categories

which are of very early origin
, («) represents the final

standpoint of the Analytic^ (fi), the prevailing view of the

present day, is nowhere accepted by Kant ®

Kant s utterances m the Aestftehc are all of them coloured

by the first main view We can best approach them by way
of the contrasted teaching of the Dtssertatton of 1770 The
teaching there formulated practically coincides, as above
stated, with (a) of the second mam view Space, he main-
tains, IS neither innate nor acquired from sense experience

“Certainly both conceptions [of time and of space] are un
doubtedly acquired, not indeed by abstraction from our sensations

of objects (for sensation gives the matter, not die form of human

> A 196=^6 241 , A 293sB 349
* That IS m say, m his published wnUngs It finds expression in one, and

only one of the kefiexutttn (u 410 ' Both qwce and tune are nothing but
combinaUons of aensuous nnpramons “}
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cognition), but from the mind’s own action m co-ordinatmg its sensa

tions in accordance with unchanging laws Each represents, as it

were, an immutable type, and so can be known intuitively Sensa
tions excite this act of mind but do not contribute to the intuition

There is here nothing innate except this law of the mind according

to which it conjoins in a certaui manner the sensations derived from
the presence of some object ” ^

How this view IS to be reconciled with the contention,

no less explicitly maintained,^ that space is not only a form
of intuition but itself a pure intuition, Kant does not make
clear Reflection upon an activity of the mind may yield the

representation of space as a form
, it is difficult to comprehend

how it should also yield an a prtort content
Kant nowhere m the Critique directly discusses the

question whether the representation of space is innate or

acquired Such suggestions as occur refer (with the solitary

exceptions of A 196 = B 241 and B 166 ff)® only to the cate

gories,^ or as in the Prolegomena ® to the Ideas of reason But
in 1790 Kant in his reply to Eberhard® again formulates the

view of the Dissertation The Critique allows, he there says,

of no innate representations All, without exception, are

acquired But of certain representations there is an original

acquisition {ursprungltcJie Erwerbung) Their ground {Grund)
IS inborn In the case of space this ground is the mind’s
peculiar capacity for acquiring sensations in accordance with
Its subjective constitution ^

“This first formal ground is alone inborn, not the space representa

tion Itself For it always requires impressions to determine the

faculty of knowledge to the representation of an object (which in

every case is its own action) Thus anses the formal intuition,

which we name space, as an originally acquired representation (the

form of outer objects in general), the ground of which (as mere
receptivity) is likewise inborn, and the acqmsition of which long

antedates the determinate conception of things which are m accord
ance with this form ” ®

That last remark is confusing Kant cannot mean that

the representation of space is acquired prior to sense
experience, but only that since the mind gains it by reflection

Upon its own activity, it is among the first things to be

' §i,i 5« Coroll at the end ® Cf § 12 quoted above, p 89 « 2
* lAiere idso Kant teaches that the representation of space is gained from the

space endowed objects of experience

«aBr *143
* Uidnr etne Entdeckung nach dtr aUe nem Knitk der retnen Krtitk dutch

erne tdtere enthelMteh gemacht taerden sM
t ^ vui pp. 221 2 * Loc at p 222
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apprehended—an extremely questionable assertion, could the

premisses be granted If “the determinate conception of

things” comes late, still later must come the determinate

conception of anything so abstract as pure space The above
passage thus repeats without essential modification the teach*

mg of the Dts ?ertaito», and is open to the same objections

This teaching coincides with that of Leibniz in his Nouveaux
Essais

,

and in formulating it in the Dasertatton Kant was
very probably influenced bv Leibniz Though it is an im
provement upon the more extreme forms of the Cartesian

doctrine of innate ideas, it does not go sufficiently far

Now while Kant thus in 1770 and in 1790 so emphatically

teaches that the representation of space is not innate, he none
the less, in the intermediate period represented by the AestAeitc,

would seem to maintain the reactionary view Space is no
mere potential disposition As a conscious representation it

lies ready in the mind What, then, were the causes which
constrained Kant to go back upon his own better views and to

adopt so retrogr,ade a position? The answer must be con
jectural but may perhaps be found in the other main point in

which the teaching of the Aesthetic is distinguished from that

of the Dissertation Throughout the Critique Kant insists

that space is a form of receptivity It is given to the mind
It has nothing to do with spontaneity or understanding,

and therefore cannot be acquired by reflection upon any
activity of the mind But neither can it, as a priori, be
acquired from without Consequently it cannot be acquired

at all But if given, and yet not acquired, it must as a

representation he ready in the mind from the very birth of
consciousness Constrained by such reasoning, Kant views it

as given in all its completeness just as truly as is a sensation

of colour or sound This conclusion may not be satisfactory

Kant’s candid recognition of it is, however, greatly preferable

to the blurring of the issue by most of his commentators
Kant came, no doubt, to the more consistent position of

the Aesthetic chiefly through further reflection upon the argu-
ments of the Dissertation^ and especially by recognition of the

fact that though reflection upon an activity of the mind may
be regarded as yielding a form of intuition, it can hardly be
capable of yielding a pure manifold which can be substituted

for, and take the place of, the manifold of sense There are

for Kant only two ways of escape from this unhappy quandary
{a) Either he must retuin to the Dissertation position, and
admit that the mind is active in the construction of space

^ Especially those which he had offered in support of the contention that pure
tnathematioal aci^c is intuitive^ not merely conceptual
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This he does in the 1790 reply to Eberhard, but only by mis
representing his own teaching in the Critique In order con
sistently to maintain that space is acquired by reflection upon
an activity of the mind, he would have to recast the entire

Aesthetic, as well as much of the Analytic, and to do so in

ways which cannot genuinely harmonise with the mam
tendencies of his teaching ^ (^) No such obstacle lay in the

way of an alternative modification of his position Kant
might very easily have given up the contention that space is

a pure intuition If he had been willing to recognise that the
sole possible manifold of intuition is sensuous, he could then
have maintained that though space is innate as a potential

form of receptivity, it is acquired only through reflection upon
the space endowed products of sensibility So obvious are

the advantages of this position, so completely does it harmonise
with the facts of experience and with the teaching of modern
psychology, and so obscure are the various passages in which
Kant touches on this central issue, that man> of his most
competent commentators are piepared to regard it as being
the actual teaching of the Critique The evidence ® seems to

me, however to refute this interpretation of Kant s position

The traditional, Cartesian, semi mystical worship of mathe
matical truth, as altogether independent of the contingencies

of sense experience, and as a body of knowledge absolutely

distinct in origin from the merely empirical sciences, influences

Kant’s thinking even at the very moment when he is mam
taming, in opposition to the Cartesians, that its subject matter
IS a merely subjective intuition Kant, as it would seem,
still maintains that there is a pure manifold of intuition

distinct from the manifold of sense
,
and so by the inevit

able logic of his thought is constrained to view space as

innate in conscious foim This is not, of course, a conclusion

which he could permanently stand by, but its elimination

would have involved a more radical revision of his whole
view of pure intuition and of mathematical science than he
was willing to undertake Though m the Analytic he has
come to recognise * that it is acquired by reflection upon
objects, to the end he would seem to persist in the difficult

contention that such reflection yields a pure manifold distinct

from the manifold of sense* His belief that mathematical

^ Cf below, p 291 ff
,
on Kant s reasons for developing bis doctrine of inner

sense
^

* AS no one passage can be regarded as quite decisively proving Kant s belief

m a pure manifold of intuition, the question can only be decided by a collation of

all the relevant statements in the light of the general tendencies of ICant $ thinking
’ This at least would seem to be implied m the wording of his later positions

It is not explicitly avowed * Cf A 76 7»B toa
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science is based upon pure intuition prevented him from
recognising that though space may be a pure form of in

tuition, It can never by itself constitute a complete intuition

Its sole possible content is the manifold of sense But even
apart from the fact that our ipprehension of space is always
empirically conditioned, Kant’s view of mathematical pro
positions as giounded in intuition is, as already observed,

not itself tenable For though intuitions may perhaps be the

uhimate subject matter of geometry, concepts are its sole

possible instruments Intuitions yield scientific insight in

exact proportion to our powers of restating then complex
content in the terms of abstract thought Until the evidence

which they supply has been thus intellectually tested and
defined, they cannot be accepted as justifying even the

simplest proposition ^

The complicated ambiguities of Kant s treatment of space

may be illustrated and further clarified by discussion of

another difficulty Is space a totum analyttcuni or a totum
syntkeheum ? Does the whole precondition the parts, or does

It arise through combination of the parts? Or to ask
another but connected question, do we intuit infinitude or is

It conceptually apprehended only as the presupposition of our

limited intuitions ? To these questions diametrically opposite

answers can be cited from the Crtitque As we have above
noted, Kant teaches in the Aesthetic that space is given as a

whole, and that the parts arise only by limitation of it But
in A 162 = B 203 we find him also teaching that a magnitude
1^ to be entitled extensive

‘ the representation ot the parts makes possible and
therefore necessarily precedes, the representation of the whole I

cannot represent to mystlf a line, however small, without drawing it

m thought, t e generating from a point all its parts one after another,

and thus for the first time recoiding this intuition
”®

He adds in the second edition that extensive magnitude
cannot be appiehended save thiough a “synthesis of the
manifold,” a “ combination of the homogeneous

'

The note which Kant appends to B 136 is a very strange
combination of both views It first of all reaffirms the doctrine

of the Aesthetic that space and time are not concepts, but in

tuitions within which as in a unity a multitude of representa

tions are contained
,
and then proceeds to argue that space

^ Cf above pp xhi 3842, below pp 11820 12834
The list statement may be mor<. freely translated Only in this way can I

get the intuition before me m visible form Cf below, pp 135 6 347 8, 359
’ 6 202 3
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and time, as thus componte, must presuppose an antecedent

synthesis In A 505 = B 533 we find a similar attempt to

combine both assertions

“ The parts of a given appearance are first given through and in

the regress of decomposing s}fithests (decompontrenden Synthesis)^'

The clash of conflicting tenets which Kant is striving to

reconcile could hardly find more fitting expression than in

this assertion of an analytic synthesis The same conflict

appears, though in a less violent form, in \ 438 = B 466

‘ Space should properly be called not compositum but totum, since

Its parts are possible only in the whole, not the whole through the

parts It might, indeed, be said to be a compositum that is tdeale,

but not reale That, however is a mere subtlety
” ^

The arguments by which Kant proves space to be an a
priori intuition rest upon the view that space is given as infinite^

and that its parts arise through limitatton of this prior existent

whole But a piinciple absolutely fundamental to the entiie

Critique is the counter principle, that all analysis rests upon
and presupposes a previously exercised synthesis Sj nthesis

or totality as such can never be given Only in so far as a whole
is synthetically constructed can it be apprehended by the mind
Representation of the parts precedes and renders possible repre

sentation of the whole

The solution of the dilemma aiising out of these diverse

views demands the drawing of two distinctions First,

between a synthesised totality and a principle of synthesis

,

the former may involve a prior synthesis
,
the latter does

not depend upon synthesis, but expresses the predeterr lined

nature of some special form of synthesis Secondly, it

demands a distinction between the a prion manifolds of

space and time and the empirical manifold which is appre

hended in and through them This, as we have already

noted, is a distinction difficult to take quite ser ously, and
IS entirely unsupported by psychological evidence But it

would seem to be insisted upon by Kant, and to have been

a determining factor in the formulation of several of his

main doctrines

In terms of the first distinction we are compelled to

recognise that the view of space which underlies the Aesthetic

IS out of harmony with the teaching of the Analytic In the

Aesthetic Kant interprets space not merely as a form of

intuition but also as a formal intuition, which is given com

* Cf Keflexumen u 393, 409 465 630 649
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plete in its totality, and which is capable of being apprehended
independently of its empirical contents, and even prior to

them That would seem to be the view of space which is

presupposed in Kant s explanation of pure mathematical
science The passages from the Analytic, quoted above, are,

howevei its express recantation Space, as the intuition of
a manifold, is a totum syntheticum, not a totuni analyticum
It IS constiuctcd, not given The divergence of views

b'^twetn the Aestluhc and the Analytic springs out of the

difficulty of meeting at once the logical demands of a world
which Kant conceives objectively and the psychological

demands which arise when this same world is conceived as

subjectively conditioned In principle, the whole precedes

the parts in the process of being bi ought into existence as

an intuition, the paits precede the whole The principle

which determines oui apprehension of any space however
small or however large, is that it exists in and thiough
universal space This is the principle which undeilies both
the synthetic construction of space and also its apprehension

once It IS constiuctcd In principle, therefore, le in the

order of logical thought, the whole piecedes the parts * The
process, however, which this principle governs and directs,

cannot start with space as a whole, but must adijance to

It through synthesis of smaller parts

But Kant docs not himself recognise any conflict between
this teaching and the doctrine of the Aesthetic He seems to

himself meiely to be making moie definite a position which
he has consistently held all along and this was possible

owing to his letention and more efficient formulation of the

second of the two distinctions mentioned above vir that

between the manifold of sense ind the manifold of intuition

This distinction enables him to graft the new view upon the

old, and so in the vei/ act of insisting upon the indispens

ablencss of the conceptual syntheses of understanding, none
the less to maintan his view of geometry as an intuitive

science

"Space and time contain a minifold of puie a ptwn intuition,

but at the same time are conditions of the receptivity of our mind
—conditions under which alone it can receive representations of

’ This indeed is Kant s reason for describing space as an Idea of reason Cf
below pp 97 8

C cometry is for Kant the fundamental and chief mathematical science (cf

A 39= B 56 and Jhi^trtahm § ij <) In this respect he is a disciple of Newton,
not a follower of Lubniz His neglect to take adequate account of arithmetic and
algebra is due. to this cause Just as in speaking of the manifold of sense he almost
invariably has sight alone iii view so in speaking of mathematical science he
usuall) icfeis onh to „comtuy and the kindred disaplme of pure mechames
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objects, and which therefore must also affect the concept of them
But if this manifold is to be known, the spontaneit) of our thinking

requires that it be gone through m a certain way, taken up, and
connected This action I name synthesis Such a synthesis is

pure, if the manifold is not empincal, but is given a pnofi, as is that

of space and of lime ’ ^

Thus Kant recognises that space, as apprehended b\ us,

IS constructed, not given, and so by implication that the infini

tude of space is a principle of apprehension, not a given tn

tuition But he also holds to the view that it contains a pure,

and presumably infinite manifold, given as such In what
this pure m tnifold consists, and how the description of it as a
manifold, demanding synthesis for its apprehension, is to be
reconciled with its continuity, Kant nowhere even attempts to

explain Nor does he show what the simple elements 11 e

from which the synthesis of apprehension and reproduction

in pure intuition might stait The unity and multiplicity

of space are indeed, as he himself lecognises,^ inseparibly

involved in one another
,
and recognition of this fact must

render it extremely difficult to assign them to sepaiate faculties

For the same reason it is impossible to distinguish tempoially,

as Kant so frequently does, the processes of synthesis and of

analysis,* making the formei in all cases precede the latter in

time The very nature of space and time, and, as he came to

recognise, the very niturc of all Ideas of leason in so far as

they inaolve the notion of the unconditioned, conflict with

such a view
Even when Kant is dealing with space as a piinciple of

synthesis he speaks with no veiy certain voice In the

Analytic it is ascribed to the co operation of sensibilitj and
understanding In the Dialtctic it is, by implieation, asciibed

to Reason
,

and in the Metaphysical First Ptinciplei it is

explicitly so ascribed

“ Absolute space cannot be object of experience
,
for space without

matter is no object of perception, and yet it is a nccessarj coneejition

of Reason, and therefore nothing but a mere Idea * ‘ Absolute sp ice

IS not necessary as a conception of an actual object, but as an Idea
which can serve as rule

” •’

Kant's teaching in the Critique of Judgment is a further

development of this position

“ Tfhe mind listens to the voice of Reason which, for every given

* A 76 7 = B loa Cf B 160 I n
* Cf above pp 90 92 ff below pp 171 226 9 267 70 337

* Cf B 160 * Metaphysical First Prtnciples M' iv p 559, cf p 481
^ Op at p 560

H
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magnitude—even for those that can never be entirely apprehended,

although (in sensible representation) they are judged as entirely

given—requires totality It does not even except the infinite

(spare and pist time) from this requirement, on the contrary, it

renders it unavoidable to think the infinite (in the judgment of

common reason) as enfitely gtxen (in its totality) But the infinite i

absolutely (not merely comparatively^ great Compared with it

everything else (of the same kind of magnitudes) is small But what
IS most important is that the men. ability to think it as a whole indi

cates a f leulty of mind which surpasses every standard of sense

The hatt capability of thinktne; the given infinite without contradiction

requires in the human mind a faculty itself supersensible Foi it is

only by means of this faculty and its Idea of a noumenon that

the infinite of the world of sense, in the pure intellectual estimation

of magnitude, can be compktUy comprehended undti one concept

Nature is, therefore, sublime in those of its phenomena, whose
intuition brings with it the Idea of its infinity For just as

imagination and undei itandin^, in judging of the beautiful, generate a

subjective puiposivcness of the mental powers by means of their

harmony, so imagination and Jieason do so by means of their

conflict
” 1

Kant has here departed very fai indeed from the position

of the AeUhettc

' Critique ofpudi,mmt 26 7 Fng trans pp Ii5i6andl2i
Cf 1)1 low pp 102 n 165 6 390 I
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SECTION I

SPACE

METAPHYSICAL EXPOSIIION OF THE CONCLPIION
01- SPACE'

Space First Argument — “Space is nol an empiric U concept

{Begnff) which has been abstracted from outer experiences For in

order that certain sensations be related to something outside me (t e

to something in another region of space from that in which I find

myself), and similarly m order that I may be able to represent them
as outside [and alongside^ ® one another, and accordingly as not only

[qualitatw ely] different but as in different places the representation

of space must be presupposed {must schon rum Gninde Itegen) 1 he

representation of space cannot, therefore, be empirically obtained at

secondhand from the relations of outer appearance This outer

experience is itself possible at all only through th it representation ’ ’

The first sentence states the thesis of the argument tpace tr

not an empirical concept abstractedfrom outer cxpei tences The
use of the term Begt iff m the title of the section, and also in

this sentence, is an instance of the looseness with which Kant
employs his terms It is here synonymous with the term
representation {Vot stellung), which covers intuitions as well as

general or discursive concepts Consequently, the contradic

tion IS only verbal, not real, when Kant pioceeds to prove
that the concept of space is an intuition, not a concept But
this double employment of the term is none the less misleading

When Kant employs it in a strict sense, it signifies solely the

general class concept * All true concepts are for Kant of that

single type He has not re defined the term concept in any

' The title of this section and the points raised in the opening paragraph are

commented upon below Cf pp no 11415 I34 ff I pass at once to the first

space argument
* Added in second edition

• This argument is an almost verbal repetition of the first argument on spare

fn the Dtssettaiion § 15
' Cf below pp 106 7 126 132 3, 177 84, 338 9

99
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manner which would render it applicable to the relational

categories For unfortunately, and very ?l!Jrangely, he never

seems to have raised the question whether categories are not

also concepts The application to the forms of understanding

of the separate title categories seems to have contented him
Much that is obscure and even contradictory in his teaching

might h ive been prevented had he recognised that the term
concept is a generic title which includes, as its sub species,

both general notions and relational categories

Kant’s limitation of the term concept to the merely generic,^

and his consequent equating of the categorical proposition

with the assertion of the substance attribute relation,^ would
seem in large part to be tiaceable to his desire to preserve

for himself, in the pioneer labours of his Critical enquiries,

the guiding clues of the distinctions drawn in the traditional

logic Kant insists on holding to them, at least in outward
appearance, at whatever sacrifice of strict consistency Critical

doctrine is made to confoim to the exigencies of an artificial

framework, with which its own tenets are only in very imperfect

harmony Appreciation of the lamifying influence, and, as

regards the detail of exposition, of the far-reaching conse
quences, of this desire to conform to the time honoured
rubrics, is indeed an indispensable preliminary to any adequate
estimate whether of the strength or of the defects of the

Critical doctrines As a separate and ever present influence

in the detei mining of Kant’s teaching, this factor may con-

veniently and compendiously be entitled Kant’s logical archt

tectonic^ We shall have frequent occasion to observe its

effects *

The second sentence gives expression to the fact through
Which Kant proves his thesis Certain sensations, those of
the special senses as distinguished from the organic sensations,*

are related to something which stands in a different region of
space from theembodied self, and consequently areapprehended

^
as differing from one another not only in quality but also in

spatial position As is proved later in tlie Analyttc, thought
plays an indispensable part in constituting this reference of
sensations to objects Kant here, howevei, makes no mention
of this further complication He postulates, as he ftiay

legitimately do at this stage, the fact that our sensations are

* Cf above, p 37 ff
,
below, p 178 ff

^ That IS particularly obvious in Kant s formulation of his problem fit the
IrUroduetmi For that is the assumption which un^Nrhes his mode of <toUngu)[^
mg between aalytic and synthetic judgments C£ above p 37

* Cf above, p xxb * C? especially, pp. i&|l 332 6 419, 474, 479
* I here use the more rood/m terms Kan^ in § 14, distin^idha

between them as and
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thus objectively interpieted, and limits his enquiry to the

spatial factor Now the argument, as Vaihinger justly points

out,^ hinges upon the assumption which Kant hiS already

embodied * in his definition of the “ foim ” of sense, viz that

sensations are non spatial purely qualitative Though this

IS an assumption of which Kant nowhere attempts to give

proof. It serves none the less as an unquestioned premiss from
which he draws all important conclusions This first argu

ment on space derives its force entirely from it

The proof that the representation of space is non empiiical

may therefore be explicitly stated as follow s As sensations

are non spatial and differ only qualitatively, the representa

tion of space must have been added to them And not

being supplied by the given sensations, it must, as the only

alternative, have been contributed by the mind The repre

sentation of space, so far from being derived from external

experience, is what first renders it possible As a subjective

form that lies ready m the mind, it precedes experience

and CO operates in generating it This proof of the apiiority

of space IS thus proof of the priority of the represmtatton of

space to every empirical perception

In thus interpreting Kant’s argument as proving more
than the thesis of the first sentence claims, we are certainly

reading into the proof more than Kant has himself given full

expression to But, as is clearly shown b> the aigument of

the next section, we are only stating what Kant actually takes

the argument as having proved, namely, that the representa

tion of space is not only non empirical but is likewise of

subjective oiigin and precedes experieice in temporal fashion

The point of view which underlies and inspires the argu

ment can be defined even more precisely Kant’s con
elusion may be interpreted in either of two ways The form
pf space may precede experience only as a potentiality

Existing as a power of co-ordination,® it will come to con-

sciousness only indirectly through the addition which it

makes to the given sensations Though subjective in origin.

It will be revealed to the mind only in and through expen
lence This view may indeed be reconciled with the terms of

the proof But a strictly literal interpretation of its actual

“'Wording IS more in keeping with what, as we shall find, is

j* 11 p i6S ® Cf above pp 85 8

Dissertatim S 1$ D Space is not anything objective and real It is

diier si^stance nor accident nor relation, but is subjective and ideal proceed

a mSed law from nature of the mind» and being as it were, a schema for

CO ordmating in the manner which it presenbes all external sensations whatso
ever’’ And $ 15^ corc^arv at end ‘Action o| the mind co ordmating its

sensations in accordance with abiding laws
”
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the general trend of the Aesthetic as a whole We are then
confronted by a very different and extremely paradoxical view,

which may well seem too naive to be accepted by the modern
reader, but which we seem forced,^ none the less, to regard as

the view actually presented in the text before us Kant here

asserts, m the most explicit manner, that the mind, m order

to construe sensations in spatial terms, must already be in

possession of a tepresentation of space and that it is in the

light of this lepresentation that it apprehends sensations

The conscious representation of space precedes in time ex
ternal experience Such, then, would seem to be Kant’s first

argument on space It seeks to establish a negative con
elusion, VIZ that space is not derived from experience But,

in so doing, it also yields a positive psychological explana
tion of its origin

Those commentators who refuse to recognise that Kant’s

problem is in any degree psychological, or that Kant himself

so regards it, and who consequently seek to interpret the

Aesthetic from the point of view of certain portions of the

Analytic, give a very different statement of this first argument
They state it in purely logical terms ® Its problem, they
claim, IS not that of determining the origin of our representa-

tion of space, but only its logical relation to our specific

sense experiences The notion of space in general precedes,

as an indispensable logical piesupposition, all particular

specification of the space relation Consciousi ess of space as

a whole is not constructed from consciousness of partial

spaces , on the contrary the latter is only possible in and
through the former

Such an argument does of course represent a valuable truth

,

and It alone harmonises with much in Kant’s maturer teach

ing
,
* but we must not therefore conclude that it is also the

teaching of the Aesthetic The Critique contains too great

a variety of tendencies, too rich a complexity of issues, to

allow of such simplification It loses more than it gams by
such rigorous pruning of the luxuriant secondary tendencies

of its exposition and thought And above all, this procedure
involves the adoption by the commentator of impossible
responsibilities, those of deciding what is essential and valu-

able in Kant’s thought and what is irrelevant The value

#

^ Especially m view of the third and fourth arguments on space and of {(ant’s

teaching in the transcendental exposition

h g Cohen Riehl Caird, Watson
* Cf Watson 7h0 Philosophy of Kant explatmd p 83 *Kant, therefore,

concludes from the logical pnonty of space twit it is a prton
^ Upon It Kant bases the assertion that space is an tdea of reason cf above,

pp 96 5 and below pp 161; 6 390

1
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and suggestiveness of Kant’s philosophy largely consist m his
sincere appreciation of conflicting tendencies, and in his
persistent attempt to reduce them to unity with the least
possible sacrifice But in any case the logical interpretation
misrepresents this particular argument Kant is not here dis
tinguishing between space in general and its specific modifica
tions He is maintaining that no space relation can be revealed
in sensation It is not only that the apprehension of any
limited space presupposes the representation of space as a
whole Both partial and infinite space are of mental origin

,

sensation, as such, is non spatial, purely subjective And
lastly, the fact that Kant means to assert that space is not
only logically presupposed but is subjectively generated, is

sufficiently borne out by his frequent employment elsewhere
in the Aeithettc of such phrases as ' the subjective condition
of sensibility,’ “lying ready in oui minds,’ and “necessaiily
preceding [as the iorm of the subject’s receptivity] all intuitions
of objects

’

Second Argument—Having pioved by the first argument
that the representation of space is not of empirical origin,

Kant in the second argument proceeds to establish the posi
tive conclusion that it is a prtort ^ The proof, when all its

assumptions are rendered explicit, runs as follows Thests
Space IS a necessary representation, and consequently is

a prtort Proof It is impossible to imagine the absence of
space, though it is possible to imagine it as existing without
objects to fill It A representation which it is impossible for

the mind to be without is a necessary representation But
necessity is one of the two criteria of the a prtort The proof
of the necessary character of space is therefore also a proof
of its being a prtort

The argument, more freely stated, is that what is em
pirically given from without can be thought away, and that
since space cannot be thus eliminated, it must be grounded
in our subjective organisation, t e must be psychologically a
priori The argument, as stated by Kant, emphasises the
apriority, not the subjectivity, of space, but none the less

the asserted apriority is psychological, not logical in character
For the criterion employed is not the impossibility of thinking
otherwise, but our incapacity to represent this specific element
as absent The ground upon which the whole argument is

made to rest is the merely brute fact (asserted by Kant) of
our incapacity to think except in terms of space

The argument is, however, complicated by the drawing
of a further consequence, which follows as a corollary from

^ This second argument is not in the Dissertatton
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the mam conclusion From the subjective necessity of space

follows its objective necessity Space being necessary a
prtort, objects can only be apprehended in and through it

Consequently it is not dependent upon the objects appre-

hended, but Itself underlies outer appearances as the conditicm

of their possibility This corollary is closely akin to the first

argument on space, and differs from it only in orientation

The first argument has a psychological purpose It maintains

that the representation of space precedes external experience,

causally conditioning it The coiollary has a more objective

aim It concludes that space is a necessary constituent of

the external experience thus generated The one proves

that space is a necessary j ibjecttve antecedent the other that

It IS a necessaiy objective ingredient ^

lo consider the proof m detail The exact words which
Kant employs in stating the nerum probandi of the argument
are that we can never represent {eine Vorstellung davon machen)
space as non existent, though we can very well think {denken)

it as being empty of objects The terms Vot dellung and
denken are vague and misleading Kant himoclf recognises

that It is possible to conceive that there aie beings who intuit

objects in some other manner than in space He cannot
theiefore mean that we are unable to think or conceive space

as non existent lie must mean that ^e cannot in imagina
tion intuit it as absent It is the necessary form of all our

intuitions, and therefore also of imagination, which is intuitive

in character Our consciousness is dependent upon given
intuitions for its whole content, and to that extent space is

a form with which the mind can never by any possibility

dispense Pure thought enables it to realise this de facto

limitation, but not to break f-ee from it Even in admitting
the possibility of other beings who are not thus constituted,

the mind still lecognises its own ineluctable limitations

Kant offers no proof of his assertion that space can be
intuited in image as empty of all sensible content

,
and as a

matter of fact the assertion is false Doubtless the use of
the vague term Vorstellung is in great part responsible for

Kant’s mistaken position So long as imagination and
thought are not clearly distinguished, the assertion is corre-

spondingly indefinite Pure space may possibly be conceived^

but It can also be conceived as altogether non-existent If,

on the other hand, our imaginative power is alone in question,

^ Cf VAihaiger li pp 196 7 Tbe corresponding argument on tune m the
form m which it is given in the second edition, is as we shall find seriously mb
leading It has caused Herbart and others to misinterpret the connecUon m which
this corollary stands to the main thesis Herbart’s interpretation is considered
below, p 1*4 ^ m
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the asserted fact must be categorically denied With the
elimination of all sensible content space itself ceases to be a
possible image Kant’s proof thus rests upon a misstatement
of fact

In a second respect Kant s proof is open to criticism He
takes the impossibility of imagining space as absent as pioof
that It originates from within The argument is valid only
if no other psychological explanation can be given of this

necessity, as for instance through indissoluble association or
through Its being an invariable element in the given sensations
Kant s Ignoring of these possibilities is due to his unquestion
mg belief that sensations are non spatial, purely qualitative
That IS a presupposition whose truth is necessary to the
cogency of the argument

Third Argument —This argument, which was omitted in

the second edition, will be considered in its connection with
the transcendental exposition into which it was then meiged

Fourth (in second edition, Third) Argument— The next two
arguments seek to show that space is not a discuisive oi

general concept but an intuition The fiist proof falls into
twopirts (a) We can represent only a single spate For
though jire speak of many spaces, we mean only paits of one
and the same single space Space must therefore be an
intuition Foi only intuition is thus dnectly related to a
single individual A concept always refers indirectly /er
notas communes^ to a plurality of individuals (^) The parts
of space cannot precede the one all-comprehensive space
They can be thought only in and through it They arise
through lunitation of it Now the pcirts (z e the attributes)
which compose a concept precede it in thought Through
combination of them the concept is formed Space cannot
therefore, be a concept Consequently it must, as the only
remaining alternative, be an intuition Only in an intuition

does the whole precede the parts In a concept the parts
always precede the whole Intuition stands for multiplicity
in unity, conception for unity in multiplicity

The first part of the argument refers to the extension, the
second part to the intension of the space representation In
both aspects it appears as intuitional ^

Kant, in repeatmg his thesis as a conclusion from the
above grounds, confuses the reader by an addition which is

not strictly relevant to the argument, viz by the state-

ment that this intuition must be non-empirical and a priori

This IS simply a recapitulation of what has been established
in the preying proofs It is not, as might at first sight

^

^ Cf Vaihisger, u p 220
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appear, part of the conclusion established by the argument
under consideration The reader is the more apt to be misled
owing to the fact that very obviously arguments for the non-
empirical and for the a priori character of space can be
derived from proof {V) That space is non empirical would
follow from the fact that representation of space as a whole
IS necessary for the apprehension of any part of it Empirical
intuition can only yield the apprehension of a limited space
The apprehension of the comprehensive space within which
It falls must therefore be non empirical

“ As we uituitivdy apprehend {anschauend erkennen) not only the
space of the object which affects our senses, but the whole space,

space cannot arise out of the actual affection of the senses, but must
precede it in time {vor thr vorhergehen)

' *

But in spite of its forcibleness this argument is nowhere
presented in the Critique

Similarly, in so far as particular spaces can be conceived
only m and through space as a whole, and in so far as the
former are limitations of the one antecedent space, the in

tuition which underlies all external perception must be a
prion This is in essentials a stronger and more cogeait mode
of formulating the second argument on space But again, and
very strangely, it is nowhere employed by Kant in this form

The concluding sentence, ambiguously introduced by the
words so werden auch, is tacked on to the preceding argument
Interpreted in the light of § 1 5 C of the Dissertation,^ and of
the corresponding fourth® argument* on time, it may be
taken as offering further proof that space is an intuition
The concepts of line and triangle, however attentively con
templated, will never reveal the proposition that m every
triangle two sides taken together are greater than the third

An a prion intuition will alone account for such apodictic
knowledge This concluding sentence thus really belongs to
the transcendental exposition

,
and as such ought, like the

third argument, to have been omitted m the second edition
Kant’s proof rests on the assumption that there are only

two kinds of representation, intuitions and concepts, and also
in equal degree upon the further assumption that all concepts

^ Reflexionen ii 403
* “That in space there are no more than three dimensions that between two

points there can be but one straight line that m a plane surface from a given
point with a given straight Ime a circle is descnbabie, cannot be inferred from
any univLr<%al notion of space^ but tan only be discerned m space as m tha
concrete C£ also Prde^omena § 12

* In the second edition the third
* I or a different view cf Vaihinger» u p. 233

^
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ate of one and the same type ^ Intuition is, for Kant, the

apprehension of an individual Conception is always the

representation of a class or genus Intuition is immediately re

lated to the individual Conception is reflective 01 discursive

,

It apprehends a plurality of objects indirectly through the

representation of those marks which are common to them all *

Intuition and conception having been defined in this manner,
the proof that space is single or individual and that in it

the whole precedes the parts, is proof conclusive that it lo an
intuition, not a conception Owing, however, to the narrow
ness of the field assigned to conception, the realm occupied

by intuition is proportionately wide, and the conclusion is not
as definite and as important as might at first sight appear
By Itself, It amounts merely to the statement, which no one
need challenge, that space is not a geneiic class concept
Incidentally certain unique characteristics of space are, indeed,

forcibly illustrated, but the implied conclusion that space on
account of these characteristics must belong to receptivity, not

to understanding, does not by any means follow It has not,

for instance, been proved that space and time are radically

distinct from the categoiics, t e from the relational forms of

understanding
In 1770, while Kant still held to the metaphysical validity

of the pure forms of thought, the many difficulties which result

from the asciiption of independent reality to space and time
were, doubtless, a sufficient reason for regarding the latter as

subjective and sensuous But upon adoption of the Critical

standpoint such argument is no longer valid If all our forms
of thought may be subjective, the existence of antinomies has
no real bearing upon the question whether space and time do
or do not have a different constitution and a different mental
origin from the categories The antinomies, that is to say,

may perhaps suffice to prove that space and time are subjec-

tive , they certainly do not establish their sensuous character

But though persistence of the older, un Critical opposi
tion between the intellectual and the sensuous was partly

responsible for Kant’s readiness to regard as radical the very
obvious differences between a category such as that of sub
stance and attribute and the visual or tactual extendedness
with which objects are endowed, it can hardly be viewed as

the really decisive influence That would rather seem to be
traceable to Kant’s conviction that mathematical knowledge is

unique both in fruitfulness and in certainty, and to his further

belief that it owes Ihis distinction to the content character of

* Cf above, pp 99 100 below, pp ia5, l8o i, 184 338 9
• Cf below, p 180

*
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the a prton fornib upon which it rests For though the cate

gones of the physical sciences are likewise a prtort, they are

exclusively relational^ and serve only to organise a material

that IS empirically given To account for the superiority of

mathematical knowledge Kant accordingly felt constrained to

regard space and time as not merelyforms in terms of which
we interpret the matter of sense, but as also themselves

intuited objects^ and as therefore possessing a character

altogether different from anything which can be ascribed to

the pure understanding The opposition between fotms of
sense and categories of the undei standing, in the strict

Kantian mode of envisaging that opposition, is thus insepar-

ably bound up with Kant’s doctrine of space and time as

being not only forms of intuition, but as also in their punty
and independence themselves intuitions Even the sensuous

subject matter of puie mathematics—so Kant would seem to

contend

—

n a prioi i in nature If this latter view be questioned

—and to the modern reader it is indeed a stone of stumbling
—much of the teaching of the Aesthetic will have to be
modified oi at least restated

Fifth (in second edition. Fourth) Arcrument—This argument
IS quite differently stated in the two editions of the Critique,

though the purpose of the argument is again in both cases

to prove that space is an intuition, not a general concept
In the first edition this is proved by reference to the fact

that space is given as an infinite magnitude This character

istic of our space representation cannot be accounted for so

long as it is legarded as a concept A general conception

of space which would abstiact out those properties and
relations which are common to all spaces, to a foot as

well as to an ell, could not possibly determine anything in

regard to magnitude For since spaces differ in magnitude,

any one magnitude cannot be a common quality Space is,

however, given us as determined in magnitude, namely, as

being of infinite magnitude
,
and if a general conception .of

space relations cannot determine magnitude, still less can it

determine infinite magnitude Such infinity must be derived

from limitlessness in the piogression of intuition Our con-

ceptual representations of infinite magnitude must be deriva

tive products, acquired from this intuitive source

In the argument of the second edition the thesis is again

established by reference to the infinity of space But in all

other respects the argument differs from that of the first

edition A general conception, which absi|racts out common

‘ Cf above, p jqptvi below pp 176 if 191 195 6, a$7 *90 i. 4O4

413
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qualities from a plurality of particulars, contains an infinite

number of possible different representations under it
,
but it

cannot be thought as containing an infinite number of repre

sentations tn it Space must, however, be thought in this

latter manner, for it contains an infinite number of coexisting

parts ^ Since, then, space cannot be a concept, it must be an
intuition

The definiteness of this conclusion is somewhat obscured

by the further characterisation of the intuition of space as a
prton, and by the statement that it is the original (ursprUng
Itche) representation which is of this intuitive nature The
first addition must here, again, just as in the fourth argu
ment, be regarded as merely a recapitulation of what has
already been established, not a conclusion from the present

argument The introduction of the word ‘ original ’ seems to

be part of Kant s reply to the objections which had already

been made to his admission in the fiist edition that there is

a conception as well as an intuition of space It is the original

given intuition of space which renders such reflective concep
tion possible

The chief difficulty of these pi oofs arises out of the

asseition which they seem to involve that space is given as

actually infinite There are apparently, on this point, two
views in Kant, which were letained up to the veiy last, and
which are closely connected with his two representations of

space, on the one hand as aformal intuition given in its purity

and in its completeness, and on the othei hand as theform of
intuition, which exists only so far as it is constructed, and
which IS dependent for its content upon given matter

Thud Argament, and Transcendental Exposition of Space

The distinction between the metaphysical and the transcend

ental expositions, introduced in the second edition of the

Critique^ is one which Kant seems to have first made clear

to himself in the piocess of writing the Ptolegomena^ It is

a genuine improvement, marking an important distinction

It separates out two comparatively independent lines of

argument The terms in which the distinction is stated are

not, however, felicitous Kant’s reason for adopting the title

metaphysical is indicated in the Prolegomena

“As concerns the sources of metaphysical cognition, its very

concept implies that they cannot be empirical For it must not
4>

^ This statement occurs in a parenthesis
;

it has already been dwelt upon tn

the fourth (third) argument
> It has led Kant to substitute erortem for beirachim tn A ajsB 38
* Cf Vaihinger 11 p 151
^ § I (Eng trans p 13) Cf above, p 64
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be physical but metaphysical knowledge, t e knowledge lying beyond
expenence It is therefore a pnon knowledge, coming from
pure understanding and pure Reason ”

The metaphysical exposition, it would therefore seem, is

so entitled because it professes to prove that space is a pnon,
not empirical, and to do so by analysis of its concept ^ Now
by Kants own definition of the term transcendental, as the

theory of the a pnott, this exposition might equally well have
been named the transcendental exposition In any case it is

an essential and chief part of the Transcendental Aesthetic

Such division of the Transcendental Aesthetic into a meta
physical and a transcendental part involves a twofold use,

wider and narrower, of one and the same term Only as

descriptive of the whole Aesthetic is transcendental employed
in the sense defined

Exposition {Erorteiung, Lat expositio') is Kant’s substitute

for the more ordinaly term definition Definition is the term
which we should naturally have expected

,
but as Kant

holds that no given concept, whether a ptiort or empirical,

can be aefined in the stiict sense, he substitutes the term
exposition, using it to signify such definition of the nature

of space as is possible to us To complete the parallelism

Kant speaks of the transcendental enquiry as also an ex
position It IS, however, in no sense a definition Kant’s
terms here, as so often elsewhere, are employed in a more
or less arbitrary and extremely inexact manner

The distinction between the two expositions is taken by
Kant as follows The metaphysical exposition determines
the nature of the concept of space, and shows it to be a
given a pnon intuition The transcendental exposition
shows how space, when viewed in this manner, renders com
prehensible the possibility of synthetic a priori knowledge

The omission of the third argument on space fiom the

second edition, and its incorporation into the new transcend
ental exposition, is certainly an improvement In its location

m the first edition, it breaks in upon the continuity of Kant’s
argument without in any way contributing to the further

definition of the concept of space Also, in emphasising that

* This 1^ no doubt, one reason why Kant employs, in reference to space, the

unfortunate and confusing term concept m place of the wider term repre

sentation ( Verstetlung) Cf B 37 and above p 64
® Cf A 729=3 7S7 In place of the term dkfintttm I should prefer to

employ the term exposition For that is a more guarded expression, the claims of
which the critic may allow as being in a certain de^ee valid even though hd
entertain doubts as to the completeness of the analysis ” Cf 89 99 ^ > X05

Cf also Umenuchung uber die DetUltMeti der GrmdsaHe^ W u pp 1834
Augustine has said, '1 know well what time is but if any one asks me, I

cannot tell

'
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mathematical knowledge depends upon the construction of
concepts,^ Kant presupposes that space is intuitional

,
and

that has not yet been established

The argument follows the strict, rigorous, synthetic method
From the already demonstrated a prion character of space,

Kant deduces the apodictic certainty of all geometrical pun
ciples But though the paragraph thus expounds a conse
quence that follows from the a prion character of space,

not an argument in support of it, something in the nature

of an argument is none the less implied The fact that this

view of the i epresentation of space alone renders mathematical
science possible can be taken as confirming this interpreta-

tion of its nature Such an argument, though circular, is none
the less cogent Consideration of Kant's further statements,

that were space known in a merely empirical manner we
could not be sure that in all cases only one straight line is

possible between two points, or that space will always be
found to have three dimensions, must meantime be deferred *

In the new transcendental exposition Kant adopts the

analytic method of the Prolegomena^ and accordingly presents

his argument in independence of the results already established

He starts from the assumption of the admitted validity of
geometry, as being a body of synthetic a pi ion knowledge
Yet this, as we have already noted, does not invalidate the
argument

,
in both the first and the last paragraphs it is

implied that the a prion and intuitive characteristics of space
have already been proved From the synthetic character of
geometncal propositions Kant argues ® that space must be an
intuition Through pure concepts no synthetic knowledge is

possible Then from the apodictic character of geometry he
infers that space exists in us as pure and a prion

,
* no

experience can ever reveal necessity But geometry also

exists as an applied science, and to account for our power
of anticipating experience, we must view space as existing

only in the perceiving subject as the form of its sensibility

If it precedes objects as the necessary subjective condition of
their apprehension, we can to that extent predetermine the
conditions of their existence

In the concluding paragraph Kant says that this is the

only explanation which can be given of the possibility of

geometry He does not distinguish between pure and applied

^ For explanation of the phrase construction ofconcepts’ cf below pp 1323
^ Cf befow p 117 ff

* Cf conclusion of fourth argument on space
^ 4 priort IS here employed in its ambiguous double sense, as a friorz m so

far as it precedes experience (as a representation) and m so far as it is valid

independently of experience (as a pfoposUim) Cf Vaihinger, 11 p 268
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geometry, though the proof which he has given of each differs

in a fundamental respect Puie geometry presupposes only

that space is an a priori intuition
,
applied geometry demands

that space be conceived is the a priori form of external sense

Only in reference to applied geometry does the Cntica’

problem irise —viz how we can form synthetic judgments
a pi toil which yet are valid of objects, or, in other words,

how judgments based upon a subjective form can be objectively

valid But any attempt, at this point, to define the nature

and possibility of applied geometry must anticipate a result

which IS first established in Conclusion b ^ Though, therefore,

the substitution of this transcendental exposition for the third

space argument is a decided improvement, Kant, in extending

It so as to cover applied as well as pure mathematics, over

looks the real sequence of his argument m the first edition

The employment of the analytic method, breaking in, as it

does, upon the synthetic development of Kants original

argument, is a further iriegularity ®

It may be noted that in the thud paragraph Kant
takes the fact that geometry can be applied to objects as

proof of the subjectivity of space ^ He refuses to recognise

the possibility that space may be subjective as a form of re

ceptivity, and yet also be a mode in which things m them
selves exist This, as regards its conclusion, though not as

regards its argument, is therefore an anticipation of Conclusion

a In the last paragraph Kant is probably referring to the

views both of Leibniz and of Berkeley

CONCLUSIONS FROM THE ABOVE CONCEPTS*

OonolUBion a

—

Thesis Space is not a property of things

in themselves,® nor a relation of them to one another Pro^
The properties of thmgs in themselves can never be intuited

prior to then existence, le a pnon Space, as already proved,

is intuited in this manner In other words, the apriority of
space IS by itself sufficient proof of its subjectivity

* Cf below, p 114 ff

* Cf below pp 115 16
* Cf Lose Blatter 1 p 18 This is a proof (Bewets) that spice is a sub

jective condition tot its propositions are synthetic and through them objects

can be known apnon This would be impossible if space were not a subjective

condition of the representation of these objects Cf Reflexiontn 11 p 396 in
which this dneet proof of the ideality of space is distinguished ftom the mebreet
proof by means of the antinomies

* By ‘ concepts' Kant seems to mean the five arguments though as a matter
of fact other conclusions and presuppositions are taken into account and quite
new points are raised

* This according to Vaibinger (11 p 287), is the first occurrence of the phrase
Dtugt a» suh in Kant's writings.
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*

This argument has been the subject of a prolonged
controversy between Trendelenburg and Kuno Fischer^
Trendelenburg was able to prove his mam point, namely, that

the above argument is quite inconclusive Kant lecognises

only two alternatives, either space as objective is known
a posteriorly or being an a prion representation it is subjective

in origin There exists a third alternative, namely, that though
our intuition of space is subjective in origin, space is itself

an inherent property of things in themselves The central

thesis of the rationalist philosophy of the Enlightenment
was, indeed, that the independently real can be known by a
priori thinking Even granting the validity of Kant’s later

conclusion, first drawn in the next paragraph, that space is

the subjective form of all external intuition, that would only
prove that it does not belong to appearances, prior to our
apprehension of them

,
nothing is thereby proved in regard

to the character of things m themselves We anticipate by a
prion reasoning only the nature of appearances, never the

constitution of things m themselves Therefore space, even
though a prion, may belong to the independently real The
above argument cannot prove the given thesis

Vaihmgei contends ^ that the reason why Kant does not
even attempt to argue m support of the principle, that the

a pnoti must be purely subjective, is that he accepts it

as self evident This explanation does not, however, seem
satisfactory But Vaihmger supplies the data for modiflca
tion of his own assertion It was, it would seem, the exist

ence of the antinomies which first and chiefly led Kant to

assert the subjectivity of space and time® For as he then
believed that a satisfactory solution of the antinomies is

possible only on the assumption of the subjectivity of space
and time, he regarded their subjectivity as being con
clusively established, and accordingly failed to examine
with sufficient care the validity of his additional proof from
their apriority This would seem to be confirmed by the
fact that when later,* m reply to criticisms of the argu
ments of the first edition, he so far modified his position as
to offer reasons m support of the above general principle, even
then he nowhere discussed the principle m reference to the
forms of sense All his discussions concern only the possible

independent reality of the forms of thought® To the very
last Kant would seem to have regarded the above argument

^ Cf Vaihmger s analysis of this discussion, ii pp 290 313
®

11 pp 289 90 * Cf below pp 41S ff 515 ff » 55® ^ * In B 166 ff

^ This IS likewise true of the references m the letter to Herz, 21st Feb 1772
Cf below, pp 219 20

X
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as an independent, and by itself a sufficient, proof of the

subjectivity of space

The refutation of Trendelenburg’s argument which IS

offered by Caird' is inconclusive Caird assumes the chief

point at issue, first by ignoring the possibility that space may
be know n a priori in reference to appearances and yet at the

same time be transcendently real
,
and secondly by ignoring

the fact that to deny spatial properties to things in them-
selves IS as great a violation of Critical principles as to

assert them One point, however, in Caird’s reply to

Trendelenburg calls foi special consideration, viz Caird’s

contention that Kant did actually take account of the thud
alternative, rejecting it as involving the “ absurd ” hypothesis

of a pre established haimony^ Undoubtedly Kant did so

But the contention has no relevancy to the point before us

The doctrine of pre established harmony is a metaphysical

theory which presupposes the possibility of gaining knowledge
of things in themselves Foi that reason alone Kant was
bound to reject it A metaphysical proof of the validity of

metaphysical judgments is, from the Critical point of view, a

contradiction in terms As the validity of all speculatiOUs

is in doubt, a proof which is speculative cannot meet our

difficulties And also, as Kant himself further points, out, the

pre established harmony, even if granted, can afford no
solution of the Cntical problem how a priori judgments can
be passed upon the independently real The judgments, thus

guaranteed, could only possess de facto validity, we could
never be assured of their necessity ® It is chiefly in these

two inabilities that Kant locates the “absurdity of a theory of
pre established harmony The refutation of that theory does
not, therefore, amount to a disproof of the possibility which
we are here considering

Conclusion b—The next paragraph maintains two theses

(a) that space is the form of all outer intuition
,
{b) that this

fact explains what is otherwise entirely inexplicable and para
doxical namely, that we can make a pnort judgments which
yet apply to the objects experienced The first thesis, that
the pure intuition of space is only conceivable as the form
of appearances of outer sense, is propounded in the opening
sentence without argument and even without citation of
grounds The statement thus suddenly made is not anticipated

^ Th$ Cntical Philosophy of hant i pp 306 9
^ Cf letter to Herz x p 126 It is Kant there saya the most absurd

explanation ^ich can be offered of the origin and validity of our knowledge^
involving an illtgitimate cttculus in piobondo and also throwing open the door tp
the wildest speculations Cf above, p 28 below pp. 141 2 290 590

* Cf B 167 B
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save by the opening sentences of the section on space ^ It is

an essentially new doctrine Hitherto Kant has spoken of

space only as an a priori intuition The further assertion that

as such it must necessarily be conceived as the form of outer

sense (t e not only as a formal intuition but also as a form of

intuition), calls for the most definite and explicit proof None,
however, is given It is really a conclusion from points all too

briefly cited by Kant in the general Introduction^ namely, from
his distinction between the matter and the form of sense

The assertions there made, in a somewhat casual manner,
are here, without notification to the reader, employed as

premisses to ground the above assertion His thesis is not,

therefore, as by its face value it would seem to profess to be,

an inference from the points established in the preceding
expositions It interprets these conclusions in the light of

points considered in the Introduction
,
and thereby arrives at

a new and all important interpretation of the nature of the
a prion intuition of space

The second thesis employs the first to explain how prior

to all experience we can determine the relations of objects

Since (a) space is merely the form of outer sense, and (^)

accordingly exists in the mind prior to all empirical intuition,

all appeamances must exist in space, and we can predetermine
them from the pure intuition of space that is given to us aprion
Space, when thus viewed as the a prion form of outer sense,

renders comprehensible the validity of applied mathematics
As we have already noted,^ Kant in the second edition

obscures the sequence of his argument by offering in

the new transcendental exposition a justification of applied

as well as of pure geometry In so doing he anticipates the

conclusion which is first drawn in this later paragraph This
would have been avoided had Kant given two separate tran-

scendental expositions First, an exposition of pure mathe
matics, placed immediately after the metaphysical exposition

,

for pure mathematics is exclusively based upon the results of
the metaphysical exposition And secondly, an exposition
of applied mathematics, introduced after Conclusion b The
explanation of applied geometry is really the more essential

ajid central of the two, as it alone involves the truly Critical

problem, how judgments formed a priori can yet apply to

objects Conclusion b constitutes, as Vaihinger rightly insists,®

the vety heart of the Aesthetic The arrangement of Kant’s
ai^ument diverts the reader’s attention from where it ought
Jlroperly to centre

* That u, m the first edition Cf above, p 85 ff , and below, p 116
* Above, 1^ III 12 * u p 33S
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The use which Kant makes of the Prolegomena in his

statement of the new transcendental exposition is one cause

of the confusion The exposition is a brief summary of the

corresponding Prolegomena'^ sections In introducing this

summary into the Cttitque Kant overlooked the fact that in

referring to applied mathematics he is anticipating a point

first established in Conclusion b The real cause, however, of

the trouble is common to both editions, namely Kant’s failure

clearly to appreciate the fundamental distinction between the

view that space is an a ptiori intuition and the view that it is

the a priori form of all external intuition, * ^ of outer sense

He does not seem to have fully realised how very different

arc those two views In consequence of this he fails to dis

tinguish between the transcendental expositions of pure and
applied geometry ®

Third paragraph—Kant proceeds to develop the subjectivist

conclusions which follow from a and b

“Wt may say that space contains all things which can appear

to us externally, but not all things in themselves, whether mtuited

or not, nor sgain all things intuited by any and every subject ” *

This sentence makes two assertions {a) space does not

belong to things m and by themselves
, (^) space is not a

necessary form of intuition for all subjects whatsoever
The grounds for the former assertion are not here con-

sidered, and that is doubtless the reason why the oder nichi

is excised in Kant’s private copy of the Critique As we
have seen, Kant does not anywhere in the Aesthetic even
attempt to offer argument in support of this assertion In
defence of («) Kant propounds for the first time the view of
sensibility as a limitation Space is a limiting condition to

which human intuition is subject Whether the intuitions of
other thinking beings are subject to the same limitation, we
have no means of deciding But for all human beings, Kant
implies, the same conditions must hold universally *

In the phrase “ transcendental ideality of space ” ® Kant,
It may be noted, takes the teim ideality as signifying subjec-
tivity, and the term tianscendental as equivalent to trans-

cendent He js stating that judged from a tianscendent point
of view, t e from the point of view of the thing in itself, space
has a merely subjective or “ empirical ” reality This is an

* 8§6n
^ This identification of the two is especially clear m A 39aB 56

» Aa7*B43
* Cf above p xxxv below pp n? 20 14^, 185 6 241 2 257 200*1

* A 28asB 44j, cf A 3S*sB $2
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instance of Kant’s careless use of the term transcendental

Space IS empirically real, but taken transcendently, is merely
ideal

^

KANT’S AllirUDE TO THE PROBLEMS OF
MODERN GEOMEIRY

This IS an appropriate point at which to consider the

consistency of Kants teaching with modern developments
in geometry Kant’s attitude has very frequently been
misrepresented As he here states, he is willing to recognise

that the forms of intuition possessed by other races of finite

beings may not coincide with those of the human species

But m so doing he does not mean to assert the possibility

of other spatial forms, te oi spaces that aie non Euclidean
In his pre Critical period Kant had indeed attempted to

deduce the three dimensional character of space as a conse

quence of the law of gravitation
,
and recognising that that

law IS in itself arbitrary, he concluded that God might, by
establishing different lelations of gravitation, have given rise

to spaces of different properties and dimensions

“A science of ill these possible kinds of space would un
doubtedly be the highest enterprise which a finite understanding

could undertake in the field of geometry ”

But from the time of Kant’s adoption, m 177O1 of the

Critical view of space as being the universal form of our outer

sense, he seems to have definitely rejected all such possibilities

Space, to be space at all, must be Euclidean
,
the uniformity

of space IS a presupposition of the a priori cei tainty of geo
metrical science * One of the ciiticisms which in the Dts
sertation * he passes upon the empirical view of mathematical

^ Cf Vaihmger i pp 351 4 and above p 76 below, p 304 Cf Caird

The Critical Philosaphy 1 pp 298 9 301 and Watson, Kant Explained p 91
® Gedanken von der wahren SchiUzung der lebendtgen KrhfU (I747) § lo
* This important and far reaching assertion we cannot at this point discuss

Kant s reasoning is really circular m the bad sense Kant may legitimately argue

from the a priori character of space to the apodzctic character of pure mathematical

science but when he proceeds similarly to infer the apodictic character of

apphed mathematics, he is constrained to make the further assumption that space

IS a fixed and absolutely dniform mode in which alone members of the human
species pan intuit objects That as we point out below (p 120) is an assumption

which Kant does not really succeed in proving In any case the requirements of
the sttict synthetic method preclude &m from argumg as he does both m the

Dissertaiton ($ 15) and in the third space argument of the first edition, that the

a pnon certitude of apphed mathematics affords proof of the necessary umformity
of aU space.

-§1SD
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science is that it would leave open the possibility that “4
space may some time be discovered endowed with other

fundamental properties, or even pierhaps that we may happen
upon a two sided rectilinear figure ” This is the argument
which reappears in the third ai^ument on space in the first

edition of the Critique^ The same examples are employed
with a somewhat different wording

“It \iould not even be necessary that there should be only one
straight line between two points, though experience invariably shows
this to be so What is derived fiotn experience has only comparative

universality, namely, that which is obtained through induction We
should therefore only be able to say that, so far as hitherto observed,

no space has been found which has more than three dimensions ”

But that Kant should have failed to recognise the possibility

of other spaces does not by itself point to any serious defect in

his position There is no essential difficulty in reconciling the

recognition of such spaces with his fundamental teaching He
admits that other races of finite beings may perhaps intuit

through non spatial forms of sensibility
,
he might quite well

have recognised that those other forms of intuition, though not
Euclidean, are still spatial It is in another and more vital

respect that Kant's teaching lies open to criticism Kant is

convinced that space is given to us in intuition as being

definitely and irrevocably Euclidean in character Both our
intuition and our thinking, when we reflect upon space, are,

he implies, bound down to, and limited by, the conditions of
Euclidean space And it is in this positive assumption, and
not merely in his ignoring of the possibility of other spaces,

that he comes into conflict with the teaching of modern
geometry Foi in making the above assumption Kant is

asserting that we definitely know physical space to be three-

dimensional, and that by no elaboration of concepts can we
so remodel it in thought that the axiom of parallels will cease
to hold Euclidean space, Kant implies, is given to us as an
unyielding form that rigidly resists all attempts at conceptual
reconstruction Being quite independent of thought and
being given as complete, it has no inchoate plasticity of
which thought might take advantage The modern geometer
IS not, however, prepared to admit that intmUonod space
has any definiteness or preciseness of nature apart from
the concepts through which it is apprehended, and he
therefore allows, as at least possible, tW upon clarification

'

of our concepts space may be discovered to be radically

different from what it at first sight appears to be In any

* CSf tbswQ, p lit
**
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case, the perfecting of the concepts must have some effect

upon their object But even—as the modern geometer further

maintains— should our space be definitely proved, upon
analytic and empirical investigation, to be Euclidean in

character, other possibilities will still remain open foi specula

tive thought For though the nature of our intuitional data

may constrain us to interpret them through one set of concepts

rather than through another, the competing sets of alternative

concepts will represent genuine possibilities beyond what the

actual IS found to embody
Thus the defect of Kant’s teaching, in regard to space,

as judged in the light of the later teaching of geometrical

science, is closely bound up with his untenable isolation of

the a prtort of sensibility from the a prtot t oTunderstanding ^

Space, being thus viewed as independent of thought, has to

be regarded as limiting and restricting thought by the un
alterable nature of its initial presentation And unfortunately

this IS a position which Kant continued to hold despite his

increasing recognition of the part which concepts must play

m the various mathematical sciences In the deduction of the

first edition we find him stating that synthesis of apprehen
sion is necessary to all representation of space and time ® He
further recognises that all arithmetical processes are syntheses

according to concepts ® And in the Prolegomend * there occurs

the following significant passage

“ Do these laws of nature he in space, and does the understanding

learn them by merely endeavouring to find out the fruitful meaning
that lies in space

,
or do they inhere m the understanding and in

the way in which it determines space according to the conditions of

the synthetical unity towards which its concepts are all directed?

Space is something so uniform and as to all particular properties so

indeterminate, that we should certainly not seek a store of laws of

nature in it 1 hat which determines spat e to the form of a circle or to

the figures of a cone or a sphere, is, on the contrary, the undtrstandmg,

so far as it contains the ground of the unity of these constructions

The mere universal form of intuition, called space, must therefore be
the substratum of all intuitions determinable to particular objects,

and m it, of course, the condition of the possibility and of the vanety

of these intuitions lies But the unity of the objects is solely

detennmed by the understanding, and indeed m accordance with

conditions which are proper to the nature of the understanding
”

Obviously Kant is being driven by the spontaneous de-

velopment of his own thinking towards a position much more

> Cf above pp 40 2, 93 4 , below pp 131 3, 338 9> 418 If * A 99 100
* A 78= 8 104 Cf A iS9=sB 198 B 147

^ § 38 Fng transi p 81
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consistent with present day teaching, and completely at

variance with the hard and fast severance between sensibility

and understanding which he had formulated in the Dissert

ation and has retained in the Aesthetic In the above
Prolegomena passage a plasticity is being allowed to space,

sufficient to permit of essential modification in the conceptual

processes through which it is articulated But, as I have just

stated, that did not lead Kant to disavow the conclusions

which he had drawn from his previous teaching
This defect in Kant’s doctrine of space, as exjjounded in

the Aesthetic, indicates a further imperfection in his argument
He asserts that the form of space cannot vary from one
human being to another, and that for this reason the judg-

ments which express it are universally valid Now, in so far

as Kant’s initial datum is consciousness of time,' he is entirely

justified in assuming that everything which can be shown to

be a necessary condition of such consciousness must be uni

form for all human minds But as his argument is not that

consciou«!ness of Euclidean space is necessary to consciousness

of time, but only that consciousness of the permanent in space

IS a required condition, he has not succeeded in showing the

necessary uniformity of the human mind as regards the specific

mode in which it intuits space The permanent might still

be apprehended as permanent and therefore as yielding a
possible basis for consciousness of sequence, even if it were
apprehended in some foui dimensional form

Fourth Paragraph —The next paragraph raises one of the

central problems of the Critique, namely, the question as

to the kind of reality possesseid by appearances Are
they subjective, like taste or colour? Or have they a

reality at least relatively independent of the individual per-

cipient ? In other words, is Kant’s position subjectivism or

phenomenalism ? Kant here alternates between these positions

This fourth paragraph is coloured by his phenomenalism,
whereas in the immediately following fifth paragraph his

subjectivism gains the upper hand Ihe taste of wme, he
there states, is purely subjective, because dependent upon the

particular constitution of the gustatory organ on which the

wine acts Similarly, colours are not properties of the objects

which cause them

“They are only modifications of the sense of sight which is

affected m a certam manner by the hght They are connected

* Cf p 241 ff
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with the appearances only as effects accidentally added by the

particular constitution of the sense organs
’

Space, on the other hand, is a necessary constituent of the

outer objects In contrast to the subjective sensations of

taste and colour, it possesses objectivity This mode of

distinguishing between space and the matter of sense implies

that extended objects are not mere ideas, but are sufficiently

independent to be capable of acting upon the sense organs, and
of thereby generating the sensations of the secondary qualities

Kant, It must be observed, refers only to taste and eolour

He says nothing in legard to weight, impenetrability, and the

like These are levealed through sensation, and therefore on
his view ought to be in exactly the same position as taste or

colour But if so, the lelative independence of the extended
objeet can hardly be maintained Kant’s distinction between
space and the sense qualities cannot, indeed, be made to

coincide with the Cartesian distinction between primary and
secondary qualities

A second difference, from Kant’s point of view, between
space and the sense qualities is that the former can be
represented a prtort, in complete sepaiation fiom everything

empiric£tl, whereas the latter can only be known a poitenort

This, as we have seen is a very questionable assertion The
fuither statement that all determinations of space can be
represented in the same a prion fashion is even more question

able At most the difference is only between a homogeneous
subjective form yielded by outer sense and the endlessly

varied and consequently unpredictable contents revealed by
the special senses The contention that the former can be
known apart from the latter implies the existence of a pure
manifold additional to the manifold of sense

Fifth Paragraph—In the next paragraph Kant emphasises

the distinction between the empirical and the transcendental

meanings of the term appearance A rose, viewed empirically^

as a thing with an intrinsic independent nature, may appear
of different colour to different observers

“The transcendental conception of appearances m space, on the

other hand, is a Critical reminder that nothing intuited in space is

a thing m itself, that space is not a form inhering in things in them
selves and that what we call outer objects are nothing but

mere representations of our sensibility, the form of which is space
”

In other words, the distinction drawn in the preceding

paragraph between colour as a subjective effect and space as

* A a8 9 Cf B X , PraU^tmtna, § 13 Remark II at the eud “Cmnabar
exates the sensation of red mme Cf above, pp 80 8 , below, pp 146 ff , 274 ff
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an objective existence is no longer maintained Kant, when
thus developing his position on subjectivist lines, allows no
kind of independent existence to anything in the known
world Objects as known are mere Ideas (Jblosse Vorstellunger

uHserer Stnnhchkeit), the sole correlate of which is the un
knowable thing in itself But even in this paragraph both
tendencies find expression “ Colour, taste, etc

,
must not

rightly be regarded as properties of things, but only as

changes in the subject ” This implies a threefold distinction

between subjective sensations, empirical objects in space, and
the thing in itself The material world, investigated by
science, is lecognised as possessing a relatively independent
mode of existence

Substituted Fourth Paragraph of second edition—In prepar-
ing the second edition Kant himself evidently felt the awkward
ness of this abrupt juxtaposition of the two veiy different

points of view ,
and he accordingly adopts a non commital

attitude, substituting a logical distinction for the ontological

Space yields synthetic judgments a priori
,
the sense qualities

do not Only in the concluding sentence does there emerge
iny definite phenomenalist implication The sense qualities,

“as they are meic sensations and not intuitions in thqmselves
reveal no object, least of all [an object] a priori ” ‘ The
assertion that the secondary qualities have no ideality implies
a new and stricter use of the term ideal than we find anywhere
in the first edition—a use which runs counter to Kant’s own
constant employment of the term On this interpretation it is

made to signify what though subjective is also a prion Here,
as in many of the alterations of the second edi‘^ion, Kant
is influenced by the desiie to emphasise the points which
distinguish his idealism fiom that of Berkeley

* Kant continues the divussion of this general problem in A 45 ff = B 62 ff
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SECTION II

TIME

METAPHYSICAL EXPOSITION OF THE CONCEPTION
OF TIME

Tune First Argument—This argument is in all respects the

same as the first argument on space The thesis is that the

repiesentation^ of time is not of empirical origin The proof
IS based on the fact that this representation must be previously
given in order that the perception of coexistence or succession

be possible It also runs on all fours with the first argument
in the Dtssejtatton

“ The idea of ttme does not originate in, but is presupposed by the

senses When i number of things ict upon the senses, it is only by
means of the idea of time that they can be represented A^hcther

as simultaneous or as successive Nor does succession generate
the conception of time, but stimulates us to form it Thus
the notion of time, even if acquired through experience, is very

badly defined as being a series of actual things existing one after

another For I can understand what the word after signifies only

if I already know what time means For those things are after one
another which exist at different times, as those are simultaneous which
exist at one and the same time ” ^

Second Argument—Kant again applies to time the argu
ment already employed by him in dealing with space The
thesis IS that time is given a prtort Proof is found in the
fact that It cannot be thought away, tern the fact of its

subjective necessity From this subjective necessity follows

Its objective necessity, so far as all appearances are con-

cerned In the second edition Kant added a phrase-~-“a8

the general condition of their possibility ”—^which is senoualy
misleading The concluding sentence is thereby made to

%
* Kant himself ogam uses^the confusing term conception

1*3
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read as if Kant were arguing from the objective necessity

of time, t e from its necessity as a constituent in the appear
ances apprehended, to its apriority It is indeed possible

that Kant himself regarded this objective necessity of time
as contributing to the proof of its apriority But no such
argument can be accepted Time may be necessary to

appearances, once appearances are granted This does not,

however, prove that it must therefore piecede them a prtort

This alteration in the second edition is an excellent, though
unfortunate, example of Kant’s invincible carelessness in the
exposition of his thought It has contributed to a misreading
by Herbart and others of this and of the corresponding
argument on space

“ Let US not talk of an absolute space as the presupposition of

all our constructed figures Possibility is nothing but thought, and
it arises only when it is thought Space is nothing but possibility,

for it contains nothing save images of the existent, and absolute

space IS nothing save the abstracted general possibility of such
constructions, abstracted from it after (ompletion of the construe

tion The necessity of the representation of space ought never to

have played any role in philosophy To think away space is to

think away the posstbthtv of that which has been previously posited

as actual Obviously that is impossible, and the opposite is

necessary ”

'

Were Kant really arguing here and in the second argu

ment on space solely from the objective necessity of time and
space, this criticism would be unansweiable But even taking

the argument in its first edition form, as an argument from
the psychological necessity of time, it lies open to the same
objection as the argument on space It rests upon a false

statement of fact We cannot retain time in the absence

of all appearances of outer and inner sense With the

removal of the given nanifold, time itself must vanish

Fourth Argument "—This argument differs only slightly, and
mainly through omissions,® from the fourth * of the arguments
in regal d to space

,
but a few minor points call for notice

(di) In the first sentence, instead of intuition, which alone is

under consideration in its contrast to conception, Kant
employs the phrase "pure form of intuition" (b) In the

third sentence Kant uses the quite untenable phrase “ given

through a single object (Gegenstand)
” Time is not given

* Herbart, Werke, u 30 Quoted by Vaihinger ui p 198
^ The third, argument on time will be considered below in its connection

with the transcendental eaposition
* The chief otnission goes as we shall see to form the conclndmg argument

bn tune
* Itt the secdlld edition, the thud
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from without, nor is it due to an object (c) The concluding

sentences properly belong to the transcendental exposition

They are here intioduced, not in the ambiguous manner of

the fourth^ argument on space, but explicitly as a further

argument in pi oof of the intuitive character of time The
synthetic proposition which Kant cites is taken neither from
the science of motion nor from arithmetic It expi esses tlie

nature of time itself, and for that reason is immediately con-

tained in the intuition of time
Fifth Arsument—This argument differs fundamentally

from the coi responding argument on space, whether of the

first or of the second edition, and must therefore be independ

ently analysed The thesis is again that time is an intuition

Proof IS derived from the fact that time is a representation

in which the parts arise only through limitation, and in which,

therefore, the whole must precede the parts The original

{ursprungltche) time representation, t e the fundamental repre-

sentation through limitation of which the parts arise as

secondary products, must be an intuition

To this argument Kant makes two explanatory additions

(a) As particular times arise through limitation of one single

time, time must in its original intuition be given as infinite,

as unlimited The infinitude of time is not, therefore,

as might seem to be implied by the prominence given to

It, and by analogy with the final arguments of both the

first and the second edition, a part of the proof that it

IS an intuition, but only a consequence of the feature by
which Its intuitive character is independently established

The unwary reader, having in mind the corresponding argu
ment on space, is almost inevitably misled All reference to

infinitude could, so far as this argument is concerned, have
been omitted The mode in which the argument opens
seems indeed to indicate that Kant was not himself altogether

clear as to the cross relations between the arguments on space
and time respectively The real parallel to this argument is

to be found in the second part of the fourth ^ argument on
space That part was omitted by Kant in his fourth argu-
ment on time, and is here developed into a separate argument
This IS, of course, a further cause of confusion to the reader,

who IS not prepared for such arbitrary rearrangement In

deed it is not surprising to find that when Kant became the
reader of his own work, in prepanng it for the second edition,

he was himself misled by the intricate perversity of his exposi-
tion In re reading the argument he seems to have forgotten
that It represents the second part of the fourth^ argfument

^ In the second edition^ the third
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on space Interpreting it in the light of the fifth ^ argument
on space which he had been recasting for the second edftton,

It seemed to him possible, by a slight alteration, to bring

this argument on time into line with that new proof* This
unfortunately results in the perverting of the entire para

graph The argument demands an opposition between intui

tion in which the whole |>recedes the parts, and conception in

which the parts precede the whole In order to bring the

opposition into line with the new aiguinent on space, accord-

ing to which a conception contains an infinite number of
parts, not in it, but only under it, Kant substitutes for the

previous parenthesis the statement that “concepts contain

only partial representations,” meaning, apparently, that their

constituent elements are merely abstracted attributes, not
real concrete parts, or in other words, not strictly parts at

all, but only partial representations But this does not at

all 'igree with the context The point at issue is thereby
obscured

(d) The main argument rests upon and presupposes a

very definite view as to the mannei in which alone, according

to Kant, concepts are formed Only if this view be granted
as true of all concepts without exception is the aigument
cogent This doctrine ** of the concept is accordingly stated

by Kant m the words of the parenthesis The partial repre

sentations, t e the different properties which go to constitute

the object or content conceived, precede the representation

of the whole “ The aggregation of co ordinate attributes

{Merkmale) constitutes the totality of the concept ” * Upon
the use which Kant thus makes of the traditional doctrine

of the concept, and upon its lack of consistency with his

rci-ognition of relational categories, we have already dwelt ®

Third Argument and the Transcendental Exposition—The
third argument ought to have been omitted in the second
edition, and its substance incorporated in the new transcend
ental exposition, as was done with the corresponding argu-
ment concerning space The excuse which Kant offers for

not making the change, namely, his desire for brevity, is not
valid By insertion in the new section the whole matter
could have been stated just as briefly as before

The purpose of the transcendental exposition has been
already defined It is to show how time, when viewed in the

manner required by the results of the metaphysical deduction,

^ In the second edition, the foiuth
* Cf Vaihingei u pp 39o*l

* Cf second part of fourth (third} argument on space
* Kant’s L(^t Etnlttiting $ 8, ]&]g trans. p 49

• a above pp 99 loa
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as an a prtort intuition, renders synthetic a prton judgments
possible

This exposition, as it %ippears in the third argument of the
first edition, gfrounds the apodictic character of two axioms
in regard to time ^ on the proved apriority of the represents
tion of time, and then by implication finds in these axioms
a fresh proof of the apriority of time

The new transcendental exposition extends the above by
two further statements (<*) that only through the intuition ol

time can any conception of change, and therewith of motion
(as change of place) be formed

,
and (^) that it is because the

intuition of time is an a prton intuition that the synthetic
a prton propositions of the “ general doctrine of motion ” are
possible To take each in turn (a) Save by reference to
time the conception of motion is selfcontradictory It m
volves the ascription to one and the same thing of contra
dictory predicates, eg that an object both is and is not in

a certain place From this fact, that time makes possible
what IS not possible in pure conception, Kant, in his earlier

rationalistic period, had derived a proof of the subjectivity
of time® {b) In 1786 in the Metaphystcal Ftr^t Pnnctples of
Natural Setence Kant had developed the fundamental principles

of the general science of motion He takes the opportunity
of the second edition (1787) of the Crittque to assign this place
to them in his general system The implication is that the
doctrine of motion stands to time in the relation in which
geometry stands to space Kant is probably here replying,
as Vaihinger has suggested,® to an objection made by Garve
to the first edition, that no science, corresponding to
geometry, is based on the intuition of time For two reasons,
however, the analogy between mechanics and geometry
breaks down In the first place, the conception of motion
IS empirical

, and in the second place, it presupposes space >,

as well as time *

Kant elsewhere explicitly disavows this view that the
science of motion is based on time He had already done
so in the preceding year (1786) in the Metaphysical Ftfst

' These axioms are (i) time has only one dimension (a) different times
are not aimultaneous but successive In the fourth argument the sjnthetic
chararter of these axioms is taken as further evidence of the intuitive nature of
tune* This passage also is really part of the transcendenul exposiUon That
exposition has to account for the synthetic character of the axioms as well as for
thnr apodictic character and as a matter of fact the intuitive and consequent
synthetid character of the a pnon knowledge which arises from time is much
more emphasised m the transcendental exposition than its apodictic nature

* Cf Htflextcmn, 11 374 ff » Vaihinger, n p. 387
® Cf A 4isB 58 Motion which combines both fdpace and time] ore

twppoaefe aomethmg empuicol ” *'
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Prtnaples He there points out ^ that as time has only one

dimension, mathematics is not applicable to the phenomena
of inner sense At most wc can determine in regard to them
(in addition, of course, to the two axioms already cited)

only the law that all these changes are continuous Also
in Kant’s Ueber Phtlosophte uberhaupt (written some time

between 1780 and 1790, and very probably in 01 about the

year 1789) we find the following utterance

“The gcneial doctnne of time, unlike the pure doctrine of

space (geometry), does not yield sufficient material for a whole
science ” ^

Why, then, should Kant in 1787 have so inconsistently

depat ted from his own teaching? This is a question to which
I can find no answer Apparently without reason, and con-

traiy to his more abiding judgment, he here repeats the

suggestion which he had casually thrown out in the DtSserta

Uon^ of 1770

“ Pure mathematics treats of space in geometry and of time in

pure mechanics
’

But in the Dissertation the point is only touched upon
in passing The context permits of the interpretation that

while geometry deals with space, mechanics deals with time

in addition to space

KANT’S VIEWS REGARDING THE NATURE OP
ARITHMETICAL SCIENCE

In the Dissertation, and again in the chapter on Sekemat
ism in the Critique itself, still another view is suggested,
namely, that the science of arithmetic is also concerned with
the intuition of time The passage just quoted from the

Dissertation proceeds as follows

“ Pure mathematics treats of space m geometry and of time in

pure mechanics To these has to be added a certain concept
which IS in Itself intellectual, but which demands for its concrete
actualisation (actuatio) the auxiliary notions of time and space (in

the successive addition and in the juxtaposition of a plurality)

This IS the concept of number which is dealt with m Anthmetie”^

This view of arithmetic is to be found in both editions of
the Critique Arithmetic depends upon the synthetic activity

* IF w p 471
^ XJ^tr Phtloiopku nitrhauft (Hartenstein vi p 395)

* 8 la * * J-jK at
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of the under3tanding , the conceptual element is absolutely

essential

"Our counting (as is easily seen in the case of large numbers) is

a synthesis according to concepts, because it is executed accordmg

to a common ground of unity, as, for instance, the decade {Dekadtk)

“The pure image of all objects of tlie senses in general is time

But the pure schema of quantity, in so far as it is a concept of the

understanding, is number, a representation which combines the

successive addition of one to one (homogeneous) 1 hus number is

nothing but the unity of the synthesis of the manifold of a homo
geneous intuition in general, whereby I generate time itself in the

apprehension of the intuition
” ’

This IS also the teaching of the Methodology^ Now it

may be observed that in none of these passages is arithmetic

declaied to be the science of time, or even to be based on the

intuition of time In 1783, however, in the Prolegomena,

Kant expresses himself in much more ambiguous terms, for

his words imply that there is a parallelism between geometry
and arithmetic

“Geometry is based upon the pure intuition of space Arith

metic produces its concepts of number through successive addition

of units in time, and pure mechanics especially can produce its

concepts of motion only by means of the representation of time ” *

The passage is by no means explicit
,
the " especially

*

(y/ornekmltch) seems to indicate a feeling on Kant’s part that

the description which he is giving of arithmetic is not really

satisfactory Unfortunately this casual statement, though
never repeated by Kant in any of his other writings, was
developed by Schulze in his Erlauterungen

” Since geometry has space and arithmetic has counting as its

object (and counting can only take place by means of time), it is

evident in what manner geometry and arithmetic, that is to say
pure mathematics, is possible ” ®

^ A 78=B 104
^ A 142 3-B 182 It should be observed that m Kants view schemata

‘ exist nowhere but in thought * (A i4i=sB 180} It may also be noted that
time IS taken aS conditioning the schemata of all the categories

» A717 flf =B74S ff ^810
® Erlauterungen uber da Herm Professor Kani Critik der teinen Vemunft

(Komgsberg 1784) p 24 Johann Schulze (or Schultz) was professor of mathe
matics m Konigsberg He was also Hofprediger and is frequently referred to as
t^astor Schulze Kant has eulojgised him ( x p 128) as* tne best philosophical
bead that I am acquainted with m our part of the world ’ In preparing the
Erlauterungen^ which is a paraphrast or simplihed statement of the argument of
the Lntique with appended comment, Schulze had the advantage of Kants
Sdvice iti all difficulties Kant also read bis manusaipti and suggested a few
medn^cattons (op £$t pp 329, 343)
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Largely, as it would seera,^ through Schulze, whose

Erlauterungen did much to spread Kant’s teachmgi this view

came to be the current understanding of Kant's position

The nature of arithmetic, as thus, popularly interpreted. Is

expounded by Schopenhauer in the following terms

“In time every moment is conditioned by the precedmg The

ground of existence, as law of the sequence, is thus simple, because

time has only one dimension, and no manifoldness of relations can

be possible in it Every moment is conditioned by the preceding

,

only through the litter can we attain to the former, only because

the luur wis and has ehpsed, does the former now exist All

counting rests upon this nexus of the parts of time
,

its words merely

serve to mark the single steps of the succession This is true of

the whole of arithmetic, which throughout teaches nothing but the

methodital abbreviations of counting Every number presupposes

the preceding numbers as grounds of its existence , I can only reach

them through all the preceding, and only by means of this insight

into the ground of its existence do I know that, where ten are, there

are also eight, six, four
’ *

Schulze was at once challenged to show that this was
really Kant's teaching, and the passage which he cited was
Kant’s definition of the schema of number above quoted ®

It IS therefore advisable that we should briefly discuss the

many difficulties which this passige involves What does
Kint mean by asserting that in the apprehension of number
we generate time ? Docs he merely mean that time is required

for the piocess of counting? Counting is a process through
which numerical relations aic discovered

,
and it undoubtedly

occupies time But so do all processes of apprehension, in

the study of geometry no less than of arithmetic That this

is not Kant s meaning, and that it is not even what Schulze,

notwithstanding his seemingly explicit mode of statement,

intends to assert, is clearly shown by a letter written by Kant
to Schulze in November 1788 Schulze, it appears, had
spoken of this very matter

“ Ttme, atjou justly remaik, has no influence upon the properius

of numbers (as pure determinations of quantity), such as it may have
upon the nature of those changes (of quantity) which are possible

only in Conner tion with a specific property of mner sense and its

form (time) The scietue of number, notwithstanding the succession

iohich every construttion of quantity demands, is a pure intellectual

synthesis which we represent to ourselves in thought But so far as

quanta are to be numerically determined, they must be given to us

* Cf Vmthinger u pp 388 9.
* II'«;4»(l'nu«nstadtsed , 1873), 1 P- 133

• r 129
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in fiuch a way that we can apprehend their intuition in successive

order, and such that their apprehension can be subject to time ” ^

No more definite statement could be desired of the fact

that though in arithmetical science as in other fields of study
our processes of apprehension are subject to time, the quanti

tative relations determined by the science are independent of

time and are intellectually apprehended
But if the above psychological interpretation of Kant’s

teaching is untenable, how is his position to be defined ? We
must bear in mind the doctrine which Kant had already

developed in his pre Critical period, that mathematical differs

from philosophical knowledge in that its concepts can have
concrete individual form® In the Cutique this difference is

expressed in the statement that the mathematical sciences

alone are able to constiuct their concepts And as they are

pme mathematical sciences this construction is supposed to

take place by means of the a prion manifold of space and of

time Now though Kant had a fairly definite notion of what
he meant by the construction of geometrical figures in space,

his various utteiaiices seem to show that in legard to the

nature of arithmetical and algebraic construction he had never

really attempted to ariive at any precision of view To
judge by the passage already quoted ® from the Dissertation,

Kant regarded space as no less necessary than lime to

the construction or intuition of number “ [The intellectual

concept of number] demands for its concietc actualisation

the auxiliary notions of time and tpace (in the successive

addition and in the juxtaposition of a plurality) ” A siimilar

view appears in the Critique in A 140 = B 179 and in B 15
In conformity, however, with the general requiiements of his

doctrine of Schematism, Kant defines the schema of number
in exclusive reference to time

,
and, as we have noted, it is to

this definition that Schulze appeals in support of his view of
arithmetic as the science of counting and therefore of time
It at least shows that Kant perceived some form of connection
to exist between arithmetic and time But in this matter
Kant’s position was probably simply a corollary from his

general view of the nature of mathematical science, and in

particular of his view of geometry, the “exemplar”* of all

the others Mathematical science, as such, is based on in

tuition ,
" therefore arithmetic, which is one of its departments,

^ IV X p 530 Italics not in Kant
• UtUenuchunguberduDeuthchletlderGrundsatit £rste Betnubfun^ §|2

3 , dntte BetfueAtung, § i Dissertation, 12, 150
• P 128 * Dissertation 8 *5 C
• Cf above, pp 40-a 11820 below pp 3389
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must be so likewise No attempt, however, is made to define

the nature of the intuitions in which it has its source

Sympathetically interpreted, his statements may be taken as

suggesting that arithmetic is the study of senes which find

concrete expression in the order of sequent times The follow

ing estimate, given by Cassirer,^ does ample justice both to

the true and to the false elements in Kant’s doctrine

“[Even discounting Kants insistence upon the conceptual

character of arithmetical science, and] allowing that he derives

arithmetical concepts and propositions from the pure mhtthon ef time,

this teaching, to whatever objections it may lie open, his certainly

not the merely psythologtcal meaning which the majority of its cntics

have asenbed to it If it contained only the trivial thought, that the

empirical art of counting requires time, it would be completely refuted

by the familiar objection which B Beneke has formulated ‘The
fact that time elapses in the process of counting can prove nothing

,

for what is then over which time does not flow ? ’ It is easily seen

that Kant is only concerned with the ‘ transcendental ’determmation

of the concept of time, according to which it appears as the type of

an ordered sequence William [Rowan] Hamilton, who adopts

Kant’s doetnne, has defined algebra as ‘ science of pure time or order

w propresston ’ 1 hat the whole content of arithmetical concepts can

really be obtained from the fundamental concept of order in unbroken
development, is completely confirmed by Russell’s exposition As
against the Kantian theory it must, of course, be emphasised, that it

IS not the concrete form of time intuition which constitutes the grmtid
of the concept of number, but that on the contrary the pure logical

concepts of sequence and of order are already implicitly contamed
and embodied in that concrete form ”

%

Much of the unsatisfactoriness of Kants argument is

traceable to his mode of conceiving the “ construction ’ * of
mathematical concepts All concepts, he seems to hold, even
those of geometi} and arithmetic, are abstract class concepts

—the concept of triangle representing the properties common
to all triangles, and the concept of seven the propertiea

common to all groups that are seven Mathematical con-
cepts differ, however, from other concepts in that they are

capable of a ptton construction, that is, of having their

objects represented in pure intuition Now this is an eje

tremely unfortunate mode of statement It implies that

mathematical concepts have a dual mode of existence, first

as abstracted, and secondly as constructed Such a position

IS not tenable The concept of seven, in its primary formii

IS not abstracted front a variety of particular groups of

’ Atmt unddu medenu Mstkmattk in Aunt Studien Xu (1907) p 34
* Cf A7J3ff»B74iff , A4«B8, B A24
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seven , it is already involved in the apprehension of each of

them as being seven Not is it a concept that is itself con
structed It may peihaps be described as being the repre

sentation of something constructed ,
but that something is

not Itself It rcpiesents the piocess or method generative of

the complex for which it stands Thus Kant's distinction

between the intuitive natuie of mathematical knowledge and
the merely discuisive character of conceptual knowledge is at

once inspired by the very important distinction between the

product of construction and the product of abstraction, and
yet at the same time is also obscured by the quite inadequate

mannei in which that latter distinction has been formulated

Kant hxs again adhered to the oldei logic even in the very
act of revising its conclusions, and in so doing he has sacri

ficed the Critical doctiines of the Analytic to the pre- Critical

teaching of the Disseitation and Aesthetic Mathematical
concepts ate of the same general type as the categoiies their

p imary function is not to clarify intuitions^ bht to make them
possible They are deiivable from intuition only in so far

as they have contributed to its constitution If intuition

contains factors additional to the concepts through which it

1$ interpieted, these factors must remain outside the icalm
of mathematical science, until such time as conceptual analysis

has proved itself capable of further extension

I may now summarise this general discussion Though
Kant in the first edition of the Critique had spoken of the

mathematical sciences as based upon the intuition of space

and time, he had not, despite his constant tendency to conceive

space and time as parallel forms of existence, based any
separate mathematical discipline upon time His definition

of numbei, in the chapter on Schematism, had recognised the

essentially conceptual character of arithmetic, and had con
nected it with time only in a quite indirect manner A
passage in the Prolegomena is the one place in all Kant’s
writings in which he would seem to assert, though in brief

and quite indefinite terms, that arithmetic is related to time
as geometry is related to space No such view of arithmetic

IS to be found in the second edition of the Critique In the

transcendental exposition of time, added in the second edition,

only pure mechanics is mentioned This would seem to

indicate that Kant had made the above statement carelessly,

Without due thought, and that on further reflection he found
himself unable to stand by it The omission is the more
significant in that Kant refers to anthmetic in the passages
added in the second edition Introductton The teaching of
those passages, apart from the asserted necessity of appealing
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to fingers or points,^ harmonises with the view so briefly out

lined m the Ancdyttc Anthmetic is a conceptual science,

though It finds in ordeied sequence its intuitional material,

It cannot be adequately defined as being the science of time

CONCLUSIONS FROM THE PRECEDING CONCEPTS®

These Conclusions do not lun parallel with the coiiespond

ing Conclusions in regaid to space In the first paragraph
there are two differences («) Kant takes account of a view

not consideied under space, vi7 that time is a self existing

substance He rejects it on a ground which is difficult to

reconcile with his recognition of a manifold of intuition as

well as a manifold of sense, namely that it would then be
something leal without being a real object In A 39 = B 57
and B 70 Kant describes space and time! so conceived, as

unendliche Undinge (Jf) Kant intioduces into his first Con
elusion the argument® that only by conceiving time as the

form of inner intuition can we justify a pi tot

i

synthetic

judgments in regard to objects

Second Paragraph (Conclusion b) - Ihis latter statement is

repeated at the opening of the second Conclusion The
emphasis is no longer, however upon the term ‘ form ” but
upon the term “inner”, and Kant pioceeds to make asser-

tions which by no means follow from the five arguments,

and which must be counted amongst the most difficult and
controversial tenets of the whole Ciitique (a) Time is not a
determination of outer appearances Tor it belongs neither

to their shape noi to their position—and prudently at this

point the property of motion is smuggled out of view under
cover of an etc Time does not determine the t elation of
appearances to one another^ but only the relation of representa

tions in our inner state * It is the form only of the intuition

of ourselves and of our inner state * Obviously these are

assertions W’hich Kant cannot possibly hold to in this un-
qualified form In the very next paragraph they are modified
and restated {b) As this inner intuition supplies no shape
{Gestalt), we seek to make good this deficiency by means of
analogies We represent the time sequence through a line

> Cf below, pp 337 8
* Cf above, pp iia « 4
* The content of the second Cemltuun in regard to space
* This expresses the matter a little more clearly than Kant himself does

The term representation is ambiguous In the first paragraph it is made to cover
the appearaneeB as well as their representadon

* Cf Ihsstrtatum, g 15 CoioU * Space properly concerns the mtmtion of the
elnect } tune the state, espcmalty die n^fresentattpe state

’
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progressing to infinity in which the manifold constitutes a

series of only one dimension From the properties of this

line, with the one exception that its parts are simultaneous

whereas those of time are always successive, we conclude to

all the properties of time
The wording of the passage seems to imply that such

symbolisation of time through space is helpful but not in

dispensably necessary for its apprehension That it is indis

pensably neccssaiy is, however, the view to which Kant finally

settled down ^ But he has not yet come to cleainess on this

point The passage has all the signs of having been written

prior to the Analytic Though Kant seems to have held

consistently to the view that time has, in or by itself, only one
dimension,^ the difficulties involved drove him to recognise that

this is true only of time as the order of our representations It

IS not true of the objective time apprehended in and through
our lepresentations When later Kant came to hold that

consciousness of time is conditioned by consciousness of space,

he appaiently also adopted the view that, by reference to space,

time indiiectly acquit es simultaneity as an additional mode
The objective spatial woild is in time, but in a time which
shows sunultaneity as well as succession In the Dtsset tation “

Kant had criticised Leibniz and his followers for neglecting

simultaneity, “ the most important consequence of time "

“Though time has onlj one dimension, yet the ubiquity of time

(to employ Newton’s term), through which all things sensuously

thmkable are at some time, adds another dimension to the quantity of

actual things, in so far as they hang, as it were, upon the same point

of time For if we represent time by a straight line extended to

infinity, and simultaneous things at any point of time by lines

successively erected [perpendicular to the first line], the surface thus

generated will represent the phenomenal world both as to substance

and as to accidents
”

Similarly in A 182 = B 226 of the Critique Kant states that

simultaneity is not a mode of time,* since none of the parts

of time can be simultaneous, and yet also teaches in A 177 =
B 219 that, as the orderof timepossesses in addition

to succession the two modes, duration and simultaneity The
significance of this distinction between time as the order of our
inner states, and time as the order of objective appearances,

we shall consider immediately
A connected question is as to whether or not Kant teaches

the possibility of simultaneous apprehension In the Aesthetic

* bidow, pp 309 ff
, 347 8 359 * Cf Rtflextommy n 365 ff

* 8 i4> 5 tiud note to 5 i The opposite is, however, asserted m B 67
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and Dtalecttc he certainly does so Space is given as con*

taming coexisting parts, and ^ can be intuited as such without

successive synthesis of its parts In the Analytic^ on the

other hand, the opposite would seem to be implied ® The
apprehension of a manifold can only be obtained through the

successive addition or generation of its parts

(f) Lastly, Kant argues that the fact that all the relations

of time can be expressed in an outer intuition is proof that the

representation of time is itself intuition But surely if, as

Kant later taught, time can be apprehended at all only in and
through space, that, taken alone, would rathei be a reason for

denying it to be itself intuition In any case it is difficult to

follow Kant in his contention that the intuition of time is

similar in general character to that of space ®

Third Paragraph (Conclusion c) —Kant now reopens the

question as to the relation in which time- stands to outer

appearances As already noted, he has argued in the begin-

ning of the previous paragraph that it cannot be a determma
tion of outer appearances, but only of representations in

our inner state External appearances, however, as Kant
recognises, can be known only in and through repiesentations

To that extent they belong to innei sense, and consequently

(such IS Kants argument) are themselves subject to time
Time, as the immediate condition of our representations, is also

the mediate condition of appearances 1 herefore, Kant con
eludes, "all appeal ances^ te all objects of the senses, aie in

time, and necessarily stand in time relations
”

Now quite obviously this argument is invalid if the dis

tinction between representations and their objects is a real

and genuine one For if so, it does not at all follow that

because our representattons of objects are in time that the
objects themselves are in time In other words, the argument
IS valid only from the standpoint of extreme subjectivism,

according to which objects are, in Kant’s otvn phraseology,
blosse Vorstellunpen But the argument is employed to
establish a realist conclusion, (that outer objects, as objects,

stand in time lelations to one another In contradiction of
the previous paragiaph he is now maintaining that time is a
determination of outei appearances, and that it reveals itself in

the motion of bodies as well as in the flux of our inner states

^ Cf A 437 S ~ B 456 n
® A 99 Cf A 162 s:B 203 cannot represent to m>self a line, however

small without drawing tt in thought 1

1

generating from a point all its parts one
after another Cf pji 94, 347 8

Cf BlatUr^ 1 ^4 Without space time itself would not be represented
as quantity and in general this conception would have no object ” Cf
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The distinction between representations and their objects

also makes it possible for Kant both to assert and to deny that

simultaneity is a mode of time “No two years can be co
existent Time has only one dimension But existence (das

measured through time, has two dimensions, succession

and simultaneity ” 1 here are, for Kant, two orders of time, sub
jective and objective Recognition of the latter (emphasised

and developed in the Analytic) ^ is, however, irreconcilable w ith

his contention that time is merely the form of inner sense

We have heie one of the many objections to which
Kant’s doctrine of time lies open It is the*most vulnerable

tenet in his whole system A meie list of the points

which Kant leaves unsettled suffices to show how gieatly he
was troubled in his own mind by the problems to which it

gives rise (i) The nature of the a priori knowledge which
time yields Kant ascribes to this souice sometimes only the

two axioms in regard to time, sometimes pure mechanic
,
and

sometimes also arithmetic (2) Whether time only allows

of, or whether it demands, representation thiough space

Sometimes Kant makes the one assertion, sometimes the

other (3) Whethei it is possible to apprehend the coexistent

without successive synthesis of its parts 1 his possibility is

asserted in the Aesthetic and Dialectic^ denied in the Analytic

(4) Whether simultaneity is a mode of time (5) Whether,
and m what manner, appearances of outer sense are in lime

Kant’s answer to 4 and to 5 varies accoiding as he identifies

or distinguishes representations and empirical objects

The manifold difficulties to which a theory of time thus

lies open are probably the reason why Kant, in the Critique,

reverses the ordei in which he had treated time and space in

the Dissertation ^ But the placing of space before time is none
the less unfoitunate It greatly tends to conceal from the

reader the central position which Kint has assigned to time

in the Analytic Consciousness of time is the fundamental
fact, taken as bare fact, by reference to which Kant gams his

transcendental proof of the categories and principles of under
standing ‘ In the Analytic space, by comparison, falls very

much into the background A further reason for the reversal

may have been Kant’s Newtonian view of geometry as the

mathematical science par excellence * In view of his formu
lation of the Critical problem as that of accounting for

synthetic a pnon judgments, he would then naturally be led

to throw more emphasis on space

^ Cf below, p 365 if * In the Dtssttfaium tune is treated before space
* Cf a^ve pp xxxiv, 120 below, pp, 241 2 365 367 70 39^^^
* Cf Jhtsertaitm, § 15 C ^
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To sum up our mam conclusions Kant’s view of time as

a form merely of inner sense and as having only one dimension,

connects with his subjectivism His view of it as inhering in

objects, and as having duration and simultaneity as two of it‘

modes, is bound up with his phenomenalism Further dis

cussion of these difficulties must therefore be deferred until we
are in a position to raise the more fundamental problem as to

the nituie of the distinction between a representation and its

object ^ Motion is not an inner state Yet it involves time

as directly as does the flow of oui feelings and ideas Kant’s

assertion that “ time can no more be intuited externally than

space can be intuited as something in us,’ if taken quite

liteially, would involve both the subjectivist assertion that

motion of bodies is non existent, and also the phenomenalist

contention that an extended object is altogether distinct from

a repiescntation

The foutth and fifth paragraphs call for no detailed

analysis ® Time is empirically leal, transccndentally ideal

—

these terms having exactly the same meaning and scope as in

reference to space * The fourth sentence in the fifth paragi aph
IS curiously inaccurate As it stands, it would imply that

time is given through the senses In the concluding sentences

Kant biitfly summarises and applies the points raised in these

fourth and fifth paragi aphs

ELUCIDATION

First and Second Paragraphs—Kant here replies to a criti

cism which, as he tells us in his letter of 1772 to Herz, was
first made by Pastor Schulze and by Lambert ® In that letter

the objection and Kant’s reply are stated as follows

“In accordance with the testimony of inner sense, changes are

something real But tney are only possible on the assumption of

time Time is, therefore, something real which belongs to the deter

mmations of things in themselves Why, said I to myself, do we
not argue m a parallel manner ‘Bodies are real, in accordance
with the outer senses But bodies are possible only under the

condition of space Space is, therefore, something objective and
real which mheres m the things themselves ’ The cause [of this

differential treatment of space and of time] is the observation

that m respect to outer things we cannot infer from the reality

of representations the reality of their objects, whereas in inner sense
the thought or the existing of the thought and of myself are one

* Cf below, 27a ff , *94 S, 308 ff 365 ff * A 23=8 37
* They correspond to the third paragraph dealing with space Cf above,

p n6 * Cf above, pp 116 17
* Cf ^ V p 102 Mendlliisoha hutd adso pn)te»*ad ,

cf ep at x p ilo
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and the same Herein lies the key to the difficulty Undoubtedly
I must think my ov^n state under the form of time, and tht form of

the inner sensibility consequently gives me the appearance of changes

Now I do not deny that changes are something real any more than

I deny that bodies are something real, but I thereby mean only that

something real corresponds to the appearance I may not even say

the inner appearance undergoes change {verandet e stch\ for how could

I observe this change unless it appeared to my inner sense? To

the objection that this leads to the conclusion that all things in the world
objectively and in themselves are unchangeable^ I would reply that they

are neither changeable nor unchangeable As Baumgaittn states in § i8

of his Aletaphysica^ the absolutely impossible is hypothetically neither

possible nor impossible, since it cinnot be mentally entertained under
any condition whatsoever, so m similar manner thi things of the

world are objectivtly or in themselves neither in one and the same state

nor in different states at different times^for thus undef stood \vi% as

things in themselvei\ they aie not represented in time at alV ^

Thus Kant's contention both in this lettci and in the

passage before us, is that even our inner states would not

reveal change if they could be apprehended by us or by some
other being apart fiom the subjective form of our inner sense

We may not say that our inner states undergo change, or that

they succeed one another, but only that to us the> necessarily

appear as so doing ^ Time is no more than subjectively leal ^

As Korncr writes to bchiller ‘‘Without time man would
indeed exist but not appeal Not his reality but only his

appeal ance 4s dependent upon the condition of time " “ Man
ts not but only appears^ when he undergoes change ” ^ The
objects of innei sense stand in exactly the same position as

those of outer sense Both are appearances, and neither can
be identified with the absolutely real As Kant argues later

in the Critique

p

inner processes are not known with any
greater certainty or immediacy than are outer objects, the

reality of time as subjective proves its unreality in relation to

things in themselves The statement that the constitution of

' W TL pp 128 9 Italics not in Kant Kant is entirely justified in protesting

tigainst the view that in denying thin^ in themselves to be in time he is asser mg
that they remain eternally the same with themselves To make a dancer preserve
one and the same posture is not to take him out of time, but to bring home to him
the reality of time in an extremely unpleasant manner Duration is one of the
inodes of time

* This is Kants reply to Mendelssohn's objection (December 1770 W x
a 1 to) * Succession is at least a necessary condition of the representations of
finite spirits Now the finite spirits are not only subjects but also objects

of representations both for God and for our fellow men The succession must
therefore be regarded as something objective

* Cf A 277=B 333 ‘ It IS not given to us to observe even our own mind
with any intuition but that of oui inner sense ’

^ Quoted by Vaihmger u p 40fi.

^ Jn the fourth Paralogism^ A 366 and hi the Refutation of IdeaUsm^ B 274.
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things m themselves is» “pioblematic ” is an exceptional mode
of expression for Kant Usually—as indeed throughout the

whole context of this passage *—he asserts that though things

in themselves are unknowable, we can with absolute certainty

maintain that they are neither in space nor in time Upon
this point we have already dwelt in discussing Trendelen

burg’s controversy with Fischer®

Third Paiaigraph—The third and foui tli paragraphs of this

section ought to have had a separate heading They sum
manse the total argument of the Aest/iettc in regard to space

as well as time distinguish its tenets from those of Newton
and of Leibniz, and draw a geneial conclusion The summary
follows the strict synthetic method The opening sentences

illusti ate Kants failure to distinguish between the problems

of puie and of applied mathematics, and also show how
completel> he tends to conceive mathematics as typified by
geometry The criticism of alternative views tiaveises the

ground of the famous controversy between Leibniz and
Clarke Their Streitschriften were, as we have good cir

cumstantial grounds foi believing,'* a chief influence in the

development of Kant’s own views Kant, who oiiginally

held the Leibnizian position, was by 1768 * more or l^ss con-
*

verted to the Newtonian teaching, and in the Dusettation

of 1770 de\eloped his subjectivist standpoint with the con
scious intention of letaining the advantages while remedying
the defects of both alternatives ® Foi convenience we may
limit the discussion to space (a) The view piopounded by
Newton, and defended by Clarke, is that space has an
existence in and by itself, independent alike of the mind
which apprehends it and of the objects with which it is filled

(^) The view held by Leibniz is that space is an empirical

concept abstracted from our confused sense experience of

the relations of real things ®

The criticism of (a) is twofold Fust, it involves belief

' Cf A42=B 59 ^ Above pp 113 14 ’ Cf Vaihinger 11 p ri4
• The daU of Kant h I tin dem ers en Grunde des Unitrschtedes der Geffmdm

tm Kaume
• Cf below, p 161 ft

• Cf Dtssettatton § 1 $ D Those who defend the reality of space conceive
It either as an absolute and immcnbe rtceptaih of possible things—a view which
appeals not only to the English [thinkers] but to most geometricians—or thw
contend that it is nothing but a rtlattm holding between existii^ things, which
must vamsh when the things are removed and which is thinkable only in actual

things This latter is the teaching of lyeibnir and of most of our (.outitiyuien
”

That the account of Eeibms s teaching given m the paragrai^s under consideration
18 not altogether accurate, need hatdly be pointed out Kant, following hu
usual method in the discussion of ojfiposing ^sterns is stating what he regards
as being the logical consequences of certain of Leibau s tenetSi rather than w
avowed positions
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iti an eternal and infinite Undtng Secondly, it leads to meta
physical difficulties, especially in regard to the existence of

God If space is absolutely leal, how is it to be leconciled

with the omnipresence of God? Newton’s view of space as

the se7isorium Dei can hardly be regarded as satisfactory

The objection to {h) is that it cannot account for the apo
dictic certainty of geometry, nor guarantee its application

to expel lence The concept of space, when regarded as of

sensuous origin, is something that may distort (and according

to the Leibnizian teaching does actually distort) what it pro

fesses to represent, and is something from which lestrictions

that hold in the natural world have been omitted ^ As
empirical, it cannot serve as basis for the universal and neces

sary judgments of mathematical science ^

The first view has, however, the advantage of keeping

the sphere of appearances open for mathematical science

As space is infinite and all comprehensive, its laws hold

universally The second view has the advantage of not sub

jecting reality to space conditions These advantages are

retained, while the objections are removed, by the teaching

of the Aesthetic

^ Cf*A 275 6=B 3jI 2 ‘Leibmz conceived space as a certain order in the

community of substances and time as the dynamical sequence of their states

But that which both seem to
i
osscss as proper to themselves in independence

of things he ascribed to the confused character of their concepts asserting this

confusion to be the reason why what is a mere form of dynamical relations has
come to be regarded as a special intuition self siibsistenl and antecedent to

the things themselves Thus space and time were [for Lcibnu] the intelligible

form of the connection of things (substances and thur states) in themselves Cf
also Prolegomefta § 13 Anm 1

^ Kant has slated that both siews conflict with * the principles of experience

But his criticisms are not altogether on that line 1 he statement strictly applies

only to his criticism of the l^ibnizian view Cf Drsmtation § 15 D That
first inane invention of reason assuming as it docs the existence of true infinite

relations in the absence of all interrelated entities belongs to the realm of fable

But those who adopt the other view fall into a much worse error t or whereas the

former place an obstacle in the way only of certain rational concepts i e concepts
that concern noumena and which also in themselves are extremely obscure bearing
upon questions as to the spiritual world omnipresence etc the latter set them
selves in direct antagonism to the phenomena themselves and to geometrj, the

most faithful interpreter of all phenomena For—not to dwell upon the obvious
circle in which they necessarily become involved in defining space— they cast

geometry down from its position at the highest point of certitude and throw it back
into the class of those sciences the principles of which are empirical Por if all

modihcations of space are denved only through experience from external relations,

gjbometncal axioms can have only comparative universality like that acquired

through induction in other words such as extends only as far as observation has
goa^ They cannot lay claim to any necessity save that of being in accordance

with the estabhshed laws of nature nor to any precision except of the artificial

Sbirt resting upon assumptions And as happens in matters empirical the

possibiUty IS not excluded that a space endowed with other original m^ifications,

and perhaps even a recUlineal figure enclosed by two lines, may sometime be
discovered ” Cf above, p 114 f below, p 290
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Kant further criticises the former view in A 46 ff = B 64 ff

There is no possibility of accounting for the a pnori synthetic

judgments of geometry save by assuming that space is the

pure form of outer intuition For though the Newtonian
view will justify the assertion that the laws of space hold

universally, it cannot explain how we come to know them
a prtort And assuming, as Kant constantly does, that space

cannot be both an a priori form of intuition and also

independently real, he concludes that it is the former only
In B 71 Kant also restates the metaphysical difficulties

to which the Newtonian view lies open In natural theology

wc deal with an existence which can never be the object

of sensuous intuition, and which has to be freed from all

conditions of space and time This is impossible if space is

so absolutely real that it would remain though all created

things were annihilated

Fourth Paragraph—Space and time are the only two
forms of sensibility

,
alf other concepts belonging to the

senses, such as motion and change, are empirical ^ As Kant
has himself stated, no reason can be given why space and
time are the sole forms of our possible intuition

“Other forms of intuition than space and time, even if they

were possible, we cannot render in any way conceivable and com
prehcnsible to ourselves and even assuming that we could do so,

they still would not belong to experience, the only kmd of knowledge
in which objects are given to us ” ^

The furthei statement,® frequently repeated in the Cithque,
that time itself does not change, but only what is in time,*

indicates the extent to which Kant has been influenced by
the Newtonian receptacle view As Bergson very justly

points out, time, thus viewed as a homogeneous medium, is

really being conceived on the analogy of space “It is

meiely the phantom of space obsessing the reflective con-
sciousness

”

* In B 155 Kant distinguishes between motion of an object m space and
motion as generabon of a geometrical figure The former alone involves ex
perience , the htter is i pure act of the productive imagination and belongs not
only to geometry but also to transcendental philosophy This note, as Erdmann
has pointed out (A^ttinstMus, pp 115 168) was introduced by Kant mto the

second edition as a reply to a criticism of Schiltz The distinction as thus drawn
IS only tenable on the assumption of a pure manifold disbnet from the manifold
of sense

® Aa30sB283 Cf above, pp W 118 below, pp 1856 25?
» A41--B s8

ri- a
, beloW, pp 359 60

' I ts Demit! Immiiiotes., p 73
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GENERAL OBSERVAnONS ON THE
TRANSCENDENTAL AESTHETIC

I Pirat Faragraph — “ To avoid all misapprehension ’

Kant proceeds to state “as clearly as possible” his view of

sensuous knowledge With this end in view he sets himself

to enforce two main points (a) that as space and time are

only forms of sensibility, everything apprehended is only

appearance
, (^) that this is not a mere hypothesis but is

completely certain Kant expounds (a) indirectly through
criticism of the opposing views of Leibniz and of Locke But
before doing so he makes in the next paragraph a twofold

statement of his own conclusions

Second Paragraph—This paragraph states (a) that through
intuition we can represent only appearances, not things in

themselves, and (^) that the appearances thus known exist

only in us Both assertions have implications, the discussion

of which must be deferied to the Analytic The mention of

the “relations of things by themselves” may as Vaihmger
suggests,^ be a suivnal from the time when (as in the Dti
sertation^') Kant sought to reduce spatial to dynamical
relations The assertion that things in themselves are com
pletely unknown to us goes beyond what the Aesthetic can
establish and what Kant heie requires to prove His present

thesis IS only that no knowledge of things in themselves can
be acquired either through the forms of space and time or
through sensation

,
space and time are determined solely by

our pure sensibility, and sensations by our empirical sensi

bility Failure to recognise this is, in Kant’s view, one of the
chief defects of the Leibmzian system

Third and Fourth Paragraphs Criticism of the Leibniz Wolff
Interpretation of Sensibility and of Appearance—Leibniz vitiates

both conceptions Sensibility does not differ from thought
in clearness but in content It is a difference of kind ® They
originate in different sources, and neither can by any trans^

formation be reduced to the other

“ Even if an appearance could become completely transparent to

us, such knowledge would remain toto coelo different from knowledge
of the object in itself”* “Through observation and analysis of

appearances we penetrate to the secrets of nature, and no one can say

how far this may in time extend [But how ever far we advance, we

* 11 p 446 * S§ 4 inid S7
* Cf Uebtr tine ErUdech tng, etc W vui p 220
* A44=B6i
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shall never be able by means of] so ill adapted an instrument of in

vestigation [as our sensibility] to find anything except still other

appearances, the non sensuous cause of which we yet long tb

discover ” *

We should still know only in terms of the two inalienable

forms of oui sensibility ® The dualism of thought and sense

can nevei be transcended by the human mind By no exten-

sion of its sphere or perfecting of its insight can sensuous

knowledge be transformed into a conceptual apprehension of

purely intelligible entities

Leibniz’s conception of appearances as things in them
stives confusedly apprehended is equally false, and for the

same reasons ‘ Appearance and reality are related as distinct

existences, each of which has its own intrinsic character and
content Through the former there can be no hope of pene-

trating to the latter Appearance is subjective in matter as

well as in form For Leibniz our knowledge of appearances
IS a confused knowledge of things in themselves Properly

viewed, it is the apprehension, whether distinct or confused,

of objects which are never things m themselves Sense-

knowledge, such as we obtain in the science of geometry, has

often the highest degree of clearness Conceptual apprehen-

sion IS all too frequently characterised by obscurity and
indistinctness

This ciiticism of Leibniz, as expounded in these two
paiagraphs, is thoroughly misleading if taken as an adequate
statement of Kant’s view of the relations between sense and
understanding, appearance and reality These paragraphs
are really a restatement of a passage in the Dtsseriatton

“ It will thus be seen that we express the nature of the sensuous

ver> mippropnately when we assert that it is the more confusedly

known, and the nature of the mtellettual when we describe it as the dis

itnctly known 1* or tnese are merely logical distinctions, and obviously

have nothmg to do with the given facts which underhe all logical

companson The sensuous may be absolutely distinct, and the
intellectual extremely confused That is shown on the one hand m
geometry^ the prototype of sensuous knowledge, and on the other in
metaphysics, the instrument of all intellectual enquiry Every one
knows how zealously metaphysics has stnven to dispel the mists of

confusion which cloud the minds of men at large and yet has not

> A 277 334 Cf A 27? 9=B 335 6
^ \\hen Kant says that the distuKtiou a not logical (that of relative clearness

and obbcnniy) but transcendental, the latter term is taken as practically equivalent
to tpiBiemotoncal It does not mean relating to the a feton, but rating ta
transcendenlal philosophy just as logical here means relating to loeict Of
Vaihir^er n p 45* * Cf A 270ff ssB 3adff
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dlwajrs attained the happy results of the former science Ntvcrthe
less each of these kmds of knowledge preserves the mark of the stock

firom which u has sprung The former, however distinct, is on
account of its origin entitled sensuous, while the latter, however
confused, remains intellectual—^as eg the moral concepts, which are

known not by way of experience, but through the pure intellect itself

I fear, however, that Wolff by this distinction between the sensuous
and the mtellectual, which for him is merely logical, has checked,
perhaps wholly (to the great detriment of philosophy) that noblest

enterprise of antiqmty, the investigation of the nature ofphenomena
and noumena turning men s minds from such enquiries to what are

very frequently only logical subleties ” ^

The paragraphs befoie us give expression only to what is

common to the Dissertation and to the Critique, and do so
entiiely from the standpoint of the Dissertation Thus the
illustration of the conception of “ right ” implies that things in

themselves can be known through the understanding The
conception as Kant says, represents “ a moral property which
belongs to actions in and by themselves ” Similarly, in

distinguishing the sensuous from “ the intellectual, ’ he says
that through the former we do not apprehend things in

themselves, thus implying that things in themselves can be
known through the puie intellect The view developed in

the Analytic, alike of sensibility and of appearance, 1$

radically different Sensibility and understanding may have
a common source

,
and both aie indispensably necessary

for the apprehension of appearance Neither can function

save in co opeiation with the other Appearance does
not differ from reality solely through its sensuous content
and form, but also in the intellectual order or dispensation to

which It IS subject But in the very act of thus deepening the
gulf betwieen appearance and reality by counting even under-
standing as contiibuting to the knowledge only of the former,

he was brought back to a position that has kinship with the

Leibnizian view of their interrelation Since understanding
is just as essential as sensibdity to the apprehension of
appearances, and since understanding differs from sensibility

in the universality of its range, it enables us to view appear-
ances in their relation to ultimate reality, and so to apprehend
Uiem as being, however subjective or phenomenal, ways in

which the thing in itself presents itself to us Such a view
IS, however, on Kant’s principles, quite consistent with the

further contention, that appearance does not differ from reality

In a merely logics^ manner Factors that are peculiar to the
realm of appearance have intervened to transform the real

,

j 7 (I read wtem for autor) Cf below, p 187

L
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and m consequence even completed knowledge of the pheno-
menal—if such can be conceived as possible—would not be
equivalent to knowledge of things in themselves

Fifth Faragraph Criticisia of Locke s View of Appearance—
This paragraph discusses Locke s doctrine ^ that the secondary

qualities are subjective, and that in the primary qualities we
possess true knowledge of things in themselves The distinc

tion is drawn upon empirical grounds, namely, that while certain

qualities aie uniform for more than one sense, and belong to

objects under all conditions, others are peculiar to the different

senses, and arise only through the accidental relation of objects

to the special senses * This distinction is, Kant says, entirely

justified from the physical standpoint * A rainbow is an
appearance of which the raindiops constitute the true empirical

reality But Locke and his followers interpret this distinction

wrongly They ignore the more fundamental transcendental

(* e metaphysical) distinction between empirical reality and
the thing in itself hiom the transcendental standpoint the

raindrops are themselves merely appearance Lven their

round shape, and the very space in which they fall, are only
modific itions of our sensuous intuition 1 he ‘ transcendental

object ’ * remains unknown to us

When Kant thus declares that the distinction"between
primary and secondary qualities is justified {tickttg) from the

physical standpoint, he is again ° speaking fiom a phenomen
alist point of view And it may be noted that in develop
ing his transcendental distinction he docs not describe the
raindrops as mere representations His phrase is much more
indefinite They are “modifications or fundamental forms
{Grundlagen) of our sensuous intuition

”

Kant does not here criticise the view of sensibility which
undcihes Locke’s Mew of appearance But he does so in

A 271 = B 327, completing the parallel and contrast between
Leibniz and Locke

“ Leibniz mtelkctu^ised appearances, just as Locke, according to

his system of noogony (if I may be allowed these expressions), sensual

tsed all concepts of the understanding, t e interpreted them as simply
empirical or abstracted concepts of reflection Instead of interpret

ing understanding and sensibility as two quite different sources of
representations, which yet can supply objectively vihd judgments of

1 Cf IrcU^mtem § 13, Remai'k II
* Cf above> pp 120 i * Cf A 2S7=® 3^3
* A 46a^ 63 This IS the first occurrence in the Cftttqm of the phmstt

transcendental object Transcendental is employed as synonymems with tran
fccendent Cf below p 204 If

^ Cf above, pp 120 2
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things only in conjunction with each other, each oi these great men
holds only to one of the two, viewing it as in immediate relation to

thuigs in themselves The other faculty is regarded as serving only

to confuse or to order the representations which this selected faculty

yields ” ^

Proof that the above View of Space and Tune is not a mere
Hypothesis, but completely certain^—The pi oof, which as here

recapitulated and developed follows the analytic method, has
already been considered in connection with A 39 = B 56 It

proceeds upon the assumption that space cannot be both an
a priori form of intuition and also independently leal The
argument as a whole lacks clearness owing to Kant’s failure

to distinguish between the problems of pure and applied

geometry, between pure intuition and form of intuition

This IS especially obvious in the very unfortunate and mis
leading second application of the triangle illustration *

Kant’s tendency to conceive mathematical science almost
exclusively in terms of geometry is likewise illustrated

“ There is m regard to both [space and time] a laige number of

a prion apodictic and synthetic propositions Ihis is especially true

of space, which for this reason will be our chief illustration in this

enquiryJ’
^

II Paragraphs addedm the Second Edition ^

—

Kant proceeds
to offer further proof of the ideality of the appearances (a) of
outer and (d) of inner sense Such proof he finds in the fact

that these appearances consist solely of relations (a) Outer
appearances reduce without remainder to relations of position
in intuition (i e of extension), of change of position (motion),

and to the laws which express in merely relational terms the
motive forces by which such change is determined What it

IS that IS thus present in space, or what the dynamic agencies
may be to which the motion is due, is never revealed But a
real existent {Jiache an stcA) can never be known through
mere relations Outer sense consequently reveals through its

representations only the relation of an object to the subject,

not the intrinsic inner nature of the object in itself (Object an
sich) Kant’s avoidance of the term Ding an stch may be noted **

’ A 271=8327 ^ A 46 9=863 6
* A 48=8 65 6 Vaihinger (n pp 470 2) gives what appears to be a sufficient

explanation of what Kant had in mind in its employment
* A 46=8 64 Cf Zhssertation § 15 C In the concluding sentence of the

first edibon s Aesthetic Kant for the fost time uses the singular Ding an stch in

place of the snore usual Jhnge an stch and also refers to it m problematic terms as
what mag u^erlie appearances * 8w 73

* a dobs not contain anything not to be found elsewhere in the first edition
It is a restatement of A 265 if =B 321 if , A 274=8 330, A 277 ff =B 333 if

,

A 283 s«B339 41
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(b) The same holds true of inner sense, not only because

the representations of outer sense constitute its proper

{etgeniltdien) mateiial, but also because time, in which these

are set, contains only relations of succession, coexistence, and
duration This time (which as consisting only of relations can

be nothing but a form *) is itself, in turn, a mere relation It

IS only the manner in which through its own activity the mind
IS affected by itself But in order to be affected by itself it

must ha\e receptivity, in other words, sensibility Time,
consequently, must be regarded as the form of this inner sense

That everything represented in time, like that which is

represented irt space, consists solely of relations, Kant does

not, however, attempt to prove He is satisfied with repeating

the conclusion reached in the first edition of the Aesthetic,

that, as time is the object of a sense, it must of necessity be
appearance This, like everything which Kant wrote upon
inner sense, is profoundly unsatisfactory The obscurities of

his argument are not to be excused on the ground that “ the

difficulty, how a subject can have an internal intuition of

itself, IS common to every theory ” Foi no gieat thinker,®

except Locke, has attempted to interpret inner consciousness

on the analogy of the senses Discussion of the doctrine must
meantime be deferred *

III B 69—Kant here formulates the important distinc-

tion between appearance (Ersc/ietnung) and illusion (^Schetn)

The main text is clear so far as it goes
,
but the appended

note IS thoroughly confused Together they contain no less

than three distinct and conflicting views of illusion * Accord-
ing to the main text, Schetn signifies a representation, such
as may occur in a dream, to which nothing real corresponds
Erschetnung, on the other hand, is always the appearance of
a given object

,
but since the qualities of that object depend

solely on our mode of intuition, we have to distinguish the

object as appearance from the object as thing in itself

“ [Every appearance] has two sides, the one by which the objA^t

IS viewed in and by itself, the other by v hich the form of the
intuition of the object is taken into account

Obviously, when illusion is defined in the above manner,

’ An assertion, it may be noted, which conflicts with K.ant s view of it as a
pure manifold

® Kant was probably mfluenced by Tetens Cp below p 294.
* Cf below, p 291 ff b together with B 152 8 is a more explicit statement of

the doctnne of inner sense than Kant had given in the first edition.
^ Vaihinger (11 p 486 ff ), who has done more than any other comhientator to

cleir up the ambiguities of this passage, distmguishes only two views
*A38=!B5s

“
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the assertion that objects in space are mere appearances can
not be taken as meaning that they are illusory

But this view of illusion is peculiar to the passage

before us and to A 38 = 655 It occurs nowhere else, either

in the Critique or in the Prolegomena
,
and it is not, as Kant

has himself admitted ^ really relevant to the purposes of

the Critique The issues are more adequately faced in

the appended note, which, however, at the same time,

shows very clearly that Kant has not yet properly dis

entangled their various strands The above definition of
appearance is too wide It covers illusory sense perception

as well as appeal ance proper The further qualification

must be added, that the predicates of appearance are

constant and are inseparable from its repiesentation Thus
the space predicates can be asserted of any external object

Redness and scent can be ascribed to the rose All of these

are genuine appearances If, on the other hand, the two
handles, as observed by Galileo, are attributed to Saturn,

roundness to a distant square tower, bentness to a straight

stick inserted in water, the result is mere illusion The pre

dicates, in such cases, do not stand the test of further observa

tion or of the employment of other senses Only in a ceitain

position of Its rings, relatively to the observer, does Saturn
seem {scheint') to have two handles The distant tower only
seems to be round The stick only seems to be bent But
the rose is extended and is red Obviously Kant is no
longer viewing Schetn as equivalent to a merely mental image
It now receives a second meaning It is illusion in the modern,
psychological sense It signifies an abnormal perception of an
actually present object 1 he distinction between appearance
and illusion is now reduced to *1 merely relative difference in

constancy and universality of appearance Saturn necessarily

appears to Galileo as possessing two handles A square tower
viewed from the distance cannot appear to the human eye
othierwise than round A stick inserted in water must appear
bfent If, however, Saturn be viewed under more favourable
conditions, if the distance from the tower be diminished, if the

stick be removed from the water, the empirical object will

appear in a manner moic in harmony with the possible or

actual experiences of touch The distinction is practical,

rather than theoretical, in its justification It says only that

certain sets of conditions may be expected to remain uniform

,

' Cf Pridegometia, iv p 376 » , Eng trans p 149 ‘ The reviewer often

fights his own shadow When I oppose the truth of expaience to dreaming, ho
never suspects that I am only concerned with the smtmum «^eeitw swntHm of
Wolff’s philoeojdiy whichis merelyformal,and has nothing to do with the distinction

ofdroamingaadwaking, whidhindeedhasnoplaceinai^ttaBScendcntalphilosopby ”
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those, for instance, physical, physiological, and psychical,

which cause a lose to appear red Other sets of conditions,

such as those which ciuse the stick to appear bent, are ekeep
tional, and for that reason the bentness may be discounted as

illusion Among the relatively constant are the space and
time properties of bodies To employ the terms of the mam
text, It IS not only by illusion that bodies seem to exist out

side me
,
they actually are theie

So long as we keep to the sphere of ordinary experience,

and require no gi eater exactitude than practical life demands,
this distinction is, of couise, both important and valid But
Kant, by his references to Saturn, raises considerations which,

if faced, must complicate the pioblem and place it upon an
entirely diffeient plane If, in view of scientific requirements,

the conditions of observation are more rigorously formulated,

and if by artificial instruments of scientific precision we modify
the perceptions of our human senses, what befoie was ranked
as appearance becomes illusion

,
and no limit can be set to

the transformations which even our most normal hum in

experiences m ly thus be made to undergo Even the most
constant perceptions then yield to variation The most that

can be asserted is that throughout all change in the con
ditions of observation objects still continue to possess, in

however new and revolutionary a fashion some kind of space

and time predicates The application of this moie rigorous

scientific standard of appeal ance thus leads to a fourfold dis

tinction between ultimate reality, scientific appeal ances, the

appearances of ordinary consciousness, and the illusions of
ordinary consciousness The appearances of piactical life are

the illusions of science, and the appearances of science would
similarly be illusions to any being who through ‘intuitive

understanding could apprehend things in themselves

But if the disti iction between appearance and illusion is

thus merely relative to the varying nature of the conditions

under which observation takes place, it can afford no sufficient

answer to the criticisms which Kant is here professing

to meet Kant has in view those critics (such as Lambert,
Mendelssohn, and Garve) who had objected that if bodies in

space aie representations existing, as he so often asserts,

only “ within us,” their appearing to exist “ outside us ” is a
complete illusion These critics have, indeed, found a vulner-
able point in Kant’s teaching The only way in which he
can effectively tneet it is by frank recognition and develop
ment of the phenomenalism with which his subjectivism
comes into so fiequent conflict ^ That certain perceptions are

* Cf below, p a70 ff

'
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more constant than others does not prove that all alike may
not be classed as illusory The criticism concerns only the

reality of extended objects From Kant’s own extreme sub
jectivist position they are illusions of the most thoroughgoing
kind If, as Kant so frequently maintains, objects are repre

sentations and exist only “ within us,” their existence “ outside

us” must be denied The criticism can be met only if Kant
IS prepared consistently to formulate and defend his own
alternative teaching, that sensations arise through the action

of external objects upon the sense organs, and that the world
of physical science has consequently a reality not reducible to

mere representations in the individual mind
It may be objected that Kant has in the mam text cited

one essential difference between his position and that which
IS being ascribed to him Extended objects, though mere
representations, are yet due to, and conditioned by, things in

themselves They are illusory only in regard to Iheir pro-

perties, not in regard to then existence But this distinction

is not really relevant The criticism, as just stated, is directed

only against Kant s view of spice The fact that the spatial

world is 1 grounded and necessary illusion is not strictly

relevant to the mattei in dispute Kint has, indeed, else

where, himself admitted the justice of the criticism In

A 780= B 808 he cites as a possible hypothesis, entirely in

harmony with his main results, though not in any degree
established by them, the view

“ that this life is an appearance only, that is, a sensuous represent!

tion of purely spintual life, and that the whole sensible world is a

mere image {em blosses Btld) which hovers before our present

mode of knowledge, and like a dream has in itself no objective

reality
’

Kant’s reply is thus really only vcibal He claims that

illusion, if constant, has earned the right to be called appear
ance He accepts the criticism, but restates it in his own
terms The underlying phenomenalism which colours the

position in his own thoughts, and for which he has not been
able to find any quite satisfactory formulation, is the sole

possible justification, if any such exists, for his contention

that the ciiticism does not apply Such phenomenalism crops

out in the sentence, already partially quoted

“If I assert that the quality of space and time, according to

which, as a condition of their existence, I posit both external objects

and my own soul, lies in my mode of mtuition and not in these

objects in themselves, I am not saying that only by illusion do
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bodies stem to exist outside me or my soul to be given in my self

consciousness
” *

But, so far, I have simplified Kant's argument by leaving

out of account a third and entirely diffeient view of illusion

which IS likewise formulated in the appended note In the

middle of the second sentence, and in the last sentence,

illusion IS defined as the attribution to the thing in itself of

what belongs to it only in its relation to the senses IllusidR

lies not in the object apprehended, but only in the judgment
which we pass upon it It is due, not to sense, but to under
standing ® Viewing illusion in this way, Kant is enabled

to maintain that his critics are guilty of “an unpardonable
and almost intentional misconception,” ® since this is the very

fallacy which he himself has been most concerned to attack

As he has constantly insisted, appearance is appearance just

because it can nevei be a revelation of the thing in itself

Now the introduction of this third view reduces the argu-

ment of the appended note to complete confusion Its first

occurrence as a parenthesis in a sentence wh’ch is stating an
opposed view would stem to indicate that the note has been
carelessly recast Originally containing only a statement of

the second view, Kant has connected therewith the view
which he had already formulated in the first edition and in

the Prolegomena But the two views cannot be combined
By the former definition, illusion is necessitated but abnormal
perception

,
according to the latter, it is a preventable error of

our conscious judgment The opposite of illusion is in the

one case appeatance, in the other Uuth The retention of the

reference to Saturn, in the statement of the thud view at

the end of the note, is further evidence of hasty recasting

While the rose and the extended objects are there treated as

also things in themselves, Saturn is taken only in its pheno
menal existence In view of the general confusion, it is a
minor inconsistency that Kant should here maintain, in direct

opposition to A 28 9, that secondary qualities can be attributed
to the empirical object

This passage from the second edition is a development of
Prolegomena^ §13, 111 Kant there employs the term appear-
ance in a quite indefinite manner For the most part he
seems to mean by it any and every sense experience, whether
norm il or abnormal, and even to include under it dream images

^ B 69 I or explanation of the references to tune and self consciousness, cf
below pp 308 323

* This view of illusion likewise appears in A 293=8 349, A 377 8, A 39&
and g 13, III , at the beginning

• Prmgemtina lot tit *
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But It IS also employed in the second of the above meanings,

as signifying those sense perceptions which harmonise with

general experience Illusion is throughout employed in the

third of the above meanings Kant’s illustration, that of the

apparently retiograde movements of the planets, necessitates

a distinction between apparent and real motion in space, and
consequently leads to the fruitful distinction noted above
|Cant gues, however, no sign that he is conscious of the

complicated problems involved
In the interval between the Prolegomena (1783) and the

second edition of the Cnttqne (1787) Mendelssohn had
published (1785) his Morgenstunden In its introduction,

entitled Vorerkenntmss von Wahf/teti, Schetn und hrihum}
he very carefully distinguishes between illusion {Stnnenschein)

and error of judgment {Irrthuni) This introduction Kant
had read In a letter to Schutz* he cites it by title, and
praises it as “ acute, original, and of exemplary dearness ’

It is therefore the more inexcusable that he should again in

the second edition of the Crtttque have confused these two so

radically different meanings of the term Schetn Mendelssohn,
however, drew no distinction between Schetn and Erschetnung
They were then used as practically synonymous,® though of

course Schetn was the stronger term Kant seems to have
been the first to distinguish them sharply and to attempt to

define the one in opposition to the other But the very fact

that Erschetnung and Schetn Viere currently employed as

equivalent terms, and that the distinction, though one of his

own drawing, had been mentioned only in the most cursory

manner in the first edition of the Crtltque,* removes all

justification for his retoit upon his critics of “unpardonable
misconception ” His anger was really due, not to the

objection in itself, but to the implied comparison of his

position to that of Berkeley Such comparison nevei filled

to arouse Kant s wrath For however much this accusation

might be justified by his own frequent lapses into subjectivism

of the most extreme type, even its partial tiuth was more
than he was willing to admit Berkeley represents m his eyes,

not merely a subjectivist interpretation of the outer world,

but the almost diametrical opposite of everything for which
he himself stood Discussion of Kant’s relation to Berkelej^

had best, however, be introduced through consideration of

* Cf in the 1863 edition Bd 11 267 ff The exnniplesof illusion employed b)

Mendelssohn ere reflection in a mirror and the rainbow
® ^ X p 405
* Seliem is so used Kant himself (fF x p 105) in a leVtfiC to Lambert

in 1770
<A3«
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the passage immediately following in which Kant refers to

Berkeley by name
in (Second Fart) B 70—Kant urges that his doctrine of

the ideality of space and time, so far from reducing objects

to mere illusion, is the sole means of defending their genuine

reality If space and time had an independent existence, they

would have to be regarded as more real than the bodies which
occupy them Foi on this view space and time would con-

tinue to exist even if all their contents were removed
,
they

would be antecedent necessary conditions of all othei exist-

ences But space and time thus interpreted are impossible

conceptions^ The reality of bodies is thereby made to

depend upon Undtnge If this were the sole alternative, “ the

good Bishop Berkeley [could] not be blamed for degrading

bodies to mere illusion ” We should, Kant maintains, have to

proceed still further, denying even our own existence For
had Berkeley taken account of time as well as of space,

a similar argument, consistently developed in regaid to time,

would have constrained him to reduce the self to the level of

mere illusion Belief in the reality of things in themselves,

whether spiritual or material is defensible only if space and
time be viewed as subjective In other woids, Berkeleys

idealism is an inevitable consequence of a realist view of

space But it is also its reductio ad absurdutn

[“ Berkeley in his dogmatic idealism] maintains that space, with

all the things of which it is the inseparable condition, is something

impossible in itself, and he therefore regards the things in space as

merely imaginary entities (^Etnbtldun^en) Dogmatic idealism is m
evitable if space be interpreted as a property which belongs to things

in themselves For, when so regarded, space, and everything to which

It serves as condition, is a non entity ( U?idtn^) The ground upon
which this idealism rests we have removed in the Transcendental

Aesthchc ” ’

The term ScJiein is not employed throughout this passage

in either of the two meanings of the appended note, but in

that of the main text It signifies a representation, to which
no existence corresponds

• Cf above A 39 = 8 57 This is however merely asserted by implication
,

it IS not proved As already noted, Kant does not really show that space and

time Viewed as absolute realities are inconsistent with the principles of expert

enee ’ Nor does Kant here supply sufiScient grounds for his description of space

and time as Undtn^ Kant it must be observed, does not regard the conception

of the actual infinite as in itself self contradictory Cf below, p 486
^ Bays
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KANT’S RELATION TO BERKELEY

by idealism^ Kant means any and every system which
maintains that the sensible world does not exist in the form
in which It presents itself to us The position is typified

in Kant s mind by the Eleatics, by Plato, and by Descartes,
all of whom are rationalists With the denial of reality to

sense appearances they combine a belief in the possibility of
rationally comprehending its supersensible basis Failing to

appreciate the true nature of the sensible, they misunderstand
the character of geometrical science, and falsely ascribe to

pure understanding a power of intellectual intuition Kant s

criticisms of Berkeley show very clearly that it is this moie
general position which he has chiefly in view To Berkeley
Kant objects that only in sense experience is there truth, that
it is sensibility, not undei standing, which possesses the power
of a priori intuition, and that thiough puie understanding,
acting in independence of sensibility, no knowledge of any
kind can be acquiied In other words, Kant classes Berkeley
with the rationalists And, as we have already seen, he even
goes the length of r^arding Berkeleys position as the
reductio ad absutdunt of the lealist view of space Kant
does, indeed recognise ® that Berkeley differs from the other
idealists, in holding an empirical view of space, and conse
quently of geometry, but this does not prevent Kant from
maintaining that Berkeley’s thinking is influenced by certain
fundamental implications of the realist position Berkeley’s
insight—such would seem to be Kant’s line of argument—is

perveited by the very view which he is attacking Beikelcy
appieciates only what is false in the Cartesian view of space

,

he is blind to the important element of truth which it contains
Empiricist though he be he has no wider conception of
the function and powers of sensibility than have the realists

fiom whom he separates himself off, and in ordei to compre-
hend those existences to which alone he is willing to allow
true reality, he has therefore, like the rationalists, to fall back
upon pure reason ®

> Cf below D 298 fif on kants Re/utaitans of Ideahm This is also the
tned.ning iix which Kant employs the term in his pre Critical writings Cf
Mucidatto (I75S)» usris Iraume ernes Getstersehers (1766) u 2» W
u p 364 These citations are given by Jamtsch {.Kants Urtheih uherBerUUy,
1879, p 20) who also points out that the term is already used in this sense b>
BUIffinger as early as 1725 Dilucidatwnes phtlos This is also the meaning in
which the term is employed in B xxxiv Cf A 28 s’B 44

* Prolegomena Attnang W iv pp 374 5
* In hn Kleifie Aufsaize (3 hejuiattonofPrMematic Idealism Hartenstein

V p 50a) Kant v^ould seem very mcomistently to accuse Berkeley of maintaining
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That Kant’s criticism of' Berkeley should be extremely
external is not, therefore, surprising He is interested m
Berkeley’s positive teaching only in so far as it enables him
to illustrate the evil tendencies of a mistaken idealism, which
starts from a false view of the functions of sensibility and of
understanding, and of the nature of space and time The
key to the true idealism lies, he claims, in the Critical

piobicm, how a prtort synthetic judgments can be possible
This IS the fundamental problem of metaphysics, and until it

has been formulated and answered no advance can be made
“ My so called (Critical) idealism is thus quite peculiar in that it

overthrows ordinary idealism, and that through it alone a priori
cognition, even that of geometry, attains objective reality, a thmg
which even the keenest realist could not assert till I had proved
the ideality of space and time ’ *

In order to make Kant’s account of Berkeley’s teaching
really compiehensible, we seem compelled to assume that
he had never himself actually read any of Berkeley’s own
writings Kant’s acquaintance with the English language
was most imperfect, and we have no evidence that he had
ever read a single English book * When he quotes Pope and
Addison, he does so from Geiman translations^ Subsequent
to 1781 he could, indeed, have had access to Berkelejr's

Dialoguei between Hylas and Phitonous * in a German transla
tion , but in view of the account which he continues to give
of Berkeley’s teaching, it does not seem likely * that he had
availed himself of this opportunity As to what the indirect
souices of Kant’s knowledge of Berkeley may have been, we
cannot decide with any certainty, but amongst them must
undoubtedly be reckoned Hume’s statements in regard to
Berkeley in the Enquiry^ and very probably also the
references to Berkeley in Beattie’s Natute of Truth ’’ From

a soh]>s>tslir position Berkeley denies the existence of all things save that of
the being who asset ts them This is probably however merely a careless
fornulaUon of the statement that thinking beings alone exist Cf l^oleiot/una,
§ 13, Anm u

^ Proltgomim IV iv p 375 Eng trans p 148
Borowski (Datstellun<f des Itbens und Charaktert Immamul X<mt, in

Hoffman s ed 1902 p 34S ff
)
gives a list of English writers with whom Kant

was acquainted Th y were according to Janitsch {loc at p 35) accessible in
translabon Cf above pp xxviii » 3 63 n i

’ Cf iV \ pp 31S 322 When Kant cites Hume in the JPtvlegomena
(Introduction) the reference is to the German translation

* This was the first of Berkeley’s writings to appear in German The transla
tion was published in Leipzig in 1781

* Cf below pp 307 9 The opposite view has, however, been defended by
Vaihinger PhdM Monatshtftt, 1883, p 501 ff

* Snqmty Cmetmtmgtkt Human UMerUanding xii pt u at the end)
’ Sixth edition, pp 13a, 214, 243 ff
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the former Kant would learn of Berkeley’s empirical view
of space and also of the sceptical tendencies of his idealist

teaching From it he might also very naturally infer that

Berkeley denies all reality to objects By Beattie Kant would
be confirmed in this latter view, and also in his contention

that Berkeley is unable to supply a criterion for distinguishing

between reality and dreams Kant may also have received

some impressions regarding Berkeley from Hamann
" To take Kants criticisms of Berkeley more in detail In

the first edition of the Critique^ Kant passes two criticisms,

without, however, mentioning Berkeley by name first, that he
overlooks the problem of time, and, like Descartes, ascribes

complete reality to the objects of inner sense This is the

cause of a second error, namely, that he views the objects of

outer sense as mere illusion \blosser Schem) Proceeding,

Kant argues that inner and outer sense are really in the same
position Though they yield only appearances, these appear-

ances are conditioned by things in themselves 1 hrough this

relation to things in themselves they are distinguished from
all merely subjective images Berkeley is again referred to

in the fourth Paralogism^ His idealism is distinguished

from that of Descartes The one is dogmatic
,
the other is

sceptical-. The one denies the existence of matter
,
the other

only doubts whether it is possible to prove it Berkeley claims,

indeed, that there are contradictions in the very conception of

matter
,
and Kant remarks that this is an objection which he

will have to deal with in the section on the Anttnomus But
this promise Kant does not fulfil

,
and doubtless for the reason

that, however unwilling he may be to make the admission,

on this point his own teaching, especially in the Dialectic, fre-

quently coincides with that of Berkeley So little, indeed,

IS Kant concerned m the first edition to defend his position

against the accusation of subjectivism, that in this same
section he praises the sceptical idealist as a “benefactor of

human reason
”

“ He compels us, even m the smallest advances of ordinary ex
penence, to keep on the watch, lest we consider as a a ell earned
possession what we perhaps obtain only in an illegitimate manner
We are now in a position to appreciate the value of the objections

Of the idealist They dnve us by mam forces unless we mean to

contradict ourselves in our commonest assertions, to view all our
perceptions, whether we call them mner or outer, as a consciousness

Oidy of what is dependent on our sensibility They also compel us

to r^ard the outer objects of these perceptions not as thmgs in

> A 38 » A377
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themselves, but only as representations, of 'nhich, as of every other

representation, we can become immediately consaous, and which

are entitled outer because they depend on what we call ‘ outer sense
’

whose intuition is space Space itself, however, is nothing but an
inner mode of representation in which certain perceptions are con

nected with one anotlier ” ^

These criticisms aie restated in A 491 2 = B 519 20, with

the further addition that in denying the existence of extendetl

beings “the empirical idealist renioves the possibility of

distinguishing between reality and dreams This is a new
criticism Kant is no longei referring to the denial of un
knowable things m themselves He is now maintaining that

only the Critical standpoint can supply an immanent criterion

whereby leal experiences may be distinguished fiom meiely
subjective happenings This point is further insisted upon in

the Prolegomena? but is nowheie developed with any direct

reference to Berkeley’s own personal teaching Kant assumes
as established that any such criterion must rest upon the

apriori, and in this connection Beikeley is conveniently made
to hguie as a thoroughgoing empiricist

The Cfitique, on its publication, was it once attacked,

especially in the Garve Feder review, as presenting an idealism

similar to that of Berkeley As Erdmann has shown, the

original plan of the Prolegomena was largely modified in order

to afford oppoitunity for reply to this * unpardonable and
almost intentional misconception ” ® Kant’s references to

» Beikeley, direct and indirect, now for the first time manifest

^diiLPolemical tone, exaggeiating in every possible way the
diligence between their points of view Only the transcend-

entalphilosophjr can establish the possibility of a pi tot i know
ledge, knd so it alone can afford a ciiterion for distinguishing

between realities and dreams It alone will account for the

possibility of geometrical science
,
Berkeley’s idealism would

render the claims of that science wholly illusory The Critical

idealism transcends experience only so far as is required to

discover the conditions which make empirical cognition
possible

,
Berkeley’s idealism is ‘ visionary ’ and ‘ mystical ’ *

Even sceptical idealism now comes in for severe handling It

may be called “di earning idealism”
,

it makes things out of

’ A 377 8 Though Kant here distinguishes between perceptions and their
“ outer objects,’ the latter are none the less identified with mental representations

* Cf below p 305 ff

* Proiegomtm 8 13, HI vaA Anhang(W iv p 374)
* Kant s description of Berkeley s ideabsm as visionary and mystical is doubt

less parti) due to the old time association of idealism in Kant s mind with
the spintualistic teaching of Swedenborg

(,
1V u T?

37a) This association of
ideas was further reinibrcMowii^ to his having classed Slrkeley along with Plato
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mere representations, and like idealism in its dogmatic foim it

virtually denies the existence of the only tiue reality, that of

things in themselves Sceptical idealism misinterprets spice

by making it empirical, dogmatic idealism by regarding it as

an attribute of the real Both entirely ignore the problem of

time For these leisons they underestimate the powers of

sensibility (to which space and time belong as a pi tort forms),

and exaggerate those of pure understanding

“ The position of all genuine idealists from the Eleitics to Berkeley

is contained in this formula ‘All cognition threugh the senses and
experience is nothing but mere illusion, ind only in the ideas of

pure understanding and Reason is there truth ’ The fundamental

principle ruling all my idealism, on the contrary, is this ‘ All cogni

tioii of things solely from pure understanding or pure Reason is

nothing but mere illusion and only in experience is there truth
’ '

This IS an extremely inadequate statement of the Critical

standpoint, but it excellently illustrates Kant’s perverse intei

pretation of Berkeley s teaching

To these criticisms Kant gives less heated but none the

less explicit expression in the second edition of the Ciitique

He IS now much more careful to avoid subjectivist modes of

statement His phenomenalist tendencies are reinfoiced, and
come to clearer expression of all that they involve The
fourth Paralogism with its sympathetic treatment of em-
pirical idealism is omitted, and in addition to the above
passage Kant inserts a new section, entitled Refutation of
Idealism^ in which he states his position in a much more
adequate manner

17 B 71—Kant continues the argument of A 39 ® If

space and time condition all existence, they will condition

even divine existence, and so must render God s omniscience,

which as such must be intuitive, not discursive difficult of

conception Upon this point Kant is more explicit in the

Dissertation *

“ Whatever m, is somewhere and sometime^ is a spurious axiom
By this spurious principle all beings, even though they be knoAn
intellectually, are restneted m their existence by conditions of space

and time Philosophers therefore discuss every form of idle question

regarding the locations in the corporeal universe of substances that

are immatenal—and of which for that very reason there can be no
sensuous intuition nor any possible spatial representation—or regard

> Pnkgetnena, Anhang W iv p 374 , Eng trans p 147
* Cf above, pp 140-1

* § S7 In translating Kant s somewhat difficult Latin I have found helpful

tiie English translation of the DtsurMiet* by W J Eckoff (New York, 1894)
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mg the seat of the soul, and the like An^ smce the tensuous
mixes with the mlelltctual about as badly at n^uare with round, tt

frequently happens that the one disputant ap^ars as holding a
sieve into which the other milks the he goat ThA presence of

immaterial things in the corporeal world is virtual, not local,

although It may conveniently be spoken of as local Space coh
tains the conditions of possible interaction only when it is between
material bodies What, however, in immaterial substances oon
stitutes the external relations of force between them or between
them and bodies, obviously elude^ the human intellect But
when men reach the conception of a highest and extra mundane
Being, words cannot describe the extent to which they are deluded
by these shades that flit before the mind They picture God as,

present m a place they entangle Him in the world where He is

supposed to fill all space at once They hope to make up for the
[spatial] limitation they thus impose by thinking of God’s place per
eminenttam, t e as infinite But to be present in different places at

the same time is absolutely impossible, since different places are

mutually external to one another, and consequently what is in several

pi ices IS outside itself and is therefore present to itself outside itself

—which IS a contradiction in terms As to time, men have got into

an inextncable maze by releasing it from the laws that govern sense

knowledge, and what is more, transporting it beyond the confines of

the world to the Being that dwells there, as a condition of His very

existence They thus torment their souls with absurd questions for

instance, why God did not fashion the world many centuries earlier

They persuade themselves that it is easily possible to conceive how
God may discern present things, i e what is actual in the time m
which He is But they consider that it is difficult to comprehend
how He should foresee the things about to be, r e the actual in the
time in which He is not yet They proceed as if the existence of
the Necessary Being descended successively through all the moments
of a supposed time, and having already exhausted part of His dura
tion, foresaw the eternal life that still lies before Him together with

the events which [will] occur simultaneously [with that future life of
His] All these speculations vanish like smoke when the notion of
time has been rightly d'seerned

”

The references in B 71 2 to the intuitive understanding
are among the many signs of Kant’s increased preoccupation,
during the preparation of the second edition, with the pro-
blems which It raises Such understanding is not sensuous,
but intellectual

,
it is not derivative, but original , the object

Itself IS created in the act of intuition Or, as Kant’s position

may perhaps be more adequately expressed, all of God’s
activities are creative, and are inseparable from the non
sensuous intuition whereby both they and their products are

apprehended by Him Kant’s reason for again raising this

point may be Mendelssohn’s theological defence of the reality
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of space in his Mwgenstunden'*- Mendelssohn has there

argued that just as knowledge of independent reality is con
firmed by the j^reement of different senses, and is rendered
the more certain in proportion to the number of senses which
support the belief, so the validity of our spatial perceptions
IS confirmed in propoi tion as men are found to agree in this

type of experience with one another, with the animals, and
With angelic beings Such inductive inference will culminate
in the proof that even the Supreme Being apprehends things
in this same spatial manner ® Kant's reply is that however
genet al the intuition of space may be among finite beings,

it is sensuous and derivative, and therefore must not be predi
cated of a Divine Being For obvious reasons Kant has not
felt called upon to point out the inadequacy of this inductive
method to the solution of Critical problems In A 42 Kant,
arguing that our forms of intuition are subjective, claims
that they do not necessarily belong to all beings, though
they must belong to all men * He is quite consistent in now
maintaining * that their characteristics, as sensuous and den
vative, do not necessarily preclude their being the common
possession of all finite beings

THE PARADOX OF INCONGRUOUS COUNTERPARTS

The purpose, as already noted, of the above sections

II to IV
,
as added in the second edition, is to afford ‘ con-

firmation ’ of the ideality of space and time That being so,

It IS noticeable that Kant has omitted all reference to an
argument embodied, for this same purpose, m § 13 of the

Prolegomena The matter is of sufficient importance to call

for detailed consideration ^

As the argument of the Prolegomena is somewhat com-
plicated, It IS advisable to approach it in the light of its

history in Kant’s earlier writings It was to his teacher

Martin Knutzen that Kant owed his first introduction to

Newton’s cosmology
,
and from Knutzen he inherited the

problem of reconciling Newton’s mechanical view of nature

and absolute view of space with the orthodox Leibnizian

tenets In his first published work* Kant seeks to prove

^ Besides the internal evidence of the passage before us we also have Kant’s

own mention of Mendelssohn in this connection in notes (to A 43 and A 66) in

his private copy of the first edition of the Cftttqtie Cf Erdmann s Neuhtrage zu
Kant s kntH xx and xxxii and above p 1

1

• Cf Mor^enstunden, Bd u of GesammeUe Schnftttt (1863) pp 246 288
• Cf above p 1 16 * B 73
' Upon this subject cf Vaihmger s exhaustive discussion in 11 p <18 ff

• Gedanken mn der wahren 'iehat ung der Ubettdt^n At afU
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that the very existence of space is due to gravitational force,

and that its three dimensional character is a consequence of

the specific manner in which gravity acts Substances, he
teaches, are unexlended Space results from the connection

and Older established between them by the balancing of ther
attractive and repulsive forces And as the law of gravity

IS merely contingent, other modes of interaction, and there

fore other forms of space, with more than thiee dimensions,

must be lecognised as possible

“ A science of all these possible kinds of space would undoubtedly
be the highest enterpnse which a finite understanding could under
take in the field of geometry ” *

In the long interval between 1747 and 1768 Kant continued

to hold to some such compromise, letaining Leibnir’s view

that space is derivative and relative, and rejecting Newton’s
view that it is prior to, and pre conditions all the bodies that

exist in It But in that latter year he published a pamphlet*
in which, following in the steps of the mathematician, Euler,*

he drew attention to certain facts which would seem quite

conclusively to favour the Newtonian as against the Leibnizian

interpretation of space The three dimensions of space are

primarily distinguishable by us only through the relation in

which they stand to our body By relation to the plane
that is at right angles to our body we distinguish ‘above’
and ‘ below ’

,
and similarly through the other two planes we

determine what is ‘ right ’ and ‘ left,’ ‘ in front ’ and ‘ bchindt'

Through these distinctions we are enabled to define differences

which cannot be expressed in any other manner All species

of hops—so Kant maintains—wind themselves around their

supports from left to right, whereas all species of beans take
the opposite direction All snail shells, with some three

exceptions, turn, in descending from their apex downwardsi,
from left to right 1 his determinate direction of movement,’'
natural to each species, like the difference in spatial configura

tion between a right and a left hand, or between a right hand
and Its reflection in a mirror, involves in all cases a reference

of the given object to the wider space within which it falls,

and ultimately to space as a whole Only so can its determin-
ate character be distinguished from its opposite counterpart
For as Kant points out, though the right and tlic left hand
are counterparts, that is to say, objects which have a common

' Op at § 10 Cf above, p 117 ff

rm detn tram Gntttde des Untersehtedts der Gegendm tm Rcatmt
* tuler Hifitxtem sur Papeue a le tempt (1748) Vaihinger (u p 530)

points oat that kant may also have been here influenced by certain passages in (ht
controversy between I eibnis and Clarke
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definition so long as the arrangement of the parts of each is

determined in respect to its central line of reference, they aie

none the less inwardly incongruent, since the one can never be
made to occupy the space of the other As he adds in the
Prolegomena^ the glove of one hand cannot be used for the

other hand This inner incongruence compels us to distinguish

them as different, and this difference is only determinable by
location of each in a single absolute space that constrains

everything within it to conform to the conditions which it

prescribes In three dimensional space everything must have
a right and a left side, and must therefore exhibit such inner

differences as those just noted Spatial determinations are

not, as Leibniz teaches, subsequent to, and dependent upon,
the relations of bodies to one another

, it is the former that

determine the latter

“The reason why that which in the shape of a bod> exclusively

concerns its relation to pure space can be apprehended by us only

through its relation to other bodies, is that absolute space is not an
object of any outer sensation, but a fundamental conception which
makes all such differences possible

Kant enforces his point by argilmg that if the first poition

of creation were a human hand, it would have to be either a
right or a left hand Also, a different act of creation would
be demanded according as it was the one or the other But
if the hand alone existed, and there were no pre existing

space, there would be no inward difference in the relations of
Its parts, and nothing outside it to differentiate it It would
therefore be entirely indeterminate in nature, t e would suit

either side of the body, which is impossible

This adoption of the Newtonian view of space in 1768
was an important step forward in the development of Kant's
teaching, but could not, in view of the many metaphysical
difficulties to which it leads, be permanently retained

, and in

the immediately following year—a year which, as he tells

us,® " gave great light '—he achieved the final synthesis which
enabled him to combine all that he felt to be essential in

the opposing views Though space is an absolute and pre

conditioning source of differences which are not conceptually

resolvable, it is a merely subjective form of our sensibility

Now It 18 significant that when Kant expounds this view
in the Dissertahon of 1770, the argument from incongruous
counterparts is no longer employed to establish the absolute

* loc at at the end
* In the Doipatei manosenpt quoted by Erdmann in his edition of the

Prtitfjg/mmOt p xevn »
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and pre-conditioning character of space, but only to prove

that it IS a pure non conceptual intuition

“ Which things in a given space he towards one side, and which

he towards the other, cannot by any intellectual penetration be

discursively described or reduced to intellectual marks For in

solids that are completely similar and equal, but mcongruent, such

as the right and the left hand (conceived solely in terms of their

extension), or spherical triangles from two opposite hemispheres,

there is a dncrsity which render-* impossible the coincidence of

their spatial boundaries This holds true, even though they can be
substituted for one another in all those respects which can be
expressed in marks that are capable of being made intelligible to

the mind through speech It is therefore evident that the diversity,

that IS the incongruity, can only be apprehended by some species

of pure intuition ' ^

There is no mention of this argument in the first edition

of the Critique, and when it reappears in the Prolegomena it

is interpreted in the light of an additional premiss, and is

made to yield a very different conclusion from that drawn
in the Dissertation, and a diiectly opposite conclunon from that

drawn in 1768 Instead of being employed to establish either

the intuitive character of space or its absolute existence, it is

cited as evidence in proof of its subjectivity As in 1768, it

IS spoken of as strange and paradoxical, and many of the

previous illustrations are used The paradox consists in the

fact that bodies and spherical figures, conceptually considered,

can be absolutely identical, and yet for intuition remain
diverse This paradox, Kant now maintains^ in opposition

to his 1768 argument, proves that such bodies and the

space within which they fall are not independent existences

For were they things in themselves, they would be adequately
cognisable through the pure understanding, and could not

therefore conflict w th its demands Being conceptually

identical, they would necessarily be congruent in every
respect But if space is merely the form of sensibility, the
fact that in space the part is only possible through the whole
will apply to everything in it, and so will generate a funda-
mental difference between conception and intuition ® Things
in themselves are, as such, unconditioned, and cannot, there

foie, be dependent upon anything beyond themselves The
objects of intuition, m order to be possible, must be merely
ideal

* §ISC
“ bo also In the Metaphysical First Principles of Natural Science (1786),

Bfstes Jffaaptsttlek Erklarung Anmerkung %
* Cf ibove* p* 105
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Now the new premiss which differentiates this argument
from that of 1768, and which brings Kant to so opposite a

conclusion, is one which is entirely out of harmony with the

teaching of the Ci tttqm In this section of the Prolegomena
Kant has unconsciously reverted to the dogmatic standpoint
of the Dissertation^ and is interpreting understanding in the

illegitimate manner which he so explicitly denounces in the

section on Amphiboly

“ 1 he mistake lies in employing the understanding contrary

to Its vocation transcendentally [i e transcendently] and in making
objects, le possible intuitions, conform to concepts, not concepts

to possible intuitions, on which alone their objective validity rests
” *

The question why no mention of this argument is made
in the second edition of the Critique is therefore answered
Kant had meantime, in the interval between 1783 and 1787,®

become aware of the inconsistency of the position So far

from being a paradox, this assumed conflict rests upon a
false view of the function of the understanding The relevant

facts may serve to confirm the view of space as an intuition

in which the whole precedes the paits,* but they can afford

no evidence either of its absoluteness or of its ideality In

1768 they seem to Kint to prove its absoluteness, only
because the other alternative has not yet occurred to him
In 1783 they seem to him to prove its ideality, only because
he has not yet completely succeeded in emancipating his

thinking from the dogmatic rationalism of the Dissertation

As already noted,” Kant’s reason for here asserting that

space IS intuitive in nature, namely, tnat in it the parts are

conditioned by the whole, is also his reason for elsewhere
describing it as an Idea of Reason The further implication

of the argument of the Prolegomena, that in the noumenal
sphere the whole is made possible only by its unconditioned

parts, raises questions the discussion of which must be deferred

The problem recurs in the Dialectic in connection with Kant's
definition of the Idea of the unconditioned In the Ideas of
Reason Kant comes to recognise the existence of concepts

which do not conform to the reflective type analysed by the

traditional logic, and to perceive that these Ideas can yield

* A 289=8 34S
^ More exactly between the imriting of the MetapkysiceU Ftfsi PnnapUs (in

which above noted the argument of the Prolegomena is endorsed) and 1787
* Cf A 260 IF =B 316 if on the Amphiboly of Rejleetvoe Concepts
* Tlie Dmertation cites the argument only with this purpose in view And

yet it IS only from the Dtssertatton standpomt that the wider argument of the
Prolegomena can be legitimately propounded

* Above, pp 96 8, 102 n 4 , below pp 390 i
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a deeper insight than any possible to the discursive urid^
standing t'hc above rationalistic assumption must,
therefore, pass unchallenged It may be that in the noumenal
sphere all partial realities are conditioned by an unconditioned

whole

Concluding Paragraph ^—The wording of this paragraph Is

in keeping with the increased emphasis which in the /ftfyo

duction to the second edition is given to the problem, how
a prtoft synthetic judgments are possible Kant character

istically fails to distinguish between the problems of pure
and applied mathematics, with resulting inconsecutiveness in

his argumentation

* B73



THE TRANSCENDENTAL DOCTRINE Ot
ELEMENTS

PARI II

THE TRANSCENDENTAL LOGIC

INTRODVCTION

I Goncenung Logic in Oeneral—This Introduction^ which
falls into four divisions, is extremely diffuse, and contributes

little that IS of more than merely architectonic value It is

a repetition of the last section of the general Introduction, and
of the introductory paragraphs of the Authetic, but takes no
account of the definitions given in either of those two places

It does not, therefore, seem likely that it could have been
written in immediate sequence upon the Aesthetic It is prob
ably later than the mam body of the Analytic^ In any case

it IS externally tacked on to it
,
as Adickes has noted,‘ it

IS completely ignored in the opening section of the Analytic

In treating of intuition m the first sentence, Kant seems
to have in view only empirical intuition ® Yet he at once
proceeds to state that intuition may be pure as well as

empirical ** Also, in asseiting that "pure intuition contains

only the form under which something is intuited,” Kant
would seem to be adopting the view that it does not yield

Its own manifold, a conclusion which he does not, however,
himself diaw

In defining sensibility,^ Kant again ignores pure intuition

Sensuous intuition, it is stated, is the mode in which we are

affected by objects * Understanding, in turn, is defined only

* A 50=674 * Cf bilow p 176 » I

* K p 99 » * A 64=6 89
* The definition of intuition given in A 19=6 3^ also applies only to empuical

mtnitiOin
* For discussion of Kant s view of sensation as the matter of sensuous intuition

cf above p Soff
Second paragraph A 51=B 75

* Object [Geffnstand) is here used in the strict sense and no longer as iner^l^

eijnivalent to content {Inhalt)

167
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Its opposition to sensibility, in the oidinary meaning of

that term Understanding is the faculty which yields thought

of the object to which sense affection is due It is “the
power of thinking the object of sensuous intuition ”

,
and

acts, it IS implied, in and through pure concepts which it

supplies out of itself

‘ Without sensibility objects would not be given to us [/ ? the

impressions, in themselves merely subiectne contents, through
which alone independent objects can be revealed to us, would be
wanting], rvithout understan^g they would not be thought by us

[r g they would be apprehended only in the form in which they are

given, viz as subjective modes of our sensibility]
”

Kant has not yet developed the thesis which the central

argument of the Analytic is directed to prove, namely, that

save through the combination of intuition and conception no
consciousness whatsoever is possible In these paragraphs
he still implies that though concepts without intuition are

empty they are not meaningless, and that though intuitions

without concepts are blind they aie not empty ^ Their union

IS necessary for genuine knowledge, but not for the existence

of consciousness as such

“ It IS just as necessary to make our concepts sensuous, t e to

add to them their object in intuition, as to make our intuitions

intelhgible, i f to bring them under concepts ”

Kant’s final Critical teaching is very different from this

Concepts are not first given in their purity, nor is “their

object ’ added in intuition Only through concepts is appre-
hension of an object possible, and only in and through such
apprehension do concepts come to consciousness Nor are

intuitions “ made intelligible " by being “ brought under con
Cepts ’ Only as thus conceptually interpreted can they exist

for consciousness The co operation of concept and intuition

is necessary for consciousness in any and eveiy form, even
the simplest and most indefinite Consciousness of the
subjective is possible only in and through consciousness
of the objective, and vice versa The dualistic separation
of sensibility from understanding persists, however, even in

Kant’s Kter utterances
,
and, as above stated,® to this sharp

opposition are due both the strength and the weakness of

Kant’s teaching Intuition and conception must, he here
insists, be carefully distinguished Aesthetic is the “ science

of the rules of sensibility in general ” Logic is the “ science

of the rules of understanding in general
”

* Cf above p 79 flf 9 p 8s
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Kants classification of the various kinds

e)chibitcd as follows

Logic J

general

pure

applied

special

transcendental

of logic ^ may be

Adickes® criticises Kants classification as defective, owing
to the omission of the intermediate concept ‘ordinaiy’

Adickes therefoie gives the following table

I ogic

transcendental ordinary

special general

pure applied

General logic is a logir of elements, r ^ of the absolutely

necessary laws of thought, in abstraction from all differences

in the objects dealt with, t e from all content, whether empiri
cal or transcendental It is a canon of the understanding in

Its general discursive or analytic employment When it is

pure, it takes no account of the empirical psychological con
ditions undei which the understanding has to act When it

s developed as an applied logic, it proceeds to formulate
rules for the employment of understanding under these sub
jective conditions It is then neither canon, nor organon, but
simply a catharticon of the ordinary understanding Special

logic is the organon of this or that science, te oi the rules

governing correct thinking in regard to a certain class of
objects Only pure general logic is a pure doctrine of reason
It alone is absolutely independent of sensibility, of everything

'’pineal, and therefore of psychology Such pure logic is

"'dy of demonstrative teaching, completely a prion It

sM a to applied logic in the same relation as pure to applied

ethica

“Some logicians, uideed, affirm that logic presupposes psycho
iogual pnnciples But it is just as inappropriate to bnng pnnciples

K p 100Third paragraph A 52=B 77
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of this kind mto logic as to denve the science of morals from life

IT we were to take the pnnciples from psychology, that is, from

observations on our understanding, we should merely see how
tliought takes place, and how it is affected by the manifold suo

Jtective hindrances and conditions , so that this would lead only to

the knowledge of contingent laws But in logic the question is not

of contingent but of necessary laws, not how we do think, but how
we ought to think The rules of logic, then, must not be derived

from the contingent^ but from the necessary use of the understanding

which without any psychology a man finds m himself In logic we
do not want to know how the understanding is and thinks, and how
It has hitherto proceeded in thmking, but how it ought to proceed

in thmking Its business is to teach us the correct use of reason,

that is, the use which is consistent with itself
” ^

By a canon Kant means a system of a priori principles for

the correct employment of a certain faculty of knoivledge *

By an organon Kant means instruction as to how knowledge
may be extended, how new knowledge may be acquired A
canon formulates positive principles through the application

of which a faculty can be directed and disciplined A canon
IS therefore a discipline based on positive principles of correct

use The term discipline is, however, reserved by Kant® to

signify a purely negative teaching, which seeks V>nly to

prevent error and to check the tendency to deviate from
rules When a faculty has no correct use (as, for instance,

pure speculative reason), it is subject only to a discipline,

not to a canon A discipline is thus “a separate, negative

code,” “ a system of caution and self examination ” It is

further distinguished from a canon by its taking account
of other than purely a prion conditions It is related to a
pure canon much as applied is related to general logic As a
canon supplies principles for the directing of a faculty, its dis-

tinction from an organon obviously cannot be made hard and
fast But here as elsewhere Kant, though rigorous and
almost pedantic m the drawing of distinctions, is corre-
spondingly careless in their application He describes special

logic as the organon of this or that science * We should ex
pect from the definition given in the preceding sentence that
It would rather be viewed as a canon In A 46 = B 63 Kant
speaks of the Aesthetic as an organon

II Coneeming Transcendental Logic—It is with the distinc-

tion between general and transcendental logic that Kant is

chiefly concerned It is a (distinction which he has himself

* Kant’s Logik Minleitung 1 (Abbott’s trans p 4)
* Cf A 796-=B 824 A ijossB 160 , also above pp 71 a * A 709 -B 737

* Zegii Stnktfmgt \ (Bog tratpi p 3)
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invented, and which is of fundamental importance for the

purposes of the Crthque Transcendental logic is the new
science which he seeks to expound in this second mam division

of the Doctrine of Elements The distinction, from which all

the differences between the two sciences follow, is that while

general logic abstracts from all differences m the objects

known, transcendental logic abstracts only fiom empiiical

content On the supposition, not yet proved by Kant, but

asserted in anticipation, that there exist pure a prion con
cepts which are valid of objects, there will exist a science

distinct in nature and different in purpose from general

logic The two logics will agree in being a prioi i, but other-

wise they will differ in all essential respects

The reference in A 5 5 = B 79 to the foims of intuition is

somewhat ambiguous Kant might be taken as meaning that

in transcendental logic abstraction is made not only fiom
everything empirical but also from all intuition That is not,

however, Kant’s real view, or at least not his final view
In sections A 76 7 = B 102, A 130 i=B 170, and A 135 6

=-B 174 5, which are probably all of later origin, he states

his position in the cleaicst terms Transcendental logic, he
there declares, differs from general logic in that it is not called

upon to abstract from the pure a pi ton manifolds of intuition ^

This involves, it may be noted, the recognition, so much more
pronounced in the later developments of Kants Critical

teaching, of space and time as not merely forms for the

apprehension of sensuous manifolds but as themselves pre

senting to the mind independent manifolds of a prion nature

As the teim ti anscendental indicates, the new logic will

have as its central problems the origin, scope, conditions and
possibility of valid a prion knowledge of objects None of

these problems are treated in general logic, which deals only
with the understanding itself The question which it raises

IS, as Kant says in his Logic,^ How can the understanding
know itself? The question dealt with by transcendental

logic we may formulate in a corresponding way How can
the understanding possess pure a pnoii knowledge of objects?

It IS a canon of pure understanding in so far as that

faculty is capable of synthetic, objective knowledge a pnon ®

General logic involves, it is true, the idea of reference to

objects,^ but the possibility of such reference is not itself

investigated In general logic the understanding deals only
with Itself It assumes indeed that all objects must conform
to its laws, but this assumption plays no part m the science itself

' Cf below p 194 ' Etnlettung 1 (Eng trans p 4)
* Cf A796 s:B824 * EtritUmig i (Eng trans p 5)
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A further point, not here dwelt upon by Kant, calls for

notice, namely, that the activities of understanding dealt

with by general logic are its merely discursive activities,

—

those of discrimination and comparison
,
whereas those dea’t

with by transcendental logic are the originative activities

through which it produces a priori concepts from within

Itself, and through which it attains, independently of experi

ence, to an a pfioti determination of objects Otherwise
stated, general logic deals only with analytic thinking,

transcendental logic with the synthetic activities that are

involved in the generation of the complex contents which
form the subject matter of the analytic piocedure

III Ooncemmg the Division of General Logic mto Analytic

and Dialectic^—The following passage from Kant’s Logic*

forms an excellent and sufficient comment upon the first four

paragraphs of this section

“An important perfection of knowledge, nay, the essential and
inseparable condition of all its perfection, is truth Truth is said to

consist in the agreement of knowledge with the object According
to this merely verbal definition, then, my knowledge, in order to be
true, must agree with the object Now I can only compare the

object with my knowledge by this means, namely, by fiavtng knowledge

of it My knowledge, then is to be verified by itself, which is far

from being sufficient for truth For as the object is external to me,
I can only judge whether my knowledge of the object agrees with my
knowledge of the object Such a circle in explanation was called by
the ancients Diallelos And, indeed, the logicians were accused of this

fallacy by the sceptics, who remarked that this account of truth was
as if a man before a judicial tribunal should make a statement, and
appeal in support of it to a witness whom no one knows, but who
defends his own credibility by saying that the man who had called

him as a witness is an honourable man The charge was certainly

well founded The solution of the problem referred to is, however,

absolutely impossible for any man
“The question is in fact this whether and how far there is a

certain, universal, and practically applicable cnterion of truth For
this IS the meaning of the question. What is truth ?

“A universal material criterion of truth is not possible
,
the phrase

is indeed self contradictory For being universal it would necessarily

abstract from all distinction of objects, and yet being a material

criterion, it must be concerned with just this distmction m order to

be able to determme whether a cognition agrees with the very object

to which It refers, and not merely with some object or other, by
which nothing would be said But material truth must consist in

this agreement of a cognition with the defimte object to which it

refers For a cognition which is true in reference to one object

‘ As7*B8r * hintettungf vu (Eng trans p 40 9

)
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may be false m reference to other objects It is therefore absurd to

demand a universal material cntenon of truth, which is at once to

abstract and not to abstract from all distinction of objects

“ But if we ask for a universal formal criterion of truth, it is very

easy to decide that there may be such a criterion For formal truth

consists simply in the agreement of the cognition with itself when we
abstract from all objects whatever, and from every distinction of

objects And hence the universal formal criteria of truth are nothing

but universal logical marks of agreement of cognitions with them
selves, or, what is the same thing with the general laws of the under
standing and the Reason These formal universal criteria are

certainly not sufficient for objective truth, but yet they are to be
viewed as its condtho sine qua non For before the question, whether

the cognition agrees with the object, must come the question, whether
It agrees with itself (as to form) And this is the business of logic

’

'

The remaining paragraphs* of Section III may similarly

be compared with the following passage from an earlier

section of Kant’s Logu ^

“Analytic discovers, by means of analysis, all the activities of

reason which we exercise in thought It is therefore an analytic of

the form of understanding and of Reason, and is justly called the logic

of truth, since it contains the necessary rules of all (formal) truth,

without which truth our knowledge is untrue in itself, even apart

from Its objects It is therefore nothing more than a canon for de
ciding on the formal eorrectness of our knowledge

“Should we desire to use this merely theoretical and general

doctrine as a practical art, that is as an organon, it would become
a dialectic, r « a lo^ic of semblance (ars sopfushca disputatond), arising

out of an abuse of the analytic, inasmuch as by the mere logical form

there is contrived the semblance of true knowledge, the characters

of which must, on the contrary, be derived from agreement with

objects, and therefore from the content
“ In former times dialectic was studied with great diligence This

art presented false pnnciples in the sembhnee of truth, and sought,

in accordance with these, to maintain things in semblance Amongst
the Greeks the dialecticians were advocates and rhetoricians who
could lead the populace wherever they chose, because the populace
lets Itself be deluded with semblance Dialectic was therefore at

that time the art of semblance In logic, also, it was for a long time

treated under the name of the art ^ disputation, and during that

penod all logic and philosophy was the cultivation by certain chatter

boxes of the art of semblance But nothmg can be more unworthy

of a philosopher than the cultivation of such an art Dialectic in this

form, therefore, must be altogether suppressed, and instead of it there

^ Kant might have added that transcendental logic defines further conditions,

those of possible experience and that by imphcation it refers us to coherence as

tlje ultimate test even of material truth

* A 60-2-6846 * Emlettung fa (Eng trails 6 7)
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must be introduced into logic a critical examination of this

semblance
“Wt should then have two parts of lope the analytic, which

will treat of the formal criteria of truth, and the diabetic, which

will contain the marks and rules by which we can know that some
thmg does not agree with the formal catena of truth, although it

seems to a^rec with them Dialectic in this form would have its use

as a cathartic of the understanding ”

Dialectic is thus Interpreted in a merely negative sense

It IS, Kant says, a catharticon So far fiom being an organon.
It IS not even a canon It is merely a discipline ^ By this

manner of defining dialectic Kant causes some confusion It

does not do justice to the scope and purpose of that section

of the Critique to which it gives its name ®

IV Concemmg the Division of Transcendental Lope into

Transcendental Analytic and Dialectic—The term object ^ is used
throughout this section in two quite distinct senses In the

second and third sentences it is employed in its wider meaning
as equivalent to content or matter In the fourth sentence it

IS used in the narrower and stricter sense, more proper to the

term namely, as meaning * thing ’ Again, in the fifth sentence

content {InJialt) would seem to be identified with cjbject in

the narrower sense, while in the sixth sentence matter {Materie,

a synonym for content) appears to be identified with object

in the wider sense Transcendental Dialectic, in accordance

with the above account of its logical correlate, is defined in

a manner which does justice only to the negative side of its

teaching Its function is viewed as merely that of protecting

the pure understanding against sophistical illusions *

THE TRANSCENDENTAL LOGIC

Division I

THE TRANSCENDENTAL ANALYTIC

The chief point of this section lies in its insistence that,

as the Analytic is concerned only with the pure understanding,
the a pi %on concepts with which it deals must form a unity
or system Understanding is viewed as a separate faculty,

• Cf nhove, pp 71 3 170 } below pp 438, 563 ® Cf below p 425 ff
* Kant tmplo^ Gegmatmd and Objtet as synonymous terms

I

* Cf below, p 426 * A64SB 89
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and virtually hypostatised As a separate faculty, it must,

it IS implied, be an independent unity, self containing and
complete Its concepts are determined in number, constitu

tion, and interrelation, by its inherent character They
originate independently of all differences in the material

which they are employed to organise

BOOK I

IHE ANALYIIC OF CONCEPTS

Introductory Para>graph—Kant’s view of the understanding

as a separate faculty is in evidence again in this paragraph ^

The Analytic is a “dissection of the faculty of the under
standing ’ A prion concepts are to be sought nowhere but

in the understanding itself, as their birthplace There “ they

lie ready till at last, on the occasion of experience, they become
developed ” But such statements fail to do justice to Kant’s

real teaching They would seem to reveal the persisting

V influence of the pre Critical standpoint of the Dnseitation

CHAPTER I

THE CIUE 10 THE DISCOVERY OF ALL PURE CONCEPTS

OF THE UNDERSTANDING

That the understanding is “ an absolute unity ” is repeated

From this assertion, thus dogmatically made, without even
an attempt at argument, Kant deduces the important con-

clusion that the pure concepts, originating from such a source,
“ must be connected with each other according to one concept
or idea {Begnff oder Idee)" And he adds the equally

unproved assertion

“ But such a connection supplies a rule by which we are enabled

to assign its proper place to each pure concept of the understanding

and by which we can determine in an a pnon manner their system

abc completeness Otherwise we should be dependent m these

matters on our own discretionary judgment or merely on chance ”

' A 65*890
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In the next section he sets himself to discover from an
examination of analytic thinking what this rule or principle

actually is, and in so doing he for the first time discloses, in

any degree at all adequate, the real nature of the position

which he is seeking to develop He connects the required

principle with the nature of the act of judging, considered as

a function of unity

Section I The Logical Use of the Understanding—This
section, viewed as introductory to the metaphysical deduc
tion of the categories, is extremely unsatisfactory It diiects

attention to the wrong points, and conceals rather than defines

Kant’s real position Its aigumentation is also contorted and
confused, and only by the most patient analysis can it be
straightened out The commentator has presented to him
a twofold task from which there is no escape He must
render the argument consistent by such modification as will

harmonise it with Kant s later and more deliberate positions,

and he must explain why Kant has presented it in this mis
leading manner

The title of the section would seem to impK that only the

discursive activities of understanding are to be dealt with

That IS, indeed, in the mam true Confusion results however,

from the clashing of this avowed intention with the ultimate

purpose in view of which the argument is propounded Kant
IS seeking to piove that we can derive from the more accessible

procedure of the discursive understanding a clue sufficient

for determining those pre logical activities which have to

be postulated in terms of his new Copernican hypothesis
But though that is the real intention of this section, it has,

unfortunately, not been explicitly recognised, and can be
divined by the reader only after he has mastered the later

portions of the Analytic Kant’s argument has also the further

defect that no sufficient statement is given either of the nature

of the discursive concept or of its relation to judgment*
These lacunae we must fill out as best we can from his

utterances elsewhere I shall first state Kant’s view of the
distinction between discursive and synthetic thinking, and
then examine his treatment of the nature of the concept and
of Its relation to judgment

As already noted,® the distinction between transcendental

and general logic marks for Kant all important differences

in the use of the understanding In the one employment

^ The opening statement, A 67^56 92 that hitherto understanding has been
defined ttnl> negatively is not correct, and would seem to prove that this section
was written prmr to the introduction to the Awdytu cf above, p 167

® Secabovoi pp 170 i
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the understanding, by creative synthetic activities, generates

from the given manifold the complex objects of sense

experience In so doing it interprets and organises the

manifold through concepts which originatefrom wtthtn itself

By the other it discriminates and compares, and thereby

derives from the content of sense experience the generic con
cepts of the traditional logic Now Kant would seem to

argue in this section that if the difference in the origin of the

concepts in those two cases be left out of account, and if we
attend only to the quite general character of their respective

activities, they will be found to agree in one fundamental
feature, namely, that they express functions of unity Each
IS based on the spontaneity of thought—on the spontaneity of

synthetic interpretation on the one hand, of discrimination ind
comparison on the other 1 his feature common to the two
types of activity can be further defined as being the unity of

the act whereby a multiplicity is comprehended under a
single representation In the judgment “every metal is a
body ” the variety of metals is reduced to unity through
the concept body In an analogous manner the synthetic

understanding organises a manifold of intuition through some
such form of unity as that of substance and attribute That
is the category which underlies the above proposition, and
which renders possible the specific unity of the total judgment
To quote the sentence with which in a later section Kant
introduces his table of categories

“ The same understanding and by the same operations by which
in concepts, by means of analytic unity, it has produced the logical

form of a judgment, introduces, by means of the synthetic unity of

the manifold m intuition m general, a transcendental element into

Its representations ”

'

Now Kant’s exposition is extremely misleading As his

ater utterances show, his real argument is by no means that

hich IS here given We shall have occasion to observe that
Kant is unable to prove, and does not ultimately profess to

prove, that it is “ the same understanding,” and still less that
It is “ the same operations,” which are exercised in discursive

and in creative thinking But this is a criticism which it

would be premature to introduce at this stage We must
proceed to it by way of preliminary analysis of the above
exposition Kant's argument does not rest upon any such
analogy as that just drawn, between the concepts formed by
consciously comparing contents and the concepts which
originate from within the understanding itself Botl% it is

^ A 79ssB 105 ‘ Element* translate! the mideading term ' Inhalt
’

' H
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true, are functions of unity, but otherwise there is, according

to Kant’s own teaching, not the least resemblance between
them A generic or abstract concept expresses common
qualities found in each of a number of complex contents It

IS itself a content A category, on the other hand, is always
a function of unity whereby contents are interpreted It is

not a content, but a form for the organisation of content ^

It can gain expression only in the total act of judging, not in

any one element such as the discuisive concept But though
the analogy drawn by Kant thus breaks down, his argument
is continued in a new and very different form It is no
longer made to rest on any supposed resemblance between
discursive and creative thinking, regarded as co ordinate and
independent activities It now consists in the proof that the

former piesupposes and is conditioned by the latter Through
study of the understanding in its more accessible discuisive

procedure, we may hope to discover the synthetic forms
according to which it has proceeded m its pre logical activities

When we determine the various forms of analytic judgment,
the categories which are involved in synthetic thinking reveal

themselves to consciousness

Thus in spite of Kant’s insistence upon the conceptual

predicate, and upon the unity to which it gives exfiression,

immediately he proceeds to the deduction of the categories,

the emphasis is shifted to the unity which underlies the

judgment as a whole What constitutes such propositions

as “all bodies are divisible," “every metal is a body,” a
unique and separate type of judgment is not the character

of the predicate, but the category of substance and attribute

whereby the predicate is related to the subject To that

category they owe their specific form
,
and it is a function

of unity for which the discursive understanding can never

account As Kant states in the Prolegomena^ if genuine

judgments, that is, judgments that are “objectively valid,’|^

are analysed,

“ It will be found that they never consist of mere intuitions con
nected only (as is commonly believed) by companson in a judgment
Hiey would be impossible were not a pure concept of the under

^ Kant s definition of transcendental logic as differing from general logic in

that it does not abstract ^rom pnon content must not be taken as implying that

the categories of understanding are contents though of a pnort nature As we
shall find though that is Kanrs view of the forms of sense, it is by no means his

view of the categories They are, he repeatedly insists merely functions and
are quite indeterminate in meaning save in so far as a content is yielded to them
by sense In A 76 7x;B t02, in distinguishing between the two logics, Kant is

careful to make clear that the a pnort contoni of transcqidental logic consii^
eaclusively of the apnon manifolds of sense «
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standing superadded to the concepts abstracted from intuition

The abstract concepts are subsumed under a pure concept, and
in this manner only can they be connected in an objectively valid

judgment ” >

Thus the analogy between discursive and a pnort concepts

IS no sooner dnwn than it is set aside as irrelevant Though
generic concepts rest upon functions of unity, and though
(as we shall see immediately) they exist only as factors

in the total act of judging, there is otherwise not the

least resemblance between them and the categories * The
clue to the categories is not to be found in the inherent

characteristics of analytic thinking, or of its specific products

(namely, concepts) but solely in what, after all abstraction,

it must still retain from the products which synthetic thinking

creates Each type of analytic judgment will be found on
examination to involve some specific function whereby the

conceptual factors are related to, and unified with, the other

elements in the judgment This function of unity is in each
case an a priori category of the understanding That is the

thesis which underlies the concluding sentence of this section

“ The functions of the understanding \t e the a pnort concepts

of understanding] can be discovered in their completeness, if it is

possible to state exhaustively the functions of unity [1 e the forms
of relation] in judgments ’

The adoption of such a position involves, it may be noted,

the giving up of the assertion, which is so emphatically made
in the passage above quoted, that it is by the same activities

that the understanding discursively forms abstract concepts
and creatively organises the manifold of sense That is in no
respect true There is no real identity—there is not even
analogy—between the processes of comparison and abstraction

on the one hand and those of synthetic interpretation on the

•bther The former are merely reflective the latter are

genuinely creative Discursive activities are conscious pro-
cesses, and are under our control the synthetic processes,

are non-conscious
,
only their finished products appear within

the conscious field This, however, is to anticipate a conclu
Sion which was among the last to be realised by Kant himself,

namely that there is no proof that these two types of activity

are ascnbable to one and the same source The synthetic

activities—as he himself finally came to hold—are due to a
faculty of imagination

^ § 20, Eng truis p 58
* The view of the two as co ordinate reappears in the Prchgmma (| ao) in a

Section the general tendency of which runs directly counter to any sndi standpoint
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“Synthesis m general is the mere result of the power of

imagination, a blind but indispensable function of the soul, withbut

which we should have no knowledge whatsoever, but of which we
are scarcely ever conscious ” ^

This sentence occurs in a passage which is undoubtedly
a later interpolation ^ The “ scarcely ever " (selten rtur

etnniaf) indicites Kant's lingering reluctance to recognise this

fundamental fact, destructive of so much in his earlier views,

e\en though it completes and reinforces his chief ultimate

conclusions With this admission Kant also gives up his sole

remaining ground for the contention that there must be a

complete parallelism between discursive and creative thinking

If they arise fiom such different sources, we have no right to

assume, without specific proof, that they must coincide in the

foims of their activity This is a point to which we shall

return in discussing Kants foimulation of the principle which
IS supposed to guarantee the completeness of the table of

categoi les

This unavowed change in point of view is the main cause

of confusion in this section Its other delects are chiefly

those of omission Kant fails to develop in sufficient detail

his view of the nature of the discursive concept, oi to make
sufficiently clear the grounds for his assertion that conception
as an activity of the understanding is identical with judgment
To take the former point first Kant’s mode of viewing the
discuisive concept finds expression in the following passage
in the Inttoduchon to his Logic *

“Human knowledge is on the side of the understanding
curnve

,

that is, it takes place by means of ideas which make what
is common to many things the ground of knowledge and hence
by means of attributes as such We therefore cognise things only

by means of attributes An attribute is that in a thing which con
stitutes part of our cognition of it , or, what is the same, a partial

conception so far as it is considered as a ground of cognition of the
whole conception Al/ our concepts, thertfore, are attributes, and all

thought IS nothing but conception by means ofattributes ”

The limitations of Kant’s \ lew of the concept could hardly
find more definite expiession The only type of judgment
which receives recognition is the categorical, interpreted m
the traditional manner *

“To compare something as a mark with a thing, is called ‘to judge ’

The thing itself is the subject, the mark [or attribute] is the pr^

* A 78-B 103 • Cf below, pp 196, 204, aa6
* EmltnuHi, viii , Eng tnu» p 48 ^

* Cl above, pp fff g
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cate The companson is expressed by the word ‘ is,’ which when
used without qualification indicates that the predicate is a mark [or

attribute] of the subject, but when combined with the sign of negi
tion states that the predicate is a mark opposed to the subject ’ ^

Kant’s view of analytic thinking is entirely domin
ated by the substance attribute teaching of the traditional

logic A concept must, in its connotation, be an abstracted

attribute, and in its denotation represent a class Relational

thinking, and the concepts of relation, are ignored Thus,

in the Aesthetic, as we have already noted,® Kant maintains

that since space and time are not geneiic class concepts they

must be intuitions This argument, honestly employed by
Kant, shows how completely unconscious he was of the

revolutionary consequences of his new standpoint Even in

the very act of insisting upon the relational character of the

categories, he still continues to speak of the concept is if it

must necessarily conform to the generic type In this, as in so

many other respects, transcendental logic is not, as he would
profess, supplementary to general logic

,
it is its tacit recanta

tion Modem logic, as developed by Lotze, Sigwart, Bradley,

and Bosanquet, is, in large part, the recasting of geneial logic

in terms of the lesults reached by Kants transcendental en
quiries Meantime, sufficient has been said to indicate the

strangely limited character of Kant’s doctrine of the logical

concept
But on one fundamental point Kant breaks entirely fiee

from the traditional logic The following passage occurs in

the above quoted pamphlet on The Mistaken Subtlety of the

Four Syllogistic Figures

“It is clear that in the ordinary treatment of logic there is a

serious error in that distinct and complete concepts are treated

before judgments and ratiocmations, although the former are only

possible by means of the latter
” “ I say, then, first, that a distinct

concept IS possible only by means of a judgment, a complete concept
only by means of a ratioanation In fact, in order that a concept
should be distinct, I must clearly recognise something as an attnbute

of a thmg, and this is a judgment In order to have a distinct con
cept of body, I clearly represent to myself unpenetrability as an attri

bute of It Now this representation is nothmg but the thought, ‘ a

body IS impenetrable ’ Here it is to be observed that this judgment
is not the distinct concept itself, but is the act by which it is realised

,

for the idea of the thing which anses after this act is distinct It

18 easy to show that a complete concept is only possible by means
of a ratiocination for this it is sufficient to refer to the first section

* The MtHokm Subtlety af the Four Sydmsttc Figures (1762} W w 47,
Bog traiu p 79 * Cf above, pp 99 ipo, 106 7
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of this essay We might say, therefore, that a distinct concept is

one which is made clear by a judgment, and a complete concept

one which is made distinct by a ratiocination If the completeness

IS of the first degree, the ratiocination is simple
, if of the second or

third degree, it is only possible by means of a chain of reasoning

which the understanding abridges in the manner of a sontes

Secondly, as it is quite evident that the completeness of a concept

and Its distinctness do not require different faculties of the mind
(since the same capacity which recognises something immediately

as an attribute in a thing is also employed to recognise in this attri

bate another attribute, and thus to conceive the thing by means of

a remote attribute), so also it is evident that understanding and
reason, that^io, the power of cognising distinctly and the power of

forming ratiocinations, are not different faculties Both consist in the

power of judging, but when we judge mediately we reason ” ^

In the section before us this same standpoint is maintained,

but is expressed in a much less satisfactory manner Concepts
are no longer spoken of as complete judgments In the above
passages Kant always speaks of the concept as the subject of

the proposition
,

it is now treated only as a predicate ® This
difference is significant The concept as subject can repre-

sent the judgment as a whole (or at least it does so from the

traditional standpoint to which Kant holds)
,
the concept as

predicate is merely one element, even though it be a unifying

element, in the total act of judging This falling away from
his own maturer standpoint would seem to be due to Kant’s

lack of clearness as to the nature of the analogy which he
is here drawing between analytic and synthetic thinking It

IS connected with his mistaken, and merely temporary, com
parison of a priori with discursive ,concepts His position in

1762 alone harmonises with his essential teaching Now, as

then, he is prepared to view judgment as the sole ultimate

activity of the understanding, and therefoie to define under
standing as the faculty of judging

But the new Critical standpoint compels Kant to rein-

terpret this definition in a manner which involves a still more
radical transformation of the tiaditional doctrine The cate-

gories constitute a unique type of concept, and condition
the processes of discursive thought They are embodied in

the complex contents from which analytic thinking starts,

and however far the processes of discursive comparison and
abstraction be earned, one or other of these categones must
still persist, determining the form which the analjrtic judgment
IS to take The cat^^rical judgment can formulate itself

W' u pp 58 9, Ene trans pp 9a 3
‘ Reflixirntn, u $99
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only by means of the a prtort concept of subject and attribute,

the hypothetical only by means of the pure concept of ground
and consequence, and so with the others And there are in

consequence just as many categories as there are forms
of the analytic judgment This is how the principle of the

metaphysical deduction must be interpreted when the later

and deeper results of the transcendental deduction are properly
taken into account In deducing the forms of the understand
ing from the modes of discursive judgment Kant is virtually

maintaining that analytic judgment involves the same pro
blems as does judgment of the synthetic type The categories
can be deiived from the forms of discursive judgment only
because they are the conditions in and through which it

becomes possible

But though Kant, both here and in the cential portions
of the Analytic^ seems to be on the very brink of this conclu-
sion, It is never explicitly drawn As we shall sce,^ it would
have involved the further admission that there is no absolute
guarantee of the completeness of the table of categories, and
no satisfactory method of determining their interrelations
fo the very last general logic is isolated from tianscendental
logic The Critical enquiry is formulated as if it concerned
only such judgments as are explicitly synthetic The principle
of the metaphysical deduction is not, therefore, stated by
Kant himself in the above manner

, and we ha\ e still to
decide the difficult question as to what the principle employed
by Kant in the deduction actually is

Kant makes a twofold demand upon the principle It
must enable us to discover the categories, and it must also
in so doing enable us to view them as together forming a
systematic whole, and so as having their completeness
guaranteed by other than merely empirical considerations
The principle is stated sometimes in a broader and some-
times in a more specific form

,
for on this point also Kant

speaks with no veiy certain voice * The broader formulation
of the principle is that all acts of understanding are judgments,
and that therefore the possible ultimate a prtort forms of
understanding are identical with the possible ultimate forms
of the judgment ® The more specific and correct formulation
IS that to every form of analytic judgment there corresponds
a pure concept of understanding The first statement of the
principle is obviously inadequate It merely reformulates the

* Below, pp 185 6
* The same mdefiiuleness of statement is discernible m Caird s {i p 322 ff

)

and Watson s {Kant Explained, pp lai 2) discussions of the pnnaple supposed to
00 uivolvdd

* a A8osB 106
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problem as being a problem not of conception but of judgment
If a principle is required to guarantee the completeness of our
list of a prtori concepts, it will equally be required to guarantee

the completeness of our list of judgments Even if the above
principle be more explicitly formulated, as in the Prolego

ntena^ where judging is defined as the act of understanding
which comprises all its other acts, it will not enable us to

guarantee the completeness of any list of the forms of judg-

ment or to determine their systematic interrelation We
are therefore thrown back upon the second view This,

however, only brings us face to face with the further question,

what principle guarantees the completeness of the table of

analytic judgments And to that query Kant has absolutely

no answer The reader’s questionings brealc vainly upon his

invincible belief in the adequacy and finality of the classifica

tion yielded by the traditional logic

The fons et ort^o of all the confusions and obscurities of

this section are thus traceable to Kant’s attitude towards
fbrmal logic He might criticise it for ignoiing the inter

dependence of conception, judgment, and leasoning
,

he
might reject the second, third, and fourth syllogistic figures

,

and he might even idmit that its classification of the forms
of judgment is not as explicit as might be desired

,
but

however many provisos he made and defects he acknowledged,
they were to him merely minor matters, and he accepted its

teaching as complete and final This unwavering faith in

the fundamental distinctions of the traditional logic was indeed,

as we shall have constant occasion to observe, an ever present
influence in determining alike the general framework and
much of the detail of Kant’s Critical teaching The defects

of the traditional logic were very clearly indicated m his own
transcendental logic He showed that synthetic thinking is

fundamental
, that by its distinctions the forms and activities

of analytic thought are predetermined
,
that judgment m its

various forms can be understood only by a regress upon the
synthetic concepts to which these forms are due

,
that notions

are not merely of the generic type, but that there are also

categories of relation None the less, to the very last, Kant
persisted in regarding general logic as a separate discipline,

and as quite adequate in its current form He continued to

Ignore the fact that the analytic judgment, no less than the

synthetic judgment, demands a transcendental justification

The resulting situation is strangely perverse In the very
act of revolutionising the traditional logic, Kant relies upon
Its prestige and upon the assumed finality of its results to

* §39
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make good the shortcomings of the logic which is to displace

It By Kant’s own admission transcendental logic is incap

able of guaranteeing that completeness upon which, through

out the whole Cf ttique, so great an emphasis is laid General

logic IS allowed an independent status, sufficient to justify

its authority being appealed to, and the principle which

IS supposed to guarantee the completeness of the table of

categories is so formulated as to contain no suggestion of the

dependence of discursive upon synthetic thinking Formal

logic, Kant would seem to hold, can supply a criterion for the

classification of the ultimate forms of judgment just because

Its task 13 relatively simple, and is independent of all epistemo

logical views as to the nature, scope, and conditions of the

thought process Since formal logic is a completed and per-

fectly a ^tort science, which has stood the test of 2000 years,

and remains practically unchanged to the present day, its

results can be accepted as final, and can be employed
without question in all further enquiries Analytic thinking

IS scientifically treated in general logic
,
the Critique is con

cerned only with the possibility and conditions of synthetic

judgment The table of analytic judgments therefore supplies

a complete and absolutely guaranteed list of the possible

categortes of the understanding But the perverseness of this

whole proceduie is shown by the manner in which, as we
shall find, Kant recasts, extends, or alters, to suit his own
purposes, the actual teaching of the traditional logic

As noted above,^ the asserted parallelism of analytic and
synthetic judgment rests upon the further assumption that

discursive thinking and synthetic interpretation are the out

come of one and the same faculty of understanding It is

implied, in accordance with the attitude of the pie Critical

Diisertaiion, that understanding, viewed as the faculty to

which all thought processes are due, has certain laws in accord- ai

ance with which it necessarily acts in all its operations, and
that these must therefore be discoverable from analytic no less

than from synthetic thinking The mingling of truth and
falsity in this assumption has already been indicated Such
truth as it contains is due to the fact that analytic thinking is

not CO ordinate with, but is dependent upon, and determined
by, the forms of synthetic thinking Its falsity consists in

Its Ignoring of what thus gives it partial truth The results

of tbqi, transcendental deduction call for a complete recast

mg of the entire argument of the metaphysical deduction
And when this is done, there is no longer any ground for the
contention that the number of the cat^ones is determinable

‘ p 176 ff
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on a pnort grounds On Kant’s own fundamental doctnne
of the synthetic, and therefore merely defacto, character of all

a pnort principles, the necessity of the categories is only
demonstrable by reference to the contingent fact of actual

experience The possible conceptual forms are relative to

actual and ultimate differences in the contingent sensuous
material

,
and being thus relative, they cannot possibly be

systematised on purely a prmi grounds This Kant has
himself admitted in a passage added in the second edition,^

though apparently without full consciousness of the important
consequences which must follow

“ This pecuharity of our understanding that it can produce apnort
unity of apperception solely by means of the categories, and only

by such and so miny, is as little capable of further explanation as

why we have just these and no other functions of judgment, or why
space and time are the only forms of our possible intuition

’

STAGES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF KANT’S
METAPHYSICAL DEDUCTION

The character of the metaphysical deduction will be placed

in a clearer light if we briefly trace the stages, so far as they

can be reconstructed,'through which it passed in Kant’s mind
We may start from the Dtssertahon of 1770 Kant there

modifies his earlier Wolffian standpoint, developing it, probably
under the direct influence of the recently published Nouveaux
Essats, on more genuinely Leibmzian lines

“The use of the mteUect is twofold By the one use

concepts, both of things and of relations, are themselves given

This IS the real use By the other use concepts, whencesoever

given, are merely subordinated to each othei, the lower to the

higher (the common attributes), and compared with one an

"other according to the principle of contradiction This is called

the logual use Empirical concepts, therefore, do not become
intellectual m the real sense by reduction to greater universality,

and do not pass beyond the type of sensuous cognition However
high the abstraction be carried, they must always remain sen

suous But in dealing with thmgs stnctly intellectual, m regard

to which the use of the intellect is real, intellectual concepts (of

objects as well as of relations), are given by the very nature

of the intellect They are not abstracted from any use of thfe

senses, and do not contain any form of sensuous knowledge as

such We must here note the extreme ambigmty of thd word
abstt act An intellectual concept abstracts from everythmg sensu
ous

,
it 15 not abstracted from thmgs sensuous It would perhaps

* B 145 6 Cf above, pp **xv vi, xliv, $7 14* » below, pp 257, 291
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be more correctly named abstracting than abstract It is therefore

preferable to call the intellectual concepts pi*re ideas, and those

which are given only empmcally abstract ideas
” * “I fear, however,

that WolfiF, by this distinction between the sensuous and the inttl

lectual, which for him is merely logical, has checked, perhaps wholly (to

the great detriment of philosophy), that noblest enterpnse of antiquity,

the investigation of the nature ofphenomena and noumena, turning

men’s minds from such enquiries to what are very frequently only

logical subtleties Philosophy, in so far as it contains \!a.t firstpnn
ciples of the use of the pure intellect, is metaphysics As empirical

principles are not to be found in metaphysics, the concepts to be met
with in it are not to be sought in the senses but in the very nature

of the pure intellect They are xmS, connate concepts, but are abstracted

from laws inherent in the mind (legibus mentt imitis), and are therefore

acquired Such are the concepts of possibility, existence necessity,

substance, cause, etc with their opposites or correlates They never

enter as parts into any sensuous representation, and therefore cannot

any fashion be abstracted from such representations ” ^

The etcetera, with which in that last passage Kant con
eludes his list of pure intellectual concepts, indicates a pro

blem that must very soon have made itself felt That it did

so, appears from his letter to Herz (February 21, 1772) He
there iqforms his correspondent, that, m developing his Tran
scendentalphilosophte (the first occurrence of that title in Kant’s

writings), he has

“ sought to reduce all concepts of completely pure reason to a

fixed number of categones [this term also appearing for the first time],

not in the manner of Aristotle, who in his ten predicaments merely
set them side by side in a sort of order, ]ust as he might happen
upon them, but as they distribute themselves of themselves accord

ing to somefew principles of the understanding ” ®

Though in this same letter Kant professes to have solved

his problems, and to be in a position to publish his Critique

of Pure Reason (this title is already employed) “within some
three months, ’ the phrase “ some few principle^ ” clearly

shows that he has not yet developed the teaching embodied
in the metaphysical deduction For its keynote is insistence

upon the necessity of a single principle, sufficient to reduce
them not merely to classes but to system The difficulty of
discovering such a principle must have been one of the causes

which delayed completion of the Critique The only data
at our disposal for reconstructing the various stages through
which Kant’s views may have passed in the period between

’ 8§ s 6 * 8§ 7 8 Cf above, pp 144 S
® IT X p is6 Italics not in Kant
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February 1772 and 1781 are the Refiextonen, but they are

sufficiently ample to allow of our doing so with considerable

definiteness ^

In the Dtssertatton Kant had traced the concepts of space

and time, no less than the concepts of understanding, to

mental activities

“Both concepts [space and time] are undoubtedly acquired

They are not, however, abstracted from the sensing of objects (for

sensation gives the matter, not the form of human cognition) As
immutable types they are intuitively apprehended from the activity

whereby the mind co ordinates its sensuous data in accordance with

perpetual laws ” ®

Now the Dissertation is quite vague as to how the
“ mind ” (animus), active in accordance with laws generative

of the intuitions space and time, differs from “ understanding
”

(intellectus), active in accordance with laws generative of pure*
concepts Kant’s leasons, apart from the intuitive character

of space and time, for contrasting the formei with the latter,

as the sensuous with the intellectual, were the existence of the

antinomies and his belief that through pure concepts the

absolutely real can be known When, however, that belief

was questioned by him, and he had come to regard the

categories as no less subjective than the intuitional forms, the

antinomies ceased to afford any ground for thus distinguish

ing between them The intuitional nature of space and time,

while certainly peculiar to them, is in itself no proof that they
belong to the sensuous side of the mind ’

A difficulty which immediately faced Kant, from the new
Critical standpoint, was that of distinguishing between space

and time, on the one hand, and the categories on the other

This IS borne out by the Refiexionen and by the following

^lassage in the Prolegomena *

‘ Only after long reflection, expended in the investigation of the

pure non empuical elements of human knowledge, did I at last

succeed in distinguishmg and separating with certainty the pure
elementary concepts of sensibility (space and time) from those of the

understanding
”

The first stage in the development of the metaphysical

1 The relevant Rtfltxumm have been carefully discussed by Adickes {Kawfs
'iysttmatik, p gt ff) In what follows I have made extensive use of his results,

though not always amving at quite the same conclusions
® 6 IS, Coroll *

* In ms kter Writings Kant reci^tses that the representaUons of space and
Uttie involve an Idea of Keason Cf above, pp 97 S below, pp 390 l

‘ 8 39
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deduction would seem to have consisted m the attempt to

view the categories as acquired by reflection upon the activities

of the understanding in “comparing, combining, or separat

mg ’’
,
^ and among the nottones rattoncUes, notwnes intellectus

pun, thus gained, the idea of space is specially noted The
following list IS also given

“The concepts of existence (reality), possibility, necessity, ground,

unity and plurality, parts, all, none, composite and simple, space,

time, change, motion, substance and accident, power and action, and
everythmg that belongs to ontology proper ’ “

In Reflextonen, 11 507 and 509, the fundamental feature

of such rational concepts is found in then relational character

They all agree in being concepts of form
Quite early however, Kant seems to have developed the

view, which has created so many more difficulties than it

resolves, that space and time are given to consciousness through
outer and inner sense Though still frequently spoken of as

concepts, they are definitely referred to the receptive, non
spontaneous, side of the mind This is at once a return to

the Dissertation standpoint, and a decided modification of its

teaching It holds to the point of view of the Dissertation

m so far as it regards them as sensuous, and departs fiom it

in tracing them to receptivity *

The passage quoted from the letter of 1772 to Herz may
perhaps be connected with the stage revealed in the Reflextonen

already cited “ Comparing, combining, and separating
’

may be the “ some few principles of the understanding ” there

referred to That, howevei, is doubtful, for the next stage

i^n the development likewise resulted in a threefold division

This second stage finds varied expression in Reflexionen, 11 483,

522, 528, 556 63 These, in so far as they agree, distinguish

three classes of categories—of thesis, of analysis, and of

synthesis The first covers the categories of quality and
modality, the second those of quantity, the third those of

relation

Reflextonen, 11 528 is as follows

[Thesis = ] “The metaphysical concepts are, first, absolute

possibility and existence ,
secondly, relative

(a) Umty and plurahty omnttudo aaxdpartimlantas

[Analysis * ] \b) Limits the first, the last mflmtum, finitum

^ [Antiapates the later category of limitation ]

* Redextofuh, u 513, cf $02, 525 7 • ^ 11 513
» Cf frf u 537

* Cf above, p 90 ff
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(c) Connection co-ordination whole and part

[Synthesis =* ] [anticipates the later category of reciproatyl,

simple and compound , subordmation
(i) Subject and predicate

(a) Ground and consequence

This, and the connected Reflextonen enumerated above,

are of interest as proving that Kant’s table of categories was
in all essentials complete before the idea had occurred to him
of further systematising it or of guaranteeing its uimpleteness

by reference to the logical classification of the forms of

judgment They also justify us in the belief that when Kant
set himself to discover such a unifying principle the above
list of categories and the existing logical classifications must
have mutually influenced one another, each undergoing such
modification as seemed necessary to render the parallelism

complete This, as we shall find, is what actually happened
1 he logical table, for instance, induced Kant to distinguish the

categories of quality from those of modality, while numerous
changes were made in the logical table itself in order that it

might yield the categories required

But the most important alteration, the introduction of the

threefold division of each sub heading, is not thus explicable,

as exclusively due to one or other of the two factors The
adoption of this threefold arrangement in place of the dicho

tomous divisions of the logical classification and of the

haphazard enumerations of Kant’s own previous lists, seems
to be due to the twofold circumstance that he had already

distinguished three categories of synthesis or relation (always

the most important for Kant), and that this sufficiently

harmonised with the logical distinction between categorical,

hypothetical, and disjunctive judgments He then sought to'*

modify the logical divisions by addition in each case of a

third, and finding that this helped him to obtain the cate

gories required, the threefold division became for him (as it

remained for Hegel) an almost mystical dogma of transcend-

ental philosophy ^ In so far as it involved recognition that

the hard and fast opposites of the traditional logic (such as

the universal and the particular, the affirmative and the

negative) are really aspects inseparably involved in every

judgment and m all existence, it constituted an advance

in me direction both of a deeper rationalism and of a more
genuine empuicism But m so far as it was due to the desire

* Only in one passtM, JRaktsUkre, i , Anhang 3, e, cited by AdictA, op ctt

t> 13, does Kant so nur depart from hi$ own ortbodoxy as to speak of tbe
possibility of an a prten tetrachotomy Bnt he never wavers m the view that
Ae completeness ofa divnaon cannot be guaranteed on enupmcal grounds
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to guarantee completeness on a prton grounds, and so was
inspired by a persistent overestimate of our a priori powers,

It has been decidedly harmful Much of the useless

''architectonic ’ of the Critique is due to this scholastic

prejudice

This fundamental alteration in the table of logical judg
ments is mtioduced with the naive assertion that “varieties

of thought in judgments,’ unimportant in general logic, ' may
be of importance in the field of its pure a prion knowledge ”

In the Critique ofJudgment ^ we find the following passage

“ It has been made a difficulty that my divisions in pure philosophy

have almost always been threefold But this lies in the nature of

the case If an a prtott division is to be made, it must be either

analytic, according to the principle of contradiction, and then it is

always twofold {quodbhet en<! est out A out non A)

,

or else synthetic

And if in this latter case it is derived from a pnort concepts (not as

m mathematics from the a pnort intuition corresponding to the

concept) the division must necessarily be a trichotomy For
accordmg to what is requisite for synthetic imity in general, there

must be (i) a condition, (2) a conditioned, and (3) the concept
which arises from the union of these two ’

The* last stage, as expressed in the Critique^ was, as we
have already noted, merely an application of his earlier

position that all thinking is judging This appreciation of the
inseparable connection of the categories with the act of
judging IS sound in principle, and is pregnant with many of
the most valuable results of the Critical teaching But these
fruitful consequences follow only upon the lines developed in

the transcendental deduction They are bound up with Kant s

fundamental Copernican discovery that the categories are forms
of synthesis^ and accordingly express functions or relations

The categories can no longer be viewed, in the manner of
the Dissertation^ as yielding concepts of objects The view
of the concept which we find in the Dissertation is, indeed,
applied in the Cntique to space and time—they are taken as

in themselves intuitions, not as merely forms of intuition

—

but the categories are recognised as being of an altogether
relational character Though a pnon, they are not, in and
by themselves, complete objects of consciousness, and accord
ingly can reveal no object They are functions, not contents

That, however, is to anticipate We must first discharge, as
briefly as possible, the ungrateful task of dwelling further

Upon the laboured, arbitrary, and self contradictory character

^ Intiodncbon, Sqm Eng trans p 41

*8S46,9
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of the detailed working out of the metaphysical deduction
The deduction is given in Sections II and III

Section II The Logical Function of the Understanding In

Judgment ^—Kant s introductory statement may here be noted
If, he says, we leave out of consideration the content of any
judgment, and attend only to the mere form, we “ find ” tiliat

the function of thought in a judgment “can” be brought
under four heads, each with three subdivisions But Kant
himself, in this same section, recognises in the frankest and
most explicit manner, that the necessary distinctions are

only to be obtained by taking account of the matter as well

as of the form of judgments And even after this contra-

diction IS discounted, the term “ find ” may be allowed as legiti-

mate only if the word “ can ” is correspondingly emphasised
The distinctions were not derived from any existing logic

They were reached only by the freest possible handling of

the classifications curiently employed Examination of the

table of judgments, and comparison of it with the table

of categories, supply conclusive evidence that the former
has been rearranged, in highly artificial fashion, so as to

yield a more or less predetermined list of required cate

gories

1 Quantity—Kant here frankly departs fiom the classifica

tion of judgments followed in formal logic, and the reason

which he gives for so doing is in direct contradiction to his

demand that only the form of judgment must be taken into

account The “quantity of knowledge” here leferrcd to is

determinable, not from the form, but only from the content of

the judgment Also, the statement that the singular judgment
stands to the universal as unity to infinity (Unendlichkett) is

decidedly open to question The universal is itself a form of
unity, as Kant virtually admits m deriving, as he does, the

category of unity from the universal judgment

2 Quality — Kant makes a similar modification in the

logical treatment of quality, by distinguishing between affirma-

tive and infinite judgments The proposition, A is not
IS to be viewed as neither affirmative nor negative As the
content of the predicate includes the infinite number of things
that are not-B, the judgment is infinite Kant, in a very
ai tificial and somewhat arbitrary manner, contrives to define

it as limitative in character, and so as sharing simultaneously
m the nature both of affirmation and of negation The
way IS thus prepared for the “discovery" of the category
of limitation

3 BeUtum — Wolff, Baumgarten, Meier, Baumeister,

> A 70^aKB 9$ 101 *.
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Reimarus, and Lambert, with very minor differences, agree
“In the following division ^

Judgments

['Simple= Categoncal

fCopulative

[Complex

(* e categorical with more
thm one subject or more than one
predicate)

Hypothetical

l.Disjunctive

Kant omits the copulative judgment, and by ignoi ing the
distinction between simple and complex judgments (which in

Reimarus, and also less definitely in Wolff, is connected with
the distinction between conditional and unconditional judg
ments) contrives to onng the remaining three types of judg
ment under the new heading of “ relation ” They had never
before been thus co ordinated, and had never before been
subsumed under this particular title It is by no means
cleau: why such distinctions as those between simple and
complex, conditioned and unconditioned, should be ignored,

and why the copulative judgment should not be recognised
as well as the hypothetical Kant’s criterion of importance
and unimportance in the distinctions employed by the logicians

of his day was wholly personal to himself, and, though hard
to define, was certainly not dictated by any logic that is trace

able to Aristotelian sources His exposition is throughout
controlled by foreknowledge of the particular categories which
he desires to “ discover

”

i. Modality—NeitherWolff nor Reimarus gives anyaccount
of modality ® Baumgarten classifies judgments as pure or

modal (existing in four forms, necessity, contingency, pos
sibihty, impossibility) Baumeister and Thomasius also

recognise four forms of modality Meier distinguishes

between pure judgment (judtaum purum) and impure judg
ment (^judicium module, modtficatum, complexuni qua copula),

I but does not classify the forms of modality Lambeit alone °

classifies judgments as “ possible, actual {wtrkltch), necessary,

and their opposite” But when Kant adopts this threefold

division, the inclusion of actuality renders the general title

''*niOdaJity ” inapplicable in its traditional sense The ex
pression of actuality in the assertonc judgment involves no
adverbial modification of the predicate Also, in its " affirma-

.dve ” and “ categorical " forms it has already been made to

’Vl^ld two other categories

^ Cf Adickes, Kottes Systemattk, p 36 ff

‘ Cf Adicfts ff/ at p 89 ff

* Ot(ganffn, § 137 Cited% Adickes
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Kant speaks of the problematic, the assertoric, and the

apodictlc forms of judgment as representing the stages through

which knowledge passes m the process of its development

“These three functions of modality are so many momenta of

thought in general
”

This statement has been eulogised by Caird,’- as being an
anticipation of the Hegelian dialectic As a matter of fact,

Kant's 1emai k is irrelevant and misleading The advance from
consciousness of the problematic, through determination of

it as actual to its explanation as necessary, represents only a

psychological order in the mind of the individual Logically,

knowledge of the possible rests on and implies prior knowledge
of the actual and of the necessities that constitute the actual ®

Section III ^ The Gategones or Pure Concepts of the Under
standing— Ihe first three pages of this section, beginning
“ General logic abstracts,” and concluding with the word
“rest on the understanding,” would seem to be a later inter

polation Embodying, as they do, some of the fundamental
ideas of the transcendental deduction, they cxpiess Kant’s
final method of distinguishing between general and transcend

ental logic But they are none the less out of harmony with

the other sections of the metaphysical deduction They are

of the nature of an after thought, even though that after

thought represents a more mature and adequate standpoint

In A 55 7, where Kant defines the distinction between
general and transcendental logic, the latter is formulated in

entire independence of all reference to pure intuition * Kant,
indeed, argues ® that just as there are both pure and empirical

intuitions, so there are both pure and empirical concepts

But there is no indication that he has yet realised the close

interdependence of the two types of a priori elements Even
when he proceeds in A 62 to remark that the empirical em
ployment of pure concepts is conditioned by the fact that

objects are given in intuition, no special reference is made to
“ the manifold of pure a priori intuition ” Now, however,

Kant emphasises, as the fundamental characteristic of tran-

scendental logic, its possession of a pure manifold through
reference to w hich its pure concepts gain meaning ThIUi **

not only does transcendental logic not abstract from the pure
a prtort concepts, it likewise possesses an a priori material ®

It IS in this twofold manner that it is now regarded as difiTeb-

ing from formal logic

The accounts giv6n of the metaphysical deduction by

’ i p 343 ff * Ct below p 391 ff A 76 79=*B loa J
« ff abov*, p 171 'A 55 « Cf also B 160
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Cohen,^ Caird,® Riehl,® and Watson* are \itiated by failure

to remark that this latter standpoint is a late devdopment,
and IS out of keeping with the rest of the deduction Riehl’s

exposition has, however, the merit of comparative consistency

He explicitly recognises the important consequence which at

once follows from acceptance of this later view, namely, that

It IS by their implying space and time that the categories

differ from the notions which determine the forms of judg
ment

,
in other words, that the categories are actualtsed only as

schemata The category of substance, for instance, differs

from the merely logical notion of a propositional subject in

being the concept of that which is always a subject, and
never a predicate

,
and such a conception has specific meaning

for us only as the permanent in time Logical subjects and
predicates, quantitative relations apart, are interchangeable

The relation between them is the analytic relation of identity

The concept of subject, on the other hand, transcendentally

viewed, that is, as a category, is the apprehension of what is

permanent, in synthetic distinction from, and relation to, its

changing attributes In other words, the transcendental dis

tinction between substance and accidents is substituted for that

of subject and predicate Similarly the logical relation of
ground and consequence, conceived as expressive of logical

identity, gives way to the synthetic temporal relation of cause

and effect And so with all the other pure forms As cate-

gories, they are schemata Kant has virtually recognised this

by the names which he gives to the categories of relation

But the proper recognition of the necessary interdependence
of the intuitional and conceptual forms came too late to

prevent him from distinguishing between categories and
schemata, and so from creating for himself the artificial

difficulties of the section on schematism
In A 82 Kant states that he intentionally omits definitions

of the categories He had good reason for so doing The
attempt would have landed him in manifold difficulties, since

his views were not yet sufficiently ripe to allow of his per

ceiving the way of escape In A 241 (omitted in second
edition) Kant makes, however, the directly counter statement

' that definition of the categories is not possible, giving as his

reason that, in isolation from the conditions of sensibility, they
are merely logical functions, “ without the slightest indication

as to how they can possess meaning and objective validity ” ®

‘ Kants Tkeoru der Erfahiung 2nd ed p 257 ff

* TTte CrtttceU Philosophy of hoot 1 p 327 ft

* Philostphischer Knttcismus, 2nd ed 1 p 484 ff

* Kant esephuntd, p 124 AT • Cf below, p 198
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It cannot be too often repeated that the Critique is not
a unitary work, but the patchwork record of twelve years of
continuous development Certain portions of the transcend-
ental deduction, of which A 76 9 is one, represent the
latest of all the many stages

,
and their teaching, when accepted,

calls foi a radical recasting of the metaphysical deduction
The bringing of the entire Critique into line with its maturest
parts would have been an Herculean task

, and it was one
to which Kant, then fifty seven years of age, was very rightly

unwilling to sacrifice the time urgently needed for the writing
of his other Critiques The passage before us is one of the

many interpolations by which Kant endeavoured to give an
external unity to what, on close study, is found to be the
plain record of successive and conflicting views Meantime,
in dealing with this passage, we are concerned only to note
that if this later mode of defining transcendental logic be
accepted, fai reaching modifications in Kant’s Critical teaching
have to be made The other points developed in A 76 9 we
discuss below ^ in their proper connection

The same Function, etc ^—This passage ha already been
sufficiently commented upon ® Kant here expresses in quite

inadequate fashion the standpoint of the transcendental deduc
tion The implication is that analytic and synthetic thinking
are co ordinate, one and the same faculty exercising, on these

two levels, the same operations The true Critical teaching

is that synthetic thinking is alone fundamental, and that only

by a 1 egress upon it can judgments be adequately accounted
for This passage, like the preceding, may be of later origin

than the mam sections of the metaphysical deduction
Term “Categones ^ borrowed from Anstotle—Cf below,

P 198
Table of Categonea Quantity—Kant derives the category

of unity from the universal,® and that of totality {Allkeit)*

from the singular These derivations are extremely artificial

In Reflextonen^ 11 563, Kant takes the more natural line of
identifying totality with the universal, and uraty with the
singular Piobably^ the reason of Kants change of view is

the necessity of obtaining totality by combining unity with
,

multiplicity That can only be done if universality

equated with unity Watson’s explanation,® that Kant nas
reversed the order of the categories, seems to be erroneous

Quality—Cf above, p 192
Belatiou —-The correlation of the categorical judgment*^'

* P aaS * A 79»B 105

‘I
A 79 80 * C£ above, p 1:92

^ Cf Adtekes, Syttematih, pp 4a 3
i

p 177 ff

B III
* Kau^f^ptauud, p

T
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with the conception of substance and attribute is only possible ^

owing to Kant’s neglect of the relational judgment and to the

dominance in his logical teaching of the Aristotelian substance

attribute view of predication The correlation is also open
to question in that the relation of subject and predicate terms

in a logical judgment is a reversible one It is a long step

from the merely grammatical subject to the conception of that

which IS always a subject and never a predicate

Kant’s identification of the category of communit> or

reciprocity with the disjunctive judgment, though at first

sight the most arbitrary of all, is not more so than many of

the others Its essential correctness has been insisted upon
in recent logic by Sigwart, Bradley, and Bosanquet In

Kant s own personal view co ordination in the form of co-

existence IS only possible through reciprocal intei action

The relation of whole and part (the parts in then relations

of leciprocal exclusion exhausting and constituting a genuine
whole) thus becomes, in its application to actual existences,

that of reciprocal causation The reverse likewise holds

,

interaction is only possible between existences which together

constitute a unity ® Kant returns to this point 111 Note 3,

added in the second edition * The objection which Kant there

considers has been very pointedly stated by Schopenhauer

“What real analogy is there between the problematical deter

mination of a concept by disjunctive predicates and the thought of

reciprocity ? The two are indeed absolutely opposed, for in the dis

junctive judgment the actual affirmation of one of the two alternative

propositions is also necessarily the negation of the other , if, on the

other hand, we think of two thmgs m the relation of reciprocity,

the affirmation of one is also necessarily the affirmation of the other,

and vue versa ”®

The answer to this criticism is on the lines suggested by
Kant The various judgments which constitute a disjunction

do not, when viewed as parts of the disjunction^ merely negate

one another, they mutually presuppose one another m the

total complex Schopenhauer also fails to observe that in

locating the part of a real whole in one pait of space, we
eacclude it from all the others ^

^SCodahty—The existence of separate categories of modality

,
* Cf above, p 37 * Cf Dissertatun §§ 16 to a8 and below, p 381 ff

• Cf Refitxtmm 11 795 * ® *** *3
' Woria as Will and Idea, Werke (Frauenstadt), 11 p 544 > ffW*

11 p 61
* Cf Stadler, (Smi*dsaiee der retnen Srkeuntmsstheerte (1876), p 122 Cf

alw below, pp 387 9,,^
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seems highly doubtful The concepts of the possible and of

the probable may be viewed as derivative
,
the notion of

existence does not seem to differ from that of reality
,
and

necessity seems in ultimate analysis to reduce to the concept

of ground and consequence These are points which will be
discussed later ^

Aristotle’s ten categories ^ are enumerated by Kant in

Refiextonen, 11 522,® as (i) substantta, autdens, (2) queUttas,

(3) quanittas, (4) relatto, (5) actto, (6) passto, (7) quando,

(8) ubt, (9) Situs (10) habitus
,
and the five post predicaments

as oppositum,prius,simul,motus, habere Khminating quando,

ubt, situs, prim, and stmul as being modes of sensibility,

actto and passto as being complex and derivative
,
and also

omitting habitus (condition) and habere, as being too general

and indefinite in meaning to constitute sepaidte categories

,

we are then left with suhstantia, qualitas, quantitas, relatto,

and oppositum The most serious defect in this reduced list,

from the Kantian point of view, is its omission of causality

It is, howevei, a curious coincidence that when substance is

taken as a form of relatto, and opposttum as a foim of quality,

we are left with the three groups, quality, quantity, relation

Only modality is Jacking to complete Kants own fourfold

grouping None the less, as the study of Kant’s Rejltxtonen

sufficiently proves,^ it was by an entirely diffeient route that

Kant travelled to his metaphysical deduction Watson does
not seem to have any ground for his contention ^ that the

above modified list of Aristotle’s categories “ gave Kant his

starting point It was there indeed, as the reference to

Aristotle in his letter of 1772 to Herz shows, that he first

looked for assistance, only, however, to be disappointed in his

expectations

Derivative concepts*’—Cf above, pp 66, 71 2

I reserve this task for another occasion —Cf A 204 = 6 249

,

A 13 ,
above, p 66 ff, and below, pp 379-80

Definitions of categones omitted ®—Cf above, pp 195 6, and
A 241 there cited

,
also below, pp 33942, 404 5

Note 1®—On this distinction between mathematical and
dynamical categories cf below, pp 345 7, 510-11

Note 2^®—This remark is inserted to meet a criticism

which had been made by Johann Schulze,*^ and to which Kant
in February 1784 had replied in terms almost identical with
those of the present passage

^ below p. 391 ff * A 81
* W above, p 186 ff

‘A81 »A 84
• 8 iio w B no II

* Cf Prolegomena, § 39
* fiant Explamed, p 120
* A83
“ Cf below, 199 300*
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“ The third category certainly springs from the connection of the

first and second, not, indeed, from their mere combination, but from

a connection the possibility of which constitutes a concept that is a

special category For this reason the third category may not be
apphcable m instances in which the other two apply eg one year,

many years of future time, are real concepts, but the totahty of future

years, that is, the collective unity of a future eternity, conceived

as entire (so to say, as completed), is something that cannot be

thought But even in those cases m which the third category is

applicable, it always contains something more than the first and the

second taken separately and together, namely the dem>ation of the

second from the first, a process whuh is not always practicable

Necessity, for example, is nothing else than existence, tn sofar as it

can be inferred from possibility Community is the reciprocal

causality of substances in respect of their determinations But
that determinations of one substance can be produced by another

substance, is something that we may not simply assume
,

it is one of

those connections without which there could be no reciprocal

relation of things in space, and therefore no outer experience In a

word, I find that just as the conclusion of a syllogism indicates, in

addition to the operations of understanding and judgment in the

premisses, a speaal operationpeculiar to reason
,
so also the third

category is a special, and in part original, concept For instance,

the concepts, quantum, compositum^ totum, come under the categories

umty, plurality, totality, but a quantum thought as compositum would
not yield the concept of totality unless the concept of the quantum
IS thought as determmable through the composition, and in certain

quanta^ such as infinite space, that cannot be done ” ^

Kant’s assertion that m certain cases the third category is

not applicable is misleading His proof of the validity of

the category of reciprocity in the third Analogy really

consists in showing that it is necessary to the apprehension
of spatial CO existence

,
^ and if, as Kant maintains, con

sciousness of space is necessary to consciousness of time.

It is thereby proved to be involved in each and every act of

consciousness It is presupposed in the apprehension even of

substantial existence and of causal sequence His proof that

it is a unique category, distinct from the mere combination of

the categories of substance and causality, does not, therefore,

assume what his words in the above letter would seem to

imply, that it is only occasionally employed The same
remark holds in regard to totality

,
it is presupposed even in

the apprehension of a single year Kant’s references, both
here and in other parts of the Critique^ to totality in its

bearmg upon the conception of infinitude, reveal considerable

* W' X p 344 5 * Cf below p 382 £f

* Cf below, pp 433 4 451 480, 529. SS9
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Is^ck of clearness as to the relation in Which it stands to thi

Idea of the unconditioned Sometimes, as in this letter, he
would seem to be identifying them , elsewhere this confusion

IS avoided In B iii totality is defined as multiplicity

regarded as unit>
,
and in A 142 3 = B 182 its schema is defined

as numbei (The identification of totality with number has
led Kant to say in B 1 1 1 that number is not applicable in the

repiesentation of the infinite, a much more questionable

assertion than that of the 'etter above quoted ) The state

ment that necessity is existence in so far as it can be inferred

from possibility, or that it is existence gi\en through
possibility, IS similaily misleading Kant’s true position is

that all three are necessary to the conception of any one of

the thiee

Thus Kants reply to Schulze, alike in his letter and in

Note 2, fails to indicate with any real adequacy the tiue bear

ing of Ciitical teaching in this matter, and consequently
fails to reveal the full foicc of his position Only in terms
of totality can unity and plurality be apprehended

,
only

through the reciprocal lelations which determine co existence

can we acquire consciousness of either permanence 01 sequence,

only in terms of necessity can either existence or possibility

be defined The third category is not derived from a prior

knowledge of the subordinate categories It represents in

each case a higher complex within which alone the simpler

relations defined by the simpler concepts can exist or have
meaning

B 11316, 5) 12—This section, of no intimsic importance, is

an example of Kant’s loving devotion to this ‘ architectonic
”

His reasoning is extremely artificial, especially in its attempt
to connect “ unity, truth, and perfection ” with the three cate-

gories of quantity The R^extomn show how gieatly Kant
v^as preoccupied with these three concepts, seeking either to

base a table of categories upon them (B Erdmann’s inter

pretation), or to reduce them to categories (Adickes’ inter-

pretation) For some time Kant himself ranked with those
who^ “incautiously made these criteria of thought to be
properties of the things in themselves ” In Reflextonen, 11 903,®

we find the following statement “ Unity (connection, agree-

ment), truth (quality), completeness (quantity)” In 11 916*
Kant makes trial to connect them, as conceptions of possi-

bility, with the categories of relation In 11 91 1 and 912
the later view, that they are logical in character and function,

appears, but leads to their being set in relation to the three
faculties of understanding, judgment, and reason This 13

B 114 * Cf 904 5 * Cf 907 10
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Conjectured by B Erdmann to have been Kant's view at the
time of the first edition 11 915, 919, 920 present the view
expounded in the section before us ^ Erdmann ® remarks that
in this section Kant “ is settling accounts with certain thoughts
which in the 'seventies had yielded suggestions for the
transformation of ontology into the transcendental analytic

”

^ Cf B Erdmann MUtheilungen in Phtl Afonatshefte 1^84 p 80 and
Adickes SystemcUik pp 55 9

* Reflexionm 11 p 252 u



CHAPTER II

DEDUCTION OP THE PURE CONCEPTS OS THE
UNDERSTANDING

First edition Sul^ective and Objective Deductions—In dealing
with the transcendental deduction, as given in the first edition,

we can make use of the masteily and convincing analysis

which Vaihinger ^ (building upon Adickes’ previous results,

but developing an independent and quite original mterpreta
tion) has given of its inconsecutive and strangely bewildering
argumentation Vaihmger s analysis is an excellent example
of detective genius in the field of scholarship From internal

evidence, circumstantially supported by the Refiextonen and
Loie Blatter, he is able to prove that the deduction is

composed of manuscripts, externally pieced together, and
representing no less than foui distinct stages in the slow
and gradual development of Kant’s views Like geological

deposits, they remain to lecord the processes by which the
final result has come to be Though they do not in their

present setting represent the correct chronological order,

that may be determined once the proper clues to their

disentanglement have been duly discovered That discovery

IS Itself, however, no easy task
,

for the unexpected, while
lending colour and incident to the commentator’s cntei prise,

baffles his natuial expectations at every turn The first stage
IS one in which Kant dispenses with the categories, and in

which, when they are referred to, they are taken as applying
to things tn themselves The last stage, worked out, as
there is ground for believing, in the haste and excitement of
the final revision, is not represented in the Prolegomena or
in the second edition of the Critique, the author retracing
his steps and resuming the standpoint of the stage which
preceded it The fortunate accident of Kant’s having
jotted down upon the back of a dated paper the record of

^ ‘ Die transcendentale Dedtiktion der Kategorien ” in the Gedmkschrtfi fUr
Rudolf Haym Published separately m 1902
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his passing thought (one of the few Lose Blatter that are

thus datable) is the culminating incident in this philosophical

drama It felicitously serves as a keystone in the body of

evidence supported by general reasoning

Before ^coming acquainted with Vaihinger’s analysis I

had observed Kant s ascription to empirical concepts of the

functions elsewhere allotted to the categories, but had been

hopelessly puzzled as to bow such teaching could be fitted

into his general system Vaihinger’s view of it as a pre

Critical survival would seem to be the only possible satisfactory

solution Tor the view which I have taken of Kant s doctrine

of the transcendental object as also pre Critical, and for its

employment as a clue to the dating of passages, I am myself
alone responsible

The order of my exposition will be as follows ^

I Enumeration, in chronological order, of the four stages

which compose the deduction of the first edition, and citation

of the passages which represent each separate stage

II Detailed analysis, again in chronological order, of

each successive stage, with exposition of the views which it

embodies
III Examination of the evidence yielded by the Re

flexionen and Lou Blatter in support of the above analysis

IV Connected statement and discussion of the total

argument of the deduction

I Enumeration of the Four Stages

(1) First Stage That of the Transcendental
Object, without Co operation of the Categories —
This stage is represented by® («) II 3 (from beginning of

the third paragraph to end of 3) = A 104 10 , (^) I § 13 (the

entire section) = A 84 92 (retained in second edition as B 1 16

24) a discusses the problem of the leference of sensations

to an object, b that of the objective validity of the categories

b IS therefore transitional to the second stage

(2) Second Stage That of the Categories, with
out Co operation of the Productive Imagination —
This stage is represented by (a) I [§14] (with the exception
of Its concluding paragraph) = A 92 4 (retained in second
edition as B 124 7) , (^) II (the first four paragraphs) = A 95 7 ,

(tf) II 4 (the entire section) = A no 14

^ Readers who are not immediately interested in the analysis of the text or m
the history of Kant s earlier scmi Critical views may omit pp S03 34 with
exception of pp 304 19 on Kant s doctnne of the transcendental object, which
shonld be read

* The reader is recommended to nuurk off the passages in a copy of the Crtdgm
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(3) Third Stage That of the Productive Imagina-
I ION, WITHOUT Men noN of the Threefold Transcend
ENTAL Synthesis—This stage is represented by (a) II 1/8

(from beginning of seventh paragraph to end of twelfth)

= A 1 19 23, (b) III o (from beginning of third paragraph
to end of sixtli) = A 1 16 19 ,

(t) I ^14 (Concluding paragiaph)
= A945,(</)1IIS (from beginning of sixteenth paragraph
to end of section preceding summary) = A 1 26 8 ,

(e)

S(ummary) (in conclusion to III) = A 12830, (/) Illy
(from beginning of thirteenth paragraph to end of fifteenth)

= A 123 6 (g-) I(ntroduction) (from beginning of section to

end of second paragraph) = A 115 16, (4) § 10 T(ransitional

to the fouith stage) = A 76 9 (retained as B 102 4)

(4) Fourth Stage That of the Threefold Tran
SCENdental Synthesis—This stage is represented by (a)

II 13 (from opening of i to end of second paragraph in 3)
= A 98104, (4) II (the two paragraphs immediately pre

ceding a) = A 97 8

H Detailed Analysis of the Four Stages

First Stage—A 104 10 ,
A 84 92 (B 116 24)

A 10410, II § 3 —This IS the one passage in the Critique

in which Kant explicitly defines his doctrine of the “ transcend

ental object ”
,
and careful examination of the text shows

that by it he means the thing in itself, conceived as being the

object of our representations Such teaching is, of course,

thoioughly un Critical
,
and as I shall try to show, this was

very early realised by Kant himself The passages in which
the phiase “ transcendental object ’’ occurs aie, like the section

befoie us in eveiy instance of early origin It is significant

that the transcendental object is not again referred to in the

deduction of the fiist edition^ Though it reappears in the

chaptei on phenomena and noumena, it does so in a passage
which Kant excised in the second edition The paragraphs
which he then substituted make no mention of it The doctrine

IS of frequent occurience in the Dialectic, and combines with
other independent evidence to show that the larger part of
the Dialectic is of early origin That the doctrine of the

transcendental object is thus a pre Critical or semi Critical

survival has, so far as I am aware, not hitherto been observed

by any writer upon Kant It has invariably been interpreted

m the light of the sections in which it does not occur, and,

as thus toned down and tempered to something altogether

’ Its first occanenoe b the CrUtgue is in the AestAetu A 46sB 63 Jt

there signifies the Uuog in itselfi
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dilTerent from what it really stands for, has been taken as an
essential and characteristic tenet of the Critical philosophy

It was in the course of an attempt to interpret Kant s entire

argument in the light of his doctrine of the transcendental

object that I first came to detect its absence from all his later

utterances But it is important to recognise that the difficulties

which would result from its retention are quite insuperable,

and would by themselves, even m the absence of all external

evidence of Kant’s rejection of it, compel us to regard it as

a surviH^dl of pre Critical thinking As Vaihinger does not
seem to have detected the un Ciitical character of this doctrine,

it is the more significant that he should, on other grounds,

have felt constrained to regard the passage in which it is

expounded as embodying the earliest stage in the developip<»it

of the deduction He would seem to continue in the orthcJdox

view so far as to hold that though the doctrine of the transcend
ental object is here stated m pre Critical terms, it was per

manently retained by Kant in altered form
The doctrine of the transcendental object, as here ex

pounded, is as follows

“Appearances arc themselves nothmg but sensuous representa

tions whith must not be taken as capable of existing in themselves

(a» stcA) with exactly the same character (tn ebendenelben Art) out
side our power of representation ’ ^

These sense representations are our only possible repre
sentations, and when we speak of an object coi responding to

them, we must be conceiving an object in general equal to x

“They have their object, but an object which can never be
intuited by us, and which may therefore be named the non empirical,

I e transcendental object = « ” ®

This object is conceived as being that which prevents our
representations from occurring at haphazard, necessitating

their orc(er in such manner that, manifold and varied as they
may be, they can yet be self consistent in their several group
mgs, and so possess that unity which is essential to the
concept of an object

“The pure concept of this transcendental object, which in fact

throughout all our knowledge is always one and the same, is that

which can alone confer upon all our empirical concepts relation m
general to an object, 1 1 objective reahty ’’ *

^ A 104 • A 109. * A 109
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What renders this doctrine impossible of permanent
retention was that it allowed of no objective existence

mediate between the merely subjective and the thing in itself

On such teaching there is no room for the empirical object

,

and immediately upon the recognition of that latter pheno
menal form of existence in space, Kant was constrained to

recognise that it is in the empirical object, not in the thing in

Itself, that the contents of our representations art grounded
and unified ^ny other view must involve the application of
the categories especially those of substance and cauSItlity, to

the thing in itself The entire empirical world has still to be
conceived as grounded in the non empirical, but that is a very

different contention from the thesis that the thing in itself is

the object and the sole object of our representations The
doctiine of the transcendental object has thus a twofold

defect It advocates an extreme subjectivism, and yet at the

same time applies the categories to the thing in itself

But the latter consequence is one which could not, at the

stage lepiesentcd by this section, be appreciated by Kant
For, as we shall find, he is endeavouring to solve the problem
of the refeicnce of sense representation to an object without

assumption of apt tort categories It is mmptncal concepts,

conditioned only by a transcendental apperception, that he
professes to discover the grounds and conditions of this

objective reference I et us follow Kant s argument in detail

The section opens ^ with what may be a reference to the

Aestfietic, and piocecds to deal with the first of the two
problems cited in the 1772 letter to Herz®—how sense

representations stand related to their object The exact
terms in which this question was there formulated should be
noted

“I propounded to myself this question on what ground rests

the relation of that in us which we name representation
( Vorstellun^)

to the object If the representation contains only the mode in

which the subject is affected by the object, it is easily understood
hov It should accord {geniass set) with that object as an elfect with
Its cause, and how [therefore] this determination of our mind should
be able to rtpretent something, ( e have an object The passive or

sensuous representations have thus a comprehensible {pegretfltchP^

relation to objects, and the pnnaples, which are borrowed from the

nature of our soul, have a comprehensible validity for all thmgs m
so far as they are to be objects of the senses.” *

Thus in 1772 there was here no real problem for Kant
The assumed fact, that our representations are generated in

‘ A 104 ’ Cf above p aS, below, pp 319 30. * ^ x pp 124 5
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us by the action of independent existences, is taken as sufficient

explanation of their being referred to objects

The section of the Critique under consideration shows
that Kant had come to realise the inadequacy of this explana
tion quite early, indeed prior to his solution of the second
and further question which in that same letter is spoken of as
“ the key to the whole secret ” of metaphysics On what
grounds, he now asks, is a subjective idea, even though it be

a sense impression capable of yielding consciousness of in
object? In the letter to Herz the use of the teim icpresenti

tion (Vofstellung) undoubtedly helped to conceal this problem
It is now emphasised that appearances are nothing but sense

representations, and must never be regarded as objects capable
of existing in themselves, with exactly the same character,

outside our power of representation Now also Kant employs,
in place of the phrase “in accord with,” the much more
definite term “ concsponding to ’ He points out that when we
speak of an object corresponding to our knowledge, we imply
that It is distinct from that knowledge Consciousness of

such an object must therefore be acquired from some other

source than the given impressions In othei words, Kant is

now piepaied to withdraw his statement that the passive or

sensuous representations have an [easily] comprehensible
relation to objects ” In and by themselves they are puiely

subjective, and can involve no such concept The latter is a

thought {Gedanke), a concept iBegriff), additional to, and
distinct from, the given impressions Its possibility, as

regards both origin ^ and validity, must be “ deduced ”

Theie then lesults this first and very peculiar form of
the transcendental deduction That part of it which persists

in the successive stages rests upon an explicitly developed
distinction between empirical and transcendental apperception
Kant teaches, in agreement with Hume, though, as we may
believe, independently of his direct influence, that there is no
single empirical state of the self which is constant throughout
experience ®

“The consciousness of the self, according to the determinations
of our state in inner perception, is merely empirical, and always in

process of change That which has to be represented as of

necessity numerically identical cannot be thought as such through
empincal data There must be a condition which precedes all

experience, and renders expenence itself possible, if a transcendental

pre supposition of this kind is to be rendered valid This pure,

* Cf below, pp 209 10
* Hume s view of the self is not developed m the Enquiry and is not men

turned by Beattie
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original, unchangeable consciousness 1 shall name transcendental

apperception ” ^

Kant would seem to have first developed this view m a
quite crude form The consciousness of the self, he seems to

have held, consists in its awareness of its own unceasing

activities As consciousness of acUvtty, it is entirely distinct

in nature ind in origin from all apprehension of sense impres
sions ® This teaching is a natural extension of the doctrine of

the Dissertatton? that such pure notions as those of possibility,

existence, necessity, substance, cause, are "acquired by attend-

ing to the actions of the mind on the occasion of experience
”

Kant would very naturally hold that consciousness of the

identity and unity of the self is obtained in a similar manner
buch, indeed, is the teaching of the section before us

"No knowledge can take place in us without that unity of

consciousness which precedes all data of intuitions, and in relation

to which all representation of objects is alone possible ” * “ It is

precisely this transcendental apperception that constructs out of

(^cht aus) all possible appearances, which are capable of coexisting

in one experience a connection of all these representations accord

ing to laws For this unity of consciousness would be impossible

if the mind could not become consaous, in the knowledge of the

manifold, of the identity of the function whereby it combines it

synthetically in one knowledge Thus the minds original and
necessary consciousness of the identity of itself is at the same time

a consciousness of an equally necessary unity of the synthesis of all

appearances according to concepts t e according to rules For
the mind could not possibly think the identity of itself in the

manifold of its representations, and indeed a prton, if it did noti

have before its eyes the identity of its action ” ®

That IS to say, the self is the sole source of all unity As
a pure and onginal unity it precedes experience, to its

synthetic activities all conceptual unity is due, and by
reflection upon the constancy of these activities it comes to
consciousness of its own identity

“ even the purest objective unity, namely that of the
0 pnon concepts (space and time), is possible only through relation

^ A 107
* Cf Reflexumat, u 952 (belonging, as Erdmann notes, to the earliest Critical

period) ‘Appearances are representations whereby we are affected Ilie
representation of our free self activity (StlisKtUtgiett) does not involve affection,

ind accordingly is not appearance but apperception Cf below, p 296
’ § 8 Cf above, pp In, below pp 243, 260 3, 272 3, 327 8, 473 7, 315
^ A 107 It IS Significant that Kant m A 107 uses, in reference to appercep

tioni the very unusual phrase, ' Mmfmdilhant B$wusstmn
* A X08
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of the intuitions to [transcendental apperception] 1 he numerical
unity of this apperception is therefore the a prton condition of all

concepts, just as the manifoldness of space and of time is of the

intuitions of sensibility ’

To this consciousness of the abiding unity of the self Kant
also traces the notion of the transcendental object The latter

he would seem to argue, is formed by analogy fiom the foimer

“This object is nothing else than the subjective representation

(of the subject) itself, but made general, for I an the original of all

^ objects
’ “The mind, through its original and underived thinking,

IS itself the pattern
(
Vrbtld) of such i synthesis

” * ‘1 would not
represent anything as outside me, and so make [subjective] appear
ances into objective expenenee if the representations were not
related to something which is parallel to my ego, and so in that way
referred by me to another subject

’ *

These quotations fiom the Lose Blattei would seem to

contain the key to Kant s extremely enigmatic statement in

A 105, that “the unity which the object makes neccssaiy can

be nothing else than the formal unity of consciousness in its

synthesis of the manifold of its representations,’ and again

in A 109, that ‘ this relation [of repiesentations to an object]

IS nothing else than the necessary unity of consciousness ” ®

But this does not complete the sum total of the functions

which Kant is at this stage prepared to assign to apperception

It mediates our consciousness of the transcendental object in

still another manner, namely, by rendeung possible the

formation of the empirical concepts which unify and direct its

synthetic activities This is, indeed, the feature in which
this form of the deduction diveiges most radically from all

later positions Space and time are, it would seem, regarded
as being the sole a prion concepts ® The instruments through
which the unity of apperception acts, and through which the

thought of an object becomes possible, are empirical concepts

Such general concepts as “ body ’ or ‘ triangle ’ serve as rules

constraining the synthetic processes of apprehension and

^ A 107
® Reicke Lose Blatter, p 19 The beonng and date of this passage is dis

cussed below p 233
• «/ p 20
• Op nt p 22 (wntten on a letter dated May 20 1775)
' llus last statement cannot possibly be taken literally In view of the

manner m which the transcendental object is spoken of elsewhere in this section,

and also in the Dtalertte we mnst regard it as standing for an independent
existence and the relation of representations to it as being therefore something
else than simply Urn unity of consciousness

• It may be observed that when Kant in A 107 quoted above refers to
“ apnort concepts, he adds in explanation, and withui brackets, ‘ space and time ”

P
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reproduction to take place in such unitary fashion as is

requiied for unitary consciousness The notion of objectivity

IS specified in terms of the necessities which these empirical

concepts thus impose

“ We think a triangle as object in so far as we are consaoas of

the combination of three straight lines according to a rule by which
such on intuition can at all times be generated This unity of rule

determines the whole manifold and limits it to conditions which
make the unity of apperception possible, and the concept of this

unity [of rule] is the representation of the object All knowledge
demands a concept, and a concept is always, as regards itjL

form, something general, something that serves as a rule Ihus the

concept of body serves as a rule to our knowledge of outer appear

ances, in accordance with the unity of the manifold which is thought

through it The concept of body necessitates the representa

tion of extension, and therewith of impenetrability, shape, etc ” ^

Such is the manner m which Kant accounts for our concept

of the transcendental object It consists of two mam elements
fiist, the notion of an unknown x, to which representations

may be referred
,
and secondly, the consciousness of this x as

exercising compulsion upon the order of our thinking The
former notion is framed on the pattern of the transcendental

subject
,

it IS conceived as another but unknown subject The
consciousness of it as a source of external necessity is

mediated by the empirical concepts which transcendental

apperception also makes possible And from this explanation

of the origin of the concept of the transcendental object Kant
derives the proof of its validity ® It is indispensable for the

realisation by the unitary self of a unitary consciousness

“ I his relation [of representations to an object] is nothing else

than the necessary unity of consciousness, and therefore also of the

synthesis of the mamfo'd, by a common {gemetnscha/ihch) functiomng

of the mind, which unites it in one representauon ” ®

Through instruments empirical m origin, and subjectiWly
necessary, the notion of an objective necessity is rendered
possible to the mind

It IS not surprising that Kant did not permanently hold
to this view of the empirical concept The objections are

obvious Such a view of the function of general concepts

renders unintelligible their own first formation For as they

’ A 105 6
The actual nature of Kant’s teaching, as to the ongin and constitution of

the nouor of the transcendental object is largely masked by the fact that he
places this proof of its vahdity so prominently in the foreground The ghnetal
nature of this proof is, of course, identical with that of his later positions

* A 109.
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are empirical, they can only be acquired by conscious processes
that do not involve them That is to say, consciousness of
objects follows upon a prior consciousness in and thiough
which concepts, such as that of body, are discovered and
formed Yet, as the argument claims, general concepts are
the indispensable conditions of unitary consciousness How
through a consciousness that is not yet unified can general
concepts be formed ? Also it is difficult to see how empirical
concepts can be viewed as directly conditioned by, and as
immediately due to anything so general as pure aoperception
These objections Kant must have come very quickly to
recognise This was the first part of his teaching to be
modified In the immediately succeeding stage,' so far as
the stages can be reconstructed from the survivals m the
Crtttque, the empirical concepts are displaced once and for all

by the a prtot t categories

The only sentences which can be regarded as possibly
conflicting with the above interpretation arc those two (in the
second last and in the last paragraphs) in which the phrase
“rules a prtort" occurs Even gianting (what is at least

questionable as legards the fiist) that the words are meant
to be taken together, it does not follow that Kant is here
speaking of categories Foi contrary to his usual teaching
he speaks of the concept of body as a source of necessity
If so. It may well, with equal looseness, be spoken of as
a priori That is indeed done, by implication, in the second
and third paragiaphs, where he speaks of a rule (referring
to ‘body and triangle”) as making the synthesis of repro
duction '' a pf ton necessary ” Such assertions are completely
inconsistent with Kant’s Critical teaching, but so is the
entire section

The setting in which the passage before us occurs has its

own special interest ’ When Kant, as it would seem, on
the very eve of the publication of the Critique^ developed
#ie doctrine of a threefold synthesis culminating in a
“synthesis of recognition in the concept,” he must have
bethought himself of this earlier position, and have completed
his subjective deduction by incorporation, probably with
occasional alterations of phrasing, of the older manuscript
This procedure has bewildered even the most discerning
among Kant’s readers, but now, thanks to Vaihingers con-
vincing analysis, it may be welcomed as of illuminating
interest in the historical study of Kant’s development

I may here draw attention to the two important respects

' As m the Lou Blatter Cf bdow p 233
• Cf below pp 887 , 233 4 368 9
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in which the positions rcvcdled in this section continued to

influence Kant’s later teaching namely, in the emphasis laid

upon the transcendental unity of apperception, and in the

view of objectivity as involving the thought of the thing m
Itself

The excessive emphasis which in this first stage is laid

upon the tianscendental unity of apperception persists

throughout the later forms of the deduction, and, as I shall

try to show, docs so to the detriment of the argument
Though Its functions are considerably diminished they aie

still exaggerated
,
this is perhaps in part due to its having

been in this early stage regarded as in and by itself the sole

ultimate gtound of unitary experience There were, however,

two other influences at woik Kant continued to employ
the teiminology of his eirlier view, and in his less watchful

moments was betrayed thereby into conflict with his con
sidered teaching But even moie important was the influence

of his personal convictions He was irievocably committed
in his own private thinking to a belief in the spiritual and
abiding character of the self

,
and this belief frequently colours,

in illegitimate ways, the expression of his views This is

especially evident in some of the altciations^ of the second

edition, written as they were at a time when he was chiefly

pieoccupied with moral problems
As regal ds the other factor, the view adopted in regard to

the nature of objectivity, there is ample evidence that even
after the empirical concepts had been displaced by the

categories Kant still continued for some time (possibly for

several years in the earlier and middle ’seventies) to hold to

his doctrine ot the transcendental object Passages which
expound it m this later form occur in the Note on Ampht
boly and throughout the Dialectic^ That this may not be
taken for his final teaching is equally ceitain The entire

first layer of the deduction of the first edition, all the
relevant passages in the chapter on phenomena and noumena,
and some of those in the Dtalecttc, were omitted in the second
edition, and nowhere, either in the other portions of the

deduction of the first edition, or in the deduction of the

second edition, or in any passages added elsewhere in the

second edition, is such teaching to be found

A brief statement of Kant’s doctrine of the transcendental

object tn its later form seems advisable at this point
,

it is

required in order to complete and to confirm the interpreta'

* Cf below, pp 322 8 , also pp 260 3
* As above noted (p 204 » ) it also occun m the Atslhettc (A 46=:B <13),

as sigmiymg the thing w itself
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tion which I have given of the earlier exposition At the
same time I shall endeavour to show that the sections in which
the doctrine occurs though later than the first layer of the
deduction of the first edition, are all of compai itively early
origin, and that they leveal not the least trace of Kant’s more
mature, phenomenalist view of the empirical world in space

We may begin with the passages in the chapter on
phenomena and noumena The meaning in which the term
transcendental is employed is there made sufficiently clear

“ The transcendental employment of a concept in any principle

consists in its being referred to things tn gemral and in thim^eloei ” ^

That IS to say the, term tianscendental, as used in the
phrase transcendental object is not employed in any sense
which would oppose it to the transcendent In so far as the
thought of the thing in itself is a necessary ingredient in the
concept of objectivity, it is a condition of apperception and
therefore of possible experience

,
in other words, the thought

of a transcendent object is one of tiu transcendental conditions

of our expet lence As Kant is constantly interchanging the
terms trinsccndent and transcendental, such an explanation
of the phrase is perhaps superfluous, but if any is called
for, the above would seem to suffice As we shall have
occasion to observe,^ other factors besides the a prion must
be reckoned among the conditions of experience

,
and to both

types of conditions Kant applies the epithet transcendental
In the chapter on phenomena and noumena Kant enquires

at considerable length whether the categories (meaning, of
course, the pure forms of understanding, not their schematised
correlates) allow of transcendental (1 e transcendent) employ
ment The passages in which this discussion occurs® would
seem, however to be highly composite many paragraphs, or
portions ot paragraphs, are of much latei date than others
We may therefore limit our attention to those in which the
phrase transcendental object is actually employed, i e to
those which appear only in the first edition

“All our representations are referred by the understanding to
some object

, and since appearances are merely representations, tne
understanding refers them to a something as the object of sensuous
intuition But this something thus conceived (<« so fern), is

only the transcendental object, and by that is meant a some-
thing a<a:, of which we know, and with the present constitution of
our understanding can know, nothing whatsoever, but which, as a
correlate of the unity of apperception, can serve only for the unity

* A ajSssB 298 * Cf below, p 238 > A 238 ff sB 298 ff
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of the manifold in sensuous intuition By means of this unity

the understanding combines the manifold into the concept of

an object Ihis transcendental object cannot be separated from

the sense data, for nothing then remains over through vhich

It might be thought Consequently it is not in itself an object oi

knowledge, but only the representation of appearances under the

concept of an object in general which is determinable through the

manifold of those appearances Precisely for this reason also the

categories do not represent a special object given to the understanding

alone, but only serve to specify the transcendental object (the concept
of something in genetal) through that which is given in sensibility, in

order thereby to know appearances empirically under concepts of

objects ” ^ “ The object to which I relate appearance m general is

the transcendental object t e the completely indeterminate thought

of something m general This cannot be entitled the nmmenon [t e

the thing in itself more specifically determined as being the object

of a purely intelligible intuition] for I know nothing of what it is

in Itself, and have no concept of it save as the object of a sensuous

intuition in general, and so as being one and the same for all

appearances ” *

Otherwise stated, Kant’s teaching is as follows The
thought of the thing in itself remains altogether indeterminate

,

It does not specify its object, and therefore yields no knowledge
of It

,
none the less it is a necessary ingredient in the concept

of objectivity as such The object as specified in teims of
sense is nure representation

,
the object as genuinely objective

can only be thought The correlate of the unity of appercep
tion is the thought of the thing in itself This is what Kant is

really asserting, though in a hesitating manner which would
seem to indicate that he is himself already more or less

conscious of its unsatisfactory and un Critical character

The phrase transcendental object occurs once In the
'second Analogy and twice in the Note on Amphiboly * The
passage in the second Analogy may very well, in view of the
kind of subjectivism which it expounds, be of early date of

writing By transcendental object Kant there quite obviously
means the thing in itself From the first reference in the
Note on Amphiboly no definite conclusions can be drawn
The argument is too closely bound up with his criticism

of Leibniz to allow of his own independent standpoint being
properly developed There is, however, nothing in it which
compels us to regard it as of late origin

,
and quite evidently

Kant here means by the transcendental object the thing in

Itself The phrase substantia phaenomenon is not, as might
at first sight seem, equivalent to the empirical object of Kant’s

^ A 850 I • Cf below p 407 ff ’A as3
* A 191*8436 * A277 8*8333 4> A 288*8344.
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phenomenalist teaching It is an adaptation of Leibmzian
phraseology ^ The second reference in the Note on Amphiboly
occurs in a passage which may perhaps be of later origin

,

®

but the transcendental object is there mentioned only in order

to afibrd opportunity for the statements that it cannot be

thought through any of the categones, that we are completely

Ignorant whether it is within or without us, and whether if

sensibility were removed it would vanish or remain, and that

it can therefore serve only as a limiting concept VVe here

observe it in the very process of being eliminated As we
shall find, Kant s teaching is ill expressed in the sections on
Amphiboly

,
so much so that they could not be recast without

senously disturbing the balance of his architectonic They
were therefore allowed to remain unaltered in the second
edition

We may now pass to the Dialectic The subjectivist

doctrine of the transcendental object is there expressed in

a much more uncompromising manner Let us first consider

the references to the transcendental object in the Paralogisms
and in the subsequent Reflection The phrase transcendental

object occurs twice in the second Pa/alogism, once in the

third twice in the fourth, and three times in the Reflection ,

*

and in all these cases there is not the least uncertainty as to

Its denotation It is taken as equivalent to the thing in

Itself, and is expounded as a necessary ingredient in the

consciousness of our subjective representations as noumenally
grounded

“ What matter may be as a thing m itself (transcendental object)

IS completely unknown to us, though, owmg to its being represented

as something external, its permanence as appearance can indeed be
observed ” * “We can indeed admit that something, which may be
(in the transcendental ' sense) ‘ outside us, is the cause of our outer

intmtions, but this is not the object of which we are thinking in the

representations of matter and of corporeal things, for these are merely
appearances, t e mere kinds of representation which are never to be
met with save m us, and whose actuality depends on immediate
consciousness just as does the consciousness of my own thoughts

The transcendental object is equally unknown m respect to inner

and to outer intuition ” *

^ Cf mtmdusphaenommon in A 2723:6 328
* It la so dated by Adickes (K p 272 n ), owin^, to a single reference to

schemata in A 286=6 342
* A 358 and A 361 (cf A 355) , A 366 A 372 and A 379 80 A 390 i,

Am and A 394
* A 366
* “ Transcendental here means transcendent Cf A 379
* A 372^ so also in A 613 i4aB 641 2
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Here Kant at one and the same time distinguishes between,

and confounds together, lepresentation and its empirical object

What IS alone clear is that by the transcendental object he
means simply the thing in itself viewed as the cause of our

sensations In A 358 it is used in a wider sense as also

comprehending the noumenal conditions which underlie the

conscious subject

“ this something which underlies the outer appearances and
which so affects our sense that it obtains the representations of space,

matter, shape, etc, this something viewed as noumenon (or better

as transcendental object) might also at the same time be the subject

that does our thinking
’

Similarly in A 379 80

“ Though the I, as represented through inner sense in time,

and objects in space outside me, art specifically quite distinct appear

ances, they are not fur that reason thought as being different things

Neither the transcendental object which underlies outer appearances,

nor that which underlies inner intuition, is in itself either matter or

a thinking being, but is a ground (to us unknown) of the appearances

which supply to us the empirical concepts of the former as well as

of the latter kind ’

The references in the Reflection on t)te Paralogisms are of

the same geneial chaiacter and are equally definite ^ A 390 i

has special interest m that it explicitly states that to appear-

ances, taken as Kant invariably takes them throughout the

ParaJogtsms in the first edition as mere subjective repiesenta

tions, the category of causality, and therefore by implication

tlie category of substance, is inapplicable

“ No one could dream of asserting that that which he has once
come to recognise as mere representation is an outer cause ”

We may now turn to the passages in the chapter on the

Antinomies

" The non sensuous cause of our representations is completely
unknown to us, and therefore we cannot intuit it as object

We may, however, entitle the purely intelhgible cause of appearances
in general the transcendental object To this transcendental

object we can ascribe the whole extent and connection of our
possible perceptions

”*

Appearances can be regarded as real only to the extent
to which they are actually experienced Otherwise they
exist only in some unknown noumenal form of which we can

* The p isw(^ in A 393 is given below p 464
* A 4JM=$ 52* Cf A 492=: B 521 ‘ The true self (rfltw etgetahthe Sefist)

us it cutis IT) itself 1

1

the traosrendental subject
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acquire no definite concept, and which n therefore leally

nothing to us This, Kant declares, is true even of that

immemorial past of which we are oui selves the product

“ all the events w hich have taken place in the immense periods

that have preceded my own existence mean really nothing but the

possibility of extending the chain of experience from the present

perception back to the conditions which determine it in time ” ^

In other words we may not claim that such events, em
pincally conceived, have ever actually existed in any such
empirical form A similar interpretation is given to the

assertion of the present reality of what has nevei been actually

experienced

“ Moreover, in outcome it is a matter of indifference whether I say

that in the empirical progress in space I can meet with stars a hundred
times farther removed than the outermost now perceptible to me, or

whether I say that they are perhaps to be met with in cosmical space

even though no human being has ever perceived or ever will perceive

them For though they might be given as things in themselves,

without relation to possible experience, they are still nothing for me,
and therefore arc not objects, save in so far as they are contained in

the seriej of the empincal regress ' * “ The cause of the empirical

conditions of this process, that which determines what members I

shall meet with and how far by means of such members I can carry

out the regress is transcendental and is therefore necessanly

unknown to me ’ ®

Such is the form in which Kant s pre Cntical doctrine of
the transcendental object survives in the Critique * It contains
no trace of the teaching of the objective deduction of the first

and second edition or of the teaching of the lefutation of
idealism in the second edition It closely resembles Mill s

doctrine of the permanent possibilities of sensation, and is

almost equally subjectivist in character As already noted,®

It also lies open to the further objection that it involves
an illegitimate application of the categories to things in

themselves As Kant started from the naive and natural
assumption that reference of representations to objects must
be their reference to things in themselves, he also took over
the current Cartesian view that it is by an inference in

terms of the category of causality that we advance from a
representation to its cause The thing in itself is regarded
as the sole true substance and as the real cause of every-
thing which happens in the natural world Appearances,

* A 495sB 523 * A 496sB 524 ' Loc at
* Ci also A S38=B 566 A S40=B 568 A S57= B 585 A 564^3 592

A 565 S93 4 A 6i3=B 641 2 • Above, p 206
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being representations merely, are wholly transitory and com-
pletely inefficacious Not only, therefore, are the categtmes

regarded as valtd of things tn themselves, they are also dedared
to have no possible application to phenomena Sense appear-

ances do not, on this view, constitute the mechanical world

of the natural sciences
,
they have a purely subjective, more

01 less epi phenomenal, existence in the mind of each separate

observer It was very gradually, in the process of developing

his own Critical teaching, that Kant came to realise the very
different position to which he was thereby committed The
categories, including that of causality, are pre empted for the

empirical object which is no v regarded as immediately appre

hended
,
and the function of mediating the reference of

phenomena to things in themselves now falls to the Ideas of

Reason The distinction between appearance and reality is

no longer that between representations and their noumenal
causes, but between the limited and relative character of the

entire world in space and time and the unconditioned de-

manded by Reason But these are questions whose discussion

must meantime be deferred *

I may now briefly summarise the evidence in favour of

the view that the doctrine of the transcendental object is a

pre Critical or semi Critical survival and must not be taken
as forming part of Kant’s final and considered position (i)

Of the SIX sections in which the phrase transcendental object

occurs, three * were omitted in the second edition, and in the

passages which were substituted for them it receives no
mention Theie are various reasons which can be suggested
in explanation of the retention of the other three® in the

second edition The Note on Amphiboly was too unsatis

factory as a whole to encouiage Kant to improve upon it in

detail The other two are outside the limit at which Kant
thought good to terminate all attempts to improve, whether
in major or in minor matters, the text of the first edition *

To have recast the Antinomies as he had recast the Patahgisms

‘ Cf above pp hn v below, pp 280, 331, 373 4, 390 i, 414 17, 429 31,
558 61

Viz Uie first layer of the deduction of the first edition, the relevant sections

in the chapter on phenomena and noumena (A 250 ff }, and the ParaUgtsms with
the subsequent

* Viz the Awr m Attphtbely, the chapter on the AtUtnomtes, and the
chapter on the Ideal

* To the statement that the alterations in the second edition cease at the close
of the chapter on the PaeahgWHS, there is only one smgle exception, namely the

very briefnote appended to A 491 sB 519 This exception however, supports our
nneral thesis It is of polemical ongm, referring to the nature of the distinction

between transcendental and subjective idealism, and was dmnanded by the new
RtfideUxae of fdealtm which in the second editiqn he had attached tp the
Pastedatu
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utrould have involved alterations much too extensive Also,

there were no outside polemical influences—or at least none

acting quite directly—such as undoubtedly reinforced his other

reasons for revising the Paralogisms (2) Secondly, the Iran

scendental object is not mentioned in the later layers of the

deduction of the first edition, nor in the deduction of the

second edition, nor in any passage or note added in the

second edition That Kant should thus suddenly cease to

employ a phrase to which he had accustomed himself is

the more significant in view of his conservative preference for

the adapting of familiar terminology to new uses It can

only be explained as due to his recognition of the completely

untenable character of the teaching to which it had given

expression As the object of knowledge is always em
pineal. It can never legitimately be called tianscendental

(3) Thirdly, the general teaching of the passages in which

the phrase transcendental object occurs is by itself sufficient

proof of their early origin They reveal not the least trace

of the deepened insight of his final standpoints As we
know. It was certain difficulties involved in the working out

of the objective deduction that delayed the publication of the

Critique for so many years, and the sections which deal

with these difficulties contain Kant’s maturest teaching In

them he seems to withdraw definitcl}^ from the positions to

which he had unwarily committed himself by his un Critical

doctrine of the transcendental object I now pass to the

second section constitutive of the first stage

A 84-92 = B 116 24
, I ^ 13—Just as in II § 3 Kant deals

solely with the fiist of the two questions formulated in the

letter of 1772 to Herz—the reference of sense representations

to an object,—so in I ^ 13 he raises only the second—that of

the objective validity of intellectual representations (now
spoken of as pure concepts of understanding, or pure a prion

concepts, and only in one sentence as categories) And just

as in the former section he carries the problem a step further,

yet without attaining to the true Critical position, so in this

latter he still assumes that it is the application of these pure

concepts to real independent objects, r « to things in them
selves, which calls for justification We must again consider

the exact terms in which this problem is formulated in the

letter to Herz ^
'*

Similarly, if that m us which is called a representation, were

active m relation to the object, that is to say, if the object itself

were produced by the representation (as on the view that the ideas

* It foUows immeduitely utxin *he passage quoted above, p so6
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m the Divine Mind are the archetypes of things), the conformity

of representations with objects might be understood We can

thus render comprehensible at least the possibility of two kinds

of intelligence—of an intellectus archetypus, on whose intuition the

things themselves are grounded, and of an tntelkctus ectypus which

denves the data of its logical procedure from the sensuous intuition

of things But our understanding (leaving moral ends out of account)

IS not the cause of the object through its representations, nor is the

object the cause of its intellectual representations (»« sensu reali)

Hence, the pure concepts of the understandmg cannot be abstracted

from the data of the senses, nor do they express our eapacity for

receiving representations through the senses But, whilst they have

their sources in the nature of the soul, they originate there neither

as the result of the action of the object upon it, nor as themselves

producing the object In the Dissertation I was content to explain

the nature of these intellectual representations in a merely negative

manner, viz as not being modifications of the soul produced by the

object But I silently passed over the further question, how such

representations, vihich refer to an object and yet are not the result

of an affection due to that object, can be possible I had maintained

that the sense representations represent things a^ they appear, the

intellectual representations things as they are But how then are

these things given to us, if not by the manner in which they affect

us ? And if such intellectual representations are due to sjur own
inner activity, whence comes the agreement which they are supposed
to have vnth objects, which yet are not their products? How
comes It that the axioms of pure reason about these objects agree

with the latter, when this agreement has not been in any way assisted

by experience? In mathematics such procedure is legitimate, because
its objects only art, quantities for us, and can only be represented

os quantities, in so far as we can generate their representation by
repeatmg a unit a number of times Hence the concepts of

quantity can be self producing, and their principles can therefore be
determined a prion But when we ask how the understanding can
form to Itself completely a prion concepts of things in theu:

qualitative determination, with which these things must of necessity

agree, or formulate m regard to their possibility pnnciples which are

independent of experience, but with which experience must exactly

conform,—we raise a question, that of the origm of the agreement
of our faculty of understanding with the things m themselves, over
which obscunty still hangs ” ^

The section before us represents the same general stand

point as that given in the abovd letter Here, too, it is the
validity of the a prtort concepts in reference to things m
themsehqs that is under consideration The implication of
Kant s argument is that the categories, being neither determin*
able nor discoverable by means of expenence, will only aji^ly

W X pp las
*
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to appearances if they determine, or rather leveal, the

actual non cKpenenced nature of things in themselves

These pure concepts, it is implied, owing to their combined

a priori and intellectual characteristics, make this inherent

claim Either they are altogether empty and illusory, or

such unlimited validity must Im granted to them Kant, that^

IS to say, still holds, as in the Dissertation, that sense repre

sentations reveal things as they appear, intellectual rcpicsenta

tions things as they are

“We have either to surrender completely all claims to judgments
of pure reason, in the most esteemed of all fields, that \shith

extends beyond the limits of all possible experience, or we must
bring this Critical investigation to perfection ’ ^

The pure concepts, unlike space, apply to objects

generally, apart from the conditions of sensibility”* But
here also, as in the letter to Herz, the strange and problematic

character of such knowledge is clearly iccogmsed
Kant s discussion of the concept of causality in A 90 may

seem to conflict with the above contention—that it is its

applicability to things m themselves which Kant is considering

But this difficulty vanishes if we bear in mind that here, as

in the Dissertation, there is no such distinction as we find in

Kant’s later more genuinely phenomenalist position, between
the objects causing our sensations and thing'! in themselves *

The purely intelligible object, supposed to remain after

elimination of the empirical and a prion sensory factors, is

the thing in itself The objects apprehended through sense

are real, only not in their sensuous form
There are two connected facts which together may perhaps

be taken as evidence that I § 13 is later than II 3 ^

Intellectual concepts are reinstated alongside the a pnort
concepts of space and time Kant has evidently in the mean
time given up the attempt to construe the former as empirical

m ongin That that attempt was earlier in time would seem
to be proved by the further fact that the a prion concepts are

here viewed as performing the same kind of function as that

ascribed in II 3 ^ to concepts that are empirical They are

conditions of the “ synthetic unity of thought ” * This view
of the function of concepts is certainly fundamental and
important, and Kant permanently retained it from his previous

abortive method of ' deduction ’ But it was a long step from
the discovery of the distinction between empirical and a prion
jponcepts to its fruitful application That involved appreciation

* A 89s 6 I3 I I adopt B Erdmann s reading of auf for dls
^ A 88=B lao • A 90
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^ the further fact that the two problems, separately stated

•‘III the letter to Herz and separately dealt with m II 3 ^ and
ih I § 13—the problem of the relation of sense representa-

tions, and the problem of the relation of intellectual repre-

sentations, to an object,—are indeed one and the same,

eoluble from one and the same standpoint, by one and the

'‘same method of deduction, namely, by reference to the possi

bility of expciience Only in and through relation to an
object can sense repiesentations be apprehended

,
and only

as conditions of such sense experience are the categories

objectively valid Relation to an object is constituted by the

categories, and is necessary in reference to sense lepresenta

tions, because only thereby is consciousness of any kind
possible at all

That this truly Critical position had not been attained

when 1^13 was written,* is shown not only by its concentra

tion on the single problem of the validity of a priori concepts,

but also by its repeated assertion that representations can
be consciously apprehended independently of all relation to

the faculty of understanding The directly counter assertion

appeals however, in the sections (I ^ 14, II first four

paragraphs) which immediately follow in the text of the

Critique—indicating that in the period represented by these

latter the revolutionary discovery, the truly Copernican
hypothesis, had at last been achieved They constitute the

second stage, and to it we may now proceed

Second Stage—A 92 4 = B 124 7 ,
A 95 7 ,

A 1 10 14
A 92-4

,
I <^14 (with the exception of the concluding

classification of mental powers)—This section makes a fresh

start
,

it stands in no necessary relation to any preceding
section The problem is still formulated, in its opening
sentences, in terms reminiscent of the letter to Herz, but
otherwise the standpoint is entirely new, and save for tho
wording of a single sentence (A 93 “ if not intuited, yet ”),

is genuinely Critical The phrase " possibility of experience ”

now appears, and is at once assigned the central r61e The
words “ if not intuited, yet ” in A 93 may possibly have been
inserted later in order to tone down the flagrant contradiction
with the preceding paragraphs In any case, even this

qualification is explicitly retracted in A 94.
A 96-7—The same stani^int appears in the first three

paragraphs of Section II The categories are “ the a pnon

> w« hive akmdy found (above p 27 » t), it had not been attained at the
tune when the IntrtdmtuM to the first edition was wntten^
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conditions on which the posstti^lity of eiKpenence depends *’ ^

By the categories alone “ can an object be thought ” * The
further important point that only in their empirical employ
ment do the categories have use and meaning is excellently

developed

“ An a pnon concept not referring to experience would be the

logical form only of a concept, but not the concept itself by which
jgimething is thought ” ^

A 11014
,
II 4—In this section also the argument starts

afresh, indicating (if such evidence were lequired) that, like

I § 14, it must have been written independently of its present

context But the argument is now advanced one step further

The categories are recognised as simultaneously conditioning
both unity of consciousness and objectivity

“ 1 here is but one experience as there is but one space and
one time

’ “ The a priori conditions of a possible experience

are at the same time conditions of the possibility of objects of

experience ” * “ the necessity of these categories rests on the

relation which our whole sensibihty, and with it also all possible

appearances, have to the original unity of apperception ” ’

also it is emphasised that save in and through a priori

concepts no representations can exist for consciousness

“They would then belong to no expenence, would be without

an object, a blind play of representations, less even than a dream ” ‘

They “ would be to us the same as nothing
’

The wording is still not altogether unambiguous, but the

mam point is made sufficiently clear

These paragraphs are the earliest in which traces of a

genuine phenomenalism can be detected The transcendental

object, one and the same for all our knowledge, is not referred

to ‘Objects' (in the plural) is the term which is used
wherever the context permits The empirical object is thus
made to intervene between the thing in itself and the sub-
jective representations But the distinction between empirical

objects and subjective representations on the one hand, and
between empirical objects and things in themselves on the

other, is not yet drawn in any really clear and definite manner
A similar phenomenalist tendency crops out in Kant's

distinction® between objective affinity and subjective

association

'A 95 96 *A97 *A95cfA96
« A m * Loc at • A iia

» A in * A lU 14
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“The ground of possibility of the association of the manifold,

so lai as It lies in the object, is named the affinity of the manifold
”

None the less Kants subjectivism finds one of its most
decided expressions in A 114

Third Sta^e — A 11923 = 111 y8 ,
A 11619= III a,

A 945 = 1 § 14 C(oncluding paiagraph), A 126 8 = 111 S,

A 128 30 = S(ummary), A 1236 = 111 y, A Ii5i6=in
I(ntroduction) , A 76 9 (B 102 4) = § lo T(iansition to fourm
stage)

A 119 23, III /3 (from the beginning of the seventh

paragraph uo the end of the twelfth) The doctrine of

objective affinity already developed in the above sections is

now made to rest upon a new faculty, the productive

imagination As Vaihinger lemarks, the wording of this

section would seem to indicate that it is Kant s first attempt

at formulating that new doctrine He has not as yet got

over his own surprise at the revolutionary nature of the

conclusions to which he feels himself driven by the exigencies

of Critical teaching He finds that it is deepening into

consequences which may lead veiy fai from the current

psychology and from his own previous views regarding the

nature and conditions of the knowing process and of person

ality As evidence that this section was not written continu

ously with II 4,*^ we have the further fact that though the

doctrine of objective affinity is dwelt upon, it is described afresh,

with no 1 eference to the preceding account Also, the empirical

processes of apprehension and reproduction, already mentioned
in A 104 10, are now ascribed to the empirical imagination
which IS carefully distinguished from the productive

III a repeats “fiom above" the argument given in III
“ flora below It insists upon the close connection between
the categories (first introduced in II 4^) with the pioductive

iraagination of III

Vaihinger places III 5 next in order, on account of the

connection of its argument wnth III a® But it dwells only
upon the chief outcome of the total argument, vu that the
orderliness of nature is due to understanding That pro
ductive imagination is not mentioned, is taken by Vaihinger

to signify Kant’s recognition that it can be postulated only

hypothetically, and that as doctrine it is not absolutely

essential to the strict deduction

* A no 14
* I ^ <4 C Vaihinger regards as intermediate in date but it is a comparative^

ummportant paragraph, and may for the present be left out of account Cf
belowt zts 6
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S summarises the entire argument, and m it 'pure
Imagination ” receives mention

Within this third stage III y is subsequent to the above
four sections For it carries the doctrine of productive
imagination one step further In III

j
3

,
III a and S, pro

ductive imagination has been treated merely as an auxiliary

function of pure understanding

“The unity of apperception in relation to the synthesis of

imagination is the understanding

y

and the smie unity with reference

to the transcendental synthesis of the imagination is the pure under
standing ” ^

It IS now treated as a separate and distinct faculty So
far from being a function of understanding its synthesis “ by
Itself, though carried out a prtort, is always sensuous ^ It is

“one of the fundamental faculties of the human soul The two
extreme ends, sensibility and understanding, must be brought into

connection with each other by means of this transcendental function

of imagination ’ *

In this section there also appears a new element which
would seem to connect it with the next following stage,

namely the addition to the series, apprehension, association,

and reproduction of the fuither process, recognition As
here introduced it is extremely ambiguous in character It

15 counted as being empirical, and yet as containing a priori

concepts This decidedly hybrid process would seem to

represent Kant’s first formulation of the even more ambiguous
process, which corresponds to it in the fourth stage

In III I recogpiition is again mentioned, but this time in

a form still more akin to its treatment in the fourth stage

It is not recognition through categories, but, as a form in

apperception, is the

“empincal consciousness of the identity of the reproductive repre

sentations with the appearances by which they were given

In all other respects, however, the above six sections

agree (along with I § 14 C) in holding to a threefold division

of mental powers sensibility, imagination, and apperception

This third stage is thereby marked off sufficiently clearly

from the second stage in which pure imagination is wanting,

and from the fourth stage in which it is dissolved into a
threefold a priori synthesis

In both I § 14 C and in III I the classification which

underlies the third stage is explicitly formulated Their

* A 118 19 A 134 * Im cti A 115
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statements harmoniously combine to yield the following tabular

statement
1 The synopsts of the manifold

—

a prton through sense,

te \xi pure intuition

2 The synthesis of this manifold—through pure tran

scendental imagination

3 The unity of this synthesis— through pure original

transcendental apperception

At this point Vaihmger adds to the above section the

earlier passage
§
lo T * It is even more definitely than III y

and III I transitional to the fourth stage It must be classed

within the third stage, as it holds to the above threefold

classiBcation But it modifies that classification in two
respects First, in that it does not employ the term synopsts,

but only speaks of pure intuition as required to yield us a

manifold The term synopsis, as used by Kant, is, however,
decidedly misleading^ His invariable teaching is that all

connection is due to synthesis By synopsis, theiefore, which
he certainly does not employ as synonymous with synthesis,

can be meant only apprehension of external side by sideness

It never signifies anything except apprehension of the lowest

possible order Kant’s omission of the term, therefore, tends

to clearness of statement Secondly, the classificatioh is also

modified by the substitution of understanding for the unity of
apperception Appeiception is, however, so obscurely treated

111 all of the above sections, that this cannot be regarded as

a vital alteration What is new in this section, and seems to

connect it in a curious and interesting manner with sections

in the fourth stage, is its doctrine of

“ a manifold of a prton sensibility
” “ Space and time contain a

manifold of pure apnon intuition ” ®

That IS, in this connection, an entirely new doctrine In
all the previous sections of the deduction (previous in the
assumed order of original writing) the manifold supplied
through intuition is taken as being empirical, and as consist
ing of sensations Kant here also adds that the manifold,
“ whether given empirically or a prton” ^ must be synthesised
before it can be known

“ The spontaneity of our thought requires that this manifold [of

pure aprton intuition] should be mn through in a certam manner,
taken up, and connected, in order that a knowledge may be formed
out of It 1 his action I call synthesis

”

^ A 76-93B 103 4 Not yet commented upon
• Cf Vuhinger Ar p 63 » A773B 10* Cf above, pp 96 7 * lae *it
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fonrtili Stage— 98101, A 97-8—As already noted, there

are in Kant two persistent but conflicting interpretations of

the nature of the synthetic processes exercised by imagination
and understanding, the subjectivist and the phenomenalist ^

Now, on the former view, imagination is simply understanding
at work In other words, imagination is merely the active

synthesising side of a faculty whose complementary aspect

appears in the logical unity of the concept From this point

of view the transcendental and the empirical factors may be
taken as forming a single senes The transcendental and the
empirical processes will vary together, some form of tran

scendental activity corresponding to every fundamental form
of empirical activity and vice versa Such an inference only
follows if the subjectivist standpoint be accepted to the ex
elusion of the phenomenalist point of view But since Kant
constantly alternates between them, and never quite definitely

formulates them in their distinction and opposition
,
since, in

fact, they were rather of the nature of obscurely felt tendencies

than of formulated standpoints, it is quite intelligible that an
inference derived from the one should be drawn even at the

very time when the other is being more explicitly developed
This, It would seem, is what actually happened When we
come tb consider the evidence derivable from the Refiextonen

and Lose Blatter, we shall find support for the view that after

January 1780, on the very eve of the publication of the

Critique, while the revolutionary, phenomenalist consequences
of the Critical hypothesis were becoming clearer to him, he
unguardedly allowed the above inference to lead him to recast

his previous views in a decidedly subjectivist manner The
view that transcendental imagination has a special and unique
activity altogether different in type from any of its empirical

processes, jiamely, the “ productive," is now allowed to drop

,

and in place of it Kant develops the view that transcend*

ental functions run exactly parallel with the empirical

processes of apprehension, reproduction, and recognition

Accordingly, in place of the classification presented in the
third stage, we find a new and radically different one
introduced into the text, without the least indication that

Kant’s standpoint has meantime changed It is given in

A 97

A Synopsis of the manifold through sense

B Synthesis

I Synthesis of apprehension of representations in

[inner] intuition

^ For expbumtion of the exact meaning in which these terms are employed
and for discussion of the complicated issues invoWed, cf below, p syoff
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2 Synthesis of reproduction of representations in

imagination

3 Synthesis of recognition of representations in

the concept

And Kant adds in explanation that “these point to three

subjective sources of knowledge which make the understand

ing itself possible, and which in so doing make all experience

possible, in so far as it is an empirical product of the under

standing ’ What, now, are these three subjective sources of

knowledge? They certainly are not those classihed in the

table of the third stage A roughly coincides with its first

member
,
consequently B i is left without proper correlate

B 2 ih altogether different from the previous synthesis of

imagination, for in the earlier table transcendental imagination

is regarded as being solely productive, never reproductive^

It IS now asserted to be reproductive—a contradiction of one

of his own most emphatic contentions, which ran only be

accounted for by some such explanation as we are here stating

Nothing IS lacking as regards explicitness in the statement

of this new position “ the reproductive synthesis of

imagination belongs to the transcendental acts of the soul,

and, in reference to it [viz to the reproductive synthesis], we
will call this power too the transcendental power of the

imagination ’
* Lastly, even B 3 does not coincide with the

pure apperception of the other table B 3 is more akin to

the recognition which in the third stage is declared to be

always empirical In any case, it is recognition in the con-

cept
,
and though that may ultimately involve and condition

transcendental apperception, it remains, in the manner in

which It IS here developed by Kant, something veiy different

But this IS a point to which we shall return There is an

added complication, running through this entire stage, which

first requires to be disentangled The transcendental syn-

theses are declared to condition the pure representations of

spa<.e and time no less than those of sense-experience

“This synthesis of apprehension also must be executed apnon,
le in reference to representations which are not empirical For
without It we could not have the a pnon representations either of

space or of time, since these can be generated only through the

synthesis of the manifold which sensibility presents in its original

receptivity Thus we have a pure synthesis of apprehension”*
“ if I draw a line in thought or desire to think of the tune from

one noon to another, or merely represent to myself a certam numbei^
I must, firstly, apprehend these manifold representations one «^r

* Cf A ii8 A.»oi A 99 100
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the other But if the preceding representations tthe first parts of

the line, the antecedent parts of time or the units serially repre

sented) were always to drop out of my thought, and were not
reproduced vthen I advance to those that follow, no complete
representation, and none of all the aforementioned thoughts, not

even the purest and first basal representations of space and time,

could ever anse ” ^

This, as Vaihinger remarks, is a point of sufficient im
portance to justify separate treatment But it is introduced

quite incidentally by Kant, and obscures quite as much as it

clarifies the mam at^ument
It IS convenient to start with the second synthesis

Kant’s argument is much cleaier in regard to it than in regard

to the other two He distinguishes between empirical and
transcendental repioduction Reproduction in ordinary ex-
perience, in accordance with the laws of association, is merely
empirical The defado conformity of appearances to lules is

what renders such empirical reproduction possible

,

otherifvise our faculty of empirical imagination would never

find any opportunity of action suited to its capacities, and would
remain h'dden within the mind as a dead, and to us unknown power ’ ^

Kant proceeds to argue consistently with his doctrine of
objective affinity, that empirical reproduction is itself tran-

scendentally conditioned The form, however, m which this

argument is developed is peculiar to the section before us,

and is entirely new

“If we can show that even our purest a priori intuitions yitld no
knowledge, save in so far as they contain such connection of the

manifold as will make possible a thoroughgoing synthesis of

reproduction, this synthesis of the imagination must be grounded,

prior to all experience, on a prion principles , and since experience

necessarily presupposes that appearances can be reproduced, we
shall have to assume a pure transcendental synthesis of the imagina
tion as conditioning even the possibility of all experience ” *

In the concluding paragraph Kant makes clear that he
regards this transcendental activity as being exercised in a
twofold manner in relation to the emptrtceUly given manifold

as well as in relation to the a pttort given manifold How
this transcendental activity is to be distinguished from the

empirical is not further explained I discuss this point

below*
The argument of the section on the synthesis of appre-

kenstoHi to which we may now turn back, suffers from serious

t^Aio» * A ICO ’ A 101 Cf below, p 255 *Ppi238, 263K
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ambiguity It is not clear whether a distinction, analogous
to that between empirical and transcendental reproduction, is

being mide in reference to apprehension The actual word
mg of Its two last paragraphs would lead to that conclusion
That, however, is a view winch would seem to be excluded by
the wider context Kant is dealing with the synthesis of
apprehension in tnnet intuition, t e in time By the funda
mental principles of his teaching such intuition must allvays
be transcendental Fmpirical apprehension can only concern
the data of the special senses The process of apprehension
referred to in the middle paragraph must therefore itself be
transcendental

But It is in dealing with the synthesis of recogmtton that the
argument is most obscure It is idle attempting to discover
any possible distinction between an empirical and a transcend
entai process of recognition For the transcendental process
here appears as being the consciousness that what we are
thinking now is the same as what we thought a moment
before

,
and it is illustrated not by reference to the pure

intuitions of space and time, but only by the process of
counting It may be argued that empirical recognition is

mediated by transcendental factors—by pure concepts and by
apperception But unless we are to take transcendental
lecognition as synonymous with transcendental apperception,
which Kant’s actual teaching does not seem to justify us in
doing, such considerations will not enable us to distinguish
two forms of recognition Apart, however, from this difficulty,

there is the further one that the concepts in and thiough
which the recognition is executed are here described as being
empirical The only key that will solve the mystery of this
extraordinary section, hopelessly inexplicable when viewed as
a single continuous whole, is, it would seem, the theory of
Vaihinger, namely,^ that from the third paragraph onwards
(already dealt with as forming the first stage of the deduction)
Kant is making use of manuscript which represents the earliest
form in which his explanation of the consciousness of objects
was developed, with the strange result that this section is a
combination of the latest and of the earliest forms of the
deduction While seeking to make out a parallelism between
the empirical, conscious activities of imagination and under*
standing on the one hand, and its transcendental functions on
tlie other, he must have bethought himself of the earlier
attempt to explain consciousness of objects through empirical
incepts conditioned by transcendental apperception, and so
have attempted to expound the third form of synthesis by

^ C,f «bovc» p an ^
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means of it As thus extended it involves a distinction

between transcendental ind empirical apperception, and upon
that the discussion, so far as it concerns anything akin

to recognition, altogether turns But there is not the least

further mention of recognition itself As transcendental it

cannot be taken as the equivalent of empirical apperception
,

and as a synthesis through concepts, can hardly coincide with

pure appeiception The title of the section, “the synthesis

of recognition in the concept,” is thus no real indication of

the astonishing fare prepared for the reader The doctrine of

a threefold synthesis seems to have occuired to Kant on the

very eve of the publication of the Ciittque The passage

expounding it may well have been huiriedly composed, and
when unforeseen difficulties accumulated, especially in regard

to recognition as a transcendental process, Kant must have
resolved simply to close the matter by inserting the older

manuscript

III Evidence yielded by the “Beflezionen and “Lose Bl&tter

in support of the above analysis

The evidence, derived by Vaihingei from the Reflextonen

and Lose Blatter, biiefly outlined, is as follows^ (i) In the

Reflextonen zm Anthropologtt relevant passages are few in

number, and lepresent a standpoint very close to that of the

1770 Dissertation Imagination is treated only as an empirical

faculty 2 Recognition, which is only once mentioned,® is also

viewed as merely empirical The understanding is spoken
of as the faculty through which objects are thought * The
categories are not mentioned, and it is stated that the under
standing yields only ideas of reflection “ All knowledge of
things is derived, as regards its matter, from sensation—the

understanding gives only ideas of reflection
” ® So far, these

Reflextonen would seem to coincide, more or less, with the first

stage of the deduction They contain, however, no reference

to transcendental apperception
,
and are therefore regarded by

Vaihinger as representing a still earlier standpoint

(2) In the Reflextonen zur Krtttk der retnen Vemunft
there is a very large and valuable body of relevant passages

No 925 must be of the same date as the letter of 1772 to

Herz
,

it formulates its problem in practically identical terms *

Nos. 946 52 and 955 may belong to the period of the first stage

For though the doctrine of the transcendental object as the

* For Vaihinger s own statement of it cf ^ tit pp 79 98
* Nos 64 5 1x7, 140 S

^ No 140 * Nos 4t, 81
* No 104, • Cf Nos 964 S
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opposite counterpart of the transcendental subject is not

mentioned, the spiritualist view of the self is prominent In

No 946 It IS asserted that the representation of an object

IS “ made by us through freedom ”

“ h ree actions are already given apnon, namely our own ” ^ ‘‘To

pass universal objective judgments, and to do so apodicUcally, reason

must be free from subjective grounds of determination For were

It so detei tinned the judgment would be merely accidental, namely
in accordance with its subjective cause Thus reason is conscious

a priori of its freedom in objectively necessary judgments in so far as

It apprehends them as exclusively grounded through their relation to

the object “Transcendental freedom is the necessary hypothesis

of all rules, and therefore of all employment of the understanding ” ®

“Appearances are representations whereby we are affected The
representation of our free self activity does not involve affection, and
accordingly is not appearance, but apperception ” *

It is significant that the categories receive no mention
Almost all the other Rejlextonen would seem to have

originated in the period of the second stage of the deduction

,

but they still betray a strong spiiitualist bias

“Impressions are not yet representations, for they toust be
related to something else which is an action Now the reaction of

the mind is an action which relates to the impression, and which if

taken alone ® may in its special forms receive the title categories ” *

“Wc can know the connection of things in the world only if we
produce it through a universal action, and so out of a principle of
inner power {aus emem Prtnuip det ttineren Potcitas) substance,

ground, combination ” ^

These Refiextonen recognise only the categories of relation,*

and must therefore be prior to the twelvefold classification

There is not the least trace of the characteristic doctrines

of the third and fourth stages of the deduction, viz of the
transcendental function of the imagination or of a threefold

transcendental synthesis The nature of apprehension is also
most obscure It is frequently equated with apperception

(3) The Lose Blatter aus Kants Nachlass (Heft I ) contains
fragments which also belong to the second stage of the
deduction, but which would seem to be of somewhat earlier

' No 947 ® No 948 * No 949 * No 953
* Thu 18 Erdmann s reading Vailunger subsUtutes aUgmein for idlem, but

Without reason given
* No 935 The translation is literal Kant in the last sentence changes

from singular to plural
^ No 964
® Cf also Nos. 957, 96t The latter shows how already connected the

categonea of relation with the logical fuhettoos ofjudgment
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date than the above RejUxumen ^ They have Interesting points

of contact with the first stage Thus though the phrase

transcendental object does not occur in them, the object of

knowledge is equated with ar, and is regarded in the manner
of Ilie first stage as the opposite counterpart of the unity of

the self® These fragments belong, however, to the second

stage in virtue of their recognition of the a priori categoi les

of relation There is also here, as is in the Reflexionm,

great lack of clearness regarding the nature of apprehension
,

and there is still no mention of the transcendental faculty

of imagination Fragment 8 is definitely datable It

covers the free spaces of a letter of invitation dated May 20,

1775 ® Fragment B 12 ^ belongs to a different period from the

above This is sufficiently evident from its contents , but

fortunately the paper upon which it is wiitten—an official

document in the handwriting of the Rector of the Philosophical

Faculty of Konigsberg—enables us to decide the exact year of

its origin It IS dated January 20, 1780 The fiagment must
therefore be subsequent to that date Now in it tr inscendental

imagination appears as a third faculty alongside sensibility and
undei standing, and a distinction is definitely drawn between
Its empu'ical and its transcendental employment The former

conditions the synthesis of apprehension
,
the latter conditions

the synthetic unity of apperception It furthei distinguishes

between reproductive and productive imagination, and ascribes

the former exclusively to the empirical imagination In all

these respects it stands in complete agreement with the

teaching of the third stage of the deduction The fact that

this fragment is subsequent to January 1780 would seem to

prove that even at that late date Kant was struggling with
his deduction ’ But the most interesting of all Vaihinger’s

conclusions has still to be mentioned He points out that at

the time when this fragment was composed Kant had not yet

developed the doctrine characteristic of the fourth stage,

namely, of a threefold transcendental synthesis Moieover,
as he observes, the statement which it explicitly contains, that

reproductive imagination is always empirical, is inconsistent

with any such doctrine The teaching of the fourth stage

must consequently be ascribed to an even later date ®

^ Reicke Nos 7 8, 10 18 (pp 16 26 29 49)
* The chief relevant passages have been quoted above p 209
* The letter IS given in IV x p 173 * Reicke pp 113 16
* According to Adickes the Crttiqtu was brought to completion ’in the first

half of 1780 in Vaihinger s view on the other hand Kant was occupied with
ti from April to September Cf above, a xx

* In two respects however fragments 12 anticipatei the teaching of the fourth

ae (a) in suKesting (p 1 14) the neeessitjr of a {mre^mthesis of pure intuition

(
3) » equating (p 11 $) synthesis of apprehension with synthesis of imagmation
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(4) The Lose Blatter 11 ), though almost exclusively

devoted to moral and legal questions, contain in E 67^ a
relevant passage which Reicke regards as belonging to the
eighties, but which Adickes and Vaihinger agree in dating
“ shortly before 1781” On Vaihmger’s view it is a pieliminary
study for the passages of the fourth stage of the deduction
But such exact dating is not essential to Vaihinger’s argument
It IS undoubtedly quite late, and contains the following

sentence

"All representations, whatever their origin, are yet ultimately as

representations modihcttions of inner sense, and their unity must be
viewed from this point of view A spontaneity of synthesis corre

sponds to their receptivity either of apprehension as sensations or

of reproduction as images (jEtnbildungen) or of recognition as

concepts "

This IS the doctrine from which the deduction of the first

edition staits
,

it was, it would seem, the last to be developed^

That we find no trace of it in the Prolegomena^ and that it is

not only eliminated from the second edition, but is expressly

disavowed,® woqld seem to indicate that it had been hastily

adopted on the very eve of publication, and that upon
reflection Kant had felt constiained definitively to discard it

The threefold synthesis can be verified on the empii ical level,

but there is no evidence that theie exist corresponding tran-

scendental activities

IV Oonnected Statement and DiscusBion of Kant s Subjective

and Objective Deductions in the First Edition

Such aie the varying and conflicting forms in which
Kant has presented his deduction of the categoiies We
may now apply our results to obtain a connected statement
of the essentials of his argument The following exposition,

which endeavours to emphasise its main broad features, to

distinguish its various steps, and to disentangle its complex
and conflictmg tendencies, will, I trust, yield to the reader such
steady orientation as is necessary in so bewildering a labyrinth

Pp 231 3 Cf below pp 268 9
* In B iCo Kant states that the synthesis of apprehension is only empirical

,

and in B 152 we find the following emphatic sentence In so far as the faculty

of imagination is spontaneously active 1 sometimes also name it [t e in addition to
en itlmg it transcendental and figurative] produettve and thereby distinguish it

firom the rtptedtuHvt imagination whose synthesis is subject only to empirical
laws, 1 1 those of association, and which therefore contnbutes nothing in explatia

tion of the possibility of a pnon knowledge Hence it belongs not to trait

scendental philosophy bat to psycholc^ " Cf the duectly counter statement in

A 102 ‘ The reproductive synthesis oftiie fimulty of imagination must be countt^
among the transcendental acticms of the mind
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In the meantime I shall take account only of the deductions

of the first edition,^ and from them shall strive to construct

the ideal statement to which they severally approximate
Any single relatively consistent and complete deduction that

is thus to serve as a standard exposition must, like the root

languages of philology, be typical or archetypal, representing

the argument at which Kant aimed ,
it cannot be one of the

alternative expositions which he himself gives Such recon

struction of an argument which Kant has failed to express

in a final and genuinely adequate form must, of course, lie

open to all the dangers of arbitrary and personal interpreta-

tion It IS an extremely adventurous undertaking, and will

have to be carefully guarded by constant reference to Kant s

tpstistma verba Proof of its historical validity will consist in

Its capacity to render intelligible Kant’s own departures from it,

and in its power of explaining the reasons of his so doing Its

expository value will be in proportion to the assistance which
It may afford to the reader in deciphering the actual texts

Our first task is to make clear the nature of the distinc

tion which Kant draws between the “subjective” and the

“objective” deductions This is a distinction of great im
portance*, and raises issues of a fundamental character In

regard to it students of Kant take widely different views

For It brings to a definite issue many of the chief contro

versies regarding Critical teaching Kant has made some
very definite statements in regard to it, and one of the

opposing schools of inteipretation finds its chief and strongest

arguments in the words which he employs But for reasons

which will appear in due course, adherence to the letter of the

Critique would in this case involve the commentator in great

difficulties We have no option except to adopt the invidious

position of maintaining that we may now, after the interval of

a hundred years and the labours of so many devoted students,

profess to understand Kant better than he understood himself
For such procedure we may indeed cite his own authority

“Not infrequently, upon comparug the thoughts which an
author has expressed in regard to his subject, whether in ordinary

conversation or in writing, we find that we can understand him
better than he understood himself As he has not sufficiently

determmed his concept, he has sometimes spoken, or even thought,

m opposition to his own intention

Let us, then, consider first the distinction between the two
types of deduction in the form in which it is drawn by Kant

1 Though as we shall find the deduction of the secemd edition is in certain

respects more mature, it is in other respects less complete * A 3i4=B 370
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In the Pref<ue to the first edition,^ Kant states that his

transcendental deduction of the categories has two sides, and
assigns to them the titles subjective and objective

“This enquiry, which is somewhat deeply grounded, has two
sides The one refers to the objects of pure understanding, and 19

intended to expound and render intelligible the objective validity of

Its a pnort concepts It is therefore essential to my purposes

The other seeks to investigate the pure understanding itself, its

possibility and the cognitive faculties upon which it rests Although
this latter exposition is of great importance for my chief purpose,

it does not form an essential part of it For the chief question is

aliiays simply this,—what and how much can the understanding

and Reason know apart from all experience ? not—how is the

faculty of thought itscU possible? The latter is as it were a

search for the cause of a given effect, and therefore is of the

nature of an hypothesis (though, as I shall show elsewhere, this

IS not really so) , and I would appear to be taking the liberty

simply of expressing an opinion, in which cast the reader would be
free to express a different opinion ‘ For this reason 1 must forestall

the reader’s criticism by pointing out that the objective deduction,

with which I am here cliiefiy concerned, retains its full force even
if my subjective deduction should fail to produce that complete
conviction for which I hope ”

The subjective deduction seeks to determine the subjective

conditions which are required to render knowledge possible,

or to use less ambiguous terms the geneiative processes to

whose agency human knowledge is due It is consequently
psychological in character The objective deduction, on the
other hand, is so named because it deals not with psycho
logical processes but with questions of objective validity It

enquires how concepts which aie priori^ and which as a
prtoft must be taken to oiiginate in pure reason, can yet be
valid of objects In other words, the objective deduction is

logical, or, to use a post Kantian term, epistemological m
character

It is indeed tiue, as Kant here insists, that the subjective
deduction does not concern itself in any quite direct fashion
with the Critical problem—how a pnort ideas can relate to

objects “Although of great importance for my chief

purpose, it does not form an essential part of it ” This, no
doubt, IS one reason why Kant omitted it when he revised

tire Critique for the second edition • None the less it is, as

* A X XI Cf above pp 50 1

* Cf below pp S4jff» 576 7
* Whether it was the chief reason is decidedly open to question The ua

Critical character of its teadiing as regards the fhnctiois of empincal concepts and
of the transcendental object, and the onsatafactariness of its doctrine of a fhree
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he here says, important
,
and what exactly that importance

aitiounts to, and whether it is really true that it has such

minor importance as to be rightly describable as unessential,

IS what we have to decide

Though empirical psychology, in so far as it investigates

the temporal development of our experience, is, as Kant very

justly claims, entirely distinct in aim and method from the

Critical enquiry, the same cannot be said of a psychology

which, for convenience, and on the lines of Kant’s own
employment of terms, may be named transcendental ^ For
It will deal, not with the temporal development of the concrete

and varied aspects of consciousness, but with the more funda

mental question of the generative conditions indispensably

necessary to consciousness as such, ; ^ to consciousness in

each and every one of its possible embodiments In the

definition above given of the objective deduction, I have
intentionally indicated Kant’s unquestioning conviction that

the a priori originates independently of the objects to which

It is applied This independent origin is only describable in

mental or psychological terms The a prioi i originates from
within , It IS due to the specific conditions upon which human
thinking rests Now this interpretation of the a prion
renders the teaching contained in the subjective deduction

much more essential than Kant is himself willing to lecognise

The conclusions arrived at may be highly schematic in

conception, and extremely conjectural in detail
,
they are none

the less required to supplement the results of the more purely

logical analysis For though in the second edition the sections

devoted to the subjective deduction a^e suppiessed, their

teaching, and the distinctions which they draw between the

different mental processes, continue to be employed in the

exposition of the objective deduction, and indeed are pre

supposed throughout the Critique as a whole They are

indispensably necessary in order to render really definite

many of the contentions which the objective deduction itself

contains To eliminate the subjective deduction is not to

cut away these presuppositions, but only to leave them in the
obscure region of the undefined They will still continue to

influence our mode of formulating and of solving the Critical

problem, but will do so as untested and vaguely outlined

assumptions, acting as unconscious influences rather than as

fold tjmthesis, would of themselves account for the omission The passage in the
chapter on phenomena and noumena (A 250 ff ) m which the doctrine of the
tnutlcendeiital object is agam developed was likewise omitted in the second
hdihon

^ Of belowi 238, 2630
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established principles For these reasons the omission of the

subjective deduction is to be deplored The explicit state-

ment of the implied psychological conditions is preferable to

their employment without prior definition and analysis The
deduction of the second edition rests throughout upon the

initial and indispensable assumption, that though connection

or synthesis can never be given, it is yet the generative souice

of all consciousness of order and relation Factors which are

transcendental in the strict or logical meaning of the term
rest upon processes that are transcendental in a psychological

sense

This last phrase, ‘ transcendental in a psychological

sense,’ calls for a word of justification The synthetic pro
cesses generative of expeiience are not, of course, transcend

ental in the strict sense For they are not a priori in the

manner of the categories None the less they are discover-

able by the same transcendental method, namely, as being,

like the categories, indispensably necessary to the possi-

bility of experience They differ from the categories in

that they are not immanent in expeiience, constituent of it,

and cannot therefore be known in their intrinsic nature As
they fall outside the field of consciousness, they can only be
hypothetically postulated None the less, formal Categories

and generative processes, definable elements and problematic
postulates, alike agree in being conditions sine qua non of
experience And fuither, in terms of Kants presupposed
psychology, the latter are the source to which the former
are due There would thus seem to be sufficient justification

for extending the term transcendental to cover both
,
and

in so doing we are following the path which Kant himself
willingly travelled For such would seem to have been his

unexpressed reasons for ascribing, as he does, the synthetic

generative processes to what he himself names transcendental

Acuities

This disposes of Kant's chief reason for refusing to
recognise the subjective deduction as a genuine part of the
Critical enquiry, namely, the contention upon which he lays

such emphasis in the prefaces both of the first and ofthe second
edition,^ that in transcendental philosophy nothing hypo-
thetical, nothing in any degree dependent upon general
reasoning from contingent fact, can have any place That
contention proves untenable even within the domain of his

purely logical analyses The very essence of his transcend-
ental method consists m the establishment of a priori
elements through proof of their connection with factual

* CI iilsoui batow p 543 ff
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experience Kant is here revealing how greatly his mind is

still biased by the Leibnizian rationalism from which he
IS breaking away His priori cannot establish itself save

in virtue of hypothetical reasoning^ His transcendental

method, rightly understood, does not differ in essential

nature from the hypothetical method of the natural sciences

,

It does so only in the nature of its starting-point, and
in the character of the analyses which that starting point

prescribes And if hypothetical leasoning may be allowed

in the establishment of the logical a prion there is n^
sufficient reason why it may not also be employed for the

determination of dynamical factors The sole question is as

to whether the hypotheses conform to the logical require

ments and so raise themselves to a different level from mere
opinion and conjecture * As Kant himself says,® though his

conclusions in the subjective deduction may seem to be

hypothetical in the illegitimate sense, they are not really so

From the experience in view of which they are postulated

they receive at once the proof of their actuality and the

material for their specification

We may now return to the question of the nature of the

two deductions The complex character of their interrelations

may be Sutlined as follows

1 Though the subjective deducticm is in its later stages

coextensive with its objective counterpart, in its earlier stages

it moves wholly on what may be called the empirical level

The data which it analyses and the conditions which it

postulates are both alike empirical The objective deduc
tion, on the other hand, deals from start to finish with the

a prion
2 The later stages of the subjective deduction are based

upon the results of the objective deduction The existence

and validity of a prion factors having been demonstrated by
transcendental, t e logical, analysis, the subjective deduction

can be extended from the lower to the higher level, and
can proceed to establish for the a prion elements what in

Its earlier stages it has determined for empirical conscious

ness, namely, the nature of the generative processes which
require to be postulated as their ground and origin When
the two deductions are properly distinguished the objective

deduction has, therefore, to be placed midway between the

initial and the final stages of the subjective deduction

3 The two deductions concentrate upon different aspects

of experience In the subjective deduction experience is

> Cf above, pp xxxvi, xxxvu nu, 36 , below, pp 241 3
» Cf below, p S43 • A

»
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chiefly viewed as a tempotalprocess in which the giycn falls

apart into successive events, which, in and by themselves,

are incapable of constituting a unified consciousness The
fundamental chaiactenstic of human experience, from this

point of view, is that it is settal in character Though it is

an appiehension of time, it is itself also a process in time

In the objective deduction, on the other hand, the time

element is much less prominent Awareness of objects

IS the subject matter to which analysis is chiefly devoted
This difference very naturally follows fiom the character of the

two deductions The subjective enquiiy is mainly interested

m the conditions generative of expeiience, and finds its

natural point of departure in the problem by what processes

a unified experience is constructed out of a succession of

distinct happenings The objective deduction presents the

logical problem ot validity in its most striking form, in our
awareness of objects

,
the objective is contrasted with the

subjective as being that which is universally and necessarily

the same for all obseivers Ultimately each of the two
deductions must yield an analysis of both types of conscious-

ness— awareness of time and awareness of objects
,
a priori

factors are involved in the former no less than in the

latter, and both are conditioned by generative processes

Unfortunately the manner in which this is done in the

Critique causes very serious misunderstanding The pro
blem of the psychological conditions generative of conscious

ness of objects is raised * before the logical analysis of
the objective deduction has established the data necessary

for its profitable discussion The corresponding defect in the

objective deduction is of a directly opposite character, but is

even more unfortunate in its effects The lesults obtained

from the analysis of our awareness of objects are not, within

the limits of the objective deduction, applied in further

analysis of our consciousness of time That is first done, and
even then by implication rather than by explicit argument^
in the Analytic of Principles This has the twofold evil

consequence, that the relations holding between the two
deductions are very greatly obscured, and that the reader is

not properlv prepared for the important use to which the

results of tne objective deduction are put in the Analytic

of Principles For it is there assumed—a quite legitimate

inference from the objective deduction, but one whose
legitimacy Kant has nowhere dwelt upon and explained-**-,

that to be conscious of time we must be conscious of it as
existing in two distinct orders, subjective and objective To

’ A loo-i
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be conscious of time we must be conscious of objects, and to

be coi|$cious of objects we must be able to distinguish between
the order of our ideas and the order of the changes (if any)
in that which is known by their means

Ihus the two deductions, properly viewed in their full

scope, play into one another s hands The objective deduc
tion IS necessary to complete the analysis of time conscious-

ness given m the subjective deduction, and the extension of

the analysis of object consciousness to the explanation of
time consciousness is necessary in order to make quite definite

and clear the full significance of the conclusions to which the

objective enquiry has led ^

One last point remains for consideration Experience is

a highly ambiguous term, and to fulfil the rdle assigned to it

by Kant’s transcendental method—that of establishing the

reality of the conditions of its own possibility—its actuality

must he beyond the sphere of all possible controversy It

must be itself a datum, calling indeed for explanation, but
not Itself making claims that are in any degree subject to

possible challenge Now if we abstract from all those par
ticulansing factors which are irrelevant in this connection,

we are left with only three forms of experience—experience of

self, experience of objects, and experience of time The two
former are open to question They may be illusory, as Hume
has argued And as their validity, or rather actuality, calls

for establishment, they cannot fulfil the demands which the

transcendental method exacts from the experience whose
possibility IS to yield proof of its discoverable conditions

Consciousness of time, on the other hand, is a fact whose
atetuaUty, however problematic in its conditions, and however
mysterious in its intrinsic nature, cannot, even by the most
metaphysical of subtleties, be in any manner or degree

challenged It is an unquestioned possession of the human
mind Whether time itself is real we are not metaphysically
oertain, but that, whatever be its reality or unreality, we are

conscious of It in the form of change, is beyond all

manner of doubt Consciousness of time is the factual
experience, as conditions of whose TOssibility the a pnort
factors are transcendentally proved In so far as they can be

^ Kant^s failure either to distinguish or to connect the two deductions m any
teally clear and consistent manner is a defect which is accentuated rather tlwu
diminished ip the second edition Though the sections devoted to the subjects
m^uiry are omitted and the argument of the objective deducUon is so recast aa
to increase the emphasis laid upon its more stnctly logical aspectSi the teaching
of the subjective deduction is retained and miluences the argument at evisry pdmt^
For the new deduction no less than that of the first editiont rests throu|^(W
noon the initial assumption that though connection or synthesis cap never be

It 48 yet the generative source of lul consciousness of orddf and reMbion

R
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shown to be its indispensable conditions, its mere existence

proves their reality And such in effect is the ull;im^e

character of Kants proof of the objective validity of the

categories They are proved in that it is shown that only in

and through them is consciousness of time possible

The argument gains immeasurably in clearness when
this is recognised

,
^ and the deduction of the first edition of

the Critique, in spite of its contoiled character, remains in

my view superior to that of the second edition owing to this

more explicit recognition of the temporal aspect of conscious

ness and to employment of it as the initial starting point

Analysis at once reveals that though consciousness of time

IS undeniably actual, it is conditioned in complex ways,

and that among the conditions indispensably necessary to

Its possibility are both consciousness of self and consciousness

of an objective order of existence Starting from the

undeniable we are thus brought to the problematic
,
but

owing to the factual character of the starting point we can
substantiate what would otherwise remain open to question

As this method of formulating Kant’s argument gives

greater prominence to the temporal factor than Kant himself

does in his statement of the deductions, the reader may very
lightly demand further evidence that I am not,* by this

procedure, setting the deductions in a false or arbitrary

perspective Any statement of Kant’s position in other than

his own tpstssima vetba is necessarily, in laige part, a matter
of interpretation, and proof of its correctness must ultimately

consist in the success with which it can be applied in unravel

ling the manifold strands that compose his tortuous and many*
sided argument

,
but the following special considerations may

be cited in advance Those parts of the Critique, such as the
chief paragraphs of the subjective deduction and the chapter
on Schematism, i\hich are demonstrably late in date of writing,

agree in assigning greater prominence to the temporal aspect
of experience This is also true of those numerous passages
added in the second edition which deal with inner sense All
of these show an increasing appreciation of the central r61e
which time must play in the Critical enquiries Secondly,
proof of the validity of speafic categories is given, as we shall

find,* not in the objective deduction of the Analytic of Concepts,

but only in the Analytic of Prtnaples What Kant gives m
the former is only the quite general demonstration that foriqs

of unity, such as are involved m all judgment, are demanded
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for the possibility of experience Now when proof of the

speafic categories does come, in the Analytic of Prtnaples, it

IS manifestly based on the analysis of time experience In

the three Analogies, for example, Kant’s demonstration of the

objective validity of the categories of relation consists in the

proof that they are necessary conditions of the possibility of

our time consciousness That is to say, the tianscendental

method of proof, when developed in full detail, in reference

to some specific category, agrees with the formulation which
I have given of the subjective and objective deductions In

the third place, Kant started from a spiritualist standpoint,

akin to that of Leibniz,^ and only very gradually broke away
from the many illegitimate assumptions which it involves

But this original starting point reveals its persisting influence

m the excessive emphasis which Kant continued to lay upon
the unity of apperception He frequently speaks ® as if it were
an ultimate self justifying principle, by reference to which the

validity of all presupposed conditions can be established

But that, as I have already argued, is a legitimate method of

procedure only if it has previously been established that self

consciousness is involved in all consciousness, that is, involved

even in^consciousness of sequence and duration And as just

stated, Che deductions of specific categories, given in the Ana
lytic of Principles, fulfil these requirements of complete proof
They start from the time consciousness, not from apperception

1 shall now summarise these introductory discussions in a
brief tabulated outline of the mam steps in the argument of
the two deductions, and shall add a concluding note upon
their interconnection

Subjective Deduction— i Consciousness of time is an
experience whose actuality cannot be questioned by its

actuality it will therefore establish the reality of everything

that can be proved to be its indispensable condition

2 Among the conditions indispensably necessary to all

consciousness of time are synthetic processes whereby the
contents of consciousness, occurring in successive moments,
are combined and unified These processes are processes of
apprehension, reproduction, and recognition

3 Recognition, in turn, is conditioned by self consciousness

4 As no consciousness is possible without self conscious^

ness, the synthetic processes must have completed themselves
x^iot^ such self consciousness is possible, and consequently
are not verifiable by introspection but only by hypothetid^
construction

^ Cf above, p 208 iflF ^
k I

• Cf above, pp 1 n, *07 |a , below, pp a6o 3, s?* 3, 307 8, 47V»
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[i, 2, 3, and 4 arc steps which can be stated mde
pendently of the argument of the objective deduction

]

5 Self consciousness presupposes consciousness of objects,

and consciousness of objects presupposes the synthetic

activities of productive imagination whereby the matter of

sense IS organised in accordance with the categories These
productive activities also are verifiable only by conjectural

inference, and only upon their completion can consciousness

of any kind make its appearance
6 Consciousness of self and consciousness ot objects thus

alike rest upon a complexity of non phenomenal conditions

For anything that critical analys s can prove to the contrary,

consciousness and personality may not be ultimates They
may be resultants due to realities fundamentally different

from themselves

[5 is a conclusion obtained only by means of the argument
of the objective deduction 6 is a furthei conclusion first

explicitly drawn by Kant in the Dialectic ]

Objective Deduction— i The starting point coincides with
that of the subjective deduction Consciousness of time is an
experience by whose actuality we can establish the reality of

Its indispensable conditions

2 Among the conditions necessary to all consciousness of

time is self consciousness

3 Self consciousness, in turn, is itself conditioned by
consciousness of objects

4 Consciousness of objects is possible only if the cate

gories have validity within the sphere of sense experience

5 Conclusion—The empirical validity of the categories,

and consequently the empirical validity of our consciousness

alike of the self and of objects, must be granted as a condiM
sine qm non of our consciousness of time They are the

indispensable conditions of that fundamental experience

As above stated,^ the preliminary stages of the subjective

deduction prepare the way for the argument of the objective

deduction, while the results obtained by the latter render

possible the concluding steps of the former That is to say,

the objective deduction has to be intercalated midway between
the opening and the concluding stages of the subjective

deduction It may also be observed that whereaHt the

objective deduction embodies the main positive teaching of

the Analytic

f

m that it establishes the possibility of natura^
science and of a metaphysics of experience, the subjcctiv^

deduction is more directly concerned with the subject matter
of the Dtalectte, reinforcing, as it does, the more negative

‘ P J»30 f
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consequences which follow from the teaching of the objective

deduction—the impossibility of transcendent speculation It

stands m peculiarly close connection with the teaching of the

section on the Paralogisms We may now proceed to a

detailed statement of the argument of the two deductions

THE SUBJECTIVE DEDUCTION IN IIS INITIAL
EMPIRICAL STAGES

In the opening of the subjective deduction Kant is careful

to give due prominence to the temporal aspect of our human
experience

“ all the contents of our knowledge are ultimately subject

to the formal condition of inner sense, that is, to time, as that wherein

they must all be ordered, connected and brought into relation to

one another This is a general remark which the reader must
bear in mind as being a fundamental presupposition of my entire

argument

Consciousness of time is thus the starting point of the
deduction Analysis reveals it as highly complex

,
and the

purpose of the deduction is to discover, and, as far as may be
possible, to define its various conditions 1 he argument can
best be expounded by 1 eference to a single concrete example
—say, our experience of a series of contents, a, b, c d, e,/,

as in succession to one another and as together making up
the total SIX In oider that such an experience may be
possible the successive members of the series must be held
together simultaneously before the mind Obviously, if the

earlier members dropped out of consciousness before the mind
reached f could not be apprehended as having followed

Upon them There must be a synthesis of appiehension of
the successive items

Such a synthesis of apprehension is, however, only
possible through leproduction of the earlier experiences If

when the mind has passed from a to /, / is apprehended as
having followed upon a, r, rf, such consciousness is only
possible in so far as these earlier contents are reproduced in

image Synthesis of apprehension is conditioned by synthesis
of reproduction in imagination

“But if the preceding representations (the first parts of [a] line,

the earlier moments of time or the units represented m sequent
’Order) were always to drop out of my thought, and were not repro

duced when I advance to those that follow, no complete representa

tion, and none of all the aforementioned thoughts, not even the purest
and first basal representations of space and time, could ever arise

”*

* A 10a
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In order, however, that the reproduced images may fulfil

their function, they must be recognised as standing for or

representing contents which the self has just experienced

“Without the consciousness that what we are thinking is the

same as what we thought a moment before, all reproduction m the

series of representations would be in vain ” ^

Each reproduced image would m its present state be a

new experience and would not help in the least towards
gaming consciousness of order or number in the succes

Sion of our experiences Recognition is, therefore, a third

form of synthesis, indispensably necessary to consciousness

of time But further, the recognition is recognition of a
succession as forming a unity or whole, and that unity is

always conceptual

‘ The word concept {Begrtff) might of itself have «uggested this

remark For it is this unitary consciousness which unites into a single

representation a manifold that has been successively intuited and then

subsequently reproduced ’ ® “If in counting I forgot that the units

have been added to one another in succession, I should never

recognise what the sum total is that is being produced through the

successive addition of unit to unit , and so would remain ignorant

of the number kor the concept of this number is nothing but the

consciousness of this unity of synthesis *

The synthesis of recognition is thus a synthesis which
takes place in and through empirical concepts In the instance

which we have chosen, the empirical concept is that of the

number six

The analysis, however, is not yet complete Just as

i*eproduction condition® apprehension and both jest on recog

nition, so m turn recognition presupposes a still further condi-

tion, namely, self consciousness For it is obvious, once the

fact is pointed out, that the recognition of reproduced images as

standing for past experiences can only be possible in so far as

there is an abiding self which is conscious of its identity

throughout the succession Such an act of recognition is,

indeed, merely one particular form or concrete instance of
self consciousness The unity of the empirical concept in

and through which recognition takes place finds its indispens-

able correlate in the unity of an empirical self Thus an
analysis of our consciousness, even though conducted wholly
on the empiiical level, that is, without me least reference to
the a prtort, leads by simple and cogent argument to the

* A 103 * IfiC (it
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conclusion that it is conditioned by complex synthetic pro
cesses, and that these syntheses m turn presuppose a unity

which finds twofold expression for itself, objectively through
a concept and subjectively in self consciousness

So far I have stated the argument solely in reference to

serial consciousness Kant renders his argument needlessly

complex and diminishes its force by at once extending it so

as to cover the connected problem, how we become aware of
objects This occuis in the section on the synthesis of repro

duction An analysis of our consciousness of objects, as

distinct from consciousness of the immediately successive,

forces us to postulate further empiiical conditions Since

the reproductive imagination to whose agency the apprehen-
sion of complex unitaiy existences is psychologically due,

acts through the machinery of association, it presupposes
constancy in the apprehended manifold

“If cinnibar >\ere sometimes red, sometimes black, sometimes
light, sometimes heavy, if a man changed sometimes into this and
sometimes into that animal form, if the country on the longest day
were sometimes covered with fruits sometimes with ice and snow,

my empirical imagination would never even have occasion when
represtnti ig red colour to bring to muid heavy cmnabar ’

This passage may be compared with the one which occurs

in the section on the synthesis of recognition Our repre-

sentations 111 ordci to constitute knowledge, must have the

unity of some concept
,
the manifold cannot be apprehended

save in so far as this is possible

“ All knowledge demands a concept, though that concept may
be quite imperfect or obscure But a concept is always, as regards

Its form, something general which serves as a rule Ihe concept

of body, for instance, as the unity of the manifold which is thought

through it, serves as a rule to our knowledge of outer appearances

It necessitates in the perception of something outside us the

representation of extension, and therewith the representations of

impenetrability, form, etc
’ ®

So far the deduction still moves on the empirical level

When Kant, however, proceeds to insist* that this empirical

postulate Itself rests upon a transcendental condition, the

argument is thrown into complete confusion, and the reader

IS bewildered by the sudden anticipation of one of the most
difficult and subtle conclusions of the objective deduction

The same confusion is also caused throughout these sections

as a whole by Kant’s description of the various syntheses as

• A roi* A IDO I * A 106
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being transcendental ^ They cannot properly be so described

The concepts referred to as unifying the syntheses, and the

self consciousness which is proved to condition the syntheses,

are all empirical They present themselves in concrete form,

and presuppose characteristics due to the special contingent

nature of the given manifold
,

as Kant states in so many
words m the second edition

“Whether I can become empirically conscious of the manifold

as simultaneous or as successive depends on circumstances or

empirical conditions Ihe empmeal unity of consciousness, through

association of representations, therefore itself relates to an appear

ance, and is wholly contingent

The argument in these preliminaiy stages of the subjective

deduction, in so far as it is employed to yield proof that all

consciousness involves the unity of concepts and the unity of

self consciousness is independent of any reference to the

categoiies, and consequently to transcendental conditions

In iccordance with the plan of exposition above stated, we
may now piss to the objective deduction

OBJECTIVE DEDUCTION AS GIVEN IN IHE
FIRST EDI 1 ION

The transition from the preliminary stages of the subjective

deduction to the objective deduction may be made by further

analysis either of the objective unity of empirical concepts or
of the subjective unity of empmeal self consciousness It is

the former line which the argument of the first edition follows

Kant is asking what is meant by an object coi responding

to our representations,® and answers by his objective deduc
tion He substitutes the empirical for the transcendental

object,* and in so doing propounds one of tho central and
most revolutionary tenets of the Critical philosophy Exist
ence takes a threefold, not a merely dual form Besides
representations and things in themselves, there exist the

objects of our representations—the extended world of ordinary

* Such statei lents are in direct conflict with his own repeated assertions U
other passTges that reproduction and recognition are alwa>s merely empirical

Cf above pp 227 31 and below pp 264 268 9
* B 139 40
* In the first edition the subjective and objective deductions shade into one

another and this question is raised in the section on synthesis of recognition

(A 104), where, as above noted (p 204 ff ), Kant s argument is largely pre Critical,

empincEil concepts exercising the functions which Kant later ascribed to the
catcguncs hut as we have already coiisidered the resulting doctrine of the
transcendent'll oliject both m its earlier and m its subsequent form we may at
once pass to the more mature teaching of the other sections

^ Cf above, p 204 ff
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experience and of science Such a threefold distinction is

prepared In the Leibnizian metaphysics, and is more ot less

native to every philosophy that is genuinely speculative

Kant himself claims Plato as his philosophical progenitoi

The originality is not in the bare thesis but in the fruitful,

tenacious, and consistent manner m which it is developed
through detailed analysis of our actual experience

In Its first stages the argument largely coincides with the

argument of the paragraphs which deal with the transcendental

object When we examine the objective, we find thit the

primary characteristic distinguishing it from the subjective is

that It lays a compulsion upon our minds, constraining us to

think about it in a certain way By an object is meant some
thing which will not allow us to think at haphazard Cinnabar
is an object Which constrains us to think it as heavy and red

An object is thus the external source of a necessity to which
our thinking has to conform The two arguments first begin
to diverge when Kant sets himself to demonstrate that our
Consciousness of this external necessity is made possible by
categories which originate from within

For this conclusion Kant prepares the way by an analysis

of the second main characteristic constitutive of an object, viz

Its unity This unity is of a twofold nature, involving either

the category of substance and attribute or the category of
cause and effect The two categories are ultimately insepar-

able, but leAd us to conceive the object in two distinct modes
When we interpret an object through the a pnort concept of
substance and attribute, we assert that all the contents of our
perceptions of it are capable of being regarded as qualities of

one and the same identical substance No one of its qualities

can be incongruent with any other, and all of them together,

in their unity, must be expressive of its substantial natuie

The causal interpretation of the object is, howevei, the

more important, and is that which is chiefly emphasised by
Kant It IS, indeed, simply a further and more adequate
mod||i of expressing the substantial unity of the object All

the qualities must be causally bound up with one another in

such a way that the nature of each is determined by the
nature of all the others, and that if any one quality be
changed all the others must undergo corresponding alterations

Viewed in this manner, m terms of the category of causality,

an object signifies a necessitated combination ofinterconnected

qualities or effects But since no such form of necesstta-

tton can be revealed in the manifold of sense, our conscious

mss of compulsion cannot originate from without, and must
be due to those a pnort forms which, though having their
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source within, control and direct our interpretation of the

given Though the objective compulsion is not itself due to

the mind our consctotuness of it has this mental A prion
source 1 he concept of an object consists in the thought of

a manifold so detei mined in its specific order and groupings

as to be intcrpretable in terms of the categories of substance

and causality

But the problem of the deduction proper is not yet raised

On the one hand, Kant has defined what the concept of
the objective must be taken as involving, and on the other,

has pointed out that since the given as given is an uncon
nected manifold, any categories through which it may be

intti preted must be of independent origin
,

but it still

1 emains to be pi oved that the above is a valid as well as a

possible mode ot construing the given appearances The
categories, as a prtott concepts, originate from within By
what right may we asseit that they not only i elate to

an object but even constitute the very concept of it? Are
appearances legitimately interpretable in any such manner ? It

was, we may believe, in the process of answering this question

that Kant tame to realise that the objects of our repre

sentations must no longer be legarded as things in them
selves Por, as he finds, a solution is possible only on the

further assumption that the mind is legislating merely for the

world of sense experience, and is making no assertion in

regard to the absolutely and independently real Kant's
method of pi oof is the tianscendental, ; ^ he seeks to demon
stiatc that this interpictation of the given is indispensably
necessary as being a sine qua non of its possible apprehension
This IS achieved by means of the conclusion already established

through the pieliminary steps of the subjective deduction,

namely, that all consciousness involves self consciousness

Kant’s pi oof of the objective validity of the categoiies con-
sists in showing th**! only by means of the interpretation of
appearances as empvncally objective is self consciousness
possible at all ,

The self consciousness of the subjective deduction, in the
preliminary form above stated, is, however, itself empirical
Kant, developing on more strictly Ciitical lines the argument
which had accompanied his earlier doctrine of the transcend
cntal object, now proceeds to maintain in what is at once
the most fruitful and the most misleading of his tenets,

that the ultimate ground of the possibility of consciousness
and therefore also of empiiical self consciousness is the tran
scendental unity of apperception Such apperception, to use
Kant’s ambiguous phraseology, precedes experience as its
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apnon condition The interpretation of given appearances
through d prtort categories is a necessity of consciousness

because it is a condition of self consciousness ,
and it is a

condition of self consciousness because it alone will account
for the transcendental apperception upon which all empirical

self consciousness ultimately depends
One chief leason why Kant s deduction is found so baffling

and illusive is that it rests upon an interpretation ol the unity

of apperception which is very definitely drawn, but to which
Kant himself gives only the briefest and most condensed
expression I shall therefore take the liberty of restating it

in more explicit terms Ihe true or transcendental self has
no content of its own through which it can gain knowledge
of itself It IS mere identity, I am I In other words, self

consciousness is a mere form through which contents that

never themselves constitute the self are yet apprehended as

being objects to the self Thus though the self in being
conscious of time or duration must be conscious of itself as

identical throughout the succession of its experiences, that

identity can never be discovered in those experiences
,

it can
only be thought as a condition of them The continuity

of memory, for instance, is not a possible substitute for

transcendental apperception As the subjective deduction

demonstrates sdf consciousness conditions memory, and
cannot theiefore be reduced to or be generated by it

^

When, however, such considerations are allowed their due
weight, the necessity of postulating a transcendental unity

becomes only the more evident Though it can never itself

be found among appearances, it is an interpretation which
we aie none the less compelled to give to appearances

To summarise before proceeding We have obtained twa
important conclusions first, that all consciousness involves

self consciousness ,
and secondly, that self consciousness is a

mere form, in terms of which contents that do not constitute

the self are apprehended as existing for the self The first

leads up to the second, and the second is equivalent to the

assertion that there can be no such thing as a pure self

consciousness, le 2, consciousness in which the self is aware
of Itself and of nothing but itself Self consciousness, to be

^ Memory is only one particular mode in which recognition presents itself in

our experience Kant s purpose is to show that it is not more fundamental nor

more truly constitutive of apperception than is recognition in any of its other

manifestations Indeed the central contention of the objective deduction is that

it is through consciousness of objects^ i e through consciousnebs of objective mean
mgs that self consciousness comes to be actuilised at all OnW in contrast with

and through relation to an objective system is consciousness of inner cxpenence,
past or present and therefore self consciousness m its contingent empirical forms
possible to the mind Cf above, pp h ii , below, pp 260-3
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possible at all, must at the same time be a consciousness of
something that is not self Only one further step is now
required for the completion of the deduction, namely, proof

that this not self, consciousness of which is necessary to the

possibility of self consciousness, must consist in empirical

objects apprehended in terms of the categories For proof
Kant again appeals to the indispensableness of appeiception

As no intuitions can enter consciousness which are not capable

of being related to the self, they must be so related to one
another that, notwithstanding their variety and diversity, the

self can still be conscious of itself as identical throughout
them all in other words, no intuition can be related to the

self that IS incapable of being combined together with all the

other intuitions to form a unitary consciousness I may here

quote from the text of the second edition ^

“ only in so far as I can grasp the manifold of the repre

scntations in one consciousness, do I call them one and all mine
For otherwise I should have as many coloured and diverse a self as

I have representations of which 1 am conscious to mjself
”

Or as it is Stated in the first edition *

“ We are apnon aware of the complete identity of the self in

respect of all representations which belong to our knowledge as

a necessary condition of the possibility of all representations
”

These are the considerations which lead Kant to entitle

the unity of apperception transcendental He so names it for

the reason that, though it is not itself a pnon in the manner
of the categories, we are yet enabled by its means to

demonstrate that the unity which is necessary for possible

experience can be securely counted upon in the manifold of

all possible representations, and because (as he believed) it

also enables us to prove that the forms of such unity are the

categories of the understanding
To the argument supporting this last conclusion Kant

does not give the attention which its impoitance would seem
to deserve He points out that as the given is an un*
connected manifold, its unity can be obtained only by syn-
thesis, and that such synthesis must conform to the conditions

prescribed by the unity of apperception That these conditions

coincide with the categories he does not, however, attempt to

prove He japparentTy believes that this has been already

established in the metaphysical deduction* The forms of
unity demanded by apperception, he feels justified in assuming,

* B 134 * Cf abovo, p S4S ti^w, pp 258, 332 3^ A n6
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are the categories They may be legarded as expressing

the minimum of unity necessary to the possibility of self

consciousness If sensations cannot be interpreted as the

diverse attributes of unitary substances, if events cannot be
viewed as arising out of one another, if the entiie world in

space cannot be conceived as a system of existences re

ciprocally interdependent, all unity must vanish from experi

ence, and apperception will be utterly impossible *

The successive steps of the total argument of the deduction,

as given in the first edition, are therefore as follows Conscious-

ness of time involves empirical self consciousness
,
empirical

selfconsciousness is conditioned by a transcendental self con
sciousness

,
and such transcendental self consciousness is itself,

in turn, conditioned by consciousness of objects The argument
thus completed becomes the proof of mutual interdependence

Self consciousness and consciousness of objects, as polar

opposites, mutually condition one another Only through
consciousness of both simultaneously can consciousness of

either be attained Only in and through lefeience to an
object can an idea be related to a self, and so be accompanied
by that self consciousness which conditions recognition, and
through recognition all the varying forms in which our
consciousness can occur From the point of view, however
of a Critical enquiry apperception is the more important of

the two forms of consciousness For though each is the

causa extstendi of the other, self consciousness has the unique

distinction of being the causa cognosandt of the objective

and a priori validity of the forms of understanding

The synthetic proposition, that all the variety of empirical

consciousness must be combined in a smgle self consciousness, is the

absolutely first and synthetic pnnciple of our thought in general ’ *

We may at this point consider Kant’s doctrine of
“ objective affinity ” It excellently enforces the mam thesis

which he is professing to establish, namely, that the conditions

of unitary consciousness are the conditions of all conscious-

ness The language, however, in which the doctrine is

expounded is extremely obscure and difficult, and before

commenting upon Kant’s own methods of statement, it

seems advisable to paraphrase the argument in a somewhat
free manner, and also to defer consideration of the transcend

ental psychology which Kant has employed in its exposition

'

Association can subsist only between ideas, both of which have

* Cf A rii » A ri7i»
* Tbu transcendental psychology is considered below (a 963 ff}, jn its

eonsection with the later stages of the subjective deduction Ci above, p 338
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occurred within the same conscious field Now the funda

mental characteristic of consciousness, the very condition of

Its existing at all, is its unity ,
and until this has been

recognised, there can be no understanding of the associative

connection which arises under the conditions which con

sciousncss supplies To attempt to explain the unity of

consciousness through the mechanism of association is to

explain an agency in terms of certain of its own effects It is

to explain the fundamental in terms of the derivative, the

conditions in terms of what they have themselves made
possible Kant’s argument is therefore as follows Ideas do
not become associated merely by co existing They must
occur together in a unitary consciousness

,
and among the

conditions necessary to the possibility of association are

therefore the conditions of the possibility of experience

Association is transcendentally grounded So far from
accounting for the unity of consciousness, it presupposes the

latter as determining the conditions under which alone it can

come into play

“ how, 1 ask, is associition itself possible? On my
prinaples the thorough going affinity of appearances is easily

explicable All possible appearances belong as representations

to the totality of a possible self consciousness But as this self

consciousness is a transcendental representation, numerical identity

IS inseparable from it and is a pnort certain For nothing can

come to our knowledge save in terms of this original apperception

Now, since this identity must necessarily enter into the synthesis of

all the manifold of appearances, so far as the synthesis is to yield

empirical knowledge, the appearances are subject to o pnort con
ditions, with which the synthesis of their apprehension must be in

complete accordance Thus all appearances stand in a thorough
going connection accord ng to necessary laws and therefore m a

transcendental affinity of which the empincal is a mere conse
quence ” *

In other words, representations must exist in conscious-

ness before they can become associated
,
and they can exist

in consciousness only if they are consciously apprehended
But in order to be consciously apprehended, they must
conform to the transcendental conditions upon which all

consciousness rests
,
and in being thus apprehended they are

set in thoroughgoing unity to one another and to the self

They are apprehended as belonging to an objective order or
unity which is the correlate of the unity of self consciousness
This IS what Kant entitles then objective affinity

,
it is what

' A 113 14
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conditions and makes possible their associative or empirical

connection

This mam point is very definitely stated in A loi

“ If we can show that even our purest a prton intuitions yield

no knowledge, save in so far as they contain such a connection of the

manifold as will make possible a thoroughgoing synthesis of

reproduction, this synthesis of the imagination ” [which acts through

the machinery of association] “must be grounded, prior to all

expenence, on a prton principles, and since experience necessarily

presupposes that appearances can be reproduced, we shall have to

assume a pure transcendental synthesis of the imagination ” [t e

such synthesis as is mvolved in the unity of consciousness] “as
conditioning even the possibility of all expenence ” *

In A 1 21 2 Kant expresses his position in a more
ambiguous manner He may seem to the reider merely to

be arguing that a certain minimum of regularity is necessaiy

in ordei that repiesentations may be associated, and expenence
may be possible ^ But the geneial tenor of the passage as a
whole, and especially its concluding sentences, enforce the

stronger, more consistent, thesis

“ [The] subjective and empirical ground of reproduction iccord

ing to rules is nimed the association of representations If

this unity of association did not also have an objective ground,

which makes it impossible that appearances should be apprehended

by the imagination except under the condition of a possible synthetic

unity of this apprehension, it would be entirely accidental that

appearances should fit into a connected whole of human knowledge
For even though we had the power of associating perceptions it

would remain entirely undetermined and accidental whether they

would themselves be associable , and should they not be associ vble,

there might exist a multitude of perceptions, and indeed an entire

sensibility, in which much empirical consciousness would arise m my
mind, but in a state of separation, and without belonging to one
consaousness of myself That, however, is impossible For only

in so far as I ascribe all perceptions to one consciousness (original

apperception), can I say m all perceptions that I am conscious of

them There must therefore be an objective ground (that is, one
that can be recognised a pnon^ antecedently to all empirical laws

of the imagmation) upon which may reqt the possibility, nay the

necessity, of a law that extends to all appearances ”

Kant IS not merely asserting that the associableness of

ideas, and the regularity of connection which that implies,

must be postulated as a condition of experience That would
be a mere begging of the issue

,
the correctness of the

* Cf above p *29 » Cf A 100 1
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po*^ulate would not be independently proved Kant is really

maintaining the much more important thesis, that the unity

of experience, r ^ of consciousness, is what makes association

possible at all And since consciousness must be unitary m
order to exist, there cannot be any empirical consciousness in

which the conditions of association, and therefore of reproduc
tion, are not to be found

A further misunderstanding is apt to be caused by KuMiPs
statement that associative affinity rests upon objective affinity

This seems to imply, in the same manner as the passage
which wc have just considered, that instead of proving
appearances are subject to law and order, he is merd^
postulating that an abiding ground of such regularity must
exist in the noumenal conditions of the sense manifold But
he himself again supplies the needful correction

“Ihis [objective ground of all association of appearances] can
nowhere be found, except in the principle of the unity of appercep

tion in respect of all forms of knowledge which can belong to me
In accordance with this pnnciple all appearances must so enter the

mind, or be so apprehended, that they fit together to constitute the

unity of apperception This would be impossible without synthetic

unity in their connection, and that unity is therefore also objectively

necessary The objective unity of all empirical consciousness in

one consciousness, that of onginal apperception, is therefore the

necessary condition of all (even of all possible) perception , and the

affinity of all appearances, near or remote, is a necessary consequence
of a synthesis in imagination which is grounded a prion on rules

”

'

The fundamental characteristic of consciousness is the

unified form in which alone it can exist, only when this

unity IS recogmsed as indispensably necessary, and therefore

as invariably present whenever consciousness exists at all, can
the inter>relations of the contents of consciousness be properly

defined

If this main contention of the Critical teaching be accepted,

Hume’s associationist standpoint is no longer tenable

Association cannot be taken to be an ultimate and in

explicable property of our mental states Nor is it a property
which can be regarded as belonging to presentations viewed
as so many independent existences It is conditioned by
the unity of consciousness, and therefore rests upon the

“transcendental” conditions which Critical analysis reveals

Since the unity of consciousness conditions association, it

cannot be explained as the outcome and product of the
mechanism of association

* A m3
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In restating the objective deduction in the second edition,

Kant has omitted all reference to this doctrine of objective

affinity His reasons for this omission were probably twofold
In the first place, it has been expounded in terms of a tran

scendental psychology, which, as we shall find, is conjectural

in character And secondly, the phrase “ objective affinity
”

is, as
^

have already pointed out, decidedly misleading It

seenta to imply that Kant is postulating, without independent
proof, that noumenal conditions must be such as to supply
an orderly manifold of sense data But though the doctrine

off’ohjective affinity is eliminated, its place is to some extent
taken ^ by the proof that all apprehension is an act of judg
ment and therefore involves factors which cannot be reduced
to, or explained in terms of, association

There are a number of points in the deduction of the first

edition which call for further explanatory and critical com
ment 1 he first of these concerns the somewhat misleading
character of the term a priori as applied to the categories It

carries with it rationalistic associations to which the Critical

standpoint, properly understood, yields no support The
categories are for Kant of merely defacto nature They have
no intrinsic validity They are proved only as being the

indispensable conditions of what is before the mind as brute

fact, namely, conscious experience By the a priori is meant
merely those relational factors which aie required to supple

ment the given manifold in order to constitute our actual

consciousness And, as Kant is careful to point out, the

experience, as conditions of which their validity is thus

established, is of a highly specific character, resting upon
synthesis of a manifold given in space and time That is to

say, their indispensableness is proved only for a consciousness

which in these fundamental respects is constituted like our

own * And secondly, the validity of the a prion categories,

even in our human thinking, is established only in reference

to that empirical world which is constructed out of the given

manifold in terms of the intuitive forms, space and time
Their validity is a merely phenomenal validity They are

valid of appearances, but not of things in themselves The
apnort is thus doubly de facto first as a condition of brute

&Ct, namely, the actuality of our human consciousness
,
and

^ Cf B 140 3 B 151 2 B 164 5 and below p 2S6
* Here again the second edition text is more explicit than the first ‘ This

peculiarity ©four understanding that it can produce a pnort unity of apperception

solely by means of the categories and only by such and so many is as lillle

eapaole of further explanation as why we have just these and no other functions

of radgment, or why space and tune are the sole forms of our possible intuition
’*

145 $ Cf above, pp xxxm vi, xliv, 57, 142, 186 below, pp. apt, 411
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secondly^, as conditioning a consciousness whose knowledge is

limited to appearances It is a relative, not an absolute

a prtort Acceptance of it does not, therefore, commit us

to rationalism in the ordinary meaning of that term Its

credentials are conferred upon it by what is mere fact ,
it does

not represent an order superior to the actual and legislative for

it In other words, it is Critical, not Leibnizian in character

No transcendent metaphysics can be based upon it In

formulating this doctrine of the a prtort as yielding objective

insight and yet as limited in the sphere of its application, the

Critique of Pure Reason marks an epoch in the history of

scepticism, no less than in the development of Idealist teaching

There is one important link in the deduction, as above

given, which is hardly calculated to support the conclusions

that depend upon it Kant, as we have already noted, ^ asserts

that the categories express the minimum of unity necessary

for the possibility of apperception A contention so essential

to the argument calls for the most careful scrutiny and a

meticulous exactitude of pi oof As a matter of fact, such

proof IS not to be found in any part of the deductions,

whether of the fiist or of the second editions It is attempted

only in the later sections on the Principles of Understandings

and even there it is developed, in any really satisfactory

fashion, only in regard to the categories of causality and
reciprocity® This proof, however, as there given, is an
argument which in originality, subtlety and force goes far to

atone for all shortcomings It completes the objective deduc
tion by developing in masterly fashion (in spite of the diffuse

and ill arranged character of the text) the central contention

for which the deduction stands But in the transcendental

deduction itself, we find only such an argument—if it may be
called an argument—as follows from the identification of

apperception with understanding

“The unity of apperception, in relation to the synthesis of
imagination, is the understanding In understanding there axe

pure a prtort forms of knowledge which contam the necessary unity

of pure synthesis of imagination in respect of all possible appearances
But these are the categories, t e pure concepts of understandmg ” •

The point is again merely assumed in A 125-6 So also

in A 120

“Although through experience we learn many laws, these are

only special determinations of still higher laws, of which the highest,

* Cf above, pp *$3 3
* The second AnaUgy embodies the argument which is untied iti, and

necessary td, the estabhsbment of the assertions dogmatically made in A ri 1 la.

»An$
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under which all others stand, originate a prtort in the understanding

Itself

Again in A 129 it is argued that as we prescribe a prtort

rules to which all experience must conform, those rules cannot
be derived from experience, but must precede and condition

it, and can do so only as originating from ourselves {aus uns
selbst)

“ [They] precede ill knowledge of the objecf is [their] intellectual

form, and constitute a formal a prtort knowledge of all objects in so

far as they are thought (citegones)
”

But this is only to repeat that such forms of unity as

are necessary to self consciousness must be realised in all

synthesis It is no sufficient proof that those forms of relation

coincide with the categories As we shall find in consider-

ing the deduction of the second edition, Kant to some
extent came to recognise the existence of this gap in his

argument and sought to supply the missing steps But his

method of so doing still ultimately consists in an appeal to

the results of the metaphysical deduction, and therefore rests

upon his untenable belief in the adequacy of formal logic It

fails to Obviate the objection in any satisfactory manner
As regards the negative aspect of the conclusion reached

—

that the validity of the categories is established only for

appearances—Kant maintains that this is a necessary corollary

of their validity being a prtort That things in themselves
must conform to the conditions demanded by the nature of

our self consciousness is altogether impossible of proof Even
granting, what is indeed quite possible, that things in them
selves embody the pure forms of understanding, we still

cannot have any ground for maintaining that they must do
so of necessity and will be found to do so universally For
even if we could directly experience things in themselves,

and apprehend them as conforming to the categories, such
conformity would still be known only as contingent But
when It is recognised that nature consists for us of nothing
but aopearances, existing only in the mode in which they are

experienced, and therefore as necessarily conforming to the

conditions under which experience is alone possible, the

paradoxical aspect of the apriority ascribed to the categories

at once vanishes Proof of their a prtort validity presupposes

the phenomenal character of the objects to which they apply

They can be proved to be universal and necessarily valid of

objects only in so far as it can be shown that they have

^ Cf A laS On this whede question cf above, p 342 , below, pp 3S7 8
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antecedently conditioned and constituted them The sole

sufficient reason for asserting them to be universally valid

throughout experience is that they are indispensably necessary

for rendering it possible ^ The transcendental method of

proof, t e proof by reference to the very possibility of experi-

ence, IS for this reason, as Kant so justly emphasises, the sole

type of argument capable of fulfilling the demands which

have to be met It presupposes, and itself enforces, the

truth of the fundamental Critical distinction between appear

ances and things in themselves

Kant entitles the unity of apperception ongtnal

{urspritngltch) ,
* and we may now consider how far and in what

sense this title is applicable^ From the point of view of
method there is the same justification for employing the term
‘ original ’ as for entitling the unity of apperception transcend-

ental * Self consciousness is more fundamental or original

than consciousness of objects, in so far as *’ it is only from the

subjective standpoint which it represents that the objective

deduction can demonstrate the necessity of synthesis, and
the empirical validity of the pure forms of understanding

It IS as a condition of the possibility of self consciousness

that the objective employment of the categories is proved to

be legitimate In the development of the deduction self

consciousness is, therefore, more original than consciousness

of objects Kant’s employment of the term is, however,

extremely misleading For it would seem to imply that

the self has been proved to be original or ultimate in an
ontological sense, as if it preceded experience, and through
its antecedent reality rendered objective experience possible

of achievement Such a view is undoubtedly reinforced by
Kant’s transformation of apperception into a faculty—das
Fadicalvermbgen alter unsrer Erkenntniss ^—and his conse-

quent identification o^ it with the understanding^ It then
seems as if he were maintaining that the transcendental

IS ultimate and is independent of all conditions, and that to

its synthetic activities the various forms of objective conscious*

ness are due •

This unfortunate phraseology is directly traceable to the

spiritualistic or Leibmzian character of Kant’s earlier stand-

point In the Dissertation the self is viewed as an ultimate

* Cf A 113 125 9 * A 107, III
* The e:^awtion givea m the second edition (B 132) is artificial, and dOfgi

not revtal Kant’s real reasons It is also obscvre owing to its employment of
dynamical terms to denote the relation of apperc^ton to self consciousness.

* Cf above, pp 251 3 * Cf A iia 113, 128
* A 114 fS ^ A 94, 115, 118 Cf idaOendOfnotetoB 134.
* Cf abow pp to, ta, *43 »

Mow, pp 3*7 8, 473 7, 515
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and unconditioned existence, antecedent to experience and

creatively generative of it We have already noted that a

somewhat similai view is presented in the Critique in those

paragraphs which Vaihinger identifies as embodying the

earliest stage in the development of the argument of the

deduction The self is there described as coming to con

sciousness of its permanence through reflection upon the

constancy of its own synthetic activities Our consciousness

of a transcendental object, and even the possibility of the

empirical concepts through which such consciousness is, in

these paragraphs, supposed to be mediated, are traced to this

same source To the last this initial excess of emphasis upon

the unity of apperception remained characteristic of Kants

Critical teaching ,
and though in the later statements of his

theory, its powers and prerc^atives were very greatly dimin-

ished, It still continued to play a somewhat exaggerated r6le

The early spiritualistic views were embodied in a terminology

which he continued to employ, and unless the altered meaning

of his terms is recognised and allowed for, misunderstanding

IS bound to result The terms having been foiged under the

influence of the older views, are but ill adapted to the newer

teaching which they are employed to formulate

There was also a second influence at work When Kant

was constrained in the light of his new and unexpected results

to recognise his older views as lacking in theoretical justified

tion, he still held to them in his own personal thinking

For there is ample evidence that they continued to repre-

sent his Pnvatmetnungen ^

Only therefore, when these misleading influences, verbal,

expository, and personal, are discounted do the results of the

deduction appear in their true proportions Kant’s Critical

philosophy does not profess to prove that it is self conscious

ness, or apperception, or a transcendental ego, or anything

descnbable in kindred terms, which ultimately renders ex-

perience possible The most that we can legitimately postu-

late, as noumenally conditioning experience, are “ syntheses ”

(themselves, in their generative character, not definable)* in

accoidance with the categories For only upon the completion

of such syntheses do consciousness of self and consciousness

of objects come to exist Consciousness of objects does,

indeed, according to the argument of the deduction, involve

consciousness of self
,

self consciousness is the form of all

«consciousness But, by the same argument, it is equally true

* Thif IS shown, not only by Kant s ethical wiitmgs, but also by bis less

fotmal utterances, especially m his lAdures m on lithgui*, in

bw and in his Lm Bklttef Cr^Ulow, 477 8
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that only m and through consciousness of objects is any self-

consciousness possible at all Consciousness of self and con-

sciousness of objects mutually condition one another Only
through consciousness of both simultaneously can conscious-

ness of either be attained Self consaousness is not demon
strably in itself my more ultimate or original than is con

sciousness of objects Both alike are forms of experience

which are conditioned in complex ways Upon the question

as to whether or not there is any such thing as abiding

personality, the transcendental deduction casts no direct

light Indeed consciousness of self, as the more inclusive

and complex form of awareness, may perhaps be regarded

as pointing to a greater variety of contributory and genera

tive conditions

Unfortunately Kant, for the reasons just stated, has not

sufficiently emphasised this more negative, or rather non
committal, aspect of the results of the deduction But when
later in the chapter on the PatalogtsmK he is brought face to

face with the issue, and has occasion to pronounce upon the

question, he spe iks with no uncertain voice In the theoretical

sphere there is, he declares, no sufficient proofof the spirituality,

or unitary and ultimate character, of the self Like everything

else the unity of apperception must be noumenally conditioned,

but It cannot be shown that in itself, as self consciousness or

apperception, it represents any noumenal reality It may be

a resultant, resting upon, and due to, a complexity of genera
tive conditions

,
and these conditions may be fundamentally

different in character from itself They may, for all that we
can prove to the contrary, be of a non conscious and non
personal nature There is nothing in our cognitive expert
ence, and no result of the Critical analysis of it, which is

inconsistent with such a possibility ^ Those commentators,
such as Cohen, Caird, and Watson, who more or less follow

Hegel in his criticism of Kant’s procedure, give an interpreta

tion of the transcendental deduction which makes it in-

consistent with the sceptical conclusions which the Critique

as a whole is made by its author to support Unbiassed
study of the Analytic, even if taken by itself in independence
of the Dialectic, does not favour such a view The argument
of the transcendental deduction itself justifies no more than
Kant IS willing to allow in his discussion of the nature of
the self in the section on the Paralogisms It may, indeed,

as Caird has so forcibly shown m his massive work upon the
Critical philosophy, be developed upon Hegelian lines, but
only through a process of essential reconstruction which

‘ Cf Hbve PJ> IW, Wow, S77 ff , 461 2, 473 7
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departs very far from many of Kant’s most cherished tenets,

and which does so m a spirit that radically conflicts with that

which dominates the Critique as a whole

THE LATER STAGES OF THE SUBJECTIVE
DEDUCTION

The reader will have noted that several of the factors in

Kant’s exposition have so far been entirely ignored The
time has now come for reckoning with them They consti

tute, in my view, the later stages of the subjective deduction

That is to say, they refer to the transcendental geneiative

powers which Kant, on the strength of the results obtained

in the more objective enquiry^ feels justified in postulating

Separate consideration of them tends to clearness of state

ment Kant’s constant alternation between the logical and
the dynamical standpoints is one of the many causes of the

obscurity in his argument In this connection we shall also

find opportunity to discuss the fundamental conflict, to which
I have already had occasion to refer, between the subjectivist

and the phenomenalist modes of developing the Ciitical

standpoint

The conclusions arrived at in the objective deduction

compelled Kant to revise his previous psychological views

Hitherto he had held to the Leibnizian theory that a prion
concepts arc obtained by reflection upon the mind s native and
fundamental modes of action In the Disset tation he carefully

distinguishes between the logical and the real employment of

the understanding Through the former empirical concepts are

derived from concrete experience Through the latter pure
concepts are creatively generated Logical and real thinking

agree, however, Kant there argues, in being activities of the

conscious mind Both can be apprehended and adequately
determined through the revealing power of reflective conscious-

ness Such a standpoint is no longer tenable for Kant Now
that he has shown that the consciousness of self and the con-
sciousness of objects mutually condition one another, and that

until both are attained neither is possible, he can no longer

regard the mind as even possibly conscious of the activities

whereby experience is brought about The activities generative

of consciousness have to be recognised as themselves falling

outside it Not even in its penumbra, through some vague
form of apprehension, can they be detected Only the finished

products of such activities) not the activities themselves, can
be presented to consciousness

,
and only by general reasoning.
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inferential of agencies that he outside the conscious held, can

we hope to determine them
Now Kant appears to have been unwilling to regard

the ‘understanding’ as ever unconscious of its activities

Why he was unwilling, it does not seem possible to explain

,

at most his rationalist leanings and Wolffian training may be
cited as contributing causes To the end he continued to

apeak of the understanding as the faculty whereby the a pnon
IS brought to consciousness In order to develop the distinc*

tions demanded by the new Critical attitude, he had therefore

to introduce a new faculty, capable of taking over the activities

which have to be recognised as non conscious For this

purpose he selected the imagination, giving to it the special

title, produUtve imagination The empirical reproductive

processes hitherto alone recognised by psychologists are not,

he declares, exhaustive of the nature of the imagination It

IS also capable of transcendental activity, and upon this the

“objective affinity" of appearances and the resulting possi

bility of their empirical apprehension is made to rest The
productive im igination is also viewed as rendering possible

the understanding, that is, the conscious apprehension of the

a prton as an element embedded in objective experience

Such apprehension is possible because in the pre conscious

elaboration of the given manifold the productive imagination
has conformed to those a priori principles which the under
standing demands for the possibility of its own exercise in

conscious apprehension Productive imagination acts in the
manner required to yield experiences which are capable of
relation to the unity of self consciousness, * « of being found
to conform to the unity of the categories Why it should act
in this manner cannot be explained

, but it is none the less,

on Critical principles, a legitimate assumption, since only m
so far as it does so can experience, which de facto exists, be
possible in any form As a condition sine qua non of actual
and possible experience, the existence of such a faculty is,

Kant argues, a legitimate inference from the results of the
transcendental deduction

Though Kant’s insistence upon the conscious character of
understanding compels him to distinguish between it and the
imagination, he has also to recognise their kinship If

imagination can never act save in conformity with the aprion
forms of understanding, some reason must exist for their

harmony This twofold necessity of at once distinguishing

and connecting them is the cause of the hesitating and
extremely variable account which in both editions of the
Cnttqm is given of their relation In several passages the
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understanding is spoken of as simply imagination which has
attained to consciousness of its activities^ Elsewhere he
explicitly states that they arc distinct and separate From
this second point of view Kant regards imagination as

mediating between sense and understanding, and, though
reducible to neither, akin to both

Only on one point is Kant clear and definite, namely, that

It IS to productive imagination that the generation of uniBed
experience is primarily due In it something of the fruitful

and inexhaustible character of noumenal reality is traceable

Doubtless one chief reason for his choice of the title imagina
tion IS the creative character which in popular thought has
always been regarded as its essential feature As Kant,
speaking of schematism, which is a process executed by the

imagination states in A 141 “This schematism is an
art concealed in the depths of the human soul " ®

This description may perhaps be interpreted in the light of

Kants account of the creative character of artistic genius

m the Critique ofJudgment, for there also imagination figures

as the truly originative or creative faculty of the human
spirit * To Its noumenal character we may also trice its

capacity of combining those factors of sense and understand

ing winch in the realm of appearance remain persistently

opposed ® Imagination differs from the understanding chiefly

in that It IS at once more comprehensive and also more truly

creative It supplements the functional forms with a sensuous

content, and applies them dynamically in the generation of

experience

The schemata, which the productive imagination is sup
posed to construct, are those generalised forms of temporal

and spatial existence in which alone the unity of experience
necessary to apperception can be realised They aie

“pure (without admixture of anything empirical), and yet are in one
aspect intellectual and in another sensuous ” *

Or as Kant describes the process m the chapter before us *

“ We name the synthesis of the manifold in imagination

transcendental, if without distinction of mtuitions it is directed

exclusively to the a pnort combination of the manifold, and the

unity of this synthesis is entitled transcendental, if it is represented

as 0pnon necessary in relation to the onginal unity of apperception

> In note to B 162 they are indeed identified

* Kant’s vacillating altitude appears ra the added phrase “of nhose activity

we are nvr conscious Cf A78 it is a “ bhnd " power
* Cf above p 225 below p 337
* A i38»B 177 • A Its
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As thus unity of apperception conditions the possibility of all

knowledge, the transcendental unity of the synthesis of imagination

IS the pure form of all possible knowledge Hence, through it all

objects of possible experience must be represented a pnon ”

The schemata, thus transcendentally generated, are

represented by Kant as limiting and controlling the empirical

processes of apprehension, reproduction, and recognition As
no experience is attainable save in terms of the schemata,
they enable us to determine, on a pnort grounds, the degree
of constancy and regularity that can be securely counted
upon in all experience This is Kant*s psychological explana*
tion of what he has entitled “ objective affinity

’ ^ The
empirical ground of reproduction is the association of ideas

,

Its transcendental ground is in objective affinity which is “a
necessary consequence of a synthesis in imagination, grounded
a pnort on rules " *

“[The] subjective and empirical ground of reproduction according

to rules is named the association of representations If this unity of

assoaation did not also have an objective ground, which makes it

impossible that appearances should be apprehended by the fmagina

tion except under the condition of a possible synthetic unity of this

apprehension, it would be entirely accidental that appearances should

lit into a connected whole of human knowledge There might
exist a multitude of perceptions, and indeed an entire sensibility, in

which much empirical consaousness would anse in my mind, but

in a state of separation, and without belonging to one consciousness

of myself That, however, is impossible ” [As the subjective and
objective deductions have demonstrated, where there is no self

consciousness there is no consciousness of any kind ]
“ There

must therefore be an objective ground (that is, one that can be
determined a pnon, antecedently to all empincal hws of the im
agination) upon which may rest the possibility, nay, the necessity

of a law that extends to all appearances—the law, namely, that all

appearances must be regarded as data of the senses which are

associable in themselves and subject to general rules of universal

connection in their reproduction This objective ground of all

association of appearances 1 entitle their c0mfy The objective

unity of all empincal consciousness in one consciousness, ^t of

onginal apperception, is the necessary condition of all possible

perception, and tbe affinity of all appearances, near or remote, is

a necessary consequence of a synthesis in imagination which is

grounded apnon on rules
’* ®

This part of Kant’s teaching is apt to seem more obscure

than It IS For the reader is not unnaturally disinchned to

’ Cf above, p aS3 ff A ia3 * A rzi 3
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accept It m the very literal sense m which it is slated That
Kant means, however, exactly what he says, appears from
the further consequence which he himself not only recognises

as necessary, but insists upon as valid The doctrine of

objective affinity culminates in the conclusion ^ that it is “ we
ourselves who introduce into the appearances that order and
regularity which we name nature" The “we ourselves"

refers to the mind in the transcendental activities of the

productive imagination The conscious processes of appre
hension, reproduction, and recognition necessarily conform to

schemata, non consciously generated, which express the

combined a priori conditions of intuition and understanding
requited for unitary consciousness

Many points in this strange doctrine call for consideration

It rests, in the first place, upon the assumption of a hard and
fast distinction, very difficult of acceptance, between transcend

ental and empirical activities of the mind Secondly, Kant*s

assertion, that the empirical manifolds can be relied upon to

supply a satisfactory content for the schemata, calls for more
adequate justification than he himself adduces It is upon
independent reality that the fixity of empirical co existences

and sequences depends Is not Kant practically assuming
a pre established harmony in asserting that as the mind
creates the form of nature it can legislate a prion for all

possible experience ?

As regards the first assumption Kant would seem to

have been influenced by the ambiguities of the term transcend-

ental It means, as we have already noted,^ either the

science of the a priori^ or the a pi ton itself, or the conditions

which render experience possible Even the two latter

meanings by no means coincide The conditions of the

possibility of experience are not in all cases a priori The
manifold of outer sense is as indispensable a precondition of

experience as are the forms of understanding, and yet is not

apriori in any valid sense of that term It does not, therefore,

follow that because the activities of productive imagination
“ transcendentally ’ condition experience, they must them
selves be a priori, and must, as Kant also maintains,^ deal

with a pure a prion manifold Further, the separation

between transcendental and empirical activities of the mind
must defeat the very purpose for which the productive

imagination is postulated, namely, in order to account for the

generation of a complex consciousness in which no one
element can temporally precede any of the others If the

productive imagination generates only schemata, it will not

1 A 125 $ * Above, pp 74 ff 238 252 * Cf above, pt> 96 7
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account for that complex experience in which consciousness
of self and consciousness of objects are indissolubly united
The introduction of the productive imagination seems at first

sight to promise recognition of the dynamical aspect of our
temporally sequent experience, and of that aspect in which
as appearance it refers us beyond itself to non-experienced
conditions As employed, however, in the doctrines of
schematism and of objective aflinitj., the imagination exhibits
a formalism hardly less extreme than that of the understand
mg whose shortcomings it is supposed to make good

In his second assumption Kant, as so often in the CrtUque,
IS allowing his old time rationalistic leanings to influence him
in underestimating the large part which the purely empirical
must always occupy m human experience, and in exaggerating
the scope of the inferences which can be drawn from the
presence of the foimal, lelational factors But this is a pomt
which we are not yet m a position to discuss ^

Fortunately, if Vaihinger’s theory be accepted,® section
A 98 104 enables us to follow the movement of Kants mind
in the interval between the formulating of the doctrine of
productive imagination and the publication of the Cttttque
He himself u^ould seem to have recc^nised the unsatisfactori-

ness of dividing up the total conditions of experience into
transcendental activities that issue m schemata, and supple
mentary empirical processes which transform them into
concrete, specific consciousness The alternative theory
which he proceeds to propound is at first sight much more
satisfactory It consists in duplicating each of the various
empirical processes with a transcendental faculty There are,

he now declares, three transcendental powers—a transcend-
ental faculty of apprehension, a transcendental faculty of
reproduction ( as imagination), and a transcendental faculty of
recognition Thus Kant’s previous view that transcendental
imagination has a special and unique activity, namely, the
productive, altogether different m type from any of its

empirical processes, is now allowed to drop , in place of it

Kant develops the view that the transcendental functions run
exactly parallel with the empirical processes® But though
such a position may at first seem more promismg than that
which It displaces, it soon reveals its unsatisfactormess The
two types of mental activity, transcendental and empirical, no
longer, indeed, fall apart, but the difficulty now arises of
distinguishing m apprehension, reproduction, and recognition

1
Cf btlow, pp 367 371 2

* Cf above, pp an, *27 233 4.
* dirept contradiction fits nravions view of transcendental imagination alt

puaely productive, it is now stated that |s reproductive Cf A toz
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any genuinely transcendental aspect ^ Apprehension, repro

duction, and recognition are so essentially conscious processes

that to view them as also transcendental does not seem
helpful They contain elements that are transcendental in

the logical sense, but cinnot be shown to presuppose in any
analogous fashion mental powers that are transcendental in

the dynamical sense This is especially evident in r^ard to

recognition, which is described as being “the consaousness

that what we arc thinking is the same as what we thought a
moment before ’ In dealing with apprehension and reproduc
tion the only real difference which Kant is able to suggest as

existing between their transcendental and their empirical activi

ties IS that the former synthesise the pure a priori manifolds of
space and time, and the latter the contingent manifold of sense

But even this unsatisfactory distinction he does not attempt to

apply m the case of recognition Nor can we hold that by the

transcendental synthesis of recognition Kant means transcend

ental apperception That is, of course, the suggestion which
at once occurs to the reader But however possible it might
be to inject such a meaning into kindred passages elsewhere, it

cannot be made to fit the context of this particular section

Vaihingers theory seems to be the only thread which
will guide us through this labyrinth Kant, on the eve of

the publication of the Critique, recognising the unsatisfacton

ness of his hard and fast separation of transcendental from
empirical processes, adopted the view that some form of

transcendental activity corresponds to every fundamental
form of empirical activity and vice versa Hastily developing

this theory, he incorporated it into the Critique alongside

his older doctrine It does not, however, reappear in the

Prolegomena, and its teaching is explicitly withdrawn in the

second edition of the Critique Its plausibility had entrapped

him into its temporary adoption, but the defects which it very

soon revealed speedily led him to reject it

One feature of great significance calls for special notice

The breakdown of ^is doctrine of a threefold transcendental

synthesis did not, as might naturally have been expected

from what is stated in the prefaces to the Critique regarding

the unessential and seemingly conjectural character of the

subjective deduction, lead Kant to despair of developing a

transcendental psychology Though in the second edition

he ctM^S away the sections containmg the earlier stages of the

subjective deduction,‘ and in recasting the other sections

* ^ ftbove, pp 225 ff , 264
* It must be remembered that this was also rendered necessai; by the archaic

ehaiacter of their teadung m regard to the transcendental object and the fimction

<irf emphrical concepts.
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gives greater prominence to the more purely logical analyses,

the older doctrine of productive imagination is reinstate in

full force,^ and is again developed in ^ connection with the

doctrine of pure a priori manifolds Evidently, therefore,

Kant was not disheartened by the various difficulties which
he in the path of a transcendental psychology, and it seems
reasonable to conclude that there were powerful reasons

inclining him to its retention I shall now attempt, to the
best of my powers, to explain—the task is a delicate and
difficult one—what we may believe these reasons to have
been ®

THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN PHENOMENALISM
AND SUBJECTIVISM

A wider set of considerations than we have yet taken into

account must be borne in mind if certain broader and really

vital implications of Kant’s enquiry are to be pioperly viewed
The self has a twofold aspect It is at once animal in its

conditions and potentially universal in its powers of appre
hension Though man’s natural existence is that of an
animal organism, he can have consciousness of the spatial

world out of which his organism has arisen, and of 'he wider
periods within which his transitory existence falls Ultimately
such consciousness would seem to connect man cognitively

with reality as a whole Now it is to this universal or
absolutist aspect of our consciousness, to its transcendence of
the embodied and separate self, that Kant is seeking to do
justice in his transcendental deductions, especially in his

doctrine of the transcendental unity of apperception For he
views that apperception as conditioned by, and the correlate

of, the consciousness of objectivity It involves the conscious

ness of a single cosmical time and of a single cosmical space
within which all events fall and within which they form a
whole of causally interdependent existences That is why
he names it the objective unity of ap^rception It is that
aspect m which the self correlates with a wider reality, and
through which it stands in fundamental contrast to the
merely subjective states and to the individual conditions of
Its animal existence The transcendental self, so far from
being identical with the empirical self, would seem to be of
directly opposite nature The one would seem to point

> Cf B 151 2 There is no mention, howeter, of objective affinity

’ B Cf aboVv pp 226 9
* In what follows 1 make use of an article, entitled "The Problem of Know

,

’ which I have contnbated to the Jummat of PkilosofAv, PsyebokgVt omd
(191a) vol ix pp ti3aS
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beyond the realm of appearance, the other to be in its existence

merely natural The fact that they are inextricably bound
up with one another, and co-operate in rendering experience

possible, only makes the more indispensable the duty of

recognising their differing characters Even should they
prove to be inseparable aspects of sense experience, without
metaphysical implications, that would not obviate the necessity

of clearly distinguishing them The distinction remains, what
ever explanation may be adopted of its speculative or other

significance

Now obviously in so fundamental an enquiry, dealing as

it does with the most complicated and difficult problem in

the entire field of metaphysics, no brief and compendious
answer can cover all the various considerations which are

relevant and determining The problem of the deduction

being what it is, the section dealing with it can hardly fail

to be the most difficult portion of the whole Critique

The conclusions at which it arrives rest not merely upon
the argument which it contains but also upon the results

more or less independently reached in the other sections

The doctrine of the empirical object as appearance requires

for Its development the various discussions contained in the

AesthetiCy in the sections on Inner Sense and on the Refuta
tion of Idealism in the chapters on Phenomena and Noumena
and on the Antinomies The metaphysical consequences

and implications of Kant’s teaching in regard to the tran

scendental unity of apperception are first revealed in the

chapter on the Paralogisms The view taken of productive

imagination is expanded in the section on Schematism In a

word, the whole antecedent teaching of the Critique is focussed,

and the entire subsequent development of the Critical doctrine

is anticipated, m this brief chapter

But there are, of course, additional causes of the difficulty

and obscurity of the argument One such cause has already

been noted, namely, that tthe Critique is not a unitary work,
developed from a previously thought out standpoint, but in

large part consists of manuscnpts of very various dates,

artificially pieced together by the addition of connecting

links In no part of the Critique is this so obvious as in the

Anedytic of Concepts Until this is recognised all attempts

to interpret the text in any impersonal fashion are doomed to

failure For this reason I have prefaced our discussion by a

statement of Vaihinger’s analysis No one who can accept it

is any longer in danger of underestimating this particular

cause of the obscurity of Kant’s deduction

But the chief reason is one to which I have thus far made
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only passing reference, and to which we may now give the

attention which its importance demands, namely, the tenta-

tive and experimental character of Kant’s own final solutions

The arguments of the deduction are only intelligible if viewed

as an expression of the conflicting tendencies to which Kant s

thought remained subject He sought to allow due weight

to each of the divergent aspects of the experience which he
was analysing, and in so doing proceeded, as it would seem,

simultaneously along the parallel lines of what appeared to

be the possible, alternative methods of explanation And
to the end these opposing tendencies continued side by
side, to the confusion of those readers who seek for a single

unified teaching, but to the great illumination of those who
are looking to Kant, not for clear cut or final solutions,

but for helpful analysis and for partial disentanglement of

the compile ited issues which go to constitute these baffling

problems
The two chief tendencies which thus conflicted in Kant's

mind may be named the subjectivist and the phenomenalist
respectively This conflict remained, so to speak, under
ground, influencing the argument at every point, but seldom
Itself becoming the subject of direct discussion As we shall

find. It caused Kant to develop a twofold view of inner sense,

of causality, of the object of knowledge and of the unity of
apperception One of the few sections in the Critique where
It seems on the point of emerging into clear consciousness is

the section, added in the second edition, on the Refutation of
Idealism But this section owes its origin to polemical causes

It repiesents a position peculiar to the maturei portions of the

Analytic, the rest of the Critique is not rewritten so as to

harmonise with it, or to develop the consequences which con
sistent holding to it must involve

I shall use the term iubjecttvism (and its equivalent sub-

jective idealism) in the wide sense ^ which makes it applicable

to the teaching of Descartes and Locke, of Leibniz and
Wolff, no less than to that of Berkeley and Hume A
common element in all these philosophies is the belief that
subjective or mental states, “ ideas ” in the Lockean sense, are
the objects of consciousness, and further are the sole possible

objects of which it can have any diiect or immediate aware-
ness Knowledge is viewed as a process entirely internal to

the individual mind, and as cm’rying us further only m virtue

of some additional supervening process, inferential, conjectural,

or instinctive This subjectivism also tends to combine with
a view of consciousness as an ultimate self revealing property

* Th<i lame wide se(kse in wfutdi Kaat “ empincal idealwu
”
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of a merely individual existence ^ For Descartes con
sciousness is the very essence, both of the mind and of the

self It IS indeed asserted to be exhaustive of the nature of
both Though the self is described as possessing a faculty

of will as well as a power of thinking, all its activities are

taken as being disclosed to the mind through the revealing

power of Its fundamental attribute The individual mind is

thus viewed as an existence in which everything takes place
in the open light of an all pervasive consciousness Leibniz,

It IS true, taught the existence of subconscious perceptions,

and so far may seem to have anticipated Kant’s recognition

of non conscious processes
,
but as formulated by Leibniz

that doctrine has the defect which frequently vitiates its

modern counterpart, namely that it represents the subcon
scious as analogous in nature to the conscious, and as

differing from it only in the accidental features of intensity

and clearness, or through temporary lack of control

over the machinery of reproductive association The sub
conscious, as thus represented, merely enlarges the private

content of the individual mind
,

it in no respect tran

scends it

The genuinely Critical view of the generative conditions

of experience is radically different from this Leibnizian

doctrine of peUtes percept om It connects rather with
Leibniz’s mode of conceiving the origin of a prion concepts

But even that teaching it restates in such fashion as to free il

from subjectivist implications Leibniz’s contention that the

mind IS conscious of its fundamental activities, and that it is

by reflection upon them that it gains all ultimate a pnert
concepts, is no longer tenable in view of the conclusions

established in the objective deduction Mental processes, in

so far as they are generative of expeiience must fall out
side the Held of consciousness, and as activities dynamic
ally creative cannot be of the nature of ideas or contents

They are not subconscious ideas but non conscious processes

Tbey are not the submerged content of experience, but its

conditioning grounds Their most significant characteristic

has still, however, to be mentioned They must no longer

be interpreted in subjectivist terms, as originating m the

separate existence of an individual self In conditioning

experience they generate the only self for which experience

can vouch, and consequently, in the absence of full and inde

pendent proof, must not be conceived as individually circum*

* Cf above m xlui v, 208 ,
below, pp 295 6, 298 ft Hutne and iSpinon

are the only pie Kantian thinkers of whose pouUon the last statement is not
stnctly desenpti^, bat even they Med to escape its entanghng influence

T
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scribed The problem of knowledge, properly conceived, is

no longer how consciousness, individually conditioned, can

lead us beyond its own bounds, but what a consciousness,

which IS at once consciousness of objects and also consctOMS-

ness of a self, must imply for its possibility Kant thus

obtains what is an almost invariable concomitant of scientific

and philosophical advance, namely a more correct and saentific

formulation of the problem to be solved The older formula-

tion assumes the truth of the subjectivist standpoint, the

Critical problem, when thus stated, is at least free from pre

conceptions of that particular brand Assumptions which
hitherto had been quite unconsciously held, or else, if reflected

upon, had been regarded as axiomatic and self evident, are

now brought within the field of investigation Kant thereby

achieves a veritable revolution
,
and with it many of the

most far reaching consequences of the Critical teaching are

closely bound up
This new standpoint, in contrast to iubjecttve idealism,

may be named Critical^ or to employ the term which
Kant himself applies both to his transcendental deduc-

tion and to the unity of apperception, objective idealism

But as the distinction between appearance and reality

is no less fundamental to the Critical attitude, we shall

perhaps be less likely to be misunderstood or to seem to

be identifying Kant’s standpoint with the very different

teaching of Hegel, if by preference we employ the,|it|e

phenomenalism w
In the transcendental deduction Kant, as above noteid, is

seeking to do justice to the universal or absolutist aspect of
our consciousness, to its transcendence of the embodied and
separate self The unity of apperception is entitled objectivtt

because it is regarded as the counterpart of a single cosmical

time and of a single cosmical space within which all events

fall Its objects are not mental states peculiar to itself, nor
even ideal contents numerically distinct from those in other
minds It looks out upon a common world of genum^
independent existence In developing this position Kant
15 constrained to revise and indeed completely to recast

his previous views both as to the nature of the synthetic

processes, through which experience is constructed, and of
the given manifold, upon which they are supposed to. act
From the subjectivist point of view the synttietic activities

consist of the various cognitive processes of the individual

mind, and the given manifold consists of the sensations
aroused by material bodies acting upon the special senses
From the objective 6r phepomendhst standpoKll>*he syttf
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thetic processes are of a noumenal character, and the given

manifold is similarly viewed as being due to noumenal
agencies acting, not upon the sense organs, which as appear
tfnees are themselves noumenally conditioned, but upon what
may be called “ outer sense ” These distinctions may first

be made clear

Sensations, Kant holds, have a twofold origin, noumenal
and mechanical They are due in the first place to the action

of things in themselves upon the noumenal conditions of the
self, and also in the second place to the action of material

bodies upon the sense organs and brain To take the latter

first Light reflected from objects, and acting on the retina,

g^ves rise to sensations of colour For such causal mterrela

tions there exists, Kant teaches, the same kind of empirical

evidence as for the causal interaction of material bodies ^ Our
sensational experiences are as truly events in time as are

mechanical happenings in space In this way, however, we
can account only for the existence of our sensations and for the

order in which they make their appearance in or to conscious-

ness, not for our awareness of them To state the point by
means of an illustration The impinging of one billiard ball

upon another accounts causally for the motion which then

appears in the second ball But no one would dream of

asserting that by itself it accounts for our consciousness of

that second motion We may contend that in an exactly

similar manner, to the same extent, no more and no less, the

awti^n of an object upon the brain accounts only for the

occurrence of a visual sensation as an event in the empirical

time sequence A sensation just as little as a motion can
carry its own consciousness with it To regard that as ever

|)ossible IS ultimately to endow events in time with the

capacity of apprehending objects in space In dealing with

causal connections in soace and time we do not require to

discuss the problem of knowledge proper, namely, how it is

possible to have or acquire knowledge, whether of a motion in

space or of a sensation in time When we raise that further

question we have to adopt a very different standpoint,

and *^o take into account a much greater complexity of
conditions

> Cf A 28 9 also Lectures on Metaphystes (Pohtzs editioa 1821}, p 188 ff

In ICant’b posthumously published work bis Transsiten from the Afetapkysteal

ftuvt ^tncipla ofNatural Seunee to Physus it is asserted in at least twenty six

^tmet passages that sensations are due to the action of “ the moving forces of
imidter ' upon the sense organs Cf below p 283 w 2 In his Utl»r «tas

dor Stele (1796} (Hartenstein, n p 457 mj, Kant agrees with Sqgiinernng
in holding thnt the soul has virtual t e dynamics, though not local, presence him fluidepMM. in the cavity of the brain
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Kant applies this point of view no less rigorously to

feelings, emotions, and desires than to the sensations of the

special senses All of them, he teaches, are 'animal'^ in

character They are one and all conditioned by, and expliC’*

able only m terms of, the particular constitution of the animal

organism They one and all belong to the lealm of appear
ance ®

The teim ‘sensation may also, however, be applied in a
wider sense to signify the material of knowledge in so far as

It IS noumenally conditioned Thus viewed, sensations are

due, not to the action of physical stimuli upon the bodily

organs, but to the affection by things in themselves of those

factors in the noumenal conditions of the self which correspond

to “sensibility” Kant is culpably careless in failing to

distinguish those two very different meanings of the phrase
' given manifold ’ The language which he employs is

thoroughly ambiguous Just as he frequently speaks as if

the synthetic processes were conscious activities exerted by
the self, so also he frequently uses language which implies

that the manifold upon which these processes act is identical

with the sensations of the special senses But the sensations

of the bodily senses, even if reducible to it, can at most form
only part of it The synthetic processes, interpreting the

manifold in accordance with the hxed forms, space, time, and
the categories, generate the spatial world within which objects

are apprehended as causally interacting and as giving rise

through their action upon the sense organs to the various
special sensations as events in time Sensations, as mechanic-
ally caused, are thus on the same plane as other appearances
They depend upon the same generating conditions as the
motions which produce them As minor incidents within a
more comprehensive totality they cannot possibly represent

the material out of which the whole has been constructed

To explain the phenomenal world as constructed out of the

sensations of the special senses is virtually to equate it with a
small selection of its constituent parts Such professed ex
planation also commits the further absurdity of attempting
to account for the origin of the phenomenal world by means
of events which can exist only under the conditions which it

Itself supplies The manifold of the special senses and the

primary manifold are radically distinct The former is due
to material bodies acting upon the material sense organs
The latter is the product of noumenal agencies acting upon
“ outer sense,” t e upon those noumenal conditions of the self

^ Cf Cnttgue ofMtfheci Xiasm, Bk i, di i § ui

*a bdow.pp jst H 3.3845.46*5.476
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which constitute our “sensibility”, it is much more com
prehensive than the former , it must contain the material for

all modes of objective existence, including many that are

usually regarded as purely mental ^

To turn, now, to the other aspect of experience What
are the factors which condition its form? What must we
postulate in order to account for the existence of conscious

ness and for the unitary form in which alone it can appeal ?

Kants answer is again ambiguous He fails sufficiently to

insist upon distinctions which yet are absolutely vital to any
genuine understanding of the new and revolutionary positions

towards which he is feeling his way The synthetic processes

which in the subjective and objective deductions are proved

to condition all experience may be interpreted either as

conscious or as non conscious activities, and may be ascribed

either to the agency of the individual self or to noumenal
conditions which fall outside the realm of possible definition

Now, though Kant’s own expositions remain thoroughly

ambiguous, the results of the Critical enquiry would seem

—

at least so long as the fundamental distinction between matter

and foim is held to and the temporally sequent aspect of

experience is kept in view—to be decisive in favour of the

latter alternative in each case The synthetic processes must
take place and complete themselves before any consciousness

can exist at all And as they thus precondition consciousness,

they cannot themselves be known to be conscious
,
and not

being known to be conscious it is not even certain that they
may legitimately be described as mental We have, indeed,

to conceive them on the analogy of our mental processes, but
that may only be because of the limitation of our knowledge
to the data of experience Further, we have no right to

conceive them as the activities of a noumenal self We
know the self only as conscious, and the synthetic processes,

being the generating conditions of consciousness, are also

the generating conditions of the only self for which our
experience can vouch Kant, viewing as he does the tem
poral aspect of human experience as fundamental, would
seem to be justified in naming these processes “ synthetic

”

For consciousness m its very nature would seem to mvolvf
the carrying over of content from one time to other times,

and the construction of a more comprehensive total con
sciousness from the elements thus combined Kant is

*^ere analysing in its simplest and most fundamenytal form
that aspect of consciousness which William James has

> Cf below, pp 279-80, and pp 4 on umer sense
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descdfbed m the Principles of Psychology} and which we
may entitle the telescoping of earlier mental states into the

successive experiences that include them They telescope in

a manner which can never befall the successive events in el

causal senes, and which is not explicable by any scheme of

relations derivable from the physical sphere

Obviously, what Kant does is to apply to the interpreta-

tion of the noumenal conditions of our conscious experience

a distinction derived by analogy from conscious experience

Itself—the distinction, namely, between our mental processes

and the sensuous material with which they deal The
application of such a distinction may be inevitable in any
attempt to explain human experience, but it can very

easily, unless caiefully guarded, prove a source of serious

misunderstanding Just as the synthetic processes which
generate consciousness are not known to be themselves

conscious, so also the manifold cannot be identified with
the sensations of the bodily senses These last are events

m time, and are effects not of noumenal but of mechanical
causes

Kant’s conclusion when developed on consistent Critical

lines, and therefore in phenomenalist terms, is twofold

positive, to the effect that consciousness, for all that our
analysis can prove to the contrary, may be merely a resultant,

derivative from and dependent upon a complexity of con-

ditions , and negative, to the effect that though these

conditions may by analogy be described as consisting of
synthetic processes acting upon a given material, they are

in their real nature unknowable by us Even their bare
possibility we cannot profess to comprehend We postulate

them only because given experience is demonstrably not
self-explanatory and would seem to refer us for explanation to

some such antecedent generative grounds
Kant, as we have already emphasised, obscures his

position by the uay in which he fiequently speaks of &e
transcendental unity of apperception as the supreme condition

of our experience At times he even speaks as if it were the
source of the synthetic processes That cannot, however, be

j| * 1 p ^39 ‘Each pulse of cognitive consciousness, each Thought, dies

away and is traced bv another Each later Thought, knowing snd
including thus the Thoughts which went before, is the final receptacle—and
^propnating them is the final owner—of all that they contain and own Each
Thought 1$ thus born an owner, and dies owned, transmitting whatever it realised

as Its belftoitsown later proprietor As Kant says [cf below, w 4di 2], ituasilh
elastic balls were to have not only moticm but knowledge of it, and a first ball
were to transmit both its motion and its consciously to a second, which took
both up into tti consciousness and passed them to a Qurd, until the last ball held
all that the Other balls had held, a!Ad reifdtsed it Its osm
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regarded as his real teaching Self>consciq}isness (and the
unity of apperception, in so far as it finds expression through
self-consciousness) rests upon the same complexity of con
ditions as does outer experience, and therefore may be
merely a product or resultant It is, as he insists in the
Paralogisms^ the emptiest of all our concepts, and can afford

no sufficient ground for asserting the self to be an abiding
personality We cannot by theoretical analysis of the facts

of experience or of the nature of self-consciousness prove
anything whatsoever in regard to the ultimate nature of the
self

Now Kant is here giving a new, and quite revolutionary,

interpretation of the distinction between the subjective

and the objective The objective is for the Cartesians the

independently real
,
^ the subjective is that which has an alto

gether different kind of existence in what is entitled the field

of consciousness Kant, on the other hand, from his phe
nomenalist standpoint, views existences as objective when they
are determined by purely physical causes, and as subjective

when they also depend upon physiological and psychological

conditions On this latter view the difference between the

two is no longer a difference of kind
, it becomes a differ

ence mftrely of degree Objective existences, owing to the

simplicity and recurrent character of their conditions are

uniform Subjective existences resting upon conditions which
are too complex to be frequently recurrent, are by contrast

extremely variable But both types of existence are objective

in the sense that they are objects, and immediate objects, for

consciousness Subjective states do not run parallel with the

objective system of natural existences, nor are they additional

to it For they dp not constitute our consciousness of nature

,

they are themselves part of the natural order which conscious-

ness reveals Tha^ they contrast with physical existences

in being unextended and incapable of location in space is

what Kant would seem by implication to assert, but he
challenges Descartes right to infer from this particular

difference a complete diversity in their whole nature Sensa
tions, feelings, emotions, and desires, so far as they are

experienced by us, constitute the empirical self which is an
objective existence, integrally connected with the material

environment, in terms of which alone it can be understood

In othea* words, the distinction between the subjective and
'the objective is now made to fall within the sy<itemof natural

< 1 here ttie “ objective ” in its modern mesning 1 am not concerned with

the Bpecud meaning wtoch Descartes himself attached to the terms ottjeatw and
/Irmehrsr*
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law The subjective is not opposite in nature to the objective,

but IS a subspecies within it

The revolutionary character of this reformulation of Car-

tesian distinctions may perhaps be expressed hy saying that

what Kant is really doing is to substitute the distinction

between appearance and reality for the Cartesian dualism of

the mental and the material The psychical is a title for a
certain class of known existences, ie of appearances, and
they form together with the physical a single system But
underlying this entire system, conditioning both physical and
psychical phenomena is the realm of noumenal existence,

and when the question of the possibility of knowledge, that

IS, of the experiencing of such a comprehensive natural

system, is raised, it is to this noumenal sphere that we are

referred Everything experienced, even a sensation or desire,

is an event, but the experiencing of it is an act of aware
ness, and calls for an explanation of an altogether different

kind

Thus Kant completely restates the problem of knowledge
The problem is not how, starting from the subjective, the

individual can come to knowledge of the independently real

,

but how, if a common world is alone immediately apprehended,
the inner private life of the self-conscious being can be possible,

and how such inner experience is to be interpreted How does
It come about that though sensations, feelings, etc

,
are events

no less mechanically conditioned than motions in space, and
constitute with the latter a single system conformed to natural

law, they yet differ from all other classes of natural events in

that they can be experienced only by a single consciousness

To this question Kant replies in terms of his fundamental
distinction between appea-ance and reality Though every-
thing of which we are conscious may legitimately be studied

in terms of the natural system to which it belongs, conscious-

ness Itself cannot be so regarded In attempting to define it

we are carried beyond the phenomenal to its noumenal
conditions In other words, it constitutes a problem, the
complete data of which are not at our disposal This is by
Itself a sufficient reason for our incapacity to explain why the
states of each empirical self can never be apprehended save
by a single consciousness, or otherwise stated, why each
consciousness is limited, as regards sensations and feelings,

exclusively to those whi(^ aiise in connection with some one
animal organism It at least piecludes us from dogmatically
asserting that this is due to tibeir bemg subjective in the
duahstic and Cartesian sense of that term—namely, as consti-
tuting, or bemg states of, the knowing aelf
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A diagram may serve, though very crudely, to illustiate

Kant’s phenomenalist interpretation of the cognitive situation

LS-* = rmpincal self of the con^ious Being A
rS®= Empirical self of the conscious Being B
NC'^=^Noumenal conditions of the conscious Being A
NC^= Noumenal conditions of the conscious Being B

1 m n= Objects m space
yi ji — Sensations caused by objects I m n acting on the sense organs of

the empirical self A
x* y^ = Sensations caused by 1 m n acting on the sense organs of the

empirical self B
NC®'"''= Noumenal conditions of the empirical world

Everything in this empirical world is equally open to the

consciousness of both A and B, save only certain psychical

events that are conditioned by physiological and psycho
logical factors x^, y^, can be apprehended only by A

,

X*, y*, z® can be apprehended only by B Otherwise A and B
experience one and the same world

,
the body of B is

perceived by A in the same manner in which he perceives

his own body This is true a fortiori of all other material

existences Further, these material existences are known
with the same immediacy as the subjective states As regards
the relation in which NC^, NC®, and NC®^ stand to one
anothei, no assertions can be made, save, as above indicated,^

such conjectural statements as may precariously be derived

through argument by analogy from distinctions that fall

within our human experience *

Kant’s phenomenalism thus involves an objectivist view of

* Pp *77 8
* On this whole matter cf above, p xlv , below pp 312 21 on Kant s

Rfutatim af Idealtm

,

pp 373 4 on the Second Anedogy pp 407 ff 4.14 if on
Phenomena and Notmena p 461 if on the Paralogtms and p 546 Cf also

A 277 8aB 334
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individual selves and of their interrelations They fall withm
the single common world of space Within this phenomenal
world they stand in external, mechanical relations to orie

another They are apprehended as embodied, with known
contents, sensations, feelings, and desires, composing then

inner experience There is, from this point of view, no
problem of knowledge On this plane we have to deal only

with events known, not with any process of apprehension

Even the components of the empirical self, the subject matter

of empirical psychology, are not processes ot apprehension,

but apprehended existences It is only when we make a
regress beyond the phenomenal as such to the conditions

which render it possible, that the problem of knowledge arises

at all And with this regress we are brought to the real

crux of the whole question— the reconciliation of this

phenomenalism with the conditions of our self consciousness

For we have then to take into account the fundamental fact

tiiat each self is not only an animal existence within the

phenomenal world, but also in its powers of apprehension

coequal with it The self known is external to the objects

known
, the self that knows is conscious of itself as compre

hendmg within the field of its consciousness the wider universe

in infinite space

Such considerations would, at first sight, seem to force

us to modify our phenomenalist standpoint in the direction of

subjectivism For m what other manner can we hope to

unite the two aspects of the self, the known conditions of its

finite existence and the consciousness through which it corre

lates with the universe as a whole ? In the one aspect it is a
part of appearance

,
in the other it connects with that which

makes appearance possible at all

Quite frequently it is the subjectivist solution which Kant
seems to adopt Objects known are “ mere representations,”

“states of the identical self” Everything outside the indi-

vidual mind IS real
,
appearances are purely individual in origin

But such a position is inconsistent with the deeper implica-

tions of Kant’s Cntical teaching, and would involve the entire

Ignoring of the many suggestions which point to a funda*'

mentally difiei*ent and much more adequate standpoint

The individual is himself known only as appearance, and
cannot, therefore, be the medium in and through which
appearances exist Though appearances exist only in and
through consciousness, they are not due to any causes which
can legitimately be described as individual From this stand-

point Kant would seem to distinguish between the grounds
and conditions of phenomenal existence and the special
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determining causes of individual consciousness Transcend-
ental conditions generate consciousness of the relatively

permanent and objective world in space and time
,
empirical

conditions within this space and time world determine the

sensuous modes through which special portions of this infinite

and uniform world appear diversely to different minds
This, however, is a point of view which is only suggested,

and, as we have already observed,^ the form in which
it IS outlined suggests many objections and difficulties

Consciousness of the objective world in space and time does
not exist complete with one portion of it more specifically

determined in terms of actual sense perceptions Rather the

consciousness of the single world in space and time is gradu-
ally developed through and out of sense experience of limited

portions of it We h^ave still to consider the various sections

in the Analytic of Principles (especially the section added in

the second edition on the Refutation of Idealism) and in the

Dialectic, in which Kant further develops this standpoint

But even after doing so, we shall be forced to recognise

that Kant leaves undiscussed many of the most obvious
objections to which his phenomenalism lies open To the

very last he fails to state in any really adequate mannei how
from the phenomenalist standpoint he would regard the

woild desciibed in mechanical tern^s by science as being
related to the world of ordinary sense experience,® or

how different individual consciousnesses are related to one
another The new form, however, in which these old time
problems here emerge is the best possible proof of the

revolutionary character of Kant’s Critical enquiries For

> P 267 fli

^ Though the posthumously published work of Kant s old age his Transition

from the Metaphysical Iirst Pftnciples of Natural Science to Fhyucs bears the

marks of weakening powers and is much too incomplete and obscure to allow of

any very assured deductions from its teaching it is none the less significant that

It is largel} occupied in attempting to define the relation in which the objective

world of physical science stands to the sensible world of ordinary consciousness

As above noted (p 275 » ) it is there asserted in at least twenty six distinct passages
that sensations are due to the action of ^ the moving forces of matter * u^n the

sense organs What is even more significant is the adoption and frequent
csc^^tttXiQi^^Altpremstscht Monatsschrtft{\%%i^ pp 236 287^289,290 292 294

29s 6
, 300 308, 429 436, 439) of the phrase * Erscheinung von der Erschetnung

Kioi would seem to mean by * Erschetnung vom ersten Range {op c%t p 436)
(f e appearance as such) the objective world as determined by physical science

,

and by ^^Erschetnung vom vweiien Range {t e appearance of the appearance),

this same objective world as known in terms of the sensations which material

bodies generate by acting on the sense organs Kant adds that the former is

known directly and the latter indirectly—meaning apparently, that the former
IS known through a priori forms native to the understanding, and the latter only
m t;erms of sense data which are mechamcally conditioned (cf lot eit pp 286

and 444 n The terms latter and farmer on p 300 have got transpose)
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these problems are no longer formulated in terms of the
individualistic presuppositions which govern the thinking of
all Kant’s predecessors, even that of Hume The concealed
presuppositions are now called in question, and are made the
subject of explicit discussion But further comment must
meantime be deferred ^

rRANSCENDLNTAL DEDUCTION OF THE CATEGORIES,
IN THE SECOND EDI 1 ION

The argument of the second edition transcendental deduc
tion can be reduced to the following eight points

(1)

® It opens with the statement of a fundamental
assumption which Kant does not dream of questioning and
of which he nowhere attempts to offer proof The repre-
sentation of combination is the one kind of representation
which can nevei be given through sense It is not so given
even in the pure forms of space and time yielded by outer
and inner sense ® It is due to an act of spontaneity, which
as such must be performed by the understanding As it is

one and the same for every kind of combination, it may be
called by the general name of synthesis And as all combina
tion, without exception, is due to this source, its dissolution,

that IS, analysis, which seems to be its opposite, always
presupposes it

(2) * Besides the manifold and its synthesis a further factor
IS involved in the conception of combination, namely, the
representation of the unity of the manifold The combina
tion which IS necessary to and constitutes knowledge is repre
sentation of the synthetical unity of the manifold This
IS a factor additional to synthesis and to the manifold syn-
thesised For such representation cannot arise out of any
antecedent consc ousness of synthesis On the contrary, it

is only through supervention upon the unitary sjmthesis that
the conception of the combination becomes possible In
other words, the lepresentation of unity conditions conscious
ness of synthesis, and therefore cannot be the outcome or
product of It This is an application, or rather generalisation,
of a position which in the first edition is developed Only in
reference to the empirical process of recognition Reci^nition
preconditions consciousness, and therefore cannot be subsequent
upon It

(3)

^ The unity thus represented is not, however, that

1
Cf Mow pp 312 21, 373 4, 414 ff , 42s ff 558 if * B 129

*Bi30i »Bi3i
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which IS expressed through the category of unity The
consciousness of unity which is involved in the concep-

tion of synthesis is that of apperception or transcendental

self consciousness This is the highest and most universal

form of unity, for it is a presupposition of the unity of all

possible concepts, whether analytic or synthetic, in the

various forms of judgment

(4)
* A manifold though given is not for that reason also

represented It must be possible for the ‘ I think ’ to

accompiany it and all my other representations

“ for otherwise something would be represented in me which
could not be thought at all , and that is equivalent to saying that

the representation would be impossible or at least would be nothing

to me”*

But to ascribe a manifold as my representations to the

identical self is to comprehend them, as synthetically con
nected, in one apperception ® Only what can be combined
in one consciousness can be related to the ‘ I think The
analytic unity of self consciousness presupposes the synthetic

unity of the manifold

The unity of apperception is analytic or self identical

It expresses itself through the proposition, / am / But
being thus pure identity without content of its own, it cannot
be conscious of itself in and by itself Its unity and constancy

can have meaning only through contrast to the variety and
changeableness of its specific experiences

,
and yet, at the

same time, it is also true that such manifoldness will destroy

all possibility of unity unless it be reconcileable with it The
variety can contribute to the conditioning of apperception

only in so far as it is capable of being combined into a single

consciousness Through synthetic unifying of the manifold

the self comes to consciousness both of itself and of the

manifold

(6)® The transcendental original unity of apperception is

an objective, not a merely subjective, unity Its conditions

are also the conditions in and through which we acquiie

consciousness of objects An object is that in the concep

tion of which the manifold of given intuitions is combined
(This point, though central to the argument, i& more adequately
developed in the first than in the second edition ) Such
combtna,tion requires unity of consciousness Thus the same
unity which conditions apperception hkewise conditions the

relation of representations to an object The unity of pure

^ B 131 4. B 131 * Cf B 138
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apperception may therefore be described as an objective umty
for two reasons first, because it can apprehend its own
analytical unity only through discovery of unity in the

given, and secondly, for the reason that such synthetical

unifying of the manifold is also the process whereby representa-

tions acquire reference to objects

(7)
^ Kant reinforces this conclusion, and shows its

further significance, by analysis of the act of judgment
The logical definition of judgment, as the representation of a
relation between two concepts, has many defects These,
however, are all traceable to its initial failure to explain, or

even to recognise, the nature of the assertion which judgment
as such claims to make Judgment asserts relations of a quite

unique kind, altogether different from those which exist

between ideas connected through association If, for

instance, on seeing a body the sensations of weight due to the

attempt to laise it are suggested by association, there is nothing

but subjective sequence
,
but if we form the judgment that

the body is heavy, the two representations are then con
nected together tn the object This is what is intended by the

copula ‘ is ’ It IS a relational term through which the objec-

tive unity of given representations is distinguished from the

subjective It indicates that the representations stand in ob
jective relation under the pure unity of apperception, and not

merely in subjective relation owing to the play of association

in the individual mind “Judgment is nothing but the
mode of bringing cognitions to the objective unity of
apperception,’ of giving to them a validity which holds
independently of the subjective processes through which
It IS apprehended Objective relations are not, of course,

all necessary or universal
,
and a judgment may, therefore,

assert a relation which is empirical and contingent None
the less the fundamental distinction between it and any
mere relation of association still persists The empirical

relation is still in the judgment asserted to be objective

The subject and the predicate are asserted, in the par
ticular case or cases to which the judgment refers, to be
connected in the object and not merely in the mind of the
subject Or otherwise stated, though subject and predicate

are not themselves declared to be necessarily and universally

related to one another, their contingent relation has to hie

viewed as objectively, and therefore necessarily, grounded
Judgment always presupposes the existence of necessary
relations even when it is not concerned to assert them
Judgment is the organ of objective knowledge, and is therefore

* B 1402
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bound up, indirectly when not directly, with the universality

and necessity which are the sole criteria of knowledge The
judgment expressive of contingency is still judgment, and is

therefore no less necessary in its conditions, and no less

objective in its validity, than is a universal judgment of the

scientific type To use Kant’s own terminology, judgment
acquires obiective validity through participation in the

necessary unity of apperception In so doing it is made to

embody those principles of the objective determination of all

representations through which alone cognition is possible

(8)^ As judgment is nothing but the mode of bringing
cognitions to the objective unity of apperception, it follows

that the categories, which in the metaphysical deduction
have been proved to be the possible functions in judging, are

the conditions in and through which such pure apperception

becomes possible Apperception conditions experience, and
the unity which both demand for their possibility is that of
the categories

Before passing to the remaining sections of the deduction,^

which are supplementary rather than essential I may add
comment upon the above points Only (7) and (8) call for

special consideration They represent a form of argument
which has no counterpart in the first edition As we noted,®

the first edition aig^ment is defective owing to its failure

to demonstrate that the categories constitute the unity which
IS necessary to knowledge By introducing in the second
edition this analysis of judgment, and by showing the in

separable connection between pure apperception, objective

consciousness and judgment, this defect is in some degree

removed As the categories correspond to the possible

functions of judgment, their objective validity is thereby

established By this means also the connection which in

Kant’s view exists between the metaphysical and the tran-

scendental deductions receives for the first time proper
recognition The categories which in the former deduction
are discovered and systematised through logical analysis of

Uhe form of judgment, are in the latter deduction, through
transcendental analysis of the function of judgment, shown to

be jfist those forms of relation which are necessary to the

possibility of knowledge It must, however, be noted that

the transcendental argument is brought to completion only

through assumption of the adequacy of the metaphysical

deduction No independent attempt is made to show that the

parhcular cat^ories obtained in the metaphysical deduction

’ B 143 » §§ ax 27 * Above, pp 252 3, 25^, 287
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are those which are required, that there are no others, or that

all the twelve are indispensable

(7) IS a development of an argument which first appears

\n the Prolegomena The statement of it there given w,

however, extremely confused, owing to the distinction which
Kant most unfortunately introduces^ between judgments of

experience and judgments of perception That distinction is

entirely woithless and can only serve to mislead the reader

It cuts at the very root of Kant’s Critical teaching Judgments
of perception involve, Kant says, no category of the under
standing, but only what he is pleased to call the “logical

connection of perceptions in a thinking subject ” What that

may be he nowhere explains, save by adding'^ that in it

perceptions are “ compared and conjoined in a consciousness

of my state ” (also spoken of by Kant as “ empirical conscious-

ness ”), and not “ in consciousness in general
’’

“ All our judgments are at first mere judgments of perception

,

they hold good merely for us (that is, for the individual subject),

and we do not till afterwards give them a new reference, namely, to

on object To illustrate the matter that the room is warm,
sugar sweet, and wormwood bitter—these are merely subjectively

valid judgments I do not at all demand thatT myself should at all

times, or that every other person should, find the facts to be what I

now assert , they only express a reference of two sensations to the

same subject, to myself, and that only in my present state of

perception Consequently they are not intended to be vahd of the

object Such judgments 1 have named those of perception

Judgments of experience are of quite a different nature What
expenence teaches me under certain circumstances, it must teach

me always and teach everybody, and its validity is not limited to

the subject or to its state at a particular time ” *

1 he illegitimacy and the thoroughly misleading character

of this distinction hardly require to be pointed out
Obviously Kant is here confusing assertion of contingency
and contingency of assertion * A judgment of contingency,
in order to be valid, must itself be necessary Even a
momentary state of the self is referable to an object in

judgment only if that object is causally, and therefore
necessarily, concerned in its production ^

The distinction is repeated in § 22 as follows
^

“Thmkmg is the combining of representations m one conscious
ness This combmation is either merely relative to the subject, and
IS contingent and subjective, or is absolute, and is necessary or

1

4

Prolegmtm^ 8 t8 ^ Op ett § 20
• Op tit gg 1$ 19 , Etjg trans pp 54J

Cf above, pp 39 40^ 286.7 » Cf beloWi p 370
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objective The combination of representations in one consciousness

16 judgment Thinking, therefore, is the i^me as judging, or the

relating of representations to judgments m general Judgments,
therefore, are either merely subjective, or they are objective They
are subjective when representations are related to a conscious

ness in one subject only, and are combmed in it alone They are

objective when they are united in a consciousness in general, that

IS, necessarily
” *

To accept this distinction is to thiow the entire argument
into confusion This Kant seems to have himself recognised

in the interval between the Prolegomena and the second
edition of the Critique For m the section before us there is

no trace of it The opposition is no longer between subjective

and objective judgment, but only between association of

ideas and judgment which as such is always objective The
distinction drawn in the Prolegomena is only, indeed, a more
definite foi rflulation of the distinction which runs through the,

first edition of the Critique between the indeterminate and
the determinate object of consciousness The more definite

formulation of it seems, however, to have had the happy
effect of enabling Kant to realise the illegitimacy of any such

distinction
*

We may now proceed to consider the remaining

sections* In section 21® Kant makes a very surprising

statement The above argument, which he summarises in a

sentence, yields, he declares, “ the beginning of a deduction of

the pure concepts of understanding” This can hardly be
taken as lepresenting Kant’s real estimate of the signifies ice

of the pieceding argument, and would seem to be due to a
temporary preoccupation with the problems that centre in the

doctrine of schematism So far Kant adds in explanation,

no account has been taken of the particular manner in which
the manifold of empirical intuition is supplied to us ^ The
necessary supplement, consisting of a very brief outline

statement of the doctrine of schematism, is given in

section 26® It differs from the teaching of the special

chapter devoted to schematism in emphasising space equally

with time The doctrine of pure a priori manifolds is

incidentally asserted ® Section 26 concludes by consideration

of the question why appearances must conform to the a prion
categories It is no more surprising, Kant claims, than that

^ ^ at Cf below p 311 « 4 * 81 *1 7 • * B 143
* Thu tesds on in the second pangnph of 8 si to further stfttenmts, already

tatttaeitted upon above, w 186, 257 8 Cf also 8 *3
* Ct Siso 1 24. • Cf above pp 90 ff , 171, 226 9, 267 70 , beh^, p.337
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they should agree with the a priori forms of intuition The
categories and the intuitional forms are relative to the same
subject to which the appearances are relative

,
and the

appearances “ as mere representations are subject to no law

of connection save that which the combining faculty

prescribes
"

The summary of the deduction given in section 27
discusses the three possible theories regarding the origin of

pure concepts, viz those ot generatio aequtvoca (out of

experience), epigenesis and pteformation The first is dis

proved by the deduction The second is the doctrine of the

deduction and fulfils all the requirements of demonstration

1 he proof that the categories are at once independent of

experience and yet also universally valid for all experience is

of the strongest possible kind, namely, that they make
experience itself possible The third theory, that the

categories, while subjective and self discovered, originate in

faculties which are implanted in us by our Creator and which
are so formed as to yield concepts in harmony with the laws

of nature, lies open to two main objections In the first place,

this IS an hypothesis capable of accounting equally well for

any kind of a priori whatsoever
,
the pfedetermined powers

of judgment can be multiplied without limit But a second
objection is decisive, namely, that on such a theory the

categories would lack the particular kind of necessity

which IS lequired Ihey would express only the necessities

imixjsed upon our thinking by the constitution of our minds,

and would not justify any assertion of necessary connection in

the object Kant might also have added,^ that this hypothesis

IS metaphysical, and therefore offers in explanation of the
etttptncal validity of a prion concepts a theory which rests

upon and involves their unconditioned employment That is

a criticism which is reinforced by the teaching of the Dialectic

To return now to the omitted sections 22 to 25 Section

22 makes no fresh contribution to the argument of the first

edition Its teaching in regard to pure intuition and mathe*
matical knowledge has already lx«n commented upon In
section 23 Kant dwells upon an interesting consequence of the

argument of the deduction The categories have a wider scope

than the pure forms of sense Since the aigument of the de*

duction has shown that judgment is the indispensable instru

ment both for reducing a manifold to the unity of apperception

and also for conferring upon representations a relation to an
object, it follows that the categories which are simply the

possible functions of unity in judgment are valid for any and

^
’ Cf «bov«, pp 38, 47, 114 141 a
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every consciousness that is sensuously conditioned and whose
knowledge is therefore acquired through synthesis of a given

manifold Though such consciousness may not intuit in

terms of space and time it must none the less apprehend
objects in terms of the categories The categoi les thus evtend
to objects of sensuous intmtton tn general They are not,

however, valid of objects as such, that is, of things in them
selves As empty relational forms they have meaning only

in reference to a given matter, and as instruments for the

reduction of variety to the unity of apperception their validity

has been pioved only for conscious and sensuous evpeiience

Even if the possibility of a non sensuous intuitne understand
ing, capable of apprehending things in themselves, be gi anted,

we have no sufficient ground for assciting that the forms
which such understanding will employ must coincide with the

categories^ These are points which will come up for

discussion in connection with Kant s more detailed argument
in the chapter on the distinction between phenomena and
noumena ^

The he iding to section 24 is decidedly misleading The
phrase objects ofthe senses in general ’ might be synonymous
with “objects of intuition in general of the preceding

sectiofl To interpret it, however, by the contents of the

section. It means ‘ objects of our senses This section ought,

therefoie, to foim pait of section 26, which in its opening
sentences supplies its proper introduction (It may also be
noted that the opening sentences of section 24 aie a needless

repetition of section 23 This would seem to show that it

was not written in immediate continuation of it) The first

three paragraphs of section 24 expound the same doctrine of

schematism as that outlined in section 26, save that time
alone is referred to The remaining paragraphs of section 24
deal with the connected doctrine of inner sense Section 25
deals with certain consequences which follow from that doctrine

of inner sense ®

THE DOCTRINE 01- INNER SENSE

We have still to consider a doctrine of great importance
in Kant's thinking, that of inner sense The significance

ol this doctrine is almost inversely proportionate to the

scantiness and obscurity of the passages in which it is

expounded and developed Much of the indefiniteness and
illusiveness of the current interpretations of Kant would seem

' Cf S 21, second paragraph
® Cf above, pp iw) ito 257 and below, pp 325 6, 330 1, 390 I, 404 ff

* Cf below, pp 324, 329
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to be directly traceable to the commentator’s failure to

appreciate the position which it occupies in Kant’s system

Several of Kant’s chief results are given as deductions from it,

while It Itself, in turn, is largely inspired by the need for a

secure basis upon which these positions may be made to rest

The relation of the doctrine to its consequences is thus twofold

Kant formulates it in order to safeguard or rather to justify

certain conclusions
,
and yet these conclusions have themselves

in part been arrived at owing to his readiness to accept such
a doctrine, and to what would seem to have been his almost
instinctive feeling of its kinship (notwithstanding the very

crude form in which alone he was able to formulate it) with

Critical teaching It was piobably one of the earliest of the

many new tenets which Kant adopted in the years im
mediately subsequent to the publication of the inaugural

Dtsset tatton, but it first received adequate statement in the

second edition of the Cttitque Kant took advantage of

the second edition to reply to certain criticisms to which his

view of time had given rise, and in so doing was compelled

to formulate the doctrine of inner sense in a much more
explicit manner Hitherto he-had assumed its truth, but had
not, as It would seem, sufficiently reflected upon the various

connected conclusions to which he was thereby committed
1 his IS one of the many instances which show how what is

most fundamental in Kants thinking is frequently that of

which he was himself least definitely aware Like other

thinkers, he was most apt to discuss what he himself was
inclined to question and feel doubt over The sources of his

insight as well as the causes of his failure often lay beyond
the purview of his explicitly developed tenets

,
and only

under the stimulus of criticism was he constrained and enabled
to bring them within the circle of reasoned conviction We
may venture the piophecy that if Kant had been able to

devote several years more to the maturing of the problems
which in the face of so many difficulties he had brought thus

far the doctrine of inner sense, or rather the doctrines to
which It gives expression, would have been placed in the
forefront of his teaching, and their systematic interconnection, «

both in the way of ground and of consequence, with all his

chief tenets would have been traced and securely estabUsho^

This would have involved, however, two very important
changes In the first place, Kant would have had to recogni^p

the unsatisfactory character of the supposed analogy between
inner and outer sense As already remarked,^ no grea^lijthinker,

except Locke, has attempted to interpret inner consciousness

' Above p. 148 9
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on the analogy of the senses
,
anti the obscurities of Kant s

argument are not, therefore, to be excused on the giound
that “the difficulty, how a subject can have an mteinal
intuition of Itself, is common to every theory" Secondly,
Kant would have had to define the relation in which he con
ceived this pirt of his teaching to stand to his theory of
consciousness But both these changes could have been
made without requiring that he should give up the doctrines

which are mainly responsible for his theory of innei sense,

namely, that there can be no awareness of awareness, but
only of existences which are objective, and that there is

consequently no consciousness of the generative, synthetic

processes^ which constitute consciousness on its subjective

side. It 1') Idigely in virtue of these conclusions that Kant’s
phenomenalism differs from the subjective idealism of his

predecessors If we ignore or reject them, merely bcciuse
of the obviously unsatisfactory manner in which alone Kant
has been able to formulate them, we rule ourselves out from
understanding the intention and purpose of much that is

most characteristic of Critical teaching
The doctrine of inner sense, as expounded by Locke,

suffers from an ambiguity which seems almost inseparable

from if, namely, the confusion between inner sense, on the

one hand as a sense m some degree analogous in nature to
what may be called outer sense and on the other as consisting

m self conscious reflection This same confusion is traceable

throughout the Critique^ and is, as we shall find, in large part

responsible for Kants failure to recognise, independently of
outside criticism, the central and indispensable part which
this doctrine is called upon to play in his system

The doctrine is stated by Kant as follows Just as

outer sense is affected by noumenal agencies and so yields a

manifold arranged in terms of a form peculiar to it, namely,
space, so inner sense is affected by the mind itself and its

inner state® The manifold thereby caused is arranged in

terras of a form peculiar to inner sense, namely, time The
content thus arranged falls into two main divisions On the

one hand we have feelings, desires, volitions, that is, states of

the mind in the strict sense, subjective non-spatial existences

On the other hand we have sensations, perceptions, images,

‘^concepts, in a word, representations ( Vorstellungeri) of every

possible type These latter all refer to the external world in

space, and yet, according to Kant, speaking from the limited

point of view of a critique of knowledge^ form the proper

^ Cf above pp xliu v, 1 u, 338 261 2, 263 if , 273 ff , b^w, pp 295 ff

,

822 if • Cf B<7 8, A 33a»B 49
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content of inner sense ** the representabons of the outer

senses constitute the actual material with which we occupy

our minds, ^ ‘ the whole material of knowledge even for our

inner sense
’

^ (These statements, it may be observed, are

first made in the second edition ) As Kint explains himsell

in B 67 8 he would seem to mean that the mind in the

process of “ setting ’ representations of outer sense in space

affects itself, ind is therefore constiained to arrange the given

lepiesentations likewise m time No new content additional

to that of outer sense, is thereby generated, but what pievi

ously as object of outer sense existed merely in space is now
also subjected to conditions of time The representations of

outei sense are all by their very nature likewise representi

tions of innei sense To outer sense is due both their content

and their spatial form , to inner sense they owe only the

additional form of time
,
then content remains unaffected in

the piotess of being taken over by a second sense This

yields such explanation as is possible of Kant’s assertion in

A 33 that “ time can never be a determination of outer

appearances ” He may be taken as meaning that time is

never a determination of outer sense as such, but only of its

contents as always likewise subject to the form of inner sense ^

This is how Kant formulates his position from the ex
treme subjectivist point of view which omits to draw any
distinction between representation and its object, between
inner states of the self and appearances in space All repre

sentations, he says,* all appearances without exception, are

states of inner sense, modifications of the mind Some exist

only in time, some exist both in space and in time
,
but all

alike are modes of the identical self, mere representations

(blosse Vorstellungen) Though appearances may exist out-

side one another in space, space itself exists only as repre

sentation, merely “ m us
”

Now without seeking to deny that this is a view which
we find in the second edition of the Critique as well as in the
first,^ and that even in passages which are obviously quite

late in date of writing Kant fiequently speaks in terms which
conform to it, we must be no less insistent in maintaining thAt

* B 67 ^ B XXXIX «
* Kant vtiy probably nrnved at this view of inner sense under the influence

of Tcltns who teaches a sunihr doctrine in his Pktlotophmhe Versueht tiber du
tnmsMtche Natur uHd tkre Entwt heluHg Cf Bd 1 Vetsuch i J 8 The first

volume of Tetens work was published in 1777 (re issued the KatUgtseUsekap in

1913) and had been carefully read by Kant prior to the final preparation of the
Cttttfue a B Erdmann Artltetsmta, p 51

* Cf \ 148 9
* As just noted it is in the second edition that the above view of the content

of inner aense la first definitely fornmlated
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an alternative view more and mom comes to the front in

proportion as Kant gains mastery over the conflicting

tendencies that go to constitute his new Critical teaching

From the very fiist he uses language which implies that

some kind of distinction must be drawn between representa

tions and objects represented, between subjective cognitive

states in the proper sense of the teim and existences in space

“ 1 ime can never be a determination of outer ippcarances It

belongs neither to form nor position, etc On the other hand it

determines the relation of representations in our inner state
” ^

Similarly in those very sentences in which he asserts all

appearances to be blouse Vorstellungen, a distinction is none
th less mplied

“ Time is the formal a pnort condition of all appearances in

gener'*! Space as the pure form of all outer intuition, is as

a prion condition limited exclusively {bloss) to outer appearances

On the other h<tnd as all representations, whether thev have outer

things as their object or not, still in themselves belong, as determina

tions of the mind to the inner state and this inner state is subject
*’0 the formal condition of inner intuition, that is of time, time is an
a prton condition of all appearance whatever It is, indeed,

the immediate condition of the inner appearance (of our souls^ and
thereby mediately likewise of outer appearances

As the words which I have italicised show, Kant, even in

the very s''''tence in which he asserts outer representations

to be inner states, none the less recognises that appearances
in sp aie not representations in the same meaning of thkt

term as are subjective states They are the objects of repre

sentat on, not representation itself The latter alone is

correctly desciibable as a state of the mind The former

may be conditioned by representation, and may therefore

be describable as appearances, but are not for that reason

to be equated with representation But before the grounds
and nature of this distinction can be formulated in the proper
Critical terms, we must consider the reasons which induced
Cant to commit himself to this obscure and difficult doctrine

of inner sense As I shall try to show, it is no mere excres

cence upon hi system
, on the contrary, it is inseparably

bound dp with all his main tenets

One the ‘'hief influences which constrained Kant to

develop this doctrine is the conclusion, $0 essential to his

position, that knowledge must always involve an intuitional

* A 33=8 49 50 * A 3401650
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manifold m addition to a prtort fortn$ and concepts That**

being so, he was bound to deny to the mind all power of

gaining knowledge by mere reflection If our mental activi-

ties and states lay open to direct inspection, we should have
to lecognise in the mind a non sensuous intuitional power
Through self consciousness or reflection we should acquire

knowledge independently ofsense Such apprehension, though
limited to the mind’s own operations and states, would none
ihe less be knowledge^ and yet would not conform to the con
ditions which, as the transcendental deduction has shown, are

involved in all knowledge In Kant’s view the belief that we
possess self consciousness of this type, a power of reflection

thus conceived, is wholly illusoiy To assume any such

ficulty would be to endow the mind with occult or mystical

poueis, and would throw us back upon the Leibnizian

rationalism, which traces to such reflection our consciousness

of the categories and which rears upon this foundation the

entire body of metaphysical science *

The complementary negative conclusion of the transcend

ental deduction is a no less fundamental and constraining

influence in compelling Kant to develop a doctrine of inner

sense If all knowledge is knowledge of appearances, or if,

as he states his position in the Analytic of Principles^ our

knowledge can extend no further than sense experience and
Inference from such experience, either knowledge of our inner

states must be mediated, like our knowledge of outer objects,

by sensation or we can have no knowledge of them whatso
ever On Critical principles, consistently applied, there can
be no middle course between acceptance of an indirect

empirical knowledge of the mind and assertion of its unknow
ableness Mental activities may perhaps be thought in terms
of the pure forms of understanding, but in that case their

conception will remain as purely problematic and as inde

terminate as the conception of the thing in itself It is

impossible for Kant to admit immediate consciousness of
the mind’s real activities and states, and at the same time to

deny that we can have knowledge of things in themselves
The Aesthetic, in proving that everything in space and time is

appearance, implicitly assumes the impossibility of direct self-

conscious reflection
,
and the transcendental deduction in

showing that all knowledge involves as correlative factors

both sense and thought, has reinforced this conclusion, and
' Cf above pf> 308 9 251 3

, 260 4 below 311 w 4 It may be observed
that Caird (1 pp 635 7) interprets inner sense as equivalent to inner reJUcitm
This IS one of the respects m which Caird $ He^ian standpoint has led him to
mmepresent even Kant’s most central doctnnes

Cf below, pp 399 40Q and A *77 8ssB 333 4
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C&lls for Its more explicit recognition, in reference to the

more inward aspect of expetlence

As we have already noted,^ Kant’s doctrine of inner sense

was probably adopted m the early 'seventies and though it

IS not itself definitely formulated in the fiist edition, the chief

consequence that follows from it is clearly recognised Thus
in the Aesthetic Kant draws the conclusion that, as time is

the form of inner sense, everything apprehended in time, and
consequently all inner <?tates and activities, can be known
only as appearances The mind (meaning thereby the ulti

mate conditioning grounds of consciousness) is as indirectly

known as is any other mode of noumenal existence In the

AnalytiCf whenever he is called upon to express himself upon
this and kindred points, he continues to hold to this position

,

and in the section on the Paralogisms all the main conse-

quences that follow from its acceptance are diawn in the

most explicit and unambiguous manner It is argued that as

the innei world, the feelings, volitions and repiesentations of

which we are conscious, is a world constructed out of a given

manifold yielded by inner sense, and is therefore known only
as the appearance of a decpei reality which we have no
power of apprehending, it possesses no superiority either of

ceitaintv or of immediacy over the outer world of objects in

space We have immediate consciousness of both alike, but
in both cases this immediate consciousness rests upon the
transcendental synthetic processes whereby such conscious-

ness IS conditioned and generated The transcendental activi

ties fall outside the held of empirical consciousness and
therefore of knowledge

Thus Kant would seem to be maintaining that the radical

error committed by the subjective idealists, and with which
all the main defects of their teaching are inseparably bound
up, lies in their ascription to the mind of a power of direct

self conscious reflection, and consequently in then confusion

of the transcendental activities which condition consciousness
with the inner states and processes which such consciousness
reveals This has led them to ascribe priority and inde

pendence to our inner states, and to regard outer objects as

known only by an inference from them The Critical teaching
insists on the distinction between appearance and reality,

applies it to the inner life, and so restores to our consciousness

of the outer world the certainty and immediacy of which
subjective idealism would profess to deprive it Such are the
important conclusions at which Kant arrives in his various
** refutations of ideahsm ”

,
and it will be advisable to consider

* Above p 293
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these refutations in full detail before attempting to complete
our statement of his doctrine of inner sense

KANTS RLFUIATIONS OF IDEALISM

Kant has in 1 number of different passages attempted
to define his Critical standpoint in its distinction from the

positions of Descartes and Berkeley Consideration of these

will enable us to follow Kant in his gradual recognition of

the manifold consequences to which he is committed by his

substitution of inner sense for direct self conscious intuition

or reflection, 01 rather of the various congenial tenets which
It gives him the right consistently to defend and maintain
In Kant’s Critical writings we find no less than seven different

statements of his refutation of idealism (I ) in the fourth

Paralogism of the first edition of the Critique
,
(II ) in section

13 (Anm 11 and 111 ) of the Prolegomena
,
(III ) in section 49

of the Prohgomcna

,

(IV ) in the second appendix to the

Prolegomena
, (\ ) in sections added in the second edition

at the conclusion of the Aesthetic (B 69 ff), (VI) in the
‘ refutation of idealism ” (B 274 8), in the supplementary
section at the end of the section on the Postulates (B 291 4),

and in the note to the new preface (B xxxix xl)
,
(VII ) in

the " refutation of problematic idealism ” given in the Seven
Small Papers which originated in Kants convex sations with

Kiesewetter Consideration of these in the above order will

reveal Kant’s giadual and somewhat vacillating recognition

of the new and revolutionary position which alone genuinely
harmonises with Critical piinciples But fiist we must briefly

consider the \arious meanings which Kant at difleient periods
assigned to the term idealism Even in the Critique itself

It IS employed in a great variety of diverse connotations

In the pre Critical writings ^ the term idealism is usually

employed in what was its currently accepted meaning, namely,
as signifying any philosophy which denied the existence of an
independent world corresponding to our subjective representa-

tions But even as thus used the term is ambiguous * It

may signify either denial of a coiporeal world independent
of our representations or denial of an immaterial world “corre-
sponding to " the represented material world, i e the denial of

Dtnge an sick For there are traceable in Leibni/’s writings

two very different views as to the reality of the material

world Sometimes the monads are viewed as purely intel

ligible substances without materiality of any kind The

* Cf abo\«, p iSS
* Cf Vaihinger m Strasslmrger Abkandlungm »ur Phdosophu ( 1884), p 106 ff
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kingdom of the extended is set into the lepiesenting subjects

,

only the immaterial world of unextendcd purely spiritual

monads remains as independently real At other times the

monads, though in themselves immaterial, are viewed as con

stitutmg thiough their coexistence an independent material

world and a materially occupied space Every monad has

a spatial sphere of activity The material world is an
objective existence due to exteinal relations between the

monads, not a merely subjective existence internal to each

of them This alternation of standpoints enabled Leibniz’s

successois to deny that they were idealists
,
and as the moie

daring and speculative aspects of Leibniz’s teaching were
sluired over in the process of its populaiisation, it was the

second, less consistent view which gained the upper hand
Wolff, especially in his later writings denounces idealism

,

and in the current manuals, sections in refutation of

idealism became pait of the recognised philosophical teach

mg Idealism s*'ill, however continued to be used ambigu
ously, as signifying indifferently either denial of material

bodies or denial of things in themselves This is the dual

meaning which the term presents in Kant’s pre Critical

wiitings In his Diluadatto (1755 )
‘ he refutes idealism

by means of the principle that a substance cannot undergo
changes unless it is a substance independent of other sub
stances Obviously this argument can at most prove the

existence of an independent world, not that it is spatial or

material And as Vaihinger adds, it does not even rule out
the possibility that changes find their source in a Divine
Being In the Dreams of a Vtstonseer {1766)^ Swedenborg
IS described as an idealist, but without fuither specification of
the exact sense in which the term is employed In the

inaugural Di^settation ( 1770)^ idealism is again rejected, on
the ground that sense affection points to the presence of an
intelligible object or noumenon

In Kants class lectures on metaphysics,* which fall, in

part at least, between 1770 and 1781 ,
the teGOi idealism is

employed in a very different sense, which anticipates its use
in tl^e Appendix to the Prolegomena * The teaching of the
Dissertation, that things in themselves are knowable, is now
described as dogmatic, Platonic, mystical {schivarmertscker)

idealism He still rejects the idealism of Berkeley, and still

entitles it simply idealism, without limiting or descriptive

predicates But now also he employs the phrase “ problematic

* Section III , Prop XII Usus
• Tbeil II HauptstUck 11 IT ii p 364
* Politz’s edition (iSai}, pp 100 2

* 8 11
* If \y p 373 ff
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idealtsm ” as descriptive of his own new position This is, of

course, contrary to his invariable usage elsewhere, but is

interesting as showing that about this time his repugnance to

the term idealism begins to give way, and that he is willing to

recognise that the relation of the Ciitical teaching to idealism

IS not one of simple opposition He now begins to regard

idealism as a factor, though a radically transformed factor, in

his own philosophy
Study of the Critique reinforces this conclusion In the

Aesthetic Kant teaches the “tianscendental ideality” of space
and time

,
and in the Dialectic (in the fourth Pai alogtstn)

describes his position as idealism, though with the qualifying

predicate transcendental ^ But though this involves an exten
Sion of the previous connotation of the term idealism, and might
therefore have been expected to increase the existing confusion.

It has the fortunite effect of constiaining Kant to lecognise

and discriminate the various meanings in which it may be
emplo>ed This is done somewhat clumsily, as if it were a
kind of afterthought In the introductory syllogism of the

fouith Pataloqism Descartes' position and his oaii are referred

to simply as idealism and dualism lespectively The various

possible sub species of idealism as presented in the two
editions of the Critique and in the Prolegomena may be
tabulated as follows

^Material ^Sceptical ^Problematic (the position of Descartes)

Idealism'^ 1
|
Sceptical in the stricter and moie usual

sense (the position of Hume)

I

IDogmatic (the position of Berkeley)
V Formal or Ciitiral or T anscendental (Kant's oan position)

The distinction between pioblematic idealism and idealism

of the more strictly sceptical type is not clearly drawn by
Kant * Very strangely Kant in this connection never mentions
Hume the dfterence in B xxxix n is probably not to Hume
but to Jacobi Transcendental idealism is taken as involving
an empirical realism and dualism, and is set in opposition
to transcendental realism which is represented as involving
empirical idealism In B xxxix n Kant speaks of “ psycho-
logical idealism,’ meaning, as it would seem, material or non-
Ciitical idealism

* It may be noted that in the AatHettc (A 38«:B 55) Kant employs the term
ideali&m wnhout desenptive ej^thet in the same manner aa in nis pre Cntioal
wrings aa sigmfying aj>osition that must be rejected

* Cf below p 301 n
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In the second appendix to the Prolegomena Kane draws a

further distinction, in line with that already noted in his

lectures on metaphysics 1 abulated it is as follows

'Mvbtical, m the sense of belief in and reliance on a supposed
numan power of intellectual intuition It is described as

Idealism- idealism in the strict {etgenthch) sense—the position of the

Eleatics, of Plato and Berkeley
^Formal or Critical—Kant's own position

This latter classification can cause nothing but confusion

The objections that have to be made against it from Kant’s

own cntical standpoint are stated below ‘

Let us now consider, in the order of their presentation,

the various refutations of idealism which Kant has given in

his Cntical writings

I Befatation of Idealism as givenm First Edition of “ Critiiine

(A 366 80) — This refutation is mainly directed against

Descartes, who is mentioned by name in A 367 Kmt, as

Vaihinger suggests, was very probably led to recognise

Descartes position as a species of idealism in the couise of

a re study of Descartes before writing the section on the

Patalog\sms As already pointed out, this involves the use

of the term idealism in a much wider sense than that which
was usually given to it in Kant’s own day In the develop-

ment of his argument Kant also wavers between two very
different definitions of this idealism as being denial of
immediate certainty and as denial of all certainty * The
second interpretation, which would make it apply to Hume
rather than to Descartes, is strengthened in the minds
of his readers by his further distinction ® between dogmatic
and sceptical idealism, and the identification of the idealism

under consideration with the latter The title problematic
which Kant in the second edition applies to Descartes’

position suffers from this same ambiguity As a matter of
fact, Kant’s refutation applies equally well to ei^het position

The teaching of Berkeley, which coincides wiui dogmatic
idealism as here defined by Kant, namely, as consisting

in the contention that the conception of matter is inherently

contradictory, is not dwAt upon, and the appended promise
of refutation is not fulfilled

Descartes’ position is stated as follows only our own
existence and inner states are immediately apprehended by
us, all perceptions are modifications of inner sense, and

* Pp 307 8 * Cf A 368 9 and 37*
* A 377 a pasaage which bean signs of being a later interpolation

« Ba74
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the existence of external objects can theiefore be asserted

only by an inference from the inner perceptions viewed as

effects In criticism, Kant points out that since an effect

may result from more than one cause, this inference to a quite

determinate cause, viz objects as bodies in space, is doubtfully

legitimate I he cause of our inner states may he within and
not without us, and even if external, need not consist in

spatial objects Further, leaving aside the question of a

possible alternative to the assumption of independent material

bodies the assertion of the existence of such objects would*

on Descartes’ view, be merely conjectural It could never
have certainty in any degree equivalent to that possessed by
the experiences of inner sense

“By an idealist, therefore, we must not understand one who
denies the existence of outer objects of the senses but only one
who does not admit that their existence is knovin through immediate
peneption, and who therefore concludes that we can never, by
way of any possible experience, be completely certain of their

reality
” *

No soonei is the term idealist thus clearly defined than

Kant, in keeping with the confused character of the entire

section, proceeds to the asset tion («) that there are idealists

of another type, namely, transcendental idealists," and (^)

that the non transcendental idealists sometimes^ also adopt a
dogmatic position, not merely questioning the immediacy of

our knowledge of matter, but asserting it to be inherently

contradictory All this points to the composite origin of the

contents of this section

Transcendental idealism is opposed to empirical idealism

It maintains that phenomena are lepresentations merely, not
things in themselves Space and time are the sensuous forms
of our intuitions Empirical idealism, on the other hand,

goes together with transcendental realism It maintains that

space and time are given as real m themselves, in independence
of our sensibility (Transcendental here, as in the phrase
“ tianscendental ideality,” ® is exactly equivalent to transcend
ent) But such a contention is inconsistent with the other
mam tenet of empirical ideabsm For if oui inner repre
sentations have to be taken as entirely distinct from their

objects, they cannot yield assurance even of the existence

of these objects To the transcendental idealist no such
difficulty 15 presented His position naturally combines with
empiiical realism, or, as it may also be entitled, empirical

* A 3689 *A 369
'* Aa8aB44 Of above, pp ^[6 1 16 17
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dualism Material bodies in space, being merely subjective

representations, are immediately apprehended The existence

of matter can be established “ without our requiring to issue

out beyond our bare self consciousness or to assume anything

more than the certainty of the representations in us te of

the cogtto ergo sum '
^ Though the objects thus apprehended

are outside one another m space, space itself exists only in us

" Outer objects (bodies) are mere appearances and are therefore

oolhing but a species of my representations, the objects of which are

something only through these representations Apart from them
they are nothing Thus outer things exist as well as I myself, and
both, indeed upon the immediate wntness of my self conscious

ness
’ ^

The only difference is that the representation of the self

belongs only to inner, while extended bodies also belong to

outer sense There is thus a dualism, but one that falls

entirely within the field of consciousness, and which is therefore

empirical, not transcendental There is indeed a transcend

ental object which “ in the transcendental sense may be
outside us,"® but it is unknown and is not in question It

ought not to be confused with our representations of matter

and corporeal things

From this point* the argument becomes disjointed and
repeats itself, and there is much to be said in support of
the contention of Adickes that the remainder of the section

is made up of a number of separate interpolations® First,

Kant applies the conclusion established in the Postulates of
Einptttcal Thought viz that reality is revealed only in sensa

tion As sensation is an element in all outer perception

perception affords immediate certainty of real existence,

Kant next enteis* upon a eulogy of sceptical idealism as “a
benefactor of human reason ’ It brings home to us the utter

impossibility of proving the existence of matter on the
assumption that spatial objects are things in themselves, and
so constrains us to justify the assertions which we are at

every moment making And such justification is, Kant here
claims, only possible if we recognise that outer objects as
mere representations are immediately known In the next
paragraph we find a sentence which, together with the above
eulogistic estimate of the merits of idealism, shows how very

* A 370 • Loe eu * A 37a
^ A 373 Weil tndessen elc

* Adickes r^ards them as iater additions To judge by their content (cf
above, pp 204 n , 215 16 on Kant s doctrine of the transcendental object), they
are more probably of quite early origin

* A 37? 8
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fai" Kant, at the time of writing, was from feeling the need of

differentiating his position from that of subjectivism The
sentence is this

“We cannot be sentient of what is outside ourselves, but only

of what is in ourselves, ind the whole of our self consciousness

therefore yields nothing save merely our own determinations ’’

It IS probable, indeed, that the paragraph m which this

occurs IS of very eaily origin prior to the development of the

mam body of the Analytic ,
for in the same paragraph wei

also find the assertion, utterly at variance with the teaching

of the Analytic and with that of the first and third Paralogisms,

that " the thinking ego ” is known phenomenally as substance *

We seem justified in concluding that the various manuscripts

which have gone to form this section on the fourth Paralogism

were written at an early date within the Critical period

We may note in passing, two sentences in which, as

in that quoted above a distinction between representations

and their objects is recognised m wording if not in fact

“All outer perception furnishes immcdute proof of something

actual in space, or rather is the actual itself To this extent empirical

realism is beyond question, it there corresponds to our outer

perceptions something actual in space
” ‘

Again in A 377 the assertion occurs that “our outer

senses, as regards the data from which expeiience can arise,

have their actual corresponding objects in space” Certainly

these statements, when taken together with the other passages
in this section, form a sufficiently strange combination of
assertion and denial Either there is a distinction between
representation and its object or there is not

,
if the former,

then objects in space are not merely representations
,

if the

Jattcr, then the “correspondence" is merely that of a thing

with Itself®

This refutation of idealism will not itself stand cnticistn.

For two separate reasons it entirely fails to attain its

professed end In the first place, it refutes the position of
Descartes only by viitually accepting the still more extreme

* Adickes argues that this paragraph is subsequent to the mam body of the
Analytic but that is in keeping with the tendency which he seems to show of

dating passages, ^hich cannot belong to the ‘Bnef Outline/’ later rather than
i*arher

* A 37S
* The remaining passages in the fourth PemUagtsm^ together with the

conespondmg passages in B 274 ft , ui Kant’s note to B xxxix, and in B 291 3,
are separately dealt with bdow, pp 308 ff

, 322 4^2 3
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position of Berkeley Outer objects, Kant argues, are im-

mediately known because they are ideas merely There is

no need for infeience, because there is no transcendence of

the domain of our inner consciousness In othei words Kant
refutes the problematic idealism of Descartes by means of

the more subjective idealism of Berkeley The “ dogmatic "

idealism of Berkeley in the form in which Kant here defines

it,^ namely, as consisting in the assertion that the notion of

an independent spatial object involves inherent contradictions,

is part of his own position For that reason he was bound
to fail in his promise* to refute such dogmatic idealism

Fortunately he nevei even attempts to do so In the second

place, Kant ignores the fact that he has himself adopted an
“ idealist ” view of inner experience Inner experience is not
for him, as it was for Descartes, the immediate apprehension

of genuine leality As it is only appearance the incorpora

tion of outer experience within it, so far from establishing the

reality of the objects of outer sense, must lather prove the

direct contrary No moie is really established than Descartes

himself invariably assumes, namely, the actual existence

of mental representations of a corporeal woild in space

Descartes’ further assertion that the world of things in them
selves •ran be inferred to be material and spatial, Kant, of

course, refuses to accept On this latter point Kant is in

essential agreement with Berkeley
It IS by no means surprising that Kant’s first critics,®

puzzled and bewildered by the obscurer and more difficult

portions of the Critique^ should have based their interpretation

of Kant s general position largely upon the above passages

,

and that in combining the extreme subjective idealism w hich

Kant there advocates with his doctrine that the inner life of

ever changing experiences is itself merely ideal, should have
come to the conclusion that Kant s position is an extension of
that of Berkeley Pistonus objected that in making outer

appearances relative to an inner consciousness which is itself

wpearance, Kant is reducing everything to mere illusion

Hamann came to the somewhat similar conclusion, that Kant,
notwithstanding his very different methods of argument, is “ a
Prussian Hume,” in substantial agreement with his Scotch
predecessor

II "Prolegomena, Section 13, Notes 11 and in—In the
Prolegomena Kant replies to the criticism which the first

edition of the Critique had called forth, that his position is an

A 377 * Bg Gstve® Ltc etf
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extension of the idealism of Descartes, and even more
thoroughgoing than that of Berkeley Idealism he redefines

m a much narrower sense, which makes it applicable only to

Berkeley

“ as consisting in the assertion that there are none but thmkuig

beings, and that all other things which we suppose ourselves to

perceive in intuition are nothing but representations in the thinking

beings, to which no object external to them corresponds in fact
” *

In reply Kant affirms his unwavering belief in the reality

of Dtnge an stch

“ which though quite unknown to us as to what they are in

themselves, we yet know by the representations which their influence

on our sensibility procures us Can this be termed idealism?

It is the very contrary ’ *

Kant adds that his position is akin to that of Locke, differing

only in his assertion of the subjectivity of the primary as

well as of the secondary qualities

“ I should be glad to know what my assertio is ought to have
been m order to avoid all idealism I suppose 1 ought to have said,

not only that the representation of space is perfectly conformable to

the relation which our sensibility has to objects (for that I hahre said),

but also that it is completely similar to them—^an assertion in which
I can find as little meaning as if I said that the sensation of red has

a similarity to the property of cinnabar which excites this sensation

in me ” •

Kant IS here very evidently using the term idealism in the
narrowest possible meaning, as representing only the position

of Berkeley, and as excluding that of Descartes and Leibniz
Such employment of the *^erm is at variance with his own
previous usage Though idealism heie corresponds to the
“ dogmatic idealism " of A 377, it is now made to concern the
assertion or dcnia’ of things in themselves, not as previously

the problem of the reality of material objects and of space
Kant IS also ignoring the fact, which he more than once points
out in the Critique, that his philosophy cannot prove that the
cause of our sensations is without and not within us His
use of “body' * as a name for the thing in itself is likewise

without justification This passage is mainly polemical , it is

hardly more helpful than the criticism to which it was designed
to reply

'

In Section 13, Note iti, Kant meets the still more

' g 13 IV IV pp 388 9 Eng tnuiL p 43 * Zac tU «
' 0/ pp 90 Eng tnms pp 43 4« * In jlote If
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extreme criticism (made by Pistoims), that his sys^-em turns

all the things of the woild into mere illusion (Sc/iem) He
distinguishes transcendental idealism from “ the mystical and
visionary idealism of Berkeley” on the one hand, and on the

other from the Cartesian idealism which would convert mere

representations into things in themselves To obviate the

ambiguities of the term transcendental, he declares that his

own idealism may perhaps more fitly be entitled Critical This

distinction between mystical and Critical idealism connects

with the contents of the second pait of the Appendix, treated

below*

III “ Prolegomena, Section 49—-This is simply a repetition

of the digumcnt of the fourth Patalo^sm The Cartesian

idealism, now (as in B 274) named material idealism, is alone

refen ed to The Cartesian idealism does nothing, Kant says,

but distinguish external experience fiom dreaming There is

here again the same confusing use of the term ‘coiresponds "

“That something actual without us not only corresponds but

must correspond to our external perceptions can likewise be

proved ’ ^

IV> “ Prolegomena, Second Part ofthe Appendix—Kant here

returns to the distinction, drawn in Section 13, Note 111,

between what he now calls “idealism proper {etgenthcher),"

^

t e visionary or mystical idealism, and his own

“ The position of all genmne idealists from the Eleatics to Bishop
Berkeley IS contained in this formula ‘All cognition through the

senses and experience is nothing but mere illusion, and only 111 the

ideas of pure understanding and Reason is there truth’ I he
fundamental principle ruling all my idealism, on the contrary, is

this 'All cognition of things solely from pure understanding or

pure Reason is nothmg but mere illusion and only in experience is

there truth
' ” *

This mode of defining idealism can, in this connection,

cause nothing but confusion Its inapplicability to Berkeley

,would seem to prove that Kant had no first-hand knowledge
bf Beikeley’s writings * As Kant’s Note to the Appendix to

the Prolegomena * shows, he also had Plato in mind But the
definition given of “ the fundamental principle ” of his own
idealism is almost equally misleading It omits the all-

* essential point, that for Kant experience itself yields truth

only by conforming to a prtort concepts As it is, he proceeds

2 i 49, W' IV 336 Eng trass p. 99 • Atthang, iv p 375 «
*

f#’’ IV p 374 Eng trass p 147 * Cf above, p ISS ^
» * IV p 375 (
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to criticise Berkeley for failure to supply a sufficient criterion

of distinction between truth and illusion Such criterion, he
insists, IS necessarily a pttort The Ciitical idealism diffeis*

from that of Berkeley in maintaining that space and time,

though sensuous, are a prtort, and that in combination with

the pure concepts of understanding they

“ prescribe a prtort its law to all possible experience the law

which at the same time yields the sure cnterion for distinguishing

within experience truth from illusion My so-called idealism—which
properly speaking is Critical idealism—is thus quite peculiar in that

It overthrows ordinary idealism, and that through it all a prtort

cognition, even that of geometry, now attiins objective reality a

thing which even the keenest realist could not assert till I had
proved the ideality of space and time ” *

V Sections added in Second Edition at the Conclusion of the

Aesthetic (B 69 ff)—Kant heie again replies to the criticism

of Pistoiius that all existence has been reduced to the lev^l

of illusion {Schetti) His defence is twofold fiist, that in

naming objects appearances he means to indicate that they are

independently grounded, or, as he states it, are “something
actually given ’ If we wwinterpiet them, the result is indeed

illusion, but the fault then lies with ourselves and not with the

appearances as piesented Secondly, he argues that the

doctrine of the ideality of space and time is the only secure

safeguard against scepticism For otherwise the contradictions

which result from regarding space and time as independently
real will likewise hold of their contents, and everything,

including even our own existence, will be rendered illusory

"The good Berkeley [observing these contiadictions] cannot,

indeed, be blamed for reducing bodies to mere illusion ” This
last sentence may perhaps be taken as supporting the view
that notwithstanding the mu eased popularity of Berkeley

in Germany and the appearance of new translations in these

very years, Kant has not been sufficiently interested to acquire

fiist hand knowledge of Berkeley's writings ® The epithet

employed is characteristic of the rather depieciatory attitude

which Kant invariably adopts in speaking of Berkeley

VI “Befutation of Idealism in Second Edition of tlis

“ Critique (B 274-9, supplemented by note to B xxxix )
—

Ihe refutation opens by equating idealism with material

idealism (so named in contradistinction to his own “ formal
or rather Critical ” teaching) Within material idealism Kant

‘ If' nr )> 375 Eng trsnt p 147 8 * Cf above, p. 156
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distingfuishes between the problemattc idealism of Descartes,

and the dogmatic idealism of Berkeley The latter has, he
says, been overthrown in the Aestfuttc The former ilone is

dealt with in this refutation This is the fiist occuirenct in

the Critique of the expression “ problematic idealism ” it is

nowhere employed in the first edition ^ Problematic idealism

consists in the assertion that we are incapable of having

experience of any existence save our own
,
only our inner

states are immediately apprehended
,

all other existences

are determined by infeience from them The refutation

consists in the pioof that we have experience, and not mere
imagination of outer objects This is proved by showing
that inner experience, unquestioned by Descartes, is possible

only on the assumption of outer experience, and that this

latter is as immediate and direct as is the former

Thesis —The empirically determined consciousness of my
own existence proves the existence of objects in space

outside me ®

Proof—I am conscious of my own existence as determined

in time Time deteimination presupposes the perception of

something permanent But nothing peimanent is intuitable

in the empirical self On the cognitive side (/ e omitting

feelings, etc ,
which in this connection are irrelevant), it

consists solely of representations and these demand a per-

manent, distinct from ourselves, in relation to which their

changes, and so my own existence in the time wherein they
change, may be determined ® Thus perception of this per

manent is onlypossible through a thing outside,and notthrough
the mere representation ofa thing outside And the same must
hold true of the determination of my existence in time, since

this also depends upon the apprehension of the permanent
That IS to say, the consciousness of my existence is at the

same time an immediate awareness of the existence of othir

things outside me
In the note to the Preface to the second edition^ occurs

the following emphatic statement

“ Representation of something permanent m existence is not the

same as permanent representation I* or though the representation

[of the permanent] may be very changing and variable like all our
other representations, not exceptmg those of matter, it yet refers to

* As already noted above p 299, it is employed by Kant m his lectures on
Metaphysics

^ Kant s phrase “ in space outside me ” is on Kant s principles really

pleonastic Cf Prolegomena) § 49 Kng trans p 101 ‘ the notion ‘outside
me’ only sigmfies existence in space * Cf A 373

* Cf text as altered by note to B xxxviu * B xxxix
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something permanent This latter mast therefore be an external

thing distinct from all my representations, and its existence must be
included in the determination of my own existence, constitutmg with

It but a single experience such as would not take place even

internally if it were not also at the same time, in part, external

How this should be possible we are as little capable of explain

ing further as we are of accounting for our being able to think

the abiding in time, the coexistence ot which with tht varnble

generates the conception of change

The argument of this note varies from that of B 274 ff

only m its use of an ambiguous expression which is perhaps
capable of being taken as referring to things in themselves,

but which does not seem to have that meaning ‘ I am
just as certainly conscious that there are things outside me
which relate to my sense

”

In B 277 8 Kant refers to the empirical fact that deter

mination of time can be made only by relation to outer

happenings in space, such as the motion of the sun This is

a point which is further developed in another passage which
Kant added in the second edition

“ in order to understand the possibility of things in conformity

with the categpries, and so to demonstrate the objective reality

of the latter, we need not merely intuitions, but intuitions that are

in all cases outer intuitions When, for instance, we take the pure
concepts of relation, we find firstly that in order to obtain something
permanent in mtuition corresponding to the concept of substance,

and so to demonstrate the objective reality of this concept, we
require an intuition in space (of matter) For space alone is deter

mined as permanent, while time, and therefore everything that is in

inner sense, is m constant flux Secondly, in order to exhibit change

as the intuition corresponding to the concept of causality, wt must
take as our example motion, t e change in space Only in this way
can we obtain the intuition of changes, the possibility of which can
never be comprehended through any pure understanding For
change is combination of contradictorily opposed determmations in

the existence of one and the same thing Now how it is possible

that from a given state of a thing an opposite state should follow,

not only cannot be conceived by any reason without an example,
but IS actually incomprehensible to reason without intuition The
intuition required is the Intuition of the movement of a point in

space The presence of the point in different spaces (as a sequence
of opposite determinations) is what first yields to us an intuition

of change For m order that we may afterwards make mner
changes likewise thinkaUe, we must represent time (the form of
inner sense) figuratively as a line, and the mner change thtough
the drawing of this line (motion), and so in this manner by means
of outer intuition make comprehensible the successive existence of
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1

ourselves in different states The reason of this is that all change,

if It IS indeed to be perceived as change, presupposes something per

manent in intuition, and that in inner sense no permanent intuition

iS to be met with Last!), the possibility of the category of com

mumty cannot be comprehended through mere reason alone Its

objective reality is not to be understood without intuition and indeed

outer intuition m space ’ *

In this passage Kant is modifying the teaching of the first

edition in two very essential respects In the fiist place, he is

now asserting that consciousness of both space and motion is

necessary to consciousness of time
,
* and in the second place,

he is maintaining that the categortes can acquire meaning
only by reference to outer appeal ances Had Kant made all

the necessary alterations which these new positions involve,

he would, as we shall find,® have had entirely to recast the

chapters on Schemaitsm and on the Pitnaples of Undet
standing Kant was not, however, prepared to make such

extensive alterations, and these chapters are therefoie left

practically unmodified This is one of the many important

points in which the reader is compelled to reinterpret passages

of earlier date in the light of Kant’s later utterances There
IS also a further difficulty Does Kant, in maintaining that

the categories can acquire significance only in reference to

outer perception, also mean to assert that their subsequent
employment is limited to the mechanical world of the material

sciences ? This is a point in regard to which Kant makes no
quite direct statement

,
but indiiectly he would seem to

indicate that that was not his intention * He frequently

speaks of the states of inner sense as rrechanically conditioned

Sensations,® feelings, and desires," aie, he would seem to

1 B 29Z 2 The remaining points in L 274 fT as well as in B xxxix n aie

separately dealt with below p 322 ff

^ The nearest approach to such teaching in the first edition is in A 33 = B 50
Cf above pp 135 8

* Cf below pp 333 341 360 384 5
* Adamson {Development ^ Modan Philosophy \ p 241) lakes the opposite

view as to what is Kant s intended teaching but remarks upon its inconsistency

with Kants own fundamental principles Now m truth Kant grievously

endangers his own doctrine by insisting on the absence of a pnon elements from
our apprehension of the mental life ^ for it follows from that, if taken rigorously

that according to Kant sense and understanding are not so much sources which
unite m producing knowledge as severally sources of distinct kinds of apprehen
Sion If we admit at all, in respect to inner sensS that there is some kind of
apprehension without the work of understanding then it has been acknowledged
that sense is per se adequate to furnish a kind of apprehension As pointed out
above (p 296) by the same line of reasoning Kant is disabled from viewmg inner

consuousness as merely reflective In other words it can neither be more im
mediate nor less sensuous than outer perception Cf below, pp 361, n 3, 384 5

• Above pp xlvi, 275 8a , below pp 313 14 384 S
• Above, pp 276, 279 80 below, pp 312 384 5
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assert, integral parts of the unitary system of phenomenal
existence Such a view is not, indeed, easily reconcilable
with his equating of the principle of substance with the
principle of the conservation of matter ^ There are here
two conflicting positions which Kant has failed to reconcile

the traditional dualistic attitude of Cartesian physics and
the quite opposite implications of his Critical phenomenalism
When the former is being held to, Kant has to maintain
that psychology can never become a science

,
but his Critical

teaching consistently developed seems rather to support the
view that psychology, despite special difficulties peculiar to
Its subject matter, can be developed on lines strictly ana-
logous to those of the material sciences

We may now return to Kants mam argument This new
refutation of idealism in the second edition differs from that
given in the fourth Paralogism of the first edition, not only in

method of argument but also in the nature of the conclusion
which it seeks to establish Indeed it proves the direct opposite
of what IS asserted in the first edition The earlier pioof
sough* to show that, as regards immediacy of apprehension
and subjectivity of existence outer appearances stand on the
same level as do our inner experiences The proof of the
second edition, on the other hand, argues that though outei
appearances are immediately appiehended they must be
existences distinct fiom the subjective states through which
the mind represents them The two arguments agree, indeed,
m establishing immediacy, but as that which is taken as
immediately known is in the one case a subjective state and
in the other is an independent existence, the immediacy calls
in the two cases for entirely different methods of proof
The first method consisted in viewing outer experiences as
a subdivision within our inner experiences The new method
views their i elation as not that of including and included,

^ Cf below p 361
* Cf Metaphysical first Principles ofNatural Sctence{\*i%(>) W iv pp 470 1

It should be observed however that the reasons which Kant gives in this treatis<i
for denying that psychology can ever become more than a merely historical or
descriptive discipline are not that the objects of inner sense fall outside the realm
of mechanically determined existence Kant makes no assertion that even
distantly implies any such view His rea ons are—(i) that as time has only one
dimension the main body of mathematical science is not applicable to the
phenomena of inner sense and their laws (2) that such phenomena are capable
only of a merely ideal not of an experimental analysis (3) that as the objects
of inner sense do not consist of parts outside each other their parts are not
substances and may therefore be conceived as diminishing m intensity or passing
out of existence without prejudice to the principle of the permanence of substance
{op cit p 54a quoted below p 361, « a) (4) that inner observation is limited
to the mdividual s own existence , (5) that the very act of introspection alters the
Slate ot the object observed
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but of conditioning and conditioned ,
and it is now to outer

experience that the primary position is assigned So far is

outer experience from being possible only as part of inner

experience, that on the contrary inner experience, conscious

ness of the flux of inner states, is only possible in and through

experience of independent material bodies in space A
sentence from each proof will show how completely then con

elusions are opposed

“ Outer objects (bodies) are mere appearances, and are therefore

nothing but a species of my representations, the objects of whu h are

something only through these representations Apart from them
they are nothing ” ’ “ Perception of this permanent is possible only

through a thing outside me, and not through the mere rept esentation

of a thing outside me ” “

The one sentence asserts that outer objects are represen

tations ,
the other argues that they must be existences distinct

from their repiesentations The one inculcates a subjec

tivism of a veiy extreme tyj^e
,
the other lesults in a realism,

which though ultimately phenomenalist, is none the less

genuinely objective in character This difference is paral

leled by the nature of the idealisms to which the two
proofs arc opposed and which they profess lo refute The
argument of the Paralognnt of the first edition is itself

Berkeleian, and lefutcs only the problematic idealism of
Descaitcs The argument of the second edition, though
formally directed only against Descartes, constitutes a no
less complete refutation of the position of Berkeley In its

realism it has kinship with the positions of Arnauld and of Reid,
while, in attempting to combine this realism with due recogni

tion of the force and validity of Hume’s sceptical philosophy.
It breaks through all previous classifications, formulates a pro-
foundly original substitute for the previously existing theories,

and inaugurates a new era in the theory of knowledge
As already pointed out,‘ Kant restates the distinction

between the subjective and the objective in a manner which
places the problem of knowledge in an entirely new light

The subjective is not to be regarded as opposite in nature to
the objective, but as a subspecies within it It does not pro
ceed parallel with the sequence of natural existences, but is

itself part of the natural system which consciousness reveals

Sensations, in the form in which they are consciously appre
bended by us, do not constitute our consciousness of nature,

* A 370
* B 275 These two sentences are cited m this connection by Vaihinger

Strfusiuretr Abkandlungen aur Phtlesophti (i9&4,) p 131
* Above, pp xlv vii, 279 ff
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but are themselves events which are possible only under the

conditions which the natural world itself supplies^ The
Cartesian dualism of the subjective and the objective is thus

subordinated to the Critical distinction between appearance and
reality Kant’s phenomenalism is a genuine alternative to the

Beikcleian teaching, and not, as Schopenhauer and so many
others have sought to maintain, merely a variant upon it

The striking contradiction between Kant’s various refuta

tions of idealism has led some ot Kant’s most competent
critics to give a different interpietation of the argument of the
second edition fiom that given above These critics take the

independent and permanent objects which are distinguished

from our subjective representations to be things in themselves
That IS to say, they interpiet this refutation as based upon
Kant s semi Critical doctrine of the transcendental object (in

the foim in which it is employed for the solution of the

Antinoimes) and so as agreeing with the refutation given in

the Pi oles;ometm ® Kant is taken as i ejecting idealism because
of his belief in things in themselves This is the view adopted
by Benno Lidmann,® Sidgwick,* A J Balfour®

As Vaihinger,*' Caird,’ and Adamson® have shown, such
an interpretation is at complete variance with the actual

text This IS, indeed, so obvious upon unbiassed eJcamina
tion that the only point which repays discussion is Jbe

question, why Benno Erdmann and those who follow him
should have felt constrained to place so unnatural an inter

pretation upon Kant s words The explanation seems to he
in Erdmann’s convinced belief, plainly shown iij all his writings

upon Kant, that the Critique expounds a single consistent and
uniform standpoint ® If such belief be justified, there is no
alternative save to interpret Kant’s refutation of idealism in

the manner which Erdmann adopts For as the subjectivism

of much of Kant’s teaching is beyond question, consistency

can be obtained only by sacrifice of all that conflicts with it

Thus, and thus alone, can Erdmann’s rendering of the refuta

tion of the second edition be sustained
,
the actual wording,

' Cf also above, pp 275 7 * § 13 Anmerkung II
3 Anttcismu^ p 19/ ff

^ IV p 408 (1880) V p III
* A Defence ofPhilosopku Doubt (1879), p 107 ff Mind in p 481

,

IV p ns VI p 260 ® Op at p 128 ff
‘ Cntual ntlosophy 1 632 flf Mind w pp 112 i

,

v p 115
* Pbe Philosophy ofKant

^

p 249 ff

® The one fundamental question to which Erdmann would seem to allow that
kant gives conflicting answers 1$ as to whether or not categories can be tran
scendently employed The assumption of a uniform teaching is especially

obvious m Sidgwicks comments cf Mmd (t88o), v p 113, Lectures m
the Pkdosophy of Kant <1905), p 28
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taken in and by itself, does not support it Kant here departs
from his own repeated assertion, in the second hardly less

than in the first edition of the Crtttgue, of the subjectivity

of outer appearances But, as Vaihinger justly contends,
Kant was never greatei than in this violation of self con
Sistency, “never more consistent than in this inconsistency”
Tendencies, previously active but hitheito inarticulate, are
at last liberated If the chrysalis stage of the intense brooding
of the twelve years of Critical thinking was completed in the
writing of the first edition of the Critique, the philosophy
which then emerged only attains to mature stature in those
extensions of the Ctitique, scattered through it from Pteface
to Paralogisnii, which embody this realistic theory of the
independent existence of material nature For this theory is

no mere external accretion, and no mere reversal of subordi
nate tenets, but a 1 ipening of germinal ideas to which, even
in their more embryonic form, the earlier Critical teaching
owed much of its inspiration, and which, when consciously
adopted and maturely formulated, constitute such a deepening
of its teaching as almost amounts to transformation The
individual self is no longer viewed as being the bearer of
nature, but as its offspring and expression, and as being, like

nature, interpretable in its twofold aspect, as appearance
and as noumenally grounded The bearer of appearance is

not the individual subject, but those transcendental creative
agencies upon which man and nature alike depend Both
man and nature tianscend the forms in which they are appre-
hended

,
and nothing in experience justifies the giving of such

priority to the individual mind as must be involved in any
acceptance of subjectivist theory Though man is cognisant
of space and time, comprehending them within the limits of
his consciousness, and though in all experience unities are
involved which cannot originate within or be explained by
experience, it is no less true that man is himself subject to the
conditions of space and time, and that the synthetic unities
which point beyond experience do not carry us to a merely
individual subject If man is not a part or product of nature,
neither is nature the product of man Kant’s transcendent-
alism, in Its maturest form, is genuinely phenomenalist in

character That is the view which has already been developed
above, in the discussion of Kant’s transcendental deduction I

shall strive to confirm it by comparison of the teaching of the
two editions of the Critique in regard to the reality of outer
appearances

Schopenhauer, to whom this new development of the
Critical teaching was altogether anathema, the cloven hoof of
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the Hegelian here&ies, denounced it as a temporary and ill

judged distortion of the true Critical position, maintaining
that it IS incapable of combination with Kant’s central teach

mg, and that it finds no support in the tenets, pure and
unperverted, of the first edition Kant, he holds, is here

untrue to himself, and temporarily, under the stres*- of

polemical discussion, lapses from the heights to which he
had successfully made his way, and upon which he had
securely established, in agreement with Plato and in extension
of Berkeley, the doctrine of all genuine philosophical thinking,

the doctrine of the IVe/i a/s Vorstellung

We may agree with Schopenhauer in regarding those

sections of the first edition of the Ctt/tque which weie omitted
in the second edition as being a permanently valuable expres*-

sion ot Kantian thought, and as containing much that finds

no equally adequate expression in the passages which were
substituted for them

,
and yet may challenge his interpreta

tion of both editions alike If, as we have ahead}' been
arguing, we must regard Kant’s thinking as in large degree
tentative that is, as progressing by the experimental following

out of divergent tendencies, we may justly maintain that

among the most characteristic featuies of his teaching are the

readiness with which he makes changes to meet deeper
insight, and the persistency with which he strives to attain a

position in which there will be least sacrifice or blurring of

any helpful distinction, and fullest acknowledgment of the

manifold and diverse consideiations that are really essential

Recognising these features, we shall be prepared to question
the legitimacy of Schopenhauers opposition between the

teaching of the two editions We shall rather expect to find

that the two editions agree in the alternating statement and
letrdction of conflicting positions, and that the later edition,

however defective in this or that aspect as compared with
the fiist edition, none the less expresses the maturer insight,

and represents a further stage in the development of ideas

that have been present from the start It may perhaps for

this very reason be more contradictory in its teaching
,

it

will at least yield clearer and more adequate foimulation of
the diverse consequences and conflicting implications of the
earlier tenets It will be richer in content, more open-eyed
in its adoption of mutually contradictory positions, freer

therefore from unconscious assumptions, and better fitted to

supply the data necessary for judgment upon its own defects

Only those critics who are blind to the stupendous difficulties

of the tasks which Kant here sets himself, and credulous of
their speedy and final completion, can complain of the result
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Philosophical thinl ers of the most diverse schools in Geimany

,

France, and England, have throughout the nineteenth century

received from the Cftitgue much of their inspiration The
profound influence which Kant has thus exercised upon sue

ceeding thought must surely be reckoned a greatei achieve

ment than any that could have resulted from the constiucting

of a system so consistent and unified, that the alternative

would he only between its acceptance and its rejection Ulti

mately the value of a philosophy consists more in the richness

of Its content and the comprehensiveness of its dialectic,

than in the logical perfection of its formal structure The
latter quality is especially unfitted to a philosophy which
mauguiated a new era, and formulated the older problems in

an altogether novel manner Under such conditions fertility

of suggestion and leadiness to modify or even recast adopted
positions, openness to fuller insight acquired through the very

solutions that may at first have seemed to satisfy and close the

issues, are more to be valued than the power to remove
contradictions and attain consistency This is the point of

view which I shall endeavour to justify in reference to the

matters now before us In particular there are two points to be

settled first, whether and how far the argument of the second

edition is prefigured in the first edition
,
and secondly,

whethei and to what extent it harmonises with, ind gives

expression to, all that is most central and genuinely Critical

in both editions

In the first place we must observe that the fourth Para
logtsm occurs in a section which bears all the signs of having

been independently written and incorporated later into the

main text It is ceitainly of earlier origin than those sections

which represent the third and fourth layers of the deduction

of the first edition, and very possibly was composed in the

middle 'seventies Indeed, apart from single paragraphs

which may have been added in the process of adapting it

to the main text, it could quite well, so far as its refutation

of idealism is concerned, be of even earlier date The
question as to the consistency of the refutation of the second
edition with the teaching of the first edition must therefore

chiefly concern those parts of the Analytic which connect with

the later forms of the transcendental deduction, that is to

say, with the transcendental deduction itself, with the Analogies

and Postulates^ and with particular paragraphs that have l^n
added in other sections We have already noted how Kant
from the very first uses terms which involve the drawing of

a distinction between representations and their objects Pas
sages in which this distinction oepurs can be cited from both
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the Aeithettc and the Analytic^ and two such occur m the

fourth Paralogism itself ‘ Objects, he says, “correspond” to

their representations A variation in expression is found in

such passages as the following

“ the objects of outer perception also actually exist {auth

wirkluh Sind) in that very form in which they are intuited in

space ”

®

Such language is meaningless, and could never have
been chosen, if Kant had not, even in the earlier stages of

his thinking, postulated a difference between the existence

of an object and the existence of its representation He
must at least have distinguished between the representations

and their content That however, he could have done with

out advancing to the further assertion of their independent

existence Probably he was not at all cleai in his own mind,

and was too preoccupied with the other complexities of his

problem, to have thought out his position to a definite decision

When, however, as in the fourth Paralogism, he made any
attempt so to do, he would seem to have felt constrained to

adopt the extreme subjectivist position Expressions to that

effect are certainly very much more common than those

above mentioned This is what affords Schopenhauer such

justification, certainly very strong, as he can cite for regarding

subjectivism as the undoubted teaching of the first edition

When, however, we also take account of the very different

teaching which is contained in the important section on the

Postulates of Empirical Thought, the balance of evidence is

decisively altered The counter teaching which is suggested

by certain of the conflicting factors of the transcendental

deduction and of the Analogies, here again receives clear and
detailed expression This is the more significant, as it is in

this section that Kant sets himself formally to define what is

to be understood by empirical reality It thus contains his,

so to speak, official declaration as to the mode of exist-

ence possessed by outer appearances The passage chiefly

relevant is as follows

“ If the existence of the thing is bound up with some percep-

tions according to the pnnciples of their empincal connection (the

Analogies), we can determine its existence antecedently to the

perception of it, and consequently, to that extent, m an a pnori

manner For as the existence of the thing is bound up with our

perceptions in a possible experience, we are able in the senes of

possible perceptions, and under the guidance of the Analogies, to

make the transition from our actu^ perception to the thmg m
* A 491 aB 520’ Cf above pp 3034
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«

question Thus we discover the existence of a magnetic matter

pervading all bodies from the perception of the attricted iron filings,

although the constitution of our organs cuts us off from all immediate

perception of that matter For in accordance with the laws of

sensibility and the connection of our perceptions in a single txptri

ence, we should, were our senses more refined, actuall) experience

it in an immediate empirical intuition The grossness of our senses

does not in any way decide the form of possible experience in

general ’ *

Now it cannot, of course, be argued that the above passage
13 altogether unambiguous We can if we feel sufficiently

constrained thereto, place upon it an mterpietation which
would harmonise it with Kint’s more usual subjectivist teach

mg, namely as meaning that in the progressive construction

of experience, or in the ideal completion which follows upon
assumption of more icfined sense oigans, possible empirical

realities are made to become, or are assumed to become, real,

but that until the possible experiences ire thus 1 calised in fac^

or in ideal hypothesis, they exist outwaidly only in the foim
of their noumenal conditions And as a matter of fact, this

is how Kant himself interprets the teaching of this section in

the process of applying it in solution of the antinomies

“Acaordingly, if I represent to myself the aggregate of all objects

of the senses existing in all time and all places, 1 do not set them,

antecedently to experience, in space and time The representation

IS nothing but the thought of a possible expenence in its absolute

completeness Since the objects are mere representations, only in

such a possible expenence are they given To say that they exist

prior to all my experience can only be taken as meaning that they

will be met with, if, starting from actual perception, I advance to that

part of experience to which they belong 1 he cause of the empirical

conditions of this advance (that which determines what members I

shall meet with, or how far I can meet with any such in my regress)

is transcendental, and is therefore necessarily unknown to me We
are not, however, concerned with this transcendental cause, but

only with the rule of progression in that experience in which objects,

that IS to say appearances, are given Moreover, in outcome it

IS a matter of indifference whether I say that in the empincal progress

in space I can meet with stars a hundred times farther removed than

the outermost now perceptible to me, or whether I say that they are

perhaps to be met with m cosmical space even though no human
being has ever perceived or ever will perceive them For though

they might be given as things in themselves, without relation to

possible expenence, they are still nothmg to me, and therefore are

not objects, save m so far as they are contamed m the series of the

empincal regress
” *

* s

> A 22$ 6=B 273 • A 495 6*8543 4
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V.

But though this IS a possible interpretation of tibe teach

ing of the Postulates^ and though further it is Kant’s own
interpretation in another portion of the Cnttque it is not by
any means thereby decided that this is what the section itself

actually teaches Unbiassed study of the section, in inde

pendence of the use to which it is elsewheie put, can find

within It no such limitation to its assertion of the actual

independent existence of non-perceived bodies We have
to lemcmber that the doctrine and solution of the Anhnomtes
was completed prior to the writing of the central portions of
the Critique The section treating of their solution seems,

indeed, in certain parts to be later ^ than the other mam
portions of the chapter on the Antinomies

^

and must have
been at least recast after completion of the Postulates But
the subjectivist solution is so much simpler in statement, so

much more fully worked out, and indeed so much more
capable of definite formulation, and also so much more at one
with the teaching developed in the preceding chapter on the

Paralogisms^ that even granting the doctrine expounded in

the section on the Postulates to be genuinely phenomenalist,

It IS not surprising that Kant should have been unwilling

to recast his older and simpler solution of the Antinomies
In any case we are not concerned to argue that Kant, even
after formulating the phenomenalist view, yields to it an
unwavering adherence As I have alieady insisted, his atti

tude continues to the very last to be one of alternation

between two opposed standpoints

But the most significant feature of Kant’s treatment of
the argument of the Postulates still remains for consideration

It was in immediate succession to the paragraph above quoted*
that Kant, in the second edition, placed his '^'Refutation of
Idealism ” with the emphatic statement that this (not as m
the first edition in connection with the Paralogisms') was its

“ correct location ” It is required, he says, as a reply to an
objection which the teaching of the Postulates must at once
suggest The argument of the second edition in proof of the

ind^ependcnt reality of material bodies, and in disproof of

subjectivism, is thus given by Kant as a necessary extension
and natural supplement of the teaching of the first edition

There is therefore reason foi concluding that the same
preconception which has led to such radical misinterpretation

of Kant’s Refutation ofIdealism has been at work m ihducing

a false reading of Kant’s argument in the Postulates, namely
the belief that Kant’s teaching proceeds on consistent lines,

and that it must at all costs be harmonised with itself

^ Cf below, p |o6 * Viz. A 235 6sB 273
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Finding 3ubjectivism to be emphatically and unambiguously
inculcated in all the main sections of the Critique, and the

phenomenalist views, on the other hand, to be stated in a
much less definite and somewhat elusive manner, commen
tators have impoverished the Critical teaching by suppres

Sion of many of its most subtile and progressive doctrines

Kant’s experimental, tentative development of divergent

tendencies is surely prefeiable to this artificial product of

high handed and unsympathetic emendation

INNER SENSE AND APPERCEPTION

We are now in position to complete our treatment of
inner sense When the inner world of feelings, volitions,

and representations is placed on the same empirical level

as the outer world of objects in space, when the two are

correlated and yet also at the same time sharply dis

tinguished, when, further, it is maintained that objects in

space exist independently of their representations, and that

in this independence they are necessaiy for the possibility

of the latter, the whole aspect of the Critical teaching under
goes a* genial and welcome transformation Instead of the

forbidding doctrine that the world in space is merely my
repiesentation, we have the very different teaching that only
through consciousness of an independent world m space is

consciousness of the inner subjective life possible at all, and
that as each is “ external ’ to the other, neither can be reduced
to, or be absorbed within, the other The inner representa

tions do not produce or generate the spatial objects, do not
even condition their existence, but are required only for the
individual s empirical consciousness of them Indeed the

relations previously holding between them are now reversed

It IS the outei world which renders the subjective representa

tions possible The former is prior to the latter
,
the latter

exist in order to reveal the former The outer world in space
must, indeed, be regarded as conditioned by, and relative to,

the noumenal conditions of its possibility, but these, on
Kant’s doctrine of outer and inner sense, are distinct from
all experienced contents and from all experienced mental
processes This will at once be recognised as holding of the
noumenal conditions of the given manifold But it is equally

true, Kant maintains, in regard to the noumenal conditions

of our mental life We have no immediate knowledge of
the transcendental syntheses that condition all consciousness,

and in our complete ignorance of their specific nature they

Y
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cannot legitimately be equated with any individual or personal

agent As the empirical self is only what it is known as,

namely, appearance, it cannot be the bearer of appearance

This function falls to that which underlies both inner and
outer appearances equally, and which within experience gams
twofold expression for itself, in the conception of the thing

in itself=;r on the one hand, and in the correlative conception

of a tianscendental subject, likewise =4:, on the other

But with mention of the transcendental subject we are

brought to a problem which in the second edition inviiiably

accompanies Kant’s discussion of inner sense The ‘ I think
’

of apperception can find expression only in an empirical

judgment, and yet, so far from being the outcome of inner

sense, preconditions its possibility What then is its relation

to inner sense ? Does not its recognition conflict with Kant’s

denial of the possibility of self conscious reflection, of direct

intuitive apprehension by the self of itself? The pure apper
ception, ‘ I think, is equivalent Kant declares, to the judg
ment ‘ I am,’ and therefore involves the assertion of the

subject s existence ^ Does not this conflict on the one hand
with the Critical doctrine that knowledge of existence is only

possible in terms of sense, and on the other with the Critical

limitation of the categories to the realm of appearance?
How are such assertions as that the ‘ I think ’ of pure apper
ception refers to a non empirical reality, and that it predicates

its existence to be reconciled with the doctrine of inner sense

as above stated ?

As we have already observed,^ Kant’s early doctrine of the

transcendental object was developed in a more or less close

parallelism with that of the tianscendental unity of apper-
ception They were regarded as correlative opposites, the
dual centres of roumenal reference for our merely subjective

representations Kant’s further examination of the nature

of apperception, as embodied in alterations in the secQnd
edition, was certainly, as we shall find, inspired by the criti-

cisms which the first edition had called forth His replies,

however, are merely more explicit statements of the dis-

tinction which he had already developed in the first edition

between the transcendental and the empirical self, and that

distinction in turn was doubtless itself largely determined by
his own mdependent recognition of the untenability of hiS

early view of the transcendental object Though it is much
morf* difficult to diflerentiate between the empirical and the
transcendental self than to distinguish between the empincal
object and the thing in itself, both distinctions are from a

' B 277f * Above, p 208 flf
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genuinely Critical standpoint equally imperative, and rest

upon considerations that are somewhat similar in the two
cases

One of the chief and most telling criticisms directed

against the teaching of the first edition was that Kant’s

doctrine of a transcendental consciousness of the self’s exist

ence, * e of the existence of a noumenal being, “ this I or he
or It (the thing) which thinks,”^ is inconsistent with the

teaching of the Postulates of Empirical Phou^ht In that

section, as also later in the section on the theological Ideal,

Kant had declared most emphatically that existence is never

discoverable in the content of any mere concept It is

revealed in pciception and in perception alone, in viitue of

the element of sensation contained in the latter

“ to know the actuality of things demands pirceptwn, ind
therefore sensation For that the concept precedes perception

signifies the concept s mere possibility , the perception which supplies

the content {.SiopT] to the concept, is the sole criterion [CharaHer]

of actuality ” ®

Yet Kant had also maintained that the ‘ I think ’ is

equivalent to ‘ I am,’ ® and that in this form, as an intellectual

consciousness of the self’s existence, it precedes all experience

The teaching of the Postulates is, however, the teaching of the

Critique as a whole, and such critics as Pistonus seemed
therefore to be justified in maintaining that Kant, in reducing

the experiences of inner sense to mere appearance, destroys

the possibility of establishing reality in any form Appear
anoe, in order to be appearance, presupposes the reality not
only of that which appears, but also of the mental process

whereby it is apprehended But if reality is given only in

sensation, and yet all experience that involves sensation is

merely appearance, there is no self by which appearance can
be conditioned, and only illusion {Schein), not appearance
(jErScheinung), is left To quote Pistonus’ exact words

*

“ [Ifour mner representations are not things in themselves but only
appearances] there will be nothing but illusion {Scheift), for nothmg
remains to which anything can appear ” *

Kant evidently felt the force of this criticism, for in the

second edition he replies to it on no less than seven different

occasions ‘ In three of these passages ^ the term Schein is

» A 346=8404 » A 224 5=82723 *CfB277
• Quoted by 8 Erdmann Knttamus, p 107
• 8 xxxix 70, iS7 8 with appended note, 276 8, 422 m 427 9
• 38 ro* »S7. 4*8
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employed, and in the note to B xxxix the term Erdtcktung

appears This shows very conclusively that it is such
criticism as the above that Kant has in mind The most
explicit passage is B 428

“The proposition, ‘I think,’ or ‘I exist thinking, is an empirical

proposition Such a judgment, however, is conditioned by empmeal
intmtion, and the object that is thought therefore underlies it as

appearance It would consequently seem that on our theory the

soul IS completely transformed, even m thinking \_selbsi tm Dmken\
into appearance, and that in this way our consciousness itself, as

being 1 mere illusion [ScAet»], must refer in fact to nothing ”

Kant, in his reply, is unyielding in the contention that the
‘ I think,’ even though it involves an empirical judgment, is

itself intellectual “ This representation is a thinking, not an
intuiting,” ^ or as he adds, “ The ‘ I think ’ expresses the actus

whereby I determine my existence ” Existence is therefore

already given thereby* Kant also still maintains that the

self thus revealed is not “ appearance and still less illusion
”

“ I am conscious of myself , not as 1 appear to myself, nor

as I am in myself, but only that I am * “I thereby represent

myself to myself neither as I am nor as I appear to myself I

think myself only as I do any object in general from whosennode of

intuition I abstract
” *

Kant s method of meeting the criticism, while still holding
to these positions, is twofold It consists m the first place in

maintaining that the ‘I think,’ though intellectual, can find

expression only in empirical judgments—in other words, that

It is in and by itself formal only, and presupposes as the

occasion of its employment a given manifold of inner sense

,

and secondly, by the statement that the ‘ existence ’ which Is

involved in the * I think ’ is not the category of existence

Let us take in order each of these two points

Kant’s first method of reply itself appears in two forms, a
stronger and a milder The milder mode of statement ^ is to

the effect that though the representation ‘ I am ’ already im
mediately involves the thought of the existence of the subject,

it yields no knowledge of it Knowledge would involve

intuition, namely, consciousness of inner determinations in

time, which in turn would itself presuppose consciousness of
outer objects As a merely intellectual representation,

* B 157
* B 157 » Rrgwding the nn Cntical character of Kant’s language in this

I, and of the tendencies which inspire it, cf below, p 329
iS7 * B 4*9
B 377 8 and B 157

I

• Cf
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“ this ‘I’ has not the least predicate of intuition which, in

Its character of {lermanence, could, somewhat after the manner of

impenetrability m the empirical mtuition of matter, serve as correlate

of time determination in inner sense
” ’

The stronger and more definite mode of statement is that

the ‘ I think is an empirical proposition ^ Though it involves

as one factor the intellectual representation, ‘ I think, it is

none the less empirical

“Without some empirical representation supplying the material

for thought, the actui> ‘ I think,’ would not take place *

The empirical is indeed “ only the condition of the applica

tion or employment of the pure intellectual faculty,” but as

such IS indispensable This is repeated in even clearer terms
in B 429

‘The proposition, ‘I thmk,’ m so far as it amounts to the

assertion, ‘I exist thinking ’ is no mere logical function but determines
the subject (which is then at the same time object) in respect of

existence, and cannot take place without inner sense

This admission is the more significant in that it follows

immediately upon a passage in which Kant has been arguing
that thinking taken in and by itself, is a merely logical

function

The real crux lies in the question as to the legitimacy of
Kant’s application of the predicate existence to the transcend
ental subject Its employment in reference to the empirical

self in time is part of the problem of the Refutation of Idealism
in the second edition

,
and the answer there given is clear and

definite Consciousness of the empirical self as existing in

time involves consciousness of outer objects in space But
as Kant recognises that a transcendental ego, not in time, is

presupposed in all consciousness of the empirical self, the
question whether the predicate of existence is also applicable
to the transcendental self cannot be altogether avoided, and
IS indeed referred to in B 277 The attitude to be taken to
this latter question is not, however, defined in that section

In the first edition Kant has insisted that the categories

as pure forms of the understanding, in isolation from space
and time, are merely logical functions “ without content

”

Interpreted literally, this would signify that they ar4 devoid

of meaning, and therefore are incapable of yielding the
thought of any independent object or existence As merely
logical forms of relation, they presuppose a material, and that

^ B 278 * B 420 and B 422 » * B 422 » ’
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ts supplied only through outer and inner sense Such is not,

however, the way in w hich Kant interprets his own statement

It IS qualified so as to signify only that they are without

spectfic or determinate content They are taken as yielding

the conception of object in general Passages in plenty can

be cited from the first edition ^—passages allowed to remain

in the second edition—in which Kant teaches that the pure

forms of understanding, as distinct from the schematised

catcgoiits, yield the conception of things in themselves

This view IS, indeed, a survival from his earlier doctrine of the

transcendental obiect ^ In all passages added in the second
edition the consequences of his argument are more rigor

ously drnwn, and the doctrine of the transcendental object

IS entiiely eliminated It is now unambiguously asserted

that the pure forms of understanding, the “modes of self

consciousness in thinking,”® are not intellectual concepts^L^
objects They “yield no object whatsoever” The onl^
object is that gi\ cn through sense And since in thinking the

transcendental subject we do, by Kant’s own account, think

an “ object,” he is led to the conclusion, also explicitly avowed,
that the notion of existence involved in the I think ’ is not
the category of the same name

*

So also of the categories

of substance and causality

“If I represent myself as subject of thoughts or as ground of

thinking, these modes of representation do not signify the categories

of substance or of cause ” *

rhe notion of the self, like the notion of things in

themselves, is a concept distinct from all the categories ®

This conclusion is reinforced by means of an argument
which Is employed in the [section of the first edition on Para
logisms Apperception is the ground of the possibility of the
categories, and the^e latter on their side represent only the

synthetic unity vhich that apperception demands Self-

consciousness IS therefore the representation of that which is

* Cf above pp 204 ff 404 ff * Cf above, p 204 ff * B 406
* B 422 H Though bolh concepts are denoted by the same term, they may

not- such IS the impIicTtion—be for that reason identified
® B 429 Kant does not however even in the second edition, hold

consistently to this position In the sentence immediately preceding that just

quoted he equates the transcendental self with the notion of object in general
** £ repres&t myself to myself neither as 1 am nor as 1 appear to myself but
think myself onl> as 1 do any object in general from whose mode of intuition I
abstract *

.

® Iht broader beann^ of this view may be noted If consistently developed
it must m x)lve the assertion that noumenal reality is apprehended in terms of the
Ideas of reason for these are the only other concepts at the disposal of the nund
Cf above pp lin v aty 18 , below, pp 331, 390 h 4H ijj, 4«6 If

,
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the condition of all unity, and which yet is itself uncon
ditioned

“ It does not represent itself through the caltgones, but

knows the categories and through them all objects in the absolute

unity of apperception, and so through itself Now it is, indeed, very

evident that I cannot know as an object that which I must pre

suppose in order to know any object
” ^

This aiguinent recurs in B 422
“ The subject of the categories cannot by thinking the categories

acquire a conception of itself as an object of the categories tor,

in Older to think them, its pure self consciousness, which is what
was to be accounted for, must itself be presupposed

”

It IS extremely difficult to estimate the value and cogency
of this argument ^ Many objections or rithei qualifications

must be made befoie it can be either accepted 01 rejected If

It be taken only as asserting that the unity of self conscious

ness IS not adequately expiessible through any of the categories.

It KS undoubtedly valid If, further, the categories be identified

with the schemata it is also true that they ire not applicable

in any degree or manner The schemata are applicable only

to natuial existences in space and time Self consciousness

can never be reduced to a natural existence of that type

On the other hand, if it is not self consciousness as such but

the self-conscious subject, which on Kant’s view is always

noumenal—“ this I or he or it (the thing) which thinks”®

—

that IS referred to, and if we distinguish between the categories

strictly so called, that is, the pure forms of understanding,

and the schemata, it is not at all evident that the self conscious

subject may not be described as being an existence th it is

always a subject and never a predicate, and as being related

to experience as a giound or condition These indefinite

assertions leave open alternative possibilities They do not

even decide whether the self is “ I or he or it
” * In so far

as they advance beyond the mere assertion that the self rests

upon noumenal conditions they are, indeed, incapable of proof,

but by no Critical principle can they be shown to be inapplic

able When, therefore, Kant may seem to extract a more
definite conclusion from the above argument,® he advances
beyond what it can be made to support

* A 402
* It u doubtful whether A 401 2 represents a genuinely Critical position

Several of its phrases seem reminiscent of Kant s semi Critical view of the nature
of apperception This is especially true of the assertion that self consacUnXMa is

Itself unconditioned *

* A 404 Cf below, pp 456, 461 2 ‘ Cf A 345
® That he does not really do so is clear from the context and also feom the

matiner m which he restated this argument in the second edition (B 421 2)
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Kant IS here influenced by the results of the ethical

enquiries with which in the period subsequent to 1781 he was
chiefly preoccupied He believed himself to have proved

that the self, as a self conscious being, is a genuinely noumenal
existence That being so, he was bound to hold that the

categories, even as pure logical forms, are inadequate to

express its real determinate nature But he confounds this

position with the assertion that they are not only inadequate,

but in and b> themselves are likewise inapplicable That is

not a legitimate conclusion, for even if the self is more than

mere subject or mere giound it will at least be so much
When ethical considerations are left out of account, the only

proper conclusion is that the applicability of the categories

to the self conscious subject is capable neither of proof nor of

disproof, but that when the distinction between appearance
and reality (which as we shall find is ultimately based upon
the Ideas of Reason) has been drawn, the categories can
be employed to define the possible difference between self-

conscious experience and its unknown noumenal conditions

Any other conclusion conflicts with the teaching of the section

on the Paralogisms
It IS important to observe—a point ignored by such critics

as Caird and Watson—that in the sections under conSidera

tion * Kant most explicitly declares self consciousness to be
merely “the repi esentation of that which is the condition of

all unity ’ He maintains that this representation, as stand

ing for ‘the determining self (the thinking), is to be dis

tinguished from the self which we are seeking to determine
(the subject which thinks) as knowledge from its object,” * or

in other words, that, without special proof, unattainable on
theoretical grounds, “ the unity ofthought ” may not be taken as

equivalent to the unity of the thinking subject ® They may
be as diverse as unity of representation and unity of object

represented are frequently found to be We may never argue

from simplicity in a representation to simplicity in its object

But to return to the main thesis, it may be observed that

these arguments, with the exception of that which we have
just been consideiing from the nature of self consciousness,

lead to the conclusion that the categories are as little applicable

to the thing m itself as to the transcendental subject Even
the argument from the necessary and invanable presence of
self consciousness in each and every act of judgment is itself

vahd only from a point of view which regards self-conscious

ness in the manner of Kant’s early semi-Critical view of the

^ A 401 2, B 431 a below, pp 461 2
** A 403 cf B 407 ^ Cf B 431 3
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transcendental subject ^ as an ultimate But if, as is mam
tamed m the section in which this argument occurs, viz that

on the Paralogisms, self-consciousness may be complexly con

ditioned, and may indeed have conditions similar in nature

to those which underlie outer experience the categories may
be just as applicable, or as inapplicable, to its noumenal
nature as to the nature of the thing in itself It is noticeable

that m the second edition, doubtless under the influence of

preoccupation with ethical problems, some of Kant’s utter

ances betray a tendency to relax the rigour of his thinking,

and to bring his theoretical teaching into closer agreement
with his ethical results than the theoretical analysis in and by
Itself at all justifies This tendency was, of course, reinforced

by the persisting influence of that view of the transcendental

subject which he had held in the middle seventies, and from
which he never completely emancipated eithei his language
or his thinking ’ Indeed in several of the passages added m
the second edition ® Kant even goes so far as to adopt language
which if taken quite literally would mean that the ‘ I think is

an immediate consciousness of the mind’s purely intellectual

activity—a view which, as we have seen,^ is altogether alien

to the Critical position It would, as he argues so forcibly

elsewhfere, involve a kind of expeiience which does not con
form to Critical requiiements, and which would hy ^en to

the attacks of sceptics such as Hume /
In B 157 8 the difficulties of Kant’s position f e again

manifest Speaking of the representation of the self, he
declares that “ I am conscious of myself ,

not as I appear
to myself, nor as I am in myself, but only that I am " This
may seem to imply that existence is predicable of the tran

scendental self He adds that though the determination, 2 e

specification in empirical form, of my existence {mein etgenes

Dasetti) is possible only in inner sensuous intuition, it is " not

appearance and still less mere illusion ” But in the appended
note It IS urged that my existence {JDasetrC) aij self active

being IS represented in purely indeterminate fashion Only
my existence as sensuous, and therefore as appearance, can
be known, 2 e can be made determinate *

The problem is more directly and candidly faced in the

note to B 422 That note is interesting for quite a number
of reasons It reveals Kant in the very act of recasting

his position, and in the process of searching around for a
mode of formulation which will enable him to hold to

a transcendental consciousness of the seifs existence and

^ Cf above pp 1 11, 208 9 260 3 * Cf above, lx at
* Cf B 157 8 and 157 », B 278, B 428 9

* Above, pp 29$ 6, 311 « 4
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at the same time not to violate the definition of existence

given in the Postulates, t e both to posit the transcendental

self as actual and yet to deny the applicability to it of any
of the categories After stating that the ‘I think’ is an
empirical pioposition m which my existence is immediately
involved, he proceeds further to describe it as expressing “ an
undetermined empirical intuition, * e perception, ’ and so as

showing that sensation underlies its assertion of existence

Kant does not, however, mean by these words that the

existence a‘'scrted is meiely that of the empirical self, for

he proceeds

“ existtnce is here not a category, which as such does not

ipply to an indeterminately given object An indeterminate

perception here signifies only something real that is given, given

indeed to thought m general, and so not as appearance, nor as thme
in Itself {Noumenon), but as something which actually [i« der TAat]

exists, and which in the proposition, I think, is denoted [leme^netj

as such ”

The phrases here employed are open to criticism on every

side Kant completely departs from his usual terminology
when lie asserts that through an “ indeterminate perception

”

the self IS given, and “ given to thought in general ’ as “ some-
thing real ” The contention, that the existence asserted is

not a category, is also difficult to accept ^ It is equally sur

^ 1 here IS this difierencc between the category of existence and the categories

of rehtion namely that it would seem to be impossible to distinguish between a

determinate and an indeterminate application of it Either we assert existence

or we d ) not there is no such third alternative as in the case of the categories of
substance and causality The category of substance determinately used signifies

material existence in space and time indeterminately applied it is the purely

problematic and merely logical notion of something that is alwavs a subject and
never a predicate The determinate category of causality is the conception of

e\ ents conditioning one another in time indeterminately en ployed it signifies only
the quite indc (mite notion of a ground or condition Also Kant s explicit teaching

(A 597 ft =B 625 ff ) 1$ that the notion of existence stands in an altogether different

position from other predicates It is not an attribute constitutive of the concept
of the subject to which it i'* applied, but is simply the positing of the content of
that concept as a whole Nor again is it a relational form for the articulation

of content These would seem to be the reasons why no distinction is possible

between a determinate and an indeterminate application of the notion of existence,

and why thetefute,'4(want in defending the i^ssible dual employment of it, has
difficulty in holding consistently to the doctrines expounded in the Postulates He
IS by his own explicit teaching interdicted from declaring that the notion of
existence is both a category and not a category or in other words that it may
vary in meaning according as empirical or noumenal reality is referred to and
that only in the formet case is it definite and precise Yet such a view would,

perhaps better harmonise with certain other lines of thought which first obtain

tatement in the Dttlectte For though it is in the Dialectic that Kant expounds
his grounds for holding that existence and content are separate and independent,
It IS there also that be first begins to realise the pirt which the Ideas of Reason
are called upon to play in the drawing of the distinciion between appearance and
reality
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prising to read that its reality is given “ neither as appearance
nor as thing [Sac/te'] m itself {Nountenoti) ”

,
for hitherto no

such alternative form of real existence has been recognised
But to press such criticisms is to ignore the spirit for the

sake of the letter Kant here breaks free from all his habitual
modes of expression for the very good and sufficient reason
that he is striving to develop a position moie catholic and
comprehensive than any previously adopted He is seeking
to formulate a position which, without in any way justifying
or encouraging the transcendent employment of the categories,
will yet retain for thought the capacity of self limitation,
that is, of foiming concepts which will leveal the existence
of things in themselves and so will enable the mind to appre-
hend the radical distinction between things in themselves and
things expenenced But he has not yet discoveied that in so
doing he is committing himself to the thesis that the dis
tmction IS mediated, not by the understanding, but by Reason,
not by categoi les but by Ideas ^ As I have already indicated,
this tendency is crossed by another derived from his pre
occupation with moral problems, namely, the desiie to defend,
in a manner which his Cntical teaching does not justify, the
noumenal existence of the self as a thinking being

* In the FoiUchtttte ( Wtrle (Ilartenstein) vm p 54S flF ) this final step is quite
definitely taken Cf below jip 390 i 414 17 426 ft 558 61 We have as we
shall find to recognise a second fundamental conflict in Kant s thinking additional
to that between subjectivism and phenomenalism He alternates between what
may be entitled the sceptical and the Idealist views of the function of Reason
and of its relation to the understanding or otherwise stated between the regulative
and the absolutist view of the nature of thought But this conflict first gains
explicit expression m the Dialectic
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Book II

THE ANALYTIC OF PRINCIPLES

The distinction which Kant heie introduces for the first

time between understanding (now viewed as the faculty only

of concepts) and the faculty of judgment theilskraff) is

artificial and extremely arbitrary ^ As we have seen,” his

own real position involves a complete departuie from the

tiaditional distinction between conceiving, judging, and reason

mg, as separate processes All thinking without exception

finds expression in judgment Judgment is the fundamental
activity of the understanding It is “an act which contains

all its other acts ” Kant is bent, however, upon forcing the

contents of the Critique into the external framework supplied

by the traditional logic, viewed as an architectonic
,
and we

have therefore no option save to take account of his exposi-

tion in the actual form which he has chosen to give to it

Since general logic develops its teaching under three separate

headings, as the logic of conception, the logic of judgment,
and the logic of reasoning, the Ciitique has to be made to

conform to this tripartite division The preceding book is

accordingly described as dealing with concepts, and this second
book as dealing with judgments or principles

,
while under-

standing and the faculty of judgment, now viewed as inde
pendent, are redefined to meet the exigenaes of this new
arrangement, the former as being ‘ the faculty of rules,” and
the latter as being “ the faculty of subsuming under rules, t e

of distinguishing whether something does or does not stand
under a given rule (casus datae legts) ”

The reader need not strive to discover any deep lying

ground or justification for these definitions ‘ Architectonic,

* For Kant s use of the terms ' canon and dialectic cf above, pp 72, 77 8,

173 4, and belov p 425 ff * Above pp 181 2
* As we shall have occasion to observe below (p «6), when Kant defines

judgment as the faculty of subsumpUon under rules, he is really defining it in
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that ‘ open sesame ' for so many of the secrets of the

Crtitquey is the all sufficient spell to resolve the mystery

As a matter of fact, Kant is here taking advantage of the

popular meaning of the term judgment in the sense in which
we speak of a man of good judgment ,

and in order that

judgment and understanding may be distinguished he then

imposes an artificial limitation upon the meaning in which
the latter term is to be employed

As formal logic abstracts from all content, it cannot, Kant
maintains, supply rules for the exercise of “ judgment " It is

otherwise with transcendental logic, which in the pure forms of

sensibility possesses a content enabling it to define in an a priort

manner the specific cases to which concepts must be applic

able The A nalytic of Principles is thus able to supply “ a
canon for the faculty of judgment, instructing it how to apply
to appearances the concepts of understanding which contain

the condition of a priori rules’*^ This will involve (i) the

defining of the sensuous conditions undei which the a ptioti

rules may be applied—the problem of the chapter on sche

matism
,
and (2) the formulating of the rules in their sensuous,

though a prtot t, concreteness—the problem of the chapter on
“the system of all principles of pure undei standing

”

Such IS Kant’s own very misleading account of the

purposes of these two chapters There are oth^r and sounder
reasons why they should be intioduced In the Anedytu
of Concepts, as wc have seen,® the transcendental deduction
only succeeds in proving that a priori forms of unity are

required for the possibility of experience No proof is given

that the various categories are just the particular forms
lequired, and that they are one and all indispensable This
omission can be made good only by a series of proofs, directed

to showing, in reference to each separate category, its validity

within experience and its indispensablcness for the possibility

of experience These proofs are given in the second of the
two chapters The chapter on schematism is preparatory in

character
,

it draws attention to the importance of the temporal
aspect of human experience, and defines the categories in the
form in which they present themselves in an experience thus
conditioned by a priort intuition

terms of the process of reasoning and thus violating the principle which he is

professedly following m dividing the Trantemdetitdl Logtt into the Analytic of
Caneefts, the Analytic ofJudgment, and the Dialectu ofReoMmng

* A i32=B 171 * Pp 252 3 258 9, 287 8



CHAPTER I

1 HE SCHFMATISM OF PURE CONCEPTS OF UNDERSTANDING ^

Ihe more artificial aspect of Kants argument again ap
pears in the reason which he assigns for the existence of a

pioblem of schematism, namely, that pure concepts, and the

sensuous intuitions which have to be subsumed under them,
are completely opposite m nature No such explanation

can be accepted For if category and sensuous intuition are

really heterogeneous, no subsumption is possible
,
and if they

are not really heterogeneous, no such problem as Kant here

refers to will exist The heterogeneity whi^h Kant here

asserts is merely that diffeience of nature which follows from
the diversity of their functions The category is formal and
determines structure

,
intuition yields the content which is

thereby oiganised Accordingly, the “third thing,” which
Kant postulates as required to bung category and intuition

together, is not propeily so describable
,

it is simply the two
CO operating in the manner required for the possibility of
expciience Kant’s method of stating the problem of
schematism is, however, so completely misleading, that

before we can profitably proceed, the various strands in his

highly artificial argument must be further disentangled

This IS an ungrateful task, but has at least the compensating
interest of admirably illustrating the kind of influence which
Kant’s logical architectonic is constantly exercising upon his

statement of Critical principles

The architectonic has in this connection two very
unfortunate consecfuences It leads Kant to describe sdlie«

matism as a process of subsumption, and to speak of the
transcendental schema as “ a third thing ’ Neither assertion is

legitimate Schematism, properly understood, is not a process

of subsumption, but, as Kant has already recognised m A 124,

^ The passages that have gone to constitute this chafer are probably quite

late m date of anting This would sSem to be proved by the view taiten of
productive irjaguiationi, and also by the fact that m the Refiextonen there is no
mention of schematism

334
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of synthetic interpretation Creative synthesis, whereby con

tents are apprehended in terms of functional relations, not

subsumption of paiticulars under umversals that are homo
geneous with them, is what Kant must ultimately mean by
the schematism of the pure forms of understanding A
category, that is to say, may not be viewed as a ptedtcate

of a possible judgment, and as being applied to a subject

independently apprehended
,

its function is to articulate

the judgment as a whole The category of substance and
attribute, for instance, is theform of the categorical judgment,
and may not be equated with any one of its single parts

Thus the criticisms which we have already passed upon
Kant’s mode of formulating the distinction between formal and
transcendental logic, ^ are no less applicable to the sections now
before us The terminology which Kant is heie employing
IS borrowed from the traditional logic and is out of harmony
with his Critical principles

Kant’s description of the schema as a third thing, additional

to category and intuition, and intermediate between them, is

also a result of his misleading mode of foimulating his

problem What Kant professes to do is to mterpret the

relation of the categories to the intuitional mateiial as

analogous to that holding between a class concept and the

parttculais which can be subsumed under it This is implied

in his use of the plate and circle illustration But as the

relation holding between categories and the material of sense

IS that of foim and matter, structure and content, the analogy

is thoroughly misleading As all content, strictly so called,

falls on the side of the intuitional material, there is no con-

tent te no quality or attribute, which is common to both
And thus it happens that the inapproprtateness of the analogy
which Kant is seeking to enforce is ultimately the sole ground
which he is able to offer in support of his description of the

schema as " a third thing
’

“Now it IS clear ['] that there must be a third thmg, which is

homogeneous on the one hand with the category and on the other

with the appearance, and which thus makes the application of the

one to the other possible ” *

On the contrary, the true Critical teaching is that category

and intuition, that is to say, form and content, mutually con

^ Cf above p 176 ff

’ Cf A 137-B 176 The empmcal concept of a plate is homogeneous
with the pure geometrical concept of a circle since the roundness which is thought
in the former can be intuited m the latter

• A I38=sB 177
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dition one another, and that the so called schema is simply a
name for the latter as apprehended in terms of the former

But there is a further complication Kant, as we have
already observed,^ defines judgment as being

“ the faculty of subsuming under rules, le of distinguishmg

whether something does or does not stand under a given rule (ccsus

datae legts) ”

Now this view of judgment really connects with the syllogism,

not with the proposition ® As Kant states in his Logtc, there

are

“ three essential elements in all inference (i) a universal rule

which IS entitled the major premiss, (2) the proposition which sub
sumes a cognition under the condition of the universal rule and
which IS entitled the minor premiss , and lastly, (3) the conclusion,

the proposition which asserts or denies of the subsumed cognition

the predicate of the rule ” ’

Regarded in this way, as the application of a rule, subsump
tion IS more broadly viewed and becomes a more appropriate

analogy for the relation of category to content And obvi

ously It IS this comparison that Kant has chiefly in mind in

these introductory sections For only when the subsumption
is that of a particular instance under a universal rule, can the
necessity of a mediating condition be allowed

Such, then, are the straits to which Kant is reduced in the

endeavour to hold loyally to his architectonic He has to

identify the two very different kinds of subsumption which
find expression in the proposition and in the syllogism respect

ively, and when his analogy between logical subsumption,
thus loosely interpreted, and synthetic interpretation, proves
inapplicable, he uses the failure of the analogy as an argument
to prove the necessity of “ a third thing ” On his own Critical

teaching, as elsewhere expounded, no such third thing need
be postulated Even the definitions which he proceeds to
give of the various schemata do not really support this

description of them
But though Kant’s method of introducing and expoqitd

ing the argument of this chapter is thus misleading, the
contents themselves are of intrinsic value, and have a three

fold bearing (a) on the doctrine of productive imagination

,

(6) on the relation holding between image and concept
, and

‘ Above, p 334
Cf E. Cuttius, Das SsAeriofssmtts/ia^fel su dtr Knttk der retnen Vemtmft

(XimtstsiiteM, Bd xix p 348 ff ) * Op at ijS
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(f) on the nature of the categories in their distinction fiom
the pure forms of understanding

(a) Kant gives definite and precise expression to the two
chiefchai acteristics of the productive imagination, namely, that

It deals with an a prion manifold of pure intuition ‘ and that

It exercises a ‘ hidden art in the depths of the human soul
"

Kant’s description of the schema as “ a third thing,” at onto

intellectual and sensuous, seems to be in large part due to the

transference to it of predicates already applied to the faculty

which IS supposed to be its source The distinction between
the transcendental schema and the particularised image is

also given as analogous to that between the pure and the

empirical faculties of imagination InAi4i 2-BiSoi, Kant
speaks of the empmcal faculty of productive imagination,

and so is led, to the great confusion of his exposition, though
also to the enrichment of his teaching, to allow of empmcal
as well as of transcendental schemata, and thus contrary to

his own real position to recognise schemata of such empmcal
objects as dog or horse—a view which empirical psychology
has since adopted in its doctrine of the schematic image
This passage was doubtless written at the time when he was
inclining to the view that the empirical processes run par illel

with the transcendental ® Kant’s final view is that empirical

imagination is always reproductive This bungs us, howevei,
to our second main point

(^) Kant makes a statement which serves as a valuable

corrective of his looser assertions m other parts of the Critique *

Five points set after one another, thus,
,
form an

image of the number five The schema of the number five is,

however, of very different nature, and must not be identified

with any such image It is

“ rather the representation ofa method whereby a multiplicity [in

this case five] may be represented in an image in accordance with a
certam concept, than this image itself

” ®

This becomes more evident in the case of large numbers, such
as a thousand The thought or schema of the number remains

jljOiSt as clear and definite as in the case of smallei numbers,
but cannot be so adequately embodied and surveyed in a con-
crete image

**This representation of a general procedure of imagmation in pro

vuhng Its image for a concept, I name the schema to this concept ” *

* A l4isB i8o
Cf above, pp 133 4

• Lm at

^ A ijScB 177 C£ above, pp 96 7
* Cf above, pp 268 9
* A 140SB 179

Z
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But even in the simplest cases an image can never be com*
pletely adequate to the concept The image of a triangle, for

instance, is always some particular triangle, and therefore

represents only a part of the total connotation As the

schema represents a universal rule of production in accordance

with a concept, it resembles the concept in its incapacity to

subsist in an objective form Images become possible only

through and in accordance with schemata, but can never

themselves be identified with them Schemata, therefore, and
not images—such is the implied conclusion - form the true

subject matter of the mathematical sciences Images are

always particular, schemata are always universal Images
represent existences

,
schemata represent methods of con

struction

There are three criticisms which must be passed upon this

position In the first place, the selection of the triangle as

an illustration tends to obscure the main point of Kant’s

argument As there are three very dilferent species of

triangle, the concept triangle is a class concept in a degree and
manner which is not to be found in the concepts, say, of the

circle or of the number five So that while Kant may seem
to be chiefly insisting upon the inadequacy ^ of the image to

represent more than a part of the connotation of the corre

sponding concept, his real intention is to emphasise that the

schema expresses the conceptual rule whereby, even in images
that cover the whole connotation, the true meaning of the

image can alone be determined
Secondly, the above definition of the schema as being

“ the representation of a general procedure of imagination in

providing an image for a concept ” is obviously bound up with
Kant’s view of it as “ a third thing,” additional to the concept,

and as intermediate between it and the image ® But as we
have already found occasion to note, in discussing Kant’s

doctrine of the ' construction” of mathematical concepts,®

this threefold distinction is out of harmony with his Critical

principles It results from his letention of the traditional

view of the concept as in all cases a mere concept, te an
abstracted or class concept In defining the schema Kant is

defining the true nature of the concept as against the &lse
interpretation of it in the traditional class theory

, he mis-

represents the logic of his own standpoint when he interpolates

’ Cf F CurtiuB ^ at p 356
* Kant B other de&iition of the schema as *'a rule for the determination of

our intuition in accordance with a certain universal concept (A 141sB 180} is

open to similar objections When, however, Kant states that "schemata, and
not imat,es undalte our pure sensuous concepts,” be seems to be inclining to the
truer new that the schema tt the concept • Above, pp 131 3
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a third kind of representation intermediate between the con

cept and the image The concept * triangle,’ as a concept, is

(to employ Kant’s own not very satisfactoiy terms) the

representation of the method of constructing a certain type of

object
,
and the only other mode of representing this kind of

object IS the image There may, indeed, as Kant has him
self suggested, be a species of image that may be entitled

schematic , but if that be identified with a blurred or in

determinate or merely symbolic form of representation, it

can have nothing in common with the transcendental or

conceptttal schema, save the name
Thirdly, the entire discussion of the nature of the

schemata of “ sensuous concepts ’ and of their relation to

the sense image, is out of order in this chapter
,
and however

valuable in itself, bewilders the reader who very properly

assumes for it a relevancy which it does not possess The
pure concepts of the understanding, whose schemata Kant
IS endeavouring to define, are altogethei different in nature

from sensuous representations, and can never be reduced in

any form or degree to an image They are wholly transcend

ental, representing pure syntheses unified through categories

in accordance with the form of inner sense This, however,

bnngs Mb to our last main point

(c) Kants manner of employing the term category is a
typical example of his characteristic carelessness in the use of

his technical terms Sometimes it signifies the pure forms of

understanding But more frequently it stands for what he
now, for the first time, entitles schemata, namely, the pure
conceptual forms as modified through relation to time To
take as examples the two chief categories of relation The
first category of relation, viewed as a form of the pure
understanding, is the merely logical conception of that which
IS always a subject and never a predicate The correspond

ing schema is the conception of that which has permanent
existence in time, it is not the logical notion of subject,

but the transcendental conception of substance The pure
logical conception of ground and consequence is similarly dis

tmguished from the transcendental schema of cause and effect

This contrast is of supreme importance in the Critical

philosophy, and ought therefore to have been marked by a
careful distinction of terms Had Kant restricted the term
category to denote the pure forms, and invariably employed
the term schemata to signify their more concrete counterparts,

many ambiguities and confusions would have been prevented
The table of categories, in its distinction from the table of
logical forms, would then have been named the table of
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schemata, and the definitions given in this chapter would
have been appended to it, as the proper supplement to the

metaphysical deduction, completing it by a careful definition

of each separate schema For what Kant usually means
when he speaks of the categories are the schemata

,
and the

chapter befoie us therefore contains their delayed definitions^

As Kant has constantlj been insisting, and as he again so

emphatically teaches in this chapter, the pure forms of

understanding, taken in and by themselves, apart from the

forms of intuition, have no relation to any object, and
are meie logical functions without content or deteiminate

mtai ing

Fiom this point of view the misleading influence of Kant’s

architectonic may again be noted It forces him to preface

his argument by mtioductory remarks which run entirely

counter to the very point which he is chiefly conceined to

illustrate and enforce, namely, the inseparability of conception

and intuition in all experience and knowledge He does,

indeed, draw attention to the fact that the conditions which
serve to realise the pure concepts of undei standing also at

the sime time restrict them, but it is with their empirical

employment that he is here chiefly concerned

Caird’s * mode of expounding Kant’s doctrine of schematism
may serve as an example of the misleading influence of Kant’s

artificial method of introducing his argument As Caird

accepts Kants initial statements at their face value, he is

led to read the entire chapter in accordance with them, and
so to interpret it as being a viitual recantation of the assump
tions which underlie the statement of its pioblem The
truer view would rather seem to be that the introduction is

demanded by the exigencies of Kant’s architectonic, and
therefore yields no true account either of the essential purpose
of the chapter or of its actual contents Cohen not unjustly

lemaiks that

‘ recent writers are guilty of a very strange misreading of Kant
when the> maintain, as if in opposition to him, a thought to whid^
his doctrine of schematism gives profound expression, namely, that
intuition and conception do not function independently, and that

thought, and still more knowledge, is and must always be intuitive ”•

Cohen fails, however, to draw attention to the cause of the
misunderstanding for which Kant must certainly share the
blame Riehl,* while adopting a somewhat similar view to

' Cf Riehl Phtles Knt 2nd ed > pp 488, 533 Cf above pp 195 6, loB

,

bclo V pp 404 5 Hi
Crttual Philosophy 1 bk 1 chap v especially pp 437 and 440

• second edtuon, p 384 * Op ett p 532
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that here given^ traces Kant’s misleading mode of stating the

problem to his holding a false view of the univeisality of the

concept Such criticism of Kant, like that passed by Caird

IS in many respects justified, but the occasion upon which the

admonition is made to follow would none the less seem to be

ill chosen
It may be asktd why Kant in this chapter so completely

Ignores space No really satisfactory answei seems to present

Itself It IS true that time is the one universal foim of all

intuition, of outer as well as of inner expeiience It is also

true that, as Kant elsewhere shows, consciousness of time
presupposes consciousness of space for its own possibility,

and so to that extent may be regarded as including the

latter form of consciousness within itself Nevertheless

Kant's concenti ation on the temporal aspect of experience

IS exceed'ngly arbitral y, and results in ceitain unfortunate

consequences Owing to the manner in which K int en
V sages his problem ^ he is bound, indeed, to lay the greater

emphasis upon time, but nat need not have involved so

exclusive a recogr tion of its field and function Possibly

Kant’s very natural preoccupation wi*-h his new and levolu

tionaiy doctrines of inner sense and productive imagination

has sometl ing to do with the matter

Ihoug the definitions given of the various schemata,

especialh of tho><e of reality and existence, raise many diffi

culties, consideration of them must be deferred ® They can
be propel ly discussed only in connection with the principles

which Kant bases upon them Only one further point calls

for present remark Kant does not give a schema for each of

the categories In the first two groups of pure conceptual

fc ns, those of quantity and of quality, he gives a schema
onl> 'or the thud category in each case Number is strictly

not the schema of quantity as such but of totality The
schema of quality is a definition only of limitation * This
departure from the demands of strict architectonic is made
without comment or explanation of any kind Kant delights

to insist upon the confirmation given to his teaching by the

fulfilment of architectonic requirements, he is for the most
part silent when they fail to correspond This architectonic

was a hobby sufEciently serious to yield him keen pleasure in

1^ elaboration, but was not so vital to his main purposes as

to call for stronger measures when shortcomings occurred

^ Cf above pp 240 3
* For comment upon the defimtion of number which Kant takes as being the

schema of quantity, and upon the view of arithmetic which this definition may
Wem to imiHy, cf above, p 128 ff * Cf above, p 192
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In concluding this chapter Kant draws attention to the

fact that the sensuous conditions which serve to realise the

pure concepts also at the same time restrict their meaning
Their wider meaning is, however, of merely lexical character ^

Their function, as pure concepts, lies solely in establishing

unity of representation
,
they do not therefore sujffice to yield

knowledge of any object Objective application “comes to

them solely from sensibility ” In these statements Kant
expounds one of his fundamental doctrines, but in a manner
which does less than justice to the independent value of pure
thought As he elsewhere teaches,® it is not sense that sets

limits to understanding
,

it is the pure forms of thought that

enable the mind to appreciate the limited and merely pheno
'^menal character of the world experienced

^ Cf above pp 339 40 and below, pp 357 404 fif

® Cf above pp 20 25 290 i below pp 407 412 414 17



CHAPTER II

SYSTEM OF ALL PRINCIPLES OF PURE UNDERSTANDING

The introductory rcma ks to this important chapter are

again dictated by Kants architectonic, and set its actual

contents m an extremely false light Kant would seem to

imply that as the Analytic of Concepts has determined all the

various conceptual elements constitutive of experience, and
has proved that they serve as predicates of possible judgments,
it now lemains to show in an Analytic of Principles what a
priori synthetic judgments, oi in other words what principles,

can actually be based upon them Though this is a quite

misleading account of the relation holding between the two
books of the Analytic, it has been accepted by many com
mentators ^ Foi several reasons it must be rejected The
pine forms of understanding are not predicates for possible

judgments They underlie judgment as a whole, expiessmg
the relatior through which its total contents are organised

T as in tl proposition “ cinnabai is heavy ” the category of
substance and attribute is not in an> sense the predicate

,

It articulates the entire judgment, interpreting the experienced

contents in terms of the dual relation of substance and attri*

bute Judgment, its nature and conditions, is the real problem
of the misnamed Analytic of Concepts As already indicated,^

the two main d visions of the Analytic deal with one and
the same problem But while doing so, they differ in two
respects In the first place, as above noted, the Analytic of
Concepts supplies no proof of the validity of particular cate

gories, but only a quite general demonstration that forms of

unity, such as are involved in all judgment, are demanded for

the possibility of apperception The proofs of the indispens

ableness of specific categories are first given in the Analytic

of Principles Secondly, in the Analytic of Concepts the

temporal aspect of experience falls somewhat into the back
ground, whereas in the Analytic of Pnnaples it is emphasised

^ E g Riehl PhtUs fiht 2nd ed i pp 535 6 ® Above, pp 258, 332 3

343
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From these two fundamental points of difference there

arises a thud distinguishing feature When the categories,

or rathei schemata, are explicitly defined, and receive indi-

vidual proof they are found to be just those principles that

are demanded for the possibility of the positive sciences This

IS, from Kint’s point of view, no mere coincidence Scientific

knowledge is possible only in so far as expeiience is grounded
on a priori conditions ,

and the conditions of sense experience

are also the conditions of its conceptual interpretation But
while the Analytic of Concepts duals almost exclusively with

oidinary experience, in the Analytic of Principles the physical

sciences receive then due share of consideration

First and Second Sections The Highest Fnnciples of Analytic

and Synthetic Judgments—These two sections contain nothing
not alicady developed earlier in the Critique Though the

piinciple of non contradiction is a merely negative test of

tiuth, It can seivc as a universal and completely adequate
criterion in the case of all judgments that are analytic of

given concepts The principle of synthetic judgments, on
the othci hand, is the piinciple whereby we are enabled to

advance beyond a given concept so as to attach a predicate

which does not stand to it in the relation either of identity

or of contiadiction This principle is the principle lof the

possibility of expel lence Though a pnott synthetic judg-
ments cannot be logically demonstrated as following from
highei and more universal propositions,^ they are capable of
a tramtendental proof, that is, as being conditions of sense

experience

“ 1 he possibility of expei lence is what gives objective reality to
all our <7 prion knowledge’ ' “Although we know a ption in

synthetic judgments a great deal regaiding spaee in general and the
figures which productive imagination describes in it, and can obtain

sueh judgments without actually requiring any experience
,
yet even

this knowledge would be nothing but a playing with a mere figment
of the bi un were it rot that space has to be regarded as a condition
of the appearances which constitute the material for outer experi
ence ’ ’

In the first pait of the last sentence, as in the page which
precedes it, Kant would seem to be inculcating his doctrine
of a pure a p tort manifold, but the latter part of the state-

ment would not be affected by the admission that space is

not an independent intuition but only the form of outer sense
Third Sectioii Systematic Bepresentatioa of all the Synthetic

Frinoiples of Hnderataiidiiic—Kant is not concerned in this

* A i48a:B i88 * A i<;6ssB 195 • A 157=8 196
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section with the fundamental propositions of mathematical
science, since, on his view, they rest upon the evidence of

intuition He claims, however, that then objective validity

depends upon two principles, which, though not themselves
mathematical in the strict sense, may conveniently be so

described from the transcendental standpoint—the principle

of the “ axioms of intuition, ’ and the principle of the “ anti

cipations of experience ” The physicist, who takes the legiti

macy of applied mathematics for granted, has no occasion to

formulate these principles That he none the less piesupposes
them IS shown, howeaer, by his unquestioning assumption
that nature confoims to the stiict requirements of pure mathe
matics And since the principles involve pure concepts, the one
embodying the schem i of number and the other the schema
of quality they fall outside the scope of the Ti amcendental
Acithettc, and call for a deduction similai to that of the other

categories

As alieady indicated, Kant’s procedure is extremely
arbitrary, and is due to the perverting influence of his archi

tectonic Proof of the validity of applied mathematics has

already been given in the Aesthetic'^ of the first edition—

a

proof which is further developed in the Piole^omena^ and
lecast an the second edition so as to constitute a separate
“ transcendental exposition ’ ® As Kant teaches in these

passages, the objective validity of applied mathematics rests

upon proof that space and time aie the a pftott forms of

outer and inner sense The new deductions of the schemata
of numbei and quality, which he now proceeds to foimulate,

are quite unnecessary, and also are by no means conclusive

in the manner of their proof This, however, is more than
compensated by the extremely valuable proofs of the

schematised categories of relation which he gives in the

section on the AnalogUi of Experience The section on
the Postulates of Empirical Experience, which deals with the

principles of modality, also contains matter of very leal im
portance

The principles with which this chapter has to deal can
thus be arranged according to the fourfold division of the

table of categories (i) Axioms of Intuition, (2) Antiapations

of Perception, (3) Analogies of Experience, (4) Postulates of
Empirical fhought And following the distinction ilready

drawfl in the Analytic of Concepts,* Kant distinguishes be-

tween the Axioms and Anticipations on the one hand, and
the Analogies and Postulates on the other The former

determine the conditions of intuition in space and time, and

* A 34 * 9 ^3>
^ntnerhmgi * B 40 i * B lio
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may therefore be called mathematical and constitutive They
express what is necessarily involved in eveiy intuition as

such The latter are dynamical They are principles accord

mg to which we must think the existence of an object as

determined in its relation to others While, therefore, the

first set of principles can be intuitively verified, the second

set have only an indirect relation to the objects experienced

Whereas a relation of causality can never be intuited as

holding between two events, but only thought into them,
spatial and temporal relations are direct objects of the mind
Similarly, the relation of substance and attribute cannot be
intuited

,
It can only be thought into what is intuited The

mathematical principles thus acquire an immediate (though,

be it remembered, merely de facto) evidence, the a priori

certainty, equally complete, of the dynamical principles can
be verified only through the circuitous channel of transcend

ental proof

The composite constitution of these sections finds strik-

ing illustration in the duplicated account of this distinction

w&ch precedes and follows the table of principles The
two accounts can hardly have been written in immediate
succession to one another The earlier in location^ is

probably the later in date It would seem to rest upon some
such uncritical distinction as that drawn in the Prolegomena
between judgments of perception and judgments of experi

ence * The second and briefer account ® is not open to this

objection

In A 17880=3 3203 Kant develops a fuithei point

of difierence between the mathematical and the dynamical
principles, or rather explains what he means by his all too
brief and consequently ambiguous reference in the first of the

above accounts to “ existence ” {Dasein) The mathematical
principles are constitutive

,

the dynamical are regulative

That IS to say, the mathematical principles lay down the

conditions for the generation or construction of appearances
The dynamical only specify rules whereby we can define the
relation in which existences contingently given are connected
As existence can never be constructed a priori^ we are limited

to the determination of the interrelations between existences
all of which must be given Thus the principle o^ causality

enables us to predict a priori that for every event therfe must
exist some antecedent cause

,
but only through empirical in

vestigation can we determine which of the particular given
antecedents may be so described That is to say, the principle

defines conditions to which expenence must conform, but does

^ A i6o=B 199 200 * Cf above, pp 288 9 * A t6i saB soi 9
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not enable us to construct it in advance This distinction is

inspired by the contrast between mathematical and physical

science, and is valuable as defining the empirically regulative

function of the a priori dynamical principles
,
but its somewhat

forced character^ becomes apparent when we bear in mind
Kant’s previous distinction between the principles of pure

mathematical science and the transcendental principles which
justify their application to experience Those latter principles

concern existence as apprehended through schematised cate

gories, and are consequently, as regards certainty and method
of proof, in exactly the same position as the dynamical prin

ciples This is sufficiently evident from his own illustration

of sunlight ^ There is as little possibility of “ constructing
”

Its intensity as of determining a prion the cause of an effect

I THE AXIOMS OP INTUITION

All appearances are in their intuition extensive magnitudes

Or as in the second edition All intuitions are extensive

magnitudes
‘Extensive’ is heie used in a very wide sense to include

temporal as well as spatial magnitude Kant bases this

principle upon the schema of number, and the proof which
he propounds in its support is therefore designed to show
that apprehension of an object of perception, whether spatial

or temporal, is only possible in so far as we bring that schema
into play But though this is the professed purpose of the

argument, number is itself never even mentioned , and the

reason for the omission is doubtless Kant s consciousness of

the obvious objections to any such position That aspect

of the argument is therefore, no doubt without explicit inten

tion, kept in the background But even as thus given, the

argument must have left Kant with some feeling of dissatis

faction Loyalty to his architectonic scheme prevents such

doubt and disquietude from finding further expression
The argument, in its first edition statement, starts from

the formulation of a view of space and time directly opposed
to that of the Aesthetic *

“ I entitle a magnitude extensive when the representation of

the parts makes possible, and therefore necessanly precedes, the

representation of the whole I cannot represent to myself a Ime,

however small, without drawing it in thought, t e generating from a

point all Its parts one after another, and thus for the first time

recordmg this intuition
”

* Cf below, pp 510 II ^ A 178 9b;B 22 i * a above, pp 94 5
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Similarly with even the smallest time And as all appear-

ances are intuited in space or time, every appearance, so far

as intuited, is an extensive magnitude, that is to say, can be
apprehended only through successive generation of its parts

All appearances are “ aggregates, t e manifolds of antecedently

given parts
”

This definition of extensive magnitude involves an assump
tion which Kant also employs elsewhere in the CrtUque^ but
which he nowhere attempts to establish by argument

,
namely,

that It 15 impossible to apprehend a manifold save in succes-

sion I his assumption is, of course, entirely false (at least as

applied to oui empirical consciousness), as has since been amply
demonstrated by experimental investigation Kant adopted
It in the earlier subjectivist stage of his teaching, before he
had come to lecognise that consciousness of space is involved

in consciousness of time But even after he had done so, the

earlier view still tended to gain the uppei hand whenever the

doctrines of inner sense and of productive imagination were
under consideration For in regaid to the transcendental

activities of productive imagination, which are essentially

synthetic, Kant continued to treat time as more fundamental
than space But, as already noted,® a directly opposite

view of the interrelations of space and time is expounobd in

passages added in the second edition

The two central paragraphs are very externally connected
with the main argument, and are probably later interpolations ®

In the first of these two paragraphs Kant ascribes the
synthetic activity involved in the “ generation of figures to

the productive imagination, and maintains that geometry is

rendered possible by this faculty In the other paragraph
Kant deals with arithmetic, but makes no reference to the

productive imagination Its argument is limited to the con
tention that propositions expressive of numerical relation,

though synthetic, are not universal They are not axioms,
but numerical formulae This distinction has no very obvious
bearing on the present argument, and serves only to indicate

Kant’s recognition that no rigid parallelism can be estab
lished between geometry and arithmetic There are, it would
seem, no arithmetical axioms corresponding to the axioms
of Euclid *

The concluding paragraph is a lestatement of the argu-
ment of the Aesthetic and of ^ 13, Note 1 of the Pro
legomena Appeairances are not things m themselves
They are conditioned by the pure intuitional forms, and are

Cf l«’ow, pp 358 9, 367 8 371 *, 38* 2 * Above, p 309
Cf Adickcs, A p 190 /I * Cf above, p 127
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therefore subject to pure mathematics “ in all its precision
”

Were we compelled to regard the objects of the senses as

things in themselves, an applied science of geometiy (again

taken, in Kants habitual manner, as typically representing

the mathematical disciplines) would not be possible The only

new element in the argument is the reference to synthesis as

presupposed in all apprehension
The additional proof with which in the second edition

Kant piefaces the entire argument calls for no special

comment It may, however, be noted that though in the

argument of the first edition the need of synthesis in all

apprehension is cleaily taught, the term synthesis is not itself

employed except in the central and final paragraphs In the

proof given in the second edition both the term and what it

stands for are allowed due prominence

2 THE ANTICIPAIIONS OF PERCEPriON

In alt appearances sensatton and the real whicn cot t expends

to tt tn the object (realttas phaenotnenon) has an intensive

magnitude ot degree Or as in the second edition In all

appeal ances the teal which is an object of sensation, has
intennve magnitude or degree

Wt may first analyse the total section The first para
graph* explains the term anticipation The second and
third paragraphs give a first proof of the principle Paia
graphs four to ten treat of continuity in space, time and
change, and of the impossibility of empty space, and also

afford Kant the opportunity to develop his dynamical theory
of matter, and so to indicate the contribution which transcend

ental philosophy is able to make towards a more adequate
understanding of the principles of physical science The
eleventh and twelfth paragraphs, evidently later interpola-

tions, give a second proof of the principle which in one im-
portant respect varies from the first proof In the second
edition a third proof akin to this second proof, but carrying it

a stage further, is added in the form of a new first paragraph
Kant’s reason for changing the formulation of the prin-

ciple in the second edition is evidently the unsatisfactoriness

of the phrase “ sensation and the real The principle, properly
interpreted, applies not, as the first edition title and also the
second proof would lead us to expect, to sensation itself, but
to Its object, realttas phaenotnenon It is phenomenalist in its

teaching The emphatic term “ anticipation ” is adopted by

* That IS to say, in the first edition.

* The {dirase is followed it may be observed, by a vorb in the ntregalar
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Kant to mark that in this principle we are able in a prtort

fashion to determine something in regard to what in itself is

^vpurely empirical Sensation as such, being the matter of

experience, can never be known a prtort Its quality, as

being a colour or a taste, depends upon factors which are for us,

owing to the limitations of our knowledge, wholly contingent

None the less in one particular respect we can predetermine

the object of all sensation, and so can antiapate experience,

even in its material aspect

The first proof is as follows Apprehension, so far as

It takes place through a sensation, occupies only a single

moment
,

it does not involve any successive synthesis proceed-

ing from parts to the complete representation That which is

apprehended cannot, therefore possess extensive magnitude
But, as already stated in the chapter on Schemattsm, reality is

that in appearance which corresponds to a sensation It is

realitas pkaenomenon The absence of it is negation » o
Now every sensation is capable of diminution

,
between

reality in the appearance and negation there is a continuous

series of many possible intermediate sensations, the difference

between any two of which is always smaller than the differ

ence between the given sensation and zero That is to say,

the real in appearance has intensive magnitude or degree

The argument is from capability of variation in the intensity

of sensation to existence of degree in its object or cause For
the most part this reality is spoken of as that which is appre
bended in sensation, but Kant adds that if it be

“ viewed as cause either of sensation or of other reahty in appear
ance, such as change, the degree of its reality is then entitled

a moment, as for instance the moment of gravity
”

The obscurity of what in itself is a very simple and direct

argument would seem to be traceable to the lack of clearness

in Kant’s own mind as to what is to be signified by reality

The implied distinction between sensation and its object has
not been clearly formulated Definitions have, indeed, been
given of reality in the chapter on Schematism ,

^ but they are
extremely difficult to decipher Kant never varies from the
assertion that reality is “ that which corresponds to sensation
in general ” Our difficulty is with the additional qualifications

This reality, he further declares, is

‘ that, the concept of which in itself points to an existence
in time”*

* A I43«:B 182
* JLot at in the ^ftpter on Sefumattsm
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The words ‘m time’ would seem to show that what is

referred to is reality tn the realm of appearance, the tealttas

phaenomenon of the Anitapattons But immediately below

we find the following sentence

“As time IS only the form of intuition, and consequently of objects

as appearances, what corresponds in them to sensation is the tran

scendental matter of all objects as tfangs tn themselves, thinghood

[
Sachkett\, reahty ’ ^

The teaching of the first sentence is phenomenalist
,
that

of the other is subjectn 1st

Now in the section on Anitapattons of Perception the

phenomenalist tendencies of Kants thought are decidedly

the more prominent The implied distinction is threefold,

between sensation as subjective state possessing intensive

magnitude, spatial realities that possess both intensive and
extensive magnitude, and the thing in itself Objects as

appearances are regarded as causes of sensation and as pro
ducing changes in one another

The explanation of the phenomenalist character of this

section IS not far to seek Kant s chief purpose in it, as we
shall find is to develop the dynamical theory of matter to

which he had long held, and which, as he was convinced,

would ultimately be substituted for the mechanistic view to

which almost all physicists then adhered We can easily

understand how in this endeavour the realist tendencies of
his thinking should at once come to the surface, and why he
should have been constrained to develop a position more
precise and less ambiguous than that expressed in the defini

tions of reality and degree given in the chapter on Schematism
With these preliminary explanations we may pass to Kant’s
second proof of his principle

A link of connection between the two proofs may be found
in the reason which Kant in the first proof gives for his asser

tion that sensation cannot possess extensive magnitude—the
reason, namely, that as its apprehension takes place in a single

moment, it involves no element of synthesis In his second
proof Kant modifies this contention, and maintains that we
can abstract from the extensive magnitude of the appearance,
and yet can recognise a synthesis as being involved

“ The real which corresponds to sensations in general, as opposed**

to negation = 0, represents only something the very conception of
which contains an existence [em Setn], and signifies nothing but the
synthesis in an empirical consciousness in general

” *

* £m at Italic* not in Kant ’ Cf A lysssBaiy Cf above, pp 3501
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K<int adds that in a single moment we can represent to

ourselves as involved in the bare sensation

“ a synthesis of the uniform progression from zero to the given

empiric il consciousness

These statements are far from clear
, but it is hardly neces

sary to criticise them in detail Since Kant is endeavouring
to piovc that a schema, that of reality or limitation, is in

volved in the apprehension of sensation, he is bound in

consistency to maintain, in accordance with the teaching of
his deduction of the categories, that the application of the
schema demands some species of synthesis

The thud proof, added in the second edition,^ is somewhat
moie explicit, and represents a further and last stage in Kant’s
vain endeavour to harmonise the teaching of this section with
his genei il piinciples In the empirical consciousness of

sensation there is

“ a synthesis of the different quantities involved in the generation

of a sensation from its beginning in pure intuition = o to its particular

required magnitude ”

Or again, apprehension of magnitude is apprehension

“ m 'which the empirical consciousness can m a certain time

increase from zero up to its given measure "

Here, again, what Kant asserts as occurring in our awareness of
sensation calls for much more rigorous demonstration Like
the argument of the second proof, it is not independently
established, it is a mere corollary to the general principles

of his deduction of the categoiies

Thus Kant’s thesis, that the apprehension of sense quail

ties as intensive magnitudes presupposes a synthesis according
to an a prtoti schema, is both obscure in statement, and
unconv incing m argument

,
and some of the assertions made,

especially in refe-ence to the occurrence of synthesis, would
seem to be hardly less aibitrary than the connection which
Kant professes to trace between logical “ quality,” as afl^ma-
tion or negation, and the dynamical intensity of sensuous
qualities For, as already indicated,® lexical “quality” and
intensive magnitude have nothing in common save the
name

Kant next proceeds to a discussion of the general problem
of continuity The connection is somewhat forced But if

we overlook the artificial ordering of the argument and are

^ B 217 tS * C£. above, pp, 192, 341
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content to regard what is given as in the nature of paren

thetical comment, we find in the middle paragraph of this

section an excellent statement of his view of the nature of

continuity and a very clear statement of his dynamical theory

of matter
Kant develops the conception of continuity (a) in reference

to space and time, and (d) in its application to the intensity

of sensations and of their causes

(a) Kant’s own words require no comment

“ Space and time are quanta conttnua because no part of them can
be given, save as enclosed between limits (points or moments), and
therefore as being itself a space or a time Space therefore consists

only of spaces, time only of times Points and moments are only

limits 1 e mere positions that limit space and time But positions

always presuppose the intuitions which they limit or are intended to

hmit , and out of mere positions, viewed as constituents capable of

being given prior to space and time, neither space nor time can be
constructed Such magnitudes may also be called flowing, since

the synthesis of productive imagination involved in their production

is a progression in time, and the continuity of time is ordinanly

denoted by the expression flowing”'^

(fl)
"When Kant proceeds to apply the principle of con

tinuity to intensive magnitude, his conclusion rests upon a
somewhat different basis He aigues that appearances must
be continuous owing to the fact that they are apprehended in

space and time ‘ So far as they are extended in space and
enduring in time that may perhaps be true

,
but Kant’s asser

tion has a wider sweep It implies that sensations and the
physical conditions of sensation, as for instance the sensation

of red or the force of gravity, are capable of existing in

every possible degree between zero and any given intensity

This affords the key to his method of formulating his second
and third proofs of the principle of ofPerception,
which, in the form in which he interprets it, contains this

farther implication of continuity These proofs are inspired
by the desire to make all apprehension, even that of simple
sensation, a temporal process, and by that indirect means to
establish for sensuous intensity and its objective conditions
a continuity similar to that of space and time The proof is,

^ A 169 70= B 21 1 12 For comment upon Kants view of the point as a
limit, cf below p 489 ff

* Though Kant maintains m A 171—B 212 13 that owing to our dependence
Upon empirical data and our necessary ignorance of the nature of the causal rda
UoB we cannot similarly demonstrate the principle of the contmuity of chai^, he
has himself, m characteristically mconsistent fauuon, given three such demonstra
tioBs C£ below, pp 380 i
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however, as we have seen, inconclusive This application of

continuity must be regarded as more m the nature of a mere
hypothesis than Kant is willing to recognise As regards

sensations, it would seem to have been positively disproved

by the results of experimental psychology

From his supposed proof of the continuity of all intensive

magnitudes Kant draws two further conclusions first, that

experience can never be made to yield proof of the void in

either space or time For if all reality can exist in innumer
able degrees, and if each sense has a determinate degree of

receptivity, the complete absence of reality can never be itself

experienced Inference to such absence is also impossible

for a second reason, namely, that one and the same exten-

sive magnitude may be completely occupied by an infinite

number of different intensive degrees, indefinitely approxi

mating to, and yet also indefinitely differing from, zero

Kant IS here referring to the dynamical theory of matter

which he had long held,^ and which he expounds in opposition

to the current mechanistic view® The mechanistic theory

rests, he contends, upon an assumption purely metaphysical

and therefore wholly dogmatic, that the real in space has
no internal differences, but is uniform like the empty space

in which It exists® In accordance with this assilmption

physicists infer that all qualitative differences in our sensa-

tions must be due to merely quantitative differences in their

material causes, and ultimately to differences in the number
and distribution of the constituent parts of material bodies

* Cf Kant s Monadologia phystca (1756) and New Doctnm of Motion and Rest

(1758) Kants final statement of this dynamical theory is given in his Meta
physical Fust Principles ofNatural Science (1786)

^ In this matter Kant regards himself as defending the Newtonian theory of an
attractive gravitational force The mechanistic view admits only one form of action

VIZ transference of motion through impact and pressure From Democritus
to Descartes indeed up to our own day the mechimstic method of explanation

has under the title of atomism or corpuscular philosophy maintained its

authority with but slight modihcation and nas continued to exercise its influ

ence upon the principles of natural science Its essential teaching consists in the
assumption of the absolute impenetrability of primitive matter in the absolute

homogeneity of its constitution (difference of shape being the sole remaining
difference) and m the absolutely indestructible coherence of matter in its funda
mental corpuscles {Metaphysical First Principles^ IV vol iv p 533 11 All
gemeine Anmerkung, 4)

* This IS additional to its other correlative assumption of the absolute void
* The absolute void and the absolutely full are m the cloctrine of nature very much
what blind chance and bknd fate are m metaphysical cosmology, namely, a barrier

to the enquiring reason, which either causes its place to be taken by arbitrary

fictions or lays it to rest on the pillow of obscure qualities {Metapkysual First
Principles W vol iv p 53a (I read forschende for kerrschende))

'
There are

only two methods of procedure the mechanistic, through combination
of the absolutely full with the absolute void, or an opposite dynanucal method,
that of explaining all material difibrences through mere diiSerences in the com
bination of the original forces of repulsion and attraction ^ (kc cst)
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If two bodies of the same volume differ in weight or in inertia,

the variation must be traced to differences in the amount of

matter, or, otherwise stated, to differences in the amount of un
occupied space, in the two todies To this view Kant opposes

his own hypothesis—for it is in this more modest form that it

IS presented in these paragraphs—namely, that matter occupies

space by intensity and not by mere bulk, and that it may
therefore be diminished indefinitely in degree without for that

reason ceasing completely to fill the same extensive area

Thus an expanded force such as heat, filling space without

leaving the smallest part of it empty, may be indefinitely

diminished in degree, and yet may still with these lesser

degrees continue to occupy that space as completely as before

This may not, Kant admits, be the true explanation of physical

differences, but it at least has the merit of freeing the under
standing from metaphysical preconceptions, and of demon
strating the possibility of an alternative to the current view
If matter has intensity as well as extensity, and so can vary
in quality as well as in quantity, physical science may perhaps
be fruitfully developed on dynamical lines

3 THE ANALOGIES OF EXPERIENCE

The principle of the Analogies is Expettence is possible

only through the representation of a necessary connection of
perceptions ^

Kant introduces the three analogies with the statement of

an underlying principle, which corresponds to the central thesis

of the transcendental deduction In the second edition this

general principle is reformulated, and a new proof is added
These alterations do not seem, however, to be of any special

significance The two proofs repeat the mam argument of the

transcendental deduction, but with special emphasis upon the

temporal aspect of experience The categories of relation,

as schematised, yield the Analogies, which acquire objective

validity in so far as they render experience possible The
first proof (given in the second paragraph of the first edition)
maintains that they are indispensable for apperception, and
the second proof (that of the second edition) that they are
indispensable for knowledge of objects The references to
time in the second proof are too condensed to to intelligible

save in the light of the more explicit arguments given in

support of the three Analogies
^ Iki the first edition Kant formulates this principle in the light of his extremely

misleading distinction between mathematical and dynamical principles (cf above,

PP 345 7 )
** All appearances, as regards ihetr extsimce^ are subject apnan to

irules oetermimng their relation to one another in one time
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The first paragraph in the first edition must be a later

interpolation, as its assertion that simultaneity is a mode of

time conflicts with the proof given of the first Ana/ogy, but

agrees with what must be regarded as a later interpolated

passage introductory to that proof ^ This paragraph is also

peculiar in another respect Hitherto Kant has traced fhe

existence of the three analogies to the three categories of

relation, each of which conditions a separate schema But in

this paragraph he bases then threefold form on the fact that

time has three modes, duration, sequence,^ and coexistence,

and that there is therefore a threefold problem first, what is

involved in consciousness of duration
,

secondly, what is

involved in consciousness of succession, and thirdly, what
IS involved in consciousness of coexistence This is not,

however, a satisfactory mode of stating the matter, for it

might seem to imply that the three aspects of time can be

separately apprehended, and that each has its own independ-

ent conditions What Kant really proves is that all three

involve one another We can only be conscious of duration

in contrast to succession, and of succession in contrast to the

permanent, while both involve consciousness of coexistence

The three analogies thus treat of three aspects of the same
problem, the first connecting with the category of substance,

the second with that of causality, and the third with that

of reciprocity

The only point that calls for further comment * concerns

Kant’s adoption of the term Analogy as a title for the three

principles of “ relation " The term is employed in contra
distinction to constitutive principle or axiom

,
and Kant

points out that this usage of the term must be carefully

distinguished from the other or mathematical ‘ In philosophy
analogy is not the likeness of two quantitative but of two
qualitative relations ” In mathematical analogy a fourth term
can be discovered trom three given terms

,
but in an ‘ analogy

of experience’ we possess a rule that suffices only for ^
determination of the rtlatwn to a term not given, never for

knowledge of this term itself Thus if we are informed that

1 5 lb to AT as 5 is to 10, the value of x can be determined as
30 But if It be stated that a given event stands to an
antecedent event as effect to cause, only the relation holding

between the events can be specified, not the actual cause
itself The principle causality thus serves only as a

‘ C£ below, p 358
* In A iSasB 12$ the stxonger term change {Wtchstt) is employed
* A 178 8okB 221 3 (on the distinction bmween mathematical and dynamical

pnncipleB) has been commented upon above pp 345 7
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regulative principle, directing us to search for the cause of an
event among its antecedents

Riehl has suggested a very different explanation of the

term, namely, as signifying that the categories of relation arc

employed only on the analogy of the corresponding, pure
logical forms

“ In so far as I know matter in terms of its empirical properties

as the substance of outer expenences, I do not gain knowledge of

the nature of matter but only of its relation to my thmking In all

judgments upon outer thmgs I employ matter as the subject That
knowledge is therefore nothing but an analogy to the conceptual

relation of a subject to its predicates Matter is related to its

properties and effects in the realm of appearance as the subject of a

categorical judgment is related to its predicates In so far as an
antecedent is entitled the cause of an event, we do not gam
knowledge of its nature but only of the analogy of the relation of

cause and effect with that of antecedent and consequent m a

hypothetical proposition , the connection of the changes is analogous

to the conceptual relation of ground and consequence
,
the principle

of the sufficient ground of changes is an analogy of experience ” *

This explanation may at first sight seem to be supported

by Kant’s own statement in the concluding paragraph of the

section before us

“Ihrough these pnnciples we are justified in combining
appearances only according to an analogy with the logical and
general unity of concepts ” ^

This assertion is, however, incidental to Kant’s explanation

that the analogies are not principles of “ transcendental ”

(*e transcendent), but only of empirical application—an
explanation itself in turn occasioned by his desire to connect

his present argument with the chapter on Schematism This
interpretation of the term analogy is probably, therefore, of

the nature of an afterthought Having adopted the term on
''the grounds above stated in A 179-80=6 222, he finds in it

an opportunity to reinforce his previous assertion of the

restricting character of the time condition through which
categories are transformed into schemata The entire

paragraph is probably, as Adickes remarks, a later inter-

polation But there are further reasons why we cannot accept

this passage as representing the real origin of the term
analogy It would involve adoption of the subjectivist stand-

point from which Riehl, despite his otherwise realistic reading

^ Pktles Kra 2nd ed i p 545 Curd ndopts a suailat view, 1 pp 540,
580

* A i8tsB 224
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of Kant, interprets Kant’s phenomenalist doctrines For it

implies that it is only in the noumenal, and not also in the

phenomenal sphere, that substantial existences and genuinely

dynamical activities are to be found ^ It would also seem to

imply, what is by no means Kant’s invariable position, the

absolute validity of the logical foims And lastly it would
involve the priority of the logical to the real use of the

categories, a violation of Critical pnnciples of which Kant is

himself occasionally guilty, but never, as it would seem, in

this exaggerated form

A Piwt Analogy

—

All appearances contain the permanent
{substance) as the object itself, and the changeable as its mere
detei mination, te as a mode in which the object exists Or as

in the second edition In all change of appearances substance

IS permanent its quantum in Nature neither increases nor

diminishes

The second paragraph'* is of composite character Its

fiist part (consisting of the first three sentences) and its second

part give separate proofs, involving assertions directly contra

dictory of one another The one asserts change and simul

taneity to be modes of time
,
the other denies this They

cannot, therefore, be of the same date The first would seem
to be the later, it connects with the first paiagraph of the

preceding section

In the first edition the principle is defined as expressing

the schema of the dual category of substance and attribute

In the second edition it is leformulated in much less

satisfactory form, as being the scientific principle of the
conservation {le indestructibility) of matter This second
formulation emphasises the weaker side of the argument of
the first edition, and is largely due to the perverting influence

of Kant’s method of distinguishing between the Analytic of
Concepts and the Analytic of Judgments It reveals Kant’s
growing tendencj to contrast the two divisions of the Analytic,

as dealing, the one with ordinary experience, and the other
with Its scientific reorganisation *

The first proof in the first edition gives explicit expression
to a presupposition underlying this entire section, namely,
that all apprehension is necessarily successive, or in other

words that it is impossible to apprehend a manifold Save in

succession* From this assumption it follows that if such
succession is not only to occur but is to be apprehended as
occurring, and if we are to be able to distinguish between

’ Cf below, pp 373 4 * That u to say, in the first edition

* V
* 33a 3. 343 4

* Cf above, p. 34$ below, pp 367 8, 371 2, 381 2
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the successive order of all our apprehensions and the order

of coexisting independent existences, a permanent must be

thought into the succession, that is to say, the successive

experiences must be interpreted into an objective order in

terms of the category of abiding substance and changing
attributes Kant neither here nor elsewhere makes any at

tempt to explain how this position is to be reconciled with

his doctrine that space can be intuited as well as time , and
there is equal difficulty in reconciling it with the doctrine

developed in his second proof (in the second division of this

same paragraph) that time itself does not change but only
the appearances in it

As above shown,* there are two tendencies in Kant s treat

ment of time, each of which carries with it its own set of con-

nected consequences There is the view that consciousness of

time as a whole preconditions consciousness of any part of it

This tends to recognition of simultaneity as a mode of time
and of the simultaneous as apprehended in a single non
successive act of apprehension On the other hand, there is

the counter view that consciousness of time is only possible

through the successive combination of its parts This leads

lO the assertion that simultaneity is not a mode of time, and
that time itself cannot be apprehended save as the result of

synthesis in accordance with unifying categories Through
the categories there arises consciousness of objectivity, and so

for the first time consciousness of a distinction between the

subjective which exists invariibly and exclusively in succes

Sion, and the objective which may exist either as successive

or as permanent, and in whose existence both elements are,

indeed, inseparably involved

To turn now to Kant’s second ® proof of the principle
,

•

It IS as follows All our peiceptions are in time, and in time
are represented as either coexistent or successive Time
itself cannot change,* for only as in it can change be repre

* Cf above pp 94 135 8 309 ff 347 8
^ That 15 to say in the first edition
* The new proof added in the second edition calls for no special comment

In all essentials it agrees with this second proof of the first edition It oiffers

only in such ways as are called for by the mode of formulating the pnnciple
in the second edition

* This statement as Caird has pointed out (i p ui), is extremely questionable
“ It may be objected that to say that time itself does not change* is hke saying

that passing away does not itself pass away So far the endurance of time and
the permanence of the changing might even seem to mean only that the moments
of tinie never cease to pass away, and the changing never ceases to change A
perpetual flux would therefore suffiaently represent all the permanence that is

in time ” This is not however, in itself a vital objection to Kant s ailment
For he is here stating more than his argument really requires. Events are dated
in a stn^ time, not m an unchanging time Kant’s statement betrays the
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sented Time, however, cannot by itself be apprehended

As such, It IS the mere empty form of our perceptions

There must be found in the objects of perception some abiding

substrate or substance which will represent the permanence of

time in consciousness, and through relation to which coexist

ence and succession of events may be perceived And since

only in relation to this substrate can time relations be appre

bended, it must be altogether unchangeable, and may there-

fore^ be called substance And being unchangeable it can

neither increase nor diminish in quantity Kant, without

further argument, at once identifies this substance with

matter
This proof may be restated in briefer fashion® The

consciousness of events in time involves the dating of them
in time But that is only possible in so far as we have a

representation of the time in which they are to be dated

Time, however, not being by itself experienced, must be

represented in consciousness by an abiding substrate in which
all change takes place, and since, as the substrate of aU change,

it will necessarily be unchangeable, it may be called substance

The argument, in both proofs, is needlessly abstract, and
as already remarked,® the reason of this abstractness is that

Kant here, as in the chapter on Schemattsm, unduly ignores

space, limiting his analysis to inner sense He defines the

schema of substance as the permanence of the real in time,

as the representation of the real which persists while

all else changes As the second edition of the Critique

shows,* Kant himself came to recognise the inadequacy of

this definition, and therefore of the proof of the first Analog
Consciousness is only possible through the representation of

objects in space Only in outer sense is a permanent given in

contrast to which change may be perceived The proof ought
therefore to have proceeded in the following manner Time
can be conceived only as motion, and motion is perceivable

only against a permanent background in space Conscious-
ness of time therefore involves consciousness of a permanent
in space He might have added that consciousness of relative

time involves consciousness of change in relation to something

extent to which at> Bergson has very justly pointed out, Kant spatialises time, 1 1

interprets it on the analogy of space It is based on the mixed idea of a
measurable time, which is s^ce m so fisr as it is homogeneity and duration in
so ftir as it IS succession that is to say at bottom, the contradictory idea of
succession in simultaneity” {Lts DentUa tmmtdtates, p 173 trans

P aaS)
* Cf A 184s B 237 ‘ the proposition, that substance is permanent, is

tautological ” • Cf A 188*B 231
• Above p 341 * Of above, p 309 £F
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reiatively permanent, and that the scientific conception of all

changes as taking place in a single absolute time involves the

determining of change through relation to something abso

lutely permanent, this ultimate standard being found in the

heavenly bodies By the permanent is not meant the im

movable, but only that which is uniform and unchanging in

its motions The uniform motions of the heavenly bodies

constitute our ultimate standard of time The degree of their

uniformity is the measure of our approximation to an absolute

standard A marginal note upon this Analogy in Kant’s

private copy of the Critique reveals Kant’s late awakened
recognition of the necessity of this mode of restating the

argument

“ Here the proof must be so developed as to apply only to sub

stances as phenomena of outer sense, and must therefore be drawn
from space, which with its determinations exists at all times In

space all change is motion ” *

That the new argument of the second edition still proceeds

on the same lines as the second argument of the first edition

IS probably due, as Erdmann remarks,® to Kant’s unwillingness

lO make the extensive alterations which would have been

called for in the chapter on Schematism as well as in the

statement of this Analogy
A second serious objection to Kant’s treatment of the first

Analogy follows at once from the above Kant identifies the

permanent which represents time in consciousness with

matter, and seeks to prove by means of this identification

the principle of the conservation of matter ® That principle

IS not really capable of transcendental proof It is not a

presupposition of possible experience, but merely a geneialisa-

tion empirically grounded Kant is here confounding a

^ B Erdmann s edition of the Nachtrage Ixxx p 32 Cited by Caird, i pp
541 2 « 5/ nt pp 33 4

’ That Kant does not mean to imply that the category of substance has no
application to the contents of inner sense is made clear by a curious argument in

the Metaphysical Fvst Principles of Natwal Science (1786) JV iv p 542
* What in this proof essentially characterises substance, which is possible only in

space and under spatial conditions and therefore only as object of tne outer senses,

is that its quantity cannot be increased or diminished without substance coming into

being or ceasing to be For the quantity of an object which is possible only in

space must consist of parts which are external to one another and these therefore

if they are real (something movable) must necessarily be substances On the

other hand, that which is viewed as object of inner sense can as substance^ have
a quantity which does not consist of parts external to one another Its parts are
thereftire not substances, and their comii^ into being and ceasing to be must not
be regarded as creation or annihilation ofs substance Their increase or dinunu
tion IS therefore possible without prqudice to the principle of the permanence of
substance ** (Italics not in Kant } Cf also Prolegomena §49 Und Moiv» pp 367,

3
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particular theory as to the manner in which the element of

permanence, necessary to possible experience, is realised, with

the much more general conclusion which alone can be estab-

lished by transcendental methods His argument also con-

flicts with his own repeated assertion that the notion of

change, in so far as it is distinct from that of temporal

succession or of motion in space, is empirical, and consequently

falls outside the scope of transcendental enquiry By the

conservation of matter we mean the constancy of the weight
of matter throughout all changes But the only permanent
which can be postulated as necessary to render our actual

consciousness of time possible, consists of spatial objects

sufflciently constant to act as a standard by comparison
with which motions may be measured against one another

And as this first Analogy, properly understood, thus deals solely

with spatial changes of bodies, the principle of the conserva

tion of matter has no real connection with it

Then thirdly, and lastly, Kant takes this first Analogy as

showing the indispensable function performed in experience

by the category of substance and attribute Substance, he
argues, corresponds to the time in which events happen, and
Its attributes correspond to the changing events Just as all

events are only to be conceived as happening in time, so too

all changes are only to be conceived as changes in an abiding

substance These, he would seem to hold, are simply two
ways of making one and the same assertion Now Kant
may perhaps be right in insisting that all change is change
in, and not of, time Unity of consciousness would seem to

demand consciousness of a single time in which all events

happen But this relation of time to its events does not justify

the same assertion being made of substance Substance may
be what corresponds to time in general, and may represent it

in consciousness, but we cannot for that reason say that

changes are also only in and not of it To regard the changes
in this way as attributes inhering in substance directly contra-

dicts the view developed in the second Analogy For the
notion of substance is there treated as an implication of the

principle of causality Substance, Kant there insists, is not
a bare static existence in which changes take place, but a
dynamic energy which from its very nature is in perpetual

necessitated change Change is not change in, but change
of, substance

Fven in the passage m which Kant identifies the notion
of the permanent in change with that of substance and attri-

bute, he shows consciousness of this difficulty We must not,
he says, separate the substance from its accidents, treating
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it as a separate existence The accidents are merely the

special forms of its existence But all the same, he adds,

withdrawing the words which he has just uttered, such a
separation of the changing accidents from the abiding sub

stance is “ unavoidable, owing to the conditions of the logical

employment of our understanding ” ^ Kant is here so hard

pressed to account for the use of the category of substance

and attribute in experience, and to explain the contradictions

to which it gives rise, that the only way he sees out of the

difficulty is to refer the contradictions involved in the category

to the constitution of our understanding in its logical employ
ment Yet as such employment of undei standing is, according

to his own showing, secondary to, and dependent upon, its

“ real " employment the category of substance and attribute

can hardly have originated in this way
We must, then, conclude that Kant offers no sufficient

deduction or explanation of the category of substance and
attribute, and as he does so nowhere else we aie driven to the

further conclusion that he is unable to account for its use in

experience, or at least to reconcile it in any adequate fashion

V ith the principle of causality

B Second Analogy—Everything that happens, i e begins

to be, presuppoies something on which it follows according to a
rule Or is m the second edition All changes take place in

conformity with the law of the connection of cause and effect

This section, as Kant very rightly felt, contains one of the

most important and fundamental arguments of the entire

Critique

,

and this would seem to be the reason why he has

so multiplied the proofs which he gives of the Analogy
Within the limits of the section no less than five distinct

proofs are to be found, and still another was added in the

second edition As Adickes ^ argues, it is extremely unlikely

that Kant should have written five very similar proofs in im
mediate succession The probability is that they are of
independent origin and were later combined to constitute

this section
,
or, if we hold with Adickes that Kant first com

posed a " brief outline," we may conclude that he combined
the one or more proofs, which that outline contained, with
others of earlier or of later origin The first to the fourth para
graphs of the first edition contain a first proof, the fifth to the
seventh a second proof (a repetition of the first proof but in

indirect form) , the eighth to the tenth a third proof (almost
identical with the first)

,
the eleventh to the thirteenth a fourth

proof (different in character from all the others), the four-

‘ A i87=B 230
* * AT p an
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teenth a fifth proof (probably the latest in time of writing
,
an

anticipation of the argument in the second edition) The para

graph added in the second edition (the second paragraph in

the text of the second edition) gives a sixth and last proof

We may first state the central argument, deferring treat-

ment of such additional points as arise in connection with

Kant’s varying formulations of it in his successive proofs

The second Analogy, though crabbedly, diffusely, and even

confusedly stated, is one of the finest and most far reaching

pieces of argument in the whole Crtttque It is of special

liistorical importance as being Kant’s answer to Hume’s
denial of the validity of the causal principle Hume had
maintained that we can never be conscious of anything but
mere succession Kant in reply seeks to prove that con-

sciousness of succession is only possible through conscious

ness of a necessity that determines the order of the successive

events

Kant, we must bear in mind, accepts much of Hume’s
criticism of the category of causality The general principle

that every event must have an antecedent cause is, Kant
recognises, neither intuitively certain nor demonstrable by
general reasoning from more ultimate truths It is not to

be accounted for by analytic thought, but like all synthetic

judgments a pfton can only be proved by reference to the

contingent fact of actual experience Secondly, Kant makes
no attempt, either in this Analogy or elsewhere in the Crtttque,

to explain the nature and possibility of causal connection,

that is, to show how one event, the cause, is able to give rise

to another and different event, the effect We can never by
analysis of an effect discover any reason why it must neces-

sarily be preceded by a cause ^ Thirdly, the principle of

causality, as deduced by Kant and shown to be necessarily

involved in all consciousness of time, is the quite general

principle that every event must have some cause in what im-
mediately precedes it What in each special case the cause
may be, can only be empirically discovered

,
and that any

selected event is really the cause can never be absolutely

certain The particular causal laws are discovered from
experience, not by means of the general principle but only in

accordance with it, and are therefore neither purely empirical

nor wholly a pnort As even J S Mill teaches, the general

principle is assumed in every inference to a causal law, and
save by thus assuming the general principle the particular

inference to causal connection cannot be proved But at the
same time, since the proof of causal connection depends upon

* c A 305 7a>B 353
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satisfaction of those empirical tests which Mill formulates

in his inductive methods, such special causal laws can be

gathered only from experience

The starting point of Kant’s analysis is our consciousness

of an objectwe order in time This is for Kant a legitimate

starting point since he has proved in the Transcendtntal

Deduction that only through consciousness of the objective is

consciousness of the subjective in any form possible The
independent argument by which it is here supported is merely

a particular application of the general principle of that deduc-

tion When we apprehend any very large object, such as a

house, though we do so by successively perceiving the different

parts of it, we never think of regarding these successive per-

ceptions as representing anything successive in the house
On the other hand, when we apprehend successive events in

time, such as the successive positions of a ship sailing down
stream, we do regard the succession of our experiences as

representing objective succession in what is apprehended
Kant therefore feels justified in taking as fact, that we have
the power of distinguishing between subjective and objective

succession, i e between sequences which are determined by
'he order of our attentive experience and sequences which are

given as such It is this fact which affords Kant a precise

method of formulating the problem of the second Analogy^

viz how consciousness of objective change, as distinguishedfrom
subjective succession, is possible ?

Schopenhauer, owing to the prominence in his system of

the principle of sufficient reason, has commented upon this

second Analogy in considerable detail,^ and we may here
employ one of his chief criticisms to define more precisely the
general intention of Kant’s argument The succession in our
experiences of the parts of a house and of the positions of a
ship IS, Schopenhauer maintains, in both cases of genuinely
objective character In both instances the changes are due to
the position of two bodies relatively to one another In the
first example one of these bodies is the body of the observer, or
rather one of his bodily organs, namely the eye, and the other
IS the house, in relation to the parts of which the position of
the eye is successively altered In the second example the
ship changes its position relatively to the stream The motion
of the eye from roof to cellar is one event

,
its motion from

cellar to roof is a second event , and both are events of the
same nature as the sailing of the ship Had we the same
power of dragging the ship upstream that we have of moving
the eye in a direction opj^site to that of its first movement,

^ Werfu (Frauendtadt, t873)f i p 85
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the positions of the ship could be reversed in a manner exactly

analogous to our reversal of the perceptions of the house

This criticism is a typical illustration of Schopenhauer’s

entire failure to comprehend the central thesis of Kant’s Critical

idealism ^ The Analytic^ so far as the main argument of its

objective deduction is concerned, was to him a closed book

,

and as this second analogy is little else than a special applica-

tion of the results of the deduction, he was equally at a loss in

Its interpretation Kant was himself, of course, in large part

responsible for the misunderstanding The distinction which
would seem to bo implied by Kant’s language between sequence

that IS objective and sequence that is merely subjective is

completely inconsistent with Critical principles,® and is as

thoroughly misleading as that other distinction which he so

frequently employs between the a priori and the merely em
pineal Schopenhauer, however, regarded these distinctions

as valid, and accordingly applies them m the interpretation of

Kant’s method of argument If inner and outer experience

are to be contrasted as two kinds of experience, there is, as

Schopenhauer rightly insists, no sufficient giound for regard-

ing changes due to movements of the eye as being subjective

and those that are due to movements of a ship as being

objective That is not, however, Kant’s intention m the em-
ployment of these illustrations He uses them only to make
clear the fairly obvious fact that while m certain cases the

order of our perceptions is subjectively initiated, m other

^ As evidence of this failure I may cite Schopenhauer s comment upon A 371
and 372 From these passages it is quite clear that for Kant the perception of

outer things in space is antecedent to all application of the causal law and that

this law does not therefore enter into it as its element and condition mere sensa
tion amounts in Kant s view to perception {Werke 1 p 81) Even when as in

the passages referred to Kant is sf^aking in his most subjectivist vein he gives

no justihcdtion for any such assertion Schopenhauer notwithstanding his sincere

admiration for Kant— * I owe what is best in my own system to the impression

made upon me by the works of Kant by the sacred writings of the Hindoos and
by Plato {Wofld as WtU and Jdea^ Werke^ 11 p 493 Eng trans 11 p 5)—is

one of the most unreliable of Kant s critics His comments are extremely mis
'eadmg and laigely for the reason that he was interested in Kant only as he could
obtain from him confirmation of his own philosophical tenets Several of these

tenets he certainly derived directly from the Cntique , but they are placed by him
in so entirely different a setting that their essential meaning is greatly altered

We have already noted (above p 41) Schopenhauer s exaggerated statement of
Kant’s intuitive theory of mathematics Kant s subjectivism is similarly expounded
in a one sided and quite unrepresentative manner (cf below, p 407 n ) Hutchison
Stirling s criticisms of Kant m his Text Book to Kant are vitiated by a similar

failure to recognise the completely un Cntical character of the occasional passages

in which Kant admits a distmctioh between * judgments of perception ana * judg
mentsofexpenence (cf above, pp 288 9) Stirling (cf below, p 377} has amplified
his criticism of Kant in Pnneeton Review (Jan 1879, pp 178 210), Rortntgfdly
Revuto (July 1872), and in Mtnd{ix , 1884, p SS^i < > *885, p 45)

® Cf above pp 240 2, 365, and below, p 377
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cases we apprehend the subjective order of our experiences as

corresponding to, and explicable only through, the objective

sequence of events In holding to this distinction Kant is not

concerned to deny that even in the order which is determined

by the subject’s purposes or caprice objective factors are like-

wise involved The fact that the foundations of a house

)*support Its roof, and will therefore determine what it is that

we shall apprehend when we turn the eye upwards, does not

render the order of our apprehensions any the less subjective

in character But that this order is purely subjective, Kant
could never have asserted His Critical principles definitely

commit him to the view that even sensations and desires are

integral parts of the unitary system of natural law Kant,

as we shall find, is maintaining that some such distinction

between subjective and objective sequence as is illustrated in

the above contrasted instances must be present from the

very start of our experience—must, indeed, be constitutive of

experience as such Out of a consciousness of the purely

subjective the notion of the objective can never arise ’ Or
otherwise stated, consciousness of a time order, even though
subjective, must ultimately involve the application of some
lion subjective standard

“I shxll be obliged to derive the subjective sequence of

apprehension from the objective sequence of appearances, because

otherwise the former is entirely undetermined, and does not distin

guish any one appearance from any other ’ ^

We interpret the subjective order in terms of an objective

system
,
consciousness of the latter is the necessary presup

position of all awareness It is as necessary to the inter

pretation ofwhat is apprehended through the rotating eyeballs

as to the appiehension of a moving ship So far from refusing

to recognise that the subjective order of our experiences is

objectively conditioned, Kant is prepared to advance to the
further assertion that it is only apprehensible when so con
ceived

In the third Analogy Kant proceeds to the connected

^ Cf btottt Manual of Psyckole^, third edition pp 444 6 Unless sve

assi'me from the outset that the primitive mind treats a perceived change which
challenges its interest and attmition not as something self existent m isolation

but as somethmg conditioned by and conditioning other changes it seems hopeless
to attempt to show how this causal point of view could have arisen through any
extension of knowledge m accordance with ascertained psychological laws and
conditions There is good reason for denying that customary repetition is

even required to (iirmsh a first occasion or opportunity for the first emergence of
the apprehension of causal relations For, as we have already insisted, the pro
cess of learning by experience is from the first expenmental Regularities
axe only found Wause they are sought But it is m the seeking that the category
of causal umty is primarily involved Cf below, pp 371 3 * A 193sB 3^
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problem, how we can apprehend the parts of a house as

simultaneous notwithstanding the sequent relation of our

perceptions of them, and what justification we have for thus

interpreting the subjectively sequent experiences as represent

ing objective coexistence J ust as Kant in this second Analogy
does not argue that irreversibility is by itself proof of causal

relation, but only that the consciousness of such irreversibility*'

demands the employment of the conception of causality, so

in the third Analogy he does not attempt to reduce the

consciousness of coexistence to the consciousness of rcversi

bility, but to pro\e that only through the application of the

conception of reciprocity can the reversibility be properly

interpreted In each case the category conditions the em
pineal consciousness

,
the latter is an apprehension of deter-

minate order only in so far as it presupposes the categoty

Though Kant’s treatment of the third Analogy has less his

torical importance, and perhaps less intrinsic interest, than the

proof of the second Analogy

y

it is even more significant of the

kind of position which he is endeavouring to establish, and I

may therefore forewarn the reader that he must not spare him
self the labour of mastering its difficult, and somewhat illusive,

argument The doctrines which it expounds at once reinforce

and extend the results of the second Analogy

y

while the further

difficulties which it brings to view, but which it is not itself

capable of meeting, indicate that the problems of the Analytic

call for reconsideration in the light of certain wider issues first

broached in the Dialectic

We may now return to Kant’s mam argument His
problem, as we have found, is how consciousness of objective

change, as distinguished from subjective succession, is possible

The problem, being formulated in this particular way, demands,
Kant felt, caieful definition of what is meant by the term
‘objective,’ upon which so much depends To apply the

illustration atove used, the house as apprehended is not a

thing in Itself but only an appearance to the mind What,
then, do we mean by the house, as distinguished from our
subjective representations of it, when that house is nothing
but a complex iinbegnff) of representations ? ^ The question

and Kant’s answer to it are stated in subjectivist fashion, in

terms of his earlier doctrine of the transcendental object To
contrast an object with the representations through which
we apprehend it, is only possible if these representations

stand under a rule which renders necessary their combination
in some one particular way, and so distinguishes this one
particular mode of representation as the only true mode from

* A 191sS 336
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all others The origin, therefore, of our distinction between
the subjectively successive and the succession which is also

objective must be due m the one case to the presence of a
rule compelling us to combine the events in some particular

successive order, and in the other to the absence of such a
rule Our appiehension of the house, for instance, may
proceed in any order, from the roof downwards or vice versa,

and as the order may always be reversed there is no compul
Sion upon the mind to regard the order of its apprehension as

representing objective sequence But since in our apprehen
Sion of an event B in time, the apprehension of B follows

upon the apprehension of a previous event A, and we cannot
reverse the order, the mind is compelled to view the order of

succession, in teims of the category of causality, as necessitated,

and therefore as objective The order is a necessary order

not in the sense that A must always precede B, that A is the

cause of B, but that the order, if we are to apprehend it

correctly, must in this particular case be conceived as necessary

The succession, that is, need not be conceived as a causal one,

but in order to be conceived as objective succession it must
be conceived as rendered necessary by connections that are

causa]

Having, in this general fashion shown the bearing of his

previous analysis of objective experience upon the problem in

hand, Kant proceeds to develop from it his proof of the special

principle of causality The schema of causality is necessary

succession in time, and it is through this, its time aspect, that

Kant approaches the principle It has to do with the special

case of change To be conscious of change we must be
conscious of an event, that is, of something as happening at a

particular point in time The change, in other words, requires

to be dated, and as we are not conscious of time in general,

it must be dated by reference to other events, and obviously

in this case m relation to the preceding events, in contrast to

which It IS apprehended as change But according to the

results of our analysis ofwhat constitutes objective experience,

it can be fixed in its position in objective time only if it be

conceived as related to the preceding events accordir^ to a
necessary law

,
and the law of necessary connection in time is

the law of causality In order, then, that something which
has taken place may be apprehended as having occurred, that

IS, as being an objective change, it must be apprehended as

nec|(ssarily following upon that which immediately precedes

it m time, r « as causally necessary

The principle of causality thus conditions consciousness of

objective succession, and Hume, in asserting that we are

2 B
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conscious of the succession of events, therefore admits all that

need be assumed in order to prove the principle The reason

why Hume failed to recognise this, is that he ignored the

distinction between consciousness of the subjective order of

our apprehensions and consciousness of the objective sequence

of events Yet that is a distinction upon which hi‘ own
position rested For he teaches that determination of causal

laws, sufficiently certain to serve the purposes alike of practical

life and of natural science can be obtained through observation

of those sequences which remain constant Such is also the

position of all empiricists They hold that causal relation is

discovered by comparison ofgtven sequences Kant's conten
tion IS that the apprehension of change as change, and there-

fore ultimately the apprehension even of an arbitrarily

determined order of subjective succession,^ presupposes, and
is only possible through, an application of the category of

causality The primary function of the understanding does
not consist in the clarification of our representation of an event,

but in making such representation possible at all ^ The
primary field of exercise for the understanding lies not in

the realm of reflective comparison, but in the more funda
mental sphere of creative synthesis * In determining the

nature of the given it predetei mines the principles to which
all reflection upon the given must conform The discursive

activities of scientific reflection are secondary to, and condi
tioned by, the transcendental processes which generate the

experience of ordinary consciousness Only an experience
which conforms to the causal principle can serve as founda-
tion either for the empincal judgments of sense experience,
or for that ever increasing body of scientific knowledge into

which their content is progressively translated The principle

of causality is applicable to everything experienced, for the
sufficient reason that experience is itself possible only in terms
of It This conclusion finds its most emphatic and adequate
statement in the Methodology

“ through concepts of understanding pure reason establishes

secure pnnciples, not however directly from concepts, but always
only indirectly through relation of these concepts to something
altogether contingent, namely, possible experience For when such
expenence (i e something as object of possible expenence) is pre
supposed, the principles are apodictically certain, though by them

^ By an arbitrary ’ order Kant does not, of course, mean an order of
succesaon that is not determined, but only one that is determined by subjectively
conditioned direction of attention Cf below j> 377

" Cf A t99=B 244 and above, pp 133, 2® 9; bdow p 377
* Cf A 195 6vB 240*1 and above, pp 172, 176 ff , 182 3, 263 if

, 277
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selves (directly) a fnon they cannot even be recognised at all

Thus no one can acquire insight into the proposition that everything

which happens has its cause, merely from the concepts involved

It IS not, therefore, a dogma, although from another pomt of view,

namely, from that of the sole field of its possible employment, t e

expenence, it can be proved with complete apodictic certamty

But though It needs proof, it should be entitled a pnnaple, not a
theorem^ because it has the peculiar charaiter that it makes posstbk

the very expenence which is its own ground of proof and in this

es^erience must always itself bepresupposed” *

Before making further comment upon Kant’s central argu

ment, it is advisable to consider the varying statements which
Kant has given of it We may take his successive proofs

in the order 111 which they occur in the first edition

First Proof*—The argument is developed m terms of

Kant’s early doctrine of the transcendental object The
only points specially characteristic of the statement here

p[iven of that doctrine consist (a) in the emphasis with which
It IS asserted that representations can be experienced only in

succession to one another, and that they can never stand in

the relation of coexistence,* and (^) in the almost complete
Ignoring of the transcendental object as source or ground of

the rule in terms of which the successive representations are

organised {a) This is a point common to the arguments of

all three Analogies In the first and third the problem is

how, from representations merely successive, permanence and
coexistence can be determined In the second Analogy the

problem is how from representations invariably successive a
distinction can be drawn between the subjectively determined
order of our apprehensions and the objective sequence of

events Or in other words how under such conditions we
can recognise an order as given, and so as prescribing the

order in which it must be apprehended Or to state thq:

same point in still another manner how we can distinguish

between an arbitrary or reversible order and an imposed or

fixed order, and so come to apprehend the subjective order of

our apprehensions as in certain cases controlled by, and
explicable only through, the objective sequence of events *

{ft) The reason why the transcendental object, as source of

the determinate and prescribed order of the given events,

falls into the background in this passage is that Kant is

concerned only with the general principle or cat^ory by
means of which the order is apprehended as necessary That

^ A 736 7:=B 765 Italics of last sentence not m Kant
^ A 180 043=B 234 9 Brst to fonrth paragraphs (6rst edition)

• Cf above, pp 348, SjS * Cf A 193 3«B 238 9.
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prinaple has a subjective origin even tljpugh the particular

sequences of concrete events have by means of that concept

to be conceived as inexorably determined by their noumenal
conditions ^ The principle accounts for the comprehenston of

the Older as objective, and that is the only point with which

Kant IS here immediately concerned That the assertion of

the subjective origin of the category is not inconsistent with

recognition of the imposed order of the given has already been

shown above ® Kant s own illustration, in this section, of the

ship sailing down stream shows that he was prepared to

assume without question that they are compatible rlis argu-

ment IS, however, obscure, owing to his failure to distinguish

between the two senses in which the term ‘rule’ may be
employed The term may signify either the universal and
merely formal principle that every event must have a cause,

or It may be used to denote the fixed order in which concrete

events are presented to sense perception The latter order

need not represent a series the members of which are causally

connected with one another

^

but only one that is due to causal

necessities Thus the successive positions of a ship sailing

down stream are not interrelated as cause and effect, and yet

in order to be apprehended as objectively successive must be
conceived as causally conditioned The term ‘ rule ’ has very
different meanings in the two cases ‘ Rule in the first sense

IS of subjective origin It is formal^ and can never be given

It IS read into the given ‘ Rule in the second sense is given
merely, and being due to noumenal conditions constitutes the
motet tal element in natural science, the empirical content of
some particular causal law Owing to Kant s failure explicitly

to distinguish between these two very different connotations
of the term, such a sentence as the following is ambiguous
“That m appearance which contains the condition of this

necessary rule of apprehension is the object” Kant may
mean that the fH'escribed order of the concrete events is due
to the transcendental object

,
but in that case it is not given

as necessary Necessity, as he constantly insists, is the one
thing that can never be given The sentence is also mis

1 Cf Riehl Piulesophtschtr Knttexmus (second edition) i pp 551 3 While
recognising the above main point, Riehl seems to assert that empincal sequence
determines the ap^wOum of the causal concept It would be truer and morem
accordance with the position which Kant is endeavouiing to establish to assert

that appeal to constancy of sequence enables us to determme which antecedents
of any given event aie causal conditions The principle of causabty is already

api^M when the sequent experiences are apprehended as sequent events. Thu
ambiguity however, would seem to be due only to Riehl s mode of expression
For, as he himself says (p 551), the law of causalityu a ground of experience,
and cannot therefore m denvM from it Cf above, pp nby-d, 367

•f>36S7i.3W
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leading through its use of the term ‘appearance’ That
term has no legitimate place in a passage inspired by the

doctrine of the transcendental object
,
there can be no such

middle term between subjective representations and the thing

in Itself As Kant himself states,^ appearance defined in

terms of that doctrine is “ nothing save a complex of repre

sentations
”

There is a very essential difference in the view which Kant
takes of the causal relation according as he is proceeding
upon subjectivist or upon phenomenalist lines From the

one point of view appearances are representations merely,

and accordingly are entirely devoid of causal efficacy They
are not causes and effects of one another They have not
the independence or self persistence necessary for the exercise

of dynamical energy or even for the reception of modifications

Being “ states of the identical self," all causal relation, dynamic
ally conceived, must lie solely in their noumenal conditions

Causality reduces to the thought of necessitated (not necessi

tating) sequence It is, as Kant has suggested in A 18

1

= B 224, a mere ‘ analogy ' in terms of which we apply the

'ogical relation of ground and consequence to the interpre

cation of our subjective representations, and so view them as

grounded not in one another but exclusively in the thing in

Itself Causality in the strict sense, t e dynamical agency, can
be looked for only in the noumenal sphere

Caird, while adopting this explanation of the term
‘ analogy,’ ‘ is, as might be expected from his Hegelian stand-

point, extremely indefinite and non committal as to whether
or not empirical objects can be genuine causes Riehl,

notwithstanding his professedly realistic interpretation of

Kant, adopts the above subjectivist view of natural causation

So also do Benno Erdmann and Paulsen The latter * speaks
with no uncertain voice

“Causality in the phenomenal world signifies for Kant, as for

Hume, nothing but regularity m the sequence of phenomena Real
causal efficiency cannot of course occur here, for phenomena are

ideational products As such they can no more produce an efiect

than concepts can
’’

The corresponding phenomenalist view of the causal rela

tion receives no quite definite formulation either in this section

or elsewhere in the Critique, but may be gathered from the

^ A 191=6 236 Cf above, pp 216 t8
* As pointed out above, this is really a secondary meaning which Kant reads

into the term analogy it is not the true explanation ofhis choice of the term
* Cnttcal Phihupky ofJStMt, vol i pp UO, 5^
* 198 trana by Creighton and Lefevte p 196
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getwral trtind of Kant’s phenomenalist teaching ^ It is some
what as follows The term ‘ analogy ’ is viewed as having a
meaning very different from that above suggested The
causal relation is not a mere analogy from the logical relation

of ground and consequence, it is the representation of

genuinely dynamical activities in the objects apprehended
Those objects are not mere states of the self, subjective

representations They are part of an independent order

which in the form known to us is a phenomenalist transcript

of a deeper reality If the causal relation is the analogy of

anything distinguishable from itself, it is an analogon or

interpretation of dynamical powers exercised by things in

themselves,* not of the merely logical relation between
premisses and conclusion The objects of representation may
exercise powers which representations as such can never be

conceived as possessing Between the individual’s subjective

states and things m themselves stands the phenomenal world
of the natural sciences Its function, whether as directly

experienced through sense perception or as conceptually

reconstructed through scientific hypothesis, is to stand as the

representative in human consciousness of that noumenal realm

in which all existence is ultimately rooted The causal

interactions of material bodies in space are as essentially

constitutive of those bodies as are any of their quantitative

properties Causal relation, even in the phenomenal sphere,

must not be identified with mere conformity to law The
true and complete purpose of the natural sciences is not to

be found in the Berkeleian or sceptical ideal of simplificatipn,

but in the older and sounder conception of causal explanation
That, at least, is the view which Kant invariably defends
whenever he has occasion to discuss the principles of physical

science

Second Proofs—The argument of the firgt proof is here

developed in indirect fashion In the absence of any rale

prescribing necessary sequence, no distinction can be made
between subjective and objective succession The justifica-

tion for such a rule lies therefore, not in an inductive inference
from repeated experience, but in its necessity for the possibility

of experience It is an expression of the synthetic unity
which experience consists

Third Proof *—This is for the most part merely a restate

> Cf above, pp 370 ff, 313 ai
* Kant, of course Kcogmita that we cannot make any such positive assertion

»

to do so wowkl be to transcend the limits imposed by Ciibcu pnncipleB Cf
below p 3Sa

* A 194 6>sB 339^1 fifth to seventh pan^panhs (first edition)
* A 196 341 4 eii^th to timth pataan^bs (first edition)
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ment of the first proof It differs from it in nqiaking rather

more explicit that the objective reference involved in the

notion of the transcendental object is one that carries the

mind beyond all representations to the thought of something
which determines their order according to a rule Otherwise
the ambiguities of the terms employed are identical with those

of the first proof Its concluding paragraph, however, is a

much clearer statement of the difficult argument of A 192 3 =

B 238 9
Fourth Proof ^—This proof differs from all the others It

argues from the characteristics of pure time to the properties

necessary to the empirical representation of the time series

As time cannot be experienced in and by itself all its

essential characteristics must be capable of being represented

in terms of appearance “Only in appearances can we
empirically recognise continuity in the connection of times

”

The primary function of the understanding is to make such

recognition possible, and it does so by “ transferring the time

order to the appearances and their existence ” It is a neces

sary law of time that we can only advance to the succeeding

clirough the preceding Each moment of time is the indispens

able condition of the existence of that which follows it We can

pass to the year 1915 only by way of the preceding year 1914
And since, as just noted, time is n,ot cognisable by itself but

only as the form of our perceptions, this law must be applic

able to them We can only be conscious of all times as

successively conditioning one another in one single time and
that means in one single objective time, if we arc conscious of

all the phenomena perceived as conditioning one another in

their order in time
It is somewhat difficult to understand how Kant came to

formulate the argument in this form The explanation may
perhaps be found in his preoccupation ^ with the doctrine of

a transcendental activity of the productive imagination and
with the connected doctrine of a pure a priori manifold For
this proof would seem to rest upon the assumption that the

characteristics of time are known ymAy a prion and therefore

with complete certainty, independently of sense experience
The unusual and somewhat scholastic character of the proof

also appears in Kant’s substitution of the principle of sufficient

reason for the principle of causality But despite the artificial

character of the standpoint, the argument serves to bring

]xominently forward Kant’s central thesis, V12 that the

principle of causality is presupposed in all consciousness of

^ A 199 301sB 344 6 eleventh to thirteenth pengraphs (fint editum)
• Cf above, pp 334 ff 364 ff below, 3)17
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fame, even ofthe subjectively successive Also, by emphasising
that time in and by itself can never be “an object oi

perception,” and that the relating of appearances to “ absolute

time” IS possible only through the determining of them in

their relations to one another, it supplies the data lor

correction of its own starting-point

Fifth Proof’—This proof is probably later than the

preceding proofs Though its essential content coincides with
that of the opening proof, its formulation would seem to be
a first attempt at statement of the sixth proof, t e of the

argument which Kant added in the second edition Adickes
considers this proof to be earlier in date than the first four

proofs, but the reason which he assigns for so regarding it,

VIZ that Kant here postulates a synthesis of the imagination

independent of the categories as preceding a synthesis of

apprehension in terms of the categories, seems to be based
upon a much too literal reading of Kant’s loose mode of

statement The argument rather appears to be, as in the

sixth proof, that synthesis of the imagination may be either

subjective or objective
,
and the term “ apprehension ” would

seem to be used as signifying that the manifold synthesised is

£^tven to the imagination through actual sense experience,

and that as thus given it has a determinate order of its own
The argument concludes with the statement (more definite

than any to be found in the preceding arguments), that the

proof of the principle of causality consists in its indispens

ableness as a condition of all empirical judgments, and so
of experience as such As a ground of the possibility of

experience it must be valid of all the objects of experience
Sixth Proof*—The argument of the fifth proof is here

more clearly stated All synthesis is due to “the faculty

of imagination which determines inner sense in respect of

the time relation ” Such synthesis may, however, yield the

consciousness either of subjective succession or of succes-

sion “ in the object ” In the latter form it presupposes the

employment of a pure concept of the understanding, that of
the relation of cause and effect And the conclusion reached
IS again that only so is empirical knowledge possible This
mode of stating the argument is far from satisfactory It

tends to obscure Kant’s central thesis, that only through
consciousness of an objective order is consciousness of
subjective sequence possible, and that the principle of causality

IS therefore a conditioning factor of all consciousness The
misleading distinction drawn m the Prolegomena between

* A aoi 2SB346 7 fourteenth parugrai^ (first edition)

* B 333 4 1 second pwagrs^ (MKond edition)
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judgments of perception and judgments of experience also

crops out in Kant s use of the phrase “ mere perception " ^

We may again return to Kant's central argument for
we have still to consider certain objections to which it may
seem to he open, and also to comment upon Kant’s further

explanations in the remaining paragraphs of the section ^

Kant’s imperfect statement of his position has suggested to

Hutchison Stirling and others a problem which is largely

artificial, namely, how the mind is enabled to recognise the

proper occasions upon which to apply the category of causality

On the one hand sequence as such cannot be the criterion,

since many sequences are not causal, and on the other hand
the absence of sequence does not appear to debai its applica-

tion, since cause and effect would frequently seem to be co

existent This difficulty arises from failure to appreciate the

central thesis upon which Kants proof of the principle of

causality ultimately rests Kant s diffuse and varying mode
of statement may conceal but never conflicts with that thesis,

which consists in the contention that the category of causality

IS a necessary and invariable factor in all consciousness

Nothing can be apprehended save in terms of it° It pre

scnbe§ an interpretation which the mind has no option save

to apply in the consciousness of each and every event, of the

coexistent no less than of the sequent Whether two changes
are coexistent or are successive, each must be conceived as

possessing an antecedent cause The only difference is that

in the case of sequent events one of them (; e the antecedent
change) may, upon empirical investigation, be found to be
itself the cause of the second and subsequent event, whereas
with coexistent events this can never be possible As the

principle of causality is that every event must have an ante
cedent cause, it follows that where there is no sequence there

can be no causation But when Kant states that sequence is

“ the sole empirical criterion ” * of the causal relation, he does
less than justice to the position he is defending The empirical

entena are manifold in number, and are such as John Stuart
Mill has attempted to formulate in his inductive methods

Schopenhauer has objected ‘ that Kant’s argument proves
too much, since it would involve that all objective sequences,

^ B 233 4 ‘ From A 202=3 247 to the end
*' Kant ^henomenah&t substitute for the Cartesian subjectivism (cf above, pp

270 ff
, 312 ft ) enables him to develop this thesis in a consistent and thoroughgoing

manner The subjective is a subspraes withm the class of what is determined
bw natural law , and the principle of causality is therefbre applicable to subjective
change in the same rigorous fashion as to the objectively sequent

* A 204=B 2^ • fF 1 pp 87 ^
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such as that of night and day or of the notes in a piece of

music, are themselves causal sequences This criticism has

been replied to by Stadler * in the following terms

“ When Schopenhauer adduces the sequence of musical notes or of

day and nig^t, as objective sequences which can be known without

the causal law, we need only meet him with the question, Where in

these cases is the substance that changes ? So soon as he is forced

to put his objection into the form required to bnng it mto relation to

the question of the possibility of knowledge, his error becomes obvious

His instances must then be expressed thus —The mstniment passes

from one sta^e of sound into another
,
the earth changes from the

measure of enlightenment which makes day, to that which makes
night Of such changes no one will say that they are not referred

to a cause And we may quote m this reference the appropriate

saying of Kant himself, ‘Days are, a§ it were, the children of Time,
since the following day with that which it contains is the product of

the previous day ’ ’

Night and day, in so far as they are sequent events, must
be conceived in terms of causality, not in the sense that night

causes day, but as being determined by causes that account
not only for each separately, but also for the alternating

sequence of the one upon the other Such causes aie found
by the astronomer to lie in the changing positions of the earth

relatively to the sun
Schopenhauer adds a further objection of a more subtle

nature, which has again been excellently stated and answered
by Stadler

“Schopenhauer points out that what we call chance is just a
sequence of events which do not stand in causal connexion ‘ 1 come
out of the house and a tile falls from the roof which strikes me , in

such a case there is no causal connexion between the falling of the

tile and my coming cut of the house, yet the succession of these two
events is objectivel} determined in my apprehension of them ’ H0w
have we to criticise this case from the transcendental pomt of view ?

We know that successions become necessary, t e objective, for our
consciousness, when we regard them as changes of a substance which
are determined by a cause But it is shown here that there are
successions in which the single members are changes of different

subsUnces If substance S changes its state A into B on account
of the cause X, and substance S changes its state A into B' on
account of the cause X', and if 1 call the first change V and the
second V, the question arises how the objectivity of the succession

^ CfrrnidsatM iltr roKM JSrktHf^mss Thtme p 151 Quoted and translated
Iw Caird i p 57a Caurd sums up the matter in a sentence (p 571) “ Kant fa
anowing not that ohjecuve socoesuon is always causal, but diat the mtemunatioa
of a auccession of paceptiona as refemng to a anceeaskm of states in an obieet,
mvolses the pnna^e orcahsititf.*’ \
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V V' IS related to the law of causality Sequences such as VV are

very frequent, and our consciousness of the objectivity is certain

Do we owe this consciousness to the same rule as holds good m
other cases ? Certainly The distinction is not qualitative, but rests

only on the greater complication of the change m question 1 he
sequence VV can become objective only if I think it as a necessary

connexion It must be so determmed that V can only follow V in

‘consciousness in general’, there must be a U, the introduction of

which is the cause that V follows V To be convinced of this, I do
not need actually to know U I know that on every occasion U
causes the succession VV Of course, this presupposes that all data

of the states considered, A and A, remain identical But whether

these data are very simple or endlessly complex, whether they are

likely to combme to the given result frequently or seldom, is in

different for the objectifymg of the event
,

it is not the perception

of U, but the presupposition of it, which makes the change necessary

and so objective for us ” ^

To turn now to the other difficulty which Kant himself

raises in A 202 3 = B 247 8, viz that cause and effect would
frequently seem to be coexistent, and the “ sole empirical

criterion ” to be therefore absent It may from this point of

view be maintained that the great majority of causes occur

simultaneously with their effects, and that such time sequence
as occurs is due solely to the fact that the cause cannot execute
Itself in one single instant Kant has little difficulty in dis-

posing of this objection Causality concerns only the order,

not the lapse, of time
,
and the sequence relation must remain

even though there is no interval between the two events If

a leaden ball lies upon a cushion it makes a depression in it

The ball and the depression are coexistent None the less,

when viewed in their dynamical relation, the latter must be
regarded as sequent upon the former If the leaden ball is

placed upon a smooth cushion a hollow is at once made, but
if a hollow exists in a cushion a ball need not appear In

other words, the criteria for the determination of specific causal

relations are neither the presence nor the absence of sequence,

but are empu'ical considerations verifiable only upon special

investigation * The observer is called upon to disentangle the

complicated web of given appearances under the guidance of

the quite general and formal principle that every event is due to

some antecedent cause He must do so as best he can through

the application of his acquired msight, and, when necessary, by
means of the requisite experimental variation of conditions

In the two following paragraphs (A 204 5 = B 249-$!)

* Lot at
* The comected question how we can determine the baU and the cushion as

^o|lJe(:tlveb’ coexistent u the problem of the third Analogy
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Kant raises points which he later discussed more fully in the

Metaphysical First Principles ofNatural Science ’ As adequate
explanation of the argument would be a very lengthy matter,

and not of any very real importance for the understanding

of the general Critical position, we may omit all treatment
of It In the sections of the Metaphysical First Principles

just cited, the reader will find the necessary comment and
explanation Such bearing as these two paragraphs have
upon Kants view of the nature of the causal relation has
been noted above ®

In the section on Anticipations of Perception ® Kant has
stated that the principle of the continuity of change involves

empirical factors, and therefore falls outside the limits of

transcendental philosophy To this more correct attitude

Kant, unfortunately, did not hold In A 207 ii = B 252 6 he
professes to establish the principle in a prion transcendental

fashion as a necessary consequence of the nature oftime This
proof is indeed thrice repeated with unessential variations,

thereby clearly showing that these paragraphs also are of

composite origin The argument in all three cases consists in

inferring from the continuity of time the continuity of all

changes in time As the parts of time are themselves times,

of which no one is the smallest, so in all generation 11) time,

the cause must in its action pass thiough all the degrees of

quantity from zero to that of the final effect

“Every change has a cause which evinces its causality in the

whole time in which the change takes place This cause, therefore,

does not engender the change suddenly (at once or in one moment)^
but in a time, so that, as the time increases from its mitial moment
a to its completion in b, the quantity of the reality {p - a) is m like

manner generated through all lesser degrees which are contained

between the first and the last
” *

This argument is inconclusive As Kant himself recognises

in regard to space,^ we may not without special proof assume
that what is true of time must be true of the contents of time

If time, change, and causation can be equated, what is true

of one will be true of all three But the assumption upon
which the argument thus rests has not itself been substantiated

In the third proof* the argument is stated in extreme
subjectivist terms which involve the further assumption that

* III Erklarmg l aad a, tehnatz 1 (especially Anmerbtmg thereto) Cf
also II Erklarmg i and 5 and the last pages of the AUgmam Atmerkung

* ^ 35 ». 373 4- Cf pp 318 21
i A o « .* A 170 i=sB 212 13 above, p 353 » 2 * A 2o8sB 253 4

* Mttaphysual JFirtt PruuMs, II Lthrsatz 4 Anmerhmga
® A 209 io=B 255 6
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what IS true of apprehension is tpso facto true of everything

apprehended The possibility of establishing the law of

dynamical continuity follows, Kant declares, as a consequence

of Its being a law of our subjective apprehension

“We anticipate only our own apprehension, the formal condition

of which, inasmuch as it inheres in the mind prior to all given

appearances, must certainly be capable of being known a prton ” *

Kant’s attitude towards the physical principle of con
tinuity underwent considerable change In his ]yew Doctrine

of Motion and Rest (1758)® he maintains that it cannot be
proved, and that physicists may rightly refuse to recognise

It even as an hypothesis It is in the Essay on Negative
Quantity (1763)® that Kant first adopts the attitude of the

Critique^ and rejects the “ speculative ” objections raised

against the mathematical conception of the infinitely small

In the Metaphysical First Principles of Natural Science* the
principle of continuity is defended and developed, but only
in Its application to material existence, not in its relation

to the causal process

C Tlurd Analogy

—

All substances, in so far as they are

coexistent stand in thoroughgoing communion,^ te in reciprocity

with one anotlur Or, as in the second edition All substances,

so far as they can be perceived to coexist in space, are in

thoroughgoing reaproaty

This section contains four separate proofs The first

three paragraphs in the text of the first edition contain the
first proof The fourth paragraph supplies a second proof,

and the fifth paragraph a third In the second edition Kant
adds a fourth proof (the first paragraph of the text of the
second edition)

We may lead up to these proofs by first formulating {a)

the fundamental assumption upon which they proceed, and
(#) the thesis which they profess to establish («) The argu-
ment involves the same initial assumption as the preceding
Analogies, viz that representations exist exclusively in sue

cession, or stated in phenomenalist terms, that the objectively

coexistent can be apprehended only in and through representa

tions that are sequent to one another in time® Upon this

^ AaiosBaSd ® IT u p 22.

• ^ u p 168 * Loe at
• For laA of s more suitable English equivalent I have translated Gmanschafi

as ‘*commumon ” As Kant points out in A 213—6 260, the German term is

Itself ambigiious, signifying tmmeraum (1 1 dynamical interaction) as well as

• Cf above, pp 346, 358 9, 367 8 371 2
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assumption the problem of the third Analogy is to explain

how from representations all of which are in succession we
can determine the objccti\ely coexistent {V) In the Dtsserta-

tton^ Kant had maintained that though the possibility of

dynamical communion of substances is not necessarily involved

in their mere existence, such interaction may be assumed as

a consequence of their common origin in, and dependence
upon, a Divine Being In the Critique no such metaphysical

speculations are any longer in order, and Kant reci^nises

that as regards things in themselves it is not possible to

decide whether dynamical interaction is, or is not, necessanly

involved in coexistence The problem of this third Analogy
concerns only appearances, which as such must be subject to

the conditions of unitary experience
,
and one such condition

IS that they be apprehended as belonging to a single objective

order of nature, and therefore as standing in reaprocal
relations of interaction The apprehension of substances as
reciprocally determining one another u, Kant contends, an
indispensable condition of their being known even as coexistent

Such IS Kant’s thesis The proof may first be stated in what
may be called its typical or generic form Kant’s four

successive proofs can then be related to it as to a common
standard

Two things, A and B, can be apprehended as coexistent

only in so far as we can experience them in either order, t e

when the order of our perceptions of them is reversible If

they existed in succession, this could never be possible The
earlier member of a time series is past when the succeeding
member is present, and what belongs to the past can never

be an object of perception The fact that the order in which
things can be perceived is reversible would thus seem to prove
that they do not exist successively to one another in time ‘

That, houever, is not the case By itself such experience

does not really suffice to yield consciousness of coexistence

It can yield only consciousness of an alternating succession *

A further factor, namely, interpretation of the reversibility of
our perceptions as due to their being conditioned by objects
which stand in the relation of reciprocal determination, must
first be postulated If these objects mutually determine one
another to be what they are, no one of them can be antecedent

to or subsequent upon the others
,
and by their mutual

reference each will date the others as simultaneous with
itself In other words, the perception of the coexistence of

^ S 17 ff Cf NachtrOgi m KotUs Jtntik, Ixsxvi, with B Eidpiann’s cots

35
’Aaiiis^BssS Cf Aati«!B3S7 vi| *A3iisB257
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objects involves the conception of them as mutuallj determm
ing one another The principle of communion or reciprocity

conditions the experience of coexistence, and is therefore

valid for objects apprehended in that manner
Kant also maintains, more by implication than by explicit

statement, that as A and B need not stand m any direct

relation, the apprehension of them as coexistent involves the

conception of an all embracing order of nature within which
they fall and which determines them to be what they are If

any one of them, even the most minute and insignificant,

were conceived as altered, corresponding simultaneous varia

tions would have to be postulated for all the others The
unity of the phenomenal world is the counterpart of the unity

of apperception Unity of experience involves principles

which prescribe a corresponding unity in the natural realm
Dynamical communum is the sufficient and necessary fulfilment

of this demand It carries to completion the unity demanded
by the preceding Analogies of substance and causality Kant
sums up his position in a note to A 218 = B 265

“The unity of the world whole, in which all appearances have to

be connected, is evidently a mere consequence of the tacitly assumed
principle of the communion of all substances which are coexistent

For if they were isolated, they would not as parts constitute a
whole And if their coexistence alone did not necessitate their

connection (the reciprocal action of the manifold) we could not

argue from the former, which is a merely ideal relation, to the

latter, which is a real relation We have, however, in the proper

context, shown that communion is really the ground of the possibility

of an empirical knowledge of coexistence, and that therefore the

actual inference is merely from this empirical knowledge to com
munion as its condition

”

To turn now to Kant’s successive proofs The first ^ calls

for no special comment It coincides with the above The
second^ proof is an incompletely stated argument, which
differs from the first only in its more concrete statement of
the main thesis and in its limitation of the argument to

spatial existences Dynamical community is the indispensable

condition of our apprehension of any merely spatial side by-
stdeness Kant now adds that it is the dynamical continuity

of the spatial world which enables us to apprehend the

coexistence of its constituents The important bearing of

thi» argument we shall consider in its connection with th^

proof which Kant added in the second edition

> Asii i3=B^8tiQ first tbrts pamgtaphs (first edmoa)
> A ai3 i4s:S 20CK>i fourth paragraph (first edition)
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The third '
proof is probably the earliest in date of writing

It draws a misleading distinction between subjective and
objective coexistence, and seems to argue that only the latter

form of coexistence need presuppose the employment of the

category of reciprocity That runs directly counter to the

central thesis of the other proofs, that only in terms of

dynamical relation is coexistence at all apprehensible That
the above distinction indicates an early date of writing would
seem to be confirmed by the obscure phrase “ community of

apperception ’ which is reminiscent of the prominence given

to apperception in Kant’s earlier views, and by the concluding

sentence in which Kant employs terms—inherence, conse-

quence, and composition—that are also characteristic of the

earlier stages of his Critical enquiries *

It IS significant that in the new argument® of the second

edition the space factor, emphasised in the second proof of the

fiist edition, is again made prominent* The principle is, in

deed, reformulated in such manner as to suggest its limitation

to spatial existences “ All substances, so far as they can be
jierceived to coexist m space, are in thoroughgoing reciprocity

"

Now It IS decidedly doubtful whether Kant means to limit the

category of reciprocity to spatial existences As we have
already noted,' he would seem to hold that though the category

of causality can acquire meaning only in its application to

events in space, it may in its subsequent employment be

extended to the states of inner sense The latter are cfifects

dynamically caused, and among their causal conditions are

mechanical processes in space The extension of the cat^ory
of reciprocity to include sensations and desires undoubtedly
gives rise to much greater difficulties than those involved m
the universal application of the causal principle On the other

hand, its limitation to material bodies must render the co

oidination of mental states and mechanical processes highly

doubtful, and would carry with it all the difficulties of an
epiphenomenal view of psychical existences The truth prob-

ably IS that 111 this matter Kant had not thought out his post

tion in any quite definite manner, and that owing to the

influence, on the one hand of the dualistic teaching of the
traditional Cartesian physics, and on the other of his increasing

appreciation of the part which space must play in the defini-

> A 214 ISsiB a6i 3 fifth paragraph (first edition)

* Cf above, pp 189-90, 208 ff * B 257 8 first paragraph (second edition)

* Cf B 291 3 partiail; quoted above pp 310 it In the Metapkvsuat First

Pnnctpks {III Lehrsatz, 4) the principle that action and reaction are alaays equal
is Bimuarly limited to the outer relations of material bodies in space, and Kapt
adib that all change in bodtea is motion Cf IF xi p 334 , and above, p x4J'«

* \bove pp 311 12 } below, 473 7 v
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tion and proof of the pi maples of understanding, he limited

the category of reciprocity to spatial existences, without con

sidenng how far such procedure is capable of being reconciled

with his determinist view of the empirical self His procedure

is also open to a second objection, namely, that while thus

reformulating the principle, he fails to remodel his proof in a

sufficiently thoioughgoing fashion The chief stress is still

laid upon the temporal element, and in ordei to obtain a

pi oof of the principle that will harmonise with the prominence
given to the space factor we aie thrown back upon such supple

mentafy suggestions as we can extract from the second argu
hient of the first edition It is there stated that ‘ without
dynamical communion even spatial community {communto
ipatit) could never be known empirically ” ^ That is an asser

tion which, if true, will yield a proof ot the principle of reel

procity analogous to that which has been given of the principle

of causality ,
for it will show that just as the conception of

causality is involved in, and makes possible, the awareness of

time, so the conception of reciprocity is involved in, and makes
possible, the awareness of space

The proof will be as follows The parts of space have
to be conceived as spatially irrterrelated Space is not a col

lection ot independent spaces
,
particular spaces exist only in

and through the spaces w hich enclose them In other words,

the parts of space mutually condition one another Each part

exists only in and through its relations, direct or indirect, to

all the others
,
the awareness of their coexistence invo'ves the

awareness of this reciprocal determination But space cannot,

any more than time, be known in and by itself
,
^ and what is

true of space must therefoie hold of the contents, in teims of
the interrelations of which space can alone be experienced
How, then, can the reciprocal determination of substances in

space be apprehended by a consciousness which is subject in

all Its expel lences to the conditions of time ? As Kant has
pointed out in A 2ii = B 258,^ objective coexistence is dis

tinguished from objective sequence by reversibility of the per
ceptions through which it is apprehended When A and B
coexist, our perceptions can begin with A and pass to B, or
start from B and proceed to A There is also, as Kant
observes in the second proof, a further condition, namely, that

the transition is in each case made through a conitnuous senes
of chsmging perceptions

J
Aai3=Bato

* The inconsistency of Kant s view of pure Rianifolds of time and space with
the Mgnmcnt of &e Analytu vf Pruutplts is too obvious to call for detailed
nonnaent

» pf B as?
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“ Only the continuous influences in all parts of space can lead

our senses from one object to another The light, which plays

between our eyt and the celestial bodies, produces a mediate com
munion between us and them and thereby establishes the coexistence

of the latter We cannot tmpincally change our position (perceive

such a change) unless matter in all parts of space makes the percep

tion of our position jiossible to us Only by means of its reciprocal

influence can matter establi h the simultaneous existence of its parts,

and thereby, though onl) mediately, their coexistence with even the

most remote objects Without communion every perception of an

appearance in space is broken off from every other, and the chain of

empirical representations, t e experience, would have to begin entirely

anew with every new object, without the least connection with pre

ceding representations and without standmg to them in any relation

of time ’ *

But even such reversibility of continuous series does not by
Itself establish coexistence For m the imagination we can

represent such series, without thereby acquiring the right to

assert that they exist not as senes but as simultaneous wholes
And as Kant might also have pointed out, even in sense per-

ception we can experience reversible continuous senes that do
not in any way justify the inference to coexistence We may
for instance, produce on a musical instrument a series of con
tinuously changing sounds, and then in immediate succession

produce the same series in reverse order An additional factor

is therefore required, namely, the interpretation of the reversi

bility of our pticeptions as being grounded in objects which,
because spatially extended, and spatially continuous with one
another, can yield continuous series of perceptions, and which,

because of their thoroughgoing reciprocity, make possible the
reversing of these stnes To summarise the argument in a
sentence as the objectively coexistent, if it is to be known
at all, can on’y be known through sequent representations, the

condition of its apprehension is the possibility of interpreting

reversible continuous senes as due to the reciprocal interaction

of spatially ordered substances

This argument has a twofold bearing Its most obvious
consequence is that all things apprehended as coexistent must
be concr ived as standing m relations of reciprocal interaction

,

but by implication this involves the further consequence that

the conceptual pnnciple of reciprocity is an integral factor ill

all apprehension of space Space, though intuitive in char
acter, has a meaning that demands this concept for its articula-

tion Just as consciousness of temporal sequence is only
possible in terms of causation, so consciousness of spatial

> A 313 143s B 360 j “8*57
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coexistence is only possible through application of the category

of reciprocity And since, on Kant’s view, awareness of space

conditions awareness of time, these conclusions carry the

Critical analysis of our consciousness of time a stage further

In confirmation of the more general argument of the objective

deduction, reciprocity is added to the already large sum total

of the indispensable conditions of our time consciousness

,

while in regard to time itself it is shown that, owing to its

space reference, coexistence may be counted among its possible

modes
I have made occasional reference to the positions adopted

by Stout in his Manual of Psycfiology, and may here indicate

their relation to the present argument Stout cites four
‘ categories’ or ultimate principles of unity which “belong
even to rudimentary perceptual consciousness as a condition

of its further development,’ ^ namely, spatial unity temporal

unity, causal unity, and the unity of diffeicnt attributes as

belonging to the same thing The criticism which, from the

standpoint of the Analogte<!, has to be passed upon this list,®

IS that It Ignores the category of recipiocity r a of systematic

interconnection, and that it fails to recognise the close relation

in which the various piinciples stand to one another The
tempoiM unity must not be isolated from causal unity, nor

either of them fiom the spatial unity with which the category

of reciprocity is inseparably bound up I urthei, Kant mam
tains that these principles are demanded, not merely for the

development of perceptual consciousness, but for its very
existence

But Kant’s argument suggests many difficulties which we
have not yet considered and we may again employ Schopen
hauer’s criticisms to define the issues involved

“ The conception of reciprocity ought to be banished from meta
physics For I now intend, quite seriously, to prove that there is no
reciprocity m the stnet sense, and this conception, which people art

so fond of using, just on account of the indefiniteness of the thought,

IS seen, if more closely considered, to be empty false, and invalid

It implies that both the states A and B are cause and that both
are effect of each other , but this really amounts to saying that each
of the two IS the earher and also the later

,
thus it is an absurdity ’ *

This criticism proceeds on the assumption that the category
of reciprocity reduces to a dual application of the category of
causality If that were the case, there would, of course, be no

1 Third edition, p 438
Stout does not himself oner it t/t complete

* IVorld at Will and Idea, IV a pp 544 5 £n^ trans ti pp 61 3
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separate category of reciprocity,^ and further it would, as
Schopenhauer maintains, be impossible to regard A and B as

fbeing at one and the same time both cause and effect of one
another Causality determines the order of the states of
substances in the time scries, reciprocity must be distinct

from causality if it is to be capable of defining the order of
their coexistent st ites in space A deduction from the dual
application of the conception of causality has, therefore, no
bearing upon the question of the possibility of this further

category Kant has laid himself open to this criticism by a
passage which occurs in the first proof, and which shows that
he was not quite clear in his own mind as to how reciprocity
ought to be conceived

“That alone can determine the position of anything else in time,

which IS its cause or the cause of its determinations Every substance
(inasmuch as only in its determinations can it be an effect) must
therefore contain in itself the causality of certain determmations m
the other substance, and at the same time the effects of the causality

of that other, t e they must stand m dynamical communion (immedi
ately or mediately), if their coexistence is to be known in any possible
expenenct ” ®

It should be noted that in the new proof® in the second
edition Kant is careful to employ the terms ground and
influence in place of the terms cause and causality

Secondly, Schopenhauei argues that if the two states
necessarily belong to each othei and exist at one and the
same time, they will not be simultaneous, but will constitute
only mte state * Schopenhauer is again refusing to recognise
the conditions under which alone a special category of
reciprocity is called for Wc can speak of simultaneity
only if a multtphaty be given and if it be given, its nature
as iimultaneous plwahty cannot be comprehended through
a causal law, which, as such, applies only to sequent order

Lastly, Schopenhauer endeavours to confirm his position
by examination of the supposed instances of reciprocity

“ [In the continuous burning of a fire] the combmation of oxygen
With the combustible body is the cause of heat, and heat, again, is
the cause of the renewed occurrence of the chemical combination
But this IS nothing more than a chain of causes and effects, the
links of which have alternately tht same name We see before
us only an appbcation of the smgle and simple law of causality
which gives the rule to the sequence of states, bu* never anything

* Cf above, p 197
» B 458

^ ® A 212 i3asB 259
* Of e*t fp ^6 Eng trans p 63,
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which must be comprehended by means of a new and speual function

of the understanding ” ^

Schopenhauei is again misled by his equating of lecipiocity
*

with causal action Combustion is quite obviously a case ot

sequent processes Instead of proving that coexistence does
not involve reciprocity, Schopenhauer is only showing that

cause and effect may sometimes, as Kant himself observes,^

seem to be simultaneous ® Action followed by reaction is not
equivalent to what Kant means by reciprocal deteimination

Schopenhauer also cites the instance of a pan of scales

brought to rest by equal weights

“ Here there is no effect produced, for there is no change ,
it is a

state of rest, gravity acts equally divided, as in evtiy body which
IS supported at its centre of gravity, but it cannot show its force by
any effect

” *

This example is more in line with what Kant would seem
to have in view, but is still defined in reference to the problem
of causation, and not in reference to that of coexistence

Kant IS not enquiring whether coexistent bodies are related

as causes and effects, though, as we have already observed,

his language betrays considerable lack of clearness on this

veiy point He is endeavouiing to define the conditions

undei which we are en ibled to recognise that bodies, external

to one anothei in space and apprehensible only through
sequent perceptions, are none the less coexistent And the

answer which he gives is that coexistence can only be
determined by icference of each existence to the totality of

systematic relations within which it is found, its particular

spatial location being one of the factors which condition this

reference Causal explanation in the most usual meaning of

that highly ambiguous phrase, namely, as explanation of an
artificially isolated event by reference to antecedents simiki ly

isolated from their context, may partially account for this

event being of one kind rather than another, but will not
explain why it is to be found at this particular time in this

particular place That is to say, it will not answei the

question which is asked when we are enquiring as to what
events are coexistent with it

But the considerations which thus enable us to dispose of

Schopenhauer’s criticisms have the effect of involving us in

new, and much more formidable, difficulties Indeed they
disclose the incomplete, and quite inadequate, character of

^ Op at pp 546 7 Eim trans pp 63 5
* Cf above p 379 ^Cf Stadler, Gmtidsaite, p 124

* Op at p 546 Eng trans p 63
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Kant’s proof of the third Analogy For must not spatial co

existence be independently known if it is to serve as one of

the factors determinant of leciprocity ? Can the appiehcns on
of extended bodies wait upon a prior knowledge of the

system of nature to which they belong ?

The mere propounding of these questions does not, how
ever, suffice to overthrow Kant s contention I or he is

prepared—that is indeed the reason why the Cutique came
to be written—to answer them in a manner that had nevei

before been suggested, save perhaps in the philosophies

of Plate and Aristotle Ihis answer first emerges in the

DtalecHCy in the course of its treatment of the wider pioblem,

of which the above difficulties are only special instances, how
if conditioned parts can only be known in terms of an un
conditioned whole, any knowledge whatsoevei can be ac

quiied by us But though Kant in the Dialectic gives due
prominence to this fundamental problem the haid and fast

divisions of his architectonic—and doubtless othei influences

which would be difficult to define—intervene to pi event him
from recognising its full implications For the problem is

viewed in the Dialectic as involving considerations altogether

different from those dwelt upon in the Analogies, and as

being without application to the matteis of which they
treat

The situation thus cieated is veiy similar to that which is

occasioned by Kant’s unfoitunate separation ot the problems
of space and time in the Aesthetic from the tieatment of the

categories in the Analytic In the Aesthetic space and time
are asserted to be intuitive, not conceptual in nature

,
and

yet in the Analytic we find Kant demonstrating that the

principles of causality and recipiocity are indispensably in

voLed in their apprehension But even more misleading is

the separation of the problems of the Aesthetic and Analytic
from those of the Dialectic Kants piimaiy and prevailing

interest is in the metaphysics, not in the mere methodology,
of expeiience, and it is in the Dialectic that the meta
physical principles which underlie and inspire ah his other
tenets fiist find adequate statement Since the third Analogy
defines the cnteiion of coexistence in entire independence
of all refeience to the Ideas of Reason, Kant is thereby
precluded from even so much as indicating the true grounds
upon which his position, if it is to be really tenable, must
be made to rest For as he ultimately came to recognise, the
intuition of space not only involves the conceptual category
of reciprocal determination, but likewise demands for its

possibility an Idea of Reason In space the wider whole is
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always prior m thought to the parts which go to constitute it

But though Kant states* that this characteristic of sp'ict,

justifies Its being entitled an Idea of Reason, he nowhere
takes notice of the obvious and very important bearing which
this must have upon the problem, how we are to formulate

the criteiion of coexistence
The general character of time is analogous to that of

space, and oui formulation of the ciiterion of causal sequence
IS therefore similarly affected The system of nature is not
the outcome of natui il law s which are independently valid

,

natui al 1 xws are the expression of w hat this system pre

scribes
,
they are the modes in which it defines and embodies

Its inherent necessities

The situation which these consideiations would seem to

disclose may, therefore be stated as follows If the empirical

Cl item of truth are independent of the Ideas of Reason, the

Analytic may be adequate to then discussion, but will be
unable to justify the assertion that there is a category of

recipiocal or systematic connection distinct from that of

causality If howevei
,

it should be found that these criteria

are merely specnl applications of standards metaphysical in

character—and that would seem to be Kant s final conclusion,

—only in the light of the wider consideiations first broached
in the Dialectic^ cm wc hope to define thtir nature and
implications with any approach to completeness

4 IHE POSTULAFES 01 EMPIRICAL THOUGHT
IN GENERAI

First Postulate

—

Fhat which agrees, in intuition and m
concepts, with theformal conditions of experience is possible

Second Postulate—That which is connected with the material

conditions of experience {that is, with sensation) is actual

Third Postulate—That which is detet mined, in its connec

tion with the actual, according to universal conditions of expen
ence is {that is, exists as) necessary

In this section Kant maintains that when the Critical

s andpomt is accepted, possibility, actuality and necessity can
only be defined in terms of the conditions which render sense-

experience possible In other woids, the Critical position,

hat all tiuth, even that of a pnort principles, is merely de

facto, involves acceptance of the view that the actual reduces

to tile experienced, and that only by reference to the actual

as thus given can possibility and necessity be defined The
Leibnizian view that possibility is capable of being defined

* Cf above pp 97 8, 102 m 165 6 j below, pp 429 ff , 447 ff 547 ff
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independently of the actual, and antecedently to aUlcnowledge

of it, must be rejected

An analysis of the text can be profitably made only after k
detailed examination of Kant’s general argument

,
and to

that task we may at once apply ourselves The section

affords further illustiation of the perverting influence of Kants
architectonic, as well is of the insidious manner in which
the older rationalism continued to pervert his thinking in his

les>» watchful moments
First Postulate—In the opening paragraphs Kant uses (as

it would seem without consciousness of so doing) the term
possibilit) in two very different senses ^ When the possible

|s distinguished from the actual and the necessary, it acquires

the meaning defined in this first Postulate
,

it is “ that which
agrees with the formal conditions of experience ’ But it is

also employed in a much narrower sense to signify that which
can have “ objective reality, * e transcendental truth ” ® The
possibility of the objectively teal rests upon fulfilment of a

threefold condition (i) that it agree with the formal con-

ditions of expeiience
, (2) that it stand in connection with

the material of the sensuous conditions of experience
,
and

(3) that It follow with necessity upon some preceding state in

accordance with the principle of causality, and so Toitn part

of a necessitated order of nature In other words, it must
be causally necessitated in order to be empirically actual

,

and only the empiiically actual is genuinely possible Such
IS also the meaning that usually attaches to the term possible

in the other sections of the Ct ittque A ‘ possible experience
’

IS one that can become actual when the specific conditions,

all of which must themselves be possible, are fulfilled An
experience which is not capable of being actual b is no right

to be described even as possible As 1 term applicable to

the objectively real, the possible is not wider than the actual,

but coextensive with it As Kant himself lemarks, those

terms refer exclusively to differences in the subjective atti-

tude of the apprehending mind
This ambiguity in the term ‘possibility’ has caused a

corresponding ambiguity in Kant’s employment of the term
‘actuality’ It leads him to endeavour to define the actual,

not m Its connection with the conditions of possibility, but in

distinction from them The possible having been defined (in

the first Postulate) solely m terms of the formal factors of
experience, he proceeds to chaiacterise the actual in a
similarly one-sided fashion, exclusively in terms of the

* Cf Adiqkes A p 23j n
* \22Sss 1,369 Cf
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material etement of given sensation Doubtless the element

of sensation must play a prominent part in enabling us to

decide what is or is not actually existent, but no definition

which omits to take account of relational factors can be an
adequate expression of Critical teaching Indeed, we only

require to substitute the words ‘ sensuously given ’ foi ‘ actual

in Kant’s definition of the third Postulate (t e of the necessary)

in order to obtain a correct statement of the true Critical

view of actual existence it is “ that which is determined in

Its connection with the sensuously given according to universal

conditions of experience ” For Kant the actual and the

necessary, objectively viewed, coincide Necessity is foi the

human mind alwiys meiely de facto, and nothing can be
objectively actual that is not causally determined As the

empirically possible cannot, in its objective reference, be

wider than the empiiically necessary, one and the same
definition adequately covers all three teims alike While the

distinctions between them will, of course, lemain, they will

be applicable, not to objects, but only to the subjective con
ditions of experience in so far as these may vary from one
ndividual to another Experiences capable of being actual

for one individual may be merely possible for another And
what i5 meiely actual to one observer may by others be com
prehended in its necessitating connections The terms will

not denote differences in the real, but only vaiiations in the

cognitive attitude of the individual

Thus in professing to show that the three Postulates are

transcendental principles, Kant does less than justice to his

own teaching For though both here and in the opening
sections of the chapter ^ he speaks of them in this manner,
te as being conditions alike of ordinary and of scientific

experience, he has himself admitted in so many words the

inappropriateness of such a description

“The principles of modality are nothing more than explanations

[not. It may be noted, proofs] of the concepts of possibility, actuality

and necessity, in their empirical use, and are therefore at the same
time restrictions of all the categories to this merely empirical use,

ruling out and forbidding their transcendental [= transcendent]
employment ” *

That IS to say, these so called principles are not really pnn
ciples , they merely embody explanatory statements designed
to render the preceding results more definite, and especially to
guard against the illegitimate meanings which the Leibnizian
metaphysics had attached to certain of the terms involved

iAi48 ff»Br87 ff
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These considerations bring us to the real source of Kant's

perverse aigumentation, namely, the artificial (but none the

less imperious) demands of his architectonic He is con

strained to provide a set of pttnnples corresponding to the

categories of modality The definitions of the modal catt

gories have therefore to be called by that inappropriate name
But that IS not the end of the matter In order to meet the

needs of his logical frames oik, Kant proceeds even further

than he had ventured to do in the sections on the Axtonis of

Intuition and Anticipations of Perception There he fell so

far short as to provide only a single principle in each case

In dealing, however with the categoiies of relation he has

been able to define each of the three categories separately,

and to derive from each a separate principle M my of the

defects in his argument aie, indeed, traceable to this souice

Ihc close interrelations of the three pimciples aic, as we
have had occasion to note, seriously obscured But still, in

the main scpaiate treatment of each has pioved feasible

Kant encouraged, as we may believe, by this successful fulfil

ment of architectonic requirements, now sets himself to develop,

in similar fashion, i sepaiate principle for each modal category

But for any such enterpiise the conditions are less favouiable

than in the case of the categories of i elation For, as just

indicated, no one of the thiee can, on Critical principles,

possess any genuine meaning save in its relation to the others

Befoie following out this line of criticism, we must however
note some further points in Kant’s argument

In A 319= B 266 and again in A 225 = B 272, Kant makes
the statement that a concept can be complete prior to any
decision as to its possibility actualitj, or necessity This
contention is capable of being interpreted in two quite inde

pendent ways, and in only one of those ways is it tenable

He may mean that the distinction between the possible, the

actual, and the necessary does not concern the objectively

real, which as such is always both actual and necessary, but
only the subjective attitude of the individual towards the

objects of his thought and experience From the Critical

standpoint, as we have been arguing, such a contention is

entirely just But Kant would seem in the above statement
to be chiefly concerned to maintain that a conception may
be complete and determinate, even while we remain in doubt
whether the existence for which it stands is even possible^

Such a view is merely a relic of the Leibnizian rationalism

^ Thib I y Kiult s own account (A 332 4—B 285 7) is what led him to ademt
the title postulates A geometneal postulate does not add anything to tne
concept o Us object but only defines the conditions of its production
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fiom which he is stnving to break away All e\istcnces hive
their place in a systematic order of experience, and no con
ccption of them can be cither complete or determinate which
fails to specify the causal context to which they belong The
process of specifying the detail of a concept is the only
process whereby we can define its possibility, actuality or

necessity^ Were it capable of complete statement without

determination of its modal characlei, it could never foim
part of a unified expeiicnce The examples of “ fictitious

’

concepts, which Kant cites, are either so deteiminate as to

be demonstrably inconsistent with expeiience, and therefore

empirically impossible, or so indeterminate as to affoid no
sufficient means of deciding even as to then possibility

There is a further objection to the definition given of

possibility in the first Postulate After stating that the

possible IS what agtees with the formal conditions of experi

ence, Kant proceeds on the one hand, to argue that the foi ms
of intuition and the categories of understanding may, in

accoi dance with this criterion, be viewed as possible, and, on
the other hand, to maintain that no other concepts can be
so regarded ^ That is to say, the possible, as thus intei preted,

docs not consist in something additional to, and in haimony
with, the conditions of experience, but reduces without
remainder to those veiy forms Now Kant is not betrayed
merely by inadvertence into thus narrowing the sphere of the

possible
,
such limitation is an almost inevitable consequence

of the one sided manner in which he has tieated the concept
of the possible in this first Postulate He professes to be
proceeding in the light of the results obtained in the tran

scendental deduction, and to be defining the possible in terms

of the conditions which make sense experience possible

But the deduction has shown that expeiience is possible

only in so far as the material factors co operate with the

formal And when this is recognised, it becomes obvious
that a definition of the possible m terms of sensation,

—

namely, as that which is capable of being presented in sense
perception,—is equally legitimate, and is indeed required in

order to correct the deficiencies of the definition which Kant
has himself given As both factois are indispensable in all

possible experience, both must be reckoned with in defining

the possible

Kant’s argument in the fifth paragraph is somewhat
obscured by its context He is contending that fictitious

{gidtehtete) concepts, elaborated from the contents presented
in perception, cannot be determined as possible As they

* Cf Abovt, pp 38 9 , below, pp 398 9, 418 fif * Cf A 220>3^B 267 71
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involve sensuous contents, the formal elements of experience
do not suffice for proof of their possibility

, and since the

contents are supposed to have been recombined m ways not

supported by expeiience an empirical critciion is equally

inapplicable Obviously Kant is heie using the term ‘ possible
*

not in the meaning of the fiist Postulate, but in its narrower
connotation as signifying that which is capable of objective

reality Such fictitious concepts may completely fulfil all the

demands presciibed by space, time, and the categories, and
>et, as he heie insists, be none the less incapable of objective

existence

I he aigument is still further obscured by the charactei

of the concrete examples which Kant cites They involve

modes of action or of intuition which contradict the very

conditions of human experience, and so foi that reason alone
fall outside the realm of the empirically possible 1 hat would
not, however, seem to be Kant’s meaning in employing them
Assumed poweis of anticipating the future or of telepathic

communication with othei minds aic, he says, concepts

“ the possibility of which is altogether groundless, as they cannot

be based on experience and its known laws, and without such con
firmation are arbitrary combinations of thoughts, which although

indeed free from contradiction can make no clum to objective

reality and so to the possibility of an object such as we here profess

to think ” ^

The mathematical examples which Kant gives in A 223 «
B 271 ® are no less misleading The concept of a ti tangle can,

It IS implied, be determined as possible in terms of the first

Postulate, since it harmonises with a formal condition of
expel It nee, namely, space This is true only if it be gi anted
that construction in space can be executed absolutely a priori,

in independence of all sense experience Such is, of course,

Kant’s most usual view
,
and to that extent the argument ts

consistent Mathematical concepts will from this point of
view represent the only possible exception to the general

statement that the formal conditions of experience constitute

a criteiion of possibility for no concepts save themselves
Kant’s final conclusion is clearly and explicitly stated in the
following terms

“ I leave aside everything the possibility of which can be derived

only from its reality in experience, and have here in view only the

possibili y of things through a priori concepts , and 1 mamlain the
thesis that the possibility of such things can never be established

^ A 233=;B *7a • Cf A320«&268
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from such concepts taken in and by themselves, but only when
they are viewed as formal and objective conditions of experience in

general

We are now in a position to appreciate the reasons which
have induced Adickes to regard the text as of composite
origin ® Adickes argues that Kant’s onginal intention was to
treat the three concepts together, showing that they can be
defined only in empirical terms, and that their significance is

consequently limited to the world of appearance Such is the
content of the first, second, fourth (excepting the first sentence),
and fifth paragraphs No attempt is made to sepaiate the
three Postulates and the term possibility is throughout em
ployed exclusively as referring to objective reality (In
the third paragiaph it is used m both senses) The other
paragiaphs were, according to Adickes theory, added later,

when Kant unfortunately resolved to fulfil moie exactly
the requirements of his architectonic That involved the
formulation of three separate Postulates, with a’l the many
evil consequences which that attempt carried in its train

He must then have interpolated the thud paragraph, added
the first sentence to the fourth paragraph, corrected the too
extensive sweep of the older paragraphs through the intro-
ductioh of the sixth paragraph, further supplemented the
exposition of the first Postulate by the seventh paragraph,
and added independent tieatmcnts of the postulates of actual
ity and necessity This may seem a very complicated and
hazardous hypothesis

, but careful examination of the text,

with due recognition of the confused character of the argu
ment as it stands, will probably convince the reader that
Adickes IS in the right

Second Postulate^—Perception is necessary to all deter-
mination of actuality The actual is either itself given in

perception or can be shown, in accordance with the Analogies,
to stand within the unity of objective experience, in con-
nection with what IS thus given So long as Kant expresses
himself in these terms his statements are entirely valid
Nothing which cannot be shown to be bound up with the
contingent material of sense-experience can be admitted as
actual He proceeds, however, to give a definition of actuality
which entirely omits all reference to the Analogies, and which
IS open to the same fundamental criticism as his characterisa-
tion of possibility in the first Postulate Though the earlier

statements give due recognition both to the material content
and to the relational forms constitutive of complete expenence,

* A 223-B 270-1 * A* p 223 «f * A224«:B 272
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Kant now contrasts the mere or bare (blosser) concept

and the given perception in a manner which suggests tne

unfortun'ite distinction drawn in the Prolegomenay and re

peatcd in the second edition of the Critique^ between judg

ments of peiception and judgments of experience^ Kant’s

reference to “ the mere concept of a thing ” * is on the same
lines as the opening paragraph of the section However
complete the concept may be, it yields not the least ground
for deciding as to the ext®^ence ot its object

Kant’s thinking as I have already pointed out, is here

pel verted by the continuing influence of the Leibmzian
rationalism He is forgetting that, on Critical principles,

even the categories aie meaningless except in their refer

ence to the contingently given If that be true of the

strictly a pi tort, it must hold with even gi eater force of

empirical concepts with sensuous content As the sole legiti

mate function of concepts, whether a priori or empirical,

IS to organise and unify the material of sense there can be no
such thing as the mere or bare concept Such a combination
of words IS without Critical significance A concept as such
must refer to, and embody insight into, the real Only in

pioportion to its incompleteness, that is, to its indcfiniteness,

can it remain without specific and quite determinate location

within the context of unified experience It may, indeed, be
found convenient to ictain the phrase “mere concept ’ not

withstanding its misleading character and rationalistic origin

It must, howevei, be used only to mark the indefiniteness,

indctei minateness 01 incompleteness which prevents it from
adequately ie\ealing the denotation to which through the
nature oi its content it necessarily lefers Meaning and
existence, connotation and denotation, are complementary
the one to the other, and though not, peihaps, coextensive
(if that teim has itself meaning in this connection), are none
the less inseparably conjoined When Kant’s utterances, as

frequently happens, imply the contrary, they may be taken
as levealmg the strength and insidious tenacity of the influ

ences from which he was sufficiently couiageous, but not
always sufficiently watchful, to break away

The doctrine of the “mere concept ’ finds its natural

supplement in the equally un Critical assertion that

“ perception [evidently employed in the less pregnant sense, as
signifying ’ sensation accompanied bv consciousness ’], which supphes
tht matenal to the concept, is the sole character of aduahty ”*

’ Cf -ibove pp 288 9 * A 225 a:B 272 Cf ftbovc, pp 394 6
* A 325aB 273 Italics iwt m Kant
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This same position is expressed equally strongly by Kant

m p.is He^extomn (ii 1095)

“ Possibility IS thought without being given
,
actuality is given

without being thought
,
necessity is given through being thought ”

Such statements are entirely out of harmony with Kint’s

centidl teaching There is no lack of passages in the Critique

which inculcate the direct contrary Though the element of

sensation is a qua non of all experience of the actual, the

formal elements arc no less indispensable In then absence

the meicly given would reduce to less than a dream
,
for

even m dreams images arc interpieted and are referred to

some connected context The given merely as such, cannot

enter the field of consciousness ind is thciefore “ for us as

good as nothing’ As Caird has pointed out, we find in

Kant

“ two apparently contradictory forms of expression—(i) that the

understinding by means of its conceptions refers our pieccptions to

objects and
(
2 ) that conceptions arc referred to objects only in

directly through perceptions The former mode of expression is

preferred whenever Kant has to show that ‘ perceptions without con

ceptiou‘' are blind ’
,
the latter when he has to show that ‘conceptions

without perceptions are empty “We can understand the

possibility of Kant’s looking at the subject in these two opposite

ways, only if we remember the reciprocal presupposition ot per

ception and conception in the judgment of knowledge, and the way
m which Kant tries to explain it, now from the point of view of per

ception and now from the point of view of conception 1 he effect

of this IS, no doubt, a formal contradiction which Kant himself never

disentangles, but which we must endeavour to disentangle, if we
would do justice to him ” ^

The one sidedness of Kants definition of actuality is

certainly due to the cause suggested b> Caird The definition,

notwithstanding its misleading character, serves to enforce

against the older rationalism, with which Kant through
out this section is almost exclusively concerned, the central

tenet through which the Critical teaching is distinguished from
that of Leibniz, namely, that neither existence, possibility,

nor necessity, can be established save by reference to the

contingent nature of the sensuously given Proof by reference

to the possibility of experience can establish only those

conditions which can be shown to be de facto necessary in

order that consciousness of time may be accounted for The
formal conditions of experience, which in and by themselves

* The CfUual Philosophy of Kant^ i P Op at p 595
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are determinable neither as actual nor as possible, are estai-

lished as actual, and so as necessary, by reference to the
merely given

,
they are necessary only in this merely relative

fashion, as being indispensable to what can never itself be
viewed as other than contingent

“ Our knowledge of the existence of things reaches, then, only so

far as perception and its continuation according to laws of nature can

extend If we do not start trom experience, or do not proceed
according to laws of the empirical connection of appearances, our
guessing or enquiring into the existence of anything will only be an
idk pretence ”

'

Polemically, therefore Kant’s formulation of the second
Postulate IS not without its advantages, though from the inner

standpoint of Critical teaching it is altogether inadequate

For comment upon A 226 = B 273, and upon the general

teaching of this Postulate in its important bearing upon Kant’s
phenomenalism, cf above, pp 318 19

B 274 9 —Refutation of Idealism, cf above, p 308 ff

Third Postulate ^—In the opening sentence Kant draws the

distinction which was lacking in his treatment of tlje first

Postulate between ‘material’ and ‘formal’ modality (No
distinction, however, is drawn between the formal ’ possibility

of the first Postulate and logical possibility, which consists in

absence of contradiction ) It is with the former alone that

we have to deal As existence cannot be determined com
pletely a prtoi i, necessity can never be known from concepts,

but only by refeicnce to the actually given in accordance

with the universal principles that condition experience

Further, since such empirical necessity does not concern the

existence of substances, but only the existence of their states,

viewed as dynamically caused, the criterion of empirical

necessity reduces to the second Analogy, viz that everything

which happens is detei mined by an antecedent empirical cause

This criterion does not extend beyond the field of possible

experience, and even within that field applies only to those

existences which can be viewed as effects, te &s events which
come into existence in time, and of which therefore the causes

are of the same temporal and conditioned character The
necessity is a hypothetical necessity

,
given an empincal event,

It can always be legitimately viewed as necessitated by an
anteceaent empirical cause

Kant introduces, remteiprets, and in this altered form

* A z26ssB «73 4. •'A *s6 S b=B 279 ff
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K
^fesses to justify, four of the central principles of the

ibnizian metaphysics In mundo non datur casus gives

expression to the atove empirical principle Non daturfatum
may be taken as meaning that natural (* e empirical) necessity

IS a conditioned and therefore compiehensible necessity, and
IS consequently not rightly descried as blind The other

two principles, non datur saltus, and tton datur hiatus connect

with the pnnciple of continuity already established in the

Anticipations of Petception and in the second Analogy
Kant’s further remarks reveal an uneasy feeling that he is

neglecting to assign these principles to the pigeon-holes
provided in his architectonic The reader, he states, may
easily do so for himself That may be so, but only if the

reader be peimitted the same high handed methods of

adjustment that are here illustrated in Kant s location of non
daturfatum with the principles of modality ^

In the next paragraph (A 230=6 282) Kant suddenly,

without warning or explanation, attaches to the term possi

bility a meaning altogether different fiom any yet assigned to

it He now takes it as equivalent to the absolutely or meta
physically possible Combining this with the meanings previ

ously given to it by Kant we obtain the following table —
CLogical equivalent to absence of contradiction

Empirical in the wider sense, equivalent to agreement
with the formal conditions of experience

,
in the nar

Possibility rower or stneter sense, involving in addition the capacity

of being presented in sense expenence
Metaphysical equivalent to absolute possibility, a con

ception not of understanding but of Reason

When this last meaning is given to the term, an entirely new
set of problems arises, to the confusion of the reader who very
properly continues to employ the term possibility in the
empirical sense which, as Kant has been insisting, is alone
legitimate Kant has temporarily changed over to the stand-
point of the metaphysical view which he has been criticising,

and accordingly uses the term ‘ possibility ’ in the Leibnizian
sense Is Leibniz, he asks, justified in maintaining that the
field of the possible is wider than the realm of the actual, and
the latter in turn wider in extent than the necessary? In
reply Kant accepts the metaphysical meaning assigned to the
term ‘ possibility,’ but restates the problem in Critical fashion

Do all things belong as appearances to the context of a single

expen<$nce, or are other types of experience possible? Do

2 D
A 9i8=Bz8i
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other forms of intuition besides space and time, other forms

of understanding besides the discursive through concepts,

come within the range of the possible ? These are questions

which fall to be answered, not by the mere understanding,

the sole function of which is empirical, but by Reason, which
transcends the woild of appearance

Kant introduces these questions, as he is careful to state,*

only because they are curiently believed to be within the

competence of the understanding, and he now for the first

time points out that possibility, in this sense, means absolute

possibility, that which is independent of all limiting conditions,

a meaning ruled out by the preceding treatment of the modal
categories Like all other absolute conceptions, it belongs to

Reason, and must therefoie await treatment in the Dialectic

These admissions come, however, only after the discussion has

been completed Had Kant reversed the oidei of the two
paragraphs which constitute this digression, and marked them
off as being a digression, he would have greatly assisted the

reader in following the argument
Kant adds a lefutation of the merely logical aigumcnts by

which Leibniz had professed to establish the prior ty and
greater scope of the possible I rom the proposition, every

thing actual is possible, we can infer by immediate inference

that some possible things are actual That, however, would
seem to imply that part of the possible is not actual, and that

something must be added to the possible in order to constitute

the actual But this, Kant replies, is obviously an untenable
view The something additional to the possible, not being
Itself possible, we should be constrained to regard as im
possible For our understanding^ the possible is that which
connects with some perception in agreement with the formal

conditions of experience (Kant here gives the correct Critical

definition of the possible, by combining the two first postulates )

Whether, and how far, other existences beyond the field

of sense experience are possible, we have no means of
deciding

B 288 294—This second edition section emphasises the fact

that possibility cannot be determined through the categories

alone, but only through the categories in their relation to

intuition, and indeed to outer intuition Possibility is through-
out taken as referring to objective reahty The section is

chiefly important in connection with the problems bearing on
the relation of inner and outer sense and on the nature of
our consciousness of time *

In B 289 91 Kant criticises those rationalistic ailments
\2j2-B384

,

^A«3i=Ba84 * Cf «bove, p 309 fiF
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which rest upon the equating of necessity of thought with

necessity of existence When it is sought by mere analysis

of concepts to prove that all accidental existence has a cause,

the most that can be shown is that the existence of the

accidental cannot be comprehended by us, unless the existence

of a cause be assumed But we may not argue that a con
dition of possible understanding is likewise a condition of

possible existence ^ What is or is not possible for thought is,

without special proof, no sufficient criterion of what is or is

not possible in the real If, again, the term accidental be taken

as meaning that which can exist only as a consequence of some
other existence, the general principle becomes meiely analytic,

and must not be taken as establishing the synthetic principle

of causality The latter demands transcendental proof by
reference to the possibility of contingent experience

^ Kant s Tigiunent in the note to B 290 is that of his eirly essiy on Negatize

Quantity Cf below pp $27 ff 533 ff 536



CHAPTER III

ON THE GROUND OF THE DISTINCTION OF ALL OBJECTS

WHATEVER INTO PHENOMENA AND NOUMENA

Tins chapter, as Kant himself states,^ can yield no new
results It will serve merely to summarise those already

established in the Analytic, showing how they one and all

converge upon a conclusion of supreme importance for under
standing the nature and scope of human experience—the

conclusion, that though the objective employment of the
categories can be justified only within the realm of sense

experiences, they have a wider significance whereby they
dehne a distinction between appearances and things in them-
selves This IS the conclusion which Kant now sets himself to

illustrate and enforce in somewhat greater detail It may be
observed that the title of the chapter makes mention only of
grounds for distinguishing between phenomena and noumena
That things in themselves really exist, Kant, as we shall find,

never seriously thought of questioning
Kant b^ins by recalling a main point in the preceding

argument The categories apart from the manifold of sensibility
are merely logical fu ictions without content ® Though apnort,
they requue to be supplemented through empirical intuition

“Apart from this relation to possible experience they have no
objective vahdity of any sort, but are a mefb play of the unagmatioo
or the understandmg with their respective representations ” *

As evidence of the truth of this conclusion Kant now adds
a further argument, namely, the impossibility of defining the
cat^ones except in terms that involve reference to the con
ditions of sensibility* When these conditions are oixpitted,

‘ A 236^B 295
* Cf rbove pp mcxv vi, xxxvui 185 6 191, 195 6 257 8, pj/a i, 339
* The mathetnatical illustrations which Kant proceeds to 299)

are peculiarly crude and offhand tn manner of statement CFpK^etntta.A 140w
B 179 (or Kant s real view of the distinction between image, ameauL, and cmic^

* Cf above, pp 195 6, 198, 339 4*

4<i4
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the categories are without relation to any object and conse

quently without meaning They are no longer concepts of

possible empitical employment, but only of “thingsm general

When, for instance, the peimanence of existence in time, which
IS the condition of the empirical application of the concept of

substance, is omitted, the category reduces merely to the

notion of something that is always a subject and never a

predicate

“ But not only am I ignorant of all conditions under which this

logical pre eminence may belong to anything, I can neither put such

a concept to any use nor draw the least inference from it tor under
these conditions no object is determined for its employment, and
consequently we do not at all know whether it signifies anything

whatsoever

In abstraction from sense data, the categories still remain
as concepts or thouqhis^ logically possible

,
but that is not

to be taken as signifying that they still continue to possess

meaning, * e reference to an object " And in the absence of

ascertainable meaning they cannot, of course, be defined

In A 244* Kant states his position in somewhat different

fashion In abstraction from sense the categories have mean
ing, but not deteiminate meaning, they 1 elate not to any
specific object, but only to things in general In this latter

reference, however, they possess no objective validity, since

in the absence of intuition there is no means of deciding

whether or not any real existence actually corresponds to

them
But whichever mode of statement be adopted, the same

conclusion follows

“Accordingly, the transcendental Analytic has this important

result, that the most the understanding can achieve a prion is to

antiapate the form of a possible expenence m general And since

that which IS not appearance cannot be an object of experience, the
understandmg can never transcend those limits of sensibility within

which alone objects are given to us Its prmciples are merely mles
for the eiqiosition of appearances

, and the proud title of an Ontology,
which presumptuously claims to supply, m systematic doctrinal form,

synthetic apnon knowledge of things m general {pg the principle

<rf causahty), must therefore give place to the modest claims of a
mere Analytic of pure understanding ” *

* A 243=B 301 * A 242s;B 302
* Cf A 248=8 305
* A 246 7=B 303 4 A 247 8=B 304 s (bi^mng “ Thoaght is the action,”

etc ) u merely a r^tiuon of the preceding argument, and probably represents

later interouation
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A 248 9' opens a new line of argument which starts from
the results obtained in the AestJuttc The proof that space

and time are subjective forms establishes the merely pheno-

menal character of everything which can be apprehended m
and through them, and is meaningless except on the assump-
tion that things in themselves exist This assumption, Kint
argues, is already involved in the very word ‘ appearance,’ and
unless it be granted, our thinking will revolve in a perpetual

circle’ But, he pioceeds, this conclusion may easily be mis
interpieted It might be taken as proving the objective reality

of noumena, and as justifying us in maintaining a distinction

between the sensible and the intelligible worlds, and therefore

in asserting that whereas the former is the object of intuition,

the latter is apprehended by the understanding in pure thought

We should then be arguing that though in experience things

are known only as they appear, through pure understanding a

nobler woild than that of sense, “ etne Welt tm Geiste gedacht"

IS opened to oui view
But any such interpretation, Kant insists, runs directly

counter to the teaching of the Analytic^ and is ruled out by
the conclusions to which it has led Categories yield only
“rules for the exposition of appearances,” and cannot be

extended beyond the field of possible experience It is

true that all our sense -representations aie related by the

undei standing to an object that is “transcendental” But
that object, in its transcendental aspect, signifies only a some
thing = * It cannot be thought apart from the sense data
which are referred to it When we attempt to isolate it,

and so to conceive it in its independent nature, nothing lemains
through which it can be thought

“It IS not in it<self an object of knowledge, but only the

representation of appearances under the concept of an object m
general, viewed as determinable through the manifold of those

appearances ”

Kant IS here again expounding his early doctrine of the

transcendental object ® Evidently, at the time at which this

passage was written, he had not yet come to realise that such
teaching is not in harmony with his Critical principles It is,

as we have seen above, a combination of subjectivism and of

^ Beginning ‘ Appearances, so iar as which was onutted in the second
edition It probably constitutes, as Adickes maintains (A p 254 n ), the ongiqal
bc^inmn| ofthis chapter The “ as we have hitherto maintained of its second
paragraph which obviously cannot apply to the pages which precede it in its

pre^t position must refer to the argument of the Analytu
* A 240 251 •• Above, p 204 ff
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dogmatic rationalism ^ The very point which he here chiefly

stresses was bound, however, when consistently followed out,

to reveal the untenableness of the doctrine of the transcend

ental object, and in the second edition Kant so recast this

chapter on phenomena and noumena as to eliminate all pas

sages in which the transcendental object is refened to ®

But to return to Kant’s own argument the reason why
the mind is “ not satisfied with this substrate of sensibility,” ®

and therefore proceeds to duplicate the phenomenal world by
a second wot Id of noumena, lies in the character of the agency
whereby sensibility is limited Sensibility is limited by the

understanding, and the understanding, overestimating its

poweis and preiogatives, proceeds to transfoim the notion of

the transcendental object = x into the concept of a noumenon,
viewed in a manner conformable to its etymological signifi-

^ In ] irge part il r<-presents the Critical position as understood by Schopenhauer
who never succeeded in acquiring, any genuine understanding of Kant s more
mature teaching (cf above p 366 n

)
Schopenhauer is correct in maintain

mg that one chief ground of Kants belief in the evislence of things m
themselves lies in his initial assumption that they must be postulated in order to

account for the given manifold Schopenhauer is also justified in stating that

} ant though starting from the dualistic Cartesian standpoint so far modified it

as to conclude that the origin of this manifold must be objective since theietsno

oundfor ; atding it as subjec tive (Paierga und Parahpomena 1851 ed p 74^

)

Rut for t\^o reasons this is a very incomplete and therefore extremtiy misleading

account of Kant s final teaching In the first place Schopenhauei fails to take

account of Kant s implied distinction between the sensations of the special senses

and the manifold of outer sense When Kant recognises that the sensations of the

special senses are empirically conditioned he is constrained in consistency to dis

tinguish bi tween them and the manifold which constitutes the matter of all expen
ences (cf above p 275 ff

) Things in themselves in accounting for the latter

account also but in quite indirect fashion for the former Thoughsensations are

empirically conditioned the entiie natural woild is noumenally grounded
Secondly Kant s subjectivism undergoes a similar transformation on its inner or

mental side 1 he analysis of self consciousness which is given both in the

Deductions and in the Paralogisms indicates with sufficient clearness Kant s recog

nition that the form of experience is as little self explanatory as its content and
that it must not without such proof as owing to the limitations of our experience,

we are debarred from giving be regarded as more ultimate in nature The realities

which constitute and condition our mental processes are not apprehended in any
moie direct manner than the thing in itself When, therefore Schopenhauer
asserts m the World as Will and Idea (Werke Prauenstadt u p 494 Eng
trans 11 p 6) that Kant proves the world to be merely phenomenal by demon
strating that it is conditioned by the intellect he is emphasising what is least

characteristic in Kant s teaching Schopenhauer s occasional identification of the
intellect with the brain—the nearest approximation m his writings to what may be
described as phenomenalism—itself sumces to show how entirely he is lacking in

any firm grasp of Critical principles
^ As we have noted (above p 204 if) the doctrine of the transcendental

object was entirely eliminated from those mam sections that were rewritten or

substantially altered in the second edition namely^ the chapters on the Transcend
ental Deduction^ on PhenonieiA and Noumena^ and on the Paralogisms That it

iremained m the section on Amphiboly in the Second Analogy and m the
Antinomies is sufficiently explained by Kant s unwillingness to make the very
extensive alterations which such^rther rewriting would have involved

® A 251
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cance, as something apprehended by reason or pure intuition,

le as intuited in some non sensuous fashion For only

by postulating the possibility of a non-sensuous species of

intuition can the notion of a noumenon, thus positively con-

ceived, be saved from self contradiction Otherwise we should

be asserting the apprehension of an object independently of

appearances, and yet at the same time denying the only means
through which such apprehension is possible Statement of

the postulate suffices, however, to reveal its unsupported
character We have no such power of non sensuous, intuitive

apprehension
,
^ nor can we in any way prove that such a

power IS possible even in a Divine Being Though, therefore,

the concept of noumena is not self contradictory, it involves

more than we have the right to assert
,
the process whereby

the empty notion of a transcendental object = x vs transformed

into the positive concept of a noumenon is easily comprehen
sible, but It IS none the less illegitimate We must, Kant
insists, keep strict hold of the central doctrine of Critical teach

ing, namely, that the categories are applicable only to the data

of sense We can still employ them as pure logical functions,

yielding the notion of objects in general (of the transcci dental

object = *•) But this does not widen the sphere of known
existences It only enables us to comprehend the limited

and merely phenomenal character of the world experienced

At this point’ Kants argument takes a strange and
misleading turn The concept of object in general (the

transcendental object = has been proved to be involved in

the apprehension of appearances as appearances, and in this

capacity to be a limiting concept {Grenzbegriff), which, though
negative in function, is indispensably involved in the constitu-

tion of human experience Now however, Kant proceeds to

ascribe this function to the concept of the noumenon That
concept IS, he repeats, purely problematic Even the mere
possibility of Its object, presupposing as it does the possibility

of an understanding capable through non sensuous intuition

of apprehending it, we have no right to assert That the
concept is not self contradictory is the most that we can say
of It None the less, it is to this concept that Kant here
ascribes the indispensable limiting function

“ The concept of a noumenon is a merely limiting concept, the

function of which is to curb the pretensions of sensibility , and it is

' Not tren as Kant teaches in his doctrine of*inner sense m the inner world
of appenepbon cf above, p 295 ff

* Kant claims in the Dmecttc tW this process is also unavoidable, constitnt
mg what ht calls transcendents' illusion

* A *54 7= 8310 12
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therefore only of negative employment At the same time it is no

arbitrary mvention, and it is bound up with the limitation of sensi

bility, ihough it cannot affirm anything positive beyond the field

of sensibility
” *

This confusion, between the concept of a noumenon and
the less definite concept of object m general which is probably

due to the combining of manuscripts of different dates, is

corrected in the second edition by means of a new distinction

which Kant introduces, evidently for this very purpose The
term noumenon may, he there says be used either positively

or negatively 1 aken positively, it signifies “ an object of a

non sensuous intuition ” ,
regarded negatively, it means only

'* a thing so far as it is not an object of our sensuous intuition
”

Only in its negative employment, he states, is it requiied as

a limiting concept
,
and it is then, as he recognises, in

distinguishable from the notion of the unknown thing in

Itself

But despite this variation in mode of expiession in the

ijiain Kant holds consistently to his fundamental teaching

‘ understanding is not limited through sensibility, on the con
trary, it itself limits sensibility by applying the term noumena to things

in themselves (things not regarded as appearances) But in so doing

It at the same time sets limits to itself, recognising that it cannot

know these noumena through any of the categories, and that it must
therefore think them only under the title of an unknown some
thing”®

Or as Kant adds in the concluding sentence of this

chapter

“ the problematic thought which leaves open a place for [iiitel

ligible objects], serves only, hke an empty space, for the hmitation of

empirical prinaples, without itself contaming or revealing any other

object of knowledge beyond their sphere
”

A sentence in A 258 = B 314 deserves special notice

“ we can never know whether such a transcendental or

exceptional knowledge is possible under any conditions, least of all

if It IS to be regarded as of the sort that stands under our ordinary
categories

”

This sentence clearly shows that Kant was willing to

recognise that the categories may be inapplicable, not merely
owing to lack of data for their specification, but because of
their inherent character They may be intrinsically inapplic

1 A asS^B 310 II • Cf below p 413 ff

' A asosB 312 For A 2(7=3 312 on the empincat manner of dutinguish
ing between the sensuous and the busTl^ble, cf above, pp 143 ff , 149 ff
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able, expressing only the modi of our self consciousness
They may be merely the instruments of our human thinking,
not forms necessary to knowledge as such

REIEVANI PASSAGES IN THE SECTION ON
AMPHIBOI y

Before passing to consideration of the extensive alterations
m ide in this chapter in the second edition, it is advisable to
take account of the two passages dealing with this problem
in the first edition section on Amphiboly namely, A 277
280 = B 333 6, and A 285 9 = B 342 6 The first of these
passages is of great interest in othei connections

,
^ its chief

importance in reference to the present pioblem lies in its con
eluding paragraph Kant there declares that the representa
tion of an object “as thing in geneial’ is not only, in the
ibsence of specific data, insufficient for the determination
of an object but is self contradictory For we must either
abstract from ill refeience to an object, and so be left with
l merely logical representation

,
or, in assuming an object,

we must postul ilc a spcci il form of intuition which we do not
ourselves possess, and which therefore we cannot employ m
foiming our concept of the object Hue (t^ain J^ani is

ike concept of a nounienon for the /^rr definite
concipt of the thing m itself T his is still more explicitly done
in the second passage Ihe pure categories are Kant there
declaies, me ipable of yielding the concept of an object Apart
from the d it i of sense they have no relation to any object
As jiurtlj- logical functions, they are altogether lacking in
content oi meaning By obiects is things in themselves we
must thercfoie mean objects of a non sensuous intuition*
Kant still, indeed continues to maintain that to them the
c itcgories do not apply, and that we cannot, therefore, have
any knowledge of them, either intuitional or conceptual

“ Even if we assume a non sensuous form of intuition, our
functions of thought would still have no meaning m reference
toit”»

* Cf aliove, p|) 143 4 147 214 15 291 fl

* Kant here (A 286=8 342) speaks of this concept of the noumenon as an
abject of non sensuous intuition as being * merely negative This is apt to
confuse the leader as he usually comes to it after having read the passage intro
duced into the chapter on Phenomena and Noumena in the second edition in
which as above noted (p 409) Kant describes this meanine of the term as
positive in distinction from its more negative meaning as signifying a thing merely
so far as it is not an object of out sense intuition Cf below p 413

* Kant’s meaning here is not quite clear He may mean auer that the
categories as such arc inapplicable to things in themselves or that, as this form of
intuition IS altogether different from our own, it will not help in giving meaning to
t^ categories What follows would seem to point to the former view
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1

But Kant now insists that the notion of noumena, \ lewed

in the above manner differs fiom the notion of ‘'objects in

general ’ (transcendental - x) in being a legitimate non con
tradictory conception and he also insists that though moic
positive in content, it is for that very reason less open to

misunderstanding Its function is not to evtend our know-

ledge, but merely to limit it

“ For it merely says that our species of intuition does not extend

to all things, but only to objects of our senses, that its objective

validity IS consequently limited , and that a place therefore remains

open for some other species of intuition, and so for things as its

objects '

The concept of a noumenon as thus employed to signify

the objects of a non sensuous intuition is, Kant proceeds,

merely problematic As we have neithei intuition nor (it

may be) categoiies fitted for its apprehension, it represents

something upon the possibility or impossibility of which we
are quite unable to pronounce

“ as the problematic concept of an object for a quite

different intuition ind a quite different understanding than ours, it

IS Itself a problem
’

We may not therefore assert the existence of noumena, but

we must none the less form to ourselves the concept of them
This concept is indispensably involved in the constitution of our

empirical knowledge and is demanded for its proper interpicta

tion Only when viewed as a self sufficient representation of
an absolute existence does it become dogmatic and therefore

illegitimate In its Critical aspects it stands for a problem
which human reason is constrained by its very nature to

propound

“ The concept of the noumenon is, therefore, not the concept of an
object, but IS a problem unavoidably bound up with the limitation

of our sensibihty—the problem, namely, as to whether there may
not be objects entirely disengaged from our sensuous species of

intuition This is a question which can only be answered in an
indetermmate manner, by saying that, as sense intuition does not

extend to all thmgs without distmction, a place remains open for

other different objects
, and consequently that these latter must not

be absolutely denied, though—since we are without a determinate

concept of them (inasmuch as no category can serve that purpose)

—

neitiher can they be asserted as objects for our understandmg ” ^

1 A 286=B 343 * A 2878=8 344
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The fact that these fundamental concepts have not yet

been quite definitely and precisely formulated in Kant’s own
mind, appears very clearly from the immediately following

paragraph Foi he there again introduces the concept o^ the

transcendental object ind adds that if “we are pleased to

name it noumenon for the reason that its representation is

not sensuous we ire free so to do"^ The characterisation

given in this par igraph of the transcendental object deserves

speciil notice for in it Kant goes furthei in the sceptical

expression of his position, though not indeed in the modifica

tion of It, than in any othei passage

“ [The understanding in limiting sensibility] thinks for itself an

object in itself, but only as transcendental object which is the cause

of appearance and therefore not itself appearance, and which can be
thought neither as quantity nor as reality nor as substance, etc

We vre completely ignorant whether it is to be met with in us or

outside us whether it would be at once removed with the cessation

of sensibility, or whether in the absence of sensibility it would still

remain ” ®

This sentence leveals Kant as at once holding unquestion
ii^ly to the existence of things in themselves, and yet at the

same time as teaching that they must not be conceived in

tt rms of the categories, not even of the categories of reality

and existence

ALlh RATIONS IN SECOND EDITION

In the second edition certain paragraphs of the chapter
on Phenomena and Noumena are omitted, and new paragraphs
are inserted to take their place Though these alterations do
not give adequate expression to the Critical teaching in its

maturest form, theie are three important lespects in which
they indicate departures from the teaching of the first edition

In the first place, those paragraphs in which the doctrine of
the transcendental object finds expression are entiiely ehmi-
nated, and the phrase * transcendental object’ is no longer
employed This, as we have already noted, is in harmony
with the changes similarly made in the second edition Tran~
icendental Deduction and Pat alogtsms^

* A 2883 B 345
* A 288a B 344 Kant allowed the section within which this passage occurs

to lemain without the least modification, in the second edition
' Benno Erdmann s explanation {Artftewnus p 194) of Kant s omission of

ill references to the transcendental object namely because of their being likely

to cone nee to a mistaken idealistic interpretation of his teaching we cannot
accept \s already argued (above, p 204 ff }, they repreKnt a view which he
had quite defimtely and consciously outgrown
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Secondlj^, Kant is even more emphatic than in the first

edition, that the categories must not be emplo>ed save in

reference to sense intuitions In the first edition he still

allows that their application to things in themselves is logically

possible, though without objective validity In the second
edition he goes much further Save m their empirical em
ployment the categories “ mean nothing whatsoever ” ^

“[In the absence of sensibility] their whole employment, and
indeed all their meining entirely ceases , for we have then no means
of dettrmming whethtr things in harmony with the citegorits are

even possible ’ *

In the third place, Kant, as alieady noted distinguishes

between a negative and a positive meaning of the term
noumenon Noumenon in its negative sense is defined as

being merely that which is not an object of sensuous intuition

By noumenon in the positive sense, on the othei hand, is

meant an object of non sensuous intuition Kant now claims

that It IS the concept of noumenon in the negative sense as

equivalent therefore simply to the thing in itself, that alone is

involved, as a Grensbegrtff^ in the “ doctrine of sensibility
’

For Its determination the categories cannot be employed

,

that would demand a faculty of non sensuous intuition, which
we do not possess, and would amount to the illegitimate asser

tion of noumena 111 the oositive sense The limiting concept,

indispensably presupposed in human experience, is therefore

the bare notion of things in themselves And accordingly,

in modification of the conclusion arrived at in the first

edition, VIZ that “ the division of objects into phenomena and
noumena is not in any way admissible,” ® Kant now adds
to the term noumena the qualifying phrase “ in the positive

sense ” In this way the assumption that things in themselves

actually exist becomes quite explicit, despite Kant’s greater

insistence upon the impossibility of applying any of the

cateraries to them
But beyond thus placing in still bolder contiast the two

counter assertions, on the one hand that the categories must
not be taken by us as other than merely subjective thought
functions, and on the other that a limiting concept is indis

pensably necessary, Kant makes no attempt in these new
passages to meet the difficulties involved With the asser

tion that the categories as such, and therefore by implication

* B 306 Cf above, pp *90 i

* B 308 This It may be noted, is in keeping with the passages above
quoted from the section on AmpktMy

* Aa5S»B3U
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those of reality and existence, are inapplicable to things in

themselves,J he combines without any apparent consciousness

of conflict, the contention that things in themselves must
none the less be postulated as ictually existing

The teaching of this chapter must be regarded as only
semi Critical The fact that it is formulated in terms of the

doctrine of the transcendental object, itself suffices to determine

the date at which it must have been composed as compara
tivcly early

,
and such changes as Kant could make in the

second edition were necessarily of a minor character More
extensive alterations would have involved complete reconstruc

tion of the entire chapter, and indeed anticipation of the

central teaching of the Dialectic

Kant is also hampered by the unfoitunate location to

which he has assigned this chaptei At this point in the

development of his argument, namely within the limits of the

Analytic^ Kant could really do no more than recapitulate the

negative consequences which follow from the teaching of the

transcendental deduction For though these might justify

him in asserting that it is un lerstanding that limits sensibility,

he was not in a position to explain that the term undei stand

ing, as thus employed, has a very wide meaning, and that

within this faculty he is prepared to distinguish between
understanding in the strict sense as the source of the cate

gories, and a higher power to which he gives the title Reason,
and which he r^ards as originating a unique concept, that

of the unconditioned Yet only when these distinctions, and
the consideiations in view of which they are drawn, have
been duly reckoned with, can the problem before us be
discussed in its full significance

This placing of the chapter within the Analytic, and there

fore piior to the discussions first broached in the Dialectic,

has indeed the unfortunate consequence of concealing not
only from the reader, but also, as it would seem, to some
extent from Kant himself, the ultimate grounds upon which,
from the genuinely Critical standpoint, the distinction between
phenomena and noumena must be based For neither in this

chapter, nor in any other passage in the Critique, has Kant
sought to indicate, in any quite explicit manner, the bearing

which the important conclusions at rived at in the Dialectic

may have m regard to it Like so many of the most important
and fruitful of his tenets, these consequences are suggested
merely by implication

, or rather remain to be discovered by
the reader’s own independent efforts, in proportion as he

' Cf above, p 404 ff , especiaUy pp 409 10, also above p 331
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thinks himself into the distinctions upon which, in other con
ncctions, Kant has himself insisted They are never actually

formulated in and by themselves
In seeking, therefore, to decide upon wh it basis the dis

tinction between appearance and reality ought to be regaided

as resting, we are attempting to determine how the aigumcnt
of this chapter would have proceeded had it been located

at the close of the Dialectic The task is by no means eas)

,

but the difhculties are hardly as formidable as may at first sight

appear The general outlines of the aigumeiit aie fiirly defi

nitely prescribed by Kant’s treatment of kindred questions,

and may perhaps, with reasonable correctness, be hypothetic

ally constructed in view of the following considerations

Just as Kant started from the natural assumption that

reference of representations to objects must be then reference

to things in themselves, so he similarly adopted the cunent
Cartesian view that it is by an inference, in terms of the

category of causality, that we advance from a lepicsentation

to Its external ground It was very gradually m the process

ot developing his own Critical teaching, and especially his

phenomenalist view of the empirical world in space, thit he
came to realise the very diffeient position to which he stood

committed ^ When the doctrine of the transcendental object

is eliminated from his teaching and when the categories,

including thit of causality, are pre empted for the empirical

object, and that object is regaidcd as directly apprehended,
the function of mediating the reference of phenomenal n iture

to a noumenal basis falls to the Ideas of Reason I or the

distinction is no longer between representations ind their

noumenal causes, but between the limited and relative char

acter of the entire world in space and time and the uncon

^ In order to form an adequate jud|»ment upon K’lnl justificition for dis

tinguishing between appearance and reality the reader muht bear in mind (x) the

results obtained in the Iranscendetttal Deduction (above p 270 ff )

,

(2) the dis

cussions developed in the Paralousms (below p 457 ff
) (3) the treatment of

noumenal causality that is of freeaom in the Third and Fourth Anitnomtes (4)
the many connected issues raised in the Ideal (below, pp 534 7 541 2) and in the
Appendix to the Dialectic (below p 543 ff ) Professor Dawes Hicks is justihed

in maintaining in his book die Be^ijfe Phammemn und Noumenon %n threm Ver
haltmss u etnander bet jKani (Leipzig 1S97 p 167)—a work which unfortunately

is not accessible to the English reader—that * the thing in itself is by no means
a mere excrescence or addendum of (he Kantian system, but forms a thoroughly

necessary completion to the doctrine of appearances At every turn m Kant s

thought the doctrine of the noumenon in one form or another plays an essential

part^ Indeed it may be said that to state Kant s reasons for asserting the

existence of things in themselves is to expound his philobophv as a whole upon
this question there appears in Kant the same alternation of view as m regara to

his other mam tenets On Kant s discussion of the applicability of Uie category

of existence to things in themselves, cf above, p 322 ff Also on Kant s extension

of the concepts possibility and actuahty to noumtna cf above, pp 391 ff , 401 3
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ditioned reality which Reason demands for its own satisfaction

To regard the world in space as merely phenomenal, because

failing to satisfy our standards of genuine reality, is to adopt

an entirely different attitude from any to be found m Descartes

01 Locke The position may be outlined in the following

manner, in anticipation of its more adequate statement in

connection w ith the problems of the Dialectic

The concept, whereby Reason limits sensibility, is not

properly dcscnbible as being that of the thing m itself, it is

the unique concept of the unconditioned Our awareness of the

conditioned as being conditioned presupposes, over and above
the categories an antecedent awareness of Ideal ^ standards

,

and to that latter more fundamental form of consciousness all

our criteria of truth and reality are ultimately due The criteria

by means of which we empirically distinguish sense appearance

from sense illusion, when rigorously applied, lead us to detect

deficiencies m the empirical as such We have then no alterna

tivc save to conceive absolute reality in terms of the rational

Ideals, of which the empirical criteria are merely specialised

forms
There arc thus two distinct, but none the less inter

dependent, elements involved in Kant’s more mature teaching,

phenomenalism, and what may be called the Idealist, or

absolutist, interpretation of the function of Reason Each
demands the other for its own establishment There must
be a genuinely objective world, by reflection upon which we
may come to consciousness of the standards which are involved

in our judgments upon it, and we must possess a faculty

through which oui consciousness of these standards may be
accounted for The standards of judgment cannot be ac

quired by means of judgments which do not already pre

suppose them
,
the processes by which they are brought to

clear consciousness cannot be the processes in which they

originate They must be part of the a priori conditions of

experience and combine with space, time and the categories

to render experience of the kind which we possess—self

transcending and self-limiting—actually possible

From this point of view the distinction between appearance
and reality is not a contrast between experience and the

non experienced, but a distinguishing of factors, which are

essential to all experience, and through which we come to

consciousness of an irresolvable conflict between the Ideals

which inspire us in the acquisition of experience, and the

^ Ideal
^ and * Idealist ’ are pnnted with capitals to mark the very special

sense m which these terms are used As already noted (above, p 3), the
ssnte remark applies to the term * Reason ’
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limiting conditions under which alone experience is attainable

by us In the higher field of Reason, as in the lower field of

understanding, it is not through the given, but only through
the given as interpreted by conditioning forms of an Ideal

nature, that a meaningful reality can disclose itself to the

mind The ultimate meaning of experience lies in its signifi

cance when tested by the standards which are indispensably
involved in its own possibility That meaning is essentially

metaphysical
,
moie is implied in experience than the e\

pcnenced can ever itself be found to be *

Such IS the central thesis of the Critical philosophy, when
the teaching of the Analytic is supplemented by that of the

Dialectic Though the Ciitique is, indeed, the lecoid of the

manifold ways in which Kant diverged from this position,

not a systematic exposition of its implications and conse
quences, the above thesis lepresents the goal upon which his

various lines of thought tend to converge It is the guiding
motive of his devious and complex argument m the thice

main divisions of the Dialectic On no other interpretation

can the detail of his exposition be satisfactoiily explained

There are two chief reasons why Kant failed to draw the

above conclusions in any quite explicit manner One reason

has already been sufficiently emphasised, namely that the

thesis, which I have just formulated, rests upon a phenonien
alist view of the natural world, whereas the Dialectic is inspired

by the earlier, subjectivist doctrine 6fthe transcendental obje,ct

Upon the other main reason I shall have frequent occasion to

insist As we shall find, Kant was unable to arrive at any
quite definitive decision as to the nature of the Ideals of

Reason He alternates between the sceptical and the abso

lutist view of their origin and function, and in the process of

seeking a comprehensive raid way position which would do
justice to all that is valid in the opposing arguments, the

further question as to the bearing of his conclusions upon the

problem of the distinction between appearance and reality was
driven into the background But we arc anticipating matters
the discussion of which must meantime be deferred

^ Cf above, pp xli ii, xliv hii v, 331



APPENDIX

1 HF AMPHIBOL\ OB THE CONCEPTS OF RLFLECIION ^

In this appendix Kant gives a criticism of the Leibnizian

rationalism—a criticism already partially stated in the section

on the Postulates—and he does this in a mannei which very

clearly reveals the influence which that rationalism continued

to exercise upon his own thinking Thus Kant speaks of the
“ mere concept/ * and in doing so evidently means to imply that

it exists in Its own right, with a nature determined solely by
intrinsic factors of a strictly a prtott character, in complete

independence of the specific material of sense experience

He denies, it is true, the objective validity of such concepts,

and maintains that in their empirical employment they are

completely transformed thiough the addition of new factors

None the less he allows to the concepts an intrinsic nature,

and practically maintains that irom the point of view of the

pure concept and therefore from the point of view of a logic

based upon it, the Leibnizian rationalism is the one true

system of metaphysics For pure thought, Leibniz's system
IS the ultimate and only possible philosophy, and were
thought capable of determining the nature of things in them
selves, we should be constrained to adopt it as metaphysically

valid This is the standpoint which underlies much of Kant's
aigument in the Dialectic It leads him to maintain that the

self must necessarily, in virtue of an unavoidable transcend

ental illusion, believe in its own independent substantial

reality, that the mind is constrained to conceive reality as an
unconditioned unity, and that the notions of God, freedom,

and immortality are Ideas necessarily involved in the very

constitution of human thought

But we must not regard Kant's doctrine of the pure
concept merely as a survival from a standpoint which the
Critical teaching is destined to displace and supersede For

* A a6o ff =B 316 ff ® Cf above pp 38 9 119 131 3 338 9 394400

418
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Kant IS not led through inconsistency, or through any meic
lack of thoroughness in the development of his Ciitical

principles, to retain this rationalistic doctrine To under
stand the leally operative giounds of Kant's argumentation,
and so to place the contents of this section in proper focus,

we must recall the fundamental antithesis, devtlopcd in my
introduction,^ between the alternative positions, which aie

represented for Kant by the philosophies of Hume and
Leibniz Kant, is already observed, is profoundlj- convinced
of the essential truth of the Leibnizian position He holds to

the Leibnizian view of reason Human leason is essentially

metaphysical
,

its ultimate function is to emancipate us from
the limiting conditions of animal existence

,
it reveals its

nature in those Ideas of the unconditioned the discussion of
which Kant reserves for the Dialectic

The chief defect in Kants criticism of Lcibni/, as de
veloped in this section is that the deepei issues, which
determine the extent of his agreement with I eibnu, arc not

raised or even indicated Consequently, his references to

pure thought and his assertion * that from the point of view
of pure thought Leibniz is entirely justified in his teaching,

bewilder the reader, who has been made to adopt a Critical

standpbmt, and therefore to believe that thought can function

only in connection with the data of sense experience Kant
would seem, indeed, to have lapsed into the dogmatic stand

point of the Dissertation, distinguishing between a sensible

and an intelligible world and maintaining that pure thought
IS capable of determining the nature of the latter The only

difference between his teaching here and in the Dissertation

consists in the admission that all knowledge is limited to

sense expeiience, and that we are therefore unable to deter

mine whether this intelligible world which we must think, and
think in the prease manner defined by Letbnts, does or does
not exist

This section is, indeed, like the chapter on Phenomena and
Noumena, wrongly located Giving, as it does, Kant's ciiti

cism of the Leibnizian ontology, it discusses problems of
metaphysics

,
and ought therefore to have found its place in

the Dialectic, in natural connection with the corresponding
examination of the metaphysical sciences of rational psycho
logy, cosmology, and theology Architectonic, that ever

present source of so many of Kant’s idiosyncrasies, has again

interposed its despotic mandate As there are only three

forms of syllogism, only three mam divisions can be recognised

in the Dialectic

,

and the criticism of ontology, to its great

^ Above p XXX ff and below, p 6oi ff • Cf A 267sB 3*3
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detriment, must therefore be located, where it does not in

the least telong, in the concluding section of the Analytic''-

But we must follow Kants argument as here given

Leibniz views thought as capable of prescribing, antecedently

to all experience, the fundamental conditions to which reality

must conform The possible is prior to, and independent of,

the actual
,
and can be adequately determined by pure reason

from Its own inherent resources Kant does not here question

this assertion of the independence and prionty of pure thought
He is content to maintain that what is valid for thought need
not hold of those appearances which are the only possible

objects of human 1 nowledge, since in sense experience condi

tions uniorcseen by pure thought, partly limitative and partly

extensive of its concepts, intervene to modify the conclusions

which from its own point of view are logically valid Leibniz,

through failure to realise the dual character of thought and
sense overlooked this all important fact

,
and, in asserting

that what is true for pure thought is valid of the sensuously
real, fell victim to the fallacy which Kant entitles transcend
ental amphiboly

Kant’s clearest statement of the fallacy is in A 280= B 336
It reduces, formally stated, to the fallacy of denying the

antecedent In accordance with the dictum de omm et nullo,

we can validly assert that what belongs to or contradicts a
universal concept, belongs to or contradicts the particulars

which fall under that concept Leibniz employs the principle

in d negative and invalid form He argues that what is not

contained in a universal concept is also not contained in the
paiticulars to which it applies “The entiic intellectualist

system of Leibniz is reared upon this latter principle ” And
as Kant points out,^ the reason why so acute and powerful a
thinker succumbed to this obvious fallacy is to be found in

his view of sense as merely confused thought
,
or, to state the

same point in another way, in his interpretation of appear
ances as being the confused representations of things in

themselves ® All differences between appearance and r^lity
are, on this view, due merely to lack of clearness in our
apprehension of the given Sense, when completely clanhed,
reduces without remainder to pure thought, and in the
concepts, which thought develops from within itself, he the
IVhole content alike of knowledge knd of real existence

Owing to a metaphysical theory of the nature of the real,

Itself due to a false interpretation of the nature and function

of pure thought, and ultimately traceable to an excessive

^ Cf Adickes* Sy^imaHk pp 60y 70^ 72, and iji 12
* A 2709:&B 326 * Cf A 264SS1B 319, and A 266=^3 322
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preoccupation with knowledge of the strictly mathematical

type,^ I^ibniz failed to do justice to the fundamental
characteristics of our human experience, and in especial to

the actual given nature of space, time, and dynamical
causality His rationalistic metaphysics has its roots in the

Cartesian philosophy,^ and is, in Kant’s view, the perfected

product of philosophical thinking, when developed on dog
matic, t e non Critical, lines It is the opposite counterpart

of the empirical or sceptical type of philosophy which in

modern times found its first gieat supporter in Locke, and
which, as Kant held, obtained its perfected expression in

the philosophy of Hume While Descartes and Leibniz
intellectualise appearances Locke and Hume legard the a
prtort concepts of understanding as merely empiiical products
of discursive reflection Both commit the same fundamental
error of failing to recognise that understanding and sensibility

are two distinct sources of representations * Both conse
quently strive, in equally one sided fashion, to reduce the

complexity of experience to one alone of its constituent

elements This section of the Critique ought to have dev eloped

the Critical teaching in its opposition to both these altcrna

tivc attitudes
,
Kant arbitrarily limits it to criticism of the

Leibnizian rationalism

Kant’s method of introducing and arranging his criticism

IS artificial, and need be no moie than mentioned Critical

reflection upon the sources of our knowledge, which K int, in

order to distinguish it from reflection of the ordinary type,

entitles Uanscendental reflection, is, he states, a duty imposed
upon all who would profess to pass a priori judgments upon
the real It will trace the concepts employed to their

corresponding faculties, intellectual and sensuous, and will

reveal the independence and disparity of sensibility and
understanding, and so will eflectuall} prevent that false

locating of concepts to which transcendental amphiboly is

due Such reflection, he further argues, consist'' in a com
partson of the representations with the faculty to which they
are due, and like ordinary comparison will determine the
relations of (i) identity and difference^ (2) agreement and
opposition, (3) inner and outer, (4) determinable and determin
mg (matter and form) In this arbitrary but ingenious

fashion Kant contrives to obtain the four main headings
required for his critiasm of the Leibnizian ontology

(1) Under the first heading he deals with principle

1 Cf below, pp 563 5 589 ffi, 601 ff

* I have dwelt upon this at length m my SlMies m iht Cartesian Pktlasophy
» A ajrisB 327
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of the identity of indisceinibles It is, Kant maintains, a

typical example of the fallacy of transcendental amphiboly
Leibniz argues that if no difference is discoverable inthe concept

of things, there cm be none in the things themselves
,
thmgs

which ire identical in conception must be identical in all

respects But this, Kant replies, is true only so long a> the

concepts abstract from the sensuous conditions of existence

I hus no two cubic feet of space are alike They are distm

guishable from one another by their spatial location
,
and that

IS a difference which concerns the conditions of intuition
,
it is

not to be discovticd in the pure concept^ Spaces, alike for

thought, aie distinguishable for sense To take another of

Kants illustrations two drops of water, if indistinguishable

in ill thfcir internal propeities of quality or quantity, are con
ceptu illy identical 1 hrough differences of location in space,

II relevant to their conception, they can none the less be
intuited IS numeiically different The principle of indis

cciniblcs IS not a law of nature, but only an analytic lule for

the comparison of things through mere concepts ^

(2) A second principle of the Leibnizian metaphysics is

thit realities can nevei conflict with one another Thw is

supposed to follow fiom the fact that in pure thought the only
form of opposition is logical negation Realities being pure
affirmations, must necessarily harmonise with one another,

This piinciple ignores the altogether different conditions of

sense existence Space, time, and the resulting possibility of
dynamical causality supply the conditions for real opposition

T wo existences, though equally real and positive, may annul
one anothei Two forces acting upon a body may neutralise

one anothei Fiom the above logical principle Leibniz’s

successors* profess to obtain the far reaching metaphysical
conclusions, that all realities agree with one another, that

evil IS merely negative, consisting exclusively in limitation of

existence, and hat God, without detriment to the unity of
his being can be constituted of all possible realities

(3) Viewing space and time, which condition external
relation, as merely confused forms of apprehension, Leibniz
further concluded that the reality of substance is purely
internal And ruling out position, shape, contact and motion,
all of which involve external iclations, he felt justified in

endowing the monads with the sole remaining form of known
existence, namely consciousness The assertion that the
monads aie incapable of external relation leads to the further

^ The un Critical character of Kant s doctrine of the pure concept has already
been noted (above pp 418 19), and need not be farther discussed

*4272=^11328 *4373=8329
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conclusion that they are incapable of interaction, and stand

in systematic relation to one another, solely in virtue of a pre

established harmony

(4) From the point of view of pure thought matter must
precede form The universal must precede the particular

which is a specification of it^ Unlimited reality is taken as

being the matter of all possibility and its limitation or form
as being due to negation Substances must antecedently
exist in ordei that external relations may have something
upon which to giound themselves Space and time must be
interpreted as confused apprehensions of purely intellectual

orders, space representing a certain order in the reciprocal

(pre established) correspondence of substances, and time the
dynamical sequence of their states On the other hand from
the standpoint of sense and its intuition il forms the reveisc

holds The world of appearance is conditioned by the forms
of space and time the objectively possible coincides with the

actual
,
and the substantia phaenomenon has no independent

essence, but reduces without remainder to external relations

For puie thought this world of given appearance is an
uttisrly paradoxical form of existence

,
it is the direct

opposite of everything that genuine reality ought to be In

this strange conclusion the problems of the Dialectic, in one
of their most suggestive forms, at once loom up before us

As stated above, this entile discussion is an anticipation of

questions which cannot be adequately treated within the

limits of the Analytic

The text of this section is highly composite The entire

content of the Appendix is twice reintroduced and restated

at full length in the accompanying Note These successive

expositions of one and the same argument were doubtless

independently written, and then later pieced together in this

external fashion A 277 8 = B 333 4, on the nature of the

substantia phaenomenon, would by its references to the tran

scendental object seem to be of early origin ^ It has already
been commented upon’ A 285-9= B 3426 on the other
hand, which supplements the chapter on Phenomena and
Noumena,* would seem to be of late origin It is so dated by
Adickes,® owing to the reference to schemata in its opening
sentence

^ This IS Leibmz s mode of slating the absolutist view of thought (cf above,

p XXX fr
)

to which as ae shall find Kant gives much more adequate and
incompatibly deeper formulation in the Dialtetu Cf pp 430 547 ff 558 IT

* Adickes K p 272 h allows that the passage may be of earlier origin than
the passages which precede and follow it

* Pp 214 IS
* As such It IS commented on above p 410 ff ‘ Loc at
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A 289 91=:B 346-9 Table of tbe diyision of the coiicei>tio& of

nothing—This curious and ingenious classification of the

various meanings of the term * nothing ’ is chiefly of interest

through its first division ‘ empty conception without object,

ens rattonts ” The ens rattonts can best be defined in its

distinction from the fourth division “ empty object without
conception, nthtl negattvum ” The former is a Gedankendtng ,

the lattei is an Vndtng The former indeed, though not

contradictoiy, is mere fiction {bloss Erdtehiuttg), and con
sequently must not be taken as falling within the field of the
possible The latter is a concept which destroys itself, and
which therefore stands in direct conflict with the possible

Ihe ens rattonts includes, Kant explicitly states,^ the con
ception of noumena, ‘‘which must not be reckoned among
the possibilities, although they must not for that reason be
declaied to be also impossible " Kant must here be taking
noumena in the positive sense ® As usual Kant’s attempt to

obtain parallels for the four classes of category breaks down
The so called nthtl prtvattvum and the ens tntagtnartwn do
not piopcily come within the denotation of the term ‘ nothing ’

This IS very evident in the examples which Kant cites Cold
IS as real as the opposite with which it is contiasted, while
pure space and puie time are not negative even in a con
ventional sense

' A 290= B 347
^ Cf above p 409 ff
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DIVISION II

THE TRANSCENDENTAL DIALECTIC

INIRODUCTORY COMMENT UPON IHE COMPOSITE
ORIGIN AND CONFLICTING TENDENCIES OF THE
DIALECIIC

We have had constant occasion to observe the composite
origin and conflicting tendencies of the Analytic The
Dtalectu is hardly less composite m character, and is ceitainly

not nlore uniform in its fundamental teaching

The composite nature of the text, though bewildering to

the unsophisticated readei, is not, however, without its com
pensations The text, as it stands, preserves the record of the

manifold influences which presided over its first inception, and
of the devious paths by which Kant travelled to his later con
elusions It thus enables us to determine, with considerable

accuracy, the successive stages through which it has passed

in the process of settling into its present form As we shall

find, the sections on the antinomies contain the original

argument, out of which by varied processes of supplementa
tion and modification the other parts have arisen

The conflict of doctrine has also its counter advantages
The problems are impartially discussed from opposed stand
points, the difficulties peculiar to each of the competing
possible solutions are frankly recognised, and indeed insisted

upon, and the internal dialectic of Kant’s own personal
thinking obtains dramatic expression We are thus the better

enabled to appreciate the open-minded pertinacity with which
Kant set himself to do justice to every significant aspect of

|its many sided problems, and are consequently in less danger
of simplifying his argument in any arbitrary manner, or of

Ignoring the tentative character of the solutions at which he
arrives

4*5
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I shall first define the main lines of conflict, and shall then

attempt to trace those conflicts to the considerations in which
they have their source The two chief lines of thought trace

able throughout the Diahcttc are represented by its negative

and by its positive tendencies respectively From one point

of view, Reason is merely the understanding in its self

limiting, self regulative employment, and the mam purpose
of the Dialectic is to guard against the delusive power of

fictitious principles From the other point of view. Reason is

a faculty distinct fiom understanding, and its problems run
parallel with those of the Analytic, forming no less important
a subject of philosophical reflection, and no less fruitful

a souice of positive teaching The one line of argument
connects with Kant s more sceptical tendencies, the other with

his deep looted belief in the ultimate validity of the absolute

claims of pure thought
When we vpproach the Dialectu from the standpoint of the

Analytic, it ii the negative aspect that is naturally most
prominent In the Analytic Kant has proved that all know-
ledge IS limited to sense experience, and that a metaphysical
Intel pretation of reality is altogether impossible But as the

human mind would seem to be possessed by an inborn need
of metaphysical construction, this conclusion cannot obtain

Its due influence until the sources of the metaphysical tendency
h ive been detected and laid bare The Dialectic must yield

a psychology of metaphysics as well as a logic of illusion

But when, on the other hand the problems of the Dialectic

are viewed in their distinction fiom those of the Analytic, and
their independent character is recognised, they appeal in

a perspective which sets them in a very different light

Reason is a f iculty co ordinate with understanding, and yields

a prtoti concepts distinct in function, no less than in nature,

from the categories 1 o mark this distinction Kant entitles

the concepts of Reason Ideas Ihey demand both a meta-
physical and a transcendental deduction These requirements
are fulfilled through their derivation from the three forms of
syllogism, and by the proof that they exercise an indis-

pensable function, at once limiting and directing the under
standing As limiting concepts, they condition the con-
sciousness of those Ideal standards through which the human
mind is enabled to distinguish between appearance and things
in themselves As regulative, they prescribe the problems
which the understanding in its search for knowledge is called

upon 0 solve

These two tendencies, sceptical and constructive, are never,
indeed, in complete opposition Common to both, rendering
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possible the psychological explanation of the metaphysical

impulse, which even the negative standpoint demands, is the

doctrine of the regulative function of Ideal principles This

doctrine, which already appears in the Dtssertation of 1770, was
later developed into the Critical theory of transcendental illu

Sion
,
and by means of that theory Kant succeeded in bringing

the two standpoints into a veiy real and vital connection

with one another At first sight it may seem to achieve

their complete reconciliation, accounting for their distinction

while rendering them mutually complementary
,
and Kant's

teaching may perhaps be so restated as to bear out that im
pression But the harmony is never completely attained by
Kant Here, as in the Anafyltc, there is an equipoise of

tendencies that persist in opposition

Kant’s mediating doctrine of tianscendental illusion may
first be stated It rests upon a distinction between appearance

and illusion Appearance {Erschemung) is a transcript in

phenomenal terms of some independent reality
,
and of such

appearances we can acquire what from the human point of

view is genuine knowledge On the other hand, all piofessed

insight into the nature of the transcendent or non empirical is

sheer illusion {SeJmn), and purely subjective There are thiee

species of illusion, logical, empirical and transcendental

Logical illusion stands apart by itself It is due merely to

inattention 01 ignorance
,
and vanishes immediately the atten

tion is aroused Empirical and transcendental illusion, on the

other hand, have a twofold point of agreement, first, in being

unavoidable, and secondly
,
in that they originate in our prac

tical needs We may know that the moon at its rising is no
larger than in mid heavens, that the ocean is no higher in the

distance than at the shore
,
^his makes not the least difference

in the perceptions as they continue to present themselves

That the illusions are adapted to our practical needs, and are

consequently beneficial, is less often observed Changes in

the colour, form, and size of objects as they recode from us,

the seeing of the parallel sides of a street as converging enable
us to achieve what would not otherwise be possible By their

means we acquire the power of compressing a wide extent of
landscape into a single visual field, of determining distance,

and the like Their practical useffilness is in almost exact
proportion to the freedom with which they depart from the
standards of the independently real Kant argues that, in

these respects, transcendental dlusion is analogous to the em-
pirical Just as the illusory characteristics of our perceptions
are to be understood only in terms of their practical function,
so the Ideas of pure Reason have always a practical bearing.
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and can only be explained and justified in terms of the needs

which they satisfy As theoretical enquirers, we accept all

that affords ub orientation in the attainment of knowledge

,

as moral agents, we postulate the conditions which are

necessary for the realisation of the moral imperative And as

the Ideals of natural science are found (such is Kant’s con
tention) to be in general form akin to those of the moral con

sciousness, they thus acquire a twofold footing in the mental
life, maintaining their place there quite independently of

theoietical proof Though illusory, they are unavoidable

,

and though theoietically false,^ they are from a practical point

of view both legitimate and indispensable

Kant, in developing this thesis, might profitably have
pointed to still another respect in which the analogy holds

between sense experience and transcendental beliefs The
illusions of sense perception come in the ordinary processes

of experience to be detected as such by the mind From the

theoretical standpoint of the outside observer who compares
the situation of one percipient with that of another, and so is

enabled to cancel the differences which variety of situation

carries with it, the useful illusions of ordinary experience are

reduced to the level of mere appearance In contradicting

one another they reveal their subjective character, and also at

the same time afford data for determining the objective con
ditions to which their subjectively necessary existence is

causally due In similar fashion the tianscendental illusions

result in contradictions, which compel the mind to recognise

that the Ideals to which it is committed by its practical needs
are of a merely subjective character, and may never be legiti

mately interpreted as representing the actual nature of the

independently real

Ihe chief transcendental illusion, and ultimately the cause

of all the others, consists in the belief that the Ideals of ex-

planation which satisfy Reason must in geneial outline repre

sent the nature of ultimate reality What the individual seeks

to discover he naturally believes to exist prior to the discovery
As practical beings, we regard the objects of sense-experience
as absolute realities—they are the realities of practical life, and
wc are practical rather than theoretical beings—and the exist

ing empirical sciences, conceived as Ideally completed, are

therefore viewed as yielding an adequate representation of

ultimate reality But such a belief involves us in conti'a-

dictions The world of phenomena in space and time is

endlessly relative It can have no outer bounds or first

' kant s commentators have frequently misrepresented this aspect of his
teaching Cf below, pp 498, 520 i, 547 37, 541 a, 543 ^ S55 > SS* 61
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beginning, and no smallest parts
,
and in the senes of causal

antecedents there can be no member that is not effect as well

as cause Viewed as representing a pre existent goal, the

Ideas of Reason are imaginary completions of the intrinsically

and merely relative, and are in their very notion self contra

dictory All that is definite in their content conflicts, with

their absoluteness and yet, as it would seem, only in then

empirical reference can they hope for objective verification

Such are the pioblems of the Dtalecitc, so far as they can

be formulated in terms common to the two opposed stand-

points Then deeper significance, and the grounds of Kant’s

alternating treatment of them, only appear when he raises the

further questions, what those Ideals of explanation which
Reason prescribes really are, and how, if they conflict with the

content of experience, it is possible that they should be con
ceived at all lo these questions Kant propounds both a

sceptical and an Idealist answer The former, in bare outline,

may be stated as follows The so called Ideas are based upon
experience and are derived fiom it The understanding

removes the limitations to which its pure concepts are subject

in sense experience, and proceeds to use them in their widest

possible application, * e to things in general As thus employed,

they asre without real significance, and are indeed self contra

dictory To form the Idea of the unconditioned, we have to

omit all those conditions through which alone anything can

be apprehended, even as possible To construct the concept

of absolute or unconditioned necessity, we have similarly to

leave aside the conditions upon which necessity, as revealed m
experience, in all cases depends

,
in eliminating conditions,

we eliminate necessity m the only forms in which it is con
ceivablc by us Such Ideas are, indeed, simply scheniattc

forms

^

whereby wc body foith to ourselves, in more or less

metaphorical terms, the concept of a maximum They are

imaginary extensions, in Ideal form, of the unity and system
which understanding has discovered in actual expi rience, and
which, under the inspiration of such Ideals, it seeks to realise

in ever increasing degree If the understanding, as thus in

sistmg upon Ideal satisfaction, be entitled Reason, the Ideas
must be taken as expressing a subjective interest, and as ex
haustmg their legitimate employment in the regulation of the

understanding Their transcendental deduction will consist

m the proof that they are necessary to the understanding

for the perfecting of its experience They do not justify us
in attempting to decide, in anticipation of actual experience,

how far the contingent collocations and the inexhaustible
complexities of brute experience are really reducible to a
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completely unified system ,
but they quite legitimately demand

that through all discouragements we persist in the endeavour
towards their realisation In any case, it is by experience

that the degiee of their reality has to be decided We judge

of things by the standard of that for which they exist, and not

vtce versa As the sole legitimate function of the Ideas is

that of inspiring the understanding in its empirical employ-
ment, they must never be interpreted as having metaphysical

signihcance As the Ideas exist solely for the sake of ex
perience, it is they that must be condemned, if the two really

diverge We do not say “ that a man is too long for his coat,

but that the coat is too short for the man ” ^ It is experience,

not Ideas which forms the criterion alike of truth and of reality

Kants teaching, when on Idealist lines, is of a very

diffeient character Reason is distinct from undei standing,

and yet is no less indispensably involved in the conditioning

of experience All consciousness is consciousness of a whole
which precedes and conditions its parts Such consciousness

cannot be accounted for by assuming that we are first

conscious of the conditioned, and then proceed through
omission of its limitations to form to ourselves, by means
of the more positive factors involved in this antecedent

consciousness, an Idea of an unconditioned whole The
Idea of the unconditioned is distinct in nature fiom all other

concepts, and cannot be derived from them It must be a

pure a prtoft product of what may be named the faculty of
Reason Its uniqueness is what causes its apparent meaning
lessness As it is involved in all consciousness, it conditions

all other concepts
,
and cannot, therefore, be defined in terms

of them Its significance must not be looked for save in that

Ideal, to which no experience, and no concept other than
itself, can ever be adequate That in this Ideal foim it has a

very real and genuine meaning is proved by our capacity to

distinguish between appearance and reality For upon it

this distinction, in ultimate analysis, is found to rest Con
sciousness of limitation presupposes a consciousness of what
IS beyond the limit

,
consciousness of the unconditioned is prior

to, and rendeis possible, our consciousness of the contingently

given The Ideaofthe unconditioned must therefore be counted
as being, like the categories, though in a somewhat different

manner, a condition of the possibility of experience With
it our standards both of truth and of reality are inextricably

bound up ® The Ideas in which it specifies itself, so far from
depending upon empirical verification, are the touchstone by
which we detect the unreality of the sensible world, and by

^ A490=:sB 518 ® Cf above, pp 416 ijf
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which a truer reality, such as would be adequate to the Ideal

demands of pure Reason, is prefigured to the mind
These two standpoints are extremely divergent in their

consequences Each leads to a very different interpretation

of the content of the Ideas, of their function in experience, and
of their objective validity On the one view, their content is

merely empirical, and sense experience is our sole cnteiion of

truth and reality, on the other, they have to be recognised

as containing a pure a priori concept, and aie themselves the

standards by which even empirical truth can alone be
determined In the one case, they are Ideals projected by
experience for its own empirical guidance

,
they arc built ujion

contingent experience, and depend upon it alike for the content

which makes them conceivable and for then validity In the

other, they are presuppositions of experience at once con
ditiomng Its possibility and revealing its merely phenomenal
character According to the sceptical view. Reason is con
cerned only with itself and its own subjective demands

,
on

the Idealist view, it is a metaphysical faculty, and outlines

possibilities that may perhaps be established by practical

Reason
Such, in broad outline, are the central doctrines of the

Dialectic They constitute an extraoidmanly stimulating and
suggestive body of Critical teaching In no other division of

the Critique do the power and originality of Kant s thinking

gain such abundant, forceful and illuminating expression

The accumulated results of the painstaking analyses of the

earlier sections contribute a solidity and fulness of meaning,
which render the argument extremely impressive, even to

those who are out of sympathy with Kant’s ultimate pui poses

Its persistent influence, on sceptical no less than on Idealist

lines, and often conveyed by very devious channels, can
frequently be dett cted even in thinkers—Herbert Spencer is

an instance—who would indignantly repudiate the charge of
being indebted to such a source

THE HISIORY AND DEVELOPMENT 01? KANT’S
VIEWS IN REGARD TO THE PROBI EMS OP THE
DIALECTIC^

We may now proceed to consider the evidence in support

of the early origin of the central portions of the Dialectic—the

sections on the antinomies As Benno Erdmann® has very

^ Those readers who are not already well acquainted with the argument of

the DidUcttc may be recommended to pass at once to p 441 What here follows

presupposes acquaintance with the nature and purposes of the main divisions of

the DtcUedu ^ Introd to Rtflexwmn^ Bd u
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conclusively shown, preoccupation with the problem of anti-

nomy was the chief cause of the revolution which took place

m Kant’s views in 1769, and which found expression in his

Dissertation of 1770 It was the existence of antinomy which

led Kant to recognise the subjectivity of space and time

That IS to say, it led him to develop that doctrine of tran-

scendental idealism which reappears in the concluding sections

of the Aest/ietic, and which was recast and developed in the

Analytic Alicady in the Dissertation it supplies the key for

the solution of the problems concerning infinity The im
possibility of completing the space, time, and causal senes,

and the consequent impossibility of satisfying the demands
of the mind foi totality, simplicity and unconditionedness,

do not It IS there maintained, discredit reason, but only serve

to establish the subjectivity of the sensuous forms to which
the element of infinitude is in all cases due

Kant’s thinking was, of course, diverted into an entirely

new channel (as his letter to Herzof February 21, 1772,^ shows),

when he came to realise that the metaphysical validity or

invalidity of thought must be decided prior to any attempt to

discover a positive solution of such problems as are pi esented

by the antinomies And when, ow ing to the renew ed influence

of Hume, at some time subsequent to the date of tho letter

to Herz, this new problem was recognised as being the

problem of a pi ion synthesis^ all questions regarding the

nature of the absolutely real were made to take secondary
rank, yielding precedence to those of logical theory When
the antinomy problems re emerge, their discussion assumes
Critical form

In three fundamental lespects Kant’s treatment of the
antinomies in the Dissertation differs from that of the Critique

In the first place, the demand for totality or absoluteness is

not in the Dissertation ascribed to a separate faculty Indeed
Kant’s words would seem to show that at times he had inclined

to ascribe it merely to the free ranging fancy ®r imagination ®

Secondly, as the various antinomies were traced exclusively

to the influence of space and time upon pure thought, they
were treated together, and no classification of them was
attempted And lastly, though Kant’s utterances are some-
what ambiguous,® the illusory character of the antinomies was
in the main viewed as being of a more or less logical nature
That IS to say, it was regarded as entirely preventable and as
“ vanishing like smoke " * upon adoption of a true philosophical
standpoint

' X P 123 ff Cf above pp 219 ao * Cf Dusertatum, g
* Op at Cf g 24 with I 27 ,

* Ojp at
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A number of the Reflextonen reveal the various tentative

schemes, by trial of which Kant worked his way toward
a more genuinely Critical treatment of the problems of

infinity The intellectual factors receive fuller lecognition

and as a consequence a definite classification results At
some time prior to the discovery of the table of categories,

Kant adopted a threefold division of what he names first

principles or presuppositions—principles of substance accident,

of ground consequenee, and of whole part Reflexion 11 578
IS typical

“Three prtnapia (i) in the field of the actuil there is the

relation of substance to accident (tnkaerenha) (2) of ground to

consequence {flpendenttd) (3) of parts and of composition

(componito) There are three presuppositions of the subject, of the

ground, and of the parts , of msition [Kant’s own term] of sub
ordmation, and of composition , therefore also three first pnnapta
(i) subject, which is never a predicate

, (2) ground, which is never

a consequence, (3) unity, which is not itself composite ”

There are numerous other Reflextonen to the same effect ^

The resulting conceptions are defined both as limits ® and as

absolute totalities, and in Reflexion 11 1252 ire enumerated as

follows

“ The first subject , the first ground , the first part 1 he subject

which holds everything m itself, the ground which takes everythmg
under itself, the whole which comprehends everything The
totahtas absoluta of reality, of series, of co ordination

”

The introduction of the terms ‘absolute’ and ‘totality’

indicate that Kant has also come to recognise the presence

of a unique notion (equivalent to the “ unconditioned ” of the

Critique), distinct in content from any of the three enumerated
prtnapia, but common to them all From the very first

Kant would seem to have appropriated for it the title Idea

Reflextonen 11 1243, 1244, and 124 may be quoted

“The Idea is single (tndivtduum), self suifiaent, and eternal

The divmity of our soul is its capacity to form the Idea The
senses give only copies or rather apparenha ” “ Idea is the repre
sensation of the whole in so far as it necessarily precedes the
determination of the parts It can never be empirically represented,

for the reason that in experience we proceed from the parts through
successive syntheses to the whole It is the archetype ( Urbtld) of

things certain objects are only possible through an Idea Tran
scendental Ideas are those m which the absolute whole determines
the parts in an aggregate or as senes ” “ Metaphysics proper is the

Cf u 567. 57 ». 584 58s * Cf u 1251 and 586

2 F
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application of transcendental philosophy to concepts supplied by
Reason and necessary to it, to which, however, no corresponding

objects can be given in experience The concepts must therefore

refer to the supersensible That, however, can be nothmg but the

unconditioned, for that ts the sole theoretical Idea of reason [Not

Italicised in the original ]
Metaphysics thus relates (i) to that of

which only the whole tan be represented as absolutely uncon

ditioncd (2) to things so far as they are in themselves sensuously

unconditioned Ihe hr&t part is cosmology, the second rational

doctrine of the soul, pneumatology and theology ”

At this stage, therefoie, Kant would seem to have held

that there is but one Idea strictly so called, and that the

above three prtnapta are merely specifications of it in terms

of the concepts of substance accident, ground consequence, and
whole part The classification thus obtained is in certain

respects moie satisfactory than that which is adopted in the

Critique It locates the cosmological argument with the

causal categoiy, and so would enable the conceptions of
freedom or causa sui, and of Divine Existence, to be dealt

with m their natural connection with one another It also

supplies, in the category of whole and part, a more fitting

heading for those antinomy ptoblems which deal with the

unlimited and the limited, the divisible and the in<4nisible,

the complex and the simple The classification would, how
ever, in separating the problem of the simple from that of
substance, lemain open to the same criticism as that of the
Ctitique'^

1 his classification must, as we have stated, be of a date
prior to Kant’s discovery of the table of categories That is

quite clear from its ignoiing the category of reciprocity, and
from Its combination of the other two categories of relation

with the merely quantitative category of whole and part For
though the last is also entitled composition and co ordination.

It is conceived in these paiticular Reflexionen m exclusively

quantitative term® When Kant formulated the “meta
ph>sical” deduction of the categories he was, of course,
compelled to recast the classification, and did so in the only
possible mannei, consistent with his architectonic, by sub
stituting the category of reciprocity for that of whole and
part,* and by taking the new heading, obtained through
combination of reciprocity with the Idea of the unconditioned,
as equivalent to the Idea of Divine Existence But this could
not be done without dislocating the entire scheme The

^ Cf below pp 458 488 ff
^ In Kifexurnen 11 573, 576, and 582 we iitid Kant m the veiy act of so doing

Compentu, a> ordtnatie, and cemmeraum are treated as synonymous terms
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category of ground and consequence is deprived of its chief

application, that expressed in the cosmological argument, and
in order to provide a new content for it, Kant is compelled to

force upon it the problems previously classified under the

displaced category of whole and part Even so, the problem
of the causa sut cannot be eliminated, and reappears, partly

as the problem of freedom, and partly as the modal problem
of necessary existence

The identification of the theological Idea with the category
of reciprocity has a furthei consequence It carries the pro
blem of Divine Existence outside the sphere of the problems of
infinity and necessitates a very different treatment from that

which It would naturally have received at Kant’s hands, if

developed in its connection with his own Critical teaching

He is driven to expound it in the extreme rationalistic form
in which it had been formulated by Leibniz and Wolff, as a
doctrine of the Ens realtssimum

Prior to the rearrangement, necessitated by recognition

of the category of reciprocity, Kant would seem to have
expected to bring the entire body of Wolffian metaphysics

within the scope of a general doctrine of antinomy The
problems of the divisible and the indivisible, of the simple

and the. complex, leading as they do to discussion of the pre

suppositions underlying the Leibnizian monadology, concern

spiritual as well as material substance Similarly, the mam
problems of theology would have been treated m connection

with the cosmological inference to a first cause, and with the

discussion of the possibility of first beginnings m space and
time ^

The sections m the Critique devoted to the antinomies

reveal, m many ways, Kant’s original design It is especially

noticeable m his discussion of the third and fourth antinomies

The pioblems of freedom and of necessary existence are by
no means treated m merely cosmological fashion Indeed

Kant makes no pretence of concealing their psychological

and theological implications Even the first and second
antinomies have obvious beanngs of a similar character But
it IS in the section entitled The Interest of Reason in this

Self conflict^ tYaX the broader significance of the antinomies

^ The problem of freedom is first met with in Kant s lecturer on Metaphysics

(Pohtz edition of 1821 pp 89^ 330) bat is not there given as an antinomy, and
IS treated as falhng withm the field of theology In Kejlexion 11 585 also, %t is

equated in terms of the category of ground and consequence with the concept

of Dmx& Existence the absolute or ^tmum contingens {hberias) Upon
elimination of theology and therefore of the cosmolomcal argument, from the

Sl^exe of antinomy, l^nt raised freedom to the rank oTsn independent problem
^ A 462»B 490
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finds its fullest expression In its suggestive contrast of the

two possible types of philosophy, Epicurean and Platonic,

the argument entirely transcends the bounds prescribed to

It by Its cosmological setting As we follow the comprehen-
sive sweep of Its argument, we can hardly avoid regret-

ting that Kant failed to keep to his original plan, as here

unfolded,^ of expounding the self conflict of Reason in the

form of a broad judicial statement of the grounds and
claims of the two opposing authorities which divide the

allegiance of the human spirit, namely, the intellectual and
the moral, science with its cognitive demands on the one
hand, the consciousness of duty with its no less imperious

picscnptions on the other The materialist philosophies

would then ha\e been presented as inevitably arising when
intellectual values are made supreme

,
and the Idealist philo

sophies as equally cogent when moral values aie taken as

primary and are allowed to determine speculative tenets

Against this b ickground of conflicting dogmatisms the com
prehensivc and satisfying character of the Critical standpoint

would have stood out the more clearly
,
and its historical

affiliations its debt to the sceptics and materialists, no less than
to the Idealists, would have been depicted in more adequate
terms As it is, in the chapters on the Paralogisms and the

Ideal of Pure Reason there is almost entire failure to recognise

the possibility of a naturalistic solution of the problems with
which they deal, and Kant so far succumbs to the outworn
influences of his day and generation—the very influences from
which the Critical philosophy, consistently developed, is a
final breaking away—as to maintain, almost in the manner
of the English Deists, of Voltaire and Rousseau, that God,
Pieedom, and Immortality are conceptions which the mind
must necessarily foim, and m the validity of which it must
spontaneously believe Kant is here, indeed, interpreting

‘natural reason ” ir the light of his own personal historj The
Christian beliefs, in which he had been nurtured from child

hood, and their rationalist counterparts in the Wolffian
philosophy, had become, as it were, a second nature to him

,

and the resistance, which in his own person they had offered

to the development of Critical teaching, he not unnaturally
interpieted as evidence of their being imposed by the very
structure of reason He transforms the metaphysical sciences

in their Wolffian form into inevitable illusions of the human
mind

There is evidence that the theological problems were the
first to be viithdrawn from the sphere of the “sceptical

* Cl below pp 498 9 571 ff * Cf below, p 454, with references m « I
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method,”’^ peculiar to the antinomies Thus Refiextm 11

125* states that “metaphysics proper consists of costnologta

raitonalts and theologta naturahs ’—rational psychology being,

as It would seem, still included within cosmology ^ What
the considerations were which induced Kant to claim similarly

independent treatment for lational psychology, we can only
conjecture For a time, while still holding to the bipartite

division, he viould seem to have made the further change of

also sepaiating psychology from cosmology, classing psycho
logy and theology togethci as subdivisions of the rational

science of soul

“ [Metaphysics has two parts] the first is cosmology, the second
rational doctrine of soul, pneumatology and theology ” ^

A main factor deciding Kant in favour of a dogmatic,
non sceptical treatment of rational psychology may have
been the greatei opportunity which it seemed to afford him
of connecting its doctrines with the teaching of the Anafyttc,

and especially with his central doctrine of apperception

But to whatever cause the decision was due, it resulted m the

impoverishment of the second antinomy, through withdrawal
of the more important half of its natural content This
antinomy could no longer be made to comprehend a dis

cussion of the logical bases of monadology, and of its professed

proofs of the simplicity and immortality of the soul Nothing
IS left to it save the discussion of the monadistic theory of

matter {somatologta pura) ‘ This change has also, as alicady

noted, the unfortunate effect of precluding Kant from recogni

tion of the physical application of the category of substance

By the simple he means the substantial, and yet he may not

say so
,
his architectonic forbids

I may hazard the further suggestion that Kant’s inter-

pretation of rational psychology in terms of the Critical

doctrine of apperception is of earlier date than his doctrine

of transcendental illusion For the chapter on the Para
logtsms seems in its first form to have contained no reference

to that latter doctrine * The few passages which take accoun*

of It, all bear evidence of being later intercalations This is

the more remarkable in that the Paralogisms can easily be
shown to be typical examples of transcendental illusion

Indeed, neither the antinomies nor the theological Ideal

conform to its definition in the same strict fashion

1 A so7-=B S3S Cf below, pp 481 545 6
* Cf 11 93 94 95. «33 1247
* This IS the view represented in HtJUxtomnn 94, 95
* Cf Rejlextonen u 124
* Cf Rtflexumtn 11 95 * Cf below, p 4^7
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The problem as to whether the doctrine of transcendental

illusion and the deduction of the Ideas from the three species of

syllogism oiiginated early or late, is largely bound up with the

question as to when Kant finally adopted the terms Analyttc

and Dtalecttc as titles for the two main divisions of his

Franscendental Logic That Kant was at first very uncertain

as to what the mam divisions of his system ought to be, appeals

very clearly from the Reflexionen ^ To his teaching as a whole
he usuilly applies the title Transundental Philosophy^ and
in Reflexion ii 123 he enumerates the following subdivisions

within It Aesthetic, Logic, Critique, and Architectonic By
Critique Kant must here mean what in other Reflexionen he
names Discipline, and which he finally named Dialectic As
thus identified with the Discipline, the Dtalecttc is at times

viewed as a division of a Methodology or Organon, whose othei

divisions are entitled Canon and Architectonic^ This earliei

scheme may therefore be represented as follows

Transcendental
Philosophy

Doctrine of Elements

Doctrine of Methods
(Methodology)

/ Aesthetic
I Logic
Critique - Discipline [corre

spending to the Dialectic

of the Cntigue]
Canon

L Architectonic

The terms Analyttc and Dialectic 60 not occur in these

Reflexionen, and their adoption may therefore be inferred to

synchronise with Kant s later decision to include the treatment
of the metaphysical sciences within his Logic

,

and that

decision was probably an immediate result of his having
developed meantime a doctrine of transcendental illusion

The new scheme in its final form is therefore as follows

\ Doctrine of f
^^sthetic

Transcendental
Elements

|
|A^-Jyt>‘^{SfJudSnt

Philosophy t Dialectic—of Reason
or Critique of

]
Discipline (retained but given a new

Pure Reason ^Doctrine of and more general content)
Methods • Canon

[ (Methodology) Architectonic
History

In thus transferring Dtalecttc from the Methodology to the

Doctrine of Elements

^

Kant stands committed to the view that

It contains positive teaching of a character analogous to that
of the Analyttc^ with which it is now co ordinated As we
have already noted, the fundamental opposition which runs

* Cf u 861f ^ Cf Reflextonenii 114 1 $
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through the entire DicUecttc is due to the conflict between the

older view of Reabon as merely understanding m its tran

scendent employment, and this later view of it as a distinct

faculty, yielding concepts with a positive and indispensable

function, different from, and yet also analogous to, that

exercised by the categories of the understanding

Adickcs, to whom students of Kant are indebted for a

convincing demonstration of the constant influence of Kant’s

logical architectonic upon the content of the Critical teaching,

would seem at this point to rely too exclusively upon that

method of explanation He contends that Kant s deduction

of the Ideas of Reason from the three species of syllogism is

entirely traceable to this souice, and is without real philo

sophical significance That is perhaps in the mam true But

It need not prevent us from appreciating the importance of the

doctrines which Kant contrives to expound under guise of this

logical machinery We have already observed that prior to

the discovery of this deduction Kant had recognised the con-

nection between the concept of the unconditioned and the

thiee Ideas thiough which it finds expression As the forms

of syllogism are differentiated in terms of the three categories

of relation, the deduction does not interfere with Kant s

retention of this classification of Ideas
,
while in connecting

Reason as a faculty with reasoning as a logical process, an

excellent opportunity is found for explaining the grounds and

significance of the demand for unconditionedness, t e for

completeness of explanation This demand, as he has also

come to recognise, lies open to question, and therefore calls

for more precise definition

The artificial charactei of the metaphysical deduction lies

not so much in this derivation of the three Ideas of the uncon-

ditioned—unconditioned substance, unconditioned causality,

unconditioned system—from the categorical, hypothetical, and

disjunctive forms of syllogism respectively, as in the further

equating of them with the Ideas of the Self, the World, and

God The Idea of unconditioned substance has many possible

applications besides the use to which it is put in rational

psychology The Idea of an unconditioned causality may be

conceived in psychological and theological as well as in

cosmological terms, and as a matter of fact Kant himself

frequently identifies it with the concept of freedom, as in the

third and fourth antinomies, or when he enumerates the Ideas

as being those of God, Freedom, and Immortality ^ Similarly,

the Idea of system is the inspiring principle of materialism,

> B 394 n Immortality is here taken as representing the Idea of tha soul as

nneonditionfd sutetance
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and also finds in such philosophies as that of Spinoza much
more adequate expression than in the Ens realissmum of
the Wolffian School But further comment is not, at this

stage, really profitable These are questions which can best

be discussed as they emerge in the course of the argument ^

Kant earned his logical architectonic one stage further

Not satisfied with connecting the three Ideas of Reason with
the categories that underlie the three species of syllogism, he
also attempted to organise the various particular applications
of each Idea in terms of the fourfold division of the table of
categories By the use of his usual high handed methods
he succeeded in doing so in the case of the psychological
and cosmological Ideas There are foui paralogisms and
four antinomies But when the attempt failed in regard to

the theological Idea, he very wisely abstained fiom either

apology or explanation That the failure was not due to lack
of desire oi perseverance appeals from Reflexion ii 1573,
which would seem to be the record of an unavailing attempt
to obtain a satisfactory articulation of the theological Ideal

Doubtless, had he been sufficiently bent upoi it, he could
have woi ked out some sort of fourfold division

,
but there

were limits even to Kants devotion to the architectonic

scheme It is difficult to see how any such arrangement
could have been followed without serious perversion of the
argument

Adickes has suggested* that the distinction between the
faculty of understanding and the faculty of judgment is subse-
quent to, and suggested by, Kants successful tracing of the
Ideas to a separate faculty of Reason Some such distinction
was demanded in order that the parallelism of transcendental
and formal logic might be complete This conjecture of
Adickes is probably correct It would seem to be supported
by the internal evidence of the Analytic of Pnnaples As we
have had occasion to note,® the doctrine of schematism, in
terms of which the distinction between understanding and
judgment is ioimulated, is late in date of origin ® This dis
tinction IS of the same artificial character as that between under-
standing and Reason

,
and though, like the latter distinction, it

supplies Kant with a convenient framework for the arrange-
ment of genuine Critical material, it also tends to conceal the
simpler and more inward bonds of true relationship

’ Cf below, p 4S4 with further references in » 1

* pp ns 16 » Above, p 334
This conclusion is supported by the evidence of the ReJUxtonm th^ con

t#m not a single reference to schematism
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Introduction

/ Transcendental Illusion

Dialectic is a Logic of Dlusion ^—The meaning which Kant
attaches to the term dialectic his already been considered

The passage above quoted ’ from his Logic shows the meaning
which he supposed the term historically to possess, namely, as

being a sophistical art of disputation, presenting false pnn
ciples in the guise of truth by means of a seeming fulfilment

of the demands of strict logical proof The inconectness of

this historical derivation hardly needs to be pointed out

Kant professes® to be following his contemporaries in thus

using the teim as a title foi the treatment of false icasoning

But even this statement muat be challenged Adickes, after

examination of a large number of eighteenth century text

books, reports * that in the six passages in which alone he has
found It to occur it is never so employed In Meier it is

used as a title for the theory of probable reasoning,® and in

Baumgarten it occurs only in adjectival form as equivalent to

sophistical This last is the nearest approach to Kant s defini

tion All historical considerations may therefore be swept
aside We are concerned only with the specific meaning
which Kant thought good to attach to the term He
adapts it in the freest manner to the needs of his system In

A 6i = B 85, as in his Logic^ he has defined it in merely
negative fashion He is now careful to specify the more
positive aspects of the problems with which it deals Though
definable as the logic of illusion, the deceptive inferences

with which it concerns itself are of a quite unique and
supremely significant character They must, as above noted,®

» A 293=8349 *Ppi73 4
• Cf A 61 85

* Adickes Systemaiik^ P 77
* Cf Kants cmeat in A 293=6 349 against identifying dialectic with the

doctrine of probable reasoning ^ Pp 427 8
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be distinguished alike from logical and from empirical illusion

They have their roots in the fundamental needs of the human
mind, and the recognition of their illusory character does not

render unnecessary either a positive explanation of their

occurrence or a Critical valuation of their practical function as

regulative ideals

A 293 349—Regarding the connection between illusion

and error cf B 69, and above, pp 148 53
A 295 = B 352—Logical, empincal, and transcendental illu

sion Cf above, pp 13, 427 9, 437
A 296 = B 352—Kant here defines the terms transcendental

and transcendent in a very unusual manner The two terms
are not, he states, synonymous The principles of pure
understanding are of merely empincal validity, and conse-

quently are not of transcendental employment beyond the

limits of expeiience A principle is transcendent when it not

only lemoves these limits, but prescribes the overstepping of

them

II Pure Reason as the Seat of Transcendental Illusion^

{a) Reason tn General

Reason, like understanding, is employed in two ways,

formal or logical and real The logical use of Reason consists

in mediate inference, the real m the generation of concepts and
principles Reason is thus both a logical and a transcendental

faculty, and we may therefore expect that its logical functions

will serve as a clue to those that are transcendental The
argument which follows is extremely obscure It is a fore

shadowing in logical terms of a distinction which, as Kant
himself indicates, cannot at this stage be adequately stated

The distinction may be extended and paraphrased as follows

Reason, geneiically tiken as including both activities, is the

faculty of principles, in distinction from understanding which
1$ the faculty of rules ^ Principles, properly so called, are

absolutely a prmt Universals which imply the element of
intuition must not, therefore, be ranked as principles in the
strict sense They are more properly to be entitled rules A
true principle is one that affords knowledge of the particulars

which come under it, and which does so from its own internal

resources, that is to say, through pure concepts In other

woids, it yields a prtort synthetic knowledge, and yet does so

independently of all given experience Now, as theAnalyttc has
proved, knowledge obtained through understanding, whether

‘ A agSssB 355 • Cf above, p 33a
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m tnathematical or in physical science, is never of this char

acter Its principles, even though originating in pure intui

tion or in the pure understanding, are valid only as conditions

of possible experience, and are applicable only to such objects

as can occur in the context of a sense perception That is

to say, the understanding can never obtain synthetic know
ledge through pure concepts Though, for instance, it pre

scribes the principle that everything which happens must have
d cause, that principle does not establish itself by means of

the concepts which it contains, but only as being a presup
position necessary to the possibility of sense experience If,

then, principles in the strict sense actually exist, they must be
due to a faculty distinct from understanding, and will call

for a deduction of a different chai acter fiom that of the

categories

In the last paragraph but one of the section Kant indicates

the doctrine which he is foreshadowing The rules of under
standing apply to appearances, prescribing the conditions

under which the unity necessary to any and every experience

can alone be attained The principles of Reason do not apply
directly to appearances, but only to the understanding defining

the standards to which its activities must conform, if a com
pletely unified experience is to be achieved Whereas the

rules of understanding are the conditions of objective existence

m space and time principles in the strict sense are criteria for

the attainment of such absoluteness and totality as will bar

monise Reason with itself Reason, determined by principles

which issue from its own inherent nature, prescribes what
the actual ought to be ,

understanding, proceeding from rules

which express the conditions of possible experience, can yield

knowledge only of what is found to exist in the course of

sense experience The unity of Reason is Ideal , the unity

of understanding is empirical Principles are due to the self

determination of reason
,
the rules of understanding express

the necessitated determinations of sense The former demand

^ more perfect and complete unity than is ever attainable by
means of the latter Two passages from the Lae Blotter

will help to define the distinction

“ There is a synthesis prototypon and a synthesis ectypon The
one stmpbctter, a termtno afnon, the other secundum quid,

a termtno a postenon Reason advances from the universal to

the particular, the understanding from the particular to the universal

The first is absolute and belongs to the free or metaphysical,

and also to the moral, employment of Reason ” ^ “ The prmoples of

' Reicke, 1 p 105
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the synthesis of pure Reason are all metaphysical [They] are

principles of the subjective unity of knowledge through Reason, t e

of the agreement of Reason with itself
” ^

The chief interest of this section lies in its clear indication

of the dual standpoint to which Kant is committing himself

by the manner in which he formulates this distinction between
rules and principles The indispensableness of the latter,

upon which Kant is prepared to insist, points to the Idealist

interpretation of their grounds and validity
,
their derivation

from mere concepts, without reference to or basis in experience,

must, on the other hand, m view of the teaching of the Ana
lyttc, commit Kant to a sceptical treatment of their objective

validity In the above account suggestions of the Idealist

point of view are not entirely absent but, on the whole, it

IS the sceptical view that is dominant The Ideas of Reason
can be justified as necessaiy only for the perfecting of experi

ence, not as conditions of experience as such They express

a subjective interest in the attamment of unity, not conditions

of the possibility of objective existence

“[Civil Laws] are only limitations imposed upon our freedom
in order that such freedom may completely harmonise with itself,

hence they are directed to something which is entirely our own work,

and of which we ourselves, through these concepts, can be the cause

But that objects in themselves, the very nature of things, should

stand under principles, and should be determined according to mere
concepts, is a demand which, if not impossible, is at least quite

contrary to common sense [wtdetstnntsches] ” ^

{b) The Logical Use of Reason *

In this subsection Kant introduces the distinction between
understanding and judgment which he has sought to justify

in A 130 ff = B 169 ff By showing that inference determines
the relation between a major premiss (due to the understand-;;^

ing) and the condition defined in the minor premiss (due to

the faculty of judgment), he professes to obtain justification

for classifying the possible forms of reasoning according to

the three categories of relation The general remark is added
that the purpose of Reason, m its logical employment as

inference, is to obtain the highest possible unity, through
subsumption of all multiplicity under the smallest possible

number of universals

*
1 po 109 10 • A 301 aaB 358 » A 303=B 359,
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(f) The Pure Use of Reason ^

Kant heie states the alternatives between which the Dta
lecttc has to decide Is Reason merely formal, arranging given
material according to given forms of unity, or is it a source

of principles which prescribe higher forms of unity than any
revealed by actual experience? Further examination of its

formal and logical procedure constrains us, Kant asserts, to

adopt the latter position , and at the same time indicates how
those principles must be interpreted, namely, as subjective

laws that apply not to objects but only to the activities of the
understanding

In the first place, a syllogism is not directly concerned
with intuitions, but only with concepts and judgments This
may be taken as indicating th it pure Reason relates to objects

only mediately by way ot understanding and its judgments
The unity which it seeks is higher than that of any possible

experience
,

it is a unity which must be constructed and
cannot be given ^

Secondly, Reason in its logical use seeks the universal

condition of its judgment
,
and when such is not found in the

major piemiss proceeds to its discovery through a regressive

series of prosyllogisms In so doing it is obviously determined

by a principle expressive of the peculiar function of Reason
in Its logical employment namely, that for the conditioned

knowledge of understanding the unconditioned unity in which
that knowledge may find completion must be discovered

Such a principle is synthetic, since from analysis of the

conception of the conditioned we can discover its relation to

a cond tion, but never its 1 elation to the unconditioned That
IS a notion which falls entirely outside the sphere of the under
standing, and which therefore demands a separate enquiry

How IS the above a piioii synthetic principle to be accounted

for, if It cannot be traced to understanding? Has it objective,

or has it merely subjective validity ? And lastly, what further

synthetic principles can be based upon it ? Such are the ques
tions to w hich Critical Dialectic must supply an answer 1 his

Dialectic will be composed of two main divisions, the doctrine of
“
'^he transcendent concepts of pure Reason ” and the doctrine

of “ transcendent and dialectical inferences of Reason ”

> A 30S=B 362
* The wording of the concluding sentence of the third paragraph (A 307

363 4) IS so condensed as to be misleading It [vu the principle of

causality] makes the unity of experience possible and borrows nothmg from the

Reason The latter if it were not for this [its mduect] reference [through

mediation of the understanding] to possible experience could never [of itself]

from mere concepts have imposed a synthetic unity of that kind *



BOOK I

THE CONCEPTS OF PURE REASON^

The distinction here drawn between concepts obtained by
reflection and concepts gained by inference is a somewhat mis-

leading mode of stating the fact that, whereas the categories

of understanding condition experience and so make possible

the unity of consciousness necessary to all reflection, or, in

other words, are conditions of the material supplied for in

ference, the concepts of Reason are Ideal constructions which
though in a certain sense resting upon experience none the

less transcend it The function of the Ideas is to organise

experience in its totality
,
that of the categories is to render

possible the sense perceptions constitutive of its content

The former refer to the unconditioned, and though that is a
conception under which everything experienced is conceived

to fall, it represents a type of knowledge to which no actual

experience can ever be adequate
Conceptus ratiocmati—conceptus ratiocmantes When such

transcendent concepts possess “objective validity,' they are

correctly inferred, and miy be entitled conceptus latioancUt

If. on the other hand, they are due to merely sophistical *

reasoning, they are purely fictitious, mneeptus ratiocinanies

Ihis distinction raises many difficulties Kant’s intention

cannot be to deny that the conceptus iatiocincUt are “mere
Ideas” ientta tattoms)^—for such is his avowed and constant
contention—or that the inference to them is dialectical and
IS based upon a transcendental illusion Two alternatives are
open He may mean that they are only valid when the results

of such infeience are Critically reinterpreted, and when the
function of the Ideas is realised to be merely regulative

,
<x

his intention may be to mark off the Ideas, strictly so called,

which are inevitable and beneficial products of Reason, from
the many idle and superfluous inventions of speculative

» A 3io=B 366
* Schan des ScMtessem would teem to be hete used in that sense

* Cf above, p 434
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thought Kant’s concluding remark, that the questions at

issue can be adequately discussed only at a later stage, may
be taken as in the nature of an apology for the looseness of
these preliminary statements, and as a warning to the reader

not to insist upon them too absolutely The participles ratio

cmatt and ratiocinantes ^ are of doubtful latinity The distinc

tion of meaning here imposed upon them has not been traced

in any other writer, and is perhaps Kant’s own in\ ention *

SECTION I

IDEAS IN GENERAL^

Kant connects his use of the term Idea with the meaning in

which It IS employed by Plato He urges upon all true lovers

of philosophy the imperative need of rescuing fiom misuse a

term so indispensable to mark a distinction more vital than

any other to the very existence of the philosophical disciplines

“ [For Plato] Ideas are the archetypes of the things themselves,

and not, like the categones, merely keys to possible expenences

In his view they issued from the Supreme Reason, and from that

source have come to be shared in by human Reason He very

well realised that our faculty of knowledge feels a much higher

need than merely to spell out appearances according to a synthetic

unity, in order to read them as experience He knew that our
Reason naturally exalts itself to forms of knowledge which so far

transcend the bounds of experience that no given empirical object

can ever coincide with them, but which must none the less be
recognised as havmg their own reality and which are by no means
mere fictions of the brain ” *

Plato found these ideas chiefly, though not exclusively, m
the practical sphere When moral standards are in question,

experience is the mother of illusion

“For nothing can be more injurious or more unworthy of a
philosopher than the vulgar appeal to so called adverse experience

buch experience would never have existed at all, if those institutions

had been established at the proper time in accordance with Ideas,

and if Ideas had not been displaced by crude conceptions which,

just because they have been derived from experience, have nullified

all good intentions

^ Cf also A 669=3 697 , A 68o=B 709
* Cf Vaihinger, Rant—em Metaphysiker 7 Phtlesophtsche AbhandlungtH

(Siewait Gedmkschnft) p 144.
^ A 312=3368 ‘A 313=3 370
* A 316 17=3 373 The context of this passage is a defence of Plato s

JHept^lu against the charge that it is Utopian, becanse untealisable
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Even in the natural sphere Ideas which are never them-
selves adequately embodied in the actual must be postulated

in order to account for the actual Certain forms of exist

ences “ are possible only according to Ideas
’

“A plant, an animal, the orderly arrangement of the cosmos

—

probably, therefore, the entire natur^ world—clearly show that they

are possible only according to Ideas, and that though no single

creature m the conditions of its individual existence coincides with

the Idea of what is most perfect m its kmd—^just as little os does

any mdividual man exactly conform to the Idea of humanity, which
he actually carries in his soul as the archetype of his actions—^yet

these Ideas art none the less completely determined in the Supreme
Understanding, each as an individual and each as unchangeable,

and are the ongmal causes of things But only the totality of

things, in their interconnection as constituting the universe, is com
plctcly adequate to the Idea ’ *

Though Kant avows the intention of adapting the term
Idea freely to the needs of his more Critical standpoint, all

these considerations contribute to the rich and varied meanings
in which he employs it

Refiextonen and passages from the Lecturer on Metaphysics

may be quoted to show the thoroughly Platonic character of

Kant’s early use of the term, and to illustrate its gradual

adjustment to Critical demands

“ 1 he Idea is the unity of knowledge, through which the manifold

either of knowledge or of the object is possible In the former, the

who’c of knowledge precedes its parts, the universal precedes the

particular, in the latter, knowledge of the objects precedes their

possibility, as in [objects that possess] order and perfection”"
“ That an object is possible only through a form of knowledge is a
surprising statement

,
but all teleological relations are possible only

through a form of knowledge [le a concept] ” ^ “ The Idea is

single {tndwiduum), self sufficient and eternal The divinity of our
soul IS its rapacity to form the Idea The senses give only copies

or rather apparen ta”* “As the Understanding of God is the
ground of all possibility, archetypes, Ideas, are in God The
divme Intmtus contains Ideas according to which we ourselves are

possible, cogntho divtna est cogmtio archetypa, and His Ideas are
archetypes of things The [corresponding] forms of knowledge

^ A 317 i8=B 374 s
^ ktfitximm u 1240 Cf Schopenhauer World as Will and Idea ( Werke,

11 p 277 Eng trans 1 p 3031 The Idea is the unity that &U5 into multi
phuty on account of the temporal and spatial form of our intuitive appehension

,

the concept, on the contrary, is the unity reconstructed out of nmltipliaty by
the abstraction of our reason , the latter may be defined as umtaspost rem, the
former as unttas ante 7em

• Lectures on Metaphysecs (Pohtz i8ai), p. 79 * Refiextonen u 1343.
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possessed by the human understanding we may also entitle (in a

comparative sense) archetypes or Ideas They are those rcpresenta

tions of our understanding which serve for judgment upon things ^

“ Idea is the representation of the whole in so far as it necessarily

precedes the determination of the parts It can never be empiric

ally represented, because in experience we proceed from the parts

through successive synthesis to the whole It is the archetype of

things, for certain objects aru only possible through an Idea

Transcendental Ideas are those in which the absolute whole deter

mines the parts in an aggregate or as senes ” ^ *« fhe pure concepts

of Reason have no exetnplana^ they are themselves archetypes

But the concepts of our pure Reason have as their archet>pes this

Reason itself and are therefore subjective, not objective’ ^ ‘‘The

transcendental Ideas serve to limit the principles of experience,

forbidding their extension to things in themselves, and howing that

what IS never an object of possible experience is not therefore

a non entity
[
Undin^^ and that experience is not adequate either

to Itself or to Reason, but always refers us further to what is beyond
Itself “The employment of the concept of understanding was

immanent, that of the Ideas as concepts of objects is transcend

ent But as regulative principles alike of the completion and of

the limitation of our knowledge, they are Critically immanent ’ ®

“The difficulties of metaphysics all arise in connection with the

reconciling of empirical principles with Ideas The possibility of

the latter cannot be denied but neither can they be made empirically

intelligible The Idea is never a conceptus dabths
,

it is not an
empirically possible conception ” ®

Kant^ appends the following ‘ Stufenleiter ^ (ladder like)

arrangement of titles for the various kinds of lepresentation

Representation
(
Vorstellung) is the term which he substitutes

for the Cartesian and Lockian employment of the term idea,

now reserved for use in its true Platonic meaning To entitle

such a representation as that of red colour an idea is, in

Kant's view, an intolerable and barbaric procedure
,

that

representation is not even a concept of the understanding

Representation
{yorsteUung
Rtpra^tntaini)'
ninth or without

Perception^
Representation
witn conscious I

Objectives i

Knowledge
i^Brhtnntnud) I

Concept
{BtgrtjgT)ii

r Idea {Jdei) or concept of
Reason [formed Kanthcre
says from notions but
tran cending the possi
bility of experience]

I Empirical

I
Vintuition (AnscAauiaig)

V SubjectivesSensation {Empjindung)

N otion [»category
of understanding]

* Lectures on Metaphysics pp 3089
* Rejlexioninw 1254
^ ReJUximen u 1259

T A 320=3376 7

® ReJUxi0ten u 1244
^ Reflexi&nen 11 1258
^ Rejlexionm u 1260

2G
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SECTION II

THE TRANSCENDENTAL IDEAS*

This section completes the metaphysical deduction of the

Ideas In the preceding sections on the logical and on the

puie use of Reason, Kant has pointed out that Reason pio-

ceeds in accordance with the piinciple, that for the conditioned

knowledge of understanding the unconditioned, in which it

finds completion, must be discovered This principle is syn-

thetic, involving a concept which transcends the understanding

,

and as Reason in its logical use is merely formal, that concept

must be due to Reason in its creative or transcendental

activity In the section before us Kant deduces from the

three kinds of syllogism the three possible forms in which
such an Idea of Reason can present itself The deduction

IS, as already noted, wholly artificial, and masks Kant’s real

method of obtaining the Ideas, namely, through combination
of the unique concept of the unconditioned with the three

categoiies of relation The deduction is based upon an
evtiemely ingenious analogy between the logical function of

Reason in deductive inference and its transcendental procedure

in prescribing the Ideal of unconditioned totality In the

syllogism the predicate of the conclusion is shown to be
connected with its subject in accordance with a condition

which IS stated in its universality in the major premiss Thus
if the conclusion be Cams is mortal, in constructing the

syllogism, lequired to establish it, we seek for a conception

which contains the condition under which the predicate is

given—in this case the conception “ man ”—and we state that

condition in its universality All men are mortal Undei
this major premiss is then subsumed Cams, the object dealt

with Cams is a man And so indirectly, by reference to the
universal condition, we obtain the knowledge that Cams is

mortal Universality, antecedently stated, is restricted in the
conclusion to a specific object Now what corresponds in the
synthesis of intuition to the universality (umversahias) of a
logical premiss is allness (unwerstias) or totality of conditions
The transcendental concept of Reason, to which the logical

procedure is to seive as clue, can therefore be no other than
that of the totality of conditions for any given conditioned^
And as totality of conditions is equivalent to the uncondiHomd^
this latter must be taken as the fundamental concept of Reason

,

* A 3*1=8 3jrt*
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the unconditioned is conceived as being the giound of

the synthesis of everything conditioned But there are three

species of relation, and consequently there are three foims in

which the concept of Reason seeks to realise its demand for

the unconditioned (i) through categorical synthesis in one
subject, (2) through hypothetical synthesis of the members of
a series, and (3) through disjunctive synthesis of the parts m
one system To these three correspond the three species of
syllogism, categorical, hypothetical, and disjunctive, in each
of which thought passes through a regressive scries of pro
syllogisms back to an unconditioned the first to a concept
which stands for what is always a subject and never a predi

cate
,
the second to a presupposition which itself presupposes

nothing further
,
and the third to such an aggregate of the

members of the division as will make that division complete
It may be observed that in this proof the threefold specifica

tion of the concept of the unconditioned is really obtained
directly from the categories of relation, or at least from the

judgments of relation, and not from the corresponding species

of syllogism

Totality and unconditionedness, when taken as equivalent,

become synonymous with the absolute ^ This last term, how
ever, especially when taken as defining possibility and necessity,

IS ambiguous The absolutely possible may signify either

that which in itself, t e so far as legaids its internal content

IS possible, or else that which is in every lespect and in all

relations possible The two meanings have come to be
connected largely owing to the fact that the internally im-
possible IS impossible in every respec*- Otherwise, however,

the two meanings fall completely apart Absolute necessity

and inner necessity are quite diverse in character We must
not, for instance, argue that the opposite of what is absolutely

necessary must be inwardly impossible, nor consequently that

absolute necessity must in the end reduce to an inner necessity

Examination will show that, in certain types of cases, not the

slightest meaning can be attached to the phrase ' inner neces

sity' As we possess the terms inner and logical to denote
the first form of necessity, there is no excuse for employing
the term absolute in any but the wider sense That, Kant
holds, IS its onginal and proper meaning The absolute totality

to which the concept of Reason refers is that form of complete-

ness which IS in every respect unconditioned

In A 326 » B 383 Kant’s mode of statement emphasises the

connection of the Ideas with the categories of relation Reason,

he claims, “seeks to extend the synthetic unity, which is

* A 3aj 4sB 380 I Cf below, pp 480, 529, 559 60
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thought in the category, to the absolutely unconditioned
"

Such positive content as the Ideas can possess lies in the

experience which they profess to unify, in so far as they

transcend experience and point to an Ideal completion

that IS not empirically attainable, they refer to things of

which the understanding can have no concept It is necessary,

however, that they should present themselves in this absolute

and transcendent form, since otherwise the understanding
would be without stimulus and without guidance Though
meie Ideas, they aie neither arbitrary nor superfluous They
regulate the understanding in its empirical puisuit of that

systematic unity which it requires for its own satisfaction

In A 327 8 = B 383 4 one and the same ground is assigned

for entitling the Ideas transcendental and also transcendent,

namely, that, as they suipass experience, no object capable of

being given through the senses corresponds to them But a
diflFerencc would none the less seem to be implied in the

connotation of the two terms In being presciibed by the

very nature of Reason, they are transcendental
,

as over

stepping the limits of experience, they aie tianscendent

Kant s use of the terms subject and object in this pat-sage is

also somewhat puzzling ‘Object’ is employed in the

metaphysical sense proper only from the pre Critical stand-

point of the Dtsseftatton, as meaning an existence apprehended
through pure thought The term ‘subject’ receives a corre

spondingly un Critical connotation The further phrase “ the

merely speculative use of Reason ” is somewhat misleading,

even though we recognise that for Kant speculative and
theoretical are synonymous teims we should lather expect
“ Reason in its legitimate or Critical or directive function

”

Kant s intended meaning, however, is sufficiently clear

When we say that a concept of Reason is an Idea merely,

we have in mind the degree to which it can be empirically

verified We are asserting that it prescribes an Ideal to

which experience may be made to approach, but which it

can never attain It defines “a problem to which there is

no solution ” In the practical sphere of morals, on the other
hand, the Ideal of Reason must never be so described

Though only partially realisable, it is genuinely actual

Even those actions which imperfectly embody it none the
less presuppose it as their indispensable condition In two
respects, therefore, as Kant points out, the statement that the

transcendental concepts of Reason are merely Ideas calls for

qualification In the first place they are by no means “super
fluous and void ” They supply a canon for the fruitful em-
ployment of understanding And secondly, they may perhaps
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be found to make possible a transition from natural to moral
concepts, and so to bring the Ideas of practical Reason
into connection with the principles of speculative thought
The reader may again note the genuinely Platonic character

of Kant’s use of the term Idea
In A 330 I = B 386 7 Kant leturns to the problem of

the metaphysical deduction, and analyses the nature of

syllogistic reasoning The analysis differs from that of

A 321 ff = C 377 ff only in emphasising that when a conclusion

IS given as valid the totality of the premisses required for its

establishment can be postulated as likewise given, and that

when completely stated in the implied prosyllogisms the

premisses form a 1 egressive series In this way Kant conti ives

to bung the logical process into closei connection with the

transcendental principle, which he now definitively formulates
as follows When the conditioned is given, the senes of eon
ditions up to the unconditioned is likewise given 1 he senes

of antecedent conditions may either have a first term or may
be incapable of such In either case it has to be viewed as

unconditioned, in the one case in virtue of its unconditioned
beginning, in the other in its chaiacter as an unending and
therefore unlimited series In one or othei foim Reason
demands that the unconditioned be recognised as underlying
and determining eveiything conditioned ^

SECTION III

SYSTEM OF IHE TRANSCENDENTAL IDEAS®

The three Ideas of Reason, as derived from the thiee

kinds of syllogism, are now brought into connection with the

three possible relations in which lepresentations are found to

stand first, to the thinking subject
,
secondly, to objects as

appearances
, thirdly, to objects of thought in general Kant

argues that the completed totalities towards which Reason
strives are likewise three m number Reason seeks (i) in

regard to the subject known, as constituting the fact of inner
experience, a representation of the self or soul that will

render completely intelligible what is peculiar to the inner
* life

, (2) in regard to the object known, a conception of the

cotnpleted totality of the world of phenomena, the cosmos

,

(3) in regard to the ultimate synthesis of the subject known
and the object known, such a conception of all existing things

^ Reeaiding the progressive senes from the ccmdiUoned to its consequences,

cf A 336 7=5B 393 4 A 410 ii=B 437 8j A 5x1=8 539 ® A 333=8 390
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as will render intelligible the co-operation of mind and
external nature in one experience In this way Kant pro

fcsses to obtain transcendental justification for the threefold

division of metaphysical science into rational psychology,

rational cosmology, and rational theology The absolute

unity of the thinking subject is dealt with b> psychology, the

totality of all appearances by cosmology, and the Being, which
contains the condition of the possibility of all that can be

thought, by theology
In thus proceeding, Kant is assuming that the concepts of

unconditioned substance and of unconditioned necessity can
be interpreted only in spiritualist and theological terms ^ This
assumption stands in direct conflict with what the history

of philosophy records The Absolute has frequently been
materialistically defined, and, as Kant himself admits, we
cannot prove that the thinking subject may not be natural

istically conditioned Aichitectonic is again exercising its

baleful influence That the aigument is lacking in cogency
is indeed so evident that Kant takes notice of the deficiency,®

and promises that it will be remedied in the sequel This
promise he is unable to fulfil Such furthei reasons as he
IS able to offer are of the same external chaiacter ®

“ Of these transcendental Ideas, stnctly speaking^ no
objective deduction, such as we were able to ^ive of the categories,

IS possible ” * As Kant indicates by use of the phrase ‘ strictly

speaking,’ this statement is subject to modification He
himself formulates a transcendental deduction of the Ideas,

as principles regulative of experience ® The deduction from
the three form of syllogism, which Kant here entitles subject

ive, ought properly to be named * metaphysical ' ®

' Cf above pp 418 436 439 40 below pp 473 7 520 I 537, 543 ff 575
Cf A 335

’ Cf A 337 8=B 394 6 and note appended to B 394
« \336=B 393
• Cf A 671 a B 699 above pp 426 430 436 below pp 5524 572 ff

" On the difference between the ascending and the descending senes, cf
A 331 2=B 338 and A 410 ii = B 437 8



BOOK II

THF DIALCCIICAL INFERENCES Ot PURE REASON

CHAPTER I

THE PARALOGISMS OF PURE REASON®

As rational psychology fails to distinguish between appear
ances and things in themselves, it identifies mere appercep
tion with inner sense

,
the self in experiencing the succession

of Its inner states is supposed to acquire knowledge of its

own essential nature “ I, as thinking, am an object of inner

sense, and am entitled soul,” in contrast to the body which is

an object of outer sense Empirical psychology deals with
the concrete detail of inner experience

,
rational psychology

abstracts from all such special experiences, indeed fiom every
thing empirical, professing to establish its doctrine upon the

single judgment, “ I think ’ That judgment has already been
investigated in its connection with the problem of the possi

* bility, within the field of experience, of synthetic a priori judg
ments It has now to be considered as a possible basis for

knowledge of the self as a thinking being {pin denkend Wesen)
or soul (Seele)

Following the guiding thread of the table of categories, but
placing them in what he regards as being, in this connection,

the most convenient order, Kant obtains a “ topic ” or classi-

fication of the possible rubrics for the doctnnes of a rational

psychology (i) the soul is substance, (2) is simple, (3) is

numerically identical

,

(4) stands in relation to possible objects

in space Now all those four doctrines are, Kant holds,

* The questions raised in the two introductory paragraphs (A 336 40;^;

B 396 8) os to the content of the Ideas, their problematic character, and their

possibility as concepts are first adequately discussed in later chapters The
three new terms here introduced. Paralogism Antinomy and Ideal, can also beat

be commented upon in their own special context
•» A34i=B399

4SS
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tneapable ofdemonstration The proofs propounded bymtional
psychology are logically imperfect, committing the lexical

fallacy which is technically named paralogism ^ The fallacy

is not, however, of merely logical character Had that been

the case, it could never have gained such general currency

Certainly no metaphysical science, widely accepted by profound

thinkers, could ever have come to be based upon it The
paralogism is transcendental in character, resting upon a tran

scendeiiUl ground It leprcsents an illusion which from any
non Critical standpoint is altogether unavoidable Its dialectic

IS a natural dialectic, wrongly interpreted by the Schools, but

not capriciously invented by them The key to its proper

treatment is first supplied by the lesults of the transcendental

deduction We are now called upon to apply these results in

explanation of the occurrence of the paralogisms, and in judg

ment upon their false claims Little that is really new is to

be found in this chapter
,
but many of the established results

of the Analytic receive interesting illustiation, and are thereby

set in a clearer light

In rational psychology the “ I think ' is taken in its uni-

versal, or to use Kant’s somewhat misleading term, problem
atic aspect, that is to say, not as a judgment expressive of

the seifs own existence but " in its mere possibility,” ® as

repiesenting the self consciousness of all possible thinking

beings As we cannot gam a representation of thinking

beings through outer experience, we are constrained to think

them in terms of our own self consciousness The “ I think
”

IS thus taken as a universal judgment, expressing what
belongs to the conception of thinking being in general The
judgment is so interpreted by rational psychology, “ in order

to see what predicates applicable to its subject (be that sub
ject actually existent or not) may flow from so simple a

judgment ’

In summarising what is directly relevant in the argument
of the transcendental deduction, Kant emphasises that the I,

as lepresentation, is altogether empty of content®

“We cannot even say that it is a conception, but only that it is

a bare {Mosses) consciousness which accompanies all conceptions

Through this I or he or it (the thing) which thinks, nothing further

IS represented than a transcendental subject of the thoughts=x ”

It is apprehended only in its relation to the thoughts which
are its predicates

,
apart from them we cannot form any con-

ce|)tion whatever of it, but can only revolve in a perpetual

^ Cf below, pp 466 470 * A347 * A 345 6=B 403 4.
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arcle, silice any judgment upon it has already made use of its

representation ^

The patchwork character of the Critique, the artificial

nature of the connections between its various parts, is nowhere
more evident than in this section on the Paralogisms Ac
cording to the definition given of transcendental illusion, vie

natuially expect Kant’s argument to show that the Paralo
gtsms rest upon a failure to distinguish between appearance
and reality As a matter of fact, the cause of their fallacy

IS traced in the fiist three Paralogisms solely to a failure to

distinguish between the logical and the real application of the

categories The argument can indeed be restated so as to

agree with the introductory sections of the Dialectic But
Kant’s manner of expounding the Paralogisms shows that

this chapter must originally have been written independently
of any intention to develop such teaching as that of the

sections which in the ultimate arrangement of the Ciitique

are made to lead up to it *

First Faxalogism of Substantiality ‘—Save for the phrase

‘subject in itself,’ there is, in Kant’s comment upon this

Paralogism, not a word regarding the necessity of a distinction

betweep appearance and reality, but only an insistence that

the “ I think ” yields no knowledge of the thinking self Con
sciousness of the self and knowledge of its underlying sub
stance arc by no means identical The self, so far as it enters

into consciousness, is a merely logical subject
,

the under
lying substrate is that to which this self consciousness and all

other thoughts are due It is in the light of this distinction

that Kant discusses the substantiality of the subject As
expressive of the ‘ I think,” the category of substance and
attribute can be employed only to define the relation in which
consciousness stands to its thoughts

,
it expresses the merely

logical relation of a subject to its predicates It tells us

nothing regarding the nature of the “ I," save only that it is the

invanable centre of reference for all thoughts In ordei to know
the self as substance, and so as capable of persisting through
out all change, and as surviving even the death of the body,
we should require to have an intuition of it, and of such intui

tion there is not the slightest trace in the “ I think ” It
“ signifies a substance only in Idea, not in reality ” ^ As Kant
adds later the permanence and self-identity of the representa-

tion of the self justifies no argument to the permanence and
self-identity of its underlying conditions Inference from the

nature of representation to the nature of the object represented

» Cf A 354 5 * Cf above p 437 * A 348
‘ A 351 * A 363 4
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i% entirely illegitimate In the equating of the two, and not,

as the introduction to the Dialectic would lead us to expect,

in a failuie to distinguish appearance from reality, consists the

paralogistic fallacy of this first syllogism

Second Paralogisin of Simplicity ^—We may follow Adickes*
in his analysis of A 35 1 62 {a) The original criticism, parallel

to that of the first Paralogism^ would seem to be contained

in paragraphs five to nine {b) The opening paragraphs,

and (c) die concluding paragraphs, would seem, for reasons

stated below, to be independent and later additions

{a) 1 he argument of the central paragraphs runs almost

exactly parallel with the criticism of the first Paralogism,
applying the same line of thought, in disproof of the assumed
irgument for the simplicity of the soul It may be noted, in

passing, that Kant here departs from his table of categories

There is no category of simplicity The connection which he
seeks to establish between the concept of simplicity and the

categories of quality is arbitrary It more naturally connects

with the category of unity
,
but the category ofunity is required

for the third Patalogtsm For explanation of the way in

which he equates the concept of simplicity with the ca^^egory of

leality Kant is satisfied to refer the reader to the section on
the second antinomy in which this same identification occurs ‘

Indeed the simplicity here dwelt upon seems haidly dis

tinguishable from substantiality, and therefore it is not surpns

mg that Kant’s criticism of the second Paralogism should be
practically identical with that of the fiist * Since the “ I,” as

logical subject of thought, signifies only a something in

general, and embodies no insight into the constitution of this

something, it is fot that reason empty of all content, and
consequently simple “ The simplicity of the representation of

a subject is not ec ipso a knowledge of the simplicity of the

subject Itself ” The second Paralogism thus, in Kant’s
view, falsely argues from the merely logical unity of the subject

in representation to the actual simplicity of the subject in itself

(b) One reason for regarding the first four paragraphs as a
later addition is their opening reference to the introductory
sections of the Dialectic, of which this chapter otherwise takes

little or no account This Paralogism is, Kant declares, the
Achilles of all the dialectical inferences in the pure doctrine of

the soul,” meaning that it may well seem a quite invulnerable

aigument *

* A 351 * A’ 688 «
^

'V similar cnticism holds true of the conception of identity employed m thn
third lar^iogtvmf and arbitrarily equated with the categories of quantity

* 35S 6
® It 16 very forcibly developed in Mendeteeobn’s <*Phadon” { 1767)
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" It IS no mere sophistical play contrived by a dogmatiiit in order

to impart to his assertions a superficial plausibihty (>Sr/^2»), but an
inference which appears to withstand even the keenest scrutiny and
the most scrupulously exact investigation

”

The second paragraph is a very pointed restatement of a
main supporting argument of this second Paralogism This
argument well deserves the eulogy with which Kant has

ushered it in It is as follows The unity of consciousness

can not be explained as due to the co operative action of

independent substances Such a merely external effect as

that of motion in a material body may be the resultant of the

united motions of its parts But it is otherwise with thought
For should that which thinks be viewed as composite, and the

different representations, as, for instance, of the single words of

a verse, be conceived as distributed among the sevcial parts,

a multiplicity of separate consciousnesses would lesult, and
the single complex consciousness, that of the verse as a whole,

would be rendered impossible Consciousness cannot there

fore—such is the argument—inhere in the composite The
soul must be a simple substance ^

As there is no reference in this argument to the I think,”

the criticism cannot be that of the first Paralo^nni, nor that

of the central paragraphs of this second Paralogism Kant's

reply—as given in the tnird and fourth paragraphs—is in

effect to refer the readei to the results of the Analytic, and is

formulated in the manner of his Introduction to the Critique

The principle that multiplicity of representation presupposes
absolute unity in the thinking subject can neither be demon
strated analytically from mere concepts, nor derived fiom
experience Being a synthetic a priori judgment, it can be

established only by means of a transcendental deduction But
in that form it will define only a condition required for the

possibility of consciousness
,

it can tell us nothing in regard

to the noumenal nature of the thinking being And, as Kant
argues in the third Paralogism? there may be a possible

analogy between thought and motion, though of a different

kind from that above suggested

1 he entire absence of all connection between the argument
of these paragraphs and the argument of those which immedi

Schnften 1843,11 p iSiff) This is a work with which Kant was familiar

Cf belo^, p 470
^ This IS the argument which William James has expounded in his character

istically picturesque style Take a sentence of a dozen words and take twelve

men and tell to each one word Then stand the men m a row or jam them m a
bunch, and let each think of his word as intently as he will nowhere will there

be a consciousness of the whole sentence {Prtnctfks of Psychology^ x p 160)
* A 363 n Cf below, pp 461 a
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ately follow upon them, at least suffices to show that this

second Paralogism has not been written as a continuous

whole
,
and taken together with the fact that the problem is

here formulated in terms of the Intioduction to the Critique,

would seem to show that this part of the section is of com
paratively late origin

(f) The concluding paragraphs, which are of considerable

intrinsic interest, also reflect an independent line of criticism

As the phrase “ the above proposition ” ^ seems to indicate,

they were not originally composed in this present connec
tion They give expression to Kant’s partial agreement
with the line of irgument followed by the rationalists, but

also seek to show that, despite such partial validity, the argu
ment does not lend support to any metaphysical extension

of our empirical knowledge In A 358 we have what may be
a reference to the argument of the introductory sections of the

DiaUctic The argument under criticism is praised as being

“natural and popular” “occuiring even to the least sophisti

cated understanding, ’ and as leading it to vit w the soul as an
altogether different existence from the body The argument
IS as follows None of the qualities proper to material exist

ence, such as impenetrability or motioy, are to be discovered

in our inner experience Nor can feelings, desires, thoughts,

etc
,
be externally intuited In view of these differences, we

seem justifled in asseiting that the soul cannot be an appear
ance in space, and cannot therefore be corporeal Kant
replies by drawing attention to the fundamental Critical dis

tinction between appearances and things in themselves ^ If

mateiial bodies, as apprehended, were things in themselves,

the argument would ceitainly justify us in refusing to regard
the soul and its states as of similar nature But since, as the

Aesthetic has shown, bodies, is known, are mere appearances
of outer sense, tne real question at issue is not that of the

distinction between the soul and bodies in space, but of the

distinction between the soul and that something which con-
ditions all outer appearances

“ this something which underlies the outer appearances and
which so affects our sense that it obtains the representations of space,

matter, shape, etc
,
this something, viewed as noumenon (or better,

as transcendental object), might yet also at the same time serve as

the subject of our thoughts ” ®

Thus the argument criticised serves only to enforce the very
genuine distinction between inner and outer appearances

,
it

' A 356 Cf Adickes, A p 688 n
* The Mgnment u here in bannony with Jj^nt s definition of tnuiscendente)

illuuon * A 358
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justifies no assertion, either positive or negative, as to the

nature of the soul or as to its relation to body in its noumcnal
aspect The monadistic, spiritualist theory of material exist

ence remains an open possibility, though only as an hypothesis

incapable either of proof or of disproof We cannot obtain, by
way of inference from the character of our apperceptive con
sciousness, any genuine addition to our speculative insight

Third Paralogism of Personality ^—Kant's criticism agaui
runs parallel with that of the preceding Paralogisms The
fallacy involved is traced to a confusion between the numerical
identity of the self in representation and the numerical identity

of the subject in itself The logical subject of knowledge
must, as the transcendental deduction has proved, think itself

as self identical throughout all its experiences This is indeed

all that the judgment “ I think ” expresses It is mere identity,
“ I am I ” But from the identity of representation we must
not argue to identity of the underlying self So far as the

unity of self consciousness is concerned, there is nothing to

prevent the noumenal conditions of the self from undergoing
transformation so complete as to involve the loss of identity,

while yet supporting the repiesentation of an identical self

“ Although the dictum of certain ancient Schools, that everything

in the world is in a flux and nothing permanent and abiding cannot

be reconciled with the admission of substances it is not refuted by

the unity of self consciousness For wc are unable from our own
consciousness to determme w hether, as souls, we are permanent or

not Since wc reckon as belonging to our identical self only that of

which we are conscious, we must necessarily judge that we are one
and the same throughout the whole time of which we are conscious

We cannot, however, claim that such a judgment would be valid from

the standpoint of an outside observer As the only permanent
appearance which we meet with in the soul is the representation

‘1’ that accompanies and connects them ill, we are unable to prove

that this ‘ I,’ a mere thought, may not be in the same state of ilux

as the other thoughts which are connected together by its means ” ®

And Kant adds an interesting illustration ^

“An elastic ball which impmges on another similar ball in a
straight line communicates to the latter its whole motion, and there

fore Its whole state [t e if we take account only of the positions in

space) If, then, in analogy with such bodies, we postulate substances

such that the one communicates to the other representations together

with the consciousness of them, we can conceive a whole series of

' A 361 ' A 364
* William James’s psychological description of self conscionsness is simply an

extension of uus illustration Cf Pnmtples 0/ Psjehhgy, 1 p 339, quoted
above, p 278 H
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substances of which the first transmits its state together with its

consciousness to the second, the second its own state With that of

the prtcedmg substance to the third, and this in turn the states of all

the preceding substances together with its own consciousness and
ith their consciousness to another The last substance would theai

be conscious of all the states of the substances, which had under

gone change before its own change, as being its own states, because

they would have been transferred to it together with the conscious

ness of them And yet it would not have been one and the same
person in all these otates

’ *

The perversely Hegelian character of Caird’s and Watson’s

mannei of interpreting the Crtitgue is especially evident m
their treatment of the Paralogisms They make not the least

mention of this pait of Kant’s teaching

Kant employs a further argument which would seem to

show that at the time when these paragiaphs were written the

geneial tendency of his thought was predominantly subjectivist

in charactei 1 here are, he implies, as many different times

as there are selves that represent time ® The argument is as

follows As the "I think ’ is equivalent to “I am I,” we
may say either that all time of which I am conscious is in me,
or that I am conscious of myself as numerically identical in

each and every part of it In my individual consciousness,

theiefore, identity of my person is unfailingly present But
an observer, viewing me from the outside,® represents me
in the time of his own consciousness

,
and as the time in

which he thus sets me is not that of my own thinking, the

self identity of my consciousness, even if he recognises its

existence, does not justify him in inferring the objective

permanence of my self

The two concluding paragraphs seem to have been
independently composed * They contribute nothing of im
portance

Fourth ParalogiBm of Ideality®—The main argument of
this Paralogism^ which contains the first edition refutation of
idealism, has already been considered above* We require,

therefore, only to treat of it in its connection with the other
Paralogisms^ and to note some few minor points that remain
for conside ation Its argument differs from that of the other
Paralogisms m that the fallacy involved is traced, iQ agree-

ment with the requirements of the introductory sectfons of

’ A 363 »
® A 362 3 and A 364 We must also however bear in mind that m tbl*

chapter Kant occasionally argues in iti hmnttan fashion from the point of view of
the position cnticised

rf A 353 4 * Cf Adickcs, A” p 695 »
* A 366 < P 301 ff

^
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the Dialectic, to a failure to distinguish between appearances

and things in themselves Its connection with the table of

categories is extiemely artificial In A 344 = B 402 the

category employed is that of possibility, in A 404 and A 344 »
that of existence ^ Kant’s attempt to combine the problem
here treated with that of the other Paralogisms can only be
explained as due to the requirements of his architectonic

’

This Paralogism does not concern itself with the nature of the

soul It refers exclusively to the mode of existence to be
ascribed to objective appearances None the less, Kant con
trives to bring it w ithin the range of rational psychology in

the following manner He argues * that rational psychologists

are one and all adherents of empirical idealism They con
found appearances m space with things in themseKes, and
therefoie assert that our knowledge of their existence is

inferential and consequently uncertain Ihe errois of em
pineal idealism are thus bound up with the dogmatic
assumptions of the rationalist position They are traceable

to Its failure to distinguish between appearances and things

in themselves Such dogmatism may take the form of
materialism or of ontological dualism, as well as of

spiritualism ^ All three, in professing to possess knowledge
ot things in themselves, violate Critical principles If the

chief function of rational psychology consists in securing the

conception of the soul against the onslaughts of materialism,®

that can be much more effectively attained through tran

scendental idealism

" For, on [Critical] teaching, so completely ire we freed from the

fear that on the remo\al of matter all thought, and even the very

existence of thinking beings, would be destroyed that on the

contrary it is clearly shown that if I remove the thinking subject

the whole corporeal world must at once vanish, since it is nothing

save appearance in the sensibility of our subject and a species of

Its representations ” ®

We do not, indeed, succeed in proving that the thinking
self IS in its existence independent of the “ transcendental sub
stratd"’ of outer appearances But as both possibilities

remain open, the admission of our ignorance leaves us free to

look to other than speculative sources for proof of the inde-

pendent and abiding existence of the self

Befiection on the Whole of Fuze Psychology ^—This section

affords Kant the opportunity of discussing certain problems

^ The note to A 344 has evidently got displaced , it must, as Adickes points

out, belong to A 404
* Cf above, pp 3Z0 455 • A 371 a ^ A 380 x

• a A 383 • A 38j ’ a 383 • A
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which he desires to deal with, but is unable to introduce uno\r

the recognised rubrics of his logical architectonic ^ There
are, Kant says, three other dialectical questions, essential to

the purposes of rational psychology, grounded upon the same
transcendental illusion (confusion of appearances with things

in themselves), and soluble in similar fashion (l) as to the

possibility of the communion of soul and body, * ^ of the state

of the soul during the life of the body
, (2) as to the beginning

of this association, of the soul in and before birth, (3)
as to the tci mination of this association, t e of the soul in

and after the death of the body Kant treats these three

problems from the extreme subjectivist standpoint inner and
outer sense being distinguished and related in the manner
peculiar to the first edition The contrast between mind and
body IS a difference solely between the appearances of inner

and those of outer sense Both alike exist only in and
through the thinking subject, though the latter

“ have this deceptive property that representing objects in

space, they as it were detach themselves from the soul and appear to

hover outside it
” ^

The problem, therefore, of the association of soul and
body, properly understood, is not that of the interaction of

the soul with othei known substances of an opposite nature,

but only

“ ho\i in a thinking subject outer intuition, namely, that of space,
with Its filling in of figure and motion, is possible And that is a
question which no human being can possibly answer The gap
in our knowledge can only be indicated through the ascnption

of outer appearances to that transcendental object which is the cause

of this species of representations, but of which i e can have no
knowledge whatsoever and of which we shall never acquire any
conception ” *

The familiar problem of the association of mind and body
IS thus due to a transcendental illusion which leads the mind
to hypostatise representations, viewing them as independent
existences that act upon the senses and generate our sub
jective states The motions in space, which are merely the

expression m terms of appearance of the influence of the

transcendental object upon “ our senses,” * are thus wrongly

> The first four paragraphs are fxrobably a later intercalation (Adiclces AT p
70S » ) since they connect both with the introductoiy sections of the JhtUeetu aQd
with the IntndtKtim to the CrUtqut Also the opening words of the fifth para
Lraph seem to refer us not to anything antecedent m this section but directly to
me concluding passages of the fburtb Faralogtsm

* A ^85 * A 393 « A 387
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regained as the causes of our sensations They themselves
are mere representations, and, as Kant implies, are for that

reason incapable of acting as causes In this section, it may
be noted in passing, there is not the least trace of the

phenomenalist teaching, according to which spatial objects are

viewed as acting upon the bodily sense organs Kant here

denies all interaction of mind and body, and recognises only
the interaction of their noumenal conditions Appearances as

such can never have causal efficacy The position represented

IS pure subjectivism, and very significantly goes along with
Kant’s earlier doctrine of the transcendental object ^

The dogmatic character of the interaction theory appears
very dearlv, as Kant proceeds to point out, in the objections

which have been made to it, whether by those who substitute

for it the theories of pre established harmony and occasional

ism, 01 by those who adopt a sceptical non committal attitude

Their objections lest upon exactly the same presupposition as

the theory which they are attacking To demonstrate the

impossibility of interaction, they must be able to show that

the transcendental object is not the cause of outer appear
ances

,
and owing to the limitations of our knowledge that is

entirely beyond our powers Failing, however, to draw a
distinction between appeal ances and things in themselves,

they have not realised the actual nature of the situation, and
accordingly have directed their objections merely to showing
that mind and body, taken as independent existences, must
not be viewed as capable of interaction

The Critical standpoint also supplies the proper formula
tion foi the other two problems—a formulation which in

Itself decides the degree and manner of our possible insight

in regard to them The view that the thinking subject may
be capable of thought prior to all association with the body
should be stated as asserting

“ that prior to the beginning of that species of sensibility m virtue

of which something appears to us in space, those transcendental

objects, which in our present state appear to us as bodies, could have
been intuited in an entirely different manner ’ ^

The view that the soul, upon the cessation of all associa

tion with the corporeal world, may still continue to think,

will similarly consist in the contention

*' that if that species of sensibility, m virtue of which transcendental

objects (which in our present state are entirely unknown) appear to us

as a material world, should cease, all intuition of them would not

• A 393 4

2 H
* Cf above, pp 215 16
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for that reason be removed but that it would still be possible

that those same unknown objects should continue to be known [sic]

by the thinking subject though no longer, mdeed, in the quahty of

bodies ’ ^

Not the least ground, Kant claims, can be discovered by
means of speculation in support of such assertions Even their

bare possibility cannot be demonstrated But it is equally

impossible to establish any valid objection to them Since

we cannot pretend to knowledge of things in themselves, a
modest acquiescence in the limitations of experience alone

becomes us

The remaining paragraphs (A 396 405) contain notfiing

that IS new They merely repeat points already more
adequately stated A 401 2, which deals with the nature of

apperception and its relation to the categoiies, has been

considered above ® The argument that, as the self must pre

suppose the thought of itself in knowing anything, it cannot
know Itself as object, is also commented upon above ®

The statement that the determining self (the thinking^

das Denken) is to be distinguished from the determinable self

(the thinking subject) as knowledge fiom it*- object, should be
interpreted in the light of Kant s argument in the second and
thud Paralogisms,, that the simplicity and self identity* of the

representation of an object must not be taken as know ledge of

simplicity or numerical identity in the object represented

The analysis given in A 402 3 of the fallacy involved in

the Paralogisms is, as Adickes has pointed out,® confused and
misleading Kant here declares that in the major premiss of
each syllogism the assertion is intended in the merely logical

sense, and theicfore as applicable only to the subject in repre-

sentation, but in the minor premiss and conclusion is asserted

of the subject as bearer of consciousness, le in itself But
were that so, the minor premiss would be a false assertion,

and the false conclusion would not be traceable to logical

fallacy Kant gives the correct statement of his position in

B 410 1
1 « The attempted justification of the fourfold arrange-

ment of the Paralogisms with which the section concludes
suffers from the artificiality of Kant's logical architectonic

SECOND EDITION STATEMENT OF THE PARALOOJISMS^

Except for the introductory paragraphs, which remain
unaltered, the chapter is completely lecast in the second
edition The treatment of the four Paralogisms which m the

*A394 *Pp 326 7 •PP3278 *A402 Cf B407
• p 717 » • Cf below, p 470 ^ B 406 ft ,
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first edition occupied thnty three pages is reduced to five

The problems of the mutual inteiaction of mind and body,

of Its prenatal charactei and of its immortality, the dis

cussion of which in the fii st edition required some ten pages,

are now disposed of in a single paragiaph (B 426 7) The
remaining twenty two pages of the new chaplci uc almost
entirely devoted to more or less polemical discussion of

criticisms which had been passed upon the first edition

These had been in gieat part directed against Kant’s doctrine

of apperception and of inner sense, and so could fitti igly

be dealt with in connection with the problems of lational

psychology As Benno Eidmann has suggested,^ B 409 14
and 419 21 would seem to be directed against Ulnchs’^
Leibnuian position and especially against his metaphysical
interpretation of appeiception B 428 jO tieats of the
difficulties laised by Pistonus"* in regard to the existence of

the self B 414 15 is similarly polemical, but in this case

Kant cites his opponent, Mendelssohn, by name Through-
out, as m the alterations made m the chapter on PJienoviena

and Nouinena, Kant insists more strongly than in the first

edition upon the unknowableness of the self, and on the

difference between thought and knowledge The pure forms
of thought are not, Kant now declares, concepts of objects,

that IS are not categories,* but ‘ merely logical functions

1 hough this involves no essential doctrinal change, it indicates

the altered standpoint fiom which Kant now regirds his

problem Its significance has already been dwelt upon ®

In formulating the several arguments of the four Para
logtsms^ Kant develops and places m the forefront a statement
which receives only passing mention in A 352 3, 362, ^66 7,

381 2, namely, that the truths contained in the judgments of

rational psychology find expression in meiely identical {t e

analytic) piopositions This enables Kant to formulate

both the Paralogisms and his criticisms thereof in much
bnefer and more pointed fashion In each case the Para-
logtsmy as he shows, substitutes a synthetic a priori judgment,
involving an extension of our knowledge and a leference to

the nounvpnal self, for the given judgment which, in so far as

it is valid, IS always a merely analytic restatement of the

* Kr$tmmus p 227 cf p 106 ff

* A H Ulrichs Imtitutioues logteae et mtiaphystcae (1785)
^ In his review of Kant’s 1 rolegomena in the Allgetmme Deutsche Btbhothek

^*^*^i)bviously by categories Kant here really means schemata Cf A 348
where Kant states that pure categones have in themselves no objective

meann)g Apart from inluition they are merely functions of a judgment,

witht^cpntent
’ * Abose, pp 404 ff

, 413 ff
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purely formal “ I think ” Fiom the very start also, Kant
introduces the distinctions of his own Critical teaching,

especially that between thinking and intuiting, and that

between the determining and the determinable self

0 Fust Paralogism—That the I which thinks must always tn

thought be viewed as subject and not as mere predicate, i‘ an
identical proposition It must not be taken as meaning that

the subject which undeilies thought is an abiding substance

This latter proposition is of much wider scope, and would
involve such data (in this case entirely lacking) as are required

for the establishment of a synthetic a piiort judgment
Second Paralogism —That the I of appefceptton and so of

all thought IS single and cannot be resolved into a multiplicity

of subjects, IS involved in the very conception of thought, and
is therefoi e an analytic proposition It must not be interpreted

as signifying that the self is a simple substance For the

lattei assertion is again a synthetic proposition, and presup-

poses for Its possibility an intuition by the self of its own
essential nature As all our intuitions are merely sensuous,

that cannot be looked for in the “ I think
’

“ It would, indeed, be surpnsing if what in other cases requires

so much labour to discover—namely, what it is, ot all that is pre

sented by intuiUon, that is substance, and further, whether this

substance is simple (et^ in the parts of matter)—should be thus

directly given me, as if by revelation, in the poorest of all repre

sentations
” *

We may here observe how the practice, adopted by Caird,

of translating Anschauung by ‘perception’ has misled him
into serious misunderstanding of Kant’s teaching It has

caused him to interpret Kant as arguing that we have no
knowledge of the self because we can ha ^e no sensuous per

ception of It Kant’s argument rather is that as all human
“ intuition ” IS sensuous, we aie cut off from all possibility of

determining our noumenal nature We are thrown back
upon mere concepts which, as yielding only analytic proposi

tions, cannot extend our insight beyond the limits of sense-

expeiience The term ‘intuition’ is much broader in meaning
than the term ‘perception’, it can also be employed as

equivalent to the phrase 'immediate apprehension’® The
grounds for Kant’s contention that we have no intuition or

immediate knowledge of the self are embodied in, and inspire,

» B408
tntital Phihsophy 11 p 34 So also in Watson’s k.€mt Exflatned p 244

* Caiid (0/ ett p 35) takes account of Kants conception of a possible
intuitive understanding but illegitimately assumes that by it he must mean a
tttattve understanding

,
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his doctrine of inner sense ^ It may also be noted that in

B412 Kant, speaking of the necessity of intuition for know
ledge of the self, uses the unusual phrase ‘a permanent
intuition’—a phrase which so far as I have obseived, he
nowhere employs in dealing with the intuition that conditions

the sense perception of material bodies ® Its employment
here may perhaps be due to the fact that its implied refeience

IS not to a given sensuous manifold but to some form of

immediate apprehension, capable of revealing the permanent
nature of the noumenal self

Third Paralogism — That I am identical with myself
throughout the consciousness of my manifold experiences, is

likewise an analytic proposition obtainable by mere analysis

of the “ I think ” And since that form of consciousness
as stated in the criticism ot the preceding Paraloe;nm, is

purely conceptual, containing no element of intuition, no
judgment based solely upon it can ever be taken as equivalent

to the synthetic proposition that the self as thinking being,

IS an identical substance

Fourth Paralogism — This Paralogism is somewhat altered

As noted above,® the problem dealt with in the first edition

concerns the outer world, and only quite indirectly the nature

of the 'self In the second edition that argument is restated,^

and IS more properly located within the Analytic The
argument which now takes its place runs parallel with that

of the three preceding Paralogisms The assertion that I

distinguish my own existence as a thinking being from other

things outside me, including thereunder my own body, is an
analytic proposition, since by other things is meant things

which I think as different from myself

“But I do not thereby learn whether this consciousness of

myself would be at all possible apart from things outside me
through which representations are gnen to me, and whether,

therefore, I can exist merely as thmking being (* e without existing

in human form) ”

In B 417 18 Kant points out that rational psychology, in

asserting that the self can be conscious apart from all

consciousness of outer things, commits itself to the accept

ance of problematic idealism If consciousness of outer

objects IS not necessary to consciousness of self, there can

* Cf above p 295 ff

* Cf B 415 w In B xxm n (at the end) quoted above pp 309 10 Kant
M careful to point out that the representation of something permanent is by no
means identical with permanent representation ^ F 463

* Namely, as Rtftaalton of Idealism, B 274 if Cf above, p 308 if
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be no valid method of proving their existence In the fourth

Paralonstn of the first edition, the inter dependence of rational

psychology and empirical idealism is also dwelt upon, but

IS there traced to a confusion of appearances with things m
themselves

B 410 11 —The concct formulation is here given of what
in the first edition * is quite incorrectly stated * A paralogism

IS a syllogism which errs in logical form (as contrasted with

a syllogism erring in mattei, t e the premisses of which are

false) In the paralogisms of Rational Psychology, the

logical fallacy committed is that of ambiguous middle, or as

Kant names it, the so^ht^mafigurae dicttoms In the major
premiss the middle term is used as refening to real existence,

in the minor only as expressive of the unity of consciousness

Befutation of Mendelssohn s Proof of the Permanence of the

Soul *—Mendelssohn s argument is that the soul, as it does
not consist of parts, cannot disappear gt actually by dis-

integration into Its constituent elements If therefore, it

perishes, it must pass out of existence suddenly
^

at one
moment it will exist at the next moment it will be non
existent But, Mendelssohn maintains for thiee closely con
nected reasons this would seem to be impossible In the

first place the immediate juxtaposition of directly opposed
states IS never to be met with in the mateiial world Com
plete opposites, such as day and night, waking and sleeping,

never follow upon one another abruptly, but only through a
series of intermediate states ^ Secondly, among the oppoaites
which mateiial processes thus bridge over, the opposition of
being and not being is never to be found Only by a miracle

can a mateiial existence be annihilated ^ If, therefore, em-
piiical evidence is to be allowed as relevant, we must not
assert of the invisible soul what is never known to befall the
material existences of the visible world Thirdly—the only
pait of Mendelssohns argument which Kant mentions'—the
sudden cessation of the souls existence would also violate

the law of the continuity of time® Between any two
moments there is always an intermediate time in which tlie

one moment passes continuously into the other
Kant s reply to this third part of Mendelssohn’s argument

is that though the soul must not be conceived as perishing
suddenly, it may pass out of existence by a continuous
diminution through an infinite number of smaller degrees of

’ Cf above pp 457, 463 3 * A 40a * Cf above p 466
* 1( 4I3 15 * GtsamnuUt Schitfim, u p 151 iT

Op eu p lai ff » Op ett pp 128 ff 168
* Op a/ p 125 IF
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intensive leality
, and in support of this view he maintains the

very doubtful position that clearness and obscurity of repre

sentation are not features of the contents apprehended, but
only of the intensity of the consciousness directed upon them ^

B 417 22—Kant here points out that rational psychology,

as above expounded proceeds synthetically, starting from
the assertion of the substantiality of the soul and proceeding
to the proof that its existence is independent of outer things

But It may proceed in the reverse fashion, analytically de
veloping the implications supposed to be involved in the “ I

think,’ viewed as in existential judgment, t e as signifying
“ I exist thinking ’ Kant testates the argument in this ana
lytic form in order, as it would seem, to secure the opportunity
of replying to those criticisms of his teaching in the first

edition which concern his doctiine of apperception and his

employment of the categories, especially of the category of

existence, in 1 elation to the self What is new and im
portant in these pages, and also in the connected passages

m B 428 30, has been discussed above
B 419 20—After remarking that simplicity or unity is in

volved in the very possibility of apperception, Kant proceeds

to argue that it can never be explained from a strictly

materialist standpoint, sinc'* nothing that is leal in space is

ever simple Points are merely limits, and are not therefore

themselves anything that can form part of space The
passage as a whole would seem to be directed against the

Leibnirian teaching of Ulrichs ®

B 426 7— Kant makes a remark to which nothing in his

argument yields any real support namely, that the dialectical

illusion in rational psychology is due to the substitution of an
Idea of reason for the quite indeterminate concept of a thinking

being in general As is argued below,* the assumption which
he is here making that the concept of the self is an a priori

and ultimate Idea of puie Reason, cannot be regarded as a
genuine part of his Critical teaching

B 427-8 touches quite briefly upon questions more fully

and adequately treated in the first edition The scanty treat-

ment here accorded to them would seem to indicate, as Benno
Erdmann remarks,® that the problem of the interaction of
mind and body which so occupied Kant’s mind from 1747
to 1770 has meantime almost entirely lost interest for him
The problem of immortality remains central, but it is now
approached from the ethical side

* Reeatdu^ the value of the hypotheses propounded by Kant in hu note to

B 415, cf below, p S43 ff * P 3*i *
• Cf above p 467 * Pp 473 7 • Xrtitetmus, p 226
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In B ^ and B 423 6 Kant draws from his criticism of the

Paralogisms the final conclusion that the metaphysical problems

as to the nature and destiny of the self are essentiallypractiad

problems When approached from a theoretical standpoint,

as curious questions to be settled by logical dialectic, their

speculative proof

“ so stands upon the point of a hair, that even the schools preserve

it from falling only so long as they keep it unccasmgly spinning round

like a top, even in then own eyes it yields no abiding foundation

upon which anything could be built
” ’ “ Rational psychology exists

not as doctrine but only as disctphne It sets impassable limits

to speculitive reason in this held, and thus keeps us, oi) the one
han^ from throwing ourselves into the arms of soulless materialism,

or, on the other hand, from losing ourselves m an unsubstantial

spiritualism which can have no real meaning for us in this present

life But though it furnishes no positive doctrme, it reminds us that

wc should regard this refusal of Reason to give satisfying response

to our inquisitive probings into what is beyond the limits of this

present life as a hint from Reason to divert our self knowledge from

fruitless and extravagant speculation to its fruitful practical employ
inent ” ^ “ The proofs which are serviceable for the world at large

preserve their entire value undiminishtd and indeed, upon the

surrender of these dogmatic pretensions, gain in clearness and m
naturtl force For Reason is then located in its own peculiar sphere,

namely the order of ends, which is also at the same time an order of

nature
,
and since it is in itself a practical faculty which is not bound

down to natural conditions, it is justified in extending the order of

ends, and therewith our own existence, beyond the limits of experience

and of life
” *

Then follows brief indication of the central teaching of the

Metaphysics ofEthics and of the tw o later Critiques 1 hrough
moral values that outweigh all considerations of utility and
happiness, we become conscious of an inner vocation which
inspires feelings of sublimity similai to those which are aroused

by contemplation of the starry firmament
,
and to the verities

thus disclosed we can add the less certain but none the less

valuable confirmation yielded by natural beauty and design,

and by the '•onformity of nature to our intellectual demands

“Man’s natural endowments— not merely his talents and the

impulses to employ them, but above all else the Moral Law vnthin

him—go so far beyond all utility and advantage which he may derive

from them in this present life, that he learns thereby to prize the
mere consciousness of a righteous will as being, apart from all

advantageous consequences, apart even from the shadowy reward of

’ n 424 B42I •84245
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posthumous fame, supreme over all other values , and so feels an
inner call to fit himself, by his conduct in this world, and by the

sacrifice of many of its advantages, for being a citizen of a better

world upon which he lays hold in Idea This powerful and incon

trovertible proof is reinforced by our ever increasuig knowledge of

purposiveness in all that we see around us, and by a glimpse of the

immensity of creation, and therefore also by the consciousness of a

certain illimitableness in the possible extension of our knowledge
and of a striving commensurate therewith All this still remains

to us, though we must renounce the hope of ever comprehi tiding

from the mere theoretical knowledge of ourselves, the necessary

continuance of our existence ’ ^

IS THL NOTION 01 THE SEI I A NECESSARY
ID! A OF REASON?

One point of great importance must be dwelt upon before

we pass from the Pataloqtuns Though the negative con
sequences which follow from the teaching of the objective

deduction are heie developed in the most explicit manner,
Kant does not within the limits of this chapter, in eithei

edition, make any further refeience to the doctrine expounded
in thp intioductory sections of the Dtalectu,^ viz that the

notion of the self as an immortal being is a necessary Idea of

human Reason The leader is therefore left under the im
piession that that doctrine is unaffected by the destructive

criticism passed upon ration il psychology, and that it still

survives as an essential tenet of the Critical philosophy And
he IS confirmed in this view when he finds the doctrine le

appearing in the Appendix to the Dialectic and in the Method
ology The Idea of the self is there represented as performing

a quite indispensable, regulative function in the development
of the empirical science of psychology Now it is one thing

to maintain the existence of Ideal demands of Reason for unity,

system and unconditionedncss, and to assert that it is in

virtue of these demands that we are led, in the face of immense
discouragement and seeming contradictions, to reduce the

chance collocations and bewildering complexities of ordinary
experience to something more pearly approximating to what
Reason prescribes Bpt it is a very different matter when
Kant claims that in any one sphere, such as that of psychology,

the unity and the unconditionedness must necessarily be of
one predetermined type He is then injecting into the Ideals

that speajic guidance which only the detail of experience is

* B 425 6 Cf above pp Ivi Ixi below p 570 ff

* The only approach to such a reference is in B 426 7 noted above, p 471
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really capable of supplying He is proving false to his own
Critical empiricism in which no function is ascribed to Reason
that need in any way conflict with the autonomy of specialist

research
,
and he is also violating his fundamental principle

that the a pnort can never be other than purely formal

Indeed, when Kant discloses somewhat more in detail wlat
he means by the regulative function of the Idea of the self,

the ambiguity of his statements reveals the unconsidered
character of this part of his teaching It is the expression
only of a preconception, and has eluded the sciutiny of his

Critical method largely because of the protective colouring

which Its admirable adaptation to the needs of his archi-

tectonic confers upon it If, for instance, we compare the three

passages in which it is expounded in the Appendix to the

Dialectic^ we find that Kant himself alternates between the

authoritative prcsciiption to psychology of a spiritualist hypo
thesis and what in ultimate analysis, when ambiguities of

language are discounted, amounts simply to the demand for

the greatest possible simplification of its complex phenomena
The passages are is follows

“In conformity with these Ideas as principles we shall first,

in ps)cholog>, connect in inner experience all appearances, all

actions and rt ceptivity of our mind, as if (fils ob) the mind were i

simple substance which persists with personal identity (m this life

at least), while its states, to which those of the body belong only

as outer conditions, are in continual change ” ^

“ in the human mind we have sensation, consciousness, ima
gination, memory, wit, power of discrimination, pleasure, desire, etc

Now, to begin with, a logical maxim requires that we should reduce,

so far as may be possible, this seeming diversity, by companng
these with one another and detecting their hidden identity We
have to enquire whether imagination combined with consciousness

may not be the same «.hing as memory, wit, power of discrimination,

and perhaps even identical with understandmg and Reason Though
logic IS not capable of deciding whether fundamentalpower actu^ly
exists, the Idea of such a power is the problem mvolved in a
systematic representation of the multiplicity of powers The logical

principle of Reason calls upon us to brmg about such unity as

completely as possible
,
and the more ai pearances of this or that

power are founc to be identical with one another, the more probable

It becomes that they are simply different manifestations of one and
the same powrer, which may be entitled, relatively speaking, theiy

fundamentalpower The same is done with the other powers The
relatively fundamental powers must m turn be compared with one
another. With a view to discovenng their harmony, and so bnngmg

* A 67aaB 700 Cf below p SS4
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them nearer to a single radical, t e absolutely fundament'll, power

But this unity of Reason is purely hypothetical Wt do not assert

that such a power must necessarily bl met with, but that wt must
seek It in the interest of Reason, that is, of establishing certain

principles for the manifold rules which experience may supply to

us We must endeavour, wherever possible, to bring in this way
systematic unity mto our knowledge ”

'

In the third of the Appendix passages these two views are

confusedly combined Kant is insisting that an Idea never

asserts, even as an hypothesis, the existence of a real thing

‘[An Idea] is only the schema of the regulative principle by
which Reason, so far as lies in its power, extends systematic unity

over the whole field of expencnce The first object of such an Idea

IS the ‘I’ Itself, viewed simply as thinking nature or soul II I am
to investigate the properties with which a thinking being exists in

Itself, I must interrogate experience I cannot even apply any one

of the categories to this objeet, except in so far as its schema is given

m sense intuition But I never thereby attain to a systematic unity

of all appearances of inner sense Instead, then, of the empirical

concept (of that which the soul actually is), which cannot carry us

far. Reason takes the concept of the empirical unity ot all thought

,

and by thinking this unity as unconditioned and original, it forms

from it a concept of Reason, t e the Idea of a simple substance,

which, unchangeable in itself (personally identical), stands in associa

tion with other real things outside it , in a word the Idia of a simple

self subsisting intelligence Yet in so doing it has nothing in view

save principles of systematic unity in the explanation of the appear

ances of the soul It is endeavounng to represent all detcrmina

tions as existing in a single subject, all powers, so far as possible,

os derived from a single fundamental power, all change as belonging

to the states of one and the same permanent being, and all appear

ances in space as completely different from the actions of thought

The simplicity and other properties of substance are mtended to be
only the schema of this regulative princ iple, and are not presupposed

as the real ground of the properties of the soul For these may rest

on altogether different grounds of which we can know nothing The
soul m Itself could not be known through these assumed predicates,

not even if we regarded them as absolutely valid in regard to it

For they constitute a mere Idea which cannot be represented in

concreto Nothing but advantage can result from the psychological

Idea thus conceived, if only we take heed that it is not viewed as

more than a mere Idea, and that it is therefore taken as valid only

^ A 6a9=:B 677 8 Tetens m his Philosophischt Verstteke (>777) had devoted
an entire chapter to this question His term Grundkraft is that which Kant
here employs Cf Pkitosophtsche Perftukt, Bd i , Sifter Versuch ** Concenung
the funwmental power of the human soul ' Incidentally Tetens discusses

Rousseau’s suggestion that this fundairental Mwer consists m man s capacity for

perfecting himself C{ Kxnii Lecturesm Metaphysut{Po\xXt 1821, p 192 tf)
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in its beinng on the systematic employment of Reason in (Jetermin

ing the appearances of our soul For no empirical laws of bodily

appearances, which are of a totally different kmd, will then inter

vene in the explanation of what belongs exclusively to inner sense

No windy hypotheses of generation, extinction, and palingenesi'> of

souls will be permitted The consideration of this object of inner

sense will thus be kept completely pure and unmixed, without employ
ing heterogeneous properties Also, Reason’s investigations will be
directed to reducing the grounds of explanation in this field, so far

as may be possible, to a single principle All this will be best

obtained (indeed is obtainable in no other way) through such a

schema viewed as if (a/r ob) it were a real being The psychological

Idea, moreoier, can signify nothing but the schema of a regulative

principle For were I to enquire whether the wul in itself is of

spintual nature, the question would have no meaning In employing
such a concept I not only abstract from corporeal nature, but from
nature in general, i e fiom all predicates of a possible experience,

and therefore from all conditions for thinking an object for such

a concept yet only as related to an object can it be said to have a

meaning’ ^

The last passage would seem to indicate that Kant has

still another and only partially avowed leason for insisting

upon a special and spintualist Idea, as regulitive of empirical

psychology It is necessary, he would seem to argue, in

Older to mark off the peculiar nature of its subject matter, and
to warn us against attempting to explain its phenomena m
the mechanistic manner of physical science But if that is

Kants intention, he has failed to formulate the position in

any really tenable way It is impossible to maintain, as he
here does, that “ no empirical laws of bodily appearances [can]

intervene in the explanation of what belongs exclusively to

inner sense Indeed in the immediately following sentences,

he very clearly indicates how completely such a position

conflicts with his own real teaching To think away the

corporeal is to think away all experience Experience is not
dualistically divided into separate worlds It is one and
single, and the principle of causality rules universally through
out, connecting inner experiences of sense, feeling, and desire,

with their outer conditions, organic and physical ® Thus
Kant s retention of the Idea of the self is chiefly of interest as
revealing the strength and tenacity of his spiritualist leanings

We may judge of the disinterestedness and courage of his

thinking by the contrary character of his pre conceptions

’ A 682 4s;B 710 12 A 771 2=:B 799 m the Methodohgy is similarly am
biguoas though tending to the spintoalist mode of formulation

* Cf above pp 275 6 279 ff , 312 ff 384 S, 464 5
• Cf end of B xxxix « quoted above, pp 309 lo
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For even when they have been shown to be theoretically

indemonstiable, they continue to retain by honorific title the

dignity from which they have been deposed The full foice

of the objections is none the less recognised

“The simplicity of substance is not presupposed as the

real ground of the properties of the soul For these may rest on
altogether different grounds of which we can know nothing ”

That, however, is only Kant’s unbiassed estimate of the

theoretical evidence, it is not an expression of his own
peisonal belief



CHAPTER II

THE ANTINOMY OF PURI* REASON ^

Ihis introduction summaiises the preceding argument,
and distinguishes the new problems of Antinomy from those

of the Pat aloqisms In rational psychology pure Reason
attains, as it were, euthanasia

,
in the antinomies an entirely

different situation is disclosed For though rational cos

mology IS able to expound itself in a series of demonstrated
theses, its teaching stands in irreconcilable conflict with the

actual nature of appearances, as expressed through a series

of antitheses which are demonstrable in an equally cogent

manner

SECTION I

SYSTEM OF IHE COSMOLOGICAL IDEAS®

The filst eight paragiaphs of this section are of great

textual interest They must have been written at a time
when Kant still intended to expound his entire criticism of

metaphysical science in the form of a doctrine of antinomy
For they define the Ideas of Reason as exclusively cosmo-
logical,® and give a very different explanation of their origin

from that which has been expounded in the preceding
chapters Evidently, therefore, this part of the section must
have been written prior to Kant’s formulation of the meta
physical deduction from the three species of syllogism This
is supported by the fact that the argument begins anew, just

as if the matter had not pieviously been discussed
,
and that,

though a new view of the nature of Reason is propounded,
there is not the least mention of the more Idealist view which

1 A 405*B 43* * A 4o8sB 435
” Cf A 4I4bB 441, where it u stated that there is no transcendent*! Idea of

the sahstantial

4?8
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It displaces Reason, Kant heie teaches, is not a faculty

separate from the undei standing, and does not therefore pio

duce any concept peculiar to itself Reason is simply a name
for the understanding in so far as it acts independently of

sensibility, and seeks, by means of its pure forms, in abstrac

tion from all empirical limitations, to grasp the unconditioned

“The ti anscendental Ideas are in reality nothing but cate

gories extended to the unconditioned ” The intelligible, as

thus conceived by the understanding, expresses itself, as he
later shows, in a sei les of theses

,
while the sensuous expresses

its opposite and conflicting character in a senes of antitheses

Yet not all categories yield a concept of the unconditioned

That is possible only to those which concern themselves with

a series of members conditioning and conditioned, and in

reference to which, therefore, the postulate of an unconditioned

would seem to be legitimate, viz (i) unconditioned quantity

in space and time, (2) unconditioned quality (indivisibility

and simplicity) of reality in space (matter)
, (3) unconditioned

causality of appearances, (4) unconditioned necessity of

appearances As this ariangement is determined by the

needs of Kant’s architectonic, no detailed comment is here

called for Its consequences we shall have ample opportunity

to consider later As already noted, Kant’s statement in

A 414 =6441, that “the category of substance and accident

does not lend itself to a transcendental Idea,” shows very
clearly that, at the time when he composed this passage, he
had not yet bethought himself of placing a separate and inde-

pendent Idea at the basis of rational psychology But as

Kant here strives to follow the fourfold arrangement of the

categories, the content of these paragraphs must either have
been later recast or have been composed in the interval

between his discovery of the metaphysical deduction of the

categories and his formulation of the corresponding deduc
tion of the Ideas fiom the three forms of syllogism It may
also be observed that the derivation of the cosmological Idea
from the hypothetical syllogism, which embodies only the
category of causality, clashes with the above specification of
It in terms of all four rubrics of category

The remaining paragraphs (ninth to thirteenth) of this

section must be of later date, as they are developed in view of
the independent treatment of the theological Ideal ^ (Adickes,

in dating the ninth and tenth paragraphs with the preceding
instead of with the concluding paragraphs, would seem to

have overlooked this fact ) In order to justify the treatment

of the Ideas of a first cause and of unconditioned necessity, as

^ Cf above, p 434 ff
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cosmological^ Kant now asserts that the antinomies concern

only appeal ances—“our [cosmicalj Ideas being directed only

to what IS unconditioned among the appearances and not

to noumena IIis explanation of the nature of transcendental

illusion, and of the antinomies in particular, as being due to

a failure to distinguish between appearance and things in

themselves, is thus luthlessly sacrificed to considerations of

architectonic Kant could not, of course, consistently hold

to the position here adopted
,
but it causes him from time

to time, especially in dealing with the third and fourth

antinomies, to make statements which tend seriously to

obscure the argument and to bewilder the careful reader

Kant IS far from clear as to the relation in which the

concepts of the totality of conditions and of the unconditioned

stand to one another ® In A 322 = B 379 they would seem to

be taken as exactly equivalent concepts InA4i6 I7 = B 443 5

they aic apparently regarded as distinct, the former only

leading up to the latter But discussion of this important

point must meantime be deferred *

SECTION II

ANTITHETIC OF PURE REASON®

“[Antithetic] is the conflict between two apparently dogmatic
judgments [Erhenntnisse] to neither of which can we asenbe any
superior claim to acceptance over the other, i e by Antithetic I

mean a thenSf together wnth an antithesis
’ “ 1 ranscendental Anti

thetic IS an investigation of the antinomy of pure Reason, its causes

and outcome ”

The very existence of such antinomy presupposes a two-
fold condition first, that it does not refer to a gratuitous but
to an inevitable problem of human Reason, “ one which it must
necessarily encounter in its natural progress ”

,
and secondly,

that the thesis and the antithesis together generate a “ natural

and inevitable illusion," which continues to persist even after

Its deceptive power has been clearly disclosed Such conflict

IS caused by the fact that Reason seeks a unity which transcends

^ A 419s B 447 ® A 420s=B 447
^ \ \cry cunous sentence m Kant’s letter to Schulze {IV x pp 344 5, quoted

above p 199) seems to be traceable to this source
* f f below pp 529 559 60 and above pp 199 200, 433 4, 451 For

A 410 n=sB 4j9 40 on the difference between the ascending and descending
series cf A 331 2:=B 387 8 and A 336 JspB 393 4

^ A 4?oa«B 448 p
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the understanding, and which nevertheless is meant to con
form to the conditions of the understanding If the unity
IS adequate to the demands of Reason, it is too great for the

understanding
,

if it is commensurate with the understanding,
It IS too small for Reason^ The theses express the higher
unity at which Reason aims

,
the antitheses are the judgments

to which the understanding is constrained by the nature of the

appearances with which both it and Reason profess to deal

If we hold to Reason, we make assertions contradictory of
the appearances

,
while if we place reliance on the under

standing, Reason condemns our conclusions

This conflict IS limited to those few problems above
enumerated in which we are called upon to complete a given
series Since totality whether in the form of a first beginning
of the series or as an actual infinity oi the whole senes, can
never itself be experienced, these are pioblems in regard to

which expeiience can be of no assistance to us It can neither

confirm nor refute any particular solution The only possible

method of deciding between the competing claims is to watch
or even to provoke the conflict, in the hope that we may
finally be able to detect some misunderstanding, and so to

resolve the conflict to the satisfaction of both the litigants

Such iS Kant’s description of what he entitles his “ sceptical

method ” ®

Without here attempting a full discussion of the subject,

it seems advisable to point out at the very start what Kant’s
exposition seriously obscures, namely, the real character of
the evidence upon which the theses and the antitheses respect

ively rest The latter are not correctly stated as transcend
ing experience, and as therefore incapable of confirmation by
It The proofs which Kant offers of them are, indeed, of a
non empincal a prtort character They are formulated in

terms of the dogmatic rationalism of the Leibnizian position,

with a constant appeal to abstract principles But, as a
matter of fact, they can be much more adequately established

—in so far as they can be established at all—through analysis

of the spatial and temporal conditions of material existence
k

^ Cf per contra A 486 =:B 514
^ The limitation of Kant s discussion to space time and causality 1$ of course

due to his acceptance of the current view that the concepts of intinity and con
tinuity are derived from our intuitions of space and time As we have already

noted in discussing his intuitional theory of mathematical rea^ning (above pp
40 I) 117 ff he fails to extend to mathematical concepts bis own tran

scendental ” %iew of the categories namely, a& condttwmng the possibility of
intuitional expenence Such concepts as order, plurality whole and part, con
tmuity infinity are prior to time and space in the logical order of thought

, and
to be adequatdy treated must be considered in their widest apphcation

* Ct A 5o7=B S35 ) and above, p 43 ^ ^ 1 below, pp 501, 54$ 6

2 X
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As space and time are continuous and homogeneous, any
assertion which is true of a space or time however small is

likewise true of a space or time however large Any space

consists of spaces, and must be regarded as itself part of a

larger whole ^ Any time consists of parts which are them
selves times, and is apprehensible only as following upon pre

ceding times It is by such considerations as these that we
are led to regard the material woild as unlimited, as infinitely

divisible, and as having no first state

Kant’s method of demonstrating the theses—that the

world is limited, is finitely divisible, and has a first state—is no
less misleading Here again his rationalistic arguments con
ceal the basis upon which the various theses really rest

Their true determining ground is the demand of Reason for

some moie satisfactory form of unconditionedness than that

which IS found in the actual infinite It is this demand which
his led philosophers to look around foi proofs in support of

the theses, and to elaborate those rationalistic arguments
which Kant here repioduces Thus the grounds of the anti

theses are altogether different from those of the theses
, and

in neither case are they properly represented by the argu-

ments which Kant employs *

The reasons why Kant in his detailed statement of the

antinomies has omitted, or at least subordinated, the above
considerations, are complex and various In the first place,

this doctrine of intinomy was in several of its main features

already formulated prior to his development of the Critical

philosophy It forms part of his Dusertation o{ 1770, and
at that time Kant was still largely m fundamental sympathy
with the Leibnizian ontology Secondly, Kant is heie pro
fessing to criticise the science of rational cosmology, and is

therefore bound to expound it in more or less current form
And in the third place, he teaches that the anttnomtei exist as

antinomies only when viewedfrom thefalse standpoint of dog-

matic rationalism Had he eliminated the rationalistic proofs,

^ Cf Kant s posthumously pubhshed Tranntton from the Metaphysical Ftrd
Principles of Natural Science to Physics (AUpreusstsche MonatsOchnft^ i88a\ pp
279 80 If we take in regard to space not its definition but only an a prtor*
proposition, e £ that space is a whole which must be thought only as part of a still

^cater whole, it is clear that it is an irrational magnitude, measurable
indeed but in its comparison with unity transcending all number ' If space is

something objectively existent, it is a magnitude which can exist only as part of
another given magmtude ”

^ Cf Schopenhauer, WorldOs Willemd Idea {Werle, Jhvuenstadl 11 pp 58$ fi,

Eng trans 11 pp 107 8} 'I find and assert that the whole antmomy is

a mere delusion a sham fight Only the assertions of the antitheses really rest
upon the forms of our faculty of knowledge, te if we express it objecUvely, on the
neces^ry, a prion cerlim, most universal la#s of nature Their prooft alone are
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the conflict of the antinomies, in its stnctly logical form as

the conflict of direct contradictories, would at once have
vanished The general framework of this division of the

DteUecttc demanded a rationalistic treatment of both theses

and antitheses, and Kant believed that the rationalistic proofs

which he propounds in their support are unanswerable so long
as the dogmatic standpoint of ordinary consciousness and of

Leibnizian ontology is preserved But even when that im
portant limitation is kept in view, Kant fails to justify this

interpretation of the conflict, and we must theiefore be pre
pared to find that his proofs, whether 0/ theses or of antitheses

are in all cases inconclusive I shall append to each of his

arguments a statement of the reasons which constrain us to

reject them as unsound We shall then be in a position to

consider his whole doctrine of antinomy in its broader aspects,

and in its connection with the teaching of the other mam
divisions of the Dialectic

FIRST ANTINOMY

Thesis—(a) The world has a beginning in time, and (h) is

also lipiited in regard to space
Thesis a Proof—II we assume the opposite, namely,

that the world has no beginning in time, and if we define the

infinite as that which can never be completed by means of a
successive synthesis, we must conclude that the world series

can never complete itself But the entire series of past events
elapses, t e completes itself at each moment It cannot there-

fore be infinite

Criticism—This argument gains its plausibility from the
illegitimate use of the term ‘ elapse (verfliessen) as equivalent

to ‘complete itself’ If it be really correct to define the in-

finite as that which can never be completed, the conclusion to

be drawn is that the temporal series is always actually infinite,

•and that no point or event in it is nearer to or further from

therefor« drawn from objective grounds On the other hand, the assertions and
proofs of the theses have no other than a subjective ground rest solely on tl^
weakness of the reasoning individual for his imagination becomes tired with an
endless regression and therefore he puts an end to it by arbitrary assumptions,
which he tries to smooth over as well as he can , and his judgment moreover, is

m this case paralysed by early and deeply imprinted prejudices On this account
the proofof the thesis m all the four conflicts is throughout a mere soplbsm while
that of the antithesis is a necessary inference of the reason from the laws of the
world as idea known to us a prtort It is, mofeover, only with great pains and
skill that Kant is able to sustain the thesis and make it appear to attack its

ojmnent, which is endowed with native power I shall show that the proo&
sTOch Kant adduces of the individual theses are sophisms, while those of the anh
theses are quite flurly and correctly drawn from objective grounds ”
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either its beginning or its end * We may select any point in

the series as that from which we propose to begin a regress to

the earlier members of the senes, but if the series is actually

infinite, it will be a regress without possibility of completion,

and one therefore which removes all justification for asserting

that at the point chosen a series has completed itself It

has no beginning, and has no completion What it has

done at each moment of the past it is still doing at each

present moment, namely, coming out of an inexhaustible past

and passing in*’o an equally inexhaustible future Time is by
Its given nature capable of being interpreted only as actually

infinite, alike in its past and m its future It cannot complete
Itself any more than it can begin itself The one would be as

gross a violation of its nature as would the other The present

exists only as a species of transition, unique in itself, but

analogous in nature to the innumerable other times that con
stitute time past It is a transition from the infinite through
the infinite to the infinite That we cannot comprehend how,
from an infinitude that has no beginning, the present should

evei have been reached, is no sufficient reason for denying
what by the very nature of time we are compelled to accept as

a correct description of the situation which is being analysed

The actual nature of time is such as to rule out from among
the possibilities the thesis which Kant is here professing to be
able to establish

,
time, being such as it actually is, can have

no beginning
What thus holds of time may likewise hold of events in

time If time is actually infinite, no proof can be derived

from It in support of the assumption that the world has had
a beginning in time

The phrase ‘by means of a successive synthesis’ gives

a needlessly subjectivist colouring to Kant’s method of proof

The antinomy is professedly being stated from the realist

standpoint, and ought not therefore to be complicated by any
such reference This objection applies, as we shall find, stil],

more stiongly to Kants proof of the second part of the thesis

The latter proof depends upon this subjectivist reference
,
the

present proof does not
Kant limits his problem to the past infinitude of time

The reason for this lies, of course, in the fact that he is

concerned with the problem of creation The limitation is,

however, misleading
Thesis b—The world is limited in regard to space
Proof—Assume the opposite, namely, that the woild is

^ Cf F Erhudt’s Kntth der Ktmttxhen ^fUtwmtmlehn (1888), a bnef but
excellent analysis of this section of the Cnttpie
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an infinite, given whole of coexisting parts A magnitude
not given within the determinate limits of an intuition can
only be thought through the synthesis of its parts, and its

totality through their completed synthesis In order, there

fore, that we may be able to think as a single whole the world
which fills all space the successive synthesis of the parts

of an infinite world must be regarded as completed, z e a.n

infinite must be legarded as having elapsed in the enuniera
tion of all coexisting things This, however, is impossible
An infinite aggregate of actual things cannot theiefore be
viewed as a given whole, nor as being given as coexistent

Consequently the world of spatial existences must be regarded
as finite

Criticism —From the impossibility of travel sing infinite

space in thought by the successive addition of part to part,

Kant Ijere argues that “ an infinite aggiegate of actual things

cannot be viewed as a given whole, and consequently that

the world cannot be infinitely extended in spice That is,

from a subjective impossibility of apprehension he infers an
objective impossibility of existence But Kant has himself

d^ned the infinite as involving this subjective impossibility

,

for in the proof of thesis a he has stated that the infinitude

of a senes consists in the very fact that it can never be com
pleted through successive synthesis Kant is therefore pro
pounding against the existence of the infinite the very feature

which by definition constitutes its infinitude The implication

would seem to be that the concept of the infinite is the concept
of that which ex definitione cannot exist, and that there is

therefore a contradiction in the very idea of the actual infinite

Deferring for a moment the further objections to which
such procedure lies open, we may observe that Kant, in

arguing from a subjective to an objective impossibility,

commits the fallacy of ignoratio elenchi For when the con
ditions of objective existence are recognised in their distinction

from those of mental apprehension, the supposed contradiction

vanishes, and the argument ceases to have any cogency
The use of the words ‘ given ’ and ‘ whole ’ is misleading If

space IS infinite, it is without bounds, and cannot therefore

exist as a whole in any usual meaning of that term For
the same reason it must be incapable of being given a
whole Its infinitude is a presupposition which analysis of

actually given portions of it constrains us to postulate, and
has to be conceived in terms of the definition employed m
thesis a The given must always be conceived as involving

what IS not itself given and what is not even capably of

complete construction In terms of this presupposition an
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actual infinite, not given and not capable of construction, can

be represented with entire consistency

But to return to the mam assumption upon which Kant’s

pi oof would seem to rest it is all important to observe that

Kant does not, either in the Cnttque or in any other of his

writings, assert that the concept of the actual infinite i>

inherently self contradictory This is a matter in regard to

which many of Kant’s critics have misrepresented his teaching

Kant s argument ma>, as we have just maintained, be found on
examination to involve the above assertion

,
but this, if clearly

established, so far from commending the argument to Kant,
would have led him to reject it as invalid The passage in

the Dt^sa *ati(m'^ of 1770, which contains his most definite

utterance on this point, lepresents the view from which he
never afterwards departed It may be quoted in full

“ Those who reject the actual mathematical mfinite do ' so ttl a
very casual manner For they so construct their definition ^ the

infinite that they are able to extract a contradiction from it The
infinite is described by them as a quantity than which none greater is

poisthle, and the mathematical infinite as a multiplici' y—of an assign

able unit—than which none greater is possible Since they*thus

subsUtute maximum for infinitum^ and a greatest multiplititj is

impossible, they easily conclude against this mfinite which they

have themselves invented Or, it may be, they entitle an infinite

multijilieity an infinite number and point out that such a phrase is

meaningless, as is, indeed, perfectly evident But again they have
fought and overthrown only the figments of their own minds If,

however, they had conceived the mathematical mfinite as a quantity

which, when related to measure, as its unity is a multipliaty greater

than all number

,

and if furthermore, they had observed that measur
ability here denotes only the relation [of the infinite] to the standards

of the human intellect, vthich is not permitted to attain to a definite

conception of multiplicity save by the successive addition of unit to

unit, nor to the sum total (which is called number) save by completing

this progress m a finite time ,
they would have perceived clearly that

what does not conform to the established law of some subject need
not on that account exceed all intellection An mtellect may exist,

though not indeed a human intellect, which perceives a multiplicity

distinctly m one intuition \uno obtutu] without the successive applica

tion of a measure
’

The concluding sentences of this DtssertaUon passage may
be taken as Kant’s own better and abiding judgment m
regard to the question before us We must not argue from
the impossibility of mentally traversing the infinite to the
impossibility of its existence Indeed the essentials of the

* 8

1

»
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above passage are restated in the ‘Observation’ on this

thesis ^ Thus the concept of the actual infinite is not only,

as a concept, perfectly self consistent, it is also one which, in

view of the nature of tune and of space, we are constrained to

accept as a correct lepresentation of the actually given The
thesis of this first antinomy runs directly countei to admitted

facts That Kant is here arguing in lespect to the world, and
not merely in respect to space and time, does not essentially

alter the situation For if space and lime are necessarily to

be viewed as infinite, there can be no a priori proof—none at

least, of the kind here attempted—that the world series may
not be so likewise

Antithesis—(a) The world has no beginning in time (^)

has no limits in space In both these respects the world is

infinite

In these antitheses Kant assumes that space and time

are actually infinite, and from that assumption advances to

the fSlToof that this is likewise true of the world in its spatial

and temporal aspects This, by itself, ought to be sufficient

evidence that Kant does not regard the actual infinite as

an inherently impossible conception As the antinomies aie

avowedly formulated from the lealist, dogmatic standpoint

of ordinarj consciousness, Kant is also enabled to assume that

if the world begins to be, it must have an antecedent cause

determining it to exist at that moment rather than at another
Antithesis a Proof—Let us assume the opposite, namely,

that the world has a beginning It will then be preceded by
an empty time in which it was not But in an empty time
no becoming is possible, since in such a time no part possesses

over any other any distinguishing condition of existence

rather than of non existence The world must theicfore be

infinite as regards past time
Oriticism— In this argument everything depends upon

what is to be meant by the term ‘ world ’ If Kant means
by It merely the material world, the assumption of its non
existence does not leave only empty time and space Other
kinds of existence may be possible, and in these a sufficient

cause of its first beginning may be found The nature of

creative action will remain mysterious and incomprehensible,

but that IS no sufficient reason for denying its possibility If,

on the other hand, Kant means by the world ‘ all that is,* the

assumption of its non existence is likewise the assumption of

the non existence of all its possible causes That, however,

^ Cf A 431 2s B 460 I the concept [of the infinite} is not the oon

cept of a maximum hy it we think only its relation to any assignable unit, in

respect to which it is greater than all number ’
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IS for ordinary consciousness a quite impossible assumption,

since it runs counter to the causal principle which is taken as

universally valid From this point of view the argument
consists in making an impossible assumption, and in then

pointing out the impossible consequence which must follow

By such a mode of argument no conclusion can be reached

Kant’s decision ought rather to have been that, as time is

actually infinite, the world may be so likewise, but that though
reality must in some form be eternally existent, the material

WO) Id cannot be proved to be so by any a priori proof of the

kind hcie given
Antithesis b Proof—Let us assume the opposite, namely,

that the world is finite, existing in an empty limitless space

There will then be not only a relation of things in space, but
also of things to space But as the world is a totality outside

of which no object of intuition can be found, the relation of

the world to empty space is a relation to no object Such a
relation is nothing Consequently the opposite holds

,
the

world must be infinitely extended
Onticism—That Kant himself felt the inadequacy of this

aigument, when taken from the dogmatic standpoint, is mdi
cated by the lengthy note which he has appended to it, and
which develops his own Critical view of space as not a real

independent object, but merely the form of external intuition

Fiom the standpoint of ordinary consciousness space is a
self existent entity, and there is no insuperable difficulty in

conceiving a relation as holding between it and its contents
The intioduction of the opposed standpoint of the Aesthetic

therefore runs diiectly countei to Kant's own intention of

expounding the antinomies from the dogmatic standpoint

which involves this realist view of space, and of showing
that they afford, in independence of the arguments of the
Aeithetic an indirect proof of the untenableness of that

belief^ The conclusion which ought to have been drawn is

analogous to that above suggested for thesis a As space
IS actually mfini*-e, the material world may be so likewise,

but that It actually is so, cannot be established by an a prion
argument of the kind here attempted

SECOND ANTINOMY

Thesis—Every composite substance in the world consists

of simple parts, and nothing anywhere exists save the simple
or what is composed of it

Proof—Let us assume the opposite, namely, that substances

’ Cf Kant s stnlement in the OiservattoH to this antithesis, A 431 JsB 459 6x
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do not consist of simple parts If all composition be then

removed in thought, no composite part, and (as there are no
simple parts) also no simple part, and therefore nothing what
soever, will remain Consequently no substance will be given

Either, therefore, it is impossible to remove in thought all

composition, or after its removal something that exists without
composition, t e the simple, must remain In the former case

the composite would not itself consist of substances (with

them composition is a merely accidental relation, and they
must, as self persisting beings, be able to exist independently
of It) As this contradicts our assumption, only the Utter

alternative remains, namely, that the substantial compounds
in the world consist of simple parts

Criticism—Kant here assumes, by his definition of terms,

the point which he professes to establish by aigument The
substance referred to, though never itself mentioned by name,
is extended matter Kant identifies it with ‘composite
substance ’ Substance, he further dogmatically decides, is

that which is capable of independent existence, and to which
all relations of composition are theiefore merely accidental

If these a,s§umptions be granted, it at once follows that

compositioti vnnnot be essential to matter, and that when
all composition is thought away, its reality will be disclosed

as consisting in simple parts Kant, however, makes no
attempt to prove that ejf ended matter can be defined in any
such terms From the (dogmatic point of view of ordinary

consciousness hough not from the sophisticated standpoint

of Leibniz, extension is of the very essence of matter
,
and, as

Kant himself believed,^ the continuity of extension is such
as to exclude all possibility of elimination of the composite
For he maintains that, however far division be carried, the

parts remain no less composite than the whole from which
the r^iess has started On any such view the extended and
the composite are not equivalent terms The opposite of the

composite is the simple
,
the opposite of the extended is the

non extended Kant is here surreptitiously substituting a

Leibnizian metaphysics in place of the empirical reality which
is supposed to necessitate the argument

In the Observation on this thesis Kant shows consciousness

^ Kant regarded the point as a limit * « as a boundary {Dissertation, § 14 4
g 15, C “ The simple in space is not a part but a limit A 169 70=B 211)

,

whereas certain modem mathematicians take the point as one of the undefined

elements When the point is regarded in this latter manner space may perhaps be
satisfactorily defined as a set of pomts In arguing for the antithesis, and in the

passages just ated, Kant also assumes that in the case of space, the properties

of die class are determined by the properties of its dements This questionable

assumption is involved m his assertion that space can consist only of s^es
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of the defects of his argument It does not apply to space,

time, or change

“ We ought not to call space a composttum but a totuMt because
Its parts art possible only in the whole, not the whole through
the parts

” *

As Kant further states he is speaking only of the simples

of the Leibnizian system This thesis is “the dialectical

principle of monadology ” Again in the Obseivatton on the
antithesis, in commenting on the mathematical proof of the
infinite duisibility of matter, Kant even goes so far as to

declaie that the argument of the thesis is based on an illegiti

mate substitution of things in themselves, conceived by the

pure understanding, for the appearances with which alone the

antinomy is concerned ®

‘ It IS quite futile to attempt to overthrow, by sophistical

manipulation of purely discursive concepts, the manifest, demon
strated truth of mathematics

Antithesis—No composite thing in the world consists of
simple parts, and there nowhere exists in the world anything
simple

Proof—Let us assume the opposite, namely, that a com
positc thing (as substance) consists of simple parts As all

cxteinal relation, and theiefoie all composition of substances,

is only possible in space, space must consist of as many parts

as there are parts of the composite that occupies it Space,
however, does not consist of simple parts, but of spaces The
simple must therefore occupy a space Now as everything
real which occupies a space contains in itself a manifold of

constituents external to one another and therefore is composite,

and as a leal composite is not composed of accidents (for

without substance accidents could not be outside one another),

but of substances, the simple would be a substantial composite,
which IS self contradictory

Onticism—The Leibnizian standpoint is here completely

deserted Instead of proceeding to demonstrate the direct

opposite of the thesis, Kant in this argument deals with the

extended bodies of empirical intuition The pioof given
ultimately reduces to an argument from the continuous nature
of space to the continuous nature of the matter which occupies
It But as the thesis and the antithesis thus refer to different

realities, the former to things in themselves conceived by pure

understanding, and the latter to the sensuous, no antinomy

‘ A 438=B 466 ^ A 439 41®B 467 9
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has been shown to subsist Antinomy presupposes that both

the opposing assertions have the same reference Kant, as

already noted, argues in the Observation to this antithesis that

all attempts “ made by the monadists " to refute the mathe
matical proof of the infinite divisibility of matter are quite

futile, and are due to their forgetting that in this discussion

we are concerned only with appearances

“ The monadists have, mdted, been sufficiently acute to seek to

avoid this difficulty by not treating space as a condition of the

possibility of the objects of outer intuition (bodies) but by taking these

and the dynamical relation of substances as the coidition of the

possibility of space But we have a concept of bodies only as

appearances, and as such they necessarily presuppose space as the

condition of the possibility of all outer appearance ” ^

How Kant, after writing these words, should still have left

standing the proof which he has given of the thesis may
be paitially explained as due to the continuing influence of

his earliei view,® according to which antinomy repiesents not

a conflict between opposing views of the world of ordinary

consciousness, but between the demands of pure thought and
the forms of sensuous existence That older view of antinomy
heie gains the uppei hand, notwithstanding its lack of agree

ment with the general scheme of the Dialectic

Theie is a further inconsistency in Kant’s procedure which
may perhaps be taken as indicating the early origin of this

portion of the Critique He presents the mathematical pioof

of the continuity of matter as conclusive Yet in the Meta
physu^al First Principles of Natural Science (1786) he most
emphatically states that “ the infinite divisibility of mattei

IS very far from being proved through proof of the infinite

divisibility of space ” ^

Russell, in discussing the thesis and antithesis on their

ments, from the point of view of certain present day mathe
matical theories, makes the following criticism of Kants
procedure

“ Here, again, the argument applies to things in space and time,

and u> all collections, whether existent or not And with this

extension the proof of the proposition must, I think, be admitted

,

only that terms or concepts should be substituted for substances^ and
that, instead of the argument that relations between substances are

accidental (zufalligjy we should content ourselves with saying that

,
relations imply terms and complexity implies relations

”

* A 441=B 469 ® Developed in the Dtssertatum (1770)
* ^weites Hauptstuck Lehrsatz 4 Anmtrkung i Cf also Anmerkung a
Pnnttpks of Mathematm 1 p 460 ‘ Cf above, p 481 tt 2
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Russell further argues that Kant’s assumption in the anti

thesis, that “space does not consist of simple parts, but of

spaces,” cannot be granted It

“ involves a covert use of the axiom of hnitude, / e the axiom
that, if a space does consist of points, it must consist of some finite

number of pomts When once this is denied, we may admit that no
finite number of divisions of a space will lead to points, while yet

holding eserj space to be composed of points A fimte space is

a whole consisting of simple parts but not of any finite number of

simple parts Exactly the same thmg is true of the stretch between

I and 2 Thus the antinomy is not specially spatial, and any
answer which is applicable in Arithmetic is applicable here also

Ihe thesis, which is an essential postulate of Logic, should be
accepted, while the antithesis should be rejected

”

But, as above observed,' those mathematicians who adopt
this view so alter the meaning of the term point that it would
perhaps be equally true to say that the thesis, as thus inter

preted by Russell, coincides with what Kant believes himself

to be asserting in the antithesis

THIRD ANTINOMY

Thesis—Causality according to the laws of nature is not

the only causality from which the appearances of the world
can be deduced There is also required for their explanation

another, that of fieedom
Proof—1 et us assume tile opposite In that case every

thing that happens presupposes a previous state upon which
it follows according to a rule That previous state is itself

caused in similar fashion, and so on in infinitum But if every-

thing thus happens according to the mere laws of nature,

there can never be a first beginning, and therefore no com
pleteness of the series on the side of the derivative causes

But the law of nature is that nothing happens without a
cause suffiaenHy determined aprion If, therefore, all causality

is possible only according to the laws of nature, the principle

contradicts itself when taken in unlimited universality Such
causality cannot therefore be the sole causality possible We
must admit an absolute spontaneity, whereby a series of

appearances, that proceed according to laws of nature, begins

by Itself

Ontioisiii—The vital point of this argument lies in the
assertion that the pnnciple of causality calls for a sujficteHt

cause for each event, and that such sufficiency is not to be

' P 489»
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found m natural causes which are themselves derivative or

conditioned As the antecedent series of causes for an event

can never be traced back to a first cause it can never be
completed, and can never, therefore, be sufficient to account
for the event under consideration Either, therefore, the

principle of causality contradicts itself, or some form of free

self originative causality must be postulated This argument
cannot be accepted as valid Each natural cause is sufficient

to account for its effect That is to say, the causation is

sufficient at each stage That the senes of antecedent causes

cannot be completed is due to its actual infinitude, not to any
insufficiency in the causality which it embodies ^ 1 o prove

his point, Kant would have to show that the conception of

the actual infinite is inheienti> self contradictory and that,

as we have already noted, he does not mean to assert His
argument here lies open to the same criticism as we have
alread> passed upon his argument in proof of the thesis of the

first antinomy
Antithesis—There is no freedom

,
everything in the world

proceeds solely in accordance with laws of nature

Proof—Let us assume the opposite Free causality, t e

the power of absolute origination, presupposes the possibility

of a state of the cause which has no causal connection with

Its preceding state, and which does not follow from it But
this IS opposed to the law of causality, and would render unity

of experience impossible Freedom is therefore an empty
thought entity {Gedankendtn^, and is not to be met with in

any experience

^ Cf Schopenhauer World Will and Idea {Wefke Frauenstadt ii p 590
Eng trans n pp iii 12) The argument for the third thews is a veiy fine

sophism and is really Kants pretended principle of pure reason itself entirely

unadulterated and unchanged It tries to prove the finiteness of the series of

causes by saying that in order to be sufficient a cause must contain the campltte

sum of the conditions frrm which the succeeding tate, the effect proceeds For
the completeness of the determinations present together m the state which is the

cause the argument now substitutes the completeness of the senes of causes by
which that state itself was brought to actuality and because completeness pre

supposes the condition of btmg rounded off or closed in and this again pre
supposes finiteness the ar^ment infers from this a first cause closing the senes
and therefore unconditioned But the juggling is obvious In order to conceive
the state A as the sufficient cause of the state B I assume that it contains the sum
of the necessary determinations from the coexistence of which the state B
inevitably follows Now by this my demand upon it as a sufficient cause is

entirely satisfied, and has no direct connection with the question how the state

A itself came to be this rather belongs to an entirely different consideration m
which I regard the said state A no more as cause but as itself an effect in which
case another state again must be related to it just as it was related to B The
assumption of the fimteness of the senes of causes and effects and accordingly of

a first beginning appears nowhere in this as necessary, any more than the

presentness of £e present moment requires us to assume a begmning of time
Itself

*
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Gxiticism—We may first observe the strange relation in

which the proof of the thesis stands to that of the antithesis

According to the former, freedom must be postulated because

otherwise the principle of causality would contradict itself

According to the latter, freedom is impossible, and for the

same reason Now as Erhardt has pointed out,^ a principle

cannot be reconciled with itself through the making of an
assumption which contradicts if That would only be the

institutiun of a second contradiction, not the removal of the

previous conflict If the proof of the thesis be correct, that

of the antithesis must be false
,

if the proof of the antithesis

be correc*^, that of the thesis must be invalid For though

the thesis and the antithesis may themselves contradict one
anothei, such conflict must not exist between the grounds

upon which they establish themselves If the reasons cited

in their support are contradictory of one another, the total

argument is rendered null and void 1 he supporting proofs

being contradictory of one another, nothing whatsoever has

been established There will remain as a pressing and im
mediate problem the task of distinguishing the truth from
among the competing alternatives

,
and until this has been

done, the argument cannot proceed The assumption of

freedom either does or does not contradict the principle of

causality Antinomy is not the simple assertion that both A
and not A are true, but that A and not-A, though contradictory

of one another, can both be established by arguments in which
such contradiction does not occur

The pioof given of the thesis would seem, as already

noted, to be untenable The principle of natural causality is

not self contradictory What now is to be said regarding the

proof of the antithesis? If the principle of natural causality

be formulated as asseiting that every event has an antecedent

cause determining it to exist, then certainly free, spontaneous,

or self originating causality is excluded Here, as in Kant*s
proof of the antithesis of the fiist antinomy, everything
depends upon definition of the terms employed It must be
borne in mind that the antinomies are asserted to exist only
on the dogmatic level Ciitical considerations must not,

therefore, be allowed to intervene Now for ordinary con-

sciousness the concept of causality has a very indefinite mean-
ing, and a very wide application Causation may be spon
taneous as well as mechanical, spiritual as well as material

All possibilities he open, and no mere reference to the concept

of causal dependence suffices to decide between them Free

' (7/ ft/ p S4
For (*oinincnt upon Kant « defence of his procedure cf hdow, p 496,
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causality, so far as dogmatic analysis of the causal postulate

can show to the contrary, may or may not be possible ^

Kant has failed to establish the antithesis save by the sur

reptitious introduction of conclusions which piesuppose the

truth of his Critical teaching This is especially shown in

the emphasis laid upon ‘ unity of experience ’ I he further

statement® that freedom means lawlessness is only true if

Kant’s teaching is mutilated by reduction merely to its as

sertion of the objective validity of the mechanistic principles

of natural science Kant is both running with the hare and
hunting with the hounds

Though this antinomy is chiefly concerned with the

problem of freedom, / e of spontaneous origination wtthtn

the world, the proof of the thesis refers only to the cosmo
logical problem of a first cause * The reasons of this oscillation

we shall have occasion to consider in dealing with the fourth

antinomy The terms world and nature play the same
ambiguous part as in the antithesis of the first antinomy,

they tend to be employed in the narrower, mechanistic sense

of Kant s own Critical teaching

FOURTH ANTINOMY

As the proofs of the thesis and antithesis pioceed on lines

identical with those of the third antinomy, I shall omit
detailed statement of them^ Kant again argues from the

fact that every change has a condition which precedes it in

time There is no difference in the proofs themselves, but

only in the nature of the inference which they are made to

support In the third antinomy they lead to the assertion

and denial of free causality
,
in the fourth antinomy they lead

to the assertion and denial of an absolutely necessary being

The assertion is required in order to save the principle of

causality from self contradiction
,
the denial is also necessary,

and for the same reason The illegitimacy of this procedure
has already been pointed out® Though the thesis and the
antithesis will, if antinomy be assumed to represent an actual

^ Cf Kant s Observation on the thesis
® A 4U =B 479 8 Cf also A 451 =B 479
* Cf Schopenhauer, op at p 591 En^ trans p 113 The fourth con

flict IS really tautological with the third and the proof of the thesis is also
essentially the same as that of the preceding one Kant s assertion that every^
conditioned presupposes a complete series of conditions and therefore a senes
which ends with an unconditioned is a petUio pnncipu which must simply be
denied Everything condiUoned presupposes nothing but its condition , that this

la again conditioned raises a new consideration which is not directly contained in
the first

* ® Above p 494.
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conflict, contradict one another, no such conflict is allowable
in the grounds which profess to establish them We must
not assert, as atgument that both A and not A are true

In the Observation on the antithesis ^ Kant has himself
taken notice of this “ strange ” situation

“ From the same ground on which, in the thesis, the existence
of an original being was inferred, its non existence is inferred, and
that with equal stnngency ’

A necessary being is inferred to exist, because the past
series of events cannot contain all the conditions of an event,
unless the unconditioned is to be found among them A
necessary being is denied to exist, because the series of merely
conditioned events contains all the conditions that there are
Kant’s defence of this procedure is as follows

“ Nevertheless, the method of argument in both cases is enturely

in conformity even with ordinary human reason, which frequently
falls into conflict with itself from considering its object from two
different points of view M de Mairan * regarded the controversy
between two famous astronomers which arose from a similar difficulty

in regard to choice of standpomt, as a sufficiently remarkable pheno
menon to justify his writing a special treatise upon it The one had
argued that the moon revolves on its own axis, because it always turns
the same side towards the earth The other drew the opposite con
elusion that the moon does not revob}e on its own axis, because it

always turns the same side towards the earth Both mferences were
correct, according to the point of view which each chose m observing
the moon s motion ”

This example is not really relevant In spite of Kant’s
assertion to the contrary, the point of view is one and the
same in thesis and in antithesis In both cases the absolutely
necessaiy being is viewed as the first of the changes in the
world of sense To maintain that when thus viewed it both
IS and IS not demanded by the law of causality, is as impossible
as to assert that in one and the same meaning of our terms
the moon both does and does not revolve on its own axis

That the proofs of the fourth antinomy are identical with
those of the third is due to the fact that Kant, under the
stress of his architectonic,® is striving to construct four
antinomies while only three are really distinguishable The
third and fourth antinomies coincide as formulations of
the problem whether or not the conditioned implies, and

‘ A 459=5487
“ lean Jacques Dortous dc Mairan (1678-1771) physicist and mathetnatiaan

In 1740 he succeeded Fontenelle as perpetual Secretary of the French Academy of
Sciences s Cf nbove, pp 435, 4951* 4
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originates m, the unconditioned The precise detemmation
of this unconditioned, whether as free causality or as a
necessary being, or in any other way, is a further problem,

and does not properly fall within the scope of the cosmological

inquiries, which are alone in place in this division of the

Critique

The manner in which Kant, in treating of freedom,

makes the transition ^ from the cosmological (oi theologic il)

unconditioned to the psychological is significant 1 he
cosmological unconditioned is proved to exist by the argu
ment of the thesis and its existence is at once interpreted as

establishing at least in this one case the actuality of free

spontaneous causality Kant remarks that this

“ transcendent'll Idea of freedom does not by any means
constitute the entire content of the psychological concept of that

name, which is mainly empirical, but only that of absolute spontaneity

of action Ihe necessity of a first begmning, due to freedom,

of a series of appearances we have demonstrated only in so far as

It IS required for the conceivability of an origin of the world

But as after all, the power of spontaneously originating a series in

time has thus been proved (though not understood), it is now per

missible for us to admit withm the course of the world different

senes as capable in their causality of beginning of theroselics and
so to attribute to their substances a power of acting from freedom ”

That each such successive series in the world can only

have a relatively piimary beginning, and must always be
preceded by some other state of things, is no sufficient

objection to such causality

“ For we are here speaking of an absolutely first beginning not

in time, but in causality If, for instance, I at this moment arise

from my chair in complete freedom, without being necessarily

determined thereto by the influence of natural causes, a new series,

with all Its natural consequences in infinitum, has its absolute

beginning m this event, although the event itself is only, with regard

to time, the continuation of a preceding series
”

Thus Kant’s proof of freedom in the thesis of the third

antinomy is merely a corollary from his proof of the existence

of a cosmological or theological unconditioned
,
and further,

this freedom is not, like the cosmological unconditioned, proved
to exist, but only to be “ admissible ” as a possibility Similarly

in the antithesis, the only disproof of freedom is the disproof

of unconditioned causality in general The antinomy deals

with the general opposition and relation between the con-

tingent and the unconditioned

> A 448 5o=B 476 8
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It IS this same opposition exactly which constitutes the

subject matter of the fourth antinomy The terms used are

different, but their meanings are one and the same For
though Kant substitutes 'absolutely necessary being’ for

' unconditioned causality,’ the former is still conceived as *

belonging to the world of sense as the unconditioned oiigin

of Its changes And as Kant is caieful to add, only the

causal, cosmological argument can be employed to establish

the existence of an absolutely necessary being
,
nothing can

legitimately be mfeired from the mere Idea The verbal

change is consequently verbal only
,
the argument of the

fourth ant nomy coincides in result no less than in method
of proof with the argument of the third It is impossible to

define the unconditioned in any more specific fashion save

by an enquiry which entirely transcends the scope of the

argument that Kant is here presenting Kant’s procedure

also lies open to the further objection that the conception

of an absolutely necessary being, which he here introduces

without preliminary analysis or explanation, is later shown
by him* to be devoid of significance He employs it,

but precludes himself from either investigating it or from
drawing any serviceable consequences fiom it The situa

tion IS not without the elements of comedy In order to

seem to mark a real distinction between the fourth and the

third antinomies, Kant has pei force to trespass upon the

domain of theology , but as he is aware that the trespass is

foibidden, he seeks to mitigate the offence by returning from
the foray empty handed To such unhappy straits is he
again reduced by his over fond devotion to architectonic

SECTION III

THE INTEREST OF REASON IN THIS SELF CONFLICT ®

This section, though extremely important, requires no
lengthy comment It is lucid and straightforward It may
be summarised as follows The theses and the antitheses

rest upon diverse and conflicting interests The theses,

though expressed in dty formulas, divested of the empirical

features through which alone their true grandeur can be dis>

* Cf Above, p 4S7 ff below, pp 5*0 i, 5*7 37 541 ff * A 46a«;B 490

played, represent the proud pretensions of dogmatic Reason
1 he antitheses give exj^ession to principles of pure empiricism
The former are supported by interests of a practical and
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popular character upon them morals and religion are based
The latter, while conflicting with our spiritual interebts far

exceed the theses in their intellectual advantages This
explains

“ the zelotic passion of tht one party, and the calm assurance of
the other, and why the world hails the one with eager approval,

and IS implacably prejudiced against the other
”

No legitimate objection could be raised against the

principles of the empirical philosopher, if he sought only
to rebuke the rashness and presumption of Reason when it

boasts of knowledge, and when it represents as speculative

tmtgJa that which is grounded only m faith

“But when empiricism itself, as frequently happens, becomes
dogmatic

, and confidently denies whatever lies beyond the

sphere of its intuitive knowledge, it betrays the same lack of

modesty, and that is all the more reprehensible owing to the

irreparable injury which is thereby caused to the practical mterests

of Reason ’

Each party asserts more than it knows The one allows

our practical interests to delude Reason as to its inherent

powers
,
the other would so extend empirical knowledge as

to destroy the validity of our moral principles Kant re

gards the opposition as being historically typified by the

contrasted systems of Platonism and Epicureanism It befits

us, as self reflecting beings, to fiee ourselves, at least pro-

visionally, from the partiality of those divergent interests,

and by application of “the sceptical method,” unconcerned
about consequences, to penetrate to the primary sources of

this perennial conflict As Kant states in the next section,

the conflict is of such a character as to be genuinely resolvable

This section must have been written, or at least first

sketched, at the time when Kant still intended to brings his

whole criticism of the metaphysical sciences within the scope

of his doctrine of antinomy ^

SECTION IV

OF THE TRANSCENDENTAL PROBLEMS OF PURE REASON,

IN SO FAR AS THEY ABSOLUTELY MUST BE CAPABLE

OF SOLUTION®

There are sciences the very nature of which requires that

every question which can occur in them must be completely

* Cf above pp 434 ^ > 479 * A 4763rB 504
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answerable from what can be presumed to be known This
IS true of the science of ethics When I ask to what course

of action I am committed in moral duty, the question must
be answerable in teims of the considerations which have
led to its being propounded For there can be no moral
obligation in regard to that of which we cannot have know
ledge We must not plead that the problem is unanswerable

,

a solution must be found Kant proceeds to argue that this

IS no less true of transcendental philosophy

“ It IS unique among speculative sciences in that no question

which concerns an object given to pure Reason is insoluble for this

same human Reason, and that no excuse of an unavoidable ignorance,

or of the unfathomable depth of the problem, can release us from
the obligation to answer it thoroughly and completely That very

concept which enables us to ask the question must also qualify us
to answer it, since, as in the case of right and wrong, the object is

not to be met with outside the concept
”

The third and fouith paragraphs would seem to be later

interpolations The section, like Section III
,
must have

been written at the time when Kant still regarded the

doctrine of antinomy as covering the entire field of meta
physics Transcendental philosophy is identified with cos

mology, as dealt with in the antinomies But in the third

paragraph the formei is taken as a wider term Also, in

the first two paragraphs the problems of pure Reason are

regarded as soluble because their objects are not to be met
with outside the concepts of them , whereas in the third para
graph they are viewed as soluble because their object is given
empirically Again, in the second paragraph transcendental

philosophy has been taken as unique among speculative [r e

theoietical] sciences
,

in the fourth paragraph mathematics
IS placed alongside it

Examination of this section as a whole (and the same is

true of the immediately following section) justifies the con-

clusion that at the time when it was written Kant regarded
the Ideas of Reason as having a purely and exclusively

regulative function, and consequently as exhausting their

inherent meaning in their empincal reference He regards
them as entirely lacking in metaphysical significance Th^
are invented by Reason for Reason’s own satisfaction, and
must therefore yield in their internal content the explanation
of their existence, and must also supply a complete ahd
thorough answer to all problems which are traceable to them
A dogmatic (/? ontological) solution of the antinomies is,

as wp have already found, impossible
, the Critical solution

considers the question subjectively,^
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m accordance with the foundation of the knowledge upon which

It IS based ” ' “ For your object is only in your brain, and cannot

be given outside it
,
so that you have only to take care to be at one

With yourself, and to avoid the amphiboly which transforms your Idea

into a supposed representation of an object which is empirically given

and therefore to be known according to the laws of experience ®

Kant’s argument in proof of this purely subjective inter

pretation of the Ideas consists in showing that they are

not presented in any given appearances and are not even
necessary to explain appearances The unconditioned, whether
of quantity, of division, or of origination, has nothing to do
with any experience, whether actual or possible

“You would not for instance in any wise be able to explain the

appearances of a body better, or even differently, if you assumed that

it consists either of simple or of inexhaustibly composite parts , for

neither a simple appearance nor an infinite composition can ever

come before you Appearances demand explanation only in so

far as the conditions of their explanation are given in perception,

[and the unconditioned can never be so given] ” ^

This standpoint, at once sceptical and empirical is further

developed in the next section

SECTION V

SCEPTICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE COSMOLOGICAL
QUESTIONS *

Applying the “ sceptical method,” ® Kant argues that even
supposing one or other party could conclusively establish

rtself through final refutation of the other, no advantage of

any kind would accrue The victory would be a fruitless one,

and the outcome “ mere nonsense ’ ® The sole validity of
the Ideas lies in their empirical reference

, and yet that
reference is one which proves them to be, when objectively

interpreted, entirely meaningless The cosmological Idea is

always either too large or too small for any concept of the
understanding No matter what view is taken, the only
possible object (viz that yielded by experience) will not fit

into it If the world has no beginning, or is infinitely divisible,

or has no first cause, the regress transcends all empirical con>
cepts, while if the world has a beginning, is composed of

1 A 484*B 5ia • Jbtd * A 483=8 511
A 485=8 513 ® Cf above p 481 , below pp 545 6

* Kant IS here playing on the double meaning of the German “ sinnleeres’—
“ OQipty of sense ” and non sense

”
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^

simple parts, and has a first cause, it is too small for the

concepts through which alone it can be experienced In

other words, the cosmological Ideas are always either too

large or too small for the empirical regress, and therefore

stand condemned by sense experience, which can alone

impart relation to an object, r e truth and meaning to any
concept For, as Kant explicitly states, we must not reverse

tilts 1 elation and condemn empirical concepts, as being in the

one <ase too ^mall, and in tlu other caie too large for the Idea

Experience not Ideas is the criterion alike of reality and of
truth

‘ Ihe possible empmcal concept is, therefore, the standard by
which we must judge whether the Idea is mere Idea and thought

entity ( Gedanbendin^, or whether it finds its object m the world ”

'

When two things are compared, that for the sake of

which the other exists is the sole proper standard We do
not say “ that a man is too long for his coat, but that the

coat IS too short for the man We are thus confirmed in

the view that the antinomies rest upon a false view of the

manner in which the object of the cosmological Ideas can be
given

,
and are set upon the track, followed out in the next

section, of the illusion to which they aic due
This reduction of the Ideas to mere thought-entities is

one of the two alternative views which, as we have already

stated,® compete with one another throughout the entire

Dialectic We may, for instance, compare the above explana
tion of the conflict between the Ideas and experience with that

given in A 422 = 6 450 In the latter passage the antinomies
are traced to a conflict between Reason and understanding
If the unity is adequate to the demands of Reason, it is too
great for the understanding, if it is adequate to the understand
mg. It IS too small for Reason Kant does not here allow that

the claims of Reason are ipso facto condemned through the
incapacity of experience to fulfil them On the contrary, he
implies that it is through the Ideas that we come to realise

the merely phenomenal character of every thing experienced
Our task, m this Commentary, is only to distinguish the

passages in which those two conflicting tendencies appear,

and to trace the consequences which follow from Kanfs
alternation between them Discussion of their sigmficance
had best be deferred to the close of the Dialectic, where Kant
dwells upon the regulative function of Reason At present
we need merely note that the mam content of the above

» A 489SB 517 ‘ A49031B S18 * Above, p 426 if
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sections, in which the sceptical view is expounded, is of early

date, prior to the working out of the Paralogisms and of the

Idtal

SECTION VI

TRANSCENDENTAL IDEALISM AS THE KEY TO THE
SOLUTION OF THE COSMOLOGICAL DIAIECTIC'

In this section subjectivism is dominant The type of

transcendental idealism expounded is that cat her and less

developed form which connects with the doctrine of the

transcendental object It shows no trace of Kant s maturer
teaching No distinction is drawn between representation

and the objects represented To the transcendental object,

the “ purely intelligible cause ” of appearances in general, and
to it alone, Kant ascribes “ the whole extent and connection

of our possible perceptions ’ ® Appearances exist only in

the degree to which they are constructed in expenence As
they are mere representations, they cannot exist outside the

mind Independently of such construction, they may indeed

be said to be given in the transcendental object, but they only

become objects to us on the supposition that they can be

reached through extension of the series of our actual pei

ceptions It IS in this form alone, as conceived in a regressive

senes of possible perceptions, and not as having existed in

Itself, that even the immemorial past course of the world can
be represented as real

“ so that all events which have taken place in the immense
periods that have preceded my own existence mean really nothing

but the possibility of extending the chain of experience from
the present perception back to the conditions which determine

It in time ” *

A similar interpretation has to be given to all propositions

which assert the present reality of that which has nevei been
actually expenenced

“In outcome it is a matter of indifference whether I say that

in the empirical progress in space 1 can meet with stars a hundred
times farther removed than the outermost now perceptible to me, or

whether I say that they are perhaps to be met with in cosmical

space even though no human bemg has ever perceived or ever will

‘ A 490=3 518 * Cf above p 204 ff * A 494=6 522 3
* A 49S=B 523
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perceive them For even if they were given as things m them
selves, without relation to possible experience,* they are still nothing

for me, and therefore are not objects, save in so far as they are

contained in the senes of the empincal regress
”•

The distinction between appearances and things in them
selves must always Kant observes, be borne in mind when we
are interpreting the meaning of our empincal Concepts

,
and

this IS especially necessary when those concepts are brought

into connection with the cosmological Idea of an uncondi

tioned The antinomies are due to a failure to appreciate

this fundamental distinction, and the key to their solution

lies in Its recognition

“It viould be an injustice to ascribe to us that long decried

empirical idealism which, while it admits the genuine actuality of

space, denies the existence of the extended beings in it
” ®

This IS in line with the passages from the Prolegomena
commented upon above ^

SECTION VII

CRITICAL DECISION OF THE COSMOLOGICAL CONFLICT

01 REASON WITH ITSELF

Kant’s argument is as follows The antinomies rest upon
the principle that if the conditioned be given, the entire senes
of all Its conditions is likewise given If the objects of the

senses were independently real, there would be no escape from
this assumption, and the dialectical conflict would conse
quently be irresolvable Transcendental idealism, as above
stated, reveajs a way out of the dilemma As appearances
art merely representations, their antecedent conditions do not

exist as appearances^ save in the degree in which they are

mentally constructed Though the appearances are given,

their empirical conditions are not thereby given The most
that we can say is that a iegress to the conditions, te ‘it

continued empincal synthesis in that direction, is commanded
or required The cosmological ai gument can thus be shown
to be logically invalid The syllogism, which it involves, is

as follows

If the conditioned be given, the entire series of all its

conditions is likewise given

* Cf A 494»B 523 3 we can say of the transcendental object that
It IS given in itself prior to all experience

* A 49696 534 * A 49196519 *Fp 3o6 7 * A 49796535
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The objects of the senses are given

Therefore the entire series of all their conditions is like

wise given
In the major premiss the concept of the conditioned is

employed tianscendently (Kant says transcendentally), in the

minor empirically But though the inference thus commits
the logical fallacy of sophtsma figurae dtcUoms, the giound
of its occurrence, and the reason why it is not at once
detected, lie in a natuial and inevitable illusion which leads

us to accept the sensible world in space as being independently
real Only through Cntical investigation can the deceptive

power of this illusion be overcome Owing to its influence,

the above fallacy has been committed by dogmatists and em
pincists alike It can be shown that in refuting each other

“ they are really quarrelling about nothing, and that a certain

transcendental illusion has caused them to see a reality where none
IS to be found ’

The existence of antinomy, Kant further argues, presup

poses that theses and antitheses are contradictory opposites,

t e that no third alternative is possible When opposed asser

tions are not contradictories but contiaries, the opposition,

to use Kant’s terms, is not analytical but dialectical Both
may be false

,
for the one does not merely contradict the

other, but makes, in addition, a further statement on its own
account Now examination of the illusion above described

enables us to perceive that the opposites, in reference to which
antinomy occurs, aie of this dialectical character Theses

and antitheus are alikefalse Since the world does not exist

as a thing in itself, it exists neither as an infinite whole nor

as a* finite whole, but only in the degree in which it is con
structed 111 an empirical regress We must not apply "the
Idea of absolute totality

^
which is valid only as a condition of

things in themelvei,’^ to appearances (The words which I

have italicised mark the emergence ot Kant’s non sceptical,

non empincal view of the nature and function of the Ideas of

Eeason ) Thus antinomy, rightly understood, does not favour

scepticism, but only the “ sceptical method,” and indeed yields

an indirect proof of the correctness of Critical teaching This
proof may be presented in the form of a dilemma If the

S
orld is a whole existing in itself, it is either finite or infinite

Ut the former alternative is refuted by the proofs given of
the antitheses, and the latter alternative by the proofs of the

theses Therefore the world cannot be a whole existing in

itself From this it follows that appearances are nothing

* A 501 2=B sag 30 * A 506=8534
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outside otfr representations, and that is what is asserted

in the doctrine of transcendental idealism

In A 499 - B 527 Kant uses ambiguous language ^ which
can be interpreted as asserting that in the regress there can

be no lack of given conditions Such a statement would
presuppose positive knowledge regarding the unknown tran

scendental object ^ 1 he opposite, more correct, view is given

in A 514 IS = B 542 3 and A 517 ff = B 545 ff
,
though in the

latter passage with a reversion to the above position *

The earlier manuscripts, which Kant has so far been em
ploying, probably terminate either, as Adickes suggests,^ at the

end of this section, or at the close of Section VIII ,
which is of

doubtful date Section IX is certainly from a latei period

,

it repiescnts a more complex standpoint, in which Rcison is

no longer viewed as possessing a merely empiiical function,

ind in which consequently the theses and antitheses are no
longer indiscriminately denounced as being alike false Under
the influence of his later, more Idealistic preoccupations, Kant
so far modifles the above solution as to asseit that tn the case

of the last two anhnomtes both theses and antitheses are true,

when propel ly interpieted

SECTION VIII

THE REGULATIVE PRINCIPLE OF PURE REASON IN
REGARD TO THE COSMOLOGICAL IDEAS®

The principle of pure Reason, correctly formulated, is that

when the conditioned is given a regress upon the totally of

its conditions is set as a problem As such it is valid,

‘ not indeed as an axiom but as a problem for the under
standing

,
leading it to undertake and to continue according to

the completeness in ^he Idea, the regress in the series of conditions

of any given conditioned ” ®

It does not anticipate, prior to the regress, what actually

exists as object, but only postulates, in the form of a rule,

how the understanding ought to proceed It does not tell

us whether or how the unconditioned exists, but how the

empirical regress is to be carried out under the guidance of ,i;L

* Cf end of passage ‘There can be no lack of conditions that are given
through this r^iess ‘

® Cf below, pp 507 8 ' Cf below, pp 507 9
* A p 414 M The two last paragraphs of Section VII , which correct its

argument tto of the Transcendental Aesthetic, are probably later additions
» A so8=:B 536 • Loc ett
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mere Idea Such a rule can be regulative only, and the Idea of

-totality which it contains must never be invested with objective

reality As the absolutely unconditioned can never be met
with in experience, we know, indeed, beforehand that in

the process of the regress the unconditioned will never be
reached But the duty of seeking it by way of such regress

IS none the less piescribed

Kant pioceeds to give a somewhat bewildering account of

the familiar distinction between progre^sus tn mfimtum and
progressus in indefimtuin, and to draw a very doubtful distinc

tion between the series in division of a given whole and the
series in extension of it ^ The illustration from the sei les of

human generations is an unfortunate one
,
the discovery that

It began at some one point in the past would not necessarily

violate any demand of Reason Such a series is not compar
able with those of space, time, and causality ^ 1 he only im
portant result of this digression is the conclusion that whatever
demand be made, whether of regress in infimtum or of regress

tn indefimtum, in neither case can the series of conditions be

regarded as being given as infinite in the object

“The question therefore, is no longer how great this series of

conditions may be in itself, whether finite or infinite, for it is nothing

m Itself, but how we are to carryout the empirical regress and how
far we should continue it

We have already noted ^ Kant s ambiguous suggestion in

A 499= B 527, that in the empirical regress there can be no
lack of given conditions The statement, thus interpreted,

IS illegitimate The most that he can claim is that, were
further sensations not forthcoming, we should still have to

conceive those last obtained as being preceded by empty
space and time, and as lacking in any experienced cause

Under such circumstances we should experience neither fini

tude nor unconditionedness, but only incapacity to find a
content suitable to the inexhaustible character of the spatial

and temporal conditions of experience, or in satisfaction of

our demand for causal antecedents In A 514 I5 = B 542 3
Kant shows consciousness of this difficulty, but in dealing

with it adopts a half way position which still lies open to

objection He recognises that, since no member of a series

can be empirically given as absolutely unconditioned, a
higher member is always possible^ and that the search for it is

therefore prescribed
,
none the less he asserts that in regard to

^ As to the distinction between the ascending and the descending senes cf

hbove, pp 453 « 484
• Ct A 532sB 549-50 * A 5I4=sB 542 * Above p 506
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given tufyilei vre are justified in taking up a very diflferetjt

position,‘namely, that the regress in the series of their internal

conditions does not proceed, as in the above case, in tndefimtum^
but in infinitum, i e that in this case more members exist and
are empirically given than we can reach through the regress

In given wholes we are commanded to find more members

,

in serial extension we aie justified only in inquiring for more
This half way position is a makeshift, and is m no respect

tehable 1 he evidence for the infinite extensibility of space

and time is as conclusive as for their infinite divisibility And
when we consider sensuous existence under these forms, it is

just as possible that the transcendental object may, beyond a

certain point, fail to supply material for furthei division, as

that It may fail to yield data for further expansion What
Kant asserts of the latter, that furthei advance must always
remain as a possibility, and for that Reason must always call

for the open mind of further inquiry, without any attempted
anticipatory assertion either pto or contra, alone lepresents

the true Critical standpoint The cessation of data may
really, however, be due to an inciease in the subtlety of the

conditioning processes that incapacitates them from acting

upon our senses
,
^ by indirect means this disability may be

overcome Reason, in its conception of an unconditioned,

prescribes to us a task that is inexhaustible in its demands
We have no right to lay down our intellectual arms before

any barrier howevei baffling, or to despair before any chasm
however empty and abrupt

SECTION IX

IHE EMPIRICAL EMPLOYMENT OF THE REGULATIVE PRIN
CIPLE OF REASON IN REGARD lO ALL COSMOLOGICAL
IDEAS *

SOLUTION OF THE FIRST AND SECOND ANTINOMIES

Statement —The fundamental fact upon which, as Kant
has already stated, the regulative principle of Reason is based,

is that It IS impossible to experience an absolute limit It is

always possible that a still higher member of the series may
be found

,
and that being so, it is our duty to search for it

But as we are here dealing with possibilities only, the regress
IS in indefinitum, not *« infinitum

* Cf A saaa^Bsso A 515*8543
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“ we must seek the concept of the quantity of the world only

according to the rule which determines the empirical regress m it

This rule says no more than that however far we may have attained

in the senes of empirical conditions, we should never assume an
absolute limit but should subordinate every appearance, as con
ditioned, to another as its condition, and that we must then advance
to this condition This is the regnsius tn tndefimtum, which, as it

determines no quantity in the object, is clearly enough distinguish

able from the regressus tn tnfimtum ” *

We are acquainted only with the rule, and not with the

whole object Any assertion, therefore, which we can make,
must be dictated solely by the lule and be an expression of

it Neither the thesis nor the antithesis of the first antinomy
IS valid, there is a third altei native The sensible world is

neither finite nor infinite in extent
,

it is infinitely extensible,

in terms of the rule

Unfortunately Kant is not content to leave his conclusion

m this form He complicates his argument and bewilders

the reader, by maintaining that this is a virtual acceptance of

the antithesis, in that we assert negatively, that an absolute

limit in either time or space is empirically impossible,* and
affirmatively, that the regress goes on tn tndefimfum, and
consequently has no absolute quantity

Kant also repeats the argument of the preceding section

in regard to given wholes ® When the problem is that of

subdivision, the regress starts from a given whole, and there

fore from a whole whose conditions (the parts) are given with

It The division is, therefore, tn tnfimtum, and not merely tn

tndefinttum This does not, however he argues, mean thit

the given whole consists of infinitely many paits For though
the parts are contained in the intuition of the whole, yet the

whole division arises only through the regress that generates

it It is a quantum conttnuum, not a quantum dtscretum*

This argument has been criticised above ® Kant here ignores

the possibility that the parts of matter, though extended, may
be physically indivisible, or that they may centres of force

which control, but do not occupy, a determinate space

' A 519 20=B 547 8
* When Kant adds (A 521SB 549) and therefore absolutely also he

inconsistently reverts to the position ambiguously suggested in A 499=8 527
Cf above p 506

* A 523 6=B SSI 4
* ThO assertion of infinite divisibihty is not apphcable Kant states (A S26 7s

B 5S4 Sk bodies as orgamsed but only to bodies as mere occupants of space
Otganisation involves distinction of parts and therefore discreteness How far

orgatnsation can go in organised bodies, experience alone can show us
P 508
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REMARKS ON THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN THE MATHE-
MATICAI TRANSCENDENTAL AND THE DYNAMICAL
I RANSCENDENTAL IDEAS ^

Statement—Kant again ^ introduces the distinction between
the mathematical and the dynamical The mathematical
Ideas synthesise the homogeneous, the dynamical may connect

the heterogeneous In employing the former we must there

fore remain within the phenomenal
,
through the latter we

may be able to ttanscend it The way is thus opened for

propounding, in regard to the third and fourth antinomies, a
solution in which the pretensions of Reason no less than those

of understanding may find satisfaction Whereas both the

theses md the antitheses of the first and second antinomies

have to be declared false, those of the third and fourth

antinomies may both be true—the theses applying to the

intelligible realm, and the antitheses to the woild of sense

Comment—When the distinction between the mathematical
and the dynamical is thus extended from the categories to

the Ideas, its validity becomes highly doubtiul Space and
time are certainly themselves homogeneous, and the categories

of quality and quantity, in so far as they are mathematically

employed, may pierhaps be similarly described But when
the term is still further extended, to cover the pairs of correla-

tive opposites with which the first two antinomies deal, those,

namely, between the limited and the unlimited, the simple

and the infinitely divisible, Kant would seem to be making a
highly artificial distinction The first two antinomies deal

not with space and time as such, but with the sensible world
in space and time

,
and within this sensible world, even in its

quantitative aspects, qualitative differences have to be reckoned
with Common sense does, indeed, tend to assume that the

unlimited and the simple must, like that which they condition,

be in space and time, and so form with the conditioned a
homogeneous series But this assumption ordinary conscious

ness IS equally disposed to make in regard to a first cause and
to the unconditionally necessary

Kant further attempts ® to distinguish between the mathe-
matical and <'he dynamical by asserting that the dynamical
antinomies are not concerned with the quantity of their object,

but only with its existence He admits, however, that m all

four cases a series arises which is either too large or too small

for the understanding, and that being so, in each case the

problem arises as to &e existence of an unconditioned

* A 538bB 556 • Cf above, pp 345 7
* A $35 6=B 563 4.
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The artificiality of Kant’s distinction becomes clear when
we recognise that the opposed solutions, which he gives of

the two sets of antinomies, can be mutually interchanged

As the sensible world rests upon intelligible grounds, both the

theses and the antitheses of the first two antinomies may be
true, the former in the intelligible realm and the latter in the

sensuous Similarly, both the theses and antitheses of the

third and fourth antinomies may be false In the sensible

world, about which alone anything can be determined, the

series of dynamical conditions forms neither a finite nor an
infinite series Theic is a third alternative, akin to that of
the antitheses, but distinct m character from it, namely, that

the series is infinitely extensible Kant’s diffeiential ticatmcnt
of the two sets of antinomies is arbitrary, and would seem to

be due to his having attempted to superimpose, with the

least possible modification a later solution of the antinomies

upon one previously developed In the earlier view, as we
have already had occasion to observe. Reason has 1 merely
empirical application Its Ideas are taken as existing “ only

in the brain ” Only their empirical reference can sub
stantiate them, 01 indeed give them the least significance

And as they are by their very nature incapable of empirical

embodiment, all assertions which involve them must necessarily

be false Later, Kant came to regaid Reason as having its

own independent lights Encouraged by his successful cstab

lishment of the objective validity of the categories, progress

ively more and more convinced of the importance of the

distinction, which that proof reinforced, between appear
ances and things in themselves, and preoccupied with the

problems of the spiritual life, his old time faith in the absolute

claims of pure thought reasserted itself Through Reason we
realise our kinship with noumenal realities, and through its

demands the nature of the unconditioned is foreshadowed to

the mind The theses and antitheses which throughout the

entire history of philosophy have competed with one another,

may both be true Their perennial conflict demonstrates the

need for some more catholic standpoint from which the two
great authorities by which human life is controlled and directed,

the intellectual and the moral, may be reconciled Neither can
be made to yield to the other

,
each is supreme in its own

field The distinction between appearances and things in

themselves, recognition of which is the first step towards an
adequate theory of knowledge, and without which the nature

of the intellectual life remains self contradictory and in

comprehensible, itself affords the means of such a reconciha

tion The understanding is the sole key to the world of
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appearance, the moral imperative to the realm of things m
themselves Reason with its demand for the unconditioned

mediates between them, and enables us to realise our dual

vocation

This ladical alteration of standpoint wa*’ bound to make
the employment of manuscript representing the earlier and
moic sceptical attitude altogether unsatisfactory

, and only
Kant’s constitution'll unwillingness to sacrifice what he had
once committed to paper can account foi his retention of the

older expositions He allows his previous treatment of the

first two antinomies to remain in its sceptical form, and, by
means o^ the distinction between the mathematical and the

dynamical, develops his newer, more Idealist view exclusively

in reference to the thud and fourth antinomies That it is

no less applicable to the others, we have already seen

Though the Idealist view, ai here expounded, may be thus

described, relitively to the sceptical view of Reason, as later,

that IS not to be taken as meaning that it represents the latest

stage in the development of Kant s Critical teaching It seems
to belong to the period prioi to that in vhich the central

sections of the nalyttc were composed The evidence ^ for this

consists chiefly in its subjectivist leferences to the nature of

appearances It would seem to be contemporary with Kant's
doctiine of the transcendental object

SOLUTION OF THE ^HIRD ANTINOMY’

Statement—As appearances are representations only, they
must have a ground which is not itself an appearance

,
® and

though the effects of such an intelligible cause appear, and
accordingly are determined through other appearances, its

causality is not itself similarly conditioned Both it and its

causality lie outside the empirical series
,
only the effects fall

within the realm of experience And that causality, not
being subject to time, does not require to stand under another
cause as its effect In this way Kant derives from his tran

scendental idealism an explanation of the possibility of an
action being at once free and causally determined This
explanation he takes as applying either to a first cause of the
whole realm of natural phenomena or to a finite being re*-

garded as a free agent The proof of the possibility of tlus

’ Cf A 537=B 564 5 also A 5463=6 574 5, in which Kant asserts that man
knows himself not only through the senses but also through pure apperception^
and indeed in actions and inner determinations which cannot be reckoned as
impressions of the senses ’ Such statements would seem to show that at the
time of writing Kant had not yel developed his doctrine of inner sense

* A 5325aB 560 ® A 536 7*B 564 $
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metaphysical, or, as Kant entitle^it, “transcendental freedom,”
removes what has always been the real diflficulty that lay in

the way of “ practical freedom " The conception of freedom
IS a transcendental Idea which can neither be derived from ex
perience nor verified by it It is created by Reason for itself

,

*

and reveals the possibility that m this third antinomy both
thesis and antithesis may be true The alternatives—“ every
effect must arise from nature,” and “ every effect must arise

from freedom ”—are not exclusive of one another They may
be true of one and the same event in different relations ®

The event may be free in reference to its intelligible cause,

determined as an existence in space and time Were appear
ances things in themselves, freedom and causality would
necessarily conflict by means of tl e above ontological

distinction freedom can be asserted without any diminution
in the scope allowed to the causal principle All events,

without a single possible exception, are subject to the law of

natural determination
,
and yet every event may at the same

time proceed from a free cause

POSSIBILITY OF HARMONISING CAUSALITY THROUGH FREE
DOM WITH THE UNIVERSAL LAW OF NATURAL NECES
SITY*

Statement—The above conclusion is so seemingly para-

doxical that Kant devotes this and the following section to

its further elucidation How can events be both free and
determined ? The answer lies in recognition of the two sided

character of every natural existence It is, in one aspect,

mere appearance ,
in another, it has at its foundation a tran

scendental object It is an appearance of the latter, and for

Its complete comprehension this latter must be taken into

account Now there is nothing to prevttU us from attribut

ing to the transcendental object a causality which is not
phenomenal Such causality may make the appearance just

that appearance which it is In the world of sense every
efficient cause must have a specific empirical character, since

only so can it determine one effect rather than another accord
mg to the universal and invariable law expressive of its

nature We must similarly allow to the transcendental object

an intelligible character, and trace to it all those appearances

which as members of the empirical series stand to one another
in unbroken causal connection This transcendental object,

owing to its intelligible character, is not in time Its act

' A S33**>B 561 * A S3fi=B 564 * A 538SB 566
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does not either arise or perish, and is not, therefoitf, subject

to the law of empIHca! determination which applies only

to the changeable, to events subsequent upon previous

states Such supersensuous causality can find no place in

the series of empirical conditions, and though it can be con

ceived only in terms of the empirical character which is its

outcome, the difierence between it and natural causality may
be as complete as that which subsists between the tran

scendental and the empirical objects of knowledge In its

empirical character the action is a part of natuie, and enters

into a causal nexus which conforms to universal laws ^ All

Its effects are inevitably determined by antecedent natural

conditions In its intelligible character, however, this same
active subject must be considered free from all influence of

sensibility and from all determination through natural events

In so far as it is a noumenon, there can be no change in it,

and therefore nothing which is capable of explanation in

terms of natural causes Even its empirical effects are not
traceable to it as events in time For as events these effects

are always the results of antecedent empirical causes What
IS alone due to noumenal causality is that empirical character

in virtue of which appearances are what they are, and owing
to which they stand in specific and necessary causal relations

to one another

“ the empirical character is permanent^ while its effects,

according to vanation in the concomitant, and in part limiting con
ditions, appear in changeable forms ” ^

Empirical causality is itself in its specific nature conditioned

by an intelligible cause •

EXPIANATION OP THE RELATION OF FREEDOM TO
NECESSITY OF NATURE*

Statement—No single appearance can be exempted from
the law of natural causality For it would then be placed
outside ^11 possible experience, and would be for us a fiction

of the brain, or rather could not be conceived at all Nothing,
therefore, tn nature can act freely or spontaneously But
while thus lecogmsing that all events without exception are

^ Cf Kant’s Ueberpmg von dor maoph Anfangsgrunde dor Notmvntunschttft
zur PAysti {AUprousslsoko hbouOaehnfi (1882} pp 27a 3)

* K 549=B 577 itabes not in Kant
* In A 540sB 5$8 a di6krent and less satis&ctoiy view finds expresuon
* A S42^B 570
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empincaJily conditioned, we may, as already pointed out,

regard ettipirical causality as itself an effect of a non empirical

and intelligible power ^ In events there may be nothing but
nature, and yet nature itself, or perhaps even some of the

existences composing it, may rest upon powers of a noumenal
order Kant proceeds to show that such an hypothesis is not
only allowable, but is indispensable for understanding the dis

tinguishing features of human life in its practical aspect

Man IS a natural existence, and his activities aie subject

to empirical laws Like all other objects of nature, he has
an empirical character, and in virtue of it takes his place as

an integral part of the system of nature But man is unique
among all natural existences in that he not only knows himself
as a sensible existence, but also, through puic appeiception,

becomes awaie of himself as possessing faculties of a strictly

intelligible character ^ Such are the faculties of understanding
and Reason, especially the latter in its practical employment
The “ought” of the moral imperative expresses a kind of

necessity and a form of causation which we nowhere find in

the world of nature The understanding can know m nature

only what actually is, has been or will be Nothing natural

can be other than it is in the particular relations in which it is

found Moral action transcends the natural in that it finds

Its cause, not in an appearance or set of appearances, but
in an Ideal of pure Reason Such action must indeed be
possible under natural conditions, but such conditions do not

determine its rightness, and consequently cannot determine
Its causality

“ Reason does not here follow the order of things as they

present themselves in appearance, but frames to itself with perfect

spontaneity an order of its own according to Ideas, to which it adapts

the empincal conditions, and according to which it declares actions

to be necessary even although they have never yet taken place, and
perhaps never will take place And at the same time it also pre

supposes that Reason can h^ve causality in regard to all these

actions, since otherwise no empincal effects could be expected from
Its Ideas ” *

If such action of pure Reason be admitted to be possible,

it will have to be viewed, purely intelligible though it be, as

also possessing an empirical character, « ^ as conforming to

the system of nature Its empincal consequences will be the

effects of antecedent appearances, and will empirically deter-

mine by natural necessity all subsequent acts In this empirical

character, therefore, there can be no freedom Were our

» A 544=B s^2 » A 548=aB 576» A 546 7*B S74 5
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knowledge of the circumstances sufficiently extensive, every

human action, so far as it is appearance, could be pre-

dicted and shown to be necessary How, then, can we talk

of actions as free, when from the point of view of appearances

they must in all cases be regarded as inevitable ? The solu-

tion IS that which has already been given of the broader issue

The entire empirical character, the whole system of nature, is

determined by the intelligible character And the former

results from the latter, not empirically, and therefore not
according to any temporal, causal law It does not arise or

begin at a certain time The intelligible character condi

tions the empirical series as a senes, and not as if it were a
first member of it

“ Thus what we have missed in all empincal senes is disclosed

as possible, namely, that the condition of a successive senes of

events may itself be empirically unconditioned ” ^

The intelligible character lies outside the series of appear
ances “ Reason is the abiding {beharrlithe) condition of all

free actions ’ ® Freedom ought not, therefore, to be
conceived only negatively as independence of empirical con-
ditions, but also positively as the power of originating a
senes of events The empirical senes is in time Reason,
which IS its unconditioned condition, admits of nothing ante
cedent to itself

,
it knows neither before nor after The series

is the immediate effect of a non temporal reality

In illustration of his meaning, not, as he is careful to add,
with the profession of thereby confirming its truth, Kant
points out that moral judgment upon a vicious action is not
determined in view of the inheritance, circumstances and past
life of the offender, but is passed just as if he might in each
action be supposed to begin, quite by himself, a new series of
effects This, in Kant’s view, shows that practical Reason is

regarded as a cause completely capable, independently of all

empirical conditions, of determining the act, and that it is

present in all the actions of men under all conditions, and is

always the same To explain why the intelligible character
should in any specific case produce just this particular em
pineal character, good or bad,

“ transcends all the powers of our Reason, indeed all its rights

of questioning, just as if we were to ask why the transcendental
object of our outer sense intuition yields intuition m spau only and
no other”*

• A S52=B s8o * A 5S3®B s8i: * Ass7=sB585
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In conclusion Kant states that his intention has not been

to establish the reality of fieedom, not even to prove its

possibility Freedom has been dealt with only as a transcend

ental Idea
,
and the only point established is that freedom

IS, so to speak, a possible posstbility^ in that it is not contra

dieted either by experience or by anything that can be proved
to be a presupposition of experience

Comment—Adequate comment upon this section is difficult

for many reasons The section is full of archaic expressions

from the earlier stages of Kant’s Critical teaching Secondly,
the section anticipates a problem which is fiist adequately
dealt with in the second Critique And lastly, but not least,

the discussion of freedom in connection with a cosmological
antinomy leads Kant to treat it in the same manner as the

general antinomy, and in so doing to ignore the chief diffi

culty to which human freedom, as an independent problem
with Its own peculiar difficulties, lies open For it is com
paratively easy to reconcile the universality of the causal

principle with the unconditionedness of the transcendental

ground upon which nature as a whole is made to rest It is

a very diffeient matter to reconcile the spontaneous origina

tion of particular causal series, or the freedom of particular

existences, such as human beings, with the singleness and
uniformity of a natural system in which every part is deter

mined by every other Self consciousness, with the capacity

which It confers of constructing rational ideals, certainly,

as Kant rightly contends, creates a situation to which
mechanical categories are by no means adequate But
the mere reference to the conceivability of distinct causal

senes, having each a pure conception as their intelligible

ground, does not suffice to meet the fundamental difficulty

that, on Kant’s own admission, each such separate series must
form an integral part of the unitary system of natural law
In only one passage does Kant even touch upon this difficulty

Speaking ^ of Reason s power of originating a series of events,

he adds that while nothing begins in Reason itself (as it admits
of no conditions antecedent to itself in time), the new series

must none the less have a beginning in the natural world
But the proviso, which he at once makes, indicates that he is

aware that this statement is untenable For he adds the

qualification that though a beginning of the series, it is never

an absolutely first beginning In other words, it is not a
beginning in any real sense of the term As the argument
of his next paragraph shows, it is the entire system of nature,

* Ass3 4=Bs8i2
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and not any one series within it, which can alone account, in

empirical terms, for any one action

It IS open to Kant to argue, as he has already done,^ that

the transcendental object conditions each separate appearance

as well as all appearances in their totality, and that the

specific empirical character of each causal series is therefore

no less noumenally conditioned than is nature as a whole
But this does not suffice to meet the difficulty—^how, if all

natural phenomena constitute a single closed system in which
everything is determined by everything else, a moral agent,

acting spontaneously, can be free to originate a genuinely
new senes of natural events We seem constrained to con
dude that Kant has failed to sustain his position A solution

is rendered impossible by the very terms in which he formu
lates the problem If the spiritual and the natural be opposed
to one another as the timeless and the temporal, and if the

natural be further \iewed as a unitary system, individual

moral freedom is no longer defensible Only the “ transcend

ental freedom ” of the cosmological argument can be reckoned
as among the open possibilities

As regards the character of the Critical doctrine which
underlies this section, we need only note that the statement
in A 546 7 = B 574 5, that man knows himself through pure
apperception as “ a purely intelligible object, ’ ® does not con
form to Kant’s final teaching The section can be dated

through Its unwavering adherence to the subjectivist doctrine

of the transcendent'll object *

SOLUTION OF THE FOURTH ANTINOMY*

Statement—The above solution is adopted Both thesis

and antithesis may be true, the latter of the world of sense

and the former of its non empirical ground All things

sensible are contingent, but the contingent series in its en-

tirety may nevertheless rest upon an unconditionally necessary

being The unconditioned, since it is outside the series, does
not require that any one link in the series should be itself

unconditioned “ Reason follows its own course in the em-
pirical, and again a peculiar course in its transcendental use,”

te it limits itself by the law of causality in dealing with appear-

ances, lest in losing the thread of the empirical conditions it

should fall into idle and empty speculations, while, on the
other hand, it limits that law to appearances, lest it should
wrongly declare that what is useless for the explanation of

Cf A 566»B 594

> Cf A 537 9 ^ S44»B 574
Cf above, p 404 ^ * A S59«B 587
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appearances is therefore impossible in itself This does not

prove that an absolutely necessary being is really possible,

but only that its impossibility must not be concluded from
the necessary contingency of all things sensuous

Oomment—Kant's methodofdistinguishing ^ this conclusion

from that of the preceding antinomy is again artificial

“ Necessary being " is not in conception more extramundanum
than “ unconditioned cause ” If Kant’s distinction were valid,

the argument of the fourth antinomy would no longer be
cosmological

,
it would coincide with the problem of the Ideal

of Pure Reason

CONCLUDING NOIE ON THE WHOLE ANTINOMY OF
PURE REASON*

Statement—When we seek the unconditioned entirely

beyond experience, our Ideas cease to be cosmological
,
they

become transcendent They separate themselves off from all

empirical use of the understanding, and create to themselves

an object, the material of which is not taken from experience,

and which is therefore a mere thing of the mind (flosses Ge
dankendtng) None the less the cosmological Idea of the fourth

antinomy impels us to take this step When sensuous appear-

ances, as merely contingent, require us to look for something
altogether distinct in nature ftom them, our only available

instruments, in so doing, are those pure concepts of things

in general which contingent experience involves We use

them as instruments in such manner as may enable us to

form, through analogy, some kind of notion of intelligible

things Taken in abstraction from the forms of sense, they
yield that notion of an absolutely necessary Being which
is equivalent to the concept of the theological Ideal

CONCLUDING COMMENT ON KANTS DOCTRINE OF
THE ANTINOMIES

We may now, in conclusion, briefly summarise the results

obtained in this chapter Kant fails to justify the assertion

that on the dogmatic level there exist antinomies in which
both the contradictory alternatives allow of cogent demon
stration His proofs are in every instance invalid The real

nature of antinomy must, as he himself occasionally intimates,

be defined in a very different manner, namely, as a conflict

l^tween the demand of Reason for unity and system, and

1 A 561 589 * A s6s=B 593
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the specific nature of the conditions, especially of the spatial

and temporal conditions, under which the sensuous exists

In this wider form it constitutes a genuine problem, which
demands for its solution the fundamental Critical distinction

between appearances and things in themselves, and also a

more thoroughgoing discussion than has yet been attempted
of the nature of Reason and of the function of its Ideas It

IS to these connected questions that Kant devotes his main
attention in the remaining portions of the Dtalecttc, so that in

passing to the Ideal of Pure Reason he is not proceeding to

the treatment of a new set of problems, but to the restate

ment and to the more adequate solution of the fundamental
conflict between understanding and Reason

The observations which closed our comment upon the

Paralogisms aie thus again in order The teaching of the

sections on the Antinomies no less than that of those on the

Paralogisms^ is incomplete, and if taken by itself is bound to

mislead The Ideas of an unconditioned self and of an un
conditioned ground of nature have thus far been taken as at

least conceptually possible, and as signifying what may
perhaps be real existences These Ideas are in certain of

the lemaining sections of the Dialectic called in question

They are there declared to be without inherent meaning
They aie useful fictions

—

heunstiscJu Fiktionen—and in their

psychological nature are simply schemata of regulative

principles Their theoretical significance consists merely in

their regulative and limitative functions They must not be
regal ded, even hypothetically, as representing real existences

In the practicil (t e ethical) sphere they do indeed acquire

a very different standing But with that the Critique of Pure
Reason is not directly concerned The reader may therefore

be warned not to omit the chapter on the Ideal of Pure
Reason^ on the supposition that it embodies only a criticism

of the Cartesian and teleological proofs of God's existence

It IS an integral part of Critical teaching, and carries Kant’s
entire argument forward to its final conclusions Only in

view of the new and deeper considerations, which it brings
to light, can his treatment even of the Antinomies be properly
understood Its main opening section (Section II ) is, indeed,
among the most scholastically rationalistic in the entire

Critique
,
but in the later sections it unfolds, with a boldness

and consistency to which we find no parallel in the treatment
of the Paralogisms and of the Antinomies, the full conse
quences of the more sceptical of Kant’s alternating standpoints
It disintegrates the concepts of the unconditioned, which
have hitherto been employed without analysis and without
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question , and upon their elimination from among the legiti-

iqate instruments of Reason, the situation undergoes entire

transformation, the two points of view appearing for the first

time in the full extent of their divergence and conflict For
Kant’s Idealist view of Reason and of its Ideas still continues
to find occasional statement, showing that he has not been
able decisively to commit himself to this more sceptical inter

pretation of the function of Reason
,
that he is conscious that

the Idealist view alone gives adequate expression to certain

fundamental considerations which have to be reckoned with
,

and that unless the two views can in some manner be
reconciled with one another, a leally definitive and satisfactory

solution of the problem has not been reached When,
therefore, we speak of Kant’s final conclusions, we must be
taken as referring to the twofold tendencies, sceptical and
Idealist, which to the very last persist in competition with
one another The greater adequacy of Kants argument in

the chapter on the Ideal of Pure Reason and in the important
Appendix attached to the Dtaiecltc consists in its forcible

and considered exposition of both attitudes Most of the
sections on the Antinomies must, as we have seen, be dated
as among the earliest parts of the Critique Iheir teaching
IS coirespondingly immature The chapter on the Ideal and
the Appendix, on the other hand, were among the latest to

be written, and contain, together with the central portions of
the Analytic, our most authoritative exposition of Kant’s
Critical principles



CHAPTER III

THE IDEAL OF PURE REASON

SECTIONS I AND II

THE TRANSCENDENTAL IDEAL ^

The statements of the first section cannot profitably be
commented upon at this stage

,
they are of a merely general

character ® I pass at once to Section II
,
which, as above

stated, IS quite the most archaic piece of rationalistic

argument in the entire Critique It is not merely Leibnizian,

but Wolffian in character For Kant the Wolffian logic had
an old time flavour and familiarity that rendered it by no
means distasteful

,
and he is here, as it were, recalling, not

altogether without sympathy, the lessons of his student years

Ihey enable him to lender definite, by way of contrast, the

outcome of his own Critical teaching

As Kant here restates the Wolffian notion of the Ens realts

iimum in such fashion as is required to make it conform
to his deduction of the theological Idea from the disjunctive

syllogism, a preliminary statement of the more orthodox
foimulation will help to set Wolff’s doctrine in a clearer

light In so doing, I shall follow Baumgarten, whose Meta-
phystca Kant used as a class text book Briefly summarised
Baumgarten’s statement is as follows ’ The Ensperfecttsstmum
IS that Being which possesses as many predicates, te per-

fections, as can possibly exist together in a single thing, and
in which every one of its perfections is as great as is anywhere
possible This most perfect Being must be a real Being, and
Its reality must be the greatest possible It is that in which
the most and the greatest realities are But all realities are

^ A 567=8 593
For K-wt s comparison of hit> Ideas witli those of Plato, cf above, pp 447 pb

* §i 803 ff in Jth edition (HdUe, 1763)
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affirmative determinations, and no denial is a reality Accord
ingly no reality can contradict another reality, and all realities

can exist together in the same thing The Ensperfecttssimum,

in possessing all the realities that can exist together, must
therefore possess all realities without exception, and every

one of them in the highest degree The notion of an individual

existence that is at once perfecttsitmum and also realisstmum

is thus determinable by pure Reason fiom its internal re

sources It is the ground and condition of all other exist

ences, all of them arise through limitation of its purely

positive nature

Kant seeks to justify his metaphysical deduction of the

IdecU from the disjunctive syllogism, by recasting the above
argument in the following manner Since everything which
exists IS completely determined, it is subject to the principle

of complete determination, according to which one of each
of the possible pairs of contradictory predicates must be
applicable to it To be completely determined the thing

must be compared with the sum total of all possible predicates

Although this idea of the sum total of all possible predicates,

through reference to which alone any concept can be com
pletely determined, seems itself indeterminate, we find never

theless on closer examination that it individualises itself a
prion, transforming itself into the concept of an individual

existence that is completely determined by the mere Idea,

and which may therefore be called an Ideal of pure Reason
That IS proved as follows No one can definitely think a

negation unless he founds it on the opposite affirmation

A man completely blind cannot frame the smallest concep

tion of darkness, because he has none of light All negations

are therefore derivative
,

it is the realities which contain the

the material by which a complete determination of anything

becomes possible The source, from which all possible pre-

dicates may be derived, can be nothing but the sum total

of reality And this concept of the ommtudo recUitatis is

the Idea of a Being that is single and individual As all

fimte beings derive the material of their possibility from it,

they presuppose it, and cannot, therefore, constitute it They
are imperfect copies {ectypd), of which it is the sole Ideal

The Idea is also individual Out of each possible pair of

contradictory predicates, that one which expresses reality

belongs! to it By these infinitely numerous positive predicates

it ts determined to absolute concreteness
,
and as it therefore

possesses all that has reality, not only in nature but in man,
it must be conceived as a personal and intelligent Pnmordial
Being The logical Ideal, thus determining itself completely
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by its own concept, appears not only as ideal but also as real,

not only as logical but also as divine

Kant so far anticipates his criticism of the ontological

argument as to give, in the remaining paragraphs of this

second section, a preliminary criticism of this procedure
For the purpose for which the Ideal is postulated, namely,
the determination of all finite and therefore limited existences,

Reason does not require to presuppose an existence corre

spending to it Its meie Idea will suffice

“All manifoldness of things is only a con'espondingly vaned
mode of limiting the concept of the highest reality which forms their

common substratum, just as all figures are only possible as so many
different modes of limiting infinite space ”

'

This relation is not, however, that of a real existence to

other things but of an Idea to concepts The Idea is a mere
fiction, necessary for comprehending the limited, not a reality

that can be asserted, even hypothetically,^ as given along

with the limited None the less, owing to a natural tran

scendental illusion, the mind inevitably tends to hypostatise

it, and so generates the object of rational theology
Comment—The explanation of this illusion, which Kant

proceeds to give in the two concluding paragraphs, is

peculiarly confusing Though the concept of an all compre-
hensive reality may, he argues, be required for the definition

of sensible objects, such a concept must not for that reason

be taken as representing a real existence The teaching of
the section on ^mphtboly is here entirely ignored

,
and the

reader is bewildered by the assumption, which Kant apparently
makes, that something analogous to the Leibnizian Ideal is

a prerequisite of possible experience

These last remarks indicate the kind of criticism to which
the argument of this section lays itself open In expounding
the teaching of the Leibnizian science of rational theology,
Kant strives to represent its Ideal as being an inevitable

Idea of human Reason
, and in order to make this argument

at all convincing he is constrained to treat as valid the pre-

supposed ontology, though that has already been shown in

the discussion of Amphiboly to be altogether untenable*
Limitation is not merely negative, genuine realities may
negate one another Though the objects of sense presuppose
the entire system to which they belong, the form of this pre-

supposition IS in no respect analogous to that which Wolff
would represent as holding between finite existences and the

> A 578»B6o6 * A 58o<>B 6og * Cf above, jp, 418 ff
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Ens realtsstmum The passage in the Analytic^ in which
Kant directly controverts the above teaching is as follows

“The pnnaple, that realities (as pure assertions) never logically

contradict each Qther has not the least meaning either in regard

to nature or in regard to any thmg in itself Although Herr von
Leibniz did not, indeed, announce this proposition with all the pomp
of a new principle, he yet made use of it for new assertions, and his

followers expressly incorporated it in their Leibnizian Wolffian system

According to this pnnaple all evils for instance, ire merely conse
quences of the limitations of created beings, te negations because
negations alone conflict with reality Similarly his disciples

consider it not only possible but even natural, to combine all reality,

without fear of any conflict, m one being because the only conflict

which they recognise is that of contradiction, whereby the concept
of a thing IS itself removed They do not admit the conflict of

reciprocal injury in which each of two real grounds destroys the

efiect of the other—a process which we can represent to ourselves

only in terms of conditions presented to us in sensibility
”

Thus the Ideal which Kant here declares to be a neces

sary Idea of Reason is denounced in the Analyttc as based
on false principles peculiar to the Leibnizian philosophy, and
as “ lYithout the least meaning in regard either to nature or

to any thing in itself’ The teaching of the Analyttc will no
more combine with this scholastic rationalism than oil with

water The reader may safely absolve himself from the

thankless task of attempting to render Kants argumenta
tion in these paragraphs consistent with itself Fortunately,

in the next section, Kant returns to the standpoint proper to

the doctnne he is expounding, and lays bare, with remarkable
subtlety and in a very convincing manner, the concealed
dialectic by which the conclusions of this metaphysical

science are really determined ^

SECTION III

THE SPECULATIVE ARGUMENTS IN PROOF OF THE
EXISTENCE OF A SUPREME BEING*

Statement—Though the Ideal is not arbitrary, but is pre
supposed in every attempt to define completely a finite con
cept, Reason would feel hesitation in thus transforming what
is merely a logical concept into a Divine Existence, were it

‘ A *74 4s:B 328 30
* Cf Kam s distinction between distnbutive and collective unity m A 582 33;

B 610 with A 644SB 672 * A 583SB 611
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not that It IS impelled from another direction to derive reality

from such a source All existences known m expenence are
contingent, and so lead us (owing to the constitution of our
Reason) to assume an absolutely necessary Being as their

ground and cause Now when we examine coir various con*
cepts, to ascertain which will cover this notion of necessaiy
existence, we find that there is one that possesses outstanding
claims, namely that Idea which contains a therefore for every
wheiefore, which is in no respect defective, and which does
not permit us to postulate any condition The concepts of
the Ideal and of the necessary alone represent the uncon
ditioned

,
and as they agree in this fundamental respect,

they must, we therefore argue be identical And to this

conclusion we are the more inclined, in that, by thus idealising

reality, we are at the same time enabled to realise our Ideal
This line of argument, which starts from the contingent,

IS as little valid as that which proceeds directly from the
Ideal But since these arguments express certain tendencies
inherent in the human mind, they have a vitality which
survives any merely forensic refutation Though the con-
clusions to which they lead are false, they are none the less

inevitably drawn Our acceptance of them is due to a tran-
scendental illusion which may be detected as such, but which,
like the ingrained illusions of sense - experience, must none
the less persist

The opening paragraph of SectionV ^ is the natural com-
pletion of the above analysis The ontological argument,
in starting from the concept of the Ens realtsstntum, inverts
the natural procedure It is “a merely scholastic innova
tion,” and would never have been attempted save for the
need of finding some necessary Being, to which we may ascend
from contingent existence It maintains that this necessary
Being must be unconditioned and a priori certain, and accord-
ingly looks for a concept capable of fulfilling this requirement
Such a concept is supposed to exist in the Idea of an E»s
realtssimum, and this Idea is therefore used to gam more
definite knowledge of that which has been previously and
independently recognised, namely, the necessary Being

“ This natural procedure of Reason was concealed from view, and
instead of ending with this concept, the attempt was to
with it, and so to deduce from it that necessity of existence which it

was only fitted to complete Thus arose the unfortunate ontological
proof, which yields satisfaction neither to the natural and healthy
understanding nor to the more academic demands of strict proof”*

» A 603:^6 631 O • A 603 4=B 631 3
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To return to Section III Kant breaks the continuity of

his argument, and anticipates his discussion of the cosmo-
l<^ical proof, by stopping to point out the illegitimacy of
the assumption which underlies the first step in the above
argument, namely, that a limited being cannot be absolutely

necessary Though the concept of a limited being does not
contain the unconditioned, that does not prove that its exist

ence is conditioned Indeed each and every limited being
may, for all their concepts show to the contrary, be uncon
ditionally necessary ^ The above argument is consequently
inconclusive, and cannot be relied on to give us any concept
whatever of the qualities of a necessary Being But this is a
merely logical defect, and, as already noted, it is not really

upon logical cogency that the persuasive force of the argu-
ment depends

In conclusion Kant points out that there are only three

possible kinds of speculative (t e theoretical) proofs of the
existence of God (i) from definite experience and the
specific nature of the world of sense as revealed in experience

,

(2) from indefinite experience, * e from the fact that any
existence at all is empirically given

, (3) the non empirical

apt tot t proof from mere concepts The first is the physico

theolggtcal or tehogical argument, the second is the costno

logical, and the third is the ontological Kant finds it advisable

to reverse the order of the proofs, and to begin by considera

tion of the ontological argument This would seem to

indicate that the ‘ scholastic innovation ’ to which he traces the
origin of the ontological proof has more justification than his

remarks appear to allow

SECTION IV

THE IMPOSSIBILITY OF AN ONTOLOGICAL PROOF®

Statement—Hitherto Kant has employed the concept of
an absolutely necessary Being without question He now
recognises that the problem, from which we ought to start,

IS not whether the existence of an absolutely necessary Being
can be demonstrated, but whether, and how, such a Being
can even be conceived And upon analysis he discovers that
the assumed notion of an absolutely necessary, t e uncondi
Honed Being is entirely lacking in intelligible content For
in eliminating all conditioning causes—through which alone
the understanding can conceive necessity of existence—^we

‘ Cf below pp 533 536 • A 592sB 6ao
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also remove this particular kind of necessity A verbal

definition may, indeed, be given of the Idea, as when we say
that It represents something the non existence of which ts

impossible But this yields no insight into the reasons which
make its non existence inconceivable, and such msight is

required if anything at all is to be thought in the Idea

“ The expedient of removing all those conditions which the under
standing indispensably requires in order to regard something as

necessary, simply through the introduction of the word uncondihoned,

IS very fir from sufficing to show whether I am stiU thinking any
thing, or not rather perhaps nothing at all, in the concept of the

unconditionally necessary ’ *

The untenableness of the concept has been in large part

concealed through a confusion between logical and ontological

necessity, that is, between necessity of judgment and necessity

of existence The fact that every proposition of geometry
must be regarded as absolutely necessary was supposed to

justify this identification It was not observed that logical

necessity refers only to judgments, not to htngs and their

relations, and that the absolute necessity of the judgment
holds only upon the assumption that the conditioned necessity

of the thing referred to has previously been granted If ^here

be any such thing as a triangle the assertion that it has three

angles will follow with absolute necessity
,
but the existence

of a triangle or even of space in general is contingent In
other words, the asserted necessity is only a form of logical

sequence, not the unconditioned necessity of existence which
is supposed to be disclosed in the Idea of Reason All

judgments, so far as they refer to existence, as distinct from
mere possibility are hypothetical, and serve to define a reality

that IS only contingently given In adopting this position,

Kant is in entire agreement with Hume The contradictory of

a matter of fact is always thinkable There has, Kant claims,

been no more fruitful source of illusion throughout the whole
history of philosophy than the belief in an absolute necessity

that IS purely logical ^ In the ontological argument we have
the most striking instance of such rationalistic exaggeration
of the powers of thought

Oomment—Had this criticism of the Idea of unconditioned
necessity been introduced at an earlier stage in Kant’s aigu
ment, much confusion would have been avoided It involves

the thorough revisal of his criticism of the third and fourth

antinomies, as well as of the whole account hitherto given of
the function of Reason and of its metaphysical dialectic The

‘A,93=tB68i * Cf A4 5^B8 9> A735 8j=:B763 6
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principle, that if the conditioned be given, the whole senes of
conditions up to the unconditioned is likewise given must no
longer be accepted as a basis for argument Indeed the very
terms in which Reason has so far been defined, as the faculty
of the unconditioned, become subject to question In that
definition tlie term unconditioned has tacitly been taken as
equivalent to the unconditionally necessary, and on elimina
tion of the element of necessity, it will reduce merely to the
concept of totality, which is a pure form of the understanding
Those parts of the Dtalecttc, which embody the view that
Reason is simply the understanding transcendently employed,
will thus be confirmed

, the alternative view of Reason as a
separate faculty will have to be eliminated But these are
questions which Kant himself proceeds to raise and discuss ^

Meantime he applies the above results in criticism of the
ontological argument

Statement—In an identical judgment it is contradictoiy to
reject the predicate while retaining the subject But there is

no contradiction if we reject subject and predicate alike, for

nothing IS then left that can be contradicted If we assume
that there is a triangle, we are bound to recognise that it has
three angles, but there is no contradiction in rejecting the
triangle together with its three angles The same holds true
of an absolutely necessary Being ‘ God is omnipotent ’ is an
identical and therefore necessary judgment But if we say,
‘ There is no God,’ neither the omnipotence nor any other
attribute remains

, and there is therefore not the least con
tradiction in saying that God does not exist The only way
of evading this conclusion is to argue that there are subjects
which cannot be removed out of existence That, however,
would only be another way of asserting that there exist
absolutely necessary subjects, and that is the very assertion
which IS now in question, and which the ontological argument
undertakes to prove Our sole test of what cannot be
removed is the contradiction which would thereby result , and
the only possible instance which can be cited is the concept of
th*' Ens realtistmum It remains, therefore, to establish the
above criticism for this specific case

At the start Kant points out that absence of internal con-
tradiction, even if granted, proves only that the Ens realts

stmum IS a loguxtlly possible concept (as distinguished from
the nthtl negattvum^)

,

it does not suffice to establish the
possibility of the object of the concept But for the sake of
aiguiqent Kant allows this initial assumption to pass The
argument to be disproved is that as reality comprehends
* Ct above, pp 427 8 and references there given * Cf above, p 424

2 M „
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existence, existence is contained in the concept of Bns
realtsstmum and cannot therefore be denied of it without

removing its internal possibility The really fundamental
assumption of this argument is that existence is capable of

being included in the concept of a possible being If that

were so, the asset tion of its existence would be an analytic

proposition and the proof could not be challenged (The
assumption is partly concealed by alternation of the terms

reality and existence
,
in their actual employment they are

completely synonymous ) As the above assumption thus

decides the entire issue, Kant sets himself to establish, in

direct opposition to it, the thesis, that every proposition

which predicates existence is synthetic, and that in conse
quence its denial can never involve a logical contradiction

Existence can never form part of the content of a conception,

and therefore must not be regarded as a possible predicate

What logically corresponds to it in a judgment is a purely

formal factor, namely, the copula The proposition, ‘God
IS omnipotent,’ contains two concepts, each of which has
Its object—God and omnipotence The word ‘is’ adds
no new predicate, but only serves to posit the predicate in

Its relation to the subject Similarly, when we take the subject

together with all its predicates (including that of omnipotence),
and say, ‘ God is ’ or ‘ there is a God,' we attach no new pre

dicate to the concept of God, but only posit the subject in

Itself with all its predicates as being an object that stands in

relation to our concept In order that the proposition be
true, the content of the object and of the concept must be one
and the same If the object contained more than the con
cept, the concept would not express the object, and the

proposition would assert a relation that does not hold Or
to state the same point in another way, the real must not

contain more content than the possible Otherwise it would
not be the possiole, but something different from the possible,

which would then be taken as existing A hundred real

thalers do not contain the least com more than a hundred
possible thalers Though my financial position is very
differently affected by a hundred real thalers than by the
thought of them only, a conceived hundred thalers are not
in the least increased through acquiring existence outside my
concept

Kant presents his argument in still another form If we
think m a thing every kind of reality except one, the missing
reality is not supplied by my saymg that this defective thing
exists On the contrary, it exists with the same defect with
which I have thought it When, therefore, I think a Being
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as the highest reality, without any defect, the question still

remains whether it exists or not For though, m my concept,

nothing may be lacking of the possible real content of a thing

in general, something is still lacking in its relation to my
whole state of thinking, namely, knowledge of its existence

,

and such knowledge can never be obtained save in an a
postertort manner That is owing to the limitations imposed
by the conditions of our sense experience We never con
found the existence of a sensible object with its mere con
cept The concept represents something that may or may
not exist to determine existence we must refer to actual

experience As Kant has already stated, the actual is

always for us the accidental, and its assertion is therefore

synthetic A possible idea and the idea of a possible thing

are quite distinct ^ A thing is known to be possible only
when presented in some concrete experience, or when, though
not actually experienced, it has been proved to be bound up,

according to empirical laws, with given perceptions It is

not, theiefore, surprising that if we try, as is done in the

ontological argument, to think existence through the pure
category, we cannot mention a single mark distinguishing it

from a merely logical possibility The concept of a Supiemc
Being IS, in many respects, a valuable Idea, but just because
It IS an Idea of pure Reason, t e a mere Idea, we can no
more extend our knowledge of real existence by means of
It, than a merchant can better his position by adding a few
noughts to his cash account

There are many points of connection between this section

and the first edition Introduction
,
and in view of these points

of contact Adickes has suggested that the considerations

which arose in the examination of the ontological argument
may have been what brought Kant to realise that the various

problems of the Critique can all bi traced to the central

problem of a prion synthesis

SECTION V

THE IMPOSSIBILITY OF A COSMOLOGICAL PROOF OF THE
EXISTENCE OF GOD®

Statement—Kant, as already noted, views the ontological

proof as ‘a mere innovation of scholastic wisdom’ which
restates, in a quite unnatural form, a line of thought much
more adequately expressed in the cosmological proof To

> Cf above, p 39a ff ® A p 475 » * A 6o3s:B 631
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discover the natural dialectic of Reason we must therefore

look to this latter form of argument It is composed of two
distinct stages In the first stage it makes no use of specific

experience if anything is given us as existing, eg the self,

there must exist an absolutely necessary Being as its cause

Then, in the second stage, it is argued that as such a Being
must be altogether outside experience, Reason must leave ex-

perience entirely aside, and discuvei from among pure qbn
cepts what properties an absolutely necessary Being ought to

possess, i e which among all possible things contains in itself

the conditions of absolute necessity The requisite enlighten

ment is believed by Reason to be derivable only from the

concept of an Ens t ealtsstmum, and Reason therefore at once
concludes that this concept must icprcsent the absolutely

necessary Being
Now in that final conclusion the truth of the ontological

argument is issumed If the concept of a Being of the

highest reality is so completely adequate to the concept of

necessary existence that they can be regarded as identical,

the lattei must be capable of being derived from the former,

and that is all that is maintained in the ontological proof

To make this point clearer, Kant states it in scholastic form
If the pioposition be true, that every absolutely necessary
Being is at the same time the most real Being (and this is

the nervui probandt of the cosmological proof in so far as it

IS also theological), it must, like all affirmative propositions,

be capable of conveision, at least per acadens This gives us

the proposition that some EtUta reahsstma are at the same
time absolutely necessary Beings One Em reahsitmum, how-
ever, does not differ fiom another, and what applies to one
applies to all In this case, therefore, we must employ
simple conversion, and say that every Ens realtsstmum is a
necessary Being Thus the cosmological proof is not only
as illusory as the ontological, but also less honest While
pretending to lead us by a new road to a sound conclusion, ^

it brings us back, after a short circuit, into the old path If

the ontological argument is correct, the cosmological is super-
fluous, and if me ontological is false, the cosmological
cannot possibly be true

But the first stage of the cosmological argument, that by
which it IS distinguished from the ontological, is itself falla-

cious A whole nest of dialectical assumptions lies hidden
in its apparently simple and legitimate inference from the
contingent to the necessary To advance from the continent
to the necessary, from the relative to the absolute, from
the given to the transcendent, is just as illegitimate as the
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opposite process of passing from Idea to existence The
necessity of thought, which is in both cases the sole ground
of the inference, is found on examination to be of merely
subjective character No less than three false assumptions
are involved in this inference In the first place, the principle

that everything must have a cause, which can be proved to

be^alid only within the world of sense, is here applied to the

sensible world as a whole
,
and is therefore employed m the

wider form which coincides with the fundamental principle

of the higher faculty of Reason We assume, that if the con
ditioned be given, the totality of its conditions up to tlu uncon

dtttoned is given likewise No such principle can be granted
As It IS synthetic, it could be established only as a condition

of the possibility of experience But no such proof is offered

the principle is based upon a purely intellectual concept
Secondly the inference to a first cause rests on the kindred
assumption that an infinite series of empirical causes is impos
sible That conclusion can never be drawn, even within the

realm of experience How, then, can we rely upon it in

advancing beyond experience ? Certainly no one can prove
that the empirical series is infinite, but just as little can we
establish the opposite In discussing the third and fourth

antinomies Kant has shown that the existence of a first cause
or of an absolutely necessary Being, though possible (or rather,

possibly possible), is never demonstrable Thirdly—as has
been shown in A 592 3 = B 620 i—in inferring to an uncon
ditioned cause, it is blindly assumed that the removal of all

conditions does not at the same time remove the very concept
of necessity Our only notion of necessity is derived from
experience, and therefore depends on those finite conditions
which the argument would deny to us The concept of un
conditioned necessity is entirely null and void

The fourth defect, which Kant enumerates, refers to the
second stage of the cosmological argument, and hao already
been considered He ought also to have mentioned a still

further assumption underlying its first stage, namely, that

a concept which represents a limited being, as, for instance,

that of matter, cannot represent necessary existence This
also IS an assumption which it cannot justify This objection

Kant has himself stated in A 586 = 8614 and A 588= B 616 ^

Oomment — We are apt to overlook the wider sweep
which Kant’s criticism takes in this section, owing to his

omulsion to notify the reader that he is here calling m
question a principle which he has hitherto been taking for

^ Cf above p 527 The concluding paragraphb A 613 14a! B 641 scan best
be treated later in another connection Cf below, p 536
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granted, namely, the principle in terms of which he has in the

opening sections of the Dialectic defined the faculty of Reason,

that if the conditioned be given the totality of conditions up
to the unconditioned is given likewise The first step in his

rejection |of this principle occurs as merely incidental to his

criticism of the ontological argument It is there shown that

the concept of the unconditionally necessary is without m^an
mg Now in this present section, he calls in question the

principle itself It must be rejected not only, as stated in

the third of the above objections, because the concept of

the unconditioned, which tacitly implies the factoi of absolute

necessity, is without real significance but also for two fuither

reasons—those above cited in the first and second objections

How very differently the problems of the Dialectic appear,

and how very differently the Ideas of Reason have to be

regarded, when this principle, and also the concept of the

unconditioned of which it is the application, are thus called

in question, will be shown in the sequel

DISCOVERY AND EXPLANATION OF THE TRANSCENDENTAL
ILLUSION IN ALL TRANSCENDENTAL PROOFS OB THE
EXISTENCE OF A NECESSARY BEING

^

Statement—We do not properly fulfil the task piescribed

by Critical teaching in meiely disproving the cosmological

argument We must also explain its hold upon the mind
If It is as Kant insists, moie natural to the mind than the

ontological, and yet, as we have just seen, is moie fallacious

,

if it has not been invented by philosophers but is the in

stinctive reasoning of the natuial man, it must rest, like all

dialectical illusion, upon a misundei standing of the legitimate

demands of pure Reason Reason demands the unconditioned,

andyet cannot think it

“Unconditioned necessity, which we so indispensably require as

the last bearer of all things, is for human Reason the ventable abyss

We con neither help thinking, nor can we bear the thought, that

a Being—even if it be the one which we represent to ourselves as '

supreme amongst all Beings—should, as it were, say to itself ‘ I am
from eternity to eternity, and outside me there is nothing save what
IS through my will

,
but whence am If ’

All support here fails us

,

and supreme perfection, no less than the least perfection, is unsub
stantial and baseless for the merely speculative Reason ” ®

We are obliged to think something as necessary for all

>A6i4:sB642 ' »A6i3=:B641
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existence, and yet at the same time are unable to think any
thing as m itself necessary—God as little as anything else

The explanation ^ of this strange fact must be that which
follows as a corollary from the limitation of our knowledge to

sense experience, nimely, that our concepts of necessity and
contingency do not concern things in themselves, and cannot
rherefoie be applied to them in accordance with eithei of the

two possible alternatives Each alternative must express a

subjective principle of Reason
,
and the two together (that

something exists by necessity, and that everything is only
contingent) must form complementary rules for the guidance

of the understanding These rules will then be purely heur
istic and regulative, relating only to the formal interests of

Reason and may well stand side by side For the one tells

us that we ought to philosophise as if there were a necessary

first ground for everything that exists, t e that we ought to

be always dissatisfied with relativity and contingency, and to

seek always for whit is unconditionally necessary The other

warns us against regarding any single determination in things

(such, for instance, as impenetrability or gravity) as ibsolutely

necessarj
,
and so bids us keep the way always open for further

derivation In other words Reason guides the understanding

by a twofold command The understanding must derive

phenomena and their existence from other phenomena, just

as if there were no necessaiy Being at all while at the same
time It must always strive towards the completeness of that

derivation, just as if such a necessary Being were presupposed
It IS owing to a transcendental illusion or subreption that we
view the latter principle as constitutive, and so think its unity

as hypostatised in the form of an Ens realtsstmutn The
falsity of this substitution becomes evident as soon as we con
sider that unconditioned necessity^ as a thing in itself cannot

even be conceived^ and that the “ Idea ’ of it cannot, therefore,

be ascribed to Reason save as a merely formal principle,

regulative of the understanding in its interpretation of given
experience ®

Gomment—The reader may observe that, when Kant is

developing this sceptical view of the Ideal of Reason, the
explanation of dialectical illusion in terms of transcendental

idealism falls into the background The illusion is no longer
traced to a confusion between appearances and things in them-
selves, but to the false interpretation of regulative principles

as being constitutive When it is the cosmological problem
with which we are dealing, the two illusions do, indeed,

coincide If we view the objects of sense-experience as things

^ A 616=6 644 * A 619 20=6 647 S
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m themselves, we are bound to regard the Ideal completion

of the natural sciences as an adequate representation of ulti-

mate reality But in Rational Theology, which is professedly

directed towards the definition of a Being distinct from nature

and conditioning all finite existence, it is not failure to dis-

tinguish between appearance and things m themselves but
the mistaking of a merely formal Ideal for a representation

of reality, that is alone responsible for the conclusions drawn
In A 617 18 = B 645 6 Kant makes statements which con

flict with tlie teaching of A 586 = B 614 and A 588 = B 616
In the latter passages he has argued that the concept of

a limited being may not without specific proof be taken as

contradictory of absolute necessity He now categorically

declares that the philosophers of antiquity are in error in

regarding matter as primitive and necessary
,
and the reason

which he gives is that the regulative principle of Reason
forbids us to view extension and impenetrability, “which
together constitute the concept of matter,” as ultimate

principles of experience But obviously Kant is here going
fiirther than his regulative principle will justify It demands
only that we should always look for still higher principles of

unity, and so keep open the way for possible further denva
tion

,
it does not enable us to assert that such will actually

be found to exist Notwithstanding the Ideal demands of

the legulative principle, matter may be primordial and neces

sary, and its properties of extension and impenetrability may
not be derivable from anything more ultimate

In this connection we may rai^e the more general question,

how far the Ideal demand for necessity and unity in know
ledge and existence can be concretely pictured Kant gives

a varying answer Sometimes—when he is emphasising the

limitation of our theoretical knowledge to sense experience

—

he reduces the speculative Idea of Divine Existence to a
purely abstract maxim for the regulation of natural science

When the Ideal occupies the mind on its own account, and
so attracts our attention away from our sense knowledge, it

IS an unreality, and perverts the understanding, it yields

genuine light and leading only as a quite general maxim
within the sphere of natur^ science From this point of view
necessary Being, even as an Ideal, can by no means be identi

fied with a personal God It signifies only the highest possible

system and unity of the endlessly varied natural phenomena
in space and time, and can be approximately realised m the
most various ways Its significance is entirdy cosmological
It IS an Ideal of positive science, and signifies only sys
tematic unity in the object known In being transformed
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from a scientific ideal into a subject oftheological enquiry, it has

inevitably given rise to dialectical illusion At other times,

—

when he is concerned to defend the concept of Divine Exist

ence as at least possible, and so to prepare the way for its

postulation as implied in the moral law, or when he is seeking,

as in the Cnttque of Judgment, to render comprehensible the

complete adaptation of phenomenal nature in its material

aspect to the needs of our understanding—Kant insists that

we are ultimately compelled, by the nature of our faculties,

to conceive the Ideal of Reason as a personal God, as an In

telhgence working according to purposes Only by such a
personal God, he maintains, can the demands of Reason be
genuinely satisfied

These two interpretations of the Ideal of Reason are in

conflict with one another
,
and so far as the Cnttque of

Pure Reasoti is concerned, a very insufficient attempt is made
to justify the frequent assertion that the Idea of God is the

Ideal of Reason, and not merely one possible, and highly

problematic, interpretation of it If the Idea of God is a

necessary Idea, it cannot be adequately expressed through
any merely regulative maxim It demands not only system
in knowledge but also perfection in the nature of the known
It IS jnot a merely logical Ideal such as might be satisfied by
any rational system, but an Ideal vhich conceins matter as

well as form, man as well as nature, our moral needs as well

as our intellectual demands If Kant is to maintain that

the only genuine function of theoretical Reason is to guide

the understanding in its scientific application, he is debarred
from asserting that a concrete interpretation of its regulative

principles is unavoidable And he is also precluded by his

own limitation of all knowledge to sense experience from
seeking to define by any positive predicate the transcendent

nature of the thing in itself

Such justification as Kant can offer in support of his

assertion that the Idea of God, of Intelligent Perfection, is an
indispensable Idea of human Reason, is chiefly based upon the

teleological aspect of nature which is dealt with in the physico
theological proof Mechanical science implies only the cosmo
logical Ide|^ teleological unity presupposes the theological

Ideal Further enquiry, then, into the necessity of the Idea
of God as a regulative principle, and its dangers as a source

of dialectical illusion, we must defer until we have examined
the one remaining argument *

' Cf below pp S4I 2 552
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SECTION VI

THE IMPOSSIBILITY OF THE PIIYSICO THEOLOGICAL PROOF *

Statement—The teleological proof starts from our definite

knowledge of the order and constitution of the sensible world
The actual world presents such immeasurable order, variety,

fitness, and beauty that we arc led to believe that here at

least IS sufficient proof of the existence of God Kant’s
attitude towaids this argument is at once extremely critical

and extremely sympathetic Though he represents it as the

oldest, the clearest, and the most convincing, he is none the

less prepared to show that it contains every one of the fallacies

involved in the other two proofs, as well as some false

assumptions peculiar to itself It possesses overpowering
persuasive force, not because of any inherent logical cogency,

but because it so successfully appeals to feeling as to silence

the intellect It would, Kant declares, be not only comfort
less, but utterly vain to attempt to dimmish its influence

“[The mind is] aroused from the indecision of all melancholy
reflection, as from a dream, by one glance at the wonders of nature

and the majesty of the universe ’ ^

Meantime, however, we are concerned with its merely
logical force W'* have to decide whether, as theoretical proof.

It can claim assent on its own merits, requiring no favour, and
no help fiom any other quarter On the basis of empirical

facts the argument makes the following assertions (i) There
are everywhere in the world clear indications of adaptation to

a definite end (2) As this adaptation cannot be due to the

working of blind mechanical laws, and accordingly cannot be
explained as originating in things themselves, it must have
been imposed upon them from without

,
and there must there

fore exist, apart from the sensible world, an intelligent Being
who has arranged it according to ideas antecedently formed

(3) As there is unity in the reciprocal lelations of the parts of
the universe as portions of a single edifice, and as the universe

IS infinite in extent and inexhaustible in variety, fts intelligent

cause must be single, all powerful, all wise, * e God
Now, even granting for the sake of argument the admissi

bility of these assertions, they enable us to infer only an
intelligent author of the purposive form of nature, not of its

matter, only an architect who is very much hampered by the

‘ A620=»B648 ^ A 624=B 652
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inadaptability of the material in which he has to work, not a

Creator to whose will everything is due To prove the

contingency of matter itself, we should have to establish the

truth of the cosmological proof

But the assumptions implied even in the demonstration

that God exists as a formattve power, are by no means
beyond dispute Why may not nature be regarded as giving

form to itself by its blindly working forces? Can it i tally be

proved that nature is a work of art that demands an artificer

as certainly as does a house, or a ship or a clock ? Kant’s

argument is at this point extremely brief, and I shall so far

digress from the statement of it, which he here gives, as to

supplement it from his other writings Even so called dead
matter is not merely inert By its inherent powers of gravity

and chemical attraction it spontaneously gives rise to the most
wonderful forms When Clarke and Voltaire in their first

enthusiasm over Newton’s great discovery asserted that the

planetary system must have been divinely cieated each planet

being launched in the tangent of its orbit by the finger of God,
just as a wheel must be fixed into its place by the hand of

the mechanician, they under estimated the organising power of

blind inanimate nature As Kant argued in his early treatise,'

the planetary system can quite well have arisen, and as it

would seem, actually has come into existence, through the

action of blindly working laws The mechanical principles

which account for its present maintenance will also account
for Its origin and development But it is when we turn

to animate nature, which is the chief source from which
arguments for design are derived, that the insufficiency of the

teleological argument becomes most manifest As Kant
points out m the Critique of Judgment, the differentia

distinguishing the living fiom the lifeless, is not so much
that It is organised as that it is self organising When,
therefore, we treat an organism a^ an analogon of art we
completely misrepresent its essential nature® In regarding
it as put together by an external agent we are ignoring its

internal self developing power As Hume had previously

maintained in his Dialogues on Natural Religion^ the facts

* VmversedNatural History and Theory ofthe Heavens (1755)
* Critique ofJut^ent §§ 64 65
* Hamaim completed his translation of Hume s Dialogues on Natural Religion

on August 7 1780 (i.f llama,iina IVerie vi 154 ff) and Kant notwithstanding
his being occupied in finishing the Critique read through the manuscript It

IS highly likel} that this first perusal of Humes Dialogues not only confirmed
Kant in his negative attitude towards natural theology, but also enabled him to

define more clearly than he otherwise would have done the negative consequences
of his own Cntical principles The chapter on the Ideal, as we have already
observed (above pp 434 5 5^7 9 531) was probably one of the last parts of the
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of the organic world not only agree with the facts of the

inorganic world m not supporting the argument of the

teleological proof, but are in direct conflict with it

But to return to Kant’s immediate statement of the argu
ment Setting the above objection aside, and granting for

the present that nature may be regarded as the outcome of

an external artificer, we can argue only to a cause adequate
to Its pioduction, te to an extraordinarily wise and wonder-
fully powerful Being Even if we ignore the existence of

evil and defect in nature, the step from great power to

omnipotence, and from great wisdom to omniscience, is one
that can never be justified on empirical grounds ^ Since the

Ideas of Reason, and above all the completely determined,

individual Ideal of Reason, transcend experience, experience

can never justify us in inferring their reality The teleological

ai gument can, indeed, only lead us to the point of admiring
the greatness, wisdom, and power of the author of the world
In proceeding further it abandons experience altogether, and
reasons, not from particular kinds and excellencies of natural

design, but from the contingency of all such adaptation to

the existence of a necessary Being, exactly in the manner of
the cosmological argument And it ends by assuming, in

agreement with the ontological proof, that the only possible

necessary Being is the Ideal of Reason Thus after com
mitting a number of fallacies on its own account, the

teleological argument itself endorses all those that are

involved m the more a priori proofs The teleological

argument rests on the cosmological, and the cosmological on
the ontological which therefore i\ould be the only proof
possible, were the proof of a completely transcendent proposi-

tion ever possible at all The strange fact that the convincing
force of the aiguments thus varies inversely with their validity

shows, Kant maintains, that we are correct in concluding that

they do not reaUy depend upon their logical cogency, and
merely express, in abstract terms, beliefs deep rooted in the
human spirit

CnHqtit to be brought into final form It does not seem possible however, to
establish in any specific manner the exact influence which Hume’s Diah^uts
may thus have exercised upon the argument of this portion of the Crtitque
When Schreitcrs translation of the Dialogues appeared in 1781, Hamann not
unwilling to escape the notonety of seeming to father so sceptical a work,
withdrew his own translation

^ This IS the mam point of Hume s argument in Section XI of his Enquiry
concerning the Human Understanding
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SECTION VII
.it

CRITICISM OF ALL THEOIOGY BASED ON SPECULATIVE
PRINCIPLES OF REASON^

A 631 3 = B 669 66—On the distinction between “ theist
’

and “ deist,” cf Eruyclopadia Brttanmca^ vii p 934

“ The later distinction between ‘ theist ’ and ‘ deist,’ which stiniped

the latter word as exclading the belief in providence or in the im
manence of God, was apparently formulated in the end of the

eighteenth century by those rationalists who were aggrieved at being

identified with the naturalists
’

A 633-4 = B 661 2—Kant here does no more than indicate

that by way of practical Reason it may be possible to postulate,

though not theoretically to comprehend, a Supreme Being
On the distinction between postulates and hypotheses, cf

A 769 ff = B 797 ff
,
and below, p 543 ff Cf also p 571 ff

A 634 = B 662—On relative necessity, cf below, pp 555,

571 ff

A 635 9 = B 663 7 only summarises points already treated

A 639-42=B 66770—Kant concludes by declaring that the

Ideal, in addition to its regulative function, possesses two
further prerogatives In the first place, it supplies a standard,

in the light of which any knowledge of Divine Existence
acquired from other sources, can be purified and rendered
consistent with itself For it is “an Ideal without a flaw,"

the true crown and culmination of the whole of human
knowledge

“ If there should be a moral theology transcendental theology

will then prove itself mdispensable m determming its concept

and in constantly testmg Reason which is so often deceived by
sensibility, and which is frequently out of harmony with its own
Ideas ’ s

And secondly, though the Ideal fails to establish itself

theoretically, the arguments given in its support suffice to

show the quite insufficient foundations upon which all atheistic,

deistic, and anthropomorphic philosophies rest

Commeiit—These concluding remarks cannot be accepted as
representing Kant’s true teaching The Ideal, by his own
showing, IS by no means without a flaw In so far as it

involves the concept of unconditioned necessity, it is meaning*
less , it IS purely logical, and therefore contains no indication of

‘A631=B6s9 • a 641*8669
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real content
,

it embodies a false view of the nature of negation,

and therefore of the relation of realities to one another In

short, It is constituted in accordance with the false, up Critical

principles of Leibnizian metaphysics, and is found on ex-
amination to be non existent even as a purely mental entity

Reduced to its proper terms, it becomes a mere schema
regulative of the understanding m the extension of experience,

and does not yield even a negative criterion for the testing of

our ideals of Divine Existence The criterion, which Kant
really so employs, is not that of an Ens reahistmum, but the

concept of an Intuitive Understanding, which, as he has
indicated in the chapter on Phenomena and Noumena^ is our

most adequate Ideal of completed Perfection This latter is

not Itself, however, a spontaneously formed concept of natural

Reason, and does not justify the assertion that the Idea of God
IS a necessary Idea of the human mind In attempting to

defend such a thesis, Kant is unduly influenced by the almost
universal acceptance of deistic beliefs in the Europe of his

time ^ His criticism of the Ideal of Reason and of rational

theology is much more destructive, and really allows that

theology much less value, even as n-itural dialectic, than he
IS willing to admit® Aichitectonic forbids that the extreme
radical consequences of the teaching of the Anafyitc s}iould

be allowed to show in their full foice These shortcomings
are, however, in great part remedied in the elaboiate Appendix
w hich Kant has attached to the Dialectic

^ Cf 'ibove p 407 fF and below p 552 ff

® Cf above p 454 with further references m ^ i * Cf above pp 536 7



APPENDIX TO THE TRANSCENDENTAL
DIALECTIC

THE REGULATIVE EMPLOYMENT OF THE IDEAS OF
PURE REASON^

Before we proceed to deal with this Appendix it will be of
advantage to consider the section in the Methodology on the

Dtsciphne of Pure Reason tn regard to Hypotheses That
section affords a very illuminating intioduction to the

problems here discussed, and is extremely important for

understanding Kant s view of metaphysical science as yielding

either complete ceitajiniEy 9r Sfse nothing at all This is a

docfwhc which he from time to time suggests to the con
siderable bewilderment of the modern reader^ In discuss-

ing it he starts fiom the obvious objection that though
nothing can be known through Reason in its pure a priori

employment, metaphysics may yet be possible in an em
pineal form, as consisting of hypotheses, constructed m
conjectural explanation of the facts of experience Kant
replies by defining the conditions under which alone hypo-
theses can be entertained as such There must always be
something completely certain, and not on'y invented or
merely “opined,' namely, the possibility of the object to

which the hypothesis appeals Once that is proved, it is

allowable, on the basis of experience, to form opinions regard
ing Its reality Then, and only then, can such opinions be
entitled hypotheses Otherwise we are not employing the
understanding to explain, we are simply indulging the im
agination in its tendency to dream Now since the categories

of the pure understanding do not enable us to invent a priori

the concept of a dynamical connection, but only to apprehend
It when presented in experience, we cannot by means of these
cat^ories invent a single object endowed with a new quality

* A 642=3 670 * A 769 82=3 707 810
* A XIV, 3 xxui IV and Rtflexumen u 1451 In mctai^ysica there can

be no such thing as uncertainty ” Cf above, pp 10, 35

543
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not empirically given
,
and cannot, therefore, base an hypo-

thesis upon any such conception

“Thus it IS not permissible to uivent any new onginal powers,

as, for instance, an understanding capable of intuituig its objects

without the aid of senses ,
or a force of attraction without any contact

,

or a new kind of substance existing in space and yet not im
penetrable Nor is it legitimate to postulate any other form of

communion of substances than that revealed in experience, any
presence that is not spatial, any duration that is not temporal In a
word our Reason can employ as conditions of the possibility of things

only the conditions of possible experience ,
it can never, as it were,

create concepts of things, mdependently of those conditions Such
concepts, though not self contradictory, would be without an object ” ^

This does not however, mean that the concepts of pure
R^on can have no valid employment They are, it is true.

Ideas meiely, with no object corresponding to them in any
experience

,
but then it is also true that they are not hypo

theses, referring to imagined objects, supposed to be possibly

real They are purely problematic They are heuristic

fictions {hem isttsche Fikttonen), the sole function of which is

to serve as principles regulative of the understanding in its

systematic employment Used in any other manner they

reduce to the level of merely mental entities {Gedankenctmge)
whose very possibility is indemonstrable, and which cannot
therefore be employed as hypotheses for the explanation of
appeal ances Given appearances can be accounted for only
in terms of laws known to hold among appearances To
explain natural phenomena by a transcendental hypothesis

—

mental processes by the assumption of the soul as a substantial,

simple, spiritual being, or order and design in nature by the

assumption of a Divine Author—is never admissible

“ that would be to explain something, which m terms of

known empirical principles we do not understand sufficiently, by
somethmg which we do not understand at all

And Kant adds that the wildest hypotheses, if only they
are physical, are more tolerable than a hyperphysical one
They at least conform to the conditions under which alone
hypothetical explanation as such is allowable “ Outside this

field, to form opinions, is merely to play with thoughts ” •

A further condition, required to render an hypothesis
acceptable, is its adequacy for determining a prion all the
consequences which are actually given If for that purpose
supplementary hypotheses have to be called in, the force of

* A 772*3800* A 770 i*B 798 9 » A7[7S“‘B8o3
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the main assumption is proportionately weakened Thus we
can easily explain natural order and design, if we are allowed

to postulate a Divine Author who is absolutely perfect and
all powerful But that hypothesis lies open to all the

objections suggested by defects and evils in nature, and can
only be preserved through new hypotheses which modify the

main assumption Similarly the hypothesis of the human
soul as an abiding and purely spiritual being, existing in

independence of the body, has to be modified to meet the

difficulties which arise Irom the phenomena of growth and
decay But the new hypotheses, then constructed, derive

their whole authority from the main hypothesis which they
are themselves defending

Such IS Kant’s criticism of metaphysics when its teacj^g
IS based on the facts of experience hypothetically interprmd
In regard to transcendent metaphysics, there are, in Kant’s
view only two alternatives ^ Either its propositions must be
established independently of all experience in purely a pnort
fashion, and theiefore as absolutely certain

,
or they must

consist in hypotheses empirically grounded The first

alternative has in the Analytic and Dialectic been shown to be

impossible, the second altei native he rejects for the above
reasons

But this docs not close Kant s treatment of metaphysical

hypotheses He pioceeds to develop a doctrine which, in its

fearless confidence in the truth of Critical teaching, is the

worthy outcome of his abiding belief in the value of a
“ sceptical method ’ ^ As Reason is by its very nature

dialectical, outside opponents are not those from whom we
have most to fear Their objections are really derived from a

source which lies in ourselves, and until these have been traced

to their origin, and destroyed from the root upwards, we can
expect no lasting peace Our duty therefore, is to encourage
our doubts, until by the very luxuriance of their growth they
enable us to discover the hidden roots from which they derive

their perennial vitality

“External tranquillity is a mere illusion The germ of these

objections, which lies in the nature of human Reason, must be
rooted out But how can we uproot it, unless we give it freedom,

nay, nourishment, to send out shoots so that it may discover itself to

our eyes, and that we may then destroy it together with its root?

Therrfore think out objections which have never yet occurred to

any opponent, lend him, indeed, your weapons, or grant him the

most favourable position which he could possibly desne You have

' Cf A 781 aa=B 809 10 * Cf above 'pp 481 501

2 N
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nothing to fear m all this, but much to hope for
,
you may gam for

yourselves a possession which can never again be contested ” ^

In this campaign to eradicate doubt by following it out

to its furthermost limits, the hypotheses of pure Reason,
** leaden weapons though they be, since they are not steeled

by any law of experience,” are an indispensable part of our

equipment For though hypotheses are useless for the

establishment of metaphysical propositions, they are, Kant
teaches, both admirable and valuable for their defence That
IS to say, their true metaphysical function is not dogmatic,

but polemical They are weapons of war to which we may
legitimately resort for the maintenance of beliefs otherwise

established If, for instance, we have been led to postulate

th4||mmatcrial, self subsistent nature of the soul, and are met
by the difficulty that experience would seem to prove that

both the giowth and the decay of our mental powers are due
to the body, we can weaken this objection by formulating

the hypothesis that the body is not the cause of our thinking,

but only a restrictive condition of it, peculiar to our present

state, and that, though it fuithers our sensuous and animal
faculties It acts as an impediment to oui spiritual life

Similaily, to meet the many objections against belief m the

eternal existence of a finite being whose birth depends upon
contingencies of all kinds, such as the food supply, the whims
of govei nment, or even vice, we can adduce the transcendental

hypothesis that life has neither beginning in birth nor ending
in death, the entire world of sense being but an image due to

our present mode of knowledge, an image which like a dream
has in itself no objective reality Such hypotheses are not,

indeed even Ideas of Reason, but simply concepts tmented
to show thit the objections which are raised depend upon the

false assumption that the possibilities have been exhausted,

and that the mere laws of nature comprehend the whole field

of possible existences These hypotheses at least suffice to

reveal the uncertain character of the doubts which assail us in

our practical beliefs

“[Transcendental hypotheses] are nothing but pnvate opinions
Nevertheless, we cannot properly dispense with them as weapons
against the misgivings which are apt to occur , they are necessary

even to secure our inner tranquilhty We must preserve to them
this character, carefully guarding against the assumption of their

independent authority or absolute validity, since otherwise they
would drown Reason in fictions and delusions

” *

‘ A 777 8»B8os6 ‘ A 782=6810
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We may now return to A 642 68 * B 670 96 The teach

mg of this section is extremely self contradictory, waver
mg between a subjective and an objective interpretation of
the Ideas of Reason The probable explanation is thit

Kant IS here recasting older material, and leaves standing

more of his earhei solutions than is consistent with his final

conclusions We can best approach the discussion by con
sidering Kant’s statements in A 645 = B 673 and m A 650 ff

= B 678 ff They expound, though unfortunatel> in the

briefest terms, a point of view which Idealism has since

adopted as fundamental Kant himself, \eiy strangely, never
develops its consequences at any great length ^ The Idea,

which Reason follows in the exercise of its sole true function,

the systematising of the knowledge supplied by the under
standing, is that of a unity in which the thought of the wllolc

precedes the knowledge of its parts, and contains the con
dittons according to which the place of every part and its

relation to the other parts arc determined a pt tort This Idea

specialises itself in various foims, and in all of them directs

the understanding to a knowledge that will be that of no
mere aggregate but of a genuine system Such concepts are

not derived from nature
,
we interrogate nature accofdtn^ to

tJiem, and considei our knowledge defective so long as it fails

to embody them In A 650 = 6 678 Kant fuither points out
that this Idea of Redson does not meiely direct the under
standing to seaich for such unity, but also claims for itself

objective reality And he adds,

“ it IS difficult to understand how there can be a logical

principle by which Reason prescribes the unity of rules, unless we
also presuppose a transcendental princijile whereby such systematic

unity IS a pnori assumed to be necessarily inherent in the objects
’

For how could we treat diveisity in nature as only dis

guised unity, if we were also free to regard that unity as

contrary to the actual nature of the ical?

“ Reason would then run counter to its own vocation, proposing

as Its atm an Idea quite inconsistent with the constitution of nature
”

Nor IS our knowledge of the principle merely empirical,

deduced from the unity which we find in contingent experience

On the contrary, there is an inherent and necessary law of

Reason compelling us, antecedently to all specific experience,

to look for such unity

i Cf above, pp 97 8 102 390 r, 426 ff , 447 ff ^ A 651 = 8 679.
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‘ without It we should have no Reason at all, and without

Reason no coherent employmen of the understanding, and m the

absence of this no sufficient criterion of empincal truth In

order, therefore, to secure in empirical cnterion we are absolutely

compelled to presuppose the systematic unity of nature as object

ively valid and necessary ” ^ “ It might be supposed that this is

merely an economical contrivance of Reason, seekuig to save itself

all possible trouble, i hypothetical attempt, which, if it succeeds,

will, through the unity thus attained, impart probability to the

presumed principle of explanation But such a selfish purpose can

very easily be distinguished from the Idea For in the latter we
presuppose that this unity of Reason is in conformity with nattirii

itself, and that, although i\e are indeed unable to ^termine the

limits of this unity. Reason does not here beg but command ” *

This last altei native, that Reason is here propounding a
tentative hypothesis, in order by trial to discover how far it

can be empirically verified—an alternative which Kant in the

above passage rejects as unduly subjective, and as conse-

quently failing to recognise the objective claims and a prtort

authority of the Ideas of Reason,—is yet a view which he
himself adopts and indeed develops at considerable length in

this same section This as already stated, affords evidence
of the composite chaiacterand varying origins of the material

here presented

The Dt\sef tatton of 1770 gives a puiely subjectivist inter

pretation of the regulative principles, among which, from its

pie Critical standpoint, it classes the piinciple of causality

and the pi inciplc of the consei vation of matter

“ [We adopt principles] which delude the intellect into mistaking
them for arguments derived from the object, whereas they are com
mended to us only by the peculiar nature of the intellect, owing to

their convenience for its free and ample employment They there

fore rest on subjective grounds namely, on the conditions
under which it seems easy a'ld expeditious for the intellect to nudie
use of Its insight These rules of judging, to which we freely

submit and to which we adhere as if they were axioms, solely for

the reason that were ve to depart from them almost no judgmint
regarding a given object would be permissible to our intellect^ I entitle

principles of comenience [One of these is] the popularly
received canon, pnnapta non esie multiplicanda Procter suwmatn
mcessitatem, to which we yield our adhesion, not because we haw
insight into causa] unity in the world cither by reason or by ex
perience, but because we seek it byan impulse of the intellect, which
seems to itself to have advanced in the explanation of phenomena
only in the degree in which it is jp-anted to it to descend fkooa a
smgle principle to the greatest number of consequences

” •

f

^ A6S3-3i68i ’ j!hsseriixt$o%$3(:^

A
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This, in essentials, is the view which we find developed in

A 646 9 ip B 674 8 Reason is the faculty of deducing the

particalalt* 'from the general When the general is admitted
only as froblemattcal, as a mere idea, while the particular is

cet^biin, we determine the univeisality of the rule by applying
It to |be particulars, and then upon confirmation of its validity

proceed to draw conclusions regarding cases not actually given
This Kant entitles the hypothetical use of Reason Reason
must never be employed constitutively It serves only foi

the introduction, as far as may be found possible, of unity
iftio the paiticulais of knowledge It seeks to make the rule

approximate to universality ^ The unity which it demands

‘ IS a piojuted unity, to be regarded not as given m itself, but
as a problem only Ihis unity aids us in discovering a principle

for the manifold and special employment of the understanding,

drawmg its attention to cases which are not given, and thus render

mg it more coherent
”

The unity is meiely logical, or rathei methodological “ To
postulate, in consequence of its serviceableness, real unity in

the, objects themselves would be to transfoim it into a tran

scendental principle of Reason and to render

“ the systematic unity necessary, not only subjectively and
logically, as method, but objectively also

” *

The above paragraphs are intercalated between A 645 =

B 673 and A 65063 = 3 67891, in which, as we have
already seen, the directly opposite view is propounded,
namely, that such principles are not merely hypothetical,

nor merely logical In all cases they claim reality, and rest

upon transcendental principles
,

they condition the very

Mssibllity of experience
,
and may therefore be asserted to

prtort necessary and to be objectively valid To quote

two additional passages

” we can conclude from the universal to the particular, only

if universal qualities are ascribed to things as the foundation upon
which jhe particular qualities rest”® “The foundation of these

laws [cf below, pp 550 i] is not due to any secret design of making
an experiment by putting them forward as merely tentative sugges

tions It 18 easily seen that they contemplate the parsimony of

I,
^ Tjlie extremely un Cntical reason which Kant here (A 647 B 675) gives for its

Beeesuilily tenuumng hypothetical is the impossibility of knowing all possil^

l(mjie|ttencet ’ This use df the term hypothetical is also confusing in view of

Kaat’s cntiqMu of the hypothetical employment of Reason in A 769 ff =B 797 ff

* Af47SR67S * Loc at and A 6495*8 677A^^B6^ » A 652= B 680
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hqSmns (nub species), never of points which possess no extent

(ladi'^uals)
’’ *

j Combining two principles, that of homogeneity and
d|C speajiea^on, we obtain a third, that of continuity The

logical lavv of tne continuum fomtarum logtcarum presupposes
the trai^e^dental law, lex conttnui in natura It provides

that homogeneity be combined with the greatest possible

dijlsei^ity by prescribing a continuous transition from eveiy
species to every other, or in other words by requiiing that

between any two species 01 sub species, however closely

related, intermediate species be always legarded as possible

(The paragraph at the end of A 661 = B 689, with its pioviso

that we cannot make any definite empirical use of this law,

IS probably of later origin
,

it connects with the concluding
parts of the section) That this third law is also a pi ion
g^nd transcendental, is shown by the fact that it is not derived

from (he prior discovery of system in nature, but has itself

giweq^kse to the systematised character of oui knowledge*
The psychological, chemical, and astronomical examples

which Kant employs to illustrate these laws call for no special

comment They weic taken from contemporary science, and
in the advance of our knowledge have become more confus

ing than helpful The citation in A 646 - B 674 of the con-

cepts of “ pure earth, pure water, pure air” as being “ concepts

of Reason " is especially bewildering They are, even in the

Use which Kant himself ascribes to them, simply empirical

hypotheses, formulated for the purposes of puicly physical

ex|danation
,
they are in no genuine sense universal, regulative

pnncifdes
i‘ In passing to A 663 8 = B 691 6 we find still another vaiia

tlon in the substance of Kant’s teaching He returns, though
with a greater maturity of statement, and with a very different

and much more satisfactory terminology, to the moie sceptical

viewofA 646-9 - B 674-7 ® The interest of the above principles,

Kant continues tQ maintain, lies m their transcendentality

Dei^pite dte fact that they are mere Ideas for the guidance

(^llpderstandii^, and can only be approached asymptotically,

t^ey are synthetic a pnon judgments, and would seem to

haVe an objective, though indeterminate, validity So far his

statements are in line with the preceding paragraphs But
^l^pt^ceed^to aadd that this objective validity consists exclu-
' fflfely iti thflur heuristic function They differ fundamentally

# 1 A65S:)«B68$. ‘AetosBeSS
' * 'Vhe opeoutg paragraphs of the section A 642 5=:B 670 3 may be of the

Mine date as the concluding t>uag^F^
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from the dynamical, no less than from the mathetnatf<c»l,

principles of understanding, m that no schema of sensibilitv

can be assigned to them In other words, their object eaBr
never be exhibited tn concrete

,

it transcends till possilbie

experience For this reason they are incapable of a tran^n

scendental deduction ^ They are among the conditions indiv-

pensably necessary to the possibility, not of each and every
experience, but only of experience as systematised tn the

tnteiest of Reason In place of a schema they oan posseas

only what may be called the analogon of a schema, that is,

they lepresent the Idea of a maximum^ which the understand
ing in the subjective interest of Reason—or, otherwise

expressed,® in the interest of a certain possible perfection of

oui knowledge of objects—is called upon to realise as muck
a\ possible Thus they are at once subjective in the soofce

from which they arise and also indeterminate as to the

conditions under which, and the extent to which, they can
obtain empiric il embodiment The fact that in this Capacity

they rejiiesent a maximum, does not justify any assertKJin

either as to the degree of unity which experience on detailed

investigation will ultimately be found to veiify, or as to the
noumenal reality by which experience is conditioned

In A 644 5 = B 672 3 Kant employs certain optical

anilogies to illustrate the illusion which the Ideas, ip the

absence of Critic il teaching, inevitably generate When
the understanding is legulated by the Idea of a maxtmifin,
and seeks to view all the lines of experience as converging
upon and pointing to it, it necessarily regards it, focus
imaginai tus though it be, as actually existing The illusion,

by which objects are seen behind the surface of a mirror, is

indispensably necessary if we are to be able to see what lies

behind our backs The transcendental illusion, which confers

reality upon the Ideas of Reason, is similarly incidental to the

attempt to view experience in its greatest possible extension

ON THE FINAL PURPOSE OF THE NAIURAL DIALECTIC
OF HUMAN REASON*

This section is thoroughly unified and consistent in its

teaching Its repetitious character is doubtless due to
Kants peisonal difficulty either in definitively accepting or
in altogether rejecting the constructive. Idealist mterpreiatifin
of the function of Reason He at least succeeds in foraiplal-
ing a \iew which, while ijot asserting anything more than (9

^ Cf pet toHtra \ 669 70= B 697 8 «A666:«B694 • Ai69^B 69j
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required m the scientific extension of experience, indicates

th# many possibilities which such expettence fails to exclude

As the Ideas of Reason are not merely empty thought entities

(miuz fotitmts ratioetnantts'*-'), but have a ceitain kind of

objective validity (* e are entta rattonis ratiomiatae ), they
demand a transcendental deduction^ What this deduction

IS, and how it differs from that of the categoi les, we must now
determine Its discovery will, Kant claims, crown and com
plete oui Critical labours

Kant begins by drawing a distinction between represent

ing an object absolutely

^

and representing an object in the Idea

“ In the former case our concepts are employed to determine the

object, in the latter lase there is in truth only a schemi foi which
no object, not even a hypothetical one, is directlj given, and which
only enables us to represent to oui selves indirectly other objects in

their systematic unity, by means of their rel ition to this Idea ” *

An Idea is only a schehia (Kant in terms of A 655 = B 693
ought rather to have said analoqon of a schem i) whereby
we represent to ourselves, as for instance in the concept of

a Highest Intelligence, not an objective reality but only such

perfection of Reason as will tend to the gieatest possible unity

in the empirical employment of understanding
With this introduction, Kant ushers in his famous "als

oh " doctrine We must view the things of the world as if
they derived their existence from a Highest Intelligence

That Idea is heuristic only, not expository Its purpose is

not to enable us to comprehend such a Being, or even to

think Its existence, but only to show us how we should seek

to determine the constitution and connection of the objects

of experience The three transcendental Ideas do not

determine an object corresponding to them, but, under the

presupposition of such an object in the Idea lead us to

systematic unity of empirical knowledge When they are

thus strictly interpreted as merely legulative of empiiical

enquiry, they will always endorse experience and never run
counter to it Reason, which seeks completeness of explana-
tion^ must therefore always act in accordance ^ith them
Only thereby can experience acquire its fullest possible

extension This is the transcendental deduction of which
we are in search It establishes the indispensableness of the

Ideas of Reason for the completion of experience, and their

legitimacy as regulative principles

We may here interrupt Kant’s exposition so far as to

* Cf above pp 4467 * Cf A 681 = 8709
* Cf per contra A 663 4 =8 691 2 * A 670—8 698
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point out that this argument does not do justice to the full

force of his position The true Critical contention—and only

if we interpret the p issagc in the light of this contention can
the proof be regaided as transcendental in the strict sense-
is that the Ideas are necessaiy to the possibility of eadi and
every experience, involved together with the categories as

conditions of the very existence of consciousness They are

not merely regulative, but aie regulative of an experience

which they also help to make possible ^ They express the

standards in whose light we condemn all knowledge which
does not fulfil them

,
and we have consequently no option

save to endeavour to conform to their demands In

other words, they are not derivative concepts obtained by
merelj. omitting the restrictions essential to our empirical

consciousness but represent a presupposition necessarily

involved in all consciousness Some such restatement of the

argument is demanded by the position which Kant has

himself outlined in A 645 -- B 673 and in A 650 ff - B 678 ff

Unfortunately he does not return to it The more sceptical

view which he has meantime been developing remains domi
nant The deduction is left in this semi Critical foim
A 672 6 = B 700 4 give a fuller statement of the “ als ob ”

doctrine In psychology we must proceed as tf the mind
weie a simple substance endowed with personal identity® (in

this life it least), not in order to derive explanation of its

changing states fiom the soul so conceived, but to derive

them from each other in accoidance with the Idea In

cosmology and theology (we may observe the straits to

which Kant is 1 educed in his attempt to distinguish them)
wc ought to consider all phenomena both in their series and
in their totality as if they were due to a highest and all-

sufficient unitary ground In so doing we shall not derive

the order and system in the woild from the object of the

Idea, but only ext-act from the Idea the rule whereby the

undei standing attains the greatest possible satisfaction in the
connecting of natural causes and effects

* I may here guard agiinst misunderstanding Though the Ideas of Reason
condition the experience which they regulate this must not be taken as nullifying

Kant s fundamental dibtinction between the regulative and the constitutee Even
when he is de\ eloping his less sceptical view he adopts in metaphysics as in

ethics a position which is radically distinct from that of Hegel Though the

moral ideal represents reality of the highest order it transcends all possible leahsa
tion of Itselfm human hfe Though it conditions all our morality it at the same
time condemns it The Christian virtue of humility defines the pnly attitude

proper to the human soul In an exactly similar manner the fact that the Ideas
of Reason have to be regarded as conditioning the possibility of sense experience
need not prevent us from also recognising that they likewise make possible out
consciousness of its hmitations ® Cf above, pp 473 ^
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In A 676 7 = B 704 5 Kant resorts to still another dis

tinction—between supposttio relattva and suppostito abioluta

This distinction is suggested by the semi objectivity of

pi includes that are merely regulative Though we have to

recognise them as necessary, such necessity does not justify

the assertion of their independent validity When we admit
a supreme ground as the source of the order and system
which the principles demand, we do so only in oider to think
the universality of the principles with greater definiteness

Such supposition is relative to the needs of Reason in its

efnptrtcal employment not absolute, as pointing to the

existence of such a being in itself

" This explains why, in rehtion to what is given to the senses as

existing, wc require the Idea of a primordial Being necessary in itself,

and yet can never form the slightest eoncept of it or of its absolute

necessity ” ^

This last statement leads to the furthei pioblem to which
Kant here gives his final solution, how if, as has been shown
in the Dialectic, the concepts of absolute necessity and of

unconditionedness are without meaning, the Ideas of Reason
can be entci tamed at all, even mentally What is their

actual content and how is it possible to conceive them?
Kants reply is developed in terms of the semi Ciitical

subjectivist point of view which dominates this section The
Ideas are meie Ideas They yield not the slightest concept

either of the internal possibility or of the necessity of any
object corresponding to them They only seem to do so

owing to a transcendental illusion On examination we find

that the concepts which we employ in thinking them as

independently real, are one and all derived from expeiience

That is to say, we judge of them after the analogy of reality,

substance, causality, and necessity in the sensible world ®

“ [They are consequently] atialoga only of real things, not real

things m themselves We remove from the object of the Idea the

conditions which limit the concept of the understanding, but which

at the same time alone make it possible for us to have a determinate

concept of anything What we then think is, therefore, a something

of which, as it is in itself, we have no concept whatsoever, but which

we none the less represent to ourselves as standing in a relaUon to

the sum total of appearances analogous to that in which appearances

stand to one another ” ^

‘ A 679=B 707 * A 678=8706
•A 674=8 702 Cf A 678 9=8 706 7
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They do not carry our knowledge beyond the objects

of possible CKpericnce, but only extend the empirical unity of

experience They are the schemata of regulative prmaplcs
In them Reason is concerned with nothing but its own
inherent demands

,
and as their unity is the unity of a system

which IS to be sought only in experience,^ qualities derived

from the sensible world can quite legitimately be employed
in their specific determination They aie not inherently

dialectical
, their demands have the rationality which we

have a right to expect in the Ideals of Reason When
Critically examined, they propound no problem which
Reason is not n itself entiiely competent to solve® It is

to their misemployment that tianscendental illusion is due
In the form in which they arise from the natural disposition

of our Reason they ue good and seiviceable®

To the question what is the most adequate form m which
the regulative schema can be represented,* Kant gives an
answer which shows how very far he is fiom regarding the

Leibnirian Lns, realissvnum as the true expression of the

Ideal of Reason It is through the employment of teleological

concepts that we can best attain the highest possible form of

systematic unity

“ The highest formal unity is the purposive unity of things

1 he speailaiive [i e theoretical] interest of Reason makes it necessary

to regard all order in the world as tf it had origmated in the purpose
ol a Supreme Reason Such a principle opens out to our Reason,

as applied in the field of experience, altogether new views as to how
the things of the world may be connected according to teleological

laws, and so enables it to arrive at their greatest systematic unity

The assumption of a Supreme Intelligence, as the one and only

cause of the universe, though in the Idea alone, can therefore

always benefit Reason and tan never injure it

1 or so long as this assumption is employed only as a
regulative principle, even erior cannot be really harmfbl
The worst that can happen is that where we expected a
teleological connection, a merely mechanical or physical one
IS met witli If, on the other hand, we leave the solid

ground of experience, and use the assumption to explain
what we are unable to account for in empirical terms, we
sacrifice all real insight, and confound Reason by transforming
a concept, which is anthroporaoiphically Determined for the

' A68o-:^B7o8
® sbovt noted (pp 495 IF) when we find Kant thus insisting upon

the completely soluble cliaracter of all problems of pure Reason, the sceptical,

subjtttivwi tendency is dominant
* A 600 B 697 * Cf above pp 536 7 54 * 2 * A 6S6 7=8 714 15
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purposes of empirical orientation, into a means of explaining

order as non natural and as imposed from without on the

material basis of things

This is a point of sufficient importance to call for more
detailed statement Hume in his Dialogues points out that

the mam defect in the teleological proof of God’s existence

IS Its assumption that order and design are foicign to the

inherent constitution of things, and must be of non natural

origin The argument is therefoie weakened by every adv ince

in the natural sciences It also runs directly countei to the

very phenomena, those of animal life, upon which it is chiefly

based, since the main characteristic of the organic in its dis

tinction from the inorganic is its inner wealth of productive

and reproductive powers With these ciiticisms K int is in

entire agreement Fiom them, in the passage befoie us, he
derives an argument in support of a strictly regulative inter-

pretation of his “a/i ob" doctrine The avowed intention of the

teleological argument is to prove front nature the existence of

an intelligent supreme cause If theieforc its standpoint be
held to with more consistency than its own dcfendeis have
hitherto shown, it will be found to rest upon the regulative

principle that we must study nature as if an inherent order

were native to it, and so seek to approach by degiecs, in pro

portion as such natmal unity is empirically discoveied, the

absolute perfection which inspires oui researches But if

we transform our Ideal into an instrument of explanation
beginning with what ought properly to be only our goal,

we delude ourselves with the belief that what can only be
acquired through the slow and tentative labours of cmpiiical

enquiry is already in our possession

“ If I begin with a supreme purposive Being as the ground of

all things, the unitj of nature is really surrendered, as being quite

foreign and acadcntal to the nature of things, and as not to be
known from its own general laws There thus anses a vicious

circle we are assuming just that very point which is mainly in

dispute
” ’

Such a method of argument is self destructive, since if we
do not find order and perfection in the nature of things, and
therefore in their general and necessary laws, we aie not in a
position to infer such a Being as the source of all causality

To the question whether we may not interpret natural

order, once it has been discovered by empiiical investigation,

as due to the divine will, Kant replies that such procedure

IS allowable only on the condition that it is the same to us

1 A 693=3 721
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whether we say that God has wisely willed it or that nature

has wisely arranged it We may admit the Idea of a Supreme
Being only in so far as it is required by Reason as the

regulative principle of ill investigation of nature
,

“ ind we cannot, therefore, without contradicting ourseives,

Ignore the general laws of nature in view of which the Idea was
adopted and look upon thepurposiventss of nature as contingent and
hyper ph3rsical in its origin For we were not justified in assuming
above nature a Being of those qu ilitits, but only in adopting the Idea

of It in order to bt able to view the appearances, according to the

analogy of a caus-’l determination, as systematicallj connected with

one ano her ” ^ ‘ Thus pure Reason which at first seemed to promise

nothing less than the extension of knowledge beyond all limits of

experience contains, if properly understood, nothing but regulative

principles ’ ^

CONCIUDING COMMENT ON HIE DIALECTIC

I may now summarise Kant’s answei to the three main
questions of the Dialectic (i) Whether, or in what degree,

the so called Ideas of Re ison are concepts due to a faculty

altogethei distinct from the understanding, and how far, as

thus originating in pure Reason, they allow of definition

,

(2) how far they are capable of a transcendental deduction

,

(3) what kind of objective validity this deduction proves them
to possess

These questions are closely interconnected
,
the solution

of any one determines the kind of solution to be given to

all thiee Kant, as we have found, develops his final position

through a senes of very subtle distinctions by which he
contrives to justify and letain, though in a highly modified
form, the moie crudely stated divisions between Ideas and
categories, between Reason and understanding, upon which
the initial argument of the Dialectic is based

The answer amounts in essentials to the colnclusion that
understanding, in directing itself by means of Ideals, exercises

a function so distinct from that whereby it conditions concrete

and specific experience, that it may well receive a separate
title

,
that the Ideas in terms of which it constructs these

Ideals, though schematic {le sensuous and empirical in

content), are not themselves empirical, and so far from being
merely extended concepts of understanding, express tran-

scendental conditions upon which all use of the understand-
ing rests

A 699 7oo=B 727 8 * A 701 = B 720
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Now if this position is to be justified, Kant ought to show
that the fundamental Idea of Reason, that of the unconditioned,

is altogether distinct from any concept of the understanding,

and in particular that it must not be identified with the

categoiy of totality, nor be viewed as being merely the

concept of conditioned existence with its various empirical

limitations thought away Needless to say, Kant does not fulfil

these requirements in any consistent manner The Critique

contains the material for a variety of different solutions
,
it does

not definitively commit itself to any one of them
If the argument of A 650 fif = B 678 ff were developed

we should be in possession of what may be called the Idealist

solution It would proceed somewhat as follows Conscious
ness as such is always the awareness of i whole which pre-

cedes and conditions its parts Such consciousness cannot be
accounted for on the assumption that wc arc first conscious

of the conditioned, and then proceed to remove limitations

and to form for ourselves, by means of the more positive

factors involved in this antecedent consciousness, an Ide i of

the totality within which the given falls Ihe Idea of the un-
conditioned, distinct from all concepts of understanding is

one of the a ptiort conditions of possible experience and is

capable of a transcendental deduction of equal validity with,

and of the same general nature as, that of the categoiies

It IS presupposed in the possibility of our contingently given
experience

As this Idea conditions all subordinate concepts, it cannot
be defined in terms of them That does not, however,
depiive It of all meaning , its significance is of a unique kind

,

It finds expression in those Ideals which, while guiding the

mind in the constiuction of experience, also serve as the

criteria through which experience is condemned as only
phenomenal

But this, as we have found, is not a line of argument
which Kant has developed in any detai’ The passages which
point to it occur chiefly in the introductory portions of the

Dialectic ,
in its later sections they are both brief and scanty

When he sets himself, as in the chapter on the Ideal of Pure
Reason and m the subsequent Appendix^ to define his con
elusions, it IS a much more empirical, and indeed sceptical,

line that he almost invariably follows There are, he then

declares, strictly no pure, a prion Ideas The supposed

Ideas of unconditionedness and of absolute necessity are dis-

covered on examination to be without the least significance for

the mind The Ideas, properly defined, are merely schemata
of regulative principles, and their whole content reduces
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without remainder to such categories as totality, substance,

causality, necessity, transcendently applied As Ideas^ they

are then without real meaning
,
but they can be employed by

analogy to define an Ideal which serves an indispensable

function in the extension of experience From this point of

view, the transcendental deduction of the Ideas is radically

distinct from that of the categories The proof is not that

they are necessary for the possibility of experience, but only

that they are required for its perfect, oi at least more complete,

deielopmcnt And as Kant is unable to prove that such
completion is re illy possible, the objective validity of the

Ideas is left open to question 1 hey should be taken only
as heuristic principles

,
the extent of their truth, even in the

empirical lealm, cannot be determined by the a pnort method
that IS alone proper to a Crtttque of Pure Reason

The fiist view is inspired by the fundamental teaching of

the Analytti, ind is the only view which will justify Kant in

retaining his distinction between appearance and things in

themselves All that is positive in the second view can be
combined with the fiist view, but, on the other hand, the

negative implications of the second view are at variance with
its own positive teaching For when the Ideas are regarded
as empiiical in origin no less than in function, their entire

authority is derived from experience, and cannot be regarded

as being transcendental in any valid sense of that term In
alternating between these two interpretations of the function

of Reason, Kant is wavering between the Idealist and the

meiely sceptical view of the scope and powers of pure
thought On the Idealist interpretation Reason is a meta
physical faculty, revealing to us the phenomenal character of

experience, and outlining possibilities such as may peihaps be
established on moral grounds From the sceptical standpoint,

on the other hand. Reason gives expression to what may be
only our subjective preference for unity and system in the

ordering of experience According to the one, the criteria

of truth and reality are bound up with the Ideas
,
according

to the other, sense experience is the standard by which the

validity even of the Ideas must ultimately be judged From
tlie fact that Kant should have continued sympathetically to

develop two such opposite standpoints, we would seem to be
justified in concluding that he discerned, or at least desiderated,

some more complete reconciliation of their teaching than he
has himself thus far been able to achieve, and that no solution

which would either subordinate the Ideal demands of thoi^ht,
or ig lore the gifts of experience, could ever have been denm> \

tively accepted by him as satisfactorily meeting the issues s,t
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stake The Idealist solution is that to which his teaching as

a whole most decisively points , but he is as conscious of the

difficulties which lie in its path as he is personally convinced
of its ultimate truth His continuing appreciation of the

value of sceptical teaching is a tacit admission that the
Idealist doctrines, in the form which he has so fai been able
to give to them, are not really adequate to the complevity
of the problems As further confirmation of the tentative

character of Kant's conclusions in the Critique ofPm e Reason,
we have his own later wiitings In the Critique ofJudgment,
published nine years later, in teaching less sceptical and
more constructive, though still delicately balanced between
the competing possibilities, and always, therefore, le iving the

final decision to moral considerations, Kant ventuies upon
a restatement of the problems of the Dialectic To this

restatement both of the above tendencies contribute valuable

elements





APPENDIX A'

TRANSCENDENTAL DOCTRINE OF METHODS

CHAPTER I

TIIL DISCIPI INE ' OF PURE REASON

Kant is neithet an intcllectuahst nor an anti mtellectuahst

Reason, the propei duty of which is to pi escribe a discipline

to all other endeavours, itself requiies discipline
,
and when

it is employed in the metaphysical sphere, independently of
experience, it demands not merely the correction of single

errors, but the eradication of their causes through ‘ a sepaiate

negative code,’ such as a Critical philosophy can alone supply
In the Ttanscendental DocUtne of Elements this demand has
been met as regards the matetials or contents of the Ciitical

system
,
we are now concerned only with its methods orfot mal

conditions ®

This distinction is highly artificial As already indicated,

It is determined by the requirements of Kant’s architectonic

The entire teaching of the Methodology has already been
more or less exhaustively expounded in the earlier divisions

of the Critique

SECTION I

THE DISCIPLINE OF PURE REASON IN ITS DOGMATIC
EMPLOYMENT

In dealing with the distinction between mathematical and
philosophical knowledge, Kant is here returning to one of the

^ Nearly all the important points raised in the Methodology and several of its

chief sections, 1 have commented upon in their connection with the earlier parts of

Ae Cnttque Also the Methodology is extremely diffuse lot these reasons 1

have found it advisable to give such additional comment as seems necessary m
the form of this Appendix

^ On Kants use of the terms discipline and ^ canon,’ cf above, pp 7z 2

170, X74 438 ’ Cf above, p 438
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main points of his Introduction to the Critique^ His most

exhaustive treatment of it is, however, to be found in a

treatise which he wrote as early as 1 764* Enquiry into the

Clearness of the Principles of Natural Theology and Morals

The continued influence of the teaching of that early work
IS obvious thioughout this section, and largely accounts for

the form in which certain of its tenets are propounded

“ one can say with Bishop Warburton that nothing has

been more injurious to philosophy than mathematics, that is, than

the imitation of its method in a sphere where it is impossible of

application
‘

So far from being identical in general nature, mathematics

and philosophy are, Kant declares, fundamentally opposed

m all essential features For it is in their methods, and not

merely in their subject matter, that the essential difference

between them is to be found ® Philosophical knowledge can

be acquired only through concepts, mathematical knowledge
IS gained through the construction of concepts * The one is

discursive merely
,
the other is intuitive Philosophy can

consider the particular only in the general
,
mathematics

studies the general in the particular Philosophical concepts,

such ds those of substance and causality are, indeed, capable

of application in transcendental synthesis, but in this employ-
ment they yield only empirical knowledge of the sensuously

given
,
and from empirical concepts the universal and neces

sary judgments required for the possibility of metaphysical

science can never be obtained
The exactness of mathematics depends on definitions,

axioms, and demonstrations, none of which are obtainable in

philosophy To take each in order

I Definitions —To define in the manner prescribed by
mathematics is to represent the complete concept of a thipg

This is never possible in regard to empirical concepts We
are more certam of their denotation than of their connotation

,

and though tney may be explained, they cannot be defined

Since new observations add or remove predicates, an empirical

concept IS always liable to modification

“What useful purpose could be served by defining an empirical

concept, such, for instance, as that of water? When we speak of

‘ A 4 s=B 8 9
* UnttnuchuHg Zwet/f Barochiung If'' 11 p 883
‘ Kant here disavows the position of the Untersuchung in which (JSrsU Bnrach

lung § 4) he had asserted that mathematics deals with quantity and philosophy
with qualities

‘ 1 01 comment upon this distinction, cf above, pp 131 3, 338 9
Untersuchung Lrste Betrachtung, | 2
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water and its properties, we do not stop short at wh'it is thought in

the word water, but proceed to experunents The word, with the few

marks which are attached to it, is more properly to be regarded as

merely a designation than as a conception The so called definition

IS nothing more than a determining of the « ord ” ^

Exact definition is equally impossible in regard to a prion
forms, such as time or causality Since they are not framed
by the mind, but are given to it, the completeness of our
analysis of them can never be guaranteed Though they are

known, they are known only as problems

“As Augustme has said, ‘I know well what time is, but if any
one asks me, I cannot tell

’ ’ ®

Mathematical definitions make concepts
,

philosophical

definitions only explain them ® Philosophy cannot, therefore,

imitate mathematics by beginning with definitions In philo

sophy the incomplete exposition must precede the complete
,

definitions are the final outcome of oui enquiry, and not as in

mathematics the only possible beginning of its proofs Indeed,

the mathematical concept may be said to be given by the

very process in which it is constructively defined
,
and as

thus originating in the process of definition, it can never be
erroneous* Philosophy, on the other hand, swarms with

faulty definitions, which are none the less serviceable

“In mathematics definition belongs ad esse, m philosophy ad
melius esse It is desirable to attain it, but often very difficult

Jurists are still without a definition of their concept of Right ” ®

II Axioms—Ihis paiagraph is extremely misleading as a

statement of Kant's view regarding the nature of geometrical

axioms In stating that they are self evident,® he does not

really mean to assert what that phrase usually involves,

namely, absolute a priori validity For Kant the geometrical

axioms are merely descriptions of cett'’in de facto properties

of the given intuition of space They have the merely hypo
thetical validity of all piopositions that refer to the contingently

* A 728=:B 756
* Untersuchtmg Zvmte BetiacAtun^ IV u p 283
* UnteTsuckung Erste Seirack/ung § i IV u p 276 Mathematics

proceeds to all its definitions by a sytUketie procedure, philosophy by an analytic

procedure
”

* In the Untersutkung Kants statements are more caubous and also

more adequate Cf Erste Betrachtung § 3 ^ 11 p 279 In mathematics

there are only a few but in philosophy there are innumerable irresolvable

ctmeepts
* A 731 n sB 759«
* The phrases which Kant employs (A 732 3^8 760 i) are "unmtttel

dargmtss ’
'evident " augenseketnhek” Cf above, pp xxxvvi, 36 if, 53
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given For even as a pure intuition, space belongs to the

realm of the merely factual ^ This un-Critical opposition of
the self evidence of geometrical axioms to the synthetic char-

acter of such “ philosophical ” truths as the princiole of
causality is bound up with Kant’s unreasoned conviction

that space in order to be space at all, must be Euclidean ‘

Kant’s reference in this paragraph to the propositions of

arithmetic is equally open to criticism For though he is

more consistent in lecognising their synthetic character, he
still speaks as if they could be described as self evident, / ^ as

immediately certain The cause of this inconsistency is, of

course, to be found in his intuitional theory of mathematical
science Mathematical propositions are obtained through
intuition

,
those of philosophy call for an elaborate and diffi

cult process of transcendental deduction When modern
mathematical theory rejects this intuitional view, it is really

extending to mathematical concepts Kants own interpreta

tion of the function of the categories Concepts condition the

pos'ithhty of intuitional experience and find in this condi-

tioning powei the ground of their objective validity ® Here,

as in the Aesthetic^ Kant fails adequately to distinguish

between the problems of puie and applied mathematics
III Demonstrations—Kant again introduces his very un

satisfactory doctrine of the constiuction of concepts ' and he
even goes so fai as to maintain, in complete violation of his

own doctrine of tianscendental deduction, that where there is

no intuition, there can be no demonstration Apodictic pro
positions, he declares, aie either dogmata or inathemata

,
and

the former are beyond the competence of the human mind
But no sooner has he made these statements than he virtually

withdiaws them by adding that, though apodictic propositions

cannot be established diiectly fiom concepts, they can be
indirectly proved by reference to something purely contingent,

namely, possible experience Thus the principle of causality

can be apodictically proved as a condition of possible ex-
peiience Though it may not be called a dogma, it can be
entitled a prtnaple • In explanation of this distinction which
betrays a lingering regard for the self evident maxims of
rationalistic teaching, Kant adds that the principle of
causality, though a principle, has itself to be proved

“ It has the peculiarity that it first makes possible its own
ground of proof, namely, expenence ” ®

’ Cf above pp ii8 142 1856 * Cf ibove p 117 ff
* (' ibove pp 3842 934 11820 133 Cf above pp in 12 114 15
• Cf above p 131 ff • A737=B 765
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This, as we have noted, ^ is exactly what mathematical

axioms must also be able to do, if they are to establish their

objective validity

SECTION II

THE DISCIPLINE OF PURE REASON IN ITS POLPMICAL
EMPLOYMENT

This section contains an admirable defence of the v iluc of

srepticism

“ Even poisons have their use They serve to counteract other

poisons generated in our system and must have a place m every

complete pharmacopeia The objeetions against the persuasions and
complacency of our purely speculative Reason arise from the very

nature of Reason itself, and must therefore have their ovs n good use

and purpose, which ought not to be disdained Why his Providence

[laced many things which are closely bound up with our highest

interests so far beyond our reach, that we are only permitted to

apprehend them in a manner lacking in clearness and subject to

doubt, in such fashion that our enquiring ga/e is more excited th in

satisfied ^ It is at least doubtful whether it serves any useful purpose,

and whether it is not, indeed, perhaps even harmful to venture upon
bold interpretations of such uncertain appearances But there can be no
manner of doubt that it is always best to grant Reason complete liberty,

both of enquiry and of criticism, so that it may be without hindrance

in attending to its own proper interests These interests are no less

furthered by the limitation than by the extension of its speculations

,

and they will always suffer when outside influences intervene to divert

it from Its natural path, and to constrain it by what is irrelevant to its

own proper ends ” ^ “ Whenever I hear that a writer of real ability

has demonstrated away the freedom of the human will, the hope of a

future life, and the existence of God I am eager to read the book,

for I expect him by his talents to increa u my insight into these

matters ” ^

^ Cf above pp 36 ff 117 ff 128 ff 565 6 ® A 743 4= B 771 2
^ A. 7S3=B 781 In A 745= B 773 Kant s mention of Hume can hardly refer

to Hume^s Dialogues (cf above pp 539 40 n ) Kant probably has in mind
Section XI of the Enquiry The important discussion of Hume s position in

A 760 ff =B 788 ff has been comment^ upon above p 61 ff With Pncbtley*s

teaching (A 745 6-=B 7734) Kant probably became acquainted through some
indirect source Tht first of Inestleys philosophical writings to appear in

German was his History of the Corruptions of Christianity The translation was
published in 1782 In A 747 8=rB 775 6 Kant quite obviously has Rousseau m
mind
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SECTION IV>

THE DISCIPLINF OF PURE REASON IN REGARD TO
ITS PROOFS*

This section merely restates the general nature and re

quirements of transcendental proof The exposition is much
less satisfactory than that already given in the Analytic and
Dtalerfic The only really new factor is the distinction

between apagogical and direct proof The former may pro
duce conviction, but cannot enable us to comprehend the

grounds of the truth of our conviction Also, outside mathe-

m itics. It IS extremely dangerous to attempt to establish a

thesis by showing its contradictory to be impossible ® This is

especially true in the sphere of our Critical enquiries, since the

chief danger to be guarded against is the confounding of the

subjectively necessary with the independently real In this

field of investigation it is never permissible to attempt to

justify a synthetic proposition by refuting its opposite Such
seeming proofs can easily be secured, and have been the

favourite weapons of dogmatic thinkers

“ Each must defend his position directly, by a legitimate proof

that i lines with it transcendental deduction of the grounds upon which
It IS Itself made to rest Only w hen this has been done, are we in a

position to decide how far its claims allow of rational justification

If an opponent relies on subjective grounds, it is an easy matter to

lefute him The dogmatist cannot however, profit by this advantage
His own judgments are, as a rule no less dependent upon subjective

influences
,
and he can himself m turn be similarly cornered But

if both parties proceed by the direct method, either they will soon
discover the difficulty nay the impossibility, of showing reason for

their assertions, and will be left with no resort save to appeal to some
form of prescriptive authority , or the Cntiqtu will the more easily

discover the illusion to which their dogmatic procedure is due,
and pure Reason will be compelled to relinquish its exaggerated
pretensions m the realm of speculation, and to withdraw within the

limits of Its proper territory—that of practical principles
” *

* Section III on The Disctpltne of Pitre Ketuon in Regard to Hypotheses,
has been commented on above, pp 543 6 * A 782—B oio

* Even m mathematics the indirect method is not always available Cf Russell
Prtneiples ofMathematics, \ p 15 *A794=sB822



CHAPTER II

THE CANON ^ OF PUKE REASON

SECTION I

THE ULTIMATE END OF THE PURE USE 01 OUK REASON®

The pioblems of the evistence of God the freedom of the
will, and the immortality of the soul have, Kant declares,

little tJuoretual interest For, as he has already argued,

even if we were justified in postulating God freedom and
immortality, they would not enable us to account for the
phenomena of sense experience, the only objects of possible

knowledge But the fhrec problems aie also connected with
our practical interests, and in that lefercncc they constitute

the chief subject of metaphysical enquiry * The practical is

whatever is possible through freedom
, and the decision as to

what we ought to do is the supieme interest of pure Reason
in its highest employment

“ the ultimate intention of Nature in her wise provision for us

has indeed, in the constitution of our Reason, been directed to our
moral interests alone ” *

This IS the position which Kant endeavours to establish

in his Foundations of tlu Metaphysics of Morali^ and in the
Critique of Practical Reason The very brief outline which
he here gives of his argument is necessarily incomplete

,
and

is in consequence somewhat misleading He first disposes of
the problem of freedom

,
and does so in a manner which

shows that he had not, when this section was composed,
developed his Critical views on the nature of moral freedom
He IS for the present content to draw a quite un Critical

* Cf above p 563 « 2 * A 797 = 0825
* Cf Cnltqut of Judgnunt fV y v 473 Bernards trans p 411 God,

frttdom and tmmortahty are the problems at the solution of which all the

preparations of Metaphysics aim, as their ultimite and unique purpose
'

* A 800 I = B 829

569
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distinction between transcendental and practical freedom *

The latter belongs to the will in so far as it is determined by
Reason alone, independently of sensuous impulses Reason
prescribes objective laws offreedom, and the will under the
influence of these laws overcomes the affections of sense
Such practical freedom can, Kant asserts, be proved by ex-
perience to be a natural cause Transcendental freedom,®
on the other hand, i e the power of making a new beginning
in the series of phenomena, is a pioblem which can never be
empirically solved It is a purely speculative question with
which Reason in its piactical employment is not in the least
concerned The canon of pure Reason has therefore to deal

01^ witli the two remaining problems, God and immortality
Comment upon these assertions can best be made in con
ncction with the argument of the next section ®

SECTION II

THE IDFAI or rilE IIIGIIESF GOOD, AS A DETERMINING
GROUND OF THE ULTIMATE LND OF PURE REASON*

Reason in its speculative employment transcends experi
ence, but solely for the sake of experience In other words,
speculative Reason has a purely empirical function (This is

the explanation of the somewhat paradoxical contention, to
which Kant has already committed himself, that the problems
of God and immoitality, though steimngly speculative tn
character, really originate in our practical interests ) But
pure Reason has also a practical use

,
and it is in this latter

employment that it fiist discloses the genuinely metaphysical
chaiacter of its present constitution and ultimate aims The
moral consciousness in levealing to us an Ideal of absolute
value, places in our hands the only available key to the
mysteiies of existence As this moial consciousness re
presents the deepest reality of human life, it may be expected
to have greatei metaphysical significance than anything else
in human experience

, and since the ends which it reveals
also present themselves as absolute in value, and are indeed
the only absolute values of which we can form any conception,
this conclusion would seem to be confirmed

Happiness has natural value, morality, le the being

* The statement m A SoisB 829 that morals is a subject foreign to ttan
scendental philosophy is in line uith that of A 14 i5= B 28 and conflicts with the
posfoimHter adopted in the Cxi'iyM Aaorm Cf above p 77A 8ojsB 8^1 2 ^ Cf below, pp 571 $ * A 8o4s:B 832
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worthy to be happy, has absolute value The means of
attaining the former obtain expression m prudential or prag-
matic laws that are empirically grounded The conditions of
the latter are embodied in a categorical imperative of an
a prion character The former advise us how best to satisfy

our natural desire for happiness
,
the latter dictates to us how

we must behave in order to deserve happiness
Kant’s further argument is too condensed to be really

clear, and if adequately discussed would carry us quite beyond
the legitimate limits of this Commentary I shall therefore

confine myself to a brief and free restatement of his general

position The Critical teaching can be described as resulting

in a new interpretation of the function of philosophy ^ Tjbe
task of the philosopher, propeily viewed, does not consist in

the solution of speculative problems such problems transcend
our human powers All that philosophy can reasonably
attempt is to analyse and define the situations, cognitive and
practical in which, owing to the specific conditions of human
existence, we find ouiselves to be placed Upon analysis of

the cognitive situation Kant discovers that while all possi

bilities are open the theoretical data are nevei such as to

justify ontological assertions ® When, however, he passes to

the practical situation, wider horizons, definitely outlined at

once present themselves The moral consciousness is the

key to the meaning of the entire universe as well as of human
life Its values are the sole ultimate values, and enable us to

interpret in moral terms (even though we cannot comprehend
in any genuinely theoietical fashion) the meaning of the dis-

pensation undei which we live The moral consciousness, like

sense experience, discloses upon examination a systematic

unity of presupposed conditions In the theoretical sphere
this unity cannot be proved to be more than a postulated

Ideal of empmcal experience
,
and it is an Ideal which, even

if granted to have absolute validity, is too indefinite to enable

us to assert that ultimate leality is spiritual in character or

IS teleologically ordered The underlying conditions, on the

other hand, of practical experience have from the start a
purely noumenal reference They have no other function

than to define, in terms of the moral consciousness, the

ultimate meaning of reality as a whole They postulate ** a
universe in which the values of spiritual experience are sup-

ported and conserved

* Cf above p Ivi

® These statements are subject to modification if the distinction (not clearly

recognised by Kant but ren.lly essential to his position) between immanent and
transcendent metaphysics is insisted upon Cf above, pp liv v 22, 56 66 70

® Cf above p 541
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But the mam difference in Kant’s treatment of the two
situations, cognitive and practical, only emerges into view when
we recognise the differing modes m which the transcendental

method of proof is applied in the two cases The a pnon
forms of sensibility understanding, and Reason are proved by
lefcience to possible experience, as being its indispensable

conditions In moral matters, howevei, we must not appeal
to expeiience The actual is no test of the Ideal

,
“ what is

”

is no test of what ought to be And secondly, the moral law,

if valid at all must apply not merely within the limits of
experience but with absolute universality to all rational

beings The moral law, theitfoie, can neither be given us in

experiet ce, nor be proved as one of the conditions neces-

sary to Its possibility Its validity, in other words, can be
established neither through experience nor through theoretical

reason

1 hough such is Kant’s own method of formulating the

issue. It exiggerates the diffeience of his proceduie in the two
Critiques, and is very misleading as a statement of his real

position In one passage, in the Ci itique of Practical Reason}
Kant does, indeed, assert that the moral law requires no
deduction It is, he claims, a fact of which we arc a priori

conscious so far from itself requiring proof, it enables us to

prove the reality of freedom Yet in the very same section

he aigues that the deduction of freedom from the moral law
IS a credential of the littei, ind is a sufficient substitute for

all a pi lot i justification Accoiding to the first statement we
have an immediate consciousness of the validity of the moral
law

,
according to the second statement the moral law proves

Itself indirectly, by serving as a principle for the deduction of
freedom The second form of statement alone harmonises
with the argument developed in the third section of the

Poundations of the Metaphysics of Morals, and more correctly

expresses the intention of Kants central argument in the

Cfitique of Practical Reason For the difference between the

two transcendental proofs in the two Critiques does not really

consist in any diversity of method, but solely in the differing

character of the premisses from which each starts The
ambiguity of Kant’s argument in the second Critique seems
chiefly to be caused by his failuie clearly to recognise that

the moial law, though a form of pure Reason, exercises, in

the process of its transcendental proof a function which
exactly corresponds to that which is discharged by possible

experience in the first Ciitique Our consciousness of the
moral law is, like sense experience, a given fact It is de

MF V pp 47 8 Abbott s trans (3rd edition) p 136
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foao, and cannot be deduced from anything more ultimate

than Itself^ But as given, it enables us to deduce its

transcendental conditions This does not mean that our
immediate consciousness of it as given guarantees its validity

The nature of its validity is established only in the process

wheieby it reveals its necessary implications Ihc objects of

sense experience are assumed by ordinary consciousness to

be absolutely reil
,

in the process of establishing the trin

scendcntal conditions of such experience they are discovered

to be merely phenomenal The pure principles of under
standing thus gam objective validity as the conditions of i

given expel lence which reveals only appearances Ordinary
consciousness similarly starts fiom the assumption of the

absolute validity of the moral law But in this case the
consciousness of the law is discovered on examination to

be explicable, even as a possibility, only on the assumption
that it IS due to the autonomous activity of a noumenal
being By its existence it proves the conditions through
which alone it is explicable Its mere existence suffices to

prove that its validity is objective in a deeper and truer

sense than the principles of understanding Tlu notion of
freedom, and therefore all the connected Ideas of puie Reason
gam noumenal leality as the conditiom of a motal consaousnta
which IS incapable of explanation ai illusoiy oi even pheno
menal Since the consciousness of the moral law is thus
noumenally grounded, it has a validity with which nothing

in the phenomenal worla can possibly compare It is the

one form in which noumenal reality directly discloses itself to

the human mind ^

Obviously tlie essential crux of Kant's argument lies in the

proof that the moral consciousness is only explicable in this

manner, as the self legislation of a noumenal being Into the

meats of his argument we cannot, however, here enter
,
and

I need only draw attention to the manner in which it conflicts

with the statement of the preceding section, that the possibility

of transcendental freedom is a purely speculative question
with which practical Reason is not concerned The reality of

fieedom, as a form of noumenal activity, is the cardinal fact of
Kant’s metaphysics of morals For though our consciousness

^ Cf Cniique nf Iractical Reason W y pp 317 Abbott 5 trans

p xao
® Cf Critique of PracHcal Reason v p 43 Abbott s trans p 132

The moral law, although li gives no mew yet gives us a fact absolutely in

explicable from any data of the sensible world or from the whole compass of our
theoretical use of reason a ^ct which points to a pure world of the understanding
nay$ even defines it positively and enables Ui> to know something of it, namely,
a ia^ ’
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of the moral law is the ratio cognoscendt of freedom, tran-

scendental freedom is the ratio eisendi of the moral law *

“ With this faculty [of practical Reason], transcendental freedom

IS also established
,
freedom, namely, m that absolute sense in which

speculative Reason required it, in its use of the concept of causality, in

order to escape the antinomy into which it inevitably falls, when in

the chain of cause and effect it tnes to think the uncondthoned

Freedom is the only one of all the Ideas of the speculative Reason
of which we know the possibility a prion (without however, under
standing it), because it is the condition of the moral law which we
know ” * “ [Freedom] is the only one of all the Ideas of pure Reason
whose object is a thing of fact and to be reckoned among the

sabilta ” ® “ It IS thus very remarkable that of the three pure rational

Ideas, God, freedom, and immortality, that of freedom is the only

concept of the supersensible which (by means of the causality that is

thought in It) proves its objective reality in nature by means of the

effects It can produce there
,
and thus renders possible the connection

of both the others with nature, and of all three with one another so as

to form a Religion The concept of freedom fas fundamental
concept of all unconditioned practical laws) can extend Reason
beyond those bounds within which every natural (theoretical) con
cept must inevitably remain confined ’ *

Thus freedom is for Kant a demonstrated fact, and in

that respect differs from the Ideas of God and immortality,

which are merely problematic conceptions, and which can be
postulated only as articles of “ practical faith

"

This bungs us to the final question, upon what grounds
Kant ascribes validity to the Ideas of God and immortality

At this point in his argument Kant introduces the conception

of the Summunt Bonmn Reason, in prescribing the moral
law, prescribes, as the final and complete end of all our actions,

the Summum Bonum, t e happiness proportioned to moral
worth Owing to the limitations of out faculties, the complete

attainment of this supreme end is conceivable by us only on
the assumption of a future life wherein perfect worthiness may
be attained, and of an omnipotent Divine Being who will

apportion happiness m accordance with merit

“[This Divine Being] must be omnipotent, in order that the

whole of nature and its relation to morahty may be subject to

his will
,
omnisc ent, that he may know our innermost sentiments

and their moral worth, omnipresent, that he may be immediately

* Cf CrUtqut of Practical Reason in note to Preface
* Op cit Prerace at the banning Abbott s trans pp 87 8 Cf also the

concluding pages of Book 1 ,
fP" v pp 103 6 Abbott pp 197 200

* Critique ofJudgnunt JV v p 468 Ircmard’s trans p 406
* Op eit p 474 Bernard s trans p 413
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present for the satisfying of every need which the highest good
demands, eterna], that this harmony of nature and freedom may
never fail, etc

” *

The moral ideal thus supplies us with a ground foi re

garding the universe as systematically ordered according to

moral purposes, and also with a principle that enables us to

infer the nature and properties of its Supreme Cause In

place of a demonology, which is all that physical theology

can establish, we construct upon moral grounds a genuine
theology

The concepts thus obtained are, however, anthropomorphic

,

and for that reason alone must be denied all speculative

value This is especially evident in regard to the Idea of

God Owing to our incapacity to comprehend how moral
merit can condition happiness, we conceive them as externally

combined through the intervention of a supreme Judge and
Ruler As Kant indicates,® we must not assert that this

represents the actual situation He himself seems to have
inclined to a more mystical interpretation of the universe,

conceiving the 1 elation of happiness to virtue as being grounded
in a supersensuous but necessary order that may, indeed, be

bodied forth in the inadequate symbols of the deistic creed,

but which in its tiue nature transcends oui powers of under
standing So far as the Ideas of God and immortality are

necessary to define the moral standpoint, they have genuine
validity for all moral beings

,
but if developed on their own

account as speculative dogmas, they acquire a definiteness

of formulation which is not essential to then moral func

tion, and which lays them open to suspicion even in then

legitimate use
' These considerations also indicate Kant’s fuither reason

for entitling the Summutn Bonum, God and immortality,

Ideas of faith Though they can be established as pre

suppositions of the moral situation in which we find ourselves,

such demonstration itself rests upon the acceptance of the

moral consciousness as possessing a supersensuous sanction

,

and that in turn is determined by features in the moral situa

tion not deducible from any higher order of considerations

1 A 8i5=B 843
* Cf Crttiqw of PtaelutU Reason, W v pp 143 4 » Abbott s trans

p 242 It IS a duty to realise the Sunimum Bonum to the utmost of our power
therefore it must be possible consequently it is unavoidable for every rational

being in the world to assume what is necessary for its objective TOSsibUity 1 he
assumption is as necessary as the moral law, m connexion wiu which alone it

as valid
* Cf Critique of Pratttcal Reaan, IV y p 142 ff Abbott s trans p 240 ff

,

Craiqut ofJudgment If' v pp 469 70 Bernard s trans pp 406 8
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“ Belief in matters of faith is a belief in a pure practical point of

view, t e a moral faith, which proves nothing for theoretical, pure,

rational cognition, but only for that which is practical and directed to

the fulfilment of its duties ,
it in no way extends speculation If

the supreme pnnciple of all moral laws is a postulate, the possibility

of Its highest Object is thereby postulated along with it”*

“So far, as practical Reason has the right to yield us guidance,

we shall not look upon actions as obligatory because they are the

commands of God, but shall regard them as divine commands
because wc have an inward obligation to them Moral
theology is thus uf immanent use only It enables us to fulfil our
vocation in this present world by showing us how to adapt our
selves to the system of all ends, and by warning us agamst the

fanaticism and indeed the impiety of abandoning the guidance of a

morally legislative Reason in the right conduct of our lives, in order

to denve guidance directly from the Idea of the Supreme Being
for we should then be making a trsnscendent employment of

moral theology, and that, like a transcendent use of pure specula

tion, must pervert and frustrate the ultimate ends of Reason ’

SECTION III

OPINING, KNOWING, AND BELIEVING ^

Kant fiist distinguishes between conviction iUeberzeugung)
and pel suasion {Uebenedung) A judgment which is object

ively grounded, and which is theiefore valid for all other

lational beings, is affirmed with conviction When the

affirmation is due only to the peculiar character of the subject,

the manner in which it is asserted may be entitled persuasion

Pei suasion is therefoie “a mere illusion”* Conviction exists*

in three degrees opinion, belief, and knowledge In opinion

we are conscious that the judgment is insufficiently grounded,

and that our conviction is subjectively incomplete In belief

the subjective co iviction is complete, but is recognised as

lacking in objective justification In knowledge the objective

grounds and the subjective conviction are alike complete
After pointing out that opinion is not permissible in judg-

* CtitujtieofJudgfnent W v pp 36972 Bernards trans pp 407 lO Cf
note m same section It is a trust in the promise of the mor'il law not
however such as is contained in it but such as I put into it and that on morally
adequate grounds

A8i9=B 847 ^A820s::B848
^ Tht distinction n> less harshly drawn in Kants EinliUung'^ xx

(Harttnstein) via p 73 Eng trans p, 63 ‘ Conviction is opposed to
persuasion Persuasion is an assent from inadequate reasons, m respect to which
Vie do not know whether they are only subjective or are also objective Per
suasion often precedes conviction
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ments of pure Reason/ Kant develops the furthei d'Stinction

between pragmatic or doctrinal belief and moral belief When
a belief is contingent (t e is affirmed with the consciousness
that on fuller knowledge it may turn out to be false), and yet

nevertheless supplies a ground for the employment of means
to certain desired ends, it may be called pragmatic belief

Such belief admits of degree, and can be tested by wager or

by oath * What may be called doctrinal belief is analogous m
character, and is taken by Kant, in somewhat misleading
fashion, as describing our mode of accepting such doctrines

as the existence of God and the immortality of the soul ^

They are adopted as helpful towards a contingent but im
portant end, the discovery of order in the system of nature
This account of the nature of Ideas is in line with Kant’s
early view of them as merely regulative Taken in connec
tion with his lepeated employment of the term ‘moral
sentiments’ {moraltsche Gehinnungen'), it tends to prove that

this section is early in date of writing

In mo‘M, belief the end the Summum Bonum, is absolutely

necessary and as there is only one condition under which wc
can conceive it as being realised, namely, on the assumption
of the existence of God and of a future life, the belief in

God and immortality possesses the same certainty as the

moral sentiments

“The belief in a God and another world is so interwoven with

my moral sentiment that as there is little danger of my losing the

latter, there is equally little cause for fear that the former can ever be
taken from me ” *

As I have just suggested, this basing of moral belief upon
subjective sentiments, which, as Kant very inconsistently

proceeds to suggest, may possibly be lacking in certain men,
marks this section as being of early origin But in concluding

the section, in reply to the objection that in thus tracing such
ai tides of faith to our “natural interest” in morality, philo

sophy admits its powerlessness to advance beyond the ordinary
understanding, Kant propounds one of his abiding convictions,

namely, that in matters which concern all men without dis-

tinction nature is not guilty of any partial distribution of
her gifts, and that in regard to the essential ends of human
nature the highest philosophy cannot advance beyond what is

> Cf above, pp 10 543 Cf Fortschnttt , Werke (Hartenstein), viii p 561
* Cf iiogu loc eU Cf Foundations of the Metafhysus of A/oruls, W iv

pp 416 17 Abbott’s trans pp 33 34
* Regarding Kant s distinction in A 827sB 855 between Ideas and hypotheses

cf above, p S43 ff Cf also Critique ofJudgment W v pp 392 ff 461 flF

Bernard s trans pp 302 ff 395 ff "A 829=iB 857

2 P
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revealed to the common understanding ^ The reverence which
Kant ever cherished for the memory of his parents, and for

the religion which was so natural to them, must have pre
disposed him to a recognition of the widespread sources of
the spiritual life But Kant has himself placed on record
his sense of the great debt which in this connection he also

owed to the teaching of Rousseau

“ I xm by disposition an enquirer I feel the consuming thirst

for knowledge, the eager unrest to advance ever further, and the

delights of discovery There was a time when I believed that this

is what eonfers leal dignity upon human life, and I despised the

common people who know nothing Rousseau has set me right

Ihis imagined advantage vanishes I leam to honor men, and
should regard myself as of much less use than the common labourer,

if I did not believe that my philosophy will restore to all men the

common rights of humanity ’ ®

The sublimity of the stairy heavens and the imperative of
the moral law are ever present influences on the life of man

,

and they require for their apprehension no pievious initiation

through science and philosophy The naked eye reveals the
former

,
of the latter all men are immediately aware ® In

their universal appeal they are of the very substance of human
existence Philosophy may avail to counteract the hindiances
which prevent them from exercising their native influence

,
it

cannot be a substitute for the inspiration which they alone
can yield

^ Cf Kant s F reface to the Critique of Practical /Reason tV v p S n
Abbott s trans p 93 w A re\iewcr who wanted to find some fault with this

work— [the loundatiom of the M taphysics oj Mo? ah]—has hit the truth better

perhaps than he thought when he says that no new principle of morality is set

torth in it, but only a ne vformula But who would think of introducing a new
principle of all morality and making himself as it were the first inventor
of It just as if all the world before him wtie ignorant what duty was or had been
in thorough going error ? But whoevei knows of what importance to a mathe
matician a formula is which defines accurately what is to be done to work out a
problem will not thiak that a formula is insignificant and useless which does the
same for all duty in general Cf Fortschritte (Hartenstem) viii p 563

/ TUgmente aus dem Nachlasse JVerke (Hartenstein), via p 624 already
quoted above p Ivii Cf also op at p 630

Cf Critique of Practical Reason Conclusion W \ pp 161 2 \bbott*s
trans p 260



CHAPIER III

THE AKCIIITECTONIC OF PURE REASON ^

Adickes very justly remarks that “ this is a section after

Kants own heart, in which there is presented, almost un
sought, the opportunity, which he elsewhere so frequently

creates for himself of indulging in his favourite hobby ’

The section is of slight scientific importance and is chiefly

of interest for the light which it casts upon Kant s personality

Moreover the distinctions which Kant here draws are for

the most part not his own philosophical property, but are

taken over from the Wolffian system
The distinctions may be exhibited in tabular forpi as

follows ®

^ A$32s=B86o ® a p 633 w Cf above p xxn
* Cf Achekes A 635 n and Vaihinger 1 p 306 In lias tabic Critique

IS distinguished from the System of pure Reason (cf above pp 712) The
transcendental philosophy of pure Reasor of this tabic corresponds to the Analytic

of the Critique and to pure natural science in the absolute sense (ef above

pp 66 7) The rational ph>sics of this table corresponds to the Metaphysical

FtrU Principles of Natural Science
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Kant further distinguishes between the “scholastic ’ and
the “universal” or traditional meaning of the term philo-

sophy ^ In the former sense philosophy is viewed from the
point of view of its logical perfection, and the philosopher
appears as an artist of Reason * Philosophy in the broader
and higher sense is “ the science of the relation of all know
ledge to the essential ends of human Reason ’ The philo

sopher then appears as the lawgiver of human Reason Of
the essential ends, the ultimate end is min’s moral dcstinv

,

to this the other essential ends of human Reason arc subordi
nate means Por though the legislation of hum in Reason
concerns nature as well as freedom and has therefore to be
dealt with by a philosophy of nature ^ ^ of all that is, as well

IS by a philosophy of morals ic of that which ou^ht to be,

the foimcr is subordinitc to the lattei in the same degree in

which in human life knowledge is subordinite to moial action

Whereas speculative metaphysics seivcs rather to ward off

errors than to extend knowledge ’ in the metaphysics of

morals ‘ all culture of human Reason’ ® finds its

indispensable completion

Empirical psychology is excluded fiom the domain of

metaphysics It is destined to form pait of a complete
system of anthropology, the pendant to the empirical doctrine

of nature

^ 1 e between the conception of philosophy is Scl iff and ts H elthegriff

{conceptm cosmicmf He explains m a note to A 839=1^ 86S tint he tniplo>s

these htter terms as indicating that philosophy in the traditional or humanistic

sense is concerned with that which must necessarily intercbt every one
I have translated Weltbigiiff z.% uf iversal By onetptus cosmtcub

means concept shared by the whole woild or common to all mankind
4 ^ Cf Kants Logic Introdmtion ^111 Abbott trans f)p 1415 In this

scholastic signification of the word philosophy ainib only at it til in reference

to the higher concept common to all mankind on he contrarj it aims
at uiihty In the former aspect therefore it is a doctrine of skill in the latter

a doctrine of wisdom it is the lawgiver of reason and hence the philosopher is

not a master of the art of reason but a lawgiver The master of the art of reason

or as Socrates calls him the phtlodoxus strives merely for speculative knowledge
without concerning himself how much this knowledge contributes tr the ultimate

end of human reason he mves rules for the use of reason for all kinds of ends
The practical philosopher, the teacher of wisdom by doctrine and example is the

true philosopher For philosophy is the Ideal of a perfect wisdom, which shows
us the ultimate ends of all human reason

8 A 839= B 867 • A 851 -B 879 8 A 850=B 878
»A 848 9=B 876 7 Cf above pp 237 311 w 312/* 384 5 » 473 7 554



CHAPTER IV

THE HISTORY OF PURE REASON^

Ihis title, as Kant states, is inserted only to mark the
place of the present chapter in a complete system of pure
reason The very cuisory outline, which alone Kant here
attempts to give, merely repeats the main historical distinctions

of which the Ctittque has made use The contrast between
the sensationalism of Epicurus and the intellectualism of
Plato has been developed in A 465 ff = B 49^ ff ® 1 he contrast

between Locke and Leibniz is dwelt upon in A 43 ff = B 60 ff

and A 270 ff = B 326 ff Under the title ‘ naturalist of pure
Reason’ Kant is referring to the ‘common sense’ school,

which is typically represented by Beattie^ In his Logic

^

Kant gives a fuller account of his interpretation of the history

of philosophy

’ A 852=6 880 * Cf A 313 ff =B 370 ff above pp 498 9
* Cf above, pp xxviii xxix
^ Linl liung ^ iv Abbott & trans pp 17 23

5«2
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A MORE DETAILED STATl MENT OF KANTS RELATIONS
TO HIS IIlILOSOfHICAL PREDECLSSORS ^

The development of philosophy, ptior to Kant, had rendered
two problems especially piominent—the pioblem of sense

perception and the pioblem of judgment Ihe one raises

the question of the interi elation of mind knowing and objects

known, the other treats of the connection holding between
subject and pred^ate in the various forms of judgment The
one enquires how it is possible to know reality

,
the othei

seeks to determine the criterion of truth These two problems
are, as Kant discovered, inseparable from one another

, and
the logical is the more fundamental of the two Indeed it

was Hume’s analysis of the judgment involved in the causal

principle that enabled Kant to formulate his Critical solution

of the problem of perception In this Appendix I propose

to follow these problems as they rise into view in the systems
of Descartes and his successors

Galileo’s revolutionary leaching legarding the nature of

motion was the immediate occasion of Descartes restatement

of the problem of perception That teaching necessitated an
entirely new v lew of the nature ot matter, and consequently

of the interrelation of mind and body Questions never before

seriously entertained now became pressing The solutions

had to be as novel as the situation which they were designed
to meet

These new problems arose in the following manner
According to the medieval view, motion may properly be
conceived on the analogy of human activity It comes into

being, exhausts itself in exercise, and ceases to be It is a
fleeting activity

,
only its “ material ” and “ formal ” conditions

have any permanence of existence According to Galileo’s

^ 19 pp xxv xxxui Throughout I shall make use of my Situku
ttt HU (^artauiU FMmpkjf and may refer the reader to them for further justifica

iKMa of the positions idtopted
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teaching, on the other hand, motion is as different from
human activity as matter is from mind It is ingenerable and
indestructible Wc know it only through the effect which in

some incomprehenstblt fashion it produces in those bodies

into which it enters, namely, their translation from one part

of space to another That this translatory motion is called

by the same name as the power which generates it, doubtless

in some degree accounts for the fact that our understanding
of the one tends to conceal from us our entire ignorance of

the other ^ We have only to reflect, however, in order to

realise that motion is completely mysterious in its intrinsic

dynamical nature We cannot, for instance, profess to com
l^ichend even in the least degree, how motion, though incapable

of cMsting apart from matter, should yet be sufficiently

independent to be able to pass from one body to another
Descartes, following out some of the chief consequences

of this new teaching, concluded that matter is passive and
inert, that it is distinguished neither by positive nor by
negative properties from the space which it fills, and that it

IS to motion that all the articulated organisation of animate
and inanimate nature is due Descartes •tailed, indeed, to

appreciate the dynamical chaiacter of motion, and by constantl)?^

speaking as if it weie icducible to the translatory motion, in

which It manifests itself, he represented it as known in all its

essential features None the less the r61es previously assigned

to matter and motion are, in Descaites’ system, completely
reversed Matter is subordinated to motion as the instrument
to the agency by which it is directed and shaped On the

older view, material bodies had through the possession of
formative and vital forces, all manner of intrinsic powers By
the new view these composite and nondescript existences are

resolved into two elements, all the properties of which can be
quantitatively defined—into a matter which is uniform and
homogeneous, and into motion whose sole effect is the transla-

tion of bodies in space Matter is the passive and inert

substance out of which motion, by its mere mechanical powers,
can produce the whole range of matei lal forms

Ihis revolutionary change in the physical standpoint
involved restatement of the philosophical issues But the
lesulting difficulties were found thoroughly baffling Though
Descartes and his successors were willing to adopt any
hypothesis, however paradoxical, which the facts might seem
to demand, their theories, however modified and restated,
led only deeper into a hopeless tmpasse The u^lvied

‘For recognition of this distinction, cf Herbert S^en^ of*
vol i 3rd ed pp 6203 *
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problems of the Cartesian systems formed the discouraging

heritage to which Kant fell heir If matter is always purely
material, and motion is its sole orgarasmg power, there can
be no real kinship between body and mind The formative
and vital forces, which in the Scholastic philosoph> and in

popular thought serve to maintain the appealance of continuity

between matter and mind, can no longer be credited Motion,
which alone is left to mediate between the opposites, is purely

mechanical, and (on Descartes’ view) is entirely lacking in

inner or hidden powers The animal body is cvclusively

material, and is therefore as incapable of feeling or conscious

ness as any machine made by human hands The bodily

senses are not ‘sensitive’, the brain cannot think Mental
experiences do, of course, accompany the brain motions
But why a -jensation should thus arise when a pirticular

motion IS caused in the brain, or how a mental lesolution can
be followed by a brain state, are questions to which no satis

factory answer can be given The mental and the, material,

the spiritual and the mechanical, fall entirely apait

The difficulties aiising out of this incompichensibility of

the causal interiefations of mind and body are not, howcvei,

in themselves a valid argument against a dualistic interpreta

tion of the real The difficulties of accounting for the causal

relation aie, in essential respects, equally great even when the

interaction is between homogeneous existenees The difficulties

are due to the nature of causal action as such, not to the

character of the bodies between which it holds This, indeed,

was clearly recognised by Descartes, and was insisted upon
by his immediate successors The transference of motion by
impact IS no less incomprehensible than the interaction of soul

and body If motion can exist only m matter, there is no
possible method of conceiving how it can make the transition

from one discrete poition of matter to another Causal action

IS thus a problem which no philosophj can pretend to solve,

and which every philosophy, whether monistic or dualistic,

must recognise as transcending the scope of our present

knowledge
It IS in another and more special form that Descartes

dualism first reveals its fatal defects, namely, in its bearing

upon the problem of sense perception Descartes can solve the

problem of knowledge only by first postulating the doctrine of
representative perception That doctrine is rendered necessary

by the dualism of mind and body Objects can be known
only i^ediately by means of their action upon the sense-

organs^ and though the sense organs upon uie brain The
<«bsu]lt!ng brain states are in themselves merely forms of
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motion They lead, however, in a manner which Descartes

never professes to explain,^ to the appearance of sensations

in the mental field Out of these sensations the mind then
constructs mental images of the distant bodies

,
and it is these

mental images alone which are directly apprehended Material

bodies are invisible and intangible
,
they are knowable only

through their mental duplicates Thus, according to the

doctrine of lepresentative perception, each mind is segregated

in a world apart It looks out upon a landscape which is as

menial and as truly inwaid as are its feelings and desires

The apparently ultimate relation of mind knoviing and object

known is rendered complex and problematic through the

distinction between mental objects and real things Mental
objects are in all cases images merely They exist only so

long as they are apprehended
,
and they aie numerically and

existentially distinct in each individual mind Real things are

not immediately peiceivcd
,
they are hypothetically inferred

To ordinaly consciousness the body which acts on the sense

organ is the object known
,
when reflective consciousness is

philosophically enlightened, the object immediately known is

recognised as a merely mental image, and the external object

sinks to the level of an assumed cause
The paradoxical character of this doctrine is accentuated

by Galileo’s distinction between pnmaiy and secondary
qualities ^ Those physical processes, which are entitled light

and heat, bear no lesemblance to the sensations through which
they become known The many coloured world of ordinary
consciousness is an illusory appearance which can exist only
in the human mind We must distinguish between the

sensible world which, though purely mental, appears, through
an unavoidable illusion, to be externally real, and that very
different woild of mattei and motion which reveals its inde

pendent nature only to reflective thinking In the latter

woild the rich variety of sensuous appeal ance can find no
place There remain only the quantitative, mechanical pro
perties of extension, figure and motion

,
and even these have

to be inteipieted in the revolutionaiy fashion of physical

science

The doctrine of representative perception cannot, however,
defend successfully the positions which it thus involves It

wavers in unstable equilibiium The facts, physical and
physiological, upon which it is based, are in conflict with the
conclusions in which it results This has been very clearly

* Cf Stiu/$es tn the Cartesian Philosophy pp 80 a 106 ^
llus dminUion is due to Galileo though the terms ‘ pnniftry’ and

secondary were first employed by Locke
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demonstrated by many writers in recent times ^ The con
flict manifested itself in the period between Descartes and
Kant only thiough the uneasy questionings of Locke and
Berkeley The problem, fundamental though it be, is almost
completely ignored by Spinoza, Leibniz, and Wolff

Stated in modern terms, the inherently contradictory
character of the doctrine consists in its univoidiblc alterna

tion between the realist attitude to which it owes its oiigin

and the idealist conclusion in which it issues Such oscilla

tion IS due to the twofold simultaneous relation m which
it regards ideas as standing to the objects that they ire

supposed to represent The function of sensations is cogni

tive
,
then origin is mechanical As cognitive they stand to

objects in a relation of inclusion
,
they reveal the objects,

leduplicating them in image before the mind Yet in their

origin they are effects mechanically generated by the action

of materi il bodies upon the sense oigans and brain As they
aie effects mechanically gineratcd theie is no guarantee thit

they resemble their causes and if we may argue fiom other

forms of mechanical causation, there is little likelihood that

they do They st ind to their first causes in a 1 elation of

exclusion, sepaiated from them by i laige number of varying

intermediate processes There is thus a conflict between the

function of sensations and their origin Their origin in the

external objects is supposed to conffr upon them a repre

sentative power
,

and yet the very nature of this origin

invalidates any such claim

This iiieconcil ibility of the subjectivist consequences of

the doctrine with its lealist basis was seized upon by Berkeley

To remove the contiadietion, he denied the facts from which

the doctrine had been developed That is to say, starting

from Its results he dispiovcd its premisses Arguing from the

physical and physiological conditions of perception Descartes

had concluded thit only sensations can be directly appre

hended by the mind Berkeley starts fiom this conclusion

and virtually adopts it as an assumption which cannot be

questioned, and which does not call for proof Since, he

contends, we know only sensations, the assertion that they
are due to material causes is mere hypothesis and is one for

which there may be no valid grounds As Descartes himself

had already suggested, there is a second possible method of

interpreting the relevant facts There may exist an all

^ I have dealt with Avenarms criticism in ‘Avenanus Philosophy of Pure
Experience* {Mind vol xv N S

, pp 1331, 149160) with Bergsons
cnUcism m * Subjectivism and Realism in Modern Philosophy {Philosophical

JRevuw^ vol xvu pp 1^8 148) and with the general issue as a whole in **The
Problem of Kijowleage no/ vol ix pp 113128)
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powerful Being who produces the sensations in our minds
from moment to moment ,

and provided that they are pro-

duced in the same order as now, the whole material world
might be annihilated without our being in the least aware
that so important an event had taken place Since we can
experience only sensations any hypothesis which will account
for the order of their happening is equally legitimate The
whole question becomes one of relative simplicity m the ex
planation given The simplei inalysis, other things being

equal must hold the field

Berkeley reinforces this argument by pointing to the many
embarrassing consequences to which Descartes dualism must
lead We postulate bodies in order to account foi the origin

of oui sensations, and yet are unable to do so by their means
The dualistic theory creates more difficulties than it solves,

without a single counter advantage, save perhaps—so Berkeley
argues—that it seems to haimonise better with the tiaditional

picjudices of the philosophic consciousness

If we grant Beikeley his premisses, the main lines of his

argument are fairly cogent, however unconvincing may be his

own positive views Thcciux, however, of the Berkeleian

idealism lies almost exclusively in the establishment of its

fundamental assumption, that only ideas (t e images) can be
known by the mind This assumption Berkeley, almost
without argument, tikes over from his predecessors It was
currently accepted, and from it, therefore, he believed that he
could safely argue It rests, however, upon the assumption
of facts which he himself questions In rejecting the Cartesian

dualism he casts down the ladder by which alone it is possible

to climb into his position Tor save through the facts of
physics and physiology theie seems to be no possible method
of disproving the belief of ordinary consciousness, that in

peiception we appithend independent material bodies And
until that belief can be shown to be false and ungrounded, the

Berkeleian idealism is without suppoit It cannot establish

the fundamental assumption upon which its entire argument
proceeds Thus, though Berkeley convincingly demonstrates
the internal incoherence of the doctrine of representative per
ception—the inconsistency of its conclusions with the physical

and physiological facts upon which alone it can be based

—

he cannot himself solve the problem in answer to which that

doctrine was propounded His services, like those of so many
other reformers, were such as he did not himself foresee In
simplifying the problem, he prepared the way for the more
sceptical treatment of its difficult issues by Hume

At this point, in the philosophy of Hume, the’jffroblent of
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percephon comes into the closest possible connection with
the logical problem, referred to above ihe question, how
mind knowing is 1 elated to the objects known, is found to

depend upon the question, how in certain crucial cases pie-

dicates may legitimately be refeiied to their subject This
logical problem arises in two forms, a narrower and r wider
The narrower issue concerns only the principle of causality

With what right do we assert thit every event must have
a cause? What is the ground which justifies us in thus
predicating of events a causal charactei ? Obviously, this

logical question is fundamental, and must be answered befoie

we can hope to solve the more special problem as to our right

to mterpiet sensations as effects of material bodies Hume
was the first to emphasise the vital interconnection of these

two lines of enquiry
The wider issue is the generating problem of Kant’s

Critique How in a judgment can a predicate be asserted of
a subject in which it is not already involved ? In other woids,

what IS It that in such a case justifies us in connecting the

predicate with the subject ? Though this problem was nevei

directly raised by any pre Kantian thinl er, not even by
Hume, It IS absolutely vital to all the pre Kantian systems

Thus Descartes philosophy is based upon a distinction,

nowhere explicitly drawn but everywhere silently assumed,
between abstract and fruitful ideas The former contain just

so much content and no more
,
this content may be explicitly

unfolded in a series of judgments, but no addition is thereby

made to our knowledge The latter, on the other hand, are

endowed with an extraordinary power of inner growth To
the attentive mind they disclose a marvellous variety of inner

meaning The chief problem of scientific method consists,

according to Descartes, in the discovery of these fruitful

ideas, and in the separation of them from the iiielevant

accompaniments Arhich prevent them from unfolding their

inner content Once they are discovered the steady progress

of knowledge is assured They are the springs of knowledge,
and from them we have only to follow down the widening
river of truth

Descartes professed to give a complete list of the possible

fruitful ideas They are, he claimed, better known than any
other concepts They he at the basis of all experience, and
no one can possibly be ignorant of them

,
though, owing to

theu" simplicity and omnipresence, their philosophical import
ance has been overlooked When, however, Descartes pro-

ceeded to classify them, he found that while such ideas as

space, triangle, number, motion, contain an inexhaustible
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content that is progressively unfolded in the mathematical

sciences, those ideas, on the other hand, through which we
conceive mental existences,—the notions of mind, thought,

self—do not by any means prove fruitful upon attentive

enquiry As Malebranche later insisted, we can define nr ind

only in negative terms
,

its whole meaning is determined

through Its opposition to the space world, which alone is

tiuly known Though it is the function of mind to know, it

cannot know itself And when w^e lemove from our list of

ideas those which are not really fruitful, we find that only

mathematical concepts lemiin ^ They alone have this ap
parently miiaculous propeity of inexhaustibly developing

before the mind Scientific knowledge is limited to the

matcri il world
,
and even there, the limits of our mathematical

insight are the limits of oui knowledge
Malebranche believed no less thoroughly than Descartes

in the asserted power and fruitfulness of mathematical con
cepts Undei the influence of this belief, he developed, as so

many other thinkers from Plato onwards have done, a highly

mystical theory of scientihc knowledge It is a revelation of

cteinal truth, and yet is acquired by innei reflection, not
laboiiously built up by external observation It comes by
searching of the mind, not by exploration of the outei world
But Malebranche was not content, like Descartes, merely to

accept this type of knowledge He proceeded to account for

It in metaphysical teims The fiuitfulncss of mathematical
ideas IS due, he claimed, to the fundamental concept of ex
tension in which they all share This idea, representing, as it

docs, an infinite existence, is too great to be contained within

the finite mind Through it the mind is widened to the
appiehension of something beyond itself, we know it through
consciousness of its archetype in the mind of God It is the
one point at which consciousness transcends its subjective

limits Its fruitfulness la due to, and is the manifestation of,

this diyine source The leason why we are condemned to

lemain ignorant of everything beyond the sphere of quantity
IS that extension alone holds this unique position It is the
only fruitful idea which the mind possesses, and other concepts,

such as triangle, circle, or number, are fruitful only in pro-
portion as they share in it We can acquire no genuine
knowledge even of the nature of the self Being ignoiant
of mind, we cannot comprehend the self which is one of its

modes It is as if we sought to comprehend the nature of
a triangle, in the absence of any conception of space Were

* On Descartes fulure to distinguish between the mathemaUcal and the
dynamical aspects of motion cf above, p 584 ^
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we tn possession of the archetypal idea of mind, we should
not only be able to deduce from it those various feelings and
emotions which we have already experienced, and those
sensations of the secondary qualities which we falsely ascribe

to the influence of external objects, but we should also be
able to discover by pure contemplation innumeraole othei

emotions and quilities, which entirely transcend our present
powers And all of these would then be experienced in their

ideal nature, and not as now, merely through feeble ind

confused feeling If mathematicians destroy their bodily

health through absorption in the progressive cluihcalion of

the mysteries of space, what might not happen if the arche

typal idea of mind weie revealed to us? Could wc attend to

the preservation of a body which would incessantly distract

us from the infinite and overwhelming experiences of our
divine destiny ?

This romantic conception of the possibilities of ritional

science reveals more clearly than any othei Cartesian doctrine

the real bearing and perveise character of the r itionalistic

preconceptions which underlie the Cartesian systems The
Cartesians would fain make rational science, conceived on
the analogy of the mathematical disciplines, coextensive with

the entire realm of the real This grotesque enterprise is

conceived as abstractly possible even by so cautious a thinker

as John Locke His reison for condemning the physical

sciences as logically imperfect is that they fail to conform to

this rationalistic ideal Hence those sentences which sound
so strangely in the mouth of Locke, the sensationalist

“ It IS the contempivtion of our abstract ideas that alone is able

to afford us general knowledge ’ ' “1 he true method of advancing

knowledge is by considering our ibstnct ideas “[Did we know
the real essence of gold] it would be no more necessary that

gold should exist, and that we should make experiments upon it,

than it is necessary for the knowing of th properties of a triangle,

that a triangle should exist 111 any matter the idea in our minds
would serve for the one as well as for the other ’ * “In the know
ledge of bodies, we must be content to glean what we can from
particular experiments, since we cannot, from a discovery of their

real essences, grasp at a time whole sheaves, and in bundles com
prehend the nature and the properties of whole species together ” *

Locke’s empirical doctrine of knowledge is thus based
upon a rationalistic theory of the real It is not, he holds,

the constitution of reality, but the de facto limitations of our

^ Essay concerning Human Understanding IV vi i6
® Op ett IV XU 7 ^ Op ett IV VI n
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human faculties which make empirical induction the 6nly
practicable mode of discovery in natural science Indeed,

Locke gives more extreme expression than even Descartes

does, to the mystically conceived mathematical method
Being Ignorant of mathematics, and not over well-mfornied

even in the physical sciences, Locke was not checked any
too close acquaint-ince with the real character and
limits of this method

,
and he accordingly mal|p!s«^[tatements

in that unqualified fashion winch seldom f^^^i^ray the

writei who is expounding views which he h^lJipt developed
for himself by first hand study of the lelevant famS

But though the unique character of mathematical know
ledge thus forced itself upon the attention of all the Cartesian

thinkeis, and in the above manner led even the most level

headed of Descartes successors to dream stiange dreams,

no real attempt was made (save in the neglected writings of

Leibniz) to examine, in a sober spirit, the grounds and con
ditions of Its possibility In the English School, Locke’s

eulogy of abstract ideas served only to drive his immediate
successors to an opposite extreme Both Berkeley and Hume
attempted to explain away, in an impossible manner, those

fundamental differences, which, beyond all questiontOg, pro

foundly differentiate mathematical ftom empirical judgments ^

It IS not surprising that Kant, who had no direct acquaintance

with Hume's Treatise should have asserted that had Hume
realised the bearing of his main teaching upon the theory of

mathematical science, he would have hesitated to draw his

sceptical conclusions Such, however, was not the case

Humes theory of mathematical reasoning undoubtedly forms
the least satisfactory part of his philosophy He did, however,
perceive the general bearing of his central teaching It was
m large degree his ignorance of the mathematical disciplines

that concealed from him the thorough unsatisfactoriness of his

general position and which prevented him from formulating

the logical problem in its full scope—the problem, namely,
how judgments which make additions to our previous know
ledge, and yet do not rest upon mere sensation, are possible

He treated it only as it presents itself in those judgments
which involve the concept of causality ® But this analysis of
causal judgments awoke Kant from his dogmatic slumber, and
so ultimately led to the raising of the logical problem in its

widest form —how synthetic a pnon judgments, whether
mathematical, physical, or metaphysical, are possible

^ Cf above, pp 27 8
^ 1 hough the concept of substance is also discussed by Humej, hxs trealtnent

of It IS quite perfunctory
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Hume discussed the causal problem both in regard to the
general principle of causality and in its bearing upon our
particular judgments of causal relation The problems con
cemed in these two discussions are essentially distinct The
first involves immensely wider issues, and so far as can be
judgiQdl from the existing circumstantial evidence,^ it was this

fi^st discussion, not as has been so often assumed by Kant s

commentsitors the second and more limited pioblem, which
exercised ^ ficdfound an influence upon Kant at the turning

PQjnt of hts speculations In stating it, it will be best to take
H|i||ne*s owtrovords

“To begin with the first question concerning the necessity of a
cause ’Tis a general maxim m philosophj, that whatever begins to

exist, must have a cause of existence This is commonly taken for

granted in all reasonings, without any proof given or demanded
’Tis supposed to be founded on intuition, and to be one of those
maxims, which though they may be deny’d with the lips ’tis impos
sible for men in their hearts really to doubt of But if we examine
this maxim by the idea of knowledge above explain d we shah discover

m It no mark of any such intuitive certainty
,
but on ^he contrary

shall find, that ’tis of a nature quite foreign to that species of con
viction ” *

The principle that every event must have a cause, is

neitlier intuitively nor demonstratively certain So far from
there existing a necessary connection between the idea of an
event as something happening in time and the idea of a cause,

no connection of any kind is discoverable by us We can

conceive an object to be non existent at this moment and
existent the next, without requiring to conjoin with it the

altogether different idea of a productive source

This had been implicitly recognised by those few philo

sophers who had attempted to give demonstrations of the

principle By so domg, however, they only reinforce Hume's
dontention that it possesses no rational basis When Hobbes
argues that as all the points of time and place in which we can
suppose an object to begin to exist, are in themselves equal,

there must be some cause determining an event to happen at

one moment rather than at another, he is assuming the very
principle which he professes to prove There is no greater

difficulty in supposing the time and place to be fixed without

a cause, than in supposing the existence to be so determined
If the denial of a cause is not intuitively absurd in the one
case, It cannot be so in the other If the first demands a

1 Cf above pp xxv ff 6i ff

* Tfiottse on Human Nairn

e

(Green and Grose) \ p 380

2Q
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proof, $0 likewise must the second Similarly with the sn^U-

ments advanced by Locke and Clarke Locke argfues that if

anything is produced without a cause, it is produced by
nothing, and that that is impossible, since nothing can never

be a cause any more than it can be something, or equal to

two right angles Clarke’s contention that if anythirtg were
without a cause, it would produce itself^ t e exist before it

existed, is of the same character These arguments assume
the only point which is in question

“When we exclude all causes we really do exclude them and
neither suppose nothing nor the object itself to be the causes of the

existence, aiid consequently can draw no argument from the absurdity

of these suppositions to prove the absurdity of that exclusion ” *

The remaining argument, that every effect must have a

cause, since this is implied in the veiy idea of an effect, is

“ still more frivolous
”

‘ Every effect necessarily presupposes a cause, effect being a

relative term, of which cause is the correlative But this does not

prove that every being must be preceded by a cause
,
no more than

it follows, because everj husband must have a wife, that therefore

every man must be married ” *

The far reaching conclusion, that the principle of causality

has no possible rational basis, Hume extends and reinforces

through his other doctrines, viz that synthetic reason* is

merely generalised belief, and that belief is m all cases due to

the ultimate instincts and piopensities which defacto constitute

our human nature The synthetic principles which lie at the

basis of our experience are non rational in character Each is

due to a ‘ blind and powerful instinct,’ which, demanding no
evidence, and ignoring theoretical inconsistency fqr the sake
of practical convenience, necessitates belief

“ N ature by an absolute and uncontrollable necessity has deter

mined us to judge as well as to breathe and feel”* ‘All these

operations are a species of natural instincts, which no reasoning or

process of the thought and understanding is able either to produce or

to prevent ” ®

Reason is “nothing but a wonderful and unintelligible
instinct in our souls ” * It justifies itself by its practical uses,

* op nt p 383 * Loc at
' t Or justification of the phrase ‘ synthetic reason ’ I must refer to my articles

in vol wv N S pp 149 73 335 47, on ‘ The Naturalism of Hume ’

Treattse (Green and Grose) i pp 474 5
• Inquiry toncermng Human Understanding (Green and Grose) p 40
« Treatiu p 471

’ ^ ^
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but Can afford no standard to which objective reality must
conform

It IS from this point of view that Hume states his answer
to the problem of perception Our natural belief in the per
manence and identity of objects, as expiesscd through the
principle of substance and attribute, leads us to interpi et the
objects of sense perception as independent realities We inter

pret our subjective sensations as being qualities of independent
substances Our othei natural belief, in the dyn imical intci

dependence of events, as expressed through the piinciplc of
causality, leads, however to the opposite conclusion that the

known objects are merely mental Por by it we are con
strained to interpret sensations, not t.s objective qualities, but
only as subjective effects, expressive of the reactions of our
psycho physical organism The Cartesian problems owe
their origin to the mistaken attempt to harmonise, in a
theoretical fashion, these two conflicting principles The
conflict is inevitable and the antinomy is insoluble, so long
as the two principles aie regarded as objectively valid The
only satisfactory solution comes through lecognition that

reason is unable to account, save in reference to piactical

ends, even for its own inevitable demands The principle

of substance and attiibute and the principle of causality

CO operate in rendering possible such organisation of our
sense expeiience as is required for practical life But when
we cairy this organisation further than practical life itself

demands, the two principles at once conflict

Kant shows no interest in this constructive pait of

Hume’s philosophy, and must, indeed, have been almost

entirely ignorant of it, since it finds only very imperfect ex-

pression in the Enquiry, and is ignored in Beattie’s Nature

of Truth Accordingly, Kant does not regard Hume as

offering a positive explanation of knowledge, but rather

as representing the point of view of thoroughgoing seep

ticism But even had he been acquainted at first hand
with Humes Treatise, he would undoubtedly have felt little

sympathy with Hume’s naturalistic view of the function of

reason His training in the mathematcal sciences would
have enabled him to detect the inadeKiuacy of Hume's treat

ment of mathematical knowledge, and his strong moral

convictions would have led him to rebel against the natural

istic assumptions which underlie Hume’s entire position

The Berkdey-Hume comedy is thus repeated with reversed

rdles Just as Berkeley’s anti materialistic philosophy was
mainly influential as a step towards the naturalism of

Hume, and as such still survives in the philosophies of
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John Stuart Mill, Herbert Spencer, Huxley, Mach and Karl
Pearson, so m turn Hume’s anti metaphysical theory of

knowledge was destined to be one of the chief contributory

sources of the German speculative movement
We may now turn to Hume’s treatment of the narrower

problem—that of justifying our particular causal judgments
Hume’s attitude towards this question is predetermined by the

more fundamental argument, above stated, which precedes it

in the Treatise but which is entirely omitted from the corre

sponding chapters of the Enquiry As the general principle

of causality is of an irrational character, the same must be
true of those paiticular judgments which are based upon it

Much of Hume’s argument on this question is, indeed, merely
a lestatement of what had already been pointed out by his

piedecessors There is no necessary connection discoverable

between any cause and its effect This is especially evident

as regards the connection between brain states and mental
expel lenccs No explanation can be given why a motion
in the brain should produce sensations in the mind, or why
a mental resolution should produce movements in the body
Such sequences may be empirically verified

,
they cannot be

rationally understood That this likewise holds, though in

less obvious fashion, of the causal interrelations of material

bodies, had been emphasised by Geulincx, Malebranche,
Locke, and Berkeley The fact that one billiard ball should
communicate motion to another by impact is, when examined,
found to be no less incomprehensible than the interaction of

mind and body Hume, in the following passage, is only
reinforcing this admitted fact, in terms of his own philosophy

“ We fancy that were we brought on a sudden into this world we
could at first have inferred that one billiard ball would communicate
motion to another upon impulse

,
and that we needed not to have

waited for the event, in order to pronounce with certamty upon it

Such IS the influence of custom, that, where it is strongest, it not only
covers our natura' ignorance, but even conceals itself, and seems not
to take place merely because it is found in the highest degree ” ^

Nor are we conscious of any causal power within the self

When Berkeley claims that mind has the faculty of producing
images at will, he is really ascnbing to it creative agency
And such creation, as Malebranche had already pointed out,

IS not even conceivable

“ I deny that my will produces in me my ideas, for I cannot even
conceive how it could produce them, smee my will, not being able

' Enqmry (Green and Grose) pp 2$ 6
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to adt or will without knowledge, presupposes my ideas and does not
make them ” ^ " Is there not here,” Hume asks, either in a spiritual

or material substance, or both, some secret mechanism or structure

of parts, upon which the effect depends, and which, being entirely

unknown to us, renders the power or energy of the will equally

unknown and mcomprehensible ?
” *

But the fact that Hume thus restates conclusions already
emphasised by his predecessois will not justify us in contend
ing (as certain historians of philosophy seem inclined to do)
that in his treatment of the causal problem he failed to
make any important advance upon the teaching of the
Occasionalists Hume was the first to peiccive the essential

falsity of the Cartesian, rationalistic view of the c lusal nexus
For Descartes an effect is that which can be deduced with
logical necessity from the concept of its cause The Occa
sionalists similarly argued that because natuial events can
nevei be deduced from one anothei they must in all cases

be due to supernatural agency
,

like Descaites, they one
and all failed to comprehend that since by an effect we
mean that which follows m ttme upon its cause, and since,

therefore, the principle of causality is the law of change,

the nature of causality cannot be expressed in logical terms

Hume was the first to appreciate the significance ot this

fundamental fact, and an entiiely new set of pioblems at

once came into view If causal connection is not, is previous

thinkers had believed, logical in character, if it does not

signify logical dependence of the so called effect upon its

cause, its true connotation must lie elsewheie
,
and until this

has been traced to its hidden source, any attempted >olution

of metaphysical problems is certain to involve many filse

assumptions The answer that is given to the pioblem of

the origin and content of the causal concept must detei

mine oui interpretai-ion alike of sense experience and of pure

thought
The problem presents on examination, however, a most

paradoxical aspect As Hume has already shown, eveiy

effect IS an event distinct from its cause, and there is never

any connection, beyond that of mere sequence, discover

able between them We observe only sequence
, we assert

necessary connection What, then, is in our minds when this

latter assei tion is made ? And how, if the notion ofnecessitated

connection cannot be gamed through observation of the ex
ternal events, is it acquired by us? Hume again piopounds

^ ^clturcusmmt sur chap m pt u. Iiv vi de la Recherche tome n (171a)

p 381 * Enquiry p 57
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a naturalistic solution Causation, t e necessitated seqiience

in time, is not in any sense a conception , it is not a compre-
hended relation between events, but a misunderstood feeling

in oui minds We cannot foim any, even the most remote,

conception of how one event can produce another Neither

imagination noi puie thought, howevei freely they may act,

aie capable of inventing any such notion But nature, by
the manner in which it has constituted our minds, deludes us

into tlie belief that we arc in actual possession of this idea

The repeated sequence oi events, in fixed order, generates in

us the feeling of a tendency to pass fiom the perception or

idea of the one to the idea of the other This feeling, thus

generated by custom, and often in somewhat confused fashion

combined with the feeling of ‘ animal nisus ’ which is ex
pciienced in bodily effort, is mistal en by the mind foi a
definite concept of foice, causality, necessary connection As
mere feeling it can affoid no insight into the relation holding

between events and as merely subjective can justify no in

feience in regard to that i elation The terms force, causality,

necessitated sequence in time, have a practic il value, as names
foi oui instinctive, natural expectations, but when employed
as instruments for the tJteoietical interpretation of experience,

they lead us off on a false trail

This IS one of the fundamental points upon which Hume
reveals a deeper speculative insight than eithei Malebranche,
Geulincx, or Locke Though these latter insist upon our
Ignorance of the i elation holding between events, they still

assume that causation and natuial necessity are concepts
which have a quite intelligible meaning

,
and in consequence

they fail to draw the all important conclusion, that the general

principle of causality has neither intuitive nor demonstrative
validity For that is the revolutionary outcome of Hume’s
analysis of the notion of necessitated connection The
principle of causality is a synthetic judgment in which no
connection is discoverable between its subject and its predi

cate That is the reason w hy it is neither self evident nor
capable of being established upon more ultimate grounds

As has alieady been stated, the widei problem concerning
the principle of causality is developed only in the Treatise

,

the problem regarding the concept of causality is discussed
both m the Treatise and in the Enquiry An appreciation
of the wider problem is required, however, in order to set this

second problem in its true light, for it is only through it|

connection with the wider issue that Hume’s reduction of the
concept of causality to a merely instinctive, non rational ex
pectation acquire^ its full significance Hume’s analysis then
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amounts, as Kant was the first to realise, to an attack upon
the objective validity of all constructive thinking Not only
rationalism, but even such metaphysics as may claim to base
its conclusions upon the teaching of experience is theicby
rendered altogether impossible The issue is crucial, and must
be honestly faced, before metaphysical conclusions, no mittei
what their specific character may be, whether a prtort or em
pineal, can legitimately be drawn If we may not assert that

an event must have some cause, even the light to enquire
for a cause must first be justified And if so fundamental a
principle as that of causality is not self evident, aie theic any
principles which can make this claim ?

The account which we have so fii given of Humes argu
ment covers only that part of it which is directed igainst the

rationalist position, and which was theiefore so infiuential in

turning Kant on to the line of his Critical speculations But
Hume attacked with equal vigour the empiricist standpoint

,

and as this aspect of his teaching, constituting vs it did an
integral part of Kants own philosophy, must undoubtedly
have helped to confirm Kant in his early lationalist convictions,

we may profitably dwell upon it at some length In opposi

tion to the empiiicists Hume argues that experience, is

incapable of justifying any infeience in regard to mattus of

fact It cannot serve as a basis from which we can in

ductively extend our knowledge of facts beyond what the

senses and memory reveal Inductive inference, when so

employed, necessarily involves a petiho pi tnaptt
,
we assume

the very point we profess to have proved

The argument by which Hume establishes this important

contention is as follows All inductive reasoning from ex
peiience presupposes the validity of beliefm causal connection

For when we have no knowledge of causes, we have no
justification for isserting the continuance of uniformities

Now It has been shown that we have no experience of any
necessary relation between so called causes and their effects

The most that expeiience can supply aie sequences which

repeat themselves In regarding the sequences as causal,

and so as universally constant, we make an assertion for

which experience gives no support, and to which no amount
of repeated experience, recalled in memory, can add one jot

of real evidence To argue that because the sequences have
remained constant m a great number of repeated experiences,

they are therefore more likely to remain constant, is to assume
that constancy in the past is a ground for inferring it in the

future ,
and that is the very point which demands proof In

drawing the conclusion we virtually assume that there is a
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necessary connection, te an absolutely constant relation,

between events But since no single experience of causal
sequence affords grodnd for inferring that the sequence will

continue in the future, no numbei of repeated expeiiences,
recalled in memory can contribute to the strengthening of
the inference It is meaningless to talk even of likelihood
or probability The fact that the sun has without a single
knou n exception arisen each day in the past does not (if we
accept the argument disproving all knowledge of necessary
connection) constitute proof that it will rise to morrow

“None but a fool or a madman will be unafifected in his

expectations or natural beliefs by this constancy, but he is no
philosopher who accepts this as in the nature of evidence " ^

Since, for all that we know to the contrary bodies may
change tlieir nature and mode of action at any moment, it is

\ am to pretend that we are scientifically assui ed of the futui e
because of the past

“ My practice, you say, refutes my doubts * But you mistake
the purport of my question As an agent, I am quite satisfied in
the point, but as a philosopher, who has some share of curiosity,

I will not say scepticism, I want to le-irn the foundation of this

inference No reading, no enquiry has yet been able to remove my
difficulty or give me satisfaction in a matter of such importance
Can I do better than propose the difficulty to the public, even
though, perhaps I have small hopes of obtaining a solution ? We
shall at least, by this means, be sensible of our ignorance, if we do
not augment our knowledge ” ®

Kant was the fiist, after thirty years, to take up this

challenge Experience is no souice of evidence until the
causal postulate has been independently proved Only if the
principle of causality can be established prior to all specific

experience, only if we can predetermine experience as neces
sarily conforming to it, are empirical arguments valid at all

Hume’s enquiry thus directly leads to the later, no less than
to the earlier foim of Kant’s epoch making question * In its

earlier formulation it referred only to a pnon judgments
,
in

Its wider application it was found to arise with equal cogency
in connection with empirical judgments And as thus ex-
tended, it generated the problem How is sense experience,
regarded as a form of knowledge, possible at all?* By

* Lnpmry p 32
* This is the objection upon which Beattie chiefly insists

t 9} * * Cf above, pp 39 ff
, 54 222 ff 241 286 9How far Humes cnticism of empiricism really influenced Kant in his

appreciation of this deeper problem it seems impossible to deade Very prob
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shoRving that the principle of causality has neither intuitive
nor demonstrative validity, Hume cuts the ground from
under the rationalists

,
by showing that sense experience

cannot by itself yield conclusions which are objectively valid,

he at the same time destroys the empiricist position In this
latter contention Kant stands in complete agreement with
Hume That the sensuously given is incapable of grounding
even probable infei cnees is a fundamental piesupposition
(never discussed, but always explicitly assumed^ of the
Critical philosophy It was by challenging the sufficiency
of Humes other line of argument, that which is directed
against the rationalists, that Kant discovcicd a way of

escape from the sceptical dilemma The conditions of ex-
perience can be pioved by a ti anscendental method which,
though a prtott in charactci, docs not he open to Humes
sceptical objections Each single expei lence involves rational
principles, and consequently even a single empirical obsciva
tion may suffice to justify an inductive inference Expei lence
confoims to the demands of pure a priori thought, ind cm
legitimately be construed in accordance with them

We may now pass to the philosophy in which Kant was
educated It gave to his thinking that rationalist trend, to
which, in spite of all counter influences, he never ceased to
remain true It also contiibuted to his philosophy several
of Its constructive principles Only two rationalist systems
need be considered, those of Leibniz and of Wolff Kant,
by his own admission,® had been baffled in his attempts
(probably not very persevering) to master Spinoza’s philo
sophy It was with Wolff s system that he was most familiar

,

but both directly and indirectly, both in his early years and
in the seventies, the incomparably deeper teaching of Leibniz
must have exercised upon him a piofoundly formative in-

fluence In defining the points of agreement and of difference

between Hume and Leibniz,® we have already outlined
Leibniz’s general view of the nature and powers of pure
thought and may therefore at once proceed to the relevant
detail of his main tenets

Upon two fundamental points Leibniz stands in opposition
to Spinoza He seeks to maintain the reality of the contingent

ably Kant proceeded to it by independent development of his own standpoint
after the imtial impulse received on the more strictly logicil issue

• The assertion by Kuno hischer and Paulsen of an empirical period in
Kants development, has been challenged by Adickes B Erdmann Riehl and
Vaihinger

• Cf B Erdmann s p 147 Crtttquf ofJudgment, IV y p 391
(Bernard s trans p 301)

• Above pp XXX 111
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or accidental These terms are indeed, as he conceives them,
synonymous with the actual Necessity rules only in the

sphere of the possiole Contingency or freedom is the
differentiating characteristic of the real This point of view
IS bound up with his second contention, namely, that the real

IS a kingdom of ends It is through divine choice of the best

among the possible worlds that the actual present order has
arisen There are thus two principles which determine the
real the principle of contridiction which legislates with
absolute universality, and the principle of the best, or, othei

wise formulated of sufficient reason, which differentiates reality

from truth, limiting thought, in order that, without violating

logic, it may freely satisfy the moral needs Leibniz thus
vindicates against Spinoza the reality of freedom and the

existence of ends
Though Leibniz agrees with Spinoza that the philosophic-

ally perfect method would be to start from an adequate
concept of the Divine Being, and to deduce from His attributes

the whole nature of finite reality, he legards our concept of
God as being too imperfect to allow of such procedure We
are compelled to resort to expeuence, and by analysis to

search out the various concepts which it involves By the
study of these concepts and their interrelations, we determine,
in obedience to the law of contradiction the nature of the
possible The real, in contradistinction fiom the possible,

involves, however, the notion of ends The existence of
these ends can nevei be determined by logical, but only by
moral considerations The chief pioblem of philosophical

method is, therefore, to discover the exact relation in which
the logical and the teleological the necessary and the
contingent, stand to one another

The absence of contradiction is in itself a sufficient

guarantee of possibility, le e\en of the possibility of real

existence How very far Leibniz is willing to go on this line

IS shown by his acceptance of the ontological argument The
whole weight of his system rests, indeed, upon this proof
The notion of God is, he maintains, the sole concept which
can determine itself in a puiely logical manner not only as
possible but also as real If we are to avoid Violating the
principle of contradiction, the Ens perfeettsstmum must be
regarded as possessing the perfection of real existence And
smee God is perfect in moral as in all other attributes, Hiii

actions must be in conformity with moral demands In creat-

ing the natural order God must therefore have chosen that

combination of possibilities which constitutes the best of all

possible worlds By means of this conceptual bridge we are
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enabled to pass by pure a pnort thinking from the logically

possible to the factually real
^

Pure logical thinking is thus an instrument whereby ulti

mate reality can be defined in a valid manner Pure thought
IS speculative and metaphysical in its very es mice It uncovers
to us what no experience can reveal, the wider universe which
exists eternally in the mind of God Eveiy concept (whether
mathematical, dynamical, or moral), provided only that it is

not self contradictory, is an eternal essence, with the intrinsic

niture of which even God must reckon in the creation of
things When, theieforc, we aie determining the unchanging
nature of the eternally possible, there is no necessary lefereiice

to Divine existence The purely logical ciiterion suffices

as a test of truth Every judgment which is made in regard
to such concepts must express only what their content in

volves All such judgments must be analytic in order to

be true

When, however, we proceed from the possible to the real,

that IS to say, from the necessary to the contingent, the

logical test IS no longer sufficient
,
and only by appeal to the

second principle, that of sufficient reason, cm judgments
about leality be logically justified Whether or not the

principle of sufficient reason is deducible, as Wolff sought to

maintain, from the principle of contradiction, is a point of

quite secondary impoitance That is a question which does

not deserve the emphasis which has been laid upon it What
IS chiefly important is that for Leibniz, as for Wolff, both
principles aie piinciples of analysis The principle of sufficient

reason is not an instrument for determining necessary relations

between independent substances The sufficient ground of a
valid piedicate must in all cases be found in the concept of

the subject to which it is referred The difference between
the two principles lies elsewhere, namely, in the character of

the connection established between subject and predicate

In the one case the denial of the proposition involves a direct

self-contradiction In the other the opposite of the judgment
IS perfectly conceivable

,
our leason for asserting it is a

moral (employing the term in the eighteenth century sense),

not a logical ground The subject is so constituted, that

in the ch^oice of ends in pursuit of the good it must by
its very natuie so behave The principle of sufficient reason,

which represents m our finite knowledge the divine prin

ciple of the best, compels us to recognise the predicate as

involved in the subject—as involved through a ground which
inclines without necessitating Often the analysis cannot be
carried sufficiently far to enable us thus to transform a
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judgment empirically given into one which is adequately

grounded None the^less, in recognising it as true, we postu-

late that the predicate is related to the subject in this way
There are not for Leibnir two methods of establishing truth,

sense perception to reveal contingent fact, and general reason

ing to establish necessary truth A proposition can be
accepted as tiue only in so far as we can at least postulate

thiough absence of contradiction and thiough sufficient

reason, its analytic character It must express some form
of identity The proposition, Caesar ciossed the Rubicon, is

given us as historical fact Ihe more complete our know
ledge of Caesar and of his time, the further we can carry the

analysis
,
and that analysis if completely executed would

displace the merely factual validity of the judgment by
insight into its metaphysical truth Thus experience, with

Its assertions of the here and now about particulars in

exhaust!bly concrete, sets to rational science an inexhaustible

task We can proceed in our analysis indefinitely, pushing out
the frontiers of thought further and further into the empirical

realm Only by the Divine Mind can the task be completed,

and all things seen as ordered m complete obedience to the

two principles of thought
Leibniz, in propounding this view, develops a genuinely

original conception of the relation holding between appearance
and reality Only monads, that is, spiritual beings, exist

Apart from the representative activity of the monads there

aie no such existences as space and time, as matter and
motion The mathematical and physical sciences, in their

present forms, therefore, cannot be interpreted as levealing

absolute existences But, if ideally developed, they would
emancipate themselves from mechanical and sensuous notions

,

and would consist of a body of truths, which, as thus perfected,

would be discovered to constitute the very being of thought
Pure thought or reason consists in the apprehension of such

truths To discover and to prove them thought does not
require to issue out beyond itself It creates this conceptual

world in the very act of apprehending it
,
and as this realm

of truth thus expresses the necessary character of 9II thought,
whether divine or human, it is universal and unchanging
Each mind apprehends the same eternal truth

,
but owing

to imperfection each finite being apprehends it with some
degree of obscunty and confusion, fragmentarily, in terms
of sense, and so falls prey to the illusion that the self stands
in mechanical relations to a spatial and temporal world of
matter and motion

Leibniz supports this doctrine by his theory of senas^
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experience as originating spontaneously from within the
individual mmd Thereby he is only repeating that pure
thought generates its whole content from within itself Sense
experience, in its intrinsic nature, is nothing but pure thought
Such thought, owing to the inexhaustible wealth of its con-
ceptual significance, so confuses the mind which thus generates
It, that only by prolonged analysis can larger and larger
portions of it be construed into the conceptual judgments
which have all along constituted its sole content And m
the process, space, time, and motion lose all sensuous character,
appearing in their true nature as orders of relation which
can be adequately apprehended only in conceptual terms
They remain absolutely leal as objects of thought, though
as sensible existences they arc 1educed to the level of mere
appearance Such is the view of thought which is unfolded
in Leibniz’s writings, in startling contrast to the naturalistic
teaching of his Scotch antagonist

As already indicated, Kant’s first hand knowledge of
Leibniz’s teaching was very limited He was icquainted
with it chiefly through the inadequate channel of Wolffs
somewhat commonplace exposition of its principles But
even from such a source he could derive what was most
essential, namely, Leibniz’s view of thought as absolute in
Its powers and unlimited in its claims How closely Wolff
holds to the mam tenet of Leibniz’s system appears from his
definition of philosophy as “ the science of possible things, so
far as they aic possible” He thus retains, though without
the deeper suggestiveness of Leibniz’s speculative insight, the
view that thought precedes reality and legislates for it By
the possible is not meant the existentially or psychologic tlly

possible, but the conceptually necessary, that which, prior to
all existence, has objective validity, sharing in the universal
and necessary character of thought itself

As Riehl has very justly pointed out,’^ Wolffs philosophy
had, prior even to the period of Kant’s eailicst writings, been
displaced by empirical, psychological enquiries and by eclectic,

popular philosophy Owing to the prevailing lack of thorough
ness in philosophical thinking, " Problemlosigkeit ” charac
tensed the whole period The two exclusively alternative
views of the function of thought stood alongside one another
withm each of the competing systems, quite unreconciled
and in their mutual conflict absolutely destructive of all

real consistency and thoroughness of thought It was Kant
who restored rationalism to its rightful place He reinvigorated
the flaccid tone of his day by adopting in his wntings, both

'
* Pkthsophtseher Ahttetsmus, 2nd ed p 209
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early and Itte, the metl^od of rational s^tence, and <t>y

insisting that the tea|ly crucial issues be bold^ faeed In

essentials Khnt holds to Wolifs de6ftitton of phllosofiby as
“ the science of possible thu^s, ap far as they are poasible

’*

As I have just remarked, the possible is taken in an objective

sense, and the definition consequently gives expression to the

view of philosophy upon which Kant so frequently insists, as

lying wholly in the sj^ete of pure a prtort thought Its func-

tion is to determine prior tp specific experience what ex-

penence must be
,
and obviously that is only possible by means

of an a prtort, purely conceptual method His Cnttque, as

Its title indicates, is a critieism of pure reason by puro reason

Nothing which escapes definition through pure a prtort

thinking can come Within its spherO The problem of the

“ possibility of experienee ” is the problem of discovering the

conditions which necessarily determine experience to be what
It is Kant, pf course, radically transforms the whole {Mfpblem,

in method Of treatment as well as in results, %hhp i^4ofiin>ng

the subject matter of enquiry he substitutes h^ipewence for

things absolutely existent This modification Isupmnanly
due to the influence of Hume But the constant iccourrenee

in Kants philosophy of the term “possibility" marks his

continued belief in the Idealist view Of thought Though
pure thought never by itself amounts to knoVIdedge-^therein

Kant departs from the extreme rationalist position-—-only

through It IS any knowledge, empirical or apnon, ppSsible at

all Philosopl^, in order to exist, most be a system of
a prtort rational principles Nothing empirical ot hypothetical

can find any place in it^ Yet at the same time it is the

system of the a prton conditions only of experience, not qf
ultimate reality Spch is the twofold relation of agreement
and difference in whicb Kaht stands to his rationalist

predecessors

’ Of, abciVe. PP h W, Ixi, S43 ff
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